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From: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI) 

Subject: RE: WSJ 
To: -Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI); Abbate, PaulM. (DO) (FB); 

Ce: bI7C 
Sent: January 12, 2021 1:27 PM (UTC-05:00) bTE 

The reporter is going to update the story to include mention of the Director briefing the Gang of 4 last 

night and that the Deputy will be briefing members later today and tomorrow. 

    

  

From: Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA) {FBI} 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 1:14 PM 
  

[Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI) b6 -1 
-1 

-5 

To: Bowdich, David L. (DO) {FBI} |Abbate, Paul M. {DO} {FBI} be -1 
      | bic 

Co] | b7E 

Subject: WS] 

Justice Department and FBI Leaders Noticeably Absent Since Riot 

  

Poised oP yi ki Cate ek Ass ay 

  

FBl Cirector Christopher Wray has kept a iow public profile for nearly @ week. 

By 

Sadie Gurman 

and 

A&funa Viswanatha 

Undated Jan. 12, 2021 12:55 pm ET ? 

CHficigis from the FBL and Denartment of Justice wil give lawmakers their first formal briefings 

Tuesday on fast week's deadly pro-Trump cot at the Cenitol. Notebly ebsent wil be their 

basses—Acting Attorney Generai Jefirey Rasen and FBi Director Christopher Wray —who have 

kent a very low sublic profile for almost a week. 

The acting US. attorney for the District of Columbia, Michael Sherwin, and the head of the FR!s 

Washington office, Steven D’Antucne, who are running the sprawling probe wil speak by 

phone with lawmakers, peoole familiar with the maticer said. The briefing comes as Washington 

greoples with ongoing security concerns and threats of future violence, and agents fan out 

acrass the country to tackle an investigation with thousands of suspects and crimes ranging 

fram murder to stealing national-securlty information, 

-1 

-3,5 
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FB agents have been scouring sociai media arui pursuing some 70,006 tiss the agency has 

received in the days since the riot, with federal prosecutors in Washington already pursuing 

more than two dozen arrest warrants for members af the mob on charges of gun crimes, 

vidiant entry and chsorderly conduct on Cap:tal grounds, assaulime an officer and other 

offenses. More charges against individudis allegedly involved in the violence are expected to be 

unvelled this week, 

Law-enforcement officiais have aisa been planning for the passibility of more armed protests at   

ve     every s capitol and in Washington in the days leading up to joe Bicten’s inauguration, with 

US. officizis ordering thousands of extra National Guard troops to Washington, 0.C., and   

halting public tours af the Washington Monument. 

Tuesday's briefing comes after the Democratic leaders of five House commulteas wrate to Mr. 

Wray on Thursday seeking urgent information on the Federa! Bureau of investigation’s plans to 

investigate and nrosecute those inveived in the riot as wellas how it tracks damestic terrorists 

and aims to disrupt any future plots. 

Sens, Mark Warner and Marna Rubia, the Dernccratic and Renublican leaders of the Senate 

infeligence Committers: were aiso scheduled to receive their first formal briefing Tuesday from 

FBI officials about the Capital riat and prenarations fo protect the inauguration, though neither 

Mr. Wray nor Seouty FBI Director David Bowdich were expected to participate, according to 3 

person farniiar with the matter. The Senate intelligence Commitee has also asked the FRI to 

share all recards related to the bureau’s inteHigence ahead of the attack, the person sald. 

Top U.S. Capita! Police officials, who are primarily responsible for securing the building, have 

aiso maintained a minimal public presence. 

"H you're talking about Hiling in sans, providing information, soothing a troubled nation, that 

should come from leaders.’ 

~ Chuck Rosenberg, a former top justice Department official 

Messrs. Rosen and Wray are known for their low-key personalities and have stayed out of the 

spotight throughout most of their fenures. Bul some current and former Justice Department 

FBI(2icv558)-3576



officiais say their fack of visibility afer the attack in which a police officer and a rioter were   

    

KHled and three others dled of medical emergencies is st king and that a public appearance 

would reassure observers of the i investigation’ Sorority, 

“Hf you're talking about fling in gaps, providing information, soothing a troubled nation, that 

should come frorn leaders,” said Chuck Rosariberg, a former top Justice Department official in 

both Republican and Democratic administrations. “The attorney general has en obligation to 

speak to the naticn # nc one else is.’ 

instead, Messrs. Rosen arui Wray have issued willten statements carmemning the yinience and 

nromising to pursue those responsible, but have remained aut of public view as federal law- 

enfarcement agencies begin internally scrutinizing thelr awn actions and how, af al levels, they 

miscalculated the threat of viclence from what they estimated would be a largely peaceful 

  

Accounts from inside the Canital and elsewhere describe a disjointed response in which senior 

aides to Congressional leadershis frantically called current and farmer Justice Department 

officiais seeking immediate help as the rioters stormed the building and barged into some 

lawmakers’ offices, 

Gne senior aide to Senate Majority Leader Mitch MeCannell turned ta former Attorney Genera! 

Williarn Barr’s chief of staff, WH Levi, who left the justice Department in early December, 

seeking reinforcements for the badly outnumbered Capital Police force. Mr. Levi responded 

swiftly, first connecting the aide with denartment officiais and then calling S owdich foran 

urgent response, according to people familar with the conversation. 

Mr. Bawdich, inside a cormmand posi at the FBI's Washington Field Office, decided he couldn't 

wait far a formal invitation from Capito! Police to send backup and mobilized Durean tactical 

teams, said the people familiar with the call, which the Washington Post reported earher. 

Mr. Wray left much of the operational pianning to his No. 2 officiel, which people familier with 

both men said wasn’t necessarily unusual given Soth their personalities and the nature of thelr 

rales. 

FBI(21cv558)-3577



Myr, Bowdich is a longtirne FBI official well-versed in handling terrorist attacks and other higk- 

profile cases, while Mr. Wray has spent more tine as a corporate lawyer than a dustice 

Department official in a post- 9/12 world. He is no fan of speaking engagements, people clase 

to tum Sad. and has keot a low profile even amid bureau controversies. 

A senior FBI official said that Mr. Wray, desmite a Hmited nublic presence, was routinely briefed 

about the bureau’s pians ahead of the protest and made at least two lengthy visits to the 

coramaend center at headquarters to monitor the unfolding situation. Hea was regularly in touch Ld 

With Mr. Bowdich and athers, the official said. 

Mr. Rosen, toa, is a longtime civil itigator, and has leaned heavily on his acting deputy, Richard 

Donoghue, for advice on criminal matters, peaple familar with the department's upper ranks 

said, His reletive silence in the aftermeth of the attack stands in contrast to the aoproach of the 

attorney general he succeeded, Willam Barr, who held an hour-long news conference #5 some 

protests this summer in the wake of the death of George Flayd turned violent. 

the 
Leadership has been in transition across Washington as Trump administration officials have 

geparted anead of Mr. Biden’s inauguration, including Mr. Barr who lef iate last manth. The 

transitions complicated the rescanse to the riot, 

Both Mr. Wray and Mr. Rosen have at times over the past year been concerned about making 

public statements that could put Mr. Wray in the crosshairs of Mr. Trump, seopie familar with 

the matter said. The president has publicly and privately threatened to fire his FBI directar over 

the course of the past year. 

Mr. Rosen assumed his post fess than three weeks ago, as the department faced pressure from 

Mr. Trurmp to fake action in the waning days of his admirustration on legal corrtroversias of 

intense interest to him. 

Since taking on the role, Mr. Rosen hasn't made any moves te support Mr. Trump’s allegations 

of election fraud. Late last month, the Justice Department also worked with Vice President Mike 

Pence to reject & Remublican congressman’s iong-shot bid ta give Mr. Pence the cower to zu 

overturn Mr. Biden’s victory. 
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b7E -1 

    

Brian P. Hale 

Assistant Director 

Office of Public Affairs {OPA} 

FBI 
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From: Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: WSJ 
To: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI); Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI); Tyson, Jill C. 

(OCA) (FBI) 
Ce: [ | b6 -1 

Sent: January 12, 2021 1:28 PM (UTC-05:00) on - 

  

  

  

  

And the briefings were pre-planned....not In response to the article 

On Jan 12, 2021 1:27 PM, "Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA){FB)"L_____————_wrote: 
The reporter is going to update the story to include mention of the Director briefing the Gang of 4 last night and that the 

Deputy will be briefing members later today and tomorrow. on 

b7E -1,3,5 
  

From: Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} {FBI} 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 1:14 PM 

To: Bowdich, David L. (DO} (Fei{ |Abbate, Paul M. {DO} {FBI } 

| 
Ce] | 

Subject: WSJ 

  

  

  

Justice Department and FBI Leaders Noticeably Absent Since Riot 

    

FB] Director Christopher Wray has kept a} 

By 
Sadie Gurmari 

and 

Arung Viswanetha 

Undated fan. 12, 2022 32:55 om &T 

     ngs Tuesday Oficais from the FBl and Depagrtrnent of Justice will give lawmakers thelr first formal brik 

last week’s deadiy oro-Trums 3 tad “Notabls y absent will he their bosses 

General jeffrey Rosen and FBI Director Christopher W ray —who have kent a very low publi 

WEEK. 

  

   

The acting US. attorney for the District of Columbia, Michae! She fwin, and the head of the FARVs Washington 

office, Steven D’Antuons, who 4 are Funning the sprawling orobe will speak by phone with lawmakers, seopie 

familiar wit fe matter said, 

threats of future violence, - 

      comes as Washington erapples ¥ 

and agents fan out across the country to tackle 

from murder to steall 

ify concerns arid 

with thousands of      

  

suspects end cri: national-security information 

  

FBl agents have been scouring social madie and pursuing some 70.000 tips the agency has received in the 

days since the riot, with faderal grosecutors in Washington already a ursuing more than two dozen arrest 

warrants for members of the mob on charges of gun crimes, violent entry and disorderly conduct on Capita! 

grounds, assaulting an officer and other offenses. More cha BES S against individuals allege 

violence are expected t to be unveiled this wee we FY Sidra 

  

i rh worvedd | irs thse 
    

    

   Law-enforcement off 

  

. Z a“ ~ ves an ae . sete of more armed protests at every state 

FBI(2icv558)-3580 

ave aiso been planning forthe possib



From: Byron, Pamela {DI} (FBI) 
Subject: FW: Request for U.S. airline classified briefing 
To: Young, Ryan T. {DI} (FBI) 
Sent: January 12, 2021 3:08 PM {UTC-05:00} 

| think I’d say that a little differently. But again, it’s their gig! 

From: Sullivan, Michael (1B} ray sid 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 3:00 PM 

To: Byron, Pamela (D1!) (FBI) b5 -1 
    

  

  

  

Ce: Hurley, James B. Jr. {OPE} (FBI} | Young, Ryan T. (DI) (FBI}} b6 -1 

| b7C -1 

Subject: RE: Request for U.S. airline classified briefing bIE -1,3 

Got it Pam. Thanks.....Mike 

  

  

  |If things change, we will contact 
  

them. Thanks! 

From: Byron, Pamela {DI} fof 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 20212:57 PM 

To: Sullivan, Michael {1B) (FBI 
  

    
  

    

  

  

Ce: Hurley, James B. Jr. {OPE) {FBI} Young, Ryan T. (DI} (FBI] 

Subject: RE: Request for U.S. airline classified briefing an 

b7E -3 
Hi Mike, 

’ . . . . BS -1 
I’m looping Pat here, as he mentioned CTD is also hearing from partners. BIE -1.4 

All of the daily intel flow going into Sit Reps, whether the FBI internal one or the OPE aneis at the U/A-BS-level or below. 
  

      
  

Let me know if you have any other questions. 

  

  

  

Thanks, 

Pam 

b6 -1 

From: Sullivan, Michael (IB) (FBI. b7¢ -1 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 2:46 PM b7E -3 

To: Byron, Pamela (DI} (FBI 

Cc: Hurley, James B. Jr. (OPE) (FBIJ | Young, Ryan T. (DI) (FBI} 
  

  

Subject: RE: Request for U.S. airline classified briefing 

FBI(2 1cv558)-3639



From: Sullivan, Michael (IB) {FBI 

    
    

  

  

  

  

          

  

  
  

  

  

      

    

  
  

  

Subject: RE: Request for classified briefing 
To: | Byron, Pamela (DI) (FBI) 
Ce: Hurley, James B. Jr. (OPE) (FBI); Young, Ryan T. (DI) (FBI) ®6 -1 
Sent: January 12, 2021 3:11 PM (UTC-05:00) bic -1 

bTE -1 

Great. Thanks|__|..Mike 

From:| | 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 3:07 PM 
. . [ b5 -1 

To: Sullivan, Michael {1B) (FBl{ Byron, Pamela {D1} {FBI bé -1 

Ce: Hurley, James B. Jr. {OPE} (FBI Young, Ryan T. (DI} (FBI} p7c -1 

Subject: Re: Request for| Iclassified briefing bIE -1,3 

Will do, and I have been in discussion with] 

From: Sullivan, Michael (1B) roy 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 15:00 

To: Byron, Pamela (DI} (FBI 

Ce: Hurley, James B. Jr. (OPE) (FBIY | Young, Ryan T. (Dl) (FBI} 

Subject: RE: Request for] |classified briefing bS -1 
b6 -1 

. . b7¢ -1 
Got it Pam. Thanks.....Mike bIE -1,3 

  

  

  |If things change, we will contact 

them. Thanks! 

From: Byron, Pamela {D1} (rey b6 -1 

  

  

  

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 2:57 PM oS i 3 

To: Sullivan, Michael {1B} (FBI ‘ 

Ce: Hurley, James B. Jr. {OPE} (FBI Young, Ryan T. (Dl) (FBI}] 

Subject: RE: Request for| [classified briefing 

Hi Mike, 

I’m looping Pat here, as he mentioned CTD is also hearing from partners. bS -1 
bITE -1 

All of the daily intel flow going into Sit Reps, whether the FBI internal one or the OPE one is at the UAtES level or below 
  

      FBIM 2 1cv558)-3643



  

  
From: 

et or Subject: VASH POST - FBI report warned of ‘war’ at Capitol, contradicting c - 
claims there was no indication of looming violence 

To: DC-news 

Sent: January 12, 2021 3:17 PM {UTC-05:00) 

EXCLUSIVE 

FBI report warned 
of ‘war’ at Capitol, 
contradicting claims 
there was no 
indication of 
looming violence 

  

  

A man breaks a window as a mob of President Trump’s supporters storms the U.S. Capitol 

on Jan 6. (Leah Millis/Reuters) 

  

   

< and 
& : 
Iw 

Jan. 12, 2021 at 12:08 p.m. EST 

By 

A day before rioters stormed Congress, an FBI office in Virginia issued an explicit internal 

warning that extremists were preparing to travel to Washington to commit violence and 

“war,” according to an internal document reviewed by The Washington Post that 

FBI(2 1cv558)-3647



contradicts a senior official’s declaration the bureau had no intelligence indicating 

anyone at last week’s pro-Trump protest planned to do harm. 

A situational information report approved for release the day before the U.S. Capitol riot 

painted a dire portrait of dangerous plans, including individuals sharing a map of the 

complex’s tunnels, and possible rally points for would-be conspirators to meet up in 

Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and South Carolina and head in groups to 

Washington. 

“As of 5 January 2021, FBI Norfolk received information indicating calls for violence in 

response to ‘unlawful lockdowns’ to begin on 6 January 2021 in Washington. D.C.,” the 

document says. “An online thread discussed specific calls for violence to include stating 

‘Be ready to fight. Congress needs to hear glass breaking, doors being kicked in, and blood 

from their BLM and Pantifa slave soldiers being spilled. Get violent. Stop calling this a 

march, or rally, or a protest. Go there ready for war. We get our President or we die. 

NOTHING else will achieve this goal.” 

BLM is likely a reference to the Black Lives Matter movement for racial justice. Pantifa is 

a derogatory term for antifa, a far-left anti-fascist movement whose adherents sometimes 

engage in violent clashes with right-wing extremists. 

Yet even with that information in hand, the report’s unidentified author expressed 

concern that the FBI might be encroaching on free speech rights. 

The warning is the starkest evidence yet of the sizable intelligence failure that preceded 

the mayhem, which claimed the lives of five people, although one law enforcement 

official, speaking on the condition of anonymity to avoid disciplinary action, said the 

failure was not one of intelligence but of acting on the intelligence. 

An FBI official familiar with the document said that within 45 minutes of learning about 

the alarming online conversation, the Norfolk FBI office wrote the report and shared It 

FBI(2icv558)-3648



with others within the bureau. It was not immediately clear how many law enforcement 

agencies outside the FBI were told, but the information was briefed to FBI officials at the 

bureau’s Washington field office the day before the attack, this official said. 

The official, who like others spoke on the condition of anonymity because they were not 

authorized to discuss ongoing investigations, added that the report was raw intelligence 

and that at the time it was written, the FBI did not know the identities of those making 

the online statements. 

The FBI already faces tough questions about why it was not more attuned to what was 

being discussed in public Internet conversations in the days leading up to the attack, and 

why the bureau and other agencies seemed to do little to prepare for the possibility of 

mass violence. 

The document notes that the information represents the view of the FBI’s Norfolk office, 

is not to be shared outside law enforcement circles, that it is not “finally evaluated 

intelligence,” and that agencies that receive it “are requested not to take action based on 

this raw reporting without prior coordination with the FBI.” 

Multiple law enforcement officials have said privately in recent days that the level of 

violence exhibited at the Capitol has led to difficult discussions within the FBI and other 

agencies about race, terrorism, and whether investigators failed to register the degree of 

danger because the overwhelming majority of the participants at the rally were White 

conservatives fiercely loyal to the President Trump. 

“Individuals/Organizations named in this [situational information report] have been 

identified as participating in activities that are protected by the First Amendment to the 

U.S. Constitution,” the document says. “Their inclusion here is not intended to associate 

the protected activity with criminality or a threat to national security, or to infer that such 

FBI(2icv558)-3649



protected activity itself violates federal law. 

“However,” it continues, “based on known intelligence and/or specific historical 

observations, it is possible the protected activity could invite a violent reaction towards 

the subject individual or others in retaliation or with the goal of stopping the protected 

activity from occurring in the first instance. In the event no violent reaction occurs, FBI 

policy and federal law dictates that no further record to be made of the protected activity.” 

The document notes that one online comment advised, “If Antifa or BLM get violent, leave 

them dead in the street,” while another said they need “people on standby to provide 

supplies, including water and medical, to the front lines. The individual also discussed 

the need to evacuate noncombatants and wounded to medical care.” 

On Jan. 6, a large, angry crowd of people who had attended a nearby rally marched to the 

Capitol, smashing windows and breaking down doors to get inside. One woman in the 

mob was shot and killed by a Capitol Police officer; officials said three others in the crowd 

died from medical emergencies. Another Capitol police officer died after suffering injuries. 

On Friday, the head of the FBI’s Washington Field Office, Steven D’Antuono, told 

reporters “there was no indication” of anything planned for the day of Trump’s rally 

“other than First Amendment-protected activity.” D’Antuono added, “we worked 

diligently with our partners on this.” 

The FBI said in a statement that its “standard practice is to not comment on specific 

intelligence products,” but added that FBI field offices “routinely share information with 

their local law enforcement partners to assist in protecting the communities they serve.” 

The FBI did not detail specifically who saw the document before the mob attack on 

Congress or what, if anything, was done in response. 

For weeks leading up to the event, FBI officials discounted any suggestion that the protest 

of pro-Trump supporters upset about the scheduled certification of Joe Biden’s election 
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could be a security threat on a scale with racial justice protests last summer in the wake of 

George Floyd’s death in Minneapolis police custody. 

While the nation’s capital is one of the most heavily guarded cities on the planet, local 

and federal law enforcement agencies sought to take a low-key approach to last week’s 

event, publicly and privately expressing concerns that they did not want to repeat the ugly 

clashes between protesters and police last year. 

Some law enforcement officials took the view that pro-Trump protesters are generally 

known for over-the-top rhetoric but not much violence, and therefore the event did not 

pose a particularly grave risk, according to people familiar with the security discussions 

leading up to Jan. 6. 

Even so, there were warning signs, though none as stark as the one from the FBI’s 

Norfolk office. 

FBI agents had in the weeks before the Trump rally visited suspected extremists hoping 

to glean whether they had violent intentions, a person familiar with the matter said, 

though it was not immediately clear who was visited or if the FBI was specifically tracking 

anyone who would later be charged criminally. These visits were first reported Sunday by 

NBC News. 

In addition, in the days leading up to the demonstration, some Capitol Hill staffers were 

told by supervisors to not come into work that day, if possible, because it seemed the 

danger level would be higher than a lot of prior protests, according to a person familiar 

with the warning. Capitol Police did not take the kind of extra precautions, such as frozen 

zones and hardened barriers, that are typically used in major events around the Capitol. 

Now, the Justice Department and federal agents are scrambling to identify and arrest 

those responsible for last week’s violence, in part because there is already significant 

online discussion of new potential clashes Sunday and again on Jan. 20 when Biden will 

be inaugurated. 

FBI(2icv558)-3651



  

Federal agents remain In a state of high-alert in the days leading up to the inauguration 

as authorities brace for possible violence not just in Washington, but around the country, 

officials said. 

The FBI recently issued a different memo saying that “armed protests” were being 

planned “at all 50 state capitols” and in D.C. in the days leading up to the inauguration, 

according to an official familiar with the matter, speaking on the condition of anonymity 

to discuss a sensitive law enforcement matter. 

The memo — first reported on by ABC News and later confirmed by The Washington Post 

— is a raw intelligence product, compiling information gathered by the bureau and 

several other government agencies, an official said. Some of it is unverified, and the threat 

is likely to differ significantly from place to place, the official said. 

But the data it highlights to law enforcement are nonetheless troubling — including that 

there was information suggesting people might storm government offices, or stage an 

uprising were Trump to be removed from office, the official said. 

In a statement, the FBI declined to comment specifically on the memo about state 

capitols but said: “Our efforts are focused on identifying, investigating, and disrupting 

individuals that are inciting violence and engaging in criminal activity. As we do in the 

normal course of business, we are gathering information to identify any potential threats 

and are sharing that information with our partners. 

“The FBI respects the rights of individuals to peacefully exercise their First Amendment 

rights,” it continues. “Our focus is not on peaceful protesters, but on those threatening 

their safety and the safety of other citizens with violence and destruction of property.” 
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From: b6 -4 

  Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [DC NEWS] St Louis Post Dispatch - William Webster: Congress must consider b7c -4 

censure, impeachment, removal 
To: DC-news 

Sent: January 12, 2021 3:37 PM (UTC-05:00) 

William Webster: Congress must consider censure, impeachment, 
removal 

  

mi kieaketes 33 kee aces APIS VN CAG ef la Po SS 

  

      

  

  

IT remain a proud son of Missouri even though I have been away for many years. In 1978, I 

left my position as a federal judge in St. Louis to serve in Washington as the director of the 

FBI and, nine years later, of the CIA. Washington is where I sit today profoundly saddened 

and angry. 

Tm a lifelong Republican, but ] am an American first. Alongside the countless devoted 

public servants it has been my honor to know, I have spent my life fighting for the sanctity 

of our Constitution and of the rule of law. The Capitol is a place of reverence for me. 

Never in my 96 years did I imagine a sitting president of the United States, abetted by 
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numerous members of Congress, using tools of deception and innuendo to challenge the 

will of the American people in choosing their leadership. For weeks these elected officials 

have propagated baseless lies and totally unproven conspiracy theories, cynically raising 

millions of dollars while doing so. 

These people entrusted with public power have refused to heed the findings of our revered 

U.S. Supreme Court and of dozens of lower courts and state election-certification officials. I 

am especially enraged that one of those who would continue to support the president's 

deceptions, Sen. Josh Hawley. hails from my revered home state. He, the Trump children, 

Texas Sen. Ted Cruz, lawyer Rudy Giuliani, House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy and 

others should be ashamed. 

The weeks-long display of despicable, narcissistic behavior by our president was 

reprehensible enough following the election. But President Donald Trump and others 

incited violence anc attacked those things all Americans should hold dear. Their actions 

threatened the very survival of our democracy. My reaction is a disbelief I cannot 

adequately put into werds. Instead, I submit to you the wisdorn of one of my personal 

heroes, Abraham Lincoln. 

First, read his admonition. Then I ask Americans to heed his advice. Following what was a 

shameful second day of infamy in American history, it is my hope that all Americans will 

seriously take to heart Lincoln's great wisdom. Our country’s future and yours depend 

upon it. 

Abraham Lincoln warned us that “America will never be destroyed from the outside if we 

falter and lose our freedoms, it will be because we destroyed ourselves.” 

He also reminded us that the people are the rightful masters of our government, “not to 

overthrow the Constitution but to overthrow the men who would pervert the Constitution.” 

This leads me to an action I never imagined — to state my support for those who speak of 

censure, impeachment or removal of the man whose primary job as president of the United 

States is to protect aif Americans, not incite the violence that led to insurrection on our 

Capitol and death of five in the unprecedented assault on our demecracy. 
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Astrong American line in the sand must be drawn. We are a land of laws and our United 

States president, above all others, is expected to revere and protect them. Through four 

years in office, Trump has crossed this line multiple times in countless disturbing and 

tumultuous ways. But this latest insurrection demands that our country, through its 

elected officials, strongly and unmistakably declare that the man who has offered ne 

apologies and still doesn’t think he did anything wrong must be censured, at the very 

least. 

Most of those who represent the American people cherish our lawful way of life. We 

deserve to expect that they stand tall and mark this despicable incident in history with a 

very strong rebuke of the man who fostered it. While there is talk that such actions are 

politically motivated, I submit that in this instance, a condemmation from both sides of the 

aisie would be America-motivated. A censure should not divide our country further, 

Instead, it should unife us behind the laws and values that have kept us together for over 

two centuries. 

A strong American line in the sand must be drawn. We are a land of laws and our United 

States president, above all others, is expected to revere and protect them. Through four 

years in office, Trump has crossed this line multiple times in countless disturbing and 

tumultuous ways. But this latest insurrection demands that our country, through its 

elected officials, strongly and unmistakably declare that the man who has offered no 

apologies and stil doesn't think he did anything wrong must be censured, at the very 

least. 

Most of those who represent the American people cherish our lawful way of life. We 

deserve to expect that they stand tall and mark this despicable incident in history with a 

very strong rebuke of the man who fostered it. While there is talk that such actions are 

politically motivated, I submit that in this instance, a condemnation from both sides of the 

aisle would be America-motivated. A censure should not divide our country further. 

tnstead, it should unite us behind the laws and values that have kept us together for over 

two centuries, 
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  b6 -4 
From: | 
  

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [DC NEWS] WALL STREET JOURNAL - FBI Has Opened 160 Cases Tied to Pro- bre ~4 

Trump Capital Riot 

To: DC-news 

Sent: January 12, 2021 3:59 PM {UTC-05:00) 

FBI Has Opened 160 Cases Tied to Pro- 
Trump Capitol Riot 
x3 Ayre leseske yy PRY AE Nery FPAGSL MLS BPE KIN i at LOG 
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Breaking News 

The FBI has opened more than 160 case files in connection with last week’s deadly pro-Trump riot at 

the U.S. Capitol, officials said Tuesday, announcing that prosecutors are looking at bringing potential 

seditious conspiracy charges against members of the mob. 

(Article below will update) 

Officials from the FBI and Justice Department 2 are rene lawmakers their first formal briefings 

Acting Attorney General Jeffrey Rosen and FBI Director or Christopher Wray —who have kept a very 

low public profile for almost a week. 

The acting U.S. attorney for the District of Columbia, Michael Sherwin, and the head of the Federal 
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Bureau of Investigation’s Washington office, Steven D’Antuono, who are running the sprawling probe, 

will speak by phone with lawmakers, people familiar with the matter said. The briefing comes as 

Washington grapples with ongoing security concerns and threats of future violence, and as agents fan 

out across the country to tackle an investigation with thousands of suspects and crimes ranging from 

murder to stealing national-security information. 

itis also taking place as law enforcement agencies serutinige their response to and planning far the 
demonstrations, inchiding information that had been shared ahead of the protests by an PBI office in 
Virginia, warning of the possibility that extremists were traveling to Washington heginning on Jan. 6 
to conimit violence, people familiar with the document said. 

    

FBI agents have been scouring social media and pursuing some 70,000 tips the agency has received in the days 

since the riot, with federal prosecutors in Washington already pursuing more than two dozen arrest warrants for 

members of the mob on charges of gun crimes, violent entry and disorderly conduct on Capitol grounds, 

assaulting an officer and other offenses. More charges against individuals allegedly involved in the violence are 

expected to be unveiled this week. 

Law-enforcement officials have also been planning for the possibility of more armed protests at every state 

  

capitol] and in Washington in the days leading up to iden’s Inauguration, with US. officials ordering 

thousands of sxiza National Conard troops to Washington, D.C., and halting public tours of the Washington 

Monument. 

Mr. Wray on Monday night spoke to the top Democrat and Republican in the House and Senate, an official said, 

to provide an update on the status of the investigation. Tuesday’s more extensive briefing comes after the 

Democratic leaders of five House committees wrote to Mr. Wray on Thursday seeking urgent information on the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation’s plans to investigate and prosecute those involved in the riot as well as how it 

tracks domestic terrorists and aims to disrupt any future plots. 

Sens. Mark Warner and Marco Rubio, the Democratic and Republican leaders of the Senate Intelligence 

Committee, were also scheduled to receive their first formal briefing Tuesday from FBI officials about the 

Capitol riot and preparations fo protect the Inauguration. The Senate Intelligence Committee has also asked the 

FBI to share all records related to the bureau’s intelligence ahead of the attack, the person said. 
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Top U.S. Capitol Police officials, who are primarily responsible for securing the building, have also maintained 

a minimal public presence. 

‘If you’re talking about filling in gaps, providing information, soothing 
a troubled nation, that should come from leaders.’ 

  

AEOK Kayes       

Messrs. Rosen and Wray are known for their low-key personalities and have stayed out of the spotlight 

throughout most of their tenures. But some current and former Justice Department officials say their lack of 

visibility afler the attack in whicha golice officer and a rioier were killed and three others died of medical 

emergencies 1s striking and that a public appearance would reassure observers of the investigation’s priority. 

“If you’re talking about filling in gaps, providing information, soothing a troubled nation, that should come from 

leaders,” said Chuck Rosenberg, a former top Justice Department official in both Republican and Democratic 

administrations. “The attorney general has an obligation to speak to the nation If no one else is.” 

Instead, Messrs. Rosen and Wray have issued written statements condemning the violence and promising to 

pursue those responsible, but have remained out of public view as federal law-enforcement agencies begin 

internally scrulimzing their own actions and how, at all levels, they miscalculated the threat of violence from 

what they estimated would be a largely peaceful political rally. 

  

congressional leadership frantically called current and former Justice Department officials seeking immediate 

help as the rioters stormed the building and barged into some lawmakers’ offices. 
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From: ADL Update 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [MARKETING] Violent Domestic Extremism worries most Americans 

To: Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI) 
Sent: January 42, 2021 4:04 PM (UTFC-05:00) 

    

fOveOF AMERICANS WORRY ABOUT VIOLENT DOMESTIC EXTREMISM 

Survey reveais broad support for more action from government and social media 

companies 

Dear Fade, 

Following the seditious atiack af the US. Capitol on Wednesday, Americans are highly concerned about 

4 $4 5°; = i. resi + + 5 : Xen Sy was Sy ay eX > Saye 8 LSE 
the threal of future viofent exiremism, acsardiig {9 8 Survey raigased fagay Sy At.   

Unequivocally, Americans want the government io do more fo address vinient damesuo extremism and 
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webinar about the mainstreaming of extremism and how to disruoi the threat of exiramism gcing 
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e Anew educalion rascurce on Vas Dasasss af Mah ormetiion can help you falk with yo 

about the dangers of “faise” news and disinformation by examining the January 6 U.S. Capitol 

invasion and the events leading up to i. 

e Over the weekend, Parier, a socal media sie frequerted hy nohi-wing extremials, went offiine afer 

Amazon Web Services, the "Apple App sore and Googie Play took steps against the © plaiform for 

viciating their terms of service. Ahead of the shutdown, angry extremisis used the sife to nost 

threats and conspiracy theores and steer suppeoriers io other fringe plalformns. Read rnore abou the 

o awe wt ~ x & 3. Saas Sy x > x x sw x sy Wed aw» 
Sariay- Gases sanvairvacian ayywt the calls far further violence frory guy Casier as: Ex frei 
  

  

   Frank you far continuing to speak up, share facie and show strength against antisemitism and exiramism. 

ADL is here to suppori you in inis fight. 
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From: | 
  

Subject: FW: Statement 
To: Vorndran, Bryan A. (NO) (FBI) 
Sent: January 12, 2021 4:55 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Jeff has approved our message, please advise on your concurrence. 

  

From:| | 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 3:02 PM 

To: Veltri, Jeffrey B. {NO) {FBI 

Subject: Statement 
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Kindest Regards, 

Public Affairs Officer 
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Fron: NPO 

Subject: OPA Horizon - 01-12-2021 
To: NPO 
Sent: January 12, 2021 5:58 PM (UTC-0 5:00) 

SE NOLLANAS SSS ARREARS   

FBI Office of Public Affairs 

The Horizon 

Tuesday, Jan. 12, 2621 

NATIONAL ISSUES 

Threat to State Capitols: OPA — Continued to receive requests for comment after an unauthorized disclosure 

of information indicated a threat to state capitols. OPA advised, “While our standard practice is to not 

comment on specific intelligence products, the FBI is supporting our state, local, and federal law enforcement 

partners with maintaining public safety in the communities we serve. Our efforts are focused on identifying, 

investigating, and disrupting individuals that are inciting violence and engaging in criminal activity. As we do 

in the normal course of business, we are gathering information to identify any potential threats and are 

sharing that information with our partners. The FBI respects the rights of individuals to peacefully exercise 

their First Amendment rights. Our focus is not on peaceful protesters, but on those threatening their safety 

and the safety of other citizens with violence and destruction of property.” 

  

DMT: OPA — CNN requested updated stats for tips provided by the public. OPA, in coordination with 

Washington Field, advised that we had received more than 100,000 digital media tips as of the morning. 

Sen. Schumer No-Fly Letter: OPA — Received numerous inquiries about whether the FBI has put individuals 

known to have stormed the Capitol on the “no-fly” list. OPA, in coordination with OCA and TSC, responded 

with the following statement: “If an individual is deemed to be an immediate threat to other airline 

passengers or to the aircraft, the agencies and local law enforcement at the airport have jurisdiction to 

detain or arrest the individual, which would effectively prevent them from flying. Separately, the FBI will 

continue to nominate predicated subjects to the federal terrorism watchlist, as appropriate, in accordance 

with existing laws and policies. The TSC will continue to evaluate all nominations to the watchlist to ensure 

they meet the required criteria for watchlisting.” 

Talent Plans: OPA — A Danish investigative journalist requested an interview on FBI investigations regarding 

China’s talent plans and asked about access to Danish contracts involving talent plans. OPA declined an 

interview but provided Il links to information: 

iipence/the-ching-threat        

  

ttos!//www fol gov/investiggte/countarintalligence/the-ching-threat/chinese-talent-olans 

Chinatown Massacre Anniversary, foi.gov: OPA — The FBI and Boston Police are hoping a $30,000 reward will 

shed light on the whereabouts of a suspect in the execution-style murders of five men 30 years ago. Story 

package includes crime scene phones and links to posters {in English, Vietnamese, and Chinese), FBI Boston 

press release, and vodcast. httos //www fol gov/news/stories/30000 -reward-for-fugitive-an-anniversary-of 
OBI 

P39t-baston-chinatown-massacre- OFF A7E 

U.S. CAPITOL VIOLENCE 

Baltimore — Received several inquiries regarding any Capitol arrests in the AOR. Baltimore reported none at 

this time. 
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El Paso — Received media inquiries about individuals from El Paso being a part of the events at the U.S. 

Capitol. PAO directed the inquiries to Washington Field. 

Louisville — Continued to received inquiries surrounding the events at the U.S. Capitol, as well as what to 

expect leading up to the Inauguration. Through a written statement, ASAC Barnett reiterated that the FBI is 

focused on identifying, investigating, and disrupting individuals that are inciting violence and engaging in 

criminal activity regardless of what ideology is espoused. 

Norfolk — Received significant national and local media interest in today’s Washington Post article about an 

FBI Norfolk SIR about information received on Jan. 5 indicating calls for violence in the U.S. Capitol during the 

“Stop the Steal” rally in Washington, D.C. PAO declined to comment and referred reporters to NPOU. 

Norfolk — Received numerous national and local media inquiries about whether certain high-profile subjects 

involved in the Capitol riots are located in the AOR. PAO declined to comment. 

Philadelonia ~ A Spotlight 84 reporter sought to confirm a tip claiming the FRE told a state emnloyee that 26 

state troopers have been suspended cencing federal investigations into thelr Involvement in the events In 

Washington, 0.C., last week, PAO responded that the FBI does not confirm or deny investigations and 

suggested he direct any further questions to the Pennsyivania State Police. 

Philadelohia —~ An Associated Press reporter asked if the FB! was monitoring caravans that traveled fram 

Pennsylvania to Washington, B.C., for last week's protests. PAO provided this response: “The FB respects 

those who are exercising their First Amendment rights, including the right to peacefully protest. We do not 

conduct surveillance and cannot initiate an investigation based sclely on First Amendment-protected activity 

—there must be a clear threat of violence or alleged criminal activity.” 

Tampa —A TV reporter in the Fort Myers media market interviewed SAC McPherson about the FBI’s work to 

identify, investigate, and locate those who participated in criminal activity inside the U.S. Capitol last 

week. SAC McPherson emphasized the FBI’s mission and the importance of working with the public to bring 

violators to justice. The story airs tonight. 

Washington Field — ADIC D’Antuono and CTD AD Sanborn participated in House and Senate committee 

briefings about the U.S Capitol incident, along with Michael Sherwin, the acting U.S. attorney for the District 

of Columbia. D’Antucno additionally participated in a press availability with A/USA Sherwin at DOJ on the 

incident. Washington Field received multiple media inquiries and requests for media interviews in relation to 

the violence at the Capitol. Many inquiries focused on a leaked FBI Norfolk intelligence product 

concerning potential violence by protesters. 

OTHER LOCAL STORIES   

Multiple field offices — Field offices continued to receive media requests to confirm reports that the FBI 

issued a bulletin of some type about expected protests in all 50 states. Reporters also asked about security 

plans for state capitols. Albany, Albuquerque, Anchorage, Baltimore, Boston, El Paso, Louisville, Omaha, 

Philadelphia, Sacramento, Salt Lake City, and Tampa reported inquiries. Field offices issued the NPO-provided 

statement. 

Anchorage — Not related to last week’s events at the U.S. Capitol Building, FBI Anchorage yesterday became 

aware of an individual who expressed a desire to bomb several federal buildings in the area. Targets 

included FBI Anchorage. The individual’s vehicle was subsequently seen at a number of these buildings the 

same day. PAS[_ responded to media on-scene, providing numerous updates, including: “Today’s law b6 -1 

enforcement activity was in response to reports of an individual who made threats against federal buildings bic -1 
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in the area. A threat assessment was conducted on the individual’s vehicle, which has now been cleared and 

determined to be a non-threat. The FBI and APD are thankful to the public for their patience and 

cooperation during today’s law enforcement activity at the Anchorage Midtown Mall.” 

Baltimore — FBI Baltimore SWAT responded to BWI airport Monday night for reports of a bomb threat ona 

Southwest aircraft. Passengers deplaned and after a thorough search no devices were found. 

Baltimore/Phiiadeliphia — Both offices received numerous press inquiries about a search in West Goshen, 

Pennsylvania. Offices confirmed court-authorized activity and declined additional comment. 

  

Boston/IPPAU — FBI Boston hosted a press conference to announce a $30,000 reward and international 

publicity campaign for longtime fugitive Hung Tien Pham, who is wanted by the FBI for his alleged role in the 

execution-style murders of five men inside an illegal gambling den in Boston’s Chinatown 30 years ago today. 

SAC Bonavolonta was joined by Boston Police Commissioner William Gross, Suffolk County District Attorney 

Rachael Rollins, and U.S. Attorney for the District of Massachusetts Andrew Lellling. 

Las Vegas — Received multiple media inquiries following requests from senators asking for the FBI to 

investigate a statement from the Chairman of the Nye County Republican Central committee. PAS provided 

the following response: “The FBI policy is to neither confirm nor deny an investigation. We take all reports of 

threats seriously and work with cur law enforcement partners to protect the public.” 

Louisville — With the impending transition of the U.S. attorney at the USAO—-Western District of Kentucky, a 

local reporter asked if federal resources will still be used to investigate the disappearance of Crystal Rogers. 

SAC Brown provided a statement to reassure the public that while outgoing U.S. Attorney Russell Coleman 

was a staunch advocate for delivering justice to the citizens of Bardstown, the Crystal Rogers investigation 

remains a top priority of the FBI. 

Sacramento — Multiple outlets asked about activity at several locations in the Sacramento area. All arrests 

and searches are under seal. Sacramento confirmed FBI presence at locations in the inquiries, few if any 

other details were provided. Most interest was focused on a location in Crangevale, where an individual 

barricaded himself in an attic for a few hours. 

Salt Lake City — SSRA Schoffstall is featured in the latest episode of the “It’s Just Wallpaper’ podcast, which 

focuses on issues affecting senior Americans. Schoffstall discussed common elder scams and prevention 

tips. Part 2 will drop next week. 

San Juan — Three local police officers were killed and a fourth wounded at the hands of an unknown male 

subject, who attacked officers with a stolen vehicle and opened fire on them. PAO received multiple media 

requests looking to confirm FBI involvement. FBI San Juan’s official statement was delivered by phone to the 

main local media outlets, in Spanish: “The FBI has responded to the scene of these terrible events to lend a 

hand to local authorities in this difficult time. As you know we do not comment on ongoing investigative 

efforts, nor can | confirm or deny whether the FBI will assume jurisdiction over the matter. However, we 

extend our condolences the families and loved ones of the fallen officers and we call on anyone with 

information to come forth immediately by calling 787-987-6500 or leave a tip online through TIPS.FBI.Gov. 

Thank you.” 

Please send all Horizon submissions tol lwith “Horizon” in the Subject line, and prass ‘eleases 

to b7E -3 
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All correspondence contained in this email, to include all names and associated contact information, may be 

subject to the Freedom of information Act {FOIA), 5 U.S.C. § 552. 
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From: Young, Ryan T. {DI} (FBI) 
Subject: FW: Request for U.S. airline classified briefing 
To: Byron, Pamela {DI} (FBI) 
Sent: January 12, 2021 6:16 PM {UTC-05:00} 

Just saw the thread on this....my goodness! 

On Jan 12, 2021 3:07 PM, “Byron, Pamela (DI) (FBI)"L_________ wrote: 

  
  

  

  

  

| think I’d say that a little differently. But again, it’s their gig! BIE 3 

From: Sullivan, Michael (IB) (FBI sd 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 3:00 PM 

To: Byron, Pamela (D1!) (FBIY 

Ce: Hurley, James B. Jr. {OPE} (FBIY Young, Ryan T. (DI} (FBI) 

Subject: RE: Request for U.S. airline classified briefing Re I 

. . b7c¢ -1 
Got it Pam. Thanks.....Mike bIE -1.3 

  

  

  [If things change, we will contact 
  

them. Thanks! 

From: Byron, Pamela {DI} {FBI L] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 2:57 PM 

To: Sullivan, Michael {1B) (FBI}} 
  

    

    

  

  

Ce: Hurley, James B. Jr. {OPE} (FBIY Young, Ryan T. (Dl} (FBI)| 

= RE: Request for U.S. airline — Dee 4 

Hi Mike, bie -3 

I’m looping Pat here, as he mentioned CTD is also hearing from partners. bS -1 

b7E -1,4 

All of the daily intel flow going into Sit Reps, whether the FBI internal one or the OPE oneis at the U/A-ES level or below. 
  

      
  

Let me know if you have any other questions. | 

Thanks, 

Pam 

bvE -3 

From: Sullivan, Michael (IB)(FBIE 
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b6 -1 

b?7c -1 

b7£ -1,5 

|Veltri, Jeffrey B. 
  

  

  

  

From: | | 

Subject: Fwd] 
To: Vorndran, Bryan A. (NO) {EBL 

(NO) (FBI);] 
Sent: January 12, 2021 6:20 PM {UTC-05:00} 
Attached: 

All- 

  

Info only,| 

  

  

  b6é -1,3 
  

Thanks everyone, 

  

      

From 

Date: Jan 12, 2021 5:08 PM 
  

  

  

  

  

b7¢ -1,3 

b7E -1,2,4,5 

  

    

Subject} b6 -1,5 
To b7C -1,5 

| b7E -1,3,5,13 

Ce:] 

All- 
  

  b6 -2,3 

b7¢ -2,3 

b7D -2 

b7E -1,2,4,5,8 
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From: Young, Ryan T. {DI} (FBI) 

  

    
  

    

    

  

Subject: FW: Request for U.S. airline classified briefing 
To: Byron, Pamela {DI} (FBI) 
Sent: January 12, 2021 6:20 PM {UTC-05:00) 

bTE -1 

I'm going to Mike tomorrow and hopefully get them to a better resolution. 

On Jan 12, 2021 3:07 PM, “Byron, Pamela {DI) {FBI)" wrote: b7E -3 

| think I’d say that a little differently. But again, it’s their gig! 

From: Sullivan, Michael (1B) {FBI { 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 3:00 PM 

To: Byron, Pamela (D1) (FBI} | 

Cc: Hurley, James B. Jr. (OPE) (FBI} ]Young, Ryan T. (D1) (FBI)| 

: — = | ig: bS -1 
Subject: RE: Request for U.S. airline classified briefing b6 -1 

b7c -1 
Got it Pam. Thanks.....Mike DIE -1,3 

  

| lf things change, we will contact 

them. Thanks! 

From: Byron, Pamela {DI} {FBI { 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 2:57 PM 

To: Sullivan, Michael {1B} (FBI 
  

  
  

  

Ce: Hurley, James B. Jr. {OPE} (FBI} Young, Ryan T. (Dl) (FBI)| 

Subject: RE: Request for U.S. airline classified briefing nee 4 

b7E -3 
Hi Mike, 

I’m looping Pat here, as he mentioned CTD is also hearing from partners. 

All of the daily intel flow going into Sit Reps, whether the FBI internal one or the OPE one is at the U/AEES level or below. 
  

    
  

  

Let me know if you have any other questions. 

b5 -1 

Thanks, b7E -1,4 

Pam 
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From: | 
  

  

  

  

Subject: RE | 
To: Worndran, Bryan A. (NO) (FBI)] |Veltri, Jeffrey B. 

(NO) (FBI); | 
Sent: January 12, 2021 6:21 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Roger thal | 

  

    

  

      

  

From:} 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 5:20 PM 

To: Vorndran, Bryan A. {NO} (FBI 

Veltri, Jeffrey B. (NO) (FBI} 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

bTE -1,5 

    

  

    

  

  

  

  

  
  

7 b6 -1 
Subject: Fwd} byc -1 

b7E -1,3,5 

All- 

Info only. 

Thanks everyone, b6 -1,3 
b7C -1,3 

        

  

  

  

BITE -1,2,4,5 

  

  

  

  

    
  

From{ | b6 -1,5 

Date: Jan 12, 2021 5:08 PM b7C -1,5 

Subject b7E -1,3,5,13 

To 

| 
Cc 

All- 
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b6 -1 

  

  

  

  
  

  

      

  

  

  

bic -1 
From: Veltri, Jeffrey B. (NO) (FBI) b7E -1,2,5,8 
Subject: Fwd] 
To: | 

Vorndran, Bryan A. (NO) (FBI); } 
Sent: January 12, 2021 6:28 PM {UTC-05:00) 

On Jan 12, 2021 5:26 PM, wrote: b6 -1,3 

All- b7¢ -1,3 
BIE -1,2,3,4,5 

Info only | 
  

      

  

      

Thanks everyone, 

        

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

From] 

Date: Jan 12, 2021 5:08 PM b6 -1,5 

Subject:| b7c -1,5 
= | b7E -1,3,5,13 

Cel 

All- 

be -2,3 

b7Cc -2,3 

b7D -2 

b7E -1,2,4,5,8 
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From: b6 -4 
  

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [DC NEWS] WASH POST - Justice Dept. investigating sedition and conspiracy b7c -4 

charges and any terror links to viclent storming of U.S. Capitol 
To: DC-news 

Sent: January 12, 2021 6:45 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Justice Dept. 
investigating 
sedition and 
conspiracy charges 
and any terror links 
to violent storming 
of U.S. Capitol 
  

      

A search of the truck the government says is connected to Lonnie Leroy Coffman, 70, of 

Falkville, Ala. (U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia) 

  

=; and 

Ss 3 GAO 

By Jan. 12, 2021 at 4:57 p.m. EST 

The Justice Department and FBI have created a sedition and conspiracy task force to 

pursue charges against participants in the storming of the U.S. Capitol and are 

FBI(2icv558)-3699



investigating any links to domestic or foreign instigators, officials said Tuesday. 

The investigation, one of the largest ever undertaken by the department, includes 

counterterrorism and counterintelligence facets and has charged more than 70 

individuals and identified 170 suspects to date, acting U.S. attorney Michael R. Sherwin 

of D.C. said. Those arrest figures are expected to increase into the hundreds, if not 

“exponentially.” 

But Sherwin and Steven D’Antuono, head of the FBI’s Washington Field Office, said any 

impression that prosecutors have mostly charged misdemeanor Capitol trespassing and 

D.C. curfew offenses is misleading. They said the cases are only the beginning and that 

U.S. authorities are investigating everything including the plundering of congressional 

offices and digital devices, assaults on law enforcement officers, theft of national security 

and defense information, in addition to felony murder and excessive use of force. 

“The gamut of cases is mind-blowing,” Sherwin said. 

Capitol and D.C. police were in openhanded combat with rioters, tear gas was used 

against police and destructive devices and semiautomatic weapons have been recovered, 

he said. 

“People are going to be shocked with egregious activity in the Capitol,” Sherwin said, 

citing video footage and witness accounts that have not been made public. “No resources 

of the FBI or the U.S. attorney’s office will be untapped to determine if there was 

command and control, how it operated and how it executed these activities.” 

The Jan. 6 storming of the Capitol by supporters of President Trump disrupted the 

electoral vote count of President-elect Joe Biden and led to the deaths of five people — 

including a rioter who was fatally shot and a police officer who died after sustaining 

injuries at the scene. 
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Anew grand jury was empaneled Friday and met Monday to hear new Capitol breach 

cases. Prosecutors also condemned violence against the news media, saying they would 

investigate and hold accountable those who assault, threaten or damaged the property of 

journalists. 

  

Hours before officials spoke, the first public federal indictment in the Capitol breach was 

filed against an Alabama man who allegedly brought 11 molotov cocktails and five loaded 

weapons to the U.S. Capitol. 

   

Vy 
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We   

Federal prosecutors say Lonnie Leroy Coffman is seen in this image, defined in the black 

square at right. (U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia) 

  

two counts in a U.S. Capitol Police complaint, was charged with 16 counts of D.C. firearms 

violations and one federal firearms count. He also possessed a crossbow, several 

machetes, a stun gun and smoke devices, prosecutors said. 
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Coffman allegedly formulated the incendiary devices to be particularly lethal, prosecutors 

& 4 asserted, and * a e beer: tas © A 
   

Coffman is accused of carrying 11 Mason jars with gasoline and melted Styrofoam — 

which an FBI affidavit said could produce a “napalm-like” explosion of sticky, flammable 

liquid. The affidavit also said he had a rifle, shotgun, two 9mm pistols, a .22-caliber 

pistol, five types of ammunition and a large-capacity magazine, all loaded and 

unregistered and unlicensed in the capital. Coffman had an apparent license to carry a 

pistol in Alabama, prosecutors said. 

However, they asserted in court filings that the stockpile of weapons suggests “an intent 

[by Coffman] to provide them to others, as no one person could reasonably use so many at 

” 

once. 

  

‘sits filed by prosecutors seeking to detain Coffman show he allegedly possessed 

  

handwritten notes, including one quoting Abraham Lincoln who once wrote in opposition 

to slavery, “We The People Are The Rightful Masters Of Both The Congress And The 

Courts, Not To Overthrow The Constitution But To Overthrow The Men Who Pervert The 

Constitution.” 

Prosecutors said the notes “raise alarm in the context of the Jan. 6 rioting and criminal 

infringement on our nation’s Democratic process.” They showed others that contained 

purported contact information for “Conservative Talk Show Host Mark Levin,” “Shaun 

[sic] Hannity,” and “Senator Ted Cruz.” 

Coffman did not enter a plea, and was ordered held without bond by a U.S. magistrate. 

Defense lawyer Tony Miles argued Coffman has no criminal record, is retired after a 

history of work, has family ties in Alabama and 10 years service in the U.S. Army. 
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Prosecutors previously said Coffman was investigated because he was the registered 

owner of a red GMC pickup truck with Alabama plates parked near the Capitol. Officers 

allegedly found the molotov cocktail devices while investigating reports of suspected pipe 

bombs near the Republican National Committee headquarters on Capitol Hill and its 

Democratic counterpart minutes before the assault on the Capitol began. 

Coffman was not charged in relation to those possible devices. 

On Tuesday, the FBI reiterated it is offering a $50,000 reward for information regarding 

the pipe bombs, which Sherwin said were “real devices,” with igniters and timers. 

“We don’t know obviously exactly why they did not go off,” Sherwin said, or whether there 

were “a diversionary type of a tactic used by some of these rioters.” 

Others charges made public Tuesday included ones against Aaron Mostofsky, 34, the son 

of a Brooklyn judge who was photographed inside the Capitol wearing what appear to be 

several fur pelts, a U.S. Capitol Police bulletproof vest and a riot shield. 

  

Mostofsky made an initial appearance in New York City on four charges including 

entering restricted grounds, violent or disorderly conduct at the Capitol, and theft of 

government property exceeding $1,000, a felony that carries a statutory maximum 

penalty of 10 years in prison. Mostofsky was ordered released on a $100,000 bail bond 

late Tuesday afternoon by U.S. Magistrate Sanket Bulsara in Brooklyn and was given 

strict orders to remain in New York City and refrain from communicating with co- 
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conspirators. 

The New York Times reported that Mostofsky’s father is Kings County Supreme Court 

Judge Shlomo Mostofsky. 

Aaron Mostofsky told the New York Post in a video inside the Capitol last week: “We were 

cheated. I don’t think 75 million people voted for Trump — I think it was close to 85 

million. I think certain states that have been red for a long time turned blue and were 

stolen, like New York.” 

An FBI affidavit said Mostofsky also appeared to post on social media a self-taken video 

labeled, “DC bound stopthesteal,” and exchanged messages and photographs on 

Instagram describing his presence in the Capitol. 

“If we find each other look for a guy looking like a caveman,” Mostofsky wrote a friend, 

the affidavit said, adding later, probably referring to the election, “Even a caveman knows 

it was stolen.” 

The FBI added that after the election, Mostofsky posted on Facebook: “Since the 

republicans lost the house I have the following questions 1 when and where are we 

protesting/rioting ...” 

In the video interview, FBI agent Michael Attard wrote, Mostofsky said he took the shield 

he found on the floor, and motioned to the vest, apparently indicated that he also found 

that item and took it. He said he returned a hat he found to a police officer “because that 

might be someone’s personal item,” the agent attested. 

A new six-count indictment against previously charged Jacob Chansley, of Arizona, also 

added federal counts of civil disorder and disrupting an official proceeding. Chansley has 

been identified as the so-called “QAnon shaman,” who was photographed in horns, fur- 

lined headdress and face paint on the Senate dais. The offenses upon conviction carry up 
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to a 20 year statutory maximum penalty. 

  

      

SFSAFBI 

Secretary, Washington, D.C. Chapter b6 4 

b7E -3 

Sent from my 1Phone 

To update your email address, to switch to the Daily Summary format, or 

to contact the list administrator, please emill 

To view the archives for this list, click 

  

To unsubscribe from this list please go to| 
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From: Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD) (FBI) 

  

    

Subject: Ew: Request for U.S. airline classified briefing BYE -5 
To: | ensen, Steven J. (CTD} {FBI); Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI); Virmani, 

Saniay (SF) (FBI) 
Sent: January 12, 2021 6:49 PM {UTC-05:00) 

FYSA OPE-OPS workflow towards private sector engagement... 

From: Hurley, James B. Jr. (OPE} (FBy—is@Y 

  

    

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 6:34 PM b6 -1 

To: Byron, Pamela (DI} (FBI)| Sullivan, Michael {1B} (FB, sda, Patrick E. b7c -1 

Jr. (CTD) (FBIY | b7E -3 
Ce: Young, Ryan T. {DI} (FBI} |Beach, George P. (OPE) {FBI} 
  

Subject: RE: Request for U.S. airline classified briefing 

All, 

| know many of us have spoken individually, but | wanted to close the loop to ensure everyone was on the same page 

regarding the external SITREPs. 

  

This afternoon, UCs| 
  

  

bs -1 

be -1 

b7C -1 

DIE -1,4 

  

We'll see how this works tonight, and we can certainly adjust fire tomorrow. Please do not hesitate to reach out with 

any questions, suggestions or concerns. 

Vir, 
Jim 

From: Byron, Pamela {DI) (FBT Cid 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 2:57 PM 

To: Sullivan, Michael (IB} (FBI} | 
Cc: Hurley, James B. Jr. (OPE) (FBI) Young, Ryan T. {DI} fay sd 

| b6é -1 

  

  

Subject: RE: Request for U.S. airline classified briefing b7C -1 

bTE -3 

Hi Mike, 

, . . . . bS -1 
I’m looping Pat here, as he mentioned CTD is also hearing from partners. b7E -1.4 

All of the daily intel flow going into Sit Reps, whether the FBI internal one or the OPE one is at the U/ALES 

level or below.| 
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Fron Washington Past Live 

Subject: iEXTERNAL EMA] - [MARIE TING} IOCYMI: Wiliam Evarine on Russian hacks, China & ihe mast pressing 

intaligerice concerns on the horizon: 

Fa: Young, Ryan T. (D9) (F 8h) 
Sent: January 12, 2021 6:53 PM {UTC-$5:90) 

  

This affernoon in a Washington Post Live interview with Ellen Nakashima, William Evanina, 

director of the National Counterintelligence and Security Cenfer, said he is “absolutely” 

concerned abou threats posed by China ard Russia to the vaccine supply chain. 

Ww aA T 
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On fereign involvement in the attack an the Capitol, Evanina said: "We are watching them watch 

us, and | would very cautiously lef thern know, do not let our vulnerability domestically here be a 

sign of weakness.” 

Follow Washington Post Live on Ty 
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b6 -1 

   

  
  

  

      

  

on ars . cara feventt b7c -1 
Fron Sullivan, Michael GB) (FBR bIE -5 

Subject: RE: Request for US. airline classified briefing 

Fa: Byron, Parnwela Gon fF BI: Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD} (FBI; Hurley, James &. dr. (OPE) (FBI) 

Ce: Young, Ryan T. (DI) (FB: Beach, George P. (OPE) {FBR 

Sent: January 12, 2024 7:62 PM {UTC-$5:00) 

Sounds good. Thanks to you and your team Jim..... Mike 

On Fan 12, 2021 6:34 PM, “Hurley, James B. lr. COPE) (T BR’ vrole: 

AH, 

i know many of us have spoken individually, but | wanted to close the loop to ensure everyone was on the same page 
regarding the external SHTRE?s. bé -1 

b7¢ -1 

This afterncon, uCs| BIE -1,3,4 
  

      

¥e'li see how this works tonight, and we can certainly adjust fire tomorrow. Please do not hesitate to reach out with 

any Questions, suggestions or concerns. 
Vir, 

Jim 

From: Byron, Parnela {Di} {FBI BIC 41 

  

      

  

  

      

  

  

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021. 2:57 PM bIE -3 
To: Suilivan, Michael (1B) (F3} 

€e: Hurley, James B. jr, (OPE) IFBIY pews Ryan T. (DE (FB 

Subject: RE: Request for US. airline classified briefing 

Hi Mike, 

bS -1 

i'm looping Pat here, as he mentioned CTD is also hearing from partners. b7E -1,4 

All of the daily intel flow going into Sit Regs. whether the FRI internal one or the GPE one is at the U/AES 

ievel or below. | 
  

      

  

let me know if you have any other questions. 
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From: 

Subiect: 
Te: 

Sent: 

Attached: 

Sallet, Jeffrey S. (HRB) (F BH 
Op-Ed Final Draft 
Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBD 
January 72, 2021 8:08 PM (UTC-05:00} 
Op-Ed Finai Draft. pef 

FBI(2icv558)-3727



Fron b6 -4 
  
  
  

  

  

Subject: i= X TERNAL EMAL J ~ Exclusive: Giuliani Belleves Trump, Himeeif, Ancl Oonald Trusso Jr. iadictac in B.C. bic -4 
To: [ ] b7E -13 

| |Bowdich, David L. (DO} (F 8h: Abbate, Pau! M. (DO} (FBR 
Sent: January 12, 0027 10 PM (UITC-Os-00} 

  

The false flag attack on our nation that happened on January 6th, ushered in by a 

C1A psy-op fo manipulate Trump supporters, has the pinnacle of Trurnp's team, 

including the President and his son, fearing that they have been faisely indicted 

for the behavior of “bad actors", who were participants in the false lag and 

responsible for the mayhem that occurred at the U.S. Capitol building on that day. 

Watch the report below in MP4 video: 

  

  

FBI(2icv558)-3729



Fron Sanborn, JH (CTR) (FBI) 

  

  

  

    

  

  

      

     

    
  

  

  

  
  

        

  

  

Subject: Fach: DRAFT General TPs about planned protests far FOs 
Ta: b6 -1 

b7C -1 

Sent: January 12, 2027 Bo PM ole-03:00} BIE -3,5 
Sttached: Planned Protest TPs - DRAPT Ver? .danx 

You all tracking this? Lean review in AM af needed 

Jit Sanborn 
Federal Burcau of Investigation 

cell 

woooeeooee Forwarded message ----- 
From: ‘ “Hal ie, Brian Patrick (OPA) { TBD" be -1 
Date: Jan 12, 2621 5:26 PM pic -1 
Subfect: DRAFT General TPs about planned protests for POs BIE -3,5 
Tes "Bowdich, David L. (O03 (FP BD" 
Co"Abbate Paul M (DO) FB] 

"Brown, John A. (NSB) Oe eer ree BY (CTD) (FBR" 

Wade, Terry (CCRSB) (FB ‘Meador, Stanley M. (BO) (FBR" 

Fores, Jason A. (OCC) (FBB" 

Deputy Directar Bowdich: 

For your awareness | BS -1 
b7E -1     

  

  

    

Brian 

Brian P. Hale 

Assistant Director 

Gifice of Public Affairs {OPA} 

FBI 

FBI(21cv558)-3730



  

Fron | 
  

  

  

b6é -1 

b7C -1 

b7E -1,5 

  

Subject: Fw 
Fa: 3éi 

Ce: 
Sent: January 12, 0027 ee PM (UTC-Os-00} 

Good evening bosses,   

  dust flagging for your awareness the undated     

Rest, 

  

From 
      

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 7:32 PM        

   

  

~ BTE -1,3,5 
SALE - 

  

      

  

  

Ail 

b7E -1 

From] b6 -1 
b7C -1 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12,2021 22:73 PM 

Td 
  

NPO <NPO@FBLGOV>| 
  

      

FBI(2icv558)-3736



  

    b6 -1 
Subject] 

b7c -1 

D7E -1,3,5 
  

      

      

FBI(21cv558)-3737



b6 -1 

  

  

b7¢ -1 

Fromm b7E -5 
Subject: SPPREP 

Fa: Beach, George P. (OPE) Bf}: Hurley, Jarnes 8. dr. (OPE) (FBI 
Sent: January 12, 2021 8:34 PM {BTC-$5:90) 
Attached: OPE_SHREP Jan 12.dacx 

Good evening, 
b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 Please see the proposed 12 January SITREP. With your approval and concurrence, | will disseminate. DIE -1.3.4.8 
Ther te 

  

Tomorrow, Lintend to chat with you both about 

We can discuss tamorrow. 
  

it} wait for your feedback and/or appraval. 

eit Caief_ 
FRY Of Gos of Partner Engazems 
Offigg 
Cell] | 

     

  

  

FBI(2icv558)-3738



  

  

          

      

     

  

J) National Crisis Coordmation Center Update: 

Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity January 202 
  

redseasigens & epi 
wy PD LAiass 
Toi AGS 

  

   

    

Spine s ppvicdeet 

b7E -1 

  

  

  
  

  FBI(21cv558)-3739 

  

 



      

+3 

l) National Crisis Coordination Center ACS} Exccufive 

Summary 

Pi RAM PN PG 

PARENERS, CONT: 

ROSE COOGRLUNA PION B97 Es 
fe ; 

IG 

é 

TS PO MOK FOR ANE? RESVE 
ub NCE ASSOERCIAPED WITH LAW? 

iTS Eda, RAL SPAS AND LOCAL 
+ ? 5 A? : £ 

DENTS RELATED OO THE 

iN 

  

ae 

m
e
 

o
k
 

a
 

  

  

b7E -1 

  
  

(U} ELECTORAL CERTIFICATION AND INALIGURATION 2031 

  
b7E -1,2 

    
  

© (U//FOO) The FBP is mvestigating the death of US Capital Police (USCP) Officer Bran 

Sicknick whe dicd from myuries susiaued during the LS Capitol breach. There were 14 otber 

officers injured dunne the incident. 

  

oss | b7E -1,2 
—o 

  

  

  b7E -1,2 

    
  

      : a : : : SRSESO CORES Me ER AE PNECKGRY PHN ELS NTE GE, BIE -1,2 

b7A -1 

bTE -1,2 

    
  

FBI(2icv558)-3740 
  

 



  

  

    

i Pofonimunal offenses ar Walence related to the G Jarmary 20.2) Recora! Colleze cerifvating 
of the 2020 Prendentiod §     uae resis for sityauaneal casareness — pose oneoine fwithin fox 22-24 baury: 

isavt 2 ded RONFS, b7E -1 
  

  

  
, 

dad pleowcd | 
  

      

fyi Qees ef Jaseresdases saa Shyer -¢ >? SF folpasee Ai) Post Giiroline ip jhe fash 32) 24 Hours 

  

b7E -1,2 

      

  

  

b7E -1,2 

      

S92 $39 veseconed dec tEpce cacruep PD DE ES ecepeeye 
PONS RH ie exe i? 24 Hours 

s Nothing Significant to Report 

FBI(2icv558)-3742 

  

    



  

   

Uy LIPCOMING FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSE 
it 

\* 

  

  

b7E -1 

    

    
  

  

b7E -1,2 

    

ee a po FBI(21cv558)-3743 

 



  

  

  

b7E -1,2 
(U} As of 8 January 
  

    

  

  

  

b7E -1,2 

    

  

8 

s (UsS6S3 Mulnple reports indicate various throats to hanm President-Elect Biden ahead of the 
prosidcntial mauguration, Additional reports indicate threats agamst VP-Elect Harris and Spcaker 
Polost. 

(Uy OTHER 

e  (U/ASeS As of 6 January. the FBI issued a request for mformation lcadmg to the location. arrest, 

  

and convicnon of the personts) responsibie for the placement of the suspected pipe bombs on 6 

January in Washieten, D.C. Phe FBEis offering a reward of up to $50,000 for information. 

FBI(2icv558)-3744    



b7E -1,2 

FBI(2icv558)-3745 

 
 

      
  

  

 



  

  

  

  

Fron | b6 -1 
Subject: EW. Dl? Oapicl ots Briefing bic -1 
Ta: Meacham, Robert W. dr. (SU} {FBI Haertel, P7E -5 

Paul H. (SU) (FBH 
Sent: January 12, 2021 8:44 PM {BTC-$5:90) 

PYSA 

we enen eens Forwarded message ---------- 

-----Original Appointment 
From b6 -1 
Subject: DP / Capitol Riots Briefing bic -1 i. b7E -3,5 
Fo: 

“When: Jan 13,202} 1:00:00 PM 
‘Where: Roaz 7 

AH, RSAC] has asked T extend this invitation to all SSAs. Tomorrow at ipm we will be providing an 
overview of the Capitol Riot case out of WFO, our posture through Inauguration and a sumunary of whai we're 

-secing inthe DT world right now. We will conduct the brief Rou) 17 and vie Teams for anyone who can't 
make it, Please forward the invite to your squad if appropriate piogse assist with tech ifabic, Thanks 

From Sent: Tuesday, January £2, 2021 

39-32 AM (UTC-07:00) Mountain Time (US & Canada} Tol 

Subject: DT / Capitol Riots Briefing When: Wednesday, January 13, 20217 1:00 PM-2:00 PM. Where: 

‘Room 117 Come io hear a fascinating debriefon all things DT! And to receive a little guidance on the Capitol Riot 
| investigavion and upcoming inaugurauon cel please forward to your squad. 

  

    

  

  

Foix 
  

'Microsof Teams Meeting Learn rnare about Tearns 

  

  

NG 
When: Wednesday, January i3, 2021 8:00 PM-9:00 PM. 
Where: Room 117 

  

      

  

      

All, ASA yas asked i extend this invitation to all SSAs. Tomorrow at torn we will be providing an rn 

overview of the Canita! Riot case out of WFO, our posture through Inauguration and a summary of what 

we're seeing in the DOF world right now. We will conduct the brief in Roorn 227 and via Teams for anyone 

who can't make it. Please forward the invite to your squad If appropriate. please assist with tech if 

able. 

Thanks, 

FBI(2icv558)-3746



  

b6 -1 
From: bI7C -1 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 11:39:32 AM CUTC-07:00) Mountain Time GJS & Canada) b7E -5 
Yo:| 
Subiect: DT 7 Capitol Riots Briefing 
When: Wednesday, Hanuary 13, 2021 1:00 PM-2.00 PM. 
Where: Room 117 

      
  

  

Come to hear a fascinating debrief on all things DT! And to receive a little guidance on the Capital Riot b6 -1 

investigation and uocoming inauguration CP. b7c -1 

bD7E -5,8 
  

  
biease forward to your squad. 

    

  

7 - 

FBI(2icv558)-3747



  

b6 -1,5 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

    
    

  

Fron 

Subject: OT 7? Cand Riots Brietirng b7c -1,5 
Ta: | b7E -5 
Ce: I 

= 

Measham: Robert W jc (Sus fey 
Papel Patt (Sin (eRi | 

Sent: January 12, 20a) Sat PM TG Oa OU) 

FYSA 

we enen eens Forwarded message ---------- 

.~---Original Appouument---- 
From b6 -1 
‘Subject: DP / Capitol Riots Briefing bic -1 
fo: b7E -3,5,8 

“When: Jan 23,2022 2:00:00 PM 

Where: Rog: 7 

DAH, ASAQ has asked | extend this invitation to all SSAs. Tomorrow at ipm we will be providing an   
overview of the cane Riot case out oP WFO, our posture through Inauguration and a summary of whal we're 

-secing in the DT world right now. We will conduct the brief in Raam 117 and vie Teams for anyone who can't 
make it. Please forward the invite to your squad if apprapriate picase assist with tech ifabic. Thanks | 

Front ISent: Tuesday. January 12.202 
11:39:32 AM (UTC-07:00) Mountain Time (US & Canada) To 

Subject: DT / Capitol Riots Briefing When: Wednesday, January 13, 2021 1:00 PM-2:00 PM. Where: 
Corne to Rear 2 fascinating debrieion ali fines DP! And to receive a little suidance on the Captiol Riot 

  

      
  

    
  

   
OOM bi 

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

“investigaiion and upcoming inauguration CP ease forward to your squad. 
Join 

‘Microsoft Teams Meeting Learn rnore about Tearns 

be -1 

Fron b7C -1 
Senk: Tuewiay, 12 fanusry 702 1 19:22:55 prc DIE -5 

To 
el   
  

  

      FBI Tcv558)-3748



be -1 

  

  

   

  

b7Cc -1 
7 - 

From: Haertel, Paul H. (SU) (FBD BIE ~3 
Subject: | | 
Ta: 

Bee: 

Sent: January 12, 2021 8:44 PM {BTC-$5:00) 

PYSA 

we enen eens Forwarded message ---------- 
: ----Oriah est Liye uyvmen =--- 

From nee 4 
Subject OP / Capiol Riois Briehine b7E -3,5,8 

“When: Jan 13,202} 1:00:00 PM 
‘Where: Roaz 7 

AH, ASAC has asked fT extend this invitation to all SSAs. Tomorrow at ipmiwe will be providing an 
overview of the Capitol Riot case out of WFO, our posture through Inauguration and a sumunary of whai we're 

-secing in the DT world right now. We will conduct the brief in Roam 117 and vie Teams for anyone who can't 
  

  
  

  

make it, Please forward the invite to your squad iLamuronriate pingse assist with tech ifabic, Thanks 
Prom: ent Tuesday femigry £2. 2097 § 
  

  

-£4:39:32 AM (UTC-07:00) Mountain Time (US & Canada} To 

Subject: DT / Capitol Riots Briefing When: Wednesday, January 13, 20217 1:00 PM-2:00 PM. Where: 

‘Room ii/ Come io hear a fascinating debriefion all things DT! And to receive a inile guidance on the Captiol Riot 
investigation and upcoming inaugurauon cpl please forward to your squad. 

    

      

  

Foix 
  

'Microsof Teams Meeting Learn rnare about Tearns 

  

  

b6 -1,5 
_ } b7C -1,5 

Sent: Tuesday, $2 January 2021 19:23:55 UIC DIE -3,5 
      

    
  

  

      
Subject: Di / Capital Riots Briefing 
When: Wednesday, January i3, 2021 8:00 PM-9:00 PM. 
Where: Room 117 
  

      

  

      

All, ASA has asked i extend this invitation to ali SSAs. Tomorrow at torn we will be providing an Bee 4 

overview of the Canita! Riot case out of WFO, our posture through Inauguration and a summary of what BIE -5 

we're seeing in the DOF world right now. We will conduct the brief in Roorn 337 and via Teams for anyone 

who can't make it. Please forward the invite to your squad If appropriate. please assist with tech if 

able. 

Thanks, 
  

      FBI(2icv558)-3750



  

Fron: b6 -1,4,5,6 

Subject: FB! DAILY SITREP (URES) b7C -1,4,5,6 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Ta: Cooner, Laura: Waarar, Kimberly;| bTE -3,5,13 

| jLews, Kwame (DE (£ Sh; | 
| Faluce:, Vince: 

|Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (EBHI | 
[Coamnonas: ferry GACPY |       

    

  
Thompson, dJanathan] 

[Grever, Louis, Acevedo, Art Chief 
  

      

] [Carcl, Jeary WIMPD) 
  

    

  

Carlisle 

iavis Lp {OD (Fbih Byron. Pemela 1 UF Bi} Morales, emily H. (D1) (rbd 
Sanborn, dil (CTO) (FBD] 

  

  
  

    

[Onks, Sherri &. (DO) (FRE: 
  

      IXelly, Steshen D. (OCC) (FB 
  

      Ce: | SiOC 
Sent: January 12, 2024 8:53 PM (UTC-05:00} 

Attached: OPE SHITREP Jan 12 cdf 

Good evening, 

Please find attached the i2 January 2021 National Crisis CaordinationCenter (NC3)} SITREP related to the 

violence associated with lawful protests. 

     Pigase note that this document is Unclassified / Hower errt-Semsttive (U1 / /LES}, The FRI Office of Partner 

Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, 

intelligence, anid hameiand security partners in accordance with the LES handling caveat. 

Thank you. 

  

  

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

bTE -3,5 

    

FBI(2icv558)-3752



  

Fron | | b6 -1 
  

Subject: Fw: FRE DAILY SITREP (HES b7c -1 
Ta: $10 b7E -5S 

Ce: Beach, George P. (OPE) Bf}: Hurley, Jarnes 8. dr. (OPE) (FBI 
Sent: January 12, 2021 8:56 PM {UTC-$5:00) 
Attached: OPE_SHREP Jan 12. gelf 

Good evening, 

On behalf of GPE AD George 2. Beach, slease send the below message and attached SITREP to all FRINQ EADs 

and ADs, and to all field office ADCs and SACs, 

Thank you! b6 -1 
b7c -1 

  

  

b7E -3,5 

    b6 -1,4,5,6 

b7C -1,4,5,6 

b7E -3,5,13 

    

    Fron 

Sent: Tuascda 
  

12, 2021 3:52 PM 

  

Janua         

      

Lewis, Kwame {Dil (FBI 

Talucet, Vine 

Cunningharn, Terry {ACP} 

rever, Ou 

Carlisle, Travis BD. ron, Pamela {Dt} (FB!) 

EDL {FBI 

andora, HE(CTO} {F Bi 

FBI(2 icv558)-3769



b6 -1,4,5,6 

b7C -1,4,5,6 

b?7E -3,5,13 
  

  

  
{Onks, 

Sherri £. (DO) (FBly | 
  

    
  

Kelly. Stephen D (0GCIIFEL I 
  

  
  

  

  

        
  

  

    
Ce: B0C| | 

Subject: FRE DAILY SITREP (U/AES) 
  

Good evening, 

Please find attached the 12 january 2021 National Crisis CoordinatianCenter (NC3i SITREP related to the 

vicience associated with lawful protests. 

Piease note that this document is Unclassified / Awaw.eEatessementtensitire (U/ /EE5> The FBI Office of Partner 

Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted law anforcernent, 

intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the LES handling caveat. 

Thank you. 

  

  

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b?7E -3,5 

    

FBI(2icv558)-3770



Fron Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FB 

  

  

  

  

  

      

  

      

  

      

  

  

  

Subject: Fuck FW: Schurner No-Fly Letter b5 -1 

Fa: Brown, John A. (NSB) BH b7E -8,13 
Sent: January 12,2027 9:64 PM fB7C-35:50} 
&ttachect: 2624.04.12] | 

we enen eens Forwarded message ---------- 

Froz] b6 -1 

Date: Jan 12,2021 6:28 PM b7C -1 
Subject: Fwd: FW: Schumer No-Ely Latier STE -3,5 
fo: “Cohen, Jodi (NSB} (FBI 

Ce: 

Hey Jodi, 

See below. Give me a call ifthe boss wanted any changes aller the meeting. 

Thanks! 

neeeewrone Forwarded messiive -------~-- 

From 
- 1 

Date: Tan 12, 207T 3:04 PM BIC -1 

Subject: PW: Scluuner No-Piy Letter BIE -3,5 
ro 

Ce: 
FYSA looping you in fof |       

awaraness. | bellave AD Kable is clanning to farward the below information to EAD Brown as well, 

  

      

  

      

Thanks 

From ee I 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 4:43 PM bic -1 

bTE -3,5   

Ta: Kable, Charias H. (TSC) {£81 { | 

cd ; 
  

| 
Subject: FW: Schumer No-Fly Letter 

Good Afternoon Sir, 

  

  
Per your requesd 

    

  

in: additions 
      

Thank you, 

FBI(2icv558)-3778



  

    
  

  

From| 

Sent Tuesday, bangary 12. 2024 4:39 PM 

  To: 

Tyson, 44 C(OCA) (FBEY 
{OCA} {FBi] 

Co: Hale, Brian Patrick (GPA) (FREY 

|Bunham, Christopher G. (OCA) (FB 

be -1 

b7C -1 

DTE -3,5 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

bD7E -3,5 

Kiviiams, Dougias A. ir. 

  

|\Winston, Alvin M. {OPA}{FBEH 
  
      

    

Subject: RE: Schumer No-Fiy Letter 

Good afternoon, 

  

  

  

    
  

  

    
  

  

    
  

  
  

  
    

  

bS -1 

b7E -8 

Thank you, 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b7TE -3,5 

Fram 

Seat: tiescay baniary 12 PAP} 235 PM 

To Hryson, ac (oca} (ret Bot 
| IWilliams, Douglas A Jr. {OCA} {FBI [Dunham, Christopher G.{OCA} por 3 
{FBIY 

' 
  

  

Ce: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA} (FSH   
  

inston, Aivin Mi. {OPPs Wi Alvin Mi. {ODA} (FBI 

  

  
  

      

  

sy No-Fiy Letter 

FBI(2icv558)-3779



  bs -1 

      

  

      

  

      

  

      

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

    

      

  

  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

Thank you bIE -5,8 

b6 -1 

From b7¢ -1 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 3:38 PM bh7E -3,5 

Ta: Tyson, HH COCA} (EBHY Wiliams, Dougias A, 

dr, {OCA} {FBI |fHinham, Christopher G. {OCA} (FBty 

Ce: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBi)] Winston, Alvin M. {OPA} (FBT 

SUOECL. Fiat Wo ely Lect 

Au, 

This is the information that | havd b5 -1 
bTE -8 

    

  

      

FBI(2icv558)-3780



  

  

bb -1 

      

  

    

  

  

    

b7c -1 

vr ott b7E -5,8 
Very respectfully, 

ssal 

From: Tyson, JHEC. (QCA) (FBH 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 7027 3:70 PM b6 -1 

to Williams, Douglas A. dr. {OCA} (FBI | b7c -1 

Dunham, Christopher G. (QCA} (F3:} bIE -3,5 
  

Ce: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (F3)| IWinston, Alvin M. {OPA} (FBEY | 
  

      

      
SUuDEct: HE: Schumer No-riy Letter 

[| 

From: Tyson, HNC, LOCA} LFBE 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12. 2021 2:70 PM 

Tod | Williams, Dougias A. sr. (OCA} (FRI b6 -1 
Dunham, Christopher G. {OCA} (FBI bic -1 

Ce: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (Fai] Winston, Alvin M. (OPA) (FBI ] PE 38 

  

  

    

  
Subject: RE: Schurner No-Fiy Letter 

  

      
  

      

  

Team OCA: 

Adding lhere so he can share with this group the background on this issue, which we got in respanse to multipie bS -1 

Hill offices. 
b6 -1 

b7c -1 

-4CT 

b6 -1 
From 

bic -1       
Sent: tuUCsCay, farsa yy AZ, 2UZE 2a a PVE 

; / co. . , . b7E -3,5 
Ya: Tyson, HUC. {OCA} (ret Williams, Douglas A. Jr. {OCA} {FBI Jbunham, 

    

  
  

Christopher G. (OCA} (F8!] . . | 
Ce: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA} (FB | Winston, Alvin M. (OPA) (FB 
  

      
  

DUESPE CT TW ACHUMeP NOY LeTrer 

Hello, 

FBI(2icv558)-3781



  

  

bs -1 

    

  

  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -3 

    

Thank you. 
  

      

FBI(2icv558)-3782



Fron OCIAC Alerts 

Subject: fEXTERNAL EMAIL] - (U/AFESS FBI DAILY SITREP - January 72 

Ta: 

Ce: OCIAC 

Sent: January 12, 2024 9:64 PM {UTC-65 
Attached: OPE _SHREP Jan 12. gelf     

  

Mease find the atiached FSi SitRep for today 22 lanuery. 

   

  

      

  

Gran univ intel#gence Assessment Center 
bTE -13 

Santa Ana, CA 92702-1755 

Office {7443 289-3949 

Fa 

E-mail: s 

Website: § 

“& SASE AND SECURE ORANGE COUNTY AND HOMELAND” 

b6 -1 
Fram BIC -1 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 5:53 PM b7E -5 

Ta SS 

cel 

Subject: EXTERNAL] FBI DAILY SITREP tU/AES) 
  

Good evening, 

Pigase find attached the i2 danuary 2021 National Crisis CoardinationCenter (NC3) SITREP related to the 

violence associated with lawful protests. 

Piease note that this document is Unclassified / /Law Enforcomant Sascitiveit}//LES)}. The FRE Office of Partner 

Engagement (OPE) at FRI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted iaw enforcement, 

inteliigence, and hameland security partners in accordance with the LES handling caveat. 

  

  

      

Thank you. 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -5 

Ss : . sos r : © . : : 

\' Attention: This email originated from an external source, Use caution when opening allachments or clicking on 

Ni nks. Forward suspicious messages to } 

  

FBI(2icv558)-3785



  

    

  

  

  

  

      

  

      

  

      

  

b6 -1 
aie b7C -1 
xiBject: b7E -5 

Fa: 

Cc: Vorndran, Srven A. VO) EBT: Vali Jeffrey BING) EBIY 

Sent: January 2, 2024 9:45 PM {BIC-$5:00) 
b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,5 

Thank you again. Please calf me, your ASAC, or SSRAI Wwith any questions, ee ~1 
e -1       

  

      

FBI(2icv558)-3813



  

  

b6 -1 

  

  

  

      

Fron: Vorndran, Sivan A. (NO) BY bic -1 
Subject: Re] | b7E -1,5 
Ta: |Velbi, Jeffrey B. (NO) 

{FB | 

Sent: January 12, 2021 9:29 PM f{BTC-$5:00) 

Can you get biro on the phane and call me? 

Bryan 

Bryan Vorndrat 
Special Agent in Charge 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

New Orleans Division 

CelAy 

Desk) 

  

      

b7E -3 

  

  Fron 

  

    

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 5:39 PM 

Ta: Vorndran, Bryan A. {NO} (FB: 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,3,5 

  

  Veltri, Jeffrey B. (NOV {FBT 
  

  
  

| 
Object. wo 

AH- 

  

Info only.     

      

b6 -1,3 

b7¢ -1,3 

  

  

b?E -1,2,4,5 

  

Thanks everyone, 
  

      

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

weeeen sees EForwarded messare ---------- 

From 
ret. 

en dyees YT F591 Sin t Date: Jan 12,2021 5:06 PM b7E -1,3,5,13 

Subject:| 

| | 

Col 
  

      

FBI(2icv558)-3814



Frog: Jerisen. Stevert J. (CTO) (FEV) 

  

   
Sibiect: Pwd FBI DAY STREP (ees 
To: Sanoorr, ay 
Sent. January Oo PM SUTC-O5:00) 
Aitached: OPES TREP Jan 12. 

wing these, Hopehadds evigwed Hrst, 
  

Are vuat rece) 

bom 

Zl O33 PM 

at DAILY Si PREP Et 

  

Bate: Fatt + 

  

bé 

b7C 

-1 

-1 

b6 -1,4,5,6 

b7c -1,4,5,6 

b7E -3,5,13 
  

Hngner. Sanat Scone}    

   

  

["Lewis, Rwante (De bBR* 

  

Juco: Vince’) 
  
  

eafichany Perry GACEY] 

  

"Grever, Louis] [fAceveda, Ani Chie? 

a fonathan® 

  

    

  

PCarroll, & offory WL EMPIDY" 

    
  

    
I Pero: Pagebs (Pi eehl Murglos, Emily KE DP EERE 

P’sanborn, FH CCTD EFS By 

  
|" Carkis! 

  

‘Pravis 7. PDF CERI} 

| 

| T 

  

  
  

    
  

[Onks. Shortt bk. {DO} ERE 
        

  

tEBE] 

  
Mn] 

  

[ 
l Te 
Good 

puoc] 

eve, 

Fiease find attached the 12 lanuary 2021 Natianal C 

  

rdinatianCentar (NCS! SIPREP related to the vie 

HOPE BEE 

| 
BSc Brose Po VI 

PS larke, Mark M 

sience assaciatad with fawful protests. 

Please note that this dacucsent is Une asi fied/ Aaucbaloesonnens Sancta / ESF The FBI Office of Paciner Engarement (OPES at Fa 

reaeaeort ers appraves further dis 

e LES nandiing caveat. 

semination with your trusted law enforcement,     

  

Trank you 

  

      

fand security partners in accordance with 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -3,5 
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b6 -1 

  

  

  

  

b7¢ -1 
From: LL b7E -1,2,5 
Subject: Re | 
Ta: | | 

Vorndran, Bryan A. (NO} (FBI | Veitri, Jeffrey 8. (NO} (FBI 

    

  

  

Ser: Yo i2, 2027 9:36 PM (BTC-05:00} 

Bryan 

ryt | 
  

  

      

CL] 
On Jan 12,2021 8:29 PM, “Voradran, Bryan A. (NO) ey rote: b6 -1 

b7e¢ -1 

  

    
  

  

      

  

  

b7E -1,3,5 

Can you get him on the phone and call me? 

Bryer 

Bryan Vorndran 
Special Agent in Charge 

Federal Burean of Investigation 

Now Orieans Division 

Cel] 
Hesk} 

b6 -1 

From] b7C -1 
b?7E -1,5 Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 5:35 PM 

To: Vorndran, 8ryan A. {NO} (Fs: 

lVeltri, Jeffrey B. INO) (FBI | 

Subject: Fwd] 
b6   

AGE 

-1,3 

b7C -1,3 

b7TE 1,2,4,5 
  

Info only | 
  

  

    

    

  

    
  

Thanks everyone, 
  

      

  

  
Fram 

Date: Jan 12, 2021 5:08 PM 

Subject:| 

Fo: 

    

  

      

Cc] 
  

    

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -3,5 

  FBI Zc 58)-3825



Fron Gray, Edward J. (CIRG} (FS) 
Subject: Fuck 42 January 2021 1800 CIRG EM SITREP 
Fa: Downey, Jeffray R. (CHRG) (FB 

Ce: Haertel, Paui H. (SU) FB 
Sent: January 12, 2021 9:36 PM f{UTC-$5:90) 
Attached: 4{2dan2021_CiRG_EM_SITREP. pel 

Jeif, Thanks for sending. 

Boss, this may help feed inte the inte! picture the DD is looking for. 

Thanks 

Ed 

Edward Gray 
Deputy Assistant Director 

Critical Incident Response Group 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
  

  
mobile} b7E -3 

office}     

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: “Downey, Jeffrey R. (CIRG) (FBD" 

Daie: Jan 12,2021 9:25 PM 

Subject: Fwd: 12 January 2021 1800 CIRG EM SITREE 

To: “Wade, Terry (CCRSB) (FBI}" 

Ce: “Gray, Edward 7. (CIRG) (FP BR" 

  

      

  

DAD Gray spoke with me following your meeting this evening and asked that | share the attached document with 
you, This is an internal CIRG document we siarted a cauple of days ago to make sure our leadership team was up to 

speed on daily events in NC3, This document includes a summary of the daily brielings with WFO. 

[had a meeting carer today with the Di and CTD and we will be starling an executive summary tomorrow morning 

simular io the one we did in the Spring. 

Picase let me know if vou or anvone cise would ike to receive this allached document moving onward. 

seit 

——) Doaryarceasd Sx SS   

be -1 

b7C -1 

DTE -3,5 

Fron: 

Daie: fan d2, 2027 35 PM 

Subject: [2 January 2021 1800 CRG EM SITREP 

To: “Downey, Jeffrey R.(CIRG) (FBD| 

      
  

  

  

Ce 
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Good evening, 

Attached is the 12 January 2021 CRG 1200 £M Sitren for PYCA, 

Pigase pass any KFis. 

  

  

b6 -1 

    

b7c -1 

FBI(2icv558)-3829



Fron SHOC 

  

  

Subject: NCO DAILY SEREP 01/42/2627 (O/7RFSS) 

Fa: | | 

Ce: $10 

Sent: January 12, 2021 S:47 PM {UTC-65 
Attached: OPE_SHREP Jan 12. gelf 

UNCLASSIFIED//G6S- 

bTE -1,5 

  

FPRBERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC ENPORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER 
  

STPUATIONAL AWARENESS NOFPEFICATION 

The below message is sent on behalf af Assistant Director George Beach iT: 

Good evening, 

Please find attached the 12 January 2021 National Crisis Coordination Center ONC3) SITREP related to 

the viclence associated with lawful protests. 

  

Please note that this document is Unclassified / { U/ ES. The FBI Office 
of Partner Engagement (OPE) at WBI Headquarters < approves ‘farther dissemination with your trusted 
law enforcement, intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the LES handling 
caveat. 

As a reminder, if you respond ta this message, please do not “Reply AIL” 

  

  National Crisis Coordination Center | FRIBO. SIOC, Ream 55900 
  

b7E -3 

    

    
  

TLV YY Yr ¥ PAWSSAI SE! SSS ¥ XY ARAAN VL INES 
PLAYS LACNILEAVEN'E SS § <¥ AVA NANA 

    
    

       AT LEL IE L¥ YY SX yy NE SX NX YY PL NMS S SNS SIVA SSS LSS 
NS Ss 

FX SSLIN 

‘This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential legally 
privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC 

immediately. 
UNCLASSIFIED / AGES 
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Fron Vorndran, Gryan A. (NO) Bi 

  

  

  

Subject: Fw NC3 DAILY SITREP 04/12/2621 (LARS 
Ta: Veltri leffray BNC) (ep | 

| | be -1 
Sent: January 12, 2021 9:55 PM {UTC-$5:00) b7c -1 
Attached: OPE_SHREP_Jan 12.9df b7E -5 

Most recent SITREP. 

From: siocL__ bIE -1,3,5 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:46 PM 

To 

Subject: NC3 DAILY SITREP 01/12/2023 {U/AES>) 

  

UNCLASSIFIED / FCRS 
  

FEBERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & GPERATIONS CENTER 
  

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NCFDEFICATION 

The below message is sent on behalf of Assistant Director George Beach H: 

Good evening, 

Please find attached the 12 January 2021 National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) SITREP related to 

the violence associated with lawful protests. 

Please note that this document is Unclassified/ Apaw-Betercemrent Sensitive (U//EES) The FBI Office 
of Partner Engagement (OPE) at PBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted 
law enforcement, intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the LES handling 
caveat. 

As a reminder, if you respond to this message, please do not “Reply AQ.” 

  

b7E -3 

    National Crisis Coordination Center | FRDHO” SIOC, Room 5590 
  

  

    
  

    

  

NASW SAE 8 

    

are for situational awareness and may be confidential legally 
privileged. Hf you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC 

immediately. 
UNCLASSIFTED/ AbEs- 
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Front Vorndran, Srvze WO} FBI 

Subject: ry IFravaniing Violence and Criminal Actwly b6 -1 
Ta: Vorndran, Sryan A. (NO} (FB b7c -1 
Cc: b7E -5 

Sent: ariery 12, 202 

Let me know your thauights.... 

  

  

   

         T(UTC-08:00) 

Sood Morning, 

As afolow up ta iv email from last Thursday, [wanted to provide an update, 

  

b7E -1 

  

  

Second we are trackin bIE -5,8 
  

  

      

  

As aresuit of this increase in activity, we will be implementing |b7E -5,8 
| bill come from your 
ASAC. 
  

Thank you for remaining flexible and available. 

Bryan 

From: Vorndran, Bryan A, (NO} {FB 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 26274 6:06 PM 

Ta 

Subject Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity 
      

      

Good Evening, 

i'm asking that everyone take time to read the below summary from today’s Critical incident Conference Cail re the 
recent everits at the U.S. Capital. The below outlines b7E -5 

JI hank you 

  

  

    for taking the time to read the res he information caotured i 

Thark you, 

Bryer 

UPDATE: This afternoon, all field office SACs attended a Critical incident Canference Call (CICC! with FRIHC to discuss 

the plan of action in light of the recent events at the U.S. Capitel and threat reporting indicating additional acts of 
cy 

violence may be planned leading up to the Presidential inauguration scheduled for January 70, 2071, 

  

FIELD OFFICE READINESS] b7E -5,8 
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bD7E -5,8 
  

b7E -1,8,3 
  

INVESTIGATIVE REVIEW: SSAs anc SSRAs are requested tol 

Ld 
  

  

      
b7E -1,8 

  

      
    FBi ROLE 

| | we are positioning ourselves to investigate those rnatters rapidly should they arise. Our office will not 

be engaged in the monitoring of pea ing their constitutionaily protected rights for peaceful assernbly and 

mralest, 

  

   
     

This means our role begins when we learn of intelligence suggesting a federal crime is about to be cammitted or igs 

heen cammitted, or an arrest is made by a state arlocal cartner and where we believe a federal crime has been 

committed, 

     

od
 

eo
n nH 

Lh
 

a
 

ro
 s oy
 “ te
 

od
 on
 

ke
e + 

D Wi
 Captured below are several relev 

  

bS -1 

      
  

b6 -1 

b7A -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,3,5,8,3 

isseminate 

    
FBINQ AND REPORTING OF PYCA INCIDENTS 

  

  

    

  

    

Ali New PVCA incidents should be orompbtly reported to ASA 

information as appropriate td jote that field offices have been requested to renert any 

Jar 

  

field office survey will      
  

d to FBIRG by PTAM CST each day. 

   
has requested ALL fleid office to send information and intelligence leads via the Sentinel Crisis 

  

  

NewL__ bocumen TATION: in order to track, organize and coordinate incoming incidents, the fo 

has heen created for use within 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

S5As 

owing tag BDTE -4 3   

  

      

  

b7E -1,4,5,8 
  

      
FBI(2icv558)-3855



  

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,5,8 

    

Agents 

  

D7E -5,8 

      

b7E -1,4,5,8 
  

      

  

Please direct any cuestions or concerns to ASAQ b6 -1 
b7c -1 

b7E -3 

      

FBI(21icv558)-3856



b6 -1 

  

  

       

  

  
  

  

  

  

b7c -1 

b7E -5 
Fronk | 

Subject: Re Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity 

Fa: Vorndran, Gryan AL INO) Bi} 
Sent: January 12, 2024 10:29 PM CUTC-05:00} 

Bryan. pS -1 
Two Notes: bé -1 

“ b7c -1 

b7E -1,5,8 

Currently, the plan is td bS -1 
b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

bTE -5,8 

  
  

asad b6 -1 
  

  

b7C¢ -1 

bTE -3,5 

    

  seosussstnsisstssiisuinsiisitnsiissitnsiisiinsiississiseustsee bé <1 

From: Vorndran, Bryan A. (NO} {FBI b7C -1 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 448 b7E -3,5 

To. Vorndran, Srvan A NO} fF 3} 

      

  

  
Ce] 

Subject: Fw Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity 

Let me know yaur thoughts... 

FBI(2icv558)-3860



  

b7E -5 
Fron 

Subject: NCTE: SPPREP reiaied to the violerice associated with lawful profests. 

Ta: 

Sent: January 12, 2027 10:34 PM CUTC-05:00} 
Attached: OPE_SHREP Jan 12. gelf 

Trusted Partners, 

Pigase find attached the i2 january 2021 Natianal Crisis Coordinatian Center (NC3)} SITREP related to the 

vielence associated with lawful protests. This document is praduced oy the FBI's Office af Partner 

Engagement in cancert with the Strategic Information Onerations Center {SIOC), 

      

Please nate that this dacument is Unclassified / AawintercomentSensitive (U/ AES. The FRI Office af Partner 

Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, 

intelligence, and hameland security partners in accordance with the LES handling caveat, 

FBI(2icv558)-3864



Subject: fEXTERNAL EMAIL} - Pelosi Atfernpiec A Miltary Coun Against Trump While Faisely Blaming Him Far 7 -4 
Leading Ar “Insurrectian” bv7E -13 

Ta: | 

Bawdich, Bevid L. (DO) (FB: Abbate, Paul M. (D0) (FB     
Sent: January 12, 2ue7 Toa? PM UTU-UsUU} 

  

j //hile le Falsely rs 

“Insurrection ” 

Tuesday, 12, 2021 " SY Nay 

  

    

  
one norm, ¢ one ‘e system after another has been torn asunder by his political 

enemies in their never-ending, maniacai effort to depose him. 

And every step of fhe way, the garbage ‘establishment media’ has been in on those 
efforts. 

in recent days, several hundred of the president’s supporters broke away from the 

main group that had gathered to hear nim speak Jan. 6, the day Congress was to 
meet in joint session to certify electoral ballots for Joe Biden in a stolen election. 
Frustrated and angry that too few lawmakers were at least willing to stand up and 

object to slates of electors in states that unconstitutionally changed their voting 
rules ahead of Nov. 3, those Trump supporters foughi past barricades and Capitol 

Police officers and broke into the U.S. Capitol Building. 

Was it wrong? Sure it was — but only to people who aren't supporters of President 

FBI(2icv558)-3874



Trump, the same ones who believe that Antifa and BLM rioting all last summer, to 

include attacks against police stations and the siege of a federal courthouse in 

Portland, were perfectly fine and were simply ‘mostly peaceful demonstrations 

against racial injustice.’ 

After the assault on the Capito!i, Democrats and their media sycophants all claimed 

that Trump “incited an insurrection” when it fact, he never asked or ordered his 

supporters to storm the building. In fact, he said just Sse gogastts: 

V/e have come to demand that Congress do the right thing and only count the 

electors who have been lawfuily siated, lawfully slated. i know that everyone here 
will soon be marching over to the Capital building to peacefully and patriotically 

make your voices heard. Today we will see whether Republicans stand strang for 
integrity of our elections, but whether or not they stand strong for our country, our 
country. 

Meanwhile, it was House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) who actually went 
behind the president’s back in an atternpt to stage a military coup against him, in 

an unprecedented manner, by trying to remove the cornynander-in-chief from the 
chain of command. 

SY ww LOS ard o RaiKartys RO 
SS AQ AWASG_ MWQsSQs: 

Those on the left have been accusing President Donald Trump of fomenting an 
insurrection because of the Capitol protest. But Trump never called for violence or a 

riot. 

But these are the same pecple who for four years tried to take out and undermine 

the duly elected president of the United States through a false Russia Collusion 

heax story... 

The New York Times ran a story today about the actions of House Speaker Nancy 

Pelosi behind the scenes against the president. Taik about “insurrection,” she was 

essentially fomenting a coup, and fomenting the military against the president, 

trying to remove him from the chain of command. 

“in a phone call to the chairman [of the Joint Chiefs of Staff], (U.S. Army] Gen. 
Mark A. Milley, Ms. Pelosi appeared to be seeking to have the Pentagon leadership 

essentially remove Mr. Trump from his authorities as the commander in chief. That 

could be accomplished by ignoring the president's orders or slowing them by 
questioning whether they were issued legally,” (x6 Vins ssgastos. 

“But General Milley appears to have made no commitments. Short of the cabinet 

invoking the 25th Amendment or removing Mr. Trump through impeachment in the 
House and conviction in the Senate, it is unconstitutional to defy legal orders 

from the commander in chief,” the Times reported. 

Straight up, itis Nancy Pelosi who is the insurrectionist, along with her Marxist 
FBI(2 icv558)-3875



Democrat Party and the enabling sycophantic media lying to their readers and 
viewers about what President Trump did and did nat do. 

if there are Americans who stil believe Democrats are the ‘party of unity or that 

President Trump, not them, is the real threat to the Constitution and our republic, 

then reread what the Times reported and let if sink in real good. 

Nancy Pelosi attempted to stage a military coup against President Trurnp, and 
she’s going to get away with it. 
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Fron tp b6 -4 
  

  

  

  

    

Subject: LEX! TERNAL EMAIL] - Mi ke Adams: ” The FB? Plans To Engage in False Slag Gperatians At State Capitol bic -4 
moni: nsarvatives b7E -13 

Ta: 

|Bowdich, David L. (90) (FBS: Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI) 

Sent: January $2, 2024 14:05 PM CUTC-05:00} 

  

  

{Naisyyal Novws} The CIA clowns who spread deliberate disinformation across the 
‘net are doing an outstanding job of pushing noise and confusion. As a result, my 

sources are have now fractured into split realities, where in one reality Trump has 

given up and surrendered while in another reality Trump is about to achieve a 
decisive victory and astonish the worid. 

in today's podcast, | discuss both argurnents for what’s happening now, and Hay 
out details on how the US Secret Service tried to set up Alex Jones to be arrested 

on terrorism charges in D.C. 

Most importanily, | discuss whether the troop expansion in DC is actually pari of 

an unconventional warfare strategy being carried out by President Trump and 
Chris Miller, the Secretary of Defense. if Biden isn’t inaugurated on the 20th, the 

radical Left will stage an atternpted color revolution siege of Washington D.C., but 

thanks to these maneuvers by Trump and Miller, there are 15,006 tracps in place 
with the support of the Demacrats and the media. Perhaps they are being played 

and don't yet realize it. 

Here are the two Whitehouse.gov documents mentioned in the podcast: 

» x S x S = $ x YY & Su Y Ss - SX Ss Sx xX 

Syearess Shes SNe gtass gy Careless cisses Bygx Trays Seggeys Qe sess$7 ge Sy yas tyyerarss F498 SSNNSALSEWS LSS GIS ASQ SSSI FINS FE SLT MALT FESNYVS MSSCALLYLSIOSL LYS SUITES LEAF 
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Sen of . . Sade SYS2 NTI 35 os . x 
SSS EHAYeYsVsd TF Us ooyee yy sey sed CFS eseP saa AAs Fs Sage gs CTs ypomgss FP ygsge SLSYATIGES LoS MYPYLUPSS GoSYEYOSSE_ MUSTATY Gok FGQAryySs   

Here’s whai elise | cover in today’s podcast: 

& 

The FBlis planning to run false flag operations at state capitol buildings in 

order to further dernonize conservatives and sei the stage for nationwide gun 
confiscation. 
The real story of how US Secret Service tried to set up Alex Jones to be 
charged with terrorism on Jan Gth. But they failed and Jones averted the trap. 
(This is based in part on my private phone cail with Alex Jones yesterday.} 

There has been a coup in America, carried out by the globalisis, the Deep 

State and the CCP. 
My sources are now fractured, with some saying Trump has surrendered and 
others saying Trump will achieve a decisive victory. 
The bad news sources say everyone around Trump is refusing to follow 

orders for fear they will be charged with treason. 
The good news sources say Trump is still maneuvering for a decisive 

counterinsurgency attack against the coup plotiers and Deep State traitors. 

Chris Miller of the DoD signed the order for 15,000 National Guard troops to 

be mobilized inte the DC area. 
Inportantiy, when Trump announces the insurrection Act, all National Guard 

troops are federalized under Trump. 
Note: We stil believe Trump has already invoked the Insurrection Act, but this 

has not yet been made public. 
Sources say Democrats and left-wing media were tricked into supporting a 
massive build-up of troops in DC because they mistakenly think those troops 

will protect Biden. In reality, they say, Trump will command them. 
Most National Guard troops are loyal to Trump and despise Biden. 

The Jan 6th “siege” theater at the capitol was necessary to acquire Pelosi's 
laptop and alse trick the Left into supporting a massive troop buildup in DC. 

The troops are necessary to protect Trump fromthe “color revolution” 

attempt of the radical Left, which will activate the moment they see Biden not 

getting inaugurated. 
No outcome is certain. There are two paths, and many traitors are still inside 

the Trump administration. Trump's own plans may be thwarted at the last 
minute. 

Discussion of consciousness, God, divinity and the role of suffering for the 

journey of self-discovery. 
Why the real war is beyond the 3D realm and exists in the reaim of spirtiuality 

and consciousness. 
is humanity ready to move to a higher state of existence, paired with seif- 

responsibility? Or will we stay stuck in the “infant” stage of fighting and 
suffering? 

Listen to today’s podcast: 

FBI(2icv558)-3879
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Frorn 

Subject: 

Fa: 

Sent: 

Attached: 

FYT... 

Revards, 

igbn 
  

      

From: Sallet, jeffrey 8. {HRB} (FBI 

Brown, John A. (NSB) BH 
Fw Op-£d Final Dratt 

Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBEH: Sanborn, JH (CTD) (FB 

January 12, 2027 44:17 PM (GTC-05:00} 
Op-Ed Final Draft. pdf 

[Cell 

fesk} 

  

      

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 76:08 

Te: Srown, John A. {NSB} (FBI 

Subject: Op-Ed Final Draft 

  

      

  

b7E -3 

b7E -3 
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FBI PuBLIC AFFAIRS — DIRECTOR’S AM NEWS BRIEFING 

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 73, 2021 5:00 AM EST 

  

10.52} reports that, in “tne most sterk evidence yet of the sizable intelligence fature ‘hat preceded & 3 mob > atocng the Ca apitol, 
a day before the violence the FSI's Norfoik, Virginia office “issued an expicii internal warning that extremists were preparing io 
travel te Washingion to commit vielence and ‘war.”” The report “painted a dire portrait of dangerous dlans, inchiding individuais 
sharing a map of the complex’ $ tunnels’ and meeting places for would-be conspirators. While “it was not immediately clear how 
many law enforcement agencies cuiside the FEL were told,” a law enforcement official seid the bureau's Washington field office 
was briefed on i The memo “son®adicts a senior officials declaration the bureau had no intelligence indicating’ protesters 
planned harm. The Post adds that before the attack “FBI officials discounted any suggestion that the pro-Trums supporters 
could be a security threat and even the report “expressed concern that the FGI might be encroaching on free speech rights.” 

ire 3 ss (N12, Goldman, 20.5M} reports, “Officials cautioned the information in the Norfolk report was 
uncorroboratedt® but “the report is likely to pul the F.B.1. on the defensive with members of Congress and the public” as they seex 
answers on why the © 81 and other law enforcement were unsvepared for the attack. 

The 88 (1/12, Balsamo, Tucker) reports, “in the immediate aftermath of the fot, same law enforcement officials, including 

the Ganitol polos chief, said they were unaware of serious concerns jeading up fo Jan. 6 and had prepared oniy for a free- 
speech protest, " put “on Tuesd ay, The washington Post reported on the existence ofa a Jan, § report from the FBHs field offe in 

    

D’Antuono, ihe ass istant director i in charge of the FBI s Was Ring ston field office ice, said that i once he received the Jon, 5 y waming, 
the information was quick ly shared with other law enforcernert agencies through the joint terrorism task force.” 

¥ es (1/12, Mordock, 625%) reports, “While they announced the aggressive prosecutions, FB! officiais 
also countered reports that agents failed fo act swifily the day before the attack when thay discovered Internet posts plotting a 
war on Congress.” D’Antuono “said the threat was vaque and could not be tied fo a specific persan or group. Buf the FSi notified 
other agencies within 40 minutes of learning about the threat. ‘We deal with specifics and facts,’ he said. We have to separate 
the aspirationa! from the intentional and determine which of the individuals saying despicabie things on the internet are Rist 
practicing eee dravade.” 

ER: : (1/42, Neidig, 5.09) renoris that D’Antuono “defended the bureau's actions during the fead-up fo the 

riot as it was moni oring oniine discussions among rightwing demonstrators. ‘As offensive as a statemeni can be, the FB! cannot 
oper an invesigation without a threat of violence or aleged criminal activity, D’Antuone said. ‘However, when thai language 
does turn to a call of violence or criminal activity, the FB! is abie to undertake investigative action. And in this case, we had no 
indication, information was inked to any specific person, buf that this is a matter of an online discussion,” 

us A {4/12, 197M} resorts that D’Aniuono “said the bureau adequately warned local 
authorities of what he planned violence at the U.S, Capitol last week. ‘That was a thread on a message board that 
was being attributable to an individual person,’ D’Aniuono said of the news, first reported by The Washington Post. ‘My 
Washington field office received that information, we briefed that wilhin 40 minutes to our law enforcement partners, federai [andi 
state.’ He said the information, which reporiedly included maps of the Casitol complex tunnels and plans for swarming if, was 
‘ingested’ by the Joint Terrorism Tasx Force, which helps jinx FB: inifiatives with feceral, state and local law enforcement 
agencies. * Thats ‘sthe a action we took on that, and that’s it’ D’Antucno said.” 

Fae (4/12, 72.7M) reports that D’Antuono said the intelligence report was shared within “40 minutes’ 
with law eni forcement p partners, although “it was still unciear, however, whether officials specifically alered security preparations 
fo account for thai warning.” D’Antuono said, “In the weexs leading up to the January 6 rally, the FBl worked iriernaiy with every 

8} field office fc ensure they were ooking for any intelligence they may have developed about potential violence during the raily 
on danuary 8.’ 

NECN 

  

    

   

    

    S (7/12, 4.91M) reporis, “Former FB! Director James Comey said Tuesday that an FBI bulletin 
aboul potent al violence at SOQ state capitol buildings is ‘very, very unusual’ ‘Law enforcement definitely can handle these kinds of 
riots, aacks and civil disturbances, # they have the information they need and they srepare. This is something iaw enforcement 
was built for” Ae said in an interview on NSC’'s ‘TODAY’ show.” NEC News adds, “Reacting ic the storming of the Canital last 
Wednesday, Comey said, 1 was also really angry about the failure fo secure In the face of a threat that was obvious on a date 
thats been marked for 130 years, Jan. 6. You knew if was coming. You knew df was eras y coming io you from the presiient’s 
aly watking down Pennsyivania Avenue - very, very upsetting fo watch i happen anyway.” 
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933K} also report. 
NEC News: FBf Never issued intel Bulletin About Potential Capitol Violence. BY 

Dilaran, Ainsley, 4.97M} reports, “Analysts in the FBI's intexigence Division gathered information about possible violence 
invoiving the Capital on Jan. 6., but the FSi never distributed a formal intelligence bulletin, in part because of concerns that doing 
so might have run afoul of free speech protections, one current and two former senior FSI officials familiar with the matier told 
NBC News.” NBC News adds, “While the FB did share some ihreai intelligence with law enforcernent, the jack of a 

comprehensive Joint Intelligence Bukelin compiled by the FBI's Intelligence Srancn — which wouid have made assessments 
about possible threats and have been shared with relevant iaw enforcement agencies - lef the Capiici Police and other 
agencies lacking the ful picture of what the FBI had learned from hursan sources and social media sostings about what 
axfremisis were saying about pians io essault the Capifoi.” 

Rioters Came Within Feet And Seconds Of Legisiators. The Wai ik (4/12, Mann, Volz, Wise, Day, 
Sudscriotion Publication, 8.4144} renorts that during the altack on the Capiiol Jast week rioters were feet or seconds away from 
fleeing lawmakers as outnumbered Capitol Police officers at the entrances fo both chambers of Congress tried fo siow down the 
mob. Rep. Sean Patrick Maloney {D-NY} estimates that the House was evacuated 30 io 60 seconds before it would Aave deen 
overrun. 

US Capito! Police intel Chief Warned Congress in July Of Right-Wing Atflacks. (ii2, Shiffman} 
reporis, “The director of intefigence for the U.S. Capitol Police werned Congress : in July that rebeli fon against COVID-19 
precautions had accelerated violence by righi-wing ‘revolutionary exiremisis,” according tc congressional testimony.” Reuters 
adds, “Four months before he joined the force, John *. Donohue, then a private security consultant, testified that the country 
desperately needed a sophisticated social rnedia early-warning system, akin fo the U.S. nuclear missile launch detection 
capability, to prevent a catas#ophe. ‘America is at @ crossroads, Donchue told the U.S. House Subcommifies on intelligence 

and Courterterrorism curing a duly 16 Aearing. ‘The intersection of constitutional nghis and legitimate law eniorcement has never 
been more at risk by domestic actors as ff is now as sediicnists actively promote a revolution.” According to Reuters, 
“Donohue’s public warning, which has not been previcusly reported, came six months before a right-aing mob..stormed the 
Capiiol on Jan. 6° 

Rep. Krishnamoorthi: Capitol Attack Was An FG! intel Failure. Chicago (4/42, Goudie, Markoff, 
304K} reports from Chisago that Rep. Raja Krishnarmecorthi {D-IL} “told fhe ABC? I-Team that what happened was the result of an 
FBI intelligence failure. ‘There's failures at muipie levels, and right now we've launched an investigation with regard fo the 
security situation, Krishnamocriht said. ‘Unfortunately there are milla groups, armed militia groups across the country that are 
coordinating fo make a show of force especialy around inauguration Day. And | have to tell you Chuck that we are not going ic 
stand by and allow these milla groups to reap the kind of havoc that they did last Wednesday.” WLS-TV adds, “The head of the 
F Bi in Washington and B.C.’s top federal prosecutor pushed back Tuesday on allegations that the mob atlack on the Capital iast 
Wednesday was the resuif of an intelligence failure.” 

Nearly 100 Arrested So Far In Probe Of Capito! Violence. i R 4/42, Penzenstadier, 
Salman, Wedell, 127M} reports, “Neerly 100 peopie nave been arrested so far for their roles in the attack . .. Many currently face 
lesser charges such as uriawful entry, disorderly conduct and defacing public property, Only a few nave been accused of more 
serous crimes such as felony violations of the Riot Act.” _ the A agned (1/42, Gurran, Viswanatha, Subscription 
Publication, 3.41M) reporis FB} Washington field office Assistant Director in Charge ‘Steven D’Antuono said fhe FB] has opened 
more than 160 case files and has received more than 100: 000 videos and other forms of digital media related tc the attacks. 

Netey ie Hosenba, ; Beech) reports Acti “ US Reomey k Micnael Sherwin said at a news briefi ong, “thnk 

                  

   
   

    

Yen “ a2, Shear, Goldman, Benner, 20.8} reports Shenwir’ $ comments * ‘came as evidence mounted that nefore the 
grim events af the Capifoi ~ in which lawmakers and others hid frorn an angry, surging mob and five osople died in the ict and 
nearby fumut — top officials in government had reason to be deeply concerned about the possibility of vicience.” 

a (1/12, 88.21M} reports that “while the FBI has opened more than 750 case files in the six days since 
pro-Donald Trump rioters breached the US Capitol building, officials acknowledged Tuesday thai the evidence gathered so far ts 
just the tip of the iceberg. ‘Peaple are going to be shocked by some of the egregious contact that happened in the Capitol, 
actng US Attorney Michael Sherwin said in reference to assaults on federal and DC police officers.” CNN adds that “officiais 
from the FS! and Departneni of Justce sought fo reassure ihe American public Tuesday that they are up to the fask on both 

  

   “
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fronis during a news conference that aisc laid bare the enormity of the challenge currently facing law enforcement agencies 
inveved in both efforis. ‘The FSi is quife familar with large-scale, compiex investigations .. we are up to the challenge, Fi! 
Washington De f eid office assistant director Steven D’Antuono said.” 

N x (1/42, Dlanian, 4.91M)} reports, “FBI agents are scouring more than 706,000 aigital media files, 
and federal prosacutors have spent hours presenting feiony cases to a Washingion grand jury, as they seek fo bring tc justice 
those who commited crimes in the dot at the Capitol authorites said Tuesday.” Sherwin and D’Antuono “discussed the 
sprawling criminal investigaiion designed to catch thase who broke the law, but said litte about the intelligence and security 
failures that allowed the Capitol ic be overrun. They said that the FEI had openee 160 case files, and that ‘this is only the 
beginning, as Sherwin put #, outlining a iarge nurnber of serious crimes that carry decadesiong oriscn terms. The FBI and the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms are investigating, for example, who put ivo pipe bombs oulside the Caplici with fmers 
and detonators. ‘ 

      

Fux Nows {4/12, Betz, 23.99} reports on its website that Sherwin said, “This is not going io be selved 

overnight. ifs $ not going to be sclved within the coming weeks. ifs not going to be solved within the coming months. This is going 
to be 2 iong-term investigation and rest assured, the Bureau, the Department of Justice, all the U.S. alforneys across the Uaited 
States that are assisting these investigations, everyone is in for the long haui” Sisornber: (1/12, Voreacos, 3.57M), the & 

(4/42, 3.37M), Axes (1/42, Rurmier, 1.26M), and the SNS (1/42, 88.21) website als report, 

Arkansas Man identified As Speaker’s Office invader Appears efore Judge. The AS (4/42) reports frorn Fayettevile, 
Arkansas, “The man identified as the roter photographed sifting in House Speaker Nancy Peis 5 office chair during jast week's 
Capiol insurrection made his initial federal court appearance Tuesday.” Richard Barnett, 00, of Gravette, Arkansas, “appeared 
before U.S. Magistrate Judge Erin Wiedemann in Fayetteville, Arxansas, to hear the charges against him. Among them is a 
charge that he uniawdully entered a restricted area with a iethal weapon — in this case, a stun gun.” Bamett “also is charged with 
disorderly conduct and thefi of pubic property. Sarnetfs conceded the validily of the arrant against him, said his attorney, 
Anthony Siano of White Pigins, New York.” Barnett “will remain in federal custody ai the Washington County Detention Center in 
Fayetteville pending a Friday virkial detertion hearing, at which ime a judge wil desxie whether fo gra they bond.” 

Alabama Man Charged With Bringing Weapons, Malotov Cocktails To Capitol. The We 8 (412, 18.52M} 
reporis a federal grand jury has indicted Lonnie Cofiman of Alabama, “who allegedly brought 17 molotov cacktails and five 
ioaded weapons to the U.S. Capito? the first public indictment s stemimi ing from last Wednesday's $ storming of Congress.” 

e (1/12, Meisner, 2.03M} 
reports a Chicago- area man “who authorities said has a history of threatening members ‘of Congress was airested Tuesday on 
federal charges a#eging he promised violence af the upcoming presidential inauguration.” in @ voicemail message jeff for a 
House Democrat on December 29, Louis Canrictli said, “We will surround the m--—-f----- While House and we will kill any m-—-— 
f---- Democrat that steps on the Memeo iawn.” Authorities say Capnott directly threatened both Joe Biden and Sen. Kamala 
Farris {D-CA}. The Gives wee (4/42, 970K} reports, “Prosecutors say Caprioff was arrested near his home at 5:42 a.m. 
Tuesday and is charged with fransmitiing @ @ threat. During a court appeerance Tuesday afternoon, a judge said Caprictl would 
be held in cus stody at jeast until a detention: hearing Friday.” 

The AP (1/12, Babwin} reports from Chicago that federal prosecutors in Chisago “said in a news release that Louis 

Capriati of “Chicago Heights faces a federal charge of fanamifiing a threat in intersiate commerce. At a heaving Tuesday 
afternoon, hours after Caprioti’s early morning arrest, U.S. Magistrate Judge Gabriel A. Fuentes ordered him fo remain in 
custody until a deterition hearing on Friday.” Caprioit, 45, “is accused of leaving a threatening voicemail! for a member of the US. 
House of Representatives on Dec, 28, . 

© (412, Halaschak, 888K) reports that Capriotfi “was arrested near his Chicago Heights home on 
Tuesday and charged with fransmifiing a threat in interstate commerce. According to the criminal complaint, fled in the US. 
District Court in Chicago, Capnotti called and left a Nov. 18 voicemali on the phone of an unnamed U.S. representative, saying 
that he was a ‘nine-year Marine, active duty’ and had xilled terrorists and ‘Wik continue to kik them because thafs what | am 
trained to do.’ He allegedly went on tc ted the lawrnaker that ‘in the next couple weeks, some big news is about to go down’ and 
certain individuals “ ae going ic be astcnished of whafs going to be revealed.” 

X AN (7/42, Atnonavage, 7.47M} reports that Caprioti “is charged with ransmifiing a treat in iniersiaie 
commerce after he allegedly called the New Jer sey lawmaker on Dec, 29, saying we will Kil any mother—-ing Democrat that 
steps on the motherf-—ing lawn’ of the White House, according to the criminal cornplaint. He said # peapie expect President-elect 
doe Biden to be able fo out his hand on the Bible during his inauguration and then walk into the White House, ‘they're sadly f-- 
ing mistaken.” Capriotti “aliegedly closed his voicemail io the unnamed New Jersey lawmaker by saying he would ‘ike to pul one 
in, a former NJ. governor, according io the complaint Former Gov. Chris Christe is not named in the complaint, but he 
confirned tc NorthJersey.com that he was the target of the threat.” 
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“ght-wing g conspiracy theorist from iowa was among the first fo break into the 5 8. Capito sey last woek’s deadly pro- Trump 
insurrection, chasing and menacing a Black police officer, federal agenis said Tuesday.” Dougias A. Jensen, 41, “surrendered tc 
Doliee in his hometown of Des Moines on Friday, two days after the Jan. 5 rampage in Washington, D.C., left five people dead 
and disrupted U.S. dernocracy. Investigators say he told them he positioned himself to be among the isadars of the Capito! siege 
because he was wearing & shit promoting QAnon, the eee mane acy OL es that he follows. ve wanted to have his T- 

  

Son OF New York Judge Charged For Role in ‘Capito Riot The Naw Yors Past (1/142, Rosenberg, 745M) reports, “The 
fur-loving son of a prominent Brooklyn judge toufed his ‘cavemary getup to a pal during the US Capilol ricts fast week — but was 
dismayed to isarn his photo was furned into a virai meme, according to new court papers.” Federal prosecutors “tock the unusual 
step of including the instagrarn post in their fling thai charges Aaron Mostofsky, 34, with four counts in the deadly protests at the 
nation’s capilal, including theft cf government property, iflegai entry nto a resticted area and disorderly conduct. in papers 
unsealed on Tuesday, authorities said Mostofsky biabbed about Asading down fo OC on social media, inckiding telling a pai he 
was tying to meet tup with at the rally, If we find each other loox for a guy looking like a cavernan.” 

$ (1/42, Hong, 20.6M) reports, “Mosiofsxy, 34, is the son of Xings County Supreme Court Juege 
Steven Mostafa. who also gces by Shiomo. He and his father are registered Democrats, according to New York State election 
records. Aaron Mastofsky was taken into custody dy F.B.L agents at his brother's home in Brookiyn, according fo twa people 

briefed on the matter, who spoxe on the condition of anor to discuss an ongoing mesa " 

  

evidence dic back up the. ac cussatior ons. Mostafsky was rei leased on ‘$100, 060 bond but ‘panned ‘from traveing Washingion 
except for purposes of prosecution of his case there.” Assistant US Altorney Josh Hafelz “fold a magistrate kudge in Brooklyn 
federal court that the government would agree to Mostofsxy’s release even though if was ‘deeply troubled by the conduct of tie 
defendant in a ‘mob aitacx.’ The charges include a felony count of theft of government propery — a bulletproof police vest worth 
$1,905 and a riot shield valued at $265.” 

FBI: Arrest Of Miami-Based Proud Boys Leader Linked To Capitof Riot. The Many Herat (1/42, Smiley, 647K} 
reporis, “The FBI on Tuesday said Washington, D.C. police arrested the Miami-based ieader of the far- right Proud Boys days 
before the deadly riot al the US. Capitol because they had developed information showing he was among those planning t 
incite vicience as Congress voted to certify the presidentia election.” The Heraii acids, “Steven D’Antuono, assistant director in 
charge af the FB?s Washington field office, seid federai authorities had worked in the preceding days to identify bad actors 
planning io atlend a Jan. 6 rally near the White House” and “neic up the arrest of Henry ‘Enrique’ Tarrio Jr. as an exampie of 
éfforts to stop the vicience before it began. on the weexs leading up fo the Jan. 5 rally, the FBI worked internally with every FBI 
field office to ensure we were looking for any intelligence that may have developed about potential violence during the rally of 
dan. 6 O’Antuono said.” 

idaho Man Arrested For Role in Capitol Rioi. Tne 8S (1/12, Boone} reporis from Boise, idaho, “An Idaho man whose 
photograph was included on a federal list of those coneidared § persons of interest in the Jan. 6 siege of the U.S. Capitol nas 
been jailed in Boise, tha Ada County Sheriffs Office confirmed Tuesday.” Josiah Colt, 34, “turned himself in at the Ada County 
Sherif’s Office on Tuesday affernocn and was being held on a U.S. Marshal's hald, sheriff's spokesmen Patrick Or said.” The 
AP adds, “After the insurgency, Colt posted a video to Facebook erroneously ciairning he was the first person in the mob fo sit in 
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi's chair. Photes from the siege, however, show him in the seat normaly used by Vice President 
Mike Pence in the Senaie chamber.” 

FBI Tracking Down “Pittsburgh Based individual” in Capitol Assault Probe. WEALTY Pittsburgh (1/12, 
149K} reports from Pilishurgh, “FBI agenis from the Pilishurgh field office racked anc interviewed a Py tisburgh based individua’ 
cited in a report describing protests and vioience in the area ieading up ic Inauguration Day. According to investigators, there are 
no related threats in the region leading up to Jan. 20.” WPXi-TV adds, “Over the weekend, reports emerged that sosts across a 
variety of social media platforms promised protesis would teke place in cites across the country, including Pitisburgh, Salt Lake 
City and Columbus, Onio. On Fricay, Twitter pasted @ statement saying in part, ‘Plans for future armed protests have areacly 
begun proliferating.’ Adaifionally, FBI agents fom the Fitsburgh office are stil investigating the destructive mob that descended 
on the U.S. Capito! last week. The agency is accepting fips, pichires and videos of the rioting and violence. The Pittsburgh FBI 
doint Terrorism Task Force is taking the lead in any focal investigations.” 

Suspended MTA Employee Charged With Caniiol Riot. The AP (4423 reports, “An employee of the Metro-North 
commuter railroad was atrested Tuescay by the FBI on charges that he pariicipated in last week’s mob assault on the US. 

Capital.” Wai Pepe “was in federal custody and was scheduled to make an initial court appearance Wednesday at the federal 
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court in White Plains, according to Nicholas Biase, a spokesperson for the U.S. afforney in Manhattan. Peps was previously 
suspended without pay from his job with the Metro-North commuter ratroad after he was photogra sphed inside the Capitol during 
me unrest. MTA officials said he nee called in sick to aliend the protests in Washingion, D.C." The FBI “had put Pepe's nage on 
a ‘Seeking information’ poster related ic Wednesday's violence af the Capitol. He is seen ‘wearing an American flag bandana 
around his neck while holding up his mobile phones, as if to take a picture or video of himself.” 

St 2, Meyer, 7 454) reports, “Pepe, 31, of Beacon, was cuffed Tuesday afternoon and is set to 
appear in federal cour in White Plains on Wednesday on charges out of Washington, DC, a spoxesrnan for the Southern District 
of New York said. ‘Participation in the riot which resulted in deadiy vioience at the Capiic: iast week was abnorrent to the values 
of the MTA and New Yorkers, and those who affacked that symboi of American democracy discuaified thernseives from working 
for tha Peapie of New York, MTA spokesman Tim Minton said Tuesday.” 

Sever Philadelphia Transit Officers Under Probe For Attending Rally Prior To Capital Attack. sg 
(1/12, Marinez, 539M) reports, “Seven Philadelphia gansit police officers are under investigation for attending President 
Trump's raily in Washington, 0.C., last week, officials sakt Tuesday. The investigation into the officers, who are part of the 
Southeasiern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA}, wif examine if they were involved in any legal behavior. [The 
officers} are being investigated to see # they were involved in riotous behavior or for viclaiions of our social media policies,’ 
SEPTA Police Chief Thomas Nestel said, according to CBS Philly.” According to CBS News, “The station said that there was a 

tio that a SEP TA empioyes was at the rally, and the investigation revealed several more officers who were m attendance. SEPTA 
is looking into whether the employees were part of the mob that breached the U.S. Capifol SEPTA said any information about 
the invesiigation will be shared with the FB: "Olympic Swimmer Reportedly identified As Participating in Caplio! Riot. USA Today 
(1/12, Harris, Metcate, 12.7M) reports, “Olympic goid medalist swimmer Xieie Keller may have icined the riot inside the U.S. 
Capitol last week, according to multiple media reports that identify him based on photos and videos taken that day.” Keller, 38, “is 
a three-time Clympic swimmer, who earned five medals overall, including qcid medais in the 2004 and 2003 Summer Games for 
Tearn USA. He was, unt Tuesday, lisied as areal estate agent with Hoff & Leigh in Colorado. Hof & Leigh issued a statement 
on Tuesday afternoon saying eller, an independent contractor, nae resigned. Swimswam, a website about compettive 
suimming, first reporied that Keller may have been among the crowd, basing the claim cn ‘at least a dozen peaple’ who had 
reviewed images and video from the raid. The New York Times said Keller was in the crowd at the Capifol, according to ‘former 
teammates and coaches’ who identified him in photes.” 

FB Arrests New York Man After Alleged Posts Seeking Armed Caravan To DC. TY New York 

{1/12, Dienst, Miller, 289%} reparis, “A man was arrested after the FBI searched a Queens home Tuesday evening following 
online threats that were allegedly posted in the aftermath of last week's cis af the US. Capital, law enforcement officials said.” 
WNBC-TV adds, “The suspect, identified as Eduard Florea. was arrested by the FEI on a weapons-elated charge, a jaw 
enforcement official said, An FB: spokesperson would not comment on specific charges, only sorfirming that an arrest had been 
made. The home that was searched is located near Elliot Avenue and 76th Street in Middle Vilage, the F 8! spokesnerson said.” 
Fforea, “who was believed fo be responsibie for the online threats, did not appear to have been at the Capifol during the vicient 
protests, a serdor law enforcement source said.” 

Sen. Cassidy Releases Photas Of Man Wanted in Connection With Capital Riot. The BN (4/42, 
Coleman, 5.$9\4) reports, “Sen. Bul Cassidy {R-La.} relaased photas of a man he said was wanted in connection with iast week's 
deadly riot at the Capitol” Cassidy “posted two photas on Twitler, saying he received them from the Capitol Police,” and he “said 
the man was wanted in conneciion with the death of U.S. Capiicl Police officer Brian Sicknick’s death due to injuries sustained 
during the Capitol riot last week,” but “police later disputed Cassidy's characterization, telling The Hil that the indivicual in the 
photo is a person of interest for another incident. The U.S. Capitol Police and FB! are looking for any information about the 
individual and his ackvilies on January 6, 2021." 

  

   

  

tas 

   

two U.S. senators have joined calls for an investigation of comments by the Republican Party chairman it in rural Nye County chat 
they warn could incife violence and insurrection against slecied officials.” The AP adds, “Sens. Catherine Cortez Masto and 
Jacky Rosen, both Oemocrats, said in a Monday jeter fo FB! Drector Christopher Wray that county GOP chief Chris 
Zimmierrman's open letier denies basic facts about ithe 2020 election and falsely claims that President (Donald) Trump — not 
President-elect {Joe} Biden — wil be inaugurated’ on Jan. 20. We are urging thai the threats cesoribed in this letter be taken 
senously,’ tha senators said after sointing fo the storming of the U.S. Capitol last week Trump joyalisis, and the deaths of six 
peopie, The letter describes being in a “battle for cur repudlic” and ends by saying that, “it's 7776 all aver again?” ‘ the letter to 
Wray said.” 

LAPD Directs Officer Who Attended Trump Rally To Speak With FBI. The Los & $ 8s (AZ, Rector, 3.37M} 
reports, “A Los Angeles poiice officer has been ordered by LAPD Chief Michel Moore to tell FBI agents about his attendance at 
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the pro-Trump rally that preceded the attack on the U.S. Capitol” The Times adds, “The unnarnec officer told police officials that 
he attended the iarge oro-Trump rally on the National Mall on Jan. 6, where Trump spoke, but left ‘prior fo any other activity and 
did not participate in anything thal occurred at the Capitol,’ Moore said.” Moore “stressed that whiie simaly attending the rally 
would de a protected Ist Amendment activity, any involvement in the attack on the Capitol woule not be and could expose an 
officer fo criminal charges. A department spokesman said the LAPD would cooperate with the FBI # additional investigation info 
the officer is necessary.” 

"Prosecutors are now weighing sediiion charges against al least sorne of the Tremp ysis Wrio stormed’ the us Cepia one 
weex ago, officials said Tuesday. Pete Wikams said on > NN Nowe 
prosecutors say tonight they've opened more than 7/0 cases so far, a number that's ike'y tc grow much bi a ey the ae 
days. The potential charges: simple trespass: fhef of mail, digilal devices, and classified information; assault on police officers, 
and murder. But they're also considering a charge of seditous conspiracy, meaning opposing the government by force. That 
caries a 20-year maxiruim sentence, The FBI is aise looking at whether the foiers had a leader and if they intended to take 
members of comes hostage.” 

    

x (1/42, Mallin, Barr, 2.44) reports that acting US Attorney Michael Shenwin “said the department 
opened a strike f force 5 of sersor nationai securty and corruption prosecuiors focused on ‘seditious and conspiracy charges related 
fo the most heinous acts that occurred in ihe Capitol’ ‘And these are Signi if cant tenarges that have felonies with a prison terms of 
up to 20 years,” he added.” ONSC (142, Mangan, (34M), and & swe (4/42, OConnor} aiso report.      

Law Enforcement Agencies Prepare Unprecedented Security Precautions For inauguration. Pierre 
Thomas reported an ARG Works News Tones (4/42, story 2, 340, Muir, 7.3/NM) that law enforcement agencies are “racing to 
disrupt any plans for violence on Inauguration Day.” Capitol Police oid House Democrats that they are “nreparing for more than 
10,000 armed Trump supporers to descend on the Capitol for the inauguration. Some [are] reportediy planning to form 
perimefers around the Capitol complex, the White House, and the Serene Court, blocking anyone who doesn’t suppart Trump, 
perhans assassi mating ihem.” Tom Castella said an NSC Naty N S HAZ, story 2, 2:30, Hol, 5.85M} that Capital Police “are 

warning members of Congress of new violent threats agains them described as chilly ing. ... Right-wing extremists and white 
supremacisis aré using enorypled internet chat rooms io plan future atlacks, even sharing a us Army fieig manual with calis io 
shoot politicians and encourage armed struggie.” Reo. Conor Lamb (D-PA} “We were told about specific numbers of people whe 
intend fo come here armed wih weapons on specific dates af specific times and for specific reasons, including Hustice for the 
woman that Was killed | last weex, in their words, ‘justice’ or ‘vengeance.” 

Phe New Yory Times (1/12, Goaper, Goldman, 20.8M) reports Army Secretary McCarthy has decided that “National Guard 
troops who z are flooding into Washington to secure the Capito! for inauguration Day wii be armed. ... The armed foaps will be 
responsible for securily around the Capitol nuliding complex.” The decision came affer a meeting with House Speeker Peiosi, 
who, “according tc congressionai staff members, demanded that the Pentagon | me amore muscui iat posture after a eb, egged 
on by President Trump last week, breached the Capitol.” T: A $3 

Wednesday “ake command of security preparations at the Us Capitol and other federat ui uiidings, backed oy as many as 
18 000 National Guard oops thousands of police and factcai officers, and layers of eight-fcot steel fencing,” a full week before 

aif { M2, Part, See Subscription Publication, 8. AM} ces a House Democratic 

   

    

      

    

  

    

sonuaty 20 amid the FBP $ werning re regarding armed 2 rotesis “planted | in all SC states. ‘Cuccineli said, “America can be yery 
cart ‘ident that this j Inauguration and everything surrounding and running up to itis going to be safe.” Cuccinelli said or: Sax News 
s a While we need ic fake fine threats] seriously, at ihe same time, E would be an incredible 
unl xelihood to see what is described : in those threats actuaily take place.” 

The Washivatan Post (1/42, 16.52M} editoriaiizes, “Gust es f was important for Congress to return to the Capitol on 
Wednesday night fo continue its work certifying the November election, so is it emportant that nothing be allowed to impede Mr. 
Bicen from taking the cath of office at noon on Jan. 20 on the steps of the Capito: Pandemic restrictions have already surtalied 
public events, and we hope Washington area residents heed the advice fo stay home and anioy the inauguration virtually. We 
also hope — no, we urge - that this country’s ieadership recognize the very real threat that is posed by while domestic terrorism 
and marshal ihe resolve and resources tc control and eliminate it” 

Pentagon Weighs Preparation For Threats in State Capital Cites With OC Threafs. The 
10.52M} reports Defense Department leaders said Tuesday that they “must balance an array of shreats on state capitols 
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nationwide against the potential for renewed extremist violence in Washington. ... intelligence suggesting the potential for armed 
ots or atlacks on state capitcis across fhe country came info focus as the Oefense Department scrambied fo ensure an 
adequate pian for providing Nationa: Guard aid for the Jan. 20 inauguration and avoid a repeat of last week's insurrection al the 
U.S. Capitol” 

  

ss (4/42, story 4, 1:45, O'Donnell, 4 39M} reported the FBi warned “of possible armed protesis 
leading up to the inaugu a on,’ "Heading Gg Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Ohio to activate National Guard roops and state capitals ic 
increase security. The (1/12, 855K} reports the FSi “has oredibie evidence of a threat of violence on 
Sunday specifically aimed innesola and Michigan state capituis by rightwing extremists as part of ther preparation for 
armed protests in every state and Washington, D.C., leading up fo iBider’s} inauguration.” The S as (4/42, 104M} 
reporis, “The special agent in charge of fhe FSi Boston office said Tuesday that the bureau had no information on credibis 
threats fo any of the four New England state capitals in his iurisdiction, but he warned things couid change ‘in a second.” 

OC Area Baitens Down Amid Threats Of Violent Protests. The \\ (1/12, Zauzmer, Lang, Cox, 

Schneider, Jouvenal, 10.524} reports, “Fences were going up across downiown Washington, and Nafional Guard oops took up 
posis on sireet corners Tuesday, part of a sweeping lockdown aimed at heading of any unrest during a weekend of rightwing 
protests and the presidential inauguration that follows.” The Post adds, “Officiais said the massive security cordon could grow 
even larger in the District in coming days as they consider shuttering hotels, stopping some Metro service and denying permits 
for demonstrations, fearing another wave of violence ike the one that rocked the U.S. Capitol last week.” According to the Post, 
“Atready, D.C. officials said iocal and federal jaw enforcement were establishing a perimeter around the While House, the Capito! 
and sart of downiown Washington thal allows them to conduct security screenings on anyone entering the area over the next 
weex.” 

Airbnb Ta Review DC-Area Reservations. i 3 {1/12, Hines, 12.7M)} reports that ahead of Bi rs 8 
inauguration next week, Airbnb is taking precautions against ° violent hate group members’ with a special “Capitol Safety Flan”! 
a statement provided by Airbnb ssckesperson Christopher Nully, the company said, “Airbnb strongly condemns last woak’s 
attack on the i153. Capitel and the efforts io undermine cur democratic process.” Among the steps Airbnd will lake, it wii ban 
peopie involved in last week's Capito! riot, and review existing reservations in the Washington area. 

March For Reparations Suif Hopeful About Holding Protest During inauguration. {H42, 18K} 
reporis, “During the Biden-Harris Inauguration, local and natonal organizations plan fo lead a March for Reparations i D.C. and 
other maior cities te address gaps in heakh sare, economics, and access fo home ownership due to rediining.” Organizers say 
they hope the avent “can sili go on despite the temporary public amergency order in place in the Distict, as a resut of armed 
Trump supporiers breaching the Capito! last week. ... The group is stil awaiting a permit from the National Park Service, says 
Tara Perry, lead organizer of the march and founder of Slack PACT, a California-based group that orgarizes reparations 
movements.” 
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Fal wy! Add ane Attackers To Do-Not- bry Uist Tom Castella reported on Ne 

    

Tsay thal be bureau would onside? acting tio rioters to the noly fist, which iS maintained byt the burs and ‘administered BY 
the Transportation Security Administration.” D’Antuono said, “As for the no-fly list, we look af all tools and techniques that we 
possibly can use within the FBI and that's something we are actively locking al.” D’Antuono said in response to a question from 
CNN's Evan Perez. 

‘8 {4/12} reports that on Tuesday, Senate Democratic Leader Chuck Schumer caiied on the FBI to 
place those who were inside the Caps ttcl fo be added ic “no-fly” list. Schumer said at a news briefing, “We cannot allow these 
same insuzrectionists to get on a plane and cause more violence and more darnage.” He “discussed the matter with FB Director 
Christopher Wray.” (142, Carey, 5.694} reporis that Schumer aiso said, “These insurrectionisis many of whom are 
known to be ai large snould not be abie to hop on a flighi. The insurrectionisis who breached the U.S. Capitol fall under the 
defintion of threats ic the horneland.” Tne N we (1/12, Sommerieict, Guse, 2. 51M) also reports on Schumer’s 

cormments. 

      

Joint Chiefs Condemn Capitol Riot. The 8S (142, Burns} reports, a memo signed by all members of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff reminds miftary members that Joe Biden was duly elected as the next president, “that the deadly insurrection af the 
Capitol last week was an anti-democratic, criminal act, and that the nghi tc free speech gives ac one the sight to commit 
violence.” The memo said, “We support and defend the Constitution. Any act to disrupt ihe Consttulional process is not oniy 
against our traditions, values and oath; if is against the law.” 
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: (1/12, Ali} reports the memo “breaks nearly a week of silence by the military leaders after the assault 
on the Ca spitol and some service members had “privately expressed concern that they had not been getting any direction from 
senior leaders” after the atlack. JCS Chairman Gen. Mark Miley’s sdence on the matter until now “was in sharp contrast to June, 
when Mikey made a controversia! walk to a church with Trump affer law enforcement officers backed by Nationa: Guard troops 
used fear-inducing chernicals and rubber bullets to clear the ara of peaceful orotestars.” 

The Nay Yors Fines (4/42, Schmitt, 20.6M} casts the memo as “unusual,” adding that the chiefs “found if necessary fo 

remind their rank and file of their sworn oath to the country was extraordinary.” The Times characterizes the memo as lustrating 
how the apoliteal American milfary has been “thrust into an awkward, even potentially dangerous, position of possibly having ic 

weigh dubious orders from the president against ther oath to uphold the Constitution.” 
NN {H12, Liebermann, Starr, Gacuette, 89.21M)} reports on its website that the memo “underscores the 

scale of the chal Henge, as offic icials across the US security estabishment scramble to ceal with the aftermath of the chaos al the 
Capitol and determine how best to protect lawmakers.” USS Tusey (1/12, Brook, 12.7M) reports, “The Pentagon is seeking 
determine how many frocos may have taken pari in the fict’ already having found an Army Speciai Forces captain was at the 
Capitol and investigaling what she did there. 

     

   

    

  
        

  

  

Facebook, Twitter Bans Splinter Fringe Groups Online. The Nox res (1/12, Frenkel, 20.6M) reports that 
after many fringe groups “were banned from mainsiream sociai media platforms’ in the wake of the Capitol violence, they “have 
been relegated fo half a dozen apps and platforms to organize their next steps.” With Parler effectively taxen offline due te 
Amazon no longer hosting the service in its data centers and President Trump getting kicked off Twitter and Facebook ~ making 
it “harder for organizers to rally around a singular voice” — the groups’ “scattered attempts fo coordinate next steps appeared tc 
be confusing for many of Mr. Trump's supporters.” However, it also coult mean that atternsts at disruption will “ne harder fo 
predict and coulg streich for days.” 

Farier Faces Compiex, Costly Barriers To Returning Online. The Wee S ma G2, Tiley, Subseripton 
Publication, 6.4144} reports that Parler, a social network popular in nghi-wing circles, faces complex an costly challenges to 
reiurning online after Amazon stopped nostrg it on Amazon's clouc-computing service. |f must either find a new vendor willing tc 
host its data following the app’s users stoking fhe deadly afiack on the Capifol, or create its own network infrastructure. Sociai- 
media piatform Gab chose the second approach after its cloud provider dropped ff in the wake of an affack on a Pittsburgh 
synagogue, as the shooter used the platiorm tc post anti-Semitic and Holocaust-denying messages. 

Panel: Online Misinformation That Led fo Capitol Violence is “Radicalization.” x8 (4/42, Cullford} 
reports researchers told a Reuters Next panel that the online misinformation that led tc the Capitol violence last week has passed 

faise ciaims, reaching the point of “radicalization.” Ant-cisinformation nonprofit First Draft cofounder Clare Wardle and Atlantic 
Council Digital Forensic Research Lab Director Graham Srcokie “emphasized that these conspiracy thecries would outlast the 
Trump adminisration and said it would likely play into upcoming evenis such as the rollout of ihe COVID-19 vaccine.” 
Acditonally, Grapnika Chief innovation Officer Camize Francois and Brunswick Group Director Preston Goison “emphasized the 
growing treat of real-world harms from online disinformaticn in ccrocrate industries” 

      

Nai Ser 
     

Continuing Coverage: Fil investigating Pipe Bombs Discovered in DC. (4442, 
5.36M) reports that the FBi has released images of a suspect wanied as part of fhe agency's invectigation info pine bombs 
discovered j in DC last week. 

  

XS (3/12, Wallace, 23.99M} reports that there “is a $50,000 award for any information.” The released 

pros “showed an individual dressed in a gray sweatshirt with a hood over his cr her head and a white rnask hiding the person's 
face 

  

Acting US Attomey Christine Says There’ s Just t Nothing Fs to" Trump’ s Claims Of Voter Fraud in 

  

Bobby Christine, “whose protecsse abruptly resigned 0 OnE WEEK ago after Presi dent Trea compia ainec offcia & were not don ing 
enough to find election faud in the state,” on Monday “declared on a call with his staff. that there’s ust nothing to’ the few 
claims of fraud the office was examining, according tc an audio recording obtained by the Atlanta Journal-Consi ututon.” The Fost 
adds Christine ® ‘suggested that he wes surpri ‘sed fo iearn the office had not found signif cant election fraud issues.” 

  

reasaure federal lawyers in the Northern District office - most ‘of whom are work ng ‘remotely ~ that he was not ot push ng “what 
Justice Depariment officials have called baseless claims of election fraud in...Joe Siden’s viclory in Georgia. Yet the questions 
from staf attorneys reveaied deep suspicions and fears of political interference.” According to the Journal-Constituiion, 
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“Attomeys asked and re-asked why First Assistant US. Attorney Erskine had not been appointed as Pak’s replacement during 
fhe ransition.” 

    

Fausset, Hakim, 20. eM) 2 analysis titled “In Georgia, Trump’s Attacks On Election Stil Haunt Rowubloane Says nat while the 
House impeachment charge against the President “stems from his role i inciting a mob to attack the U.S. Capitcl last week,” the 
resolution includes “another element of Mr. Trump’s behavior that is aiso drawing condemnation as an abuse of presidential 
power: His pressure campaign fo persuade Georgia officiais to overium nis electoral loss in the sigie.” The Times adds thai even 
f the impeachment bic “fads or faces, Mr. Trump's efforts to subvert the will of Georgia’s voters wil continue i resonate, both for 
the president and for politicians in Georgia.” 

FB! Agent infiltrated Group Allegedly Plotting To Kidnap Michigan Governor. 
Grand Ranids, Mi (4/42, Martin, 195K} reporis, “Court fanseripts reisased in the alleged Governor Whitmer kidnapp: ng 
conspiracy say that en FB! agent infiltrated the group claiming to be an explosives expert.” The FBI ageni ‘was only able tc get 
irgo the group afier one of the members got cold feet about ihe plan and went fo a local police depariment with his concerns.” 
The defendants in the case face “federal charges of conspiracy fo cornmit kidnapping.” The transcripts unsealed Tuesday “reveai 
fhat the group particinaied in an additional, highly inficafe dry run of the Kidnapping, af under the cover of night in mid- 
September.” The FBI agent “was along for ihe trip,” and “told the group that they would need about $4,000 worth of explosives to 
knock the bridge out,” 

  

408K} reports thai San Francisco Cay Administrator Naomi Kelly “endered her resignation Tuseday after federal authorities 
charged her husband waéth fraud for allegedly accepting bribes including a paid family vacation tc China.” Xally “ts resigning alfer 
faking @ six-week leave of absence Dec. 2 in fight of the afegations against her husband, former San Francisco Public Utes 
Commission General Manager Harlan Kelly.” Naomi Xely “denied the allegations in Aer resignation letter Tuesday to Mayor 
London Breed and saic the case was ‘based on the false statemenis of an admified ar.’ She was casting doubt on the credibility 
of Walter Wong, the permit expedifer who cocperaled with the FBI against her husband in exchange for jeniency in his own 
federal case.” 

Official Expects Number Of Russian Hack Victims To Grow. The AP (1/12, Tucker} reports William Evanina, 
the director of the US National Counterintedigence and Security Center, said in a lve-strear: interview with the Wasnington Post 
Tuesday that as the investigation into the massive Russian nack continues, the number of feceral agencies and companies 
impacted by it is expected to grow. Last week, the FB] and other agencies “attributed the infrusions to Russia as part of what 
officials described as an intelligence-gathering operation rather than an effort to damage or disrupt U.S. government operations.” 
Whue officials “said at ihe time that fewer than 10 federal agencies were belleved to have bean compromised, * Evanina said 
Tuesday, “| thinx this wil expand accordingly as we identi)’ additional victims. Evanina acdec, “! fink the hard part for the 
investigators is we don’t know what we don’t know, but i think this will continue to grow.” 

SofarWinds Says Hackers Were Accessing its Systems in September 2079. The Wa anal (1/12, Sebastian, 
Sunseristion Pubiication, 8.41M} reports SolarWinds Corp. seid Tuesday that the computer breach Ik ed to the Russian hack 
began at ieast a month earlier than if first disclosed. According to the company, hackers were accessing is sysiems in eary 
Septernber 2049, but c yersecunly experts suspect preparations for the attack go back even further. 

The Austin (Ps American Siatesman (1/12, Carlson, Subserintion Publication, 261K) reporis that SolerVWinds investigation 
“has show! the breach ikely has affected nearly every ievel of government, as wel as potentially hundreds of private 
companies.” High-profile targets reportedly include DOJ, the Treasury Department, DES, and DOE, “along with private 
cornpanies including Microsoft” in an SEC fling, SoiarVinds “said a ‘highly sophisticated and novel code’ was designed to inject 
mMaicicus code into the system without arousing the suspicion of the sofiware development and build teams.” On Tuesday, 
{ CrowdStike, “said it has also identified a third malware strain, called Sunspot, tied to the attack.” 

ay (1/12, Schwartz) reports that “experts have said that the SolarWinds supply chain attack 
has ad of the hallmarks of an espionage operation.’ The outlet adds that confirmed victims “of second-stage atlacks” alse inciide 
branches of the Peniagon and the Departments of Commerce and State. The company “says digital forensic investigators have 
determined that the ailackers appear fo have first penetrated its network dy September 2019,” and by the “otowing month, hey 
akisred Orion code butids to test thair ability to inject maticicus code into the software builds, the company says.” 

Nexits {1/12, Kuldell, Boyd) reporis that the “federal cavernmenfs response group — the Cyber Unified 
Coordination Group ~ previously said Russia was “ikely’ behind what it belleves is a widespread intelligence-gathering 
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campaign.” SolarWinds “acknowledges” the group's staternent, but “said its team has yet to independently verify who the 
atlackers are.” CrowdStrke “aiso does not atiibute the Sunspot, Sunburst or the post-expioi#ation fool called Teardrop to known 
adversaries and is Facking the activily as ‘StellarFarticie.” 

Also reporiing is the SS sgernal (1/12, MoMillan, Subscription Pubieation, 3.44 NM). 

  

Media Analyses: Impeachment Looms As Trump Defends “Totally Appropriate” Speech. President 
Trump traveled io the border toum of Alamo, Texas, on Tuesday to highlight progress mace on the US-Mexico border wail during 
his term, but a near-ceriain second impeachment and the aftermath of last week’s Capito! riot by Trump supporters overshadows 
the trip in media coverage. Reports highligh? Trums’s rejection of culpabiliiy for the fatal violence, noting that Trump said his 
words at a ray immediately sricr to the meiee were “totally appropriate.” Late Tuesday, for the first ime several House 
Rapubiicans said they wil vote in favor of the article of impeachment Wednesday. 

» (1/12, Wallace, Wermund, 982K} reports the President ‘returned to Texas Tuesday to make his first 
punlic apoearance sirice his supporters stormed the U.S. Capitol last week as ne visited the border wail that he made centrai ic 
his campaign for president in 2016.” Trump “outed his immigration crackdown,” which he “deemed ‘an inoredible success story,’ 
as he signed a ‘Donald Trump’ plaque mounted at the beltorn of a segrnent of the wail in the fown of Alamo in Hidaigo County.” 
Trump said, “ifs been temendously successful far beyond what anyone thought. .. We can't let the next Adminisfration even 
think about taking it down.” 

    

countiess fives and billions oF tax “dollars and “aleo insisted that ke ‘bears no blame fot last 1 week's rat a the Capi ard 

shrugged aside Democ rats demand ic hold nim ae countable and oust him wath just days eft on nis ferm.” The ©      

    

often used atra as sto cement support for his S immigration oat ities, also tackly acknowledged the unrest and ¥ violence ast week ° 
Trump said, “This was a difficult year and a very difficult election. Now is the time for our nafion to heal. And ifs time for peace 
and for calm, respect for jaw enforcement and the great people within law enforcement.” 

  

President Trump's the 450 miles of “border well,” "but Trump. “soul . noi escape the polities of the moment” Tramp: “The 25th 
Amendment : is of zero risk fo me, but will come back fo aunt Joe Siden and the Biden Administration.” 

x y Dailas (1/12, 108K} reporied Trump “addressed last week's siege that killed five people, including 
a poles officer though ne dic not take blame i for tt and he cefenced the Speech he gave Prior fo the assault, caiing it ‘ota! 4 

  

the ‘death of George Floyd.” Trump: “As have consi istonty said throughout ny “adi nistration, we “bel eve ey respecting 
America’s history and traditions, not tearing them down. We believe in the rule of law, not in violence or rioting.” 

iv Amarillo, TX (1/12, 5} reported Trump “did address the recent events in our nationai capital. but 
the maiority of his speech here in Alamo revolved around the border wai.” Trump: “Uniike those whe came before me, I kept my 
promises. And today we celebrate an extraordinary milestone, the completion of the promused 450 miles of border wall.” Acting 
Deputy DHS Secretary Ken Cuccinelli said on WMAL-AN Washington (4/42), “This is the first president to actually execute on 
the wall.” 

Ben Tracy said on the © ys (4/42, story 3, 2:45, O'Donnell, 4. 39}, “Trump now claims there was nothing 
wrong with what he said last week fiat incited the assault on the Capitol.” Trump: “it’s been analyzed and peonle thought what! 
said was totally appropriate.” Tracy: “That is obvi ‘ously not tue, given Democrats are set fo impeach the President, and many 
members of his own party say he is at least pariaiy responsible for what his supporters id aiter he told them this.” Trums: “We 
fight like hell, and if you don’t fight like nei, you're not going to have a country anymore,” 

The | ast (4/42, 10.52M)} reports Trump “warned Dernocrats not io press for the invocation of the 25th 
Amendment, deci faring that such a move would ‘come back fo haunt” Biden. Trump also “continued fo aressure Democrats not 
fo Impeach him for a second time, claiming that such a move would further divide the country.” The \ wee (4/92, 
3.37} reports Trump said, “The impeachment hoax is a continuation of the greatest and most vicious wien huntin the h istory of 
our country. IPs causing emendous anger, division and pain, far greater than most pacole will ever understand, which is very 
dangerous for the USA, especially af this very tender time.” 
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fhe Capitol mob attac was not accidental: The state not only showcases the border wal, which My. Truman is celebrating in his 
presidency's chaotic last days, but the Repunlican Party's success in lmifing the game-changing Democralic gains that fipped 
states such as Arizona and Georgia, “SOx News (2, Shaw, 3. OSh} reports on is website fat he vi sited offered Trump “an 

  

    
   

The i ae 4H42, ‘Sommerfelt 2.57M) reporis Trump “insisted Tuesday that his riotine’ ncitng speech last 

weex was ‘totaly appropriaie’ ~ even though it promoted his Supporters | to siorm tie U.S. Capitol in a dlood-curdiing attack on 
democracy that left a police officer and at ieast four other peopie dead.” CNN (1/12, 39.21M) reports on its website that Trump 
“kkaned atiernpis ic impeach him for a second fime to a ‘witch hunt and baselessly warned that his successor..might be 
removed from office himself.” 

The Wash (v2, 10.52M} resorts that Sen. Lindsey Graham {R-SC} “joined Trump aboard Air Force One on 
Tuesday...| an one weex affer declaring on the Senate floor that he and the president had h ad 'a a hel of a journey’ but hat it 
was tirns fo count hirn out of Trump's efforts to overturn the resuifs of the November election.” Tha Si (112, Samuels, 5.69M} 
reports officials in the city of Alamo saying there was “litle advance notice from the White House and no details is provided about 
the oresicent’s visit. City manager Rehert Saiinas said in a letter Moncay that officials there had not been contacted aout the 
Vi sit and nad ne details about his schedui 6 while in gown.” &s {42, Sneit x 

York Post (4/42, Nelson, 7458), and & 

  

      

   

  

      
    

  

   

  

    at f f Wi2, lead story, 7 15, 737M), ‘House Democrats 2 are moving “forward wih 2 a vole get for tomorrow ‘0 
impeach the President for incitement of insurrect ion. That would make him the first President in history to be impeached twice.” 
Rep. Liz Cheney (R-WY), “the daughter of the former Vice President and the number three Renublican in the House,” said 
Tuesday that she will back impeachment ABC's Jonathan Karl ‘This is a nig deai. Liz Cneney is 4 conservaiive Republican who 
commands respect, anc her words about ihe Presicent couldn't be more damning, She says, ‘The Presicent of the United States 
summoned this mob, assembled the mob and {it the flarne of this atlack. None of this, she says, ‘would have happened without 
the President.” 

Noran O'Donnell said in opening the SSS sg (1/12, lead story, 420, 4.394} ihat in “bombsrieil’ news, “he 
third-highest ranxing Republican in the US House....is breaking with her party, saying she will vote to impeach President Trump 
tomorrow, because, she says, there has ‘never been a greater betrayal by a president of his office and oath.’ Now, Cheney's 
decision will no doubt open the foodgaies for Republicans, all bul assuzing Mr. Trump will become the only President fo be 
impeached twice.” CBS’ Nancy Cordes: “Cheney is a member of Republican ieadership, and, so her support for impeachment is 
Sure i influence others, as will this news from the Senate's Republican leader Mich MceConnel, who has reportedly told 
associates that impeachment could help his party get past President Trump.” 

Lester Holt said on $ we (1/12, lead story, 250, 5.85Mh, “We heard from the President today, who offered no 
regreis or contrition for Ais role in eaging on the attack on the Capitol, And so, with eight days left in his term, Dernocrats are 
focused on ending the Trump presicency the hard way — rmpeachment.” NBC's Peter Alexander: “President Trump, in his first 
public appearance since the Capitol riots he’s accused of incling, expressjed] no regrets and faking no responsibilily. .. That 
defiance as he faces becoming the first President ever fo be impeached twice.” Senate Minority Leader Schumer: “He blames 
the violence that he helped cause on others. He blamed the divisiveness that he reguiarly caused on others. Donald Trump 
snould not held office one day ionger.” 

The AS (4/42, Mascaro, Miller, Jalonick} reports, “Already scheduied to leave office next week, Trump is on the verge of 
becoming the only president in history to be twice impeached. His incendiary theforic at a rally ahead of the Capitol uprising is 
now in the : impeachment charge against him, even as the falsehoots ne spread about election faud are still being championed 
by some Republicans. ve , Comwell) reports, “Al least four Republicans said on Tuesday they would ioin Democrats 
in voting fo xmpeach.” The § s (4442, Fandos, 20.6M) reports Cheney “disrussed fellow Republicans arguing that 
the impeachment was rushed, premature or unwarranted. Her words were unequivocal and fikely fo give cover to fo dozen ar 
so ather House Repubiicans iooking to break ranks.” ONN (4/42, Mahtani, 89.21M} reports on its website, “A While House officiai 
says they expect as many as 20 or more Republicans to vote for impeachrnent..on Wednesday, though they do not have a frm 
figure.” 

    

    

    

   

  

: (442, Hayes, 72.7M) resorts Cheney “noted that the attack, which resulted in five ceaths 
including a Capitol Police officer, aimed to obstruct America’s democratic processes and caused ‘injury, death and destruction in 
the mest sacred space in our Republic.” For that, Chaney said the president ~ and the president alone ~ was fo blame.” The 

Si (4/42, Kranish, 10.52M) seys her “historic decision. had its roots in a dramatic phone call from her father, 
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former vice president Richard 8. Cheney, who was watching events unficid on television last week and warned that she was 
being verbally attacked by the president.” The Gass “ys San lsoune (1/12, 944) reports, “Cheney has sided with Trump in 

  

the vas ask al Lorky of her voles curing his Pres! iterey. Stl she Aas nan broken with Tramp in numerous instances | in the past - 
xis CP 4/42, 

  

2 (4/42, Ferris, Caygle, 6.73M), and 3:     
Brutke, 5, 69h also cover ‘Cheney’ $ announcement 

y Past { a 12, %6. 52M} ‘Feporis Reps. vohn Kato (R-NY}, Adam Kinzinger (R-IL}, and Fred Upton (R-Mi} a8 
= ¢ (42, Ruthhart, 203M) reporis Kinzinger said in 4 

statement “There iS 110 doubt on my rind that ‘the Preside: @ United Stales broke his cath of office and incited this 
insurrection.” The Syranuaa iN ‘Starwars (1/12, 467K) reports Katko, who was “the first House Republican” to publicly 
come out for impeachrent. “said he fei compeied io uphold his oath of office and defend the Constifution by impeaching 
Trump.” 

      

   

      

  

  

(4/42, Niedzwiadek, 8. 73M) reports that “a Kepublican group has pledged % amass a $36 milion wat 
chest to help GOP lawmakers who vote to impeach...frump ward of sotential primary challenges.” The Ns 38 
Karn, 20.0M) reports, “The financial commitment by the group, the Resublican Accountability Pro: ect is designed ic incentvize 
Repubiicans wrio have appeared open tc voting in favor of the new arlcle of mmpeachment that is expected to be considered by 
the House on Wednesday.” 

MeConnell Reportedly Selfeves Trump Has Cammmitied impeachable Offenses. The Ne BS 
Faberman, 20.6M} reports that Senate Majority Leader McConnell “has told associates that he believes iTrurso] committed 
impeachanle offenses and thal he is pleased thai Democrats are moving to impeach him, believing that Ht wil make it easier tc 
purge him fromm the party.” The Times adds thai House Minority Leader MoCarthy “has asked other Republicans whether he 
should cail on 0 Wr . Trump to resign in the afermath of the riot al the Capiici last week.” 

oNN (1/12, 89.21M} reporis on iis websife that according fc a “person with direct knowledge,” McConnell is 
“furious about last week's attack on the US Capitol by the President's supporters, ever: more so that Trump fas shown no 
corfrition. His slence has been deliberate as he leaves open the option of supporting umpeachment” > x8 (1/12, Singman, 
23.99) reports on its website, “Part of MeConnell's anger, according to sources, is that the Senate “Ml jority was lost to the 
Democrats just last Tuesday in the Georgia Senate runoffs, bul sources said that McConned is extremely upset about the 
president's actons Wecnesday ieacing up to the rict al the Capital.” 

Pence Telis Pelosi He Will Not invexe 25th Amendment. The House y eevee Tuesday evening in favor of a 

resolution said on Vice President Pence and the Cabinet to remove wae through the 25th Amendment, with Kinzinger the 
* fo House Speaker Pelosi, Pence wrote In in 

part, ‘t do not belleve that such a course of action is in the best interest of our : Nation or consistent with our Constitution.” Reui 
(1/42, Beech, Shalal} reports Pence “old Pelosi the admunistration’s energy was focused on ensuring an orderly transition, and 
appsaled to her and other members of Congress ic avoid actions that ‘would further divide and inflame the passions of the 
moment.” The Nsw York Tis § (1/12, Cameron, 20.8) reports Pence” privately indicated fast week that he did not support 
invoking the 25th Amendmen and } his epee rejection of the resaludion all but ensured that the House would vote io impeach” 
Tump on wean, The § W g ie, Peterson, Andrews, Subscription Publication, 341M) says ihe House has 

  

   

  

    

    

      

    

  

is : (142, King, Jansen, 12, 7M} reports Democrats have “called for [Trump’s| resignation, [andi 
urged the Cabinet fo remove him under the 25th Amendment and, Wi ih those two rer ‘ooking extremely untkely, are 
preparing ic impeach the president for a second time.” The Ghak server’ { 

NC} “said the best course of action is for senior Republican officiais to convince Trump to resign, The second best option, he 
said, was for [Pence] and embers of the Cabinel to invoke the 25th Amendment.” 

The (2/12, Baker, Haberman, Xarni, 20.6M)} examines the deterioration in relations between Pence and 
Trump, who ‘was enraged that Mr. Pense was refusing tc try fo overturn the election, in a series of meetings, the president had 
pressed reientisssly, afernately caiciing and browbeating hen.” Last Wednesday, “dust before Mr. Pence headed to the Capit! to 
oversee the electoral vote count,” Trump called the Pence at his residence and said, “You can either go down in history as a 
patriot, or you car: go Gown in hisiory as a p-~-y.” The Times says “the blowup between the nation’s awe highest elected officiais 
then played out in dramatic fashion as the presicent publicly exsoriated the vice president at an incendiary tally and sent agitated 
supporters to the Capito! where thay siormed the budding - some of them chanting ‘Hang Mike Pence.” 

= (1/12, Or, 6.73M) writes, “Afier four-and-a-half years of unbending loyaty, Pence} | is ready to move 
on from Donald Trap. All it tock was the president inciting a riot tial, quite iteraily, put Pence’s He in danger.” Pence “has spent 
the past few days navigaling between iwo political forces. There is bipartisan praise for his refusal to indulge the president's 
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unconstikitional sloy for a second term. But the MAGA base he cultivated alongside Trump is now threatening hirn with political 
retribution end even death for that same refusal.” 
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Agrospace & Defense Law36G 

(EXTERN EMAIL} - (MARKETING? Sens. Skeptical About Waiver For Biden's Defense Pick 
Sanborn, JH (CM (FRY 
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Sens. Skeptical Gard Wasser Far Aielan's Sates Sic 

Sendios on tha Ammed Services Carvnitice indicated Tuesday t that defense 

relary nominee Gen. Lioyd Austin may face 2 tough baltic over a waiver 

te serve in the role, raising concerns aboul issues such as undenrining 

Han control of the military. 

   

   

ek ‘s Rasen NaS rong Sram Sodeakais Tostyaks 

The General Services Adrninistation said Tuesday # will remove ail 

drones f fom is govermmentwide Federai Supply Schedule program — aside 

frorn 2 handful of irusted US-made models --- citi gotential security cisks 

    

    wh ef Saesag’s Seer Ass Aosats preston) 

ALS. federal jue nes agraed Sto 4 prosecutars @ rnonth to exargce how 

President Donald Trurnp’s recent ardor of his onstime carnpaign chaizman 

Pau Manafort affects their efforts io seize millions of dollars in assets 
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C S gave Trends nt to sei False Glaicn Act atlowati ions th at H BINS 

submilied inflated cast and i pricing data for drone contracts with the U.5. is 

Navy and otter agencies. Janne 

nixed: a » Chicago ordinance 

S s that can be viewed from the street, 

folowing the 2018 preacrotion of a similac Phiadetohia ontieancoe. Gy j Fe ; 
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Prosecutors have asked a California federai judge to deny formes Theranos 

CEO Elizabeth Holnes' request to exclude testimony regarding her wealth 
#nd Yavish ffest4e" fam an upcomeg cominal fraud bial arguing thai the 

infurrnation snows she hac a “howerful motive” io defraud invesiors, doctors 

and the oublic. 
x . 
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the ag ¥ “ jar saw the First Cirouk revive his case > when it it mi red a Board of 

Inurgration Appeals ruling that said iragis with U.S. ties weren't a specific 

groug that faced perif in frac. 

  

Mee de" RS Me PW Sry WSS SEY 

id itt a federal lawsuit that his fernate 

bosses cavesdroppacd on his prone calls and regudarty cheswad him out as 

pari of a campaign of anthynale harassment that was so bad he nad to quit. 

we
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The Tramp aciinis: 1 cannot lose a standoff with Congress aver 

aporapriatiogns for 2 boner wail and then aisiract for funds be diverted te 

bud it anvway, California, New Mexico and two advacacy groups fold the 

U.S. Supreme Court on Bey 

  

     

       

    

  

White disrupt On & arvidl i 

uptick in the use of aiternativ ‘2 dispute resolition at the ‘ US. Government 

Accountabiliy Office in fiscal year 2020, bid protest oractitioners should hoge 

the upward trend continues given fhe various efficiencies it brings to the 

procurement process, says Noah Bisicher at Jenner & Block. 
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Lawy ers working remotely du NG G the pandernic while oF wsically outside the 
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FUNSOICHONS Wn Which They are Hoensed Wil RO sore Contort i a recent 
American Bar Association opinion sanctioning such practice, but there is 

ardiquity regarding the cardaurs of what's alowed, say attorneys 

Wiltshire. 
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SEE ony yy, - y siegone SHens gs Syed WS LAY SEEN     Sqr ce Patton Baggs LLP. an international fier with a promtnent Washington, 

B.C., lobbying shop, and Cozen O'Connor on Tuesday placed pauses on 

contributions from ther poRtical action committees, join ga choris of rrajor 

orgacizations susgending political spending in the days siaoe a raob of 

Tru mp supporters storrned the U.S. Capital. 

  

      Bn    RGAE IE aay 

  

Yate and + Harvard, 

relpasad a joint statemant on Tuesday conde senning & ne violent athack on the 

US. Capitol hast week and calling out lawyers whe have challenged the 

outcome of the giection without evidence, saying those attorneys have 

vetrayed | the veatues of our profession.“ 

   

   
With the House | sei to ira pe ach Praside : Donald Truro BS SOOM as 

Wednesday, lawmakers and scholars are debating when the Senate vill hold 

2 tdal and vote on disqualifying hirn from holding offies in the fulurce -— and 

whether the Senate car act alter his term ends. 

  

The son of a New York st state judge — “Kings County Supreme Cou it Justice 

Steven “Shiomo" Mostofsky — was arrested Tuesday morning in Brooklyn in 

connection with ihe dots at the U.S. Capitol tast week, before a federal fudge 

released him on bail tater that afternoon. 

  

Myers aity 

vroren now oo Me OF US. “egal techno! fogy company fouriders, up 
frorn 13.85% in eatty 7018, and the number of founders of color jumped from 

26. 5 to 31.6% ‘o during that time, according toe data released Monday. 

    

   

  

Part T&G Gatlagh er LLP mergers and acquisitions pariner anc 

former Che vairman Jack +H. Nusbaum has died, the firm confkmed Tuesday. He 

Was 88. 
BI spstdss 
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Sara cy Reilly, the first nontawyer tc old the posit on of chief executive officer 

at Chicago law firm Horwood Manus & Bark Ohid.. fkens her new role io 

that of an orchestra conductor. 

    

H. Laddie ‘Montague : ea 4 veteran P: Hai at thomey considered an 

influential figuze in the development ofc class action ligation, anncaunead his 

retirement from Berger Montague on Tuesday. 

  

      

  

SS yeyere noes: Se dt 
SOB ARY ON 

Legal services giant UnitedLex askes a Virginia bankruptcy judge to toss ine 

bulk of a $128 rniffion conspiracy and breach of duty lawsuit brought by the 

Sep edt - oy: aX 2S a 
SAL Ne Loss    sseaS ere ssyy TAMAS 

trustee for now-bankrupt taw firm LeClairRyan, asserting Monday that the 

suit offers a "misquided narrative” that clashes with “overwhelming evidence 

to the contrary.” 

  

Clark Hitt "PLC, which used to ia 0 represent h THIN, te oroduce a report it 

commissioned cn 4 oyberattack at the carta of the dissident’s $5¢ nsiiion 

malpractice suit, ruling the report is neither protected work oroduct nar 

atiorney-ciert privileged. 

  

reanay BY sdes ose 
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SYNY Sox GSU As Yay, Ay 

The tc 1p sawyer at the drug developmen fiers lewrumomedios has left inc a 

generat counsel spot at liver disease-focused intercept Pharmwceticats inc. 

foRowing inmunomedics’ $21 dilion safe te Gilead Sciences last year. 
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SUES CO 0-4 cases led io remawed resiric tions j in Dolaware, 

Wenaaeaen $ and New York this past week, while the pandemic alsa 

steered new guidance for New Jersey public schoals and a workforce 

dovoloprre ant boast in Pennsylvania. 
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From: b7E -5 

      

  

      

  

  

  

  

Subiect: | January 73, 2024 
Ts: 

Sent: danuary 13, 2021 8:24 AM (UTC-05-00} 

bIE -1,5 

All information and inquiries should be directed tal | b7E -1,3,5 

b7E -1,5 
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Subject: CIRG'S DAILY STREP 

Ta: b7E -5 
Cc: SHOC 

Sent: January 13, 20271 5:49 AM (UTC-G5:00} 

Attached: | 
|FBIDrBriating2? 104 13.doc,] | 

| | 
  

  

  

b7E -5 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b?E -5 

    

  

  

    

b7E -1,5,13 
  

    

  

     

| 
support DIE -5,8 

efforts for Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity (PVCA) in the National Capital Region | 

8 The NC3 will serve in 2 supportive role and will be comprised of FBIHQ Divisions as well as federal, state, and locai 

partners. 

7A -1 

7E -1,2,5,9 
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b7E -5 

® Agent Eliezer Hernandez-Cartagena, of the Puerto Rico Police Department and Agent Luis A. Marrero-Diaz of the 

Carclina Municioal Police Department, were murdered on G1/22/20271, while attempting to arrast a man who had 

just murdered Agent Luis Salaran-Conda, of the Caralina Municipal Police Department. 

# Agent Luis Salaman-Conde, of the Carolina Municipal Police Department, Puerto Rico, was shot and killed an 

C4/11/2024, after responding to the scene af an accident. 

® Master Corpora Srien LaVigne, of the Hilisborough County Sheriff's Office, Florida was killed on 61/11/2021 when 

his patrol car was intentionally rammed Dy another vehicle. 

# Unit Tearn Supervisor Gabe Moralas, of the Kansas Department af Carractions, Kansas, dled as the result of 

complications after contracting COVID-19 in a presumed exposure while on duty. 

# Sergeant Frederick “Butch” Cameron, of the Fairfax County Sheriff's Office, Virginia died on 61/12/2021, as the 

result of contracting COVED-29 while on duty. 

# Officer Troy Adkins, United States Department of Homeland Security-Custarns arid Sarder Protection-Office af Field 

Operations, U.5. Government, died on 12/23/2020 died from complications as the result of contracting GOV1D-19 

while on duty 

# Lieutenant Wilkam Gardner, Denver City Police Department, Texas died frora complications as the result of 

contracting COVID-19 while on duty. CQ Cn Cn - 
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WEATHER FOR TODAY 

NCR — Mostly sunny, with a high/low of 51°/359 

There are no active watches, warnings or advisories. 

Richmond, VA — Mostly sunny, with a high/low of 54°/33° 

There are no active watches, warnings or advisories. 
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YHEX QENCAUIMI ENT ES SAYTSN NAL ANS SAAY NOY SE NELEALESS CHUTE TNE SSP TY SCNST SAME ALSTSSIAIS ATION 

Strategic information & Operations Center | FRING, Room S712 i| b6 -1 

Emergency Action Sisacialist: Watch Commander: SSA bic ~-1 
b7E -3 

  

The FBE Strategic information and Operations Center (SOC) produced this message and any attachments for situational 

awareness which may be subject to change. 

This materia! may de confidentialfiegally privilegad. if you believe yau received this in error, please delete, do not 

disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 
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FBI PuBLIC AFFAIRS — DIRECTOR’S AM NEWS BRIEFING 

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 73, 2021 4:00 AM EST 

  

10.52} reports that, in “tne most sterk evidence yet of the sizable intelligence fature ‘hat preceded & 3 mob > atocng the Ca apitol, 
a day before the violence the FSI's Norfoik, Virginia office “issued an expicii internal warning that extremists were preparing io 
travel te Washingion to commit vielence and ‘war.”” The report “painted a dire portrait of dangerous dlans, inchiding individuais 
sharing a map of the complex’ $ tunnels’ and meeting places for would-be conspirators. While “it was not immediately clear how 
many law enforcement agencies cuiside the FEL were told,” a law enforcement official seid the bureau's Washington field office 
was briefed on i The memo “son®adicts a senior officials declaration the bureau had no intelligence indicating’ protesters 
planned harm. The Post adds that before the attack “FBI officials discounted any suggestion that the pro-Trums supporters 
could be a security threat and even the report “expressed concern that the FGI might be encroaching on free speech rights.” 

ire 3 ss (N12, Goldman, 20.5M} reports, “Officials cautioned the information in the Norfolk report was 
uncorroboratedt® but “the report is likely to pul the F.B.1. on the defensive with members of Congress and the public” as they seex 
answers on why the © 81 and other law enforcement were unsvepared for the attack. 

The 88 (1/12, Balsamo, Tucker) reports, “in the immediate aftermath of the fot, same law enforcement officials, including 

the Ganitol polos chief, said they were unaware of serious concerns jeading up fo Jan. 6 and had prepared oniy for a free- 
speech protest, " put “on Tuesd ay, The washington Post reported on the existence ofa a Jan, § report from the FBHs field offe in 

    

D’Antuono, ihe ass istant director i in charge of the FBI s Was Ring ston field office ice, said that i once he received the Jon, 5 y waming, 
the information was quick ly shared with other law enforcernert agencies through the joint terrorism task force.” 

ne es (1/12, Mordock, 625%) reports, “While they announced the aggressive prosecutions, FB! officiais 
also countered reports that agents failed fo act swifily the day before the attack when thay discovered Internet posts plotting a 
war on Congress.” D’Antuono “said the threat was vaque and could not be tied fo a specific persan or group. Buf the FSi notified 
other agencies within 40 minutes of learning about the threat. ‘We deal with specifics and facts,’ he said. We have to separate 
the aspirationa! from the intentional and determine which of the individuals saying despicabie things on the internet are Rist 
pr acticing keyboard bravado.” 

The ME (1/42, Neidig, 5.69) reports that D’Aniuono “defended the bureau’s actions during the iead-up fo the rict as if was 
monitoring online discussions among rightwing demonstraiors. ‘As offensive as a statement can be, the FBI cannot open an 
investigation wifiout a threat of vioience or alleged oriminai activity, D’Antuono said. ‘However, when that language does turn ic 
a Call of violence or criminal activity, the FBI is able fo undertake investigative action. And in this case, we had no indication, 
information was finked to any Specie | person, but that this is a matter of an online discussion.” 

: S sexi (142, 1.91M} reports that D'Antuono “said the bureau adequately warned focai authorities of 
@ planned violence at the U.S. Capitol last week, ‘That was a inread on a message board that was being 

atirut able to an individuai person,’ D’Artuono said of the news, first reported by The Washington Post. ‘My Washington field 
office received thal information, we drefed that within 40 minutes to our law enforcement pariners, federai [and] state’ He said 
the information, which reportedly inciided maps of the Capitol complex tunneis and plans for swarming it, was ingested’ py the 
Joint Terrorism Tasx Foree, which helps link FBI intatives with federal, staie and locai law enforcement agencies, ‘That's the 
acti on we fock on that, and that’s 4,’ D’Antuano said” 

\ Today (7/42, 12.7Mi reports that D’Antuono said the intelligence report was shared within “40 minutes” with law 
aniorcement pariners, although ° i was stil unclear, however, whether officials specifically atered securily preparations tc 
account for that warning.” D’Aniuonc said, “In the weeks leading up to the January 6 rally, ihe FB: worked internally with every 

8} field office fc ensure they were ooking for any intelligence they may have developed about potential violence during the raily 
on January §.” 

            

Ni ys (442, 4.97M} reports, “Former FSi Director Jarnes Comey said Tuesday that an FBI bulletin about potential 
violence z at 50 state capitol buildings is ‘very, very unusual’ ‘Law enforcement definitely can handle these xinds of nots, attacks 
and civi disturbances, ff they have the information they need and they prepare. This is something law enforcement was built for,’ 
he said in an infeniew con NBC's 'TODAY’ show.” NSC News adds, “Reacting fo the storming of the Capito! last Wednesday, 
Comey said, | was also really angry about the failure to secure in the face of a threat that was obvious on a date that’s been 
marked for 130 years, Jan. 9. You knew R was coming. You xnew it was ler ai y coming to you from the presicen’’s rally walking 
down Pennsylvania Avenue ~ very, very upsetting fo wafch # happen anyway.” 
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S (4/42, Menendez 
4 

  

4.97) reports, “Analysts in the FBI's Intelligence Division gathered inforrnation about vost Violence | involving the 2 Capita on 
Jan. 6, but the FBI never distributed a formal intelligence duletin, in part because of concerns that doing so might have run afoul 
of free speech protections, one current and two former senior FBI officials familiar with the matter told NBC News.” NSC News 
adds, “While the FS! did share some threat intelligence with law enforcement, tie lack of a comprehensive Joint Intelligence 
Bullefin compiled by the FBI's intelligence Branch — whish would have made assessments about possidie hhreats and have been 
shared with relevant iaw enforcement agencies ~ left the Capitol Police and other agencies lacking the full picture of what the FSi 
had learned from human sources and social media postings about whet extremisis were saying about plans to assault the 
Capitol.” 

Rioters Came Within Feet And Seconds Of Legislators. The Wai ik (4/12, Mann, Volz, Wise, Day, 
Suoscriotion Publication, 8.4444} renorts that during the altack on the Capifol Jast week rioters were feet or seconds away from 
fleeing lawmakers as outnumbered Capitol Police officers at the entrances ic both chambers of Congress tried fo slow down the 
mob. Rep. Sean Patrick Maloney {D-NY} estimates that the House was evacuated 30 io 60 seconds before it would have deen 
overrun. 

   

  

8 (142, Shiffman} reports, “The 
director of inteiigence for the U.S. Capito! Police warmed Congress § in hu iy that rebellion "agains COVID-19 arecautions had 
accelerated viclence by right-wing ‘revolutionary extremisis,” according to congressional testimony.” Reuters adds, “Four months 
before he joinec the force, John K. Donohue, then a private securily consultant, testifies that the country desperately needed a 
sophisticated social media early-warning system, akin fo the U.S. nuclear missile launch detection capability, to prevent a 
catastrophe. ‘America is al a crossroads, Donohue tald the U.S. House Subcommiltee on inteligence and Counterferrorism 
during a July 46 hearing. ‘The inlersection of constitutional rights and legitimate law enforcement has never been more at risk by 
domestic actors as it is now as seciionists actively promote a revolution.” According to Reuters, “Donohue's public warning, 
which has not been previously resorted, carne six months before a right swing mob... stormed the Capitol on Jan. 6. 

Rap. Krishnamoorthi: Capitol Attack Was An FBI intel Failure, WiS-TV¥ Chicago (4/42, Goudie, Markoff, 334K} reports 
from Chicego that Rep. Raja Krishnamoorthi (D-IL) “told the ABC7 Team thet what happened was the resull of an FBI 
inteliigence failure. ‘There's failures at multiple levels, and right now we've launched an investigaiion with regard i the security 
situation,” Krishnamoorthi said. “Unfortunately there are mnilitia groups, arrned militia groups across the country that are 
coordinating to make a show of force esneciaily around inauguration Day. And | have to tefl you Chuck that we are not going fo 
stand by and allow these milifia groups to reap the xind of havoc that they did iast Wednesday.” VWLS-TV adds, “The head of the 
FBI in Washington and D.C.’s top federal prosecutor pushed back Tuesday on allegations that the mob aflaex on the Capital iast 
Wednesday was the reauit of an intelligence failure.” 

Nearly 100 Arrested So Far In Probe Of Capitol Violence. US8 Today (1/12, Penzenstadler, Saiman, Wedell, 
12.7Mi reports, “Nearly 700 people have been arrested so far for their rales | in the attack, . . Many currently face lesser cnarges 
such as uniawtul entry, disorderly conduct and defacing pub ic property. Oniy 4 few have been accused of more serious crimes 
such as felony violations of the Riot Act” The WY & (4/42, Guiman, Viewanatha, Sudsonpton Publisation, 6.4144} 
reports FB} esungion field office Assistant Director in Charge Steven D’Antuono said the FBI has opened rnore than 160 case 
files and hast ceived more than 00, 006 yidecs ard other forms of ee media rei rated to the atiacks, 

   

   

      

and scale of thy aS “investigation and these cases are rea 7 unprecedented, 9 not only itt Fat stony ‘ht abet DOs h tory. The 
Capi tol grounds outside and inside are essentally & a crime scene.” The § GRAS AWE 8 { 2, story 2, Ks ts, O'Donnell, 

      

(ti 49 Shear, Goitiman, Renter 20. OM} reports § Shenatn’s comments came as evi idence ‘mmounted hat before heg grim even at 

the aan - n which lawmakers and others hid from an an ay. surging mob and five people died in the riot and nearby tumus — 

  

Trump rioters breached the US Capital butting, officials acknowledged Tuesday that the evidence gathered so far ‘is just the tip 
of the iceberg.’ People are going to be shocked by some of the egregious coriact that happened in the Capitol” acting US 
Agorney Michael Sherwin said in reference to agsauits on federal and BC police officers.” CNN adds that “officiais from the £8! 
and Department of Justice sought fo reassure the American public Tuesday that they are up to the task on both fronts during a 
news conference ihat aiso iaid bare the enormity of the challenge currently facing law enforcement agencies invaived in beth 
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afforts. ‘The FS! is quite familiar with large-scale, complex invesligations ... we are up fo the challenge, FBI Washington OC fleid 
office assistant director Steven D’Antuono said.” 

ave (1/12, Dianien, 491M) reports, “FSi agents are scouring more than 100,000 digital media fies, and federal 
prosecutors nave spent hours presenting felony cases to a Washington grand jury, as they seek to bring to ustice those who 
committed crimes in the riot at the Capitol, authorities said Tuesday.” Sherwin and D’Antuone “discussed the sprawling criminai 
investigation designed to catch those who broke the jaw, but said iitle about the intelligence and security failures that allowed the 
Capitol fo be overrun. They said tiat the FBi had opened 160 case files, and thal ‘this is only the beginning,’ as Sherwin put it, 
outlining 4 iarge number of serious crimes that carry cecadesiong prison terms. The FBI and the Bureau of Alooho:, Tobasce and 
Firearms are investigating, for exampie, who put §vo pipe bombs outside the Capitol with timers and detonators.” 

ae (TAZ, Betz, 23.991} reports an its website that Sherwin said, “This is not gaing to be solved overnight. ifs not 
going to be solved within the coming weeks. it's not going ic be solved within the coming months. This is going io be a long-term 
Investigation ¢ and rest assed, fhe Bureau, ihe ee of ustioe al the US. vores aeross the Unie States that are 

   

  

{i 42 3 7M), 
Arkansas ‘Man identified AS Speaker’s $ ‘Office invader +r Appears B Before Judge. The ap (4/42) reports from Fayetievite, 

Arxansas, “The man identified as the foter photographed sitting in House Speaker Nancy Pelosi's office chair during last weex’s 
Capiicl insurrection made his initial federal court appearance Tuesday.” Richard Barnett, 66, of Gravetie, Arkansas, “appeared 
before U.S. Magistrate Judge Erin Wiedemann in Fayetteville, Arkansas, to hear the charges against him. Among them is a 
charge that he uniawlully eniered a restricted area with a isthal weanon — in this case, 2 stun gun.” Barnett “also is charged with 
disorderly conduct and theft of pubic properly. Bamelf's sonceced the validity of the arant against him, said his attorney. 
Anthony Slano of White Plains, New York.” Barnett “will remain in federal custody af the Washingion County Detention Center in 
Fayetteville pending a Friday virtual detention hearing, at which ime a judge will decide whether to 0 grant hiv bond,” 

S (4/12, 10.52M) 
reports a federal grand jury has indicied Lonnie Coffman of Alabama, “who allegedly brought 14 melotov cocktails and five 
loaded weapons to the U.S. Capitol, the frat public indictment siemmi ang from last Wednesday s storming of Congress.” 

x © (1/42, Meisner, 2.036} 
feporis a Chicago-area man “who authorities said has a history of tireatening members of Congress was arrested Tuesday on 
federal charges akeging he promised violence at the upcoming presiceniial inauguration.” In a voicemad message jeff for a 
House Derncerat on December 29, Louis Caprictti said, “We wil surround the m--—-f----- White House and we will kil any m---- 
{------ Democrat that Steps 0 on the m-~--f--~~ lawn” Authorities say Capriotli directly threatened both Joe Biden and Sen. Kamala 
Harris (D-CA). The Gixes nes (4/42, 970K} reports, “Prosecutors say Caprictl was arrested near nis nome at 5:42 a.m. 
Tuesday and is charged with ransmiting a threat. During @ court appearance Tuesday aflemoon, a judge said Capricti would 
be heid in custody at jeast until a detention hearing Friday.” 

(342, Babwin} reports from Chicago that federal orcsecidtors in Chicago “said in a news release that Louis 
Chicago Heights faces a federal charge of fransmifiing a threat in interstate commerce. At a hearing Tuesday 

              

Capriott of 
afternoon, nours afer Caprioit’s early morning arrest, U.S. Magistrate Juage Gabriel A. Fuentes ordered him to remain in 
custody until a detention hearing on Friday.” Capriot, 45, “is accused of leaving a threatening voicamai! for a member of the U.S. 
House of Represenialves on Dee. “ . 

  

District tof Court in n Chicago, Capri tt called and it a Nov. 18 voiceniali on ‘the phone of 2 an unnamed U. S. repreeantaive, 22 saying 
fhat he was 4 ‘nine-year Marines, active duty’ and had killed ferrorisis and ‘will corflinue to Kid them dDecause thafs what | am 
frained to do.’ He allegedly went on tc tel the lawmaker thai ‘in the next couple weeks, some dig news is about to go down’ and 

certain individuals ° ‘aé going to be astonished of what's going to be revealed.” 
N is (4/42, Atmonavage, 1.47h} reports that Capriotii “is charged with transmitting a threat in interstate commerce 

after he ailegedly called the New Jersey lawmaker on Dec. 29, saying ‘we will Kil any motherf—ing Democrat that steps on the 
mother?---ing iawn’ of the White House, according io the criminal compiaint. He said if peopie expect President-elect Joe Siden to 
be abie tc put his hand on the Bible during his inauguration and then walk into the White House, ‘they're sadly f-ing mistaken.” 
Caprott “allegedly closed his voicemail! fo the unnamed New Jersey lawmaker by saying he would ‘ike fo puf one in, a former 
Nid. governor, according to the complaint. Former Gov. Chris Christie is not named in the complaint, but he confirmed to 
NorthJersey. com that he was the target of the threat. " 

  

rightaving conspiracy thearist from iowa was among the first to break into the Os 5 Capitol during last week's deadly pro-Trump 
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insurrection, chasing and menacing a Black police officer, federal agents said Tueacday.” Douglas A. Jensen, 41, “suzrenderad to 
police in his hometown of Des Moines on Friday, two days after the Jan. 6 rampage in Washington, D.C., lef five people dead 
and disrupted U.S. democracy. Investigators say he told tiem he positioned himself to be among the leaders of the Capite: siege 
benause he was wearing a snirt promoting QAnon, the apocalypiic conspiracy theory that he follows. ‘He wanted to have his T- 
shit seen on video sc that “Q” could “get the credit,” ©8! special agent Julie Willams wrote in a statement outlining the 
allegations against Jensen, who posted photos of himself at the riot on social media.” 

Son Of New York Judge Charged For Role in Capitol Riot The New York Soot (1/12, Rosenberg, 745M) reports, “The 
fur-loving son of a prominent Brooklyn judge touted his ‘caveman’ getup fo a pal during the US Capitol ricts last weex — bul was 
disrnayed to learn his photo was turned into a viral meme, according fo new court papers.” Federal prosecutors “tock the unusual 
step of including the instagram post in their fling that charges Aaron Mostofsky, 34, with four counts in the deadly protests at the 
nation's capital, including theft of government property, illegai eniry into a restricted area and disorderly conduct. in papers 
unsealed on Tuesday, authorities said Mostofsky biabhed about heading down to DC on social media, including telling a pal he 
was frying fo meet up with at the rally, ‘If we find each other look for a guy looking like a caveman.” 

Ns $ (4/12, Hong, 20.6M) reports, “Mostofsky, 34, is the son of Kings County Supreme Court Judge 
Steven Mostofsky, who giso goes by Shiomo. He and his father are registered Democrats, according to New York Siaie election 
records, Aaron Mostofsky was taken into custody py F.B.L agents at his brother's home in Brockiyn, according to two people 
briefed on the matter, who spoke on the condition of ancnymily to discuss an ongoing investigation.” 

The 88 (1/42, Hays} reports, “At 2 teleconference hearing in federal court in Brooklyn, Mostofsky’s lawyer argued that the 

avidence didnt back up the accusatons. Mostofsxy was reieased on $100,000 bond but banned from traveling Wasnington 
except for purposes of prosecution of his case there.” Assistant US Attorney Josh Hafetz “told a magisivate iudge in Brooklyn 
federal court that the government would agree to Mastofsky’s release even though if was ‘deeply roubied by the conduct of the 
defendant in a ‘mod aiiack.”’ The charges include a felony count of theft of government properly — a duiletarcof palice vest worth 
$1,905 and a riot shield valued at $265.” 

FGI: Arrest Of Miami-Based Proud Boys Leader Linked To Capitoi Riot Th 8 (2/12, Smuley, 547K} 
reports, “The FBi on Tuesday said Washington, B.C. police arrested the Miarni-based ieader of the far, “right Proud Boys days 
before the deadly riot at the U.S. Capitol because they had developed information showing he was among those planning ic 
incite viclence as Congress voted fo ceriify the presidentiai election.” The Heraid adds, “Steven D’Antuono, assistant director in 
charge at the FBis Washington field office, said federai authorities had worked in the preceding days to identify bad actors 
planning fo attend a Jan. § rally near the White House” and “heid up the arrest of Henry ‘Enrique’ Tarrio Jr. as an example of 
efforts tc siop the viclence before it began. ‘in the weeks leading un fo the Jan. 6 rally, the FBE worked internally with every FB! 
held office to ensure we were looking for any intelligence that may have developed about soiential violence during the rally of 
Jar. 6," D’Antuono said.” 

   

    

   

  

ay S (1/12, Boone} reperts from Boise, idaho, “An Idaho man whose 
photograph was included on a federal ist of those considered ' persons of interest in the Jan. 6 siege of the U.S. Capitol has 
been jailed in Boise, the Ada County Sheriffs Office confirmed Tuesday.” Josiah Colt, 34, Surned himself in at the Ada raed 
Sherif’'s Office on Tuesday afiernocn and was being held on a U.S. Marshal's hold, sheriffs spokesman Patrick Or said.” 
AP adds, “After the insurgency, Coit posted a video to Facebook erroneously ciairning he was the first person in the mob to sitin Fa 
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi's chair. Photos from the siege, however, show him in the seat normaly used by Vice President 
Mike Pence in the Senaie chamber.” 

Fi Tracking Down “Pittsburgh Based individual” in Caplial Assault Probe. ¥ 
from Pittsburgh, “FB agents from the Pittsburgh field office racked and interviewed a _ itseergh b based individua? cited | Ina 
report describing protests and violence in the area leading up fo inauguration Dey. According to investigators, there are no 
teiated threats in the region leading up fo Jan. 20." WPXI-TV adds, “Over the weekend, reports emerged that sosts across a 
variely of social media piatforms promised profests would taxe place in cifies across the country, including Pitsburgh, Salt Lake 
City and Columbus, Ohic. On Friday, Twitter pasted a statement saying in part, ‘Plans for future armed orotesis have already 
begun proliferating.’ Addilionally, FBi agents fom the Fi Rspurgh office are stil investigaling the destructive mob that descended 
on the US. Capito last week. The agency is accepting fips, pictures and videos of the rioting and violence. The Pitispurgh FS! 
Joint Terrorism: Task Force is taxing the lead in any loca: investigations.” 

  

AS * (1/42) reports, “An employee of the Metro-North 
commuter rairoad was arrested Tuesday by the FBI on charges that he pa ricipated in last week's mod assault on the U.S. 
Capitol.” Wii Pepe “was in federal custody and was scheduled to make an inital court appearance Wednesday at the federal 
court in White Plains, according to Nicholas Biase, a spokesperson for the U.S. aficrney in Manhatlan. Pepe was previously 
suspended without pay from his job wath the Metro-North commuter radroad after he was photographed inside the Capital during 
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the unrest. MTA officials said he had called in sick to atfend the protests in Washington, D.C.” The FBI “had put Pepe’s image on 
a ‘Seeking information’ poster related to Wednesday's violence af the Canital. He is seen wearing an American flag bandana 
around Ais neck while Aclding up his moblie phone, as if to iake a picture or video of himself.” 

rhe New Y 4/42, Meyer, 7 43M} reports, “Pepe, 31, of Beacon, was cuffed Tuesday afternoon and is set to 

appear iy federal court in White Plains on Wednesday on charges out of Washington, OC, a spoxesman for the Southern District 
of New York said. ‘Participation in the riot which resulted in deadly violence at the Caplio! iast week was abhorrent to the values 
of the MTA and New Yorkers, and those who atlacked tiai syrmio! of American democracy disquaified themseives from working 
for the Peopie of New York, MTA spoxesman Tim Minton said Tuesday.’ 

Seven Philadeiphia Transit Officers Under Probe For Attending Rally Prior To Capital Altfack. aN 
Martinez, 5.39/)} reports, “Seven Philadeiphia transit pokce officers are under investigation for atiending President Fume § rally 
in Washington, D.C., iast week, officiais said Tuesday. The investigation info the officers, who are part of the Southeastern 
Pennsylvania Transportation Authorty (SEPTA}, wil examine df they were invoived in any iHegai behavior. ‘The officers} are 
being investigated fo see if they were involved in riotous behavior or for violations of our social media policies, SEPTA Police 
Chief Thomas Nestel said, according to CBS Philly.” According to CBS News, “The station said that there was a tip that a SEPTA 
employee was at the rally, and the invesiigation revealed several more officers who were in allendance. SEPTA is iooking inio 
whether the empibyees were ® part of the mob that breached the u. S. Capitol. SEPTA said any information aout the investigation 

USS 3 Y (4482, Harris, 
Metcatie, a2} reports, “ohm gold medalist swimmer Klete Keller may have joined the rot inside ihe u $., Capitol last week, 
according tc multiple media reports that identiy him based on pholos and videos faken that day.” Keller, 38, “is a three-time 
Olympic swimmer, who earned five medals overall, inciuding goki medals in fie 2004 and 2008 Summer Games for Team USA, 
He was, unt Tuesday, listed as a real estate agent with Hoff & Leigh in Colorado. Hoff & Leigh issued a statement on Tuesday 
afiernoon saying <eller, an independent contractor, had resigned. Swimswarm, a websife about compelitive swimming, fret 
reported that Keller may have Deen among the crowd, basing the claim: on ‘at least a dozen peopie’ who had reviewed images 
and video from the raid. The New York Times said Xeiler was in the crowd at the Capitol, according to ‘former teammates and 
coaches who identified him in photos.” 

FB Arresis New York Man After Afleged Posts Seeking Armed Caravan fo DC. YY New York (1/42, Dienst, 
Miller, 289%} reports, “A man wes arrested affer the FB] searched a Queens nome 7 Tuseday a evening following online threats that 
were allegedly posted in the aftermath of last week's rots af the 0S. Capitol, law enforcement officiais said.” WNSC-TY adds, 

“The suspect, identified as Eduard Florea, was arrested by the FRI on a weapons-elated charge, a law enforcement officiai said. 
An FBI spokesperson would not comment on specific charges, only confirming that an arrest had Deen made. The Aome that 
was searched Is located near Ellot Avenue and 76th Street in Middle Village, the FB! spokesperson said.” Florea, “who was 
bekeved to be responsibie for the oniine threats, did not appear to have been at the Capitel during the violent protesis, a senior 
iaw enforcement source said.” 

een. Cassidy Releases Phoios Of Man Wanted in Connection With Capitol Riot MH (4/42, Coleman, 5.6034} 
reporis, “Sen. Bil Cassicy (R-La.} released pnotos of a man he said was wanied in connection wit ast week's deadiy rict ai the 
Capitol.” Cassidy “posted ive photos on Twitter, saying he received them from the Capito! Police.” and he “said the man was 
wanted in connection with the death of U.S. Capito! Police officer Brian Sicknick’s death due to injuries sustained during the 
Capitol riot last week,” but “police fater disputed Cassidy's characterization, telling The Hill that the ‘individual in the photo is 
person of interest for another incident. Tas U.S. Caplio! Police and FEI are locking for any information about the individual and 
his activites on January 6, 2027.” 

    

      

  

  

  

fiwo U5. senators have joined calls for an investigation of comments by the Republican Parly chairman in rurai Nye County that 
they warn could inciie violence and insurrection against elecied officials.” The AP adds, “Sens. Catherine Corlez Masto anc 
Jacky Rosen, both Democrats, said in a Monday jeter to FB: Director Christopher Wray that county GOP chief Chris 

Zimmersan’s open letter ‘denies basic facts about the 2020 election and falsely claims that President (Donald) Trurnp ~ not 
President-elect {Joe} Biden - will be inaugurated’ on Jan. 20. We are urging that the threats described in this letier De taken 
seriously,’ the senators said affer painting to the storming of the U.S. Capitol last weex Trump ioyalists, and the deaths of six 
peopie. The letter cesonbes being in a “battle for cur republic” and ends by saying that, “its 1776 all over again’ ° the letter io 
Wray said.” 

LAPD Directs Officer Who Atfended Trump Rally To Speak With FB The Los Anoeies Tynes (1/42, Rector, 337M} 
reporis, “A Los Angsies paiice officer has been ordered by LAPD Chief Michel Moore to tell FBI agents about his attendance at 
the pro-Trump rally that preceded the attack on the U.S. Capitol.” The Times adds, “The unnamed officer told police officials that 
he attended the iarge nrc-Trump rally on the National Mall on Jan. 6, where Trump spoke, buf lef ‘nrior to any other activity and 
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did not paricipale in anything that occurred at the Capitol, Mocre said.” Moore “stressed that while simaly attending the rally 
would be a orotected ist Amendment activity, any involvement in the atiack on the Capitol would not be and could expose an 
officer to criminal charges. A depariment spokesman said the LAPD would cooperate with the FBI #f additional investigation inte 
the officer is necessary.” 

       

  

NE - “aie story 4 40, ‘Hott 5 aM ‘Federal 

prosecutors say ¥ tonight they've > opened more than 170 cases so far, a ‘number that’s like’y to graw much bigger in the coming 
days, The potential charges: simple espass; the? of mail, digital devices, and classified information; assault on police officers, 
and murder. But they're also considering a charge of seditious conspiracy, meaning opposing the government by force. That 
caries & 20-year maximum sentence. The FBI is aiso looking at whether the rioters had a jeader and if they intended to fake 
members of Congress hostage.” 

Shc News (1/12, Malin, Barr, 244M} reports that acting US Attorney Michael Sherwin “said the ceparimenit opened a 
strike foros of senior naticnai securily and corruption prosecutors focused on ‘seditious and conspiracy charges related fo the 
most heinous acts that occurred in the vane ‘And these are significant charges that have felonies with a prison ferms of up ic 

: G42, O'Connor} also report 

Law Enforcement Agencies Prepare Unprecedented Security Precautions For Inauguration. Pierre 
Thornas reported on ARS \ : (4/42, siory 2, 3:40, Mux, 7.37M) that law enforcemeni agencies are ‘racing io 
disrupt any plans for violence on Inauguration Day. Capitol Police toid House Democrats that they are “preparing for more than 
10,000 armed Trumo supsoriers fo descend on the Capitol for the inauguration. Some [are] reportediy planning to form 
perimeters around the Canital complex, the While House, and the Supreme Court, blocking anyone who doesn'i support Trump, 
perhaps assassinaiing them.” Tom Casiello said on Rs f4/42Z, story 2, 230, Holl, 5.85M} that Capitol Police “are 
warning mernbers of Congress of new violent threats ag t them described as chilling. .. Rightaving extremists and white 
supremacisis are using encrypted internet chat rooms to plan future alfecks, even sharing a US Anny feild manue! with cails to 
snoot politicians anc encourage armed struggie.” Res. Conor Lamb (D-PA}: “We were told about specific numbers of peaple whe 
irgend to come here armed with weapons on specific dates at Specific dimes and for specific reasons, including justice for the 
woman that was kiled 1 iast week, in their words, ‘justice’ or ‘vengeance.” 

w York Times (142, Cooper, Goldman, 20.0M} reports Army Secretary McCarthy hes decided thal “National Guard 
froops who are flooding into Washington fo secure the Caplicl for Inauguration Day will be armed. ... The armed troops will be 
responsibie for security around the Capitol buliding complex.” The decision came afer a meeting with House Speaker Pelosi, 

who, “according fo congressional staff members, demanded that the Pentagon lake a more muscular posture afler a mob, eqged 
on by President Trump fast week, breached the Capitol.” The Was ${4/42, 10.52M} reports the Secret Service will on 
Wednesday “take command of security preparations ai the U.S. Capito! anc other federai pulidings, backed by as many as 
15,000 Nationa Guard boops, thousands of police and tactical officers, and layers of eighticot steel fencing,” a full week before 
the inauguration. The (112, Pari, Siddiqui, Subscription Publication, 3.4¢h4} reports a House Democratic 
aide said “efforts ere now under way to erect ‘the larc gest perimeter ever established around the Capitol.” 

Acting Deputy DHS Secretary Xen Cuccinelll spoke on SVYMAL.AM Washington (1/42) about securliy measures ahead of 
January 20 amid the FBis warning regarding armed protests planned in all 50 states. eaecne said, “America can he very 
confident that this inauguration and everything surrounding and cunning up to itis going to be safe.” Cuccinelll said om Sox Naws 
§ : (4/12, 896K), “While we need ic take {fhe threats} seriously, af the same ste, would be an incredible 
unlixelihoo: fo see what is described in those threats actuaity take nlace.” 

¥ (2/2, 10.924} ediforiaizes, “ust as ft was important for Congress fo return io the Capitol on 
Wednesday Yinue its work certifying the November election, sc is it important that nothing be allowed tc mmpede Mr. 
Biden frors taking the cath of office at noon cn Jan. 20 on the steps of the Capitol Pandemic restrictons have already curtailed 
public events, and we hopes Washingion area residents heed the advice to stay home and enioy the inauguration virtually. We 
also hope — no, we urge — that this country’s leadership recognize ihe very real threat that is posed by while domesiic terroriern 
and marshal the resolve and rescurces to control and eliminate if” 

Pentagon Weighs Preparation For Threats in State Capital Cities With DC Threats. The Wash S (4/12, 
1G.52M} resorts Defense Department leaders said Tuestay that they “must balance an array of threats on state capito's 
nationwide against the potential for renewed extremist violence in Washington, ... intelligence suggesting the potential for armed 
riots or attacks on state capiicis across the country came into focus as the Defense Department scrambled to ensure an 
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adequate pian for providing Nationai Guard aid for the Jan. 20 inauguration and avoid a repeat of last week's insurrection af the 
3.5. Capital,” 

The GSS 
leading up to the ing aye 
increase security. T 
Sunday specially aimed at 

  

   
3 (4/12, story 4, 1:45, O'Donneil, 439Mé} resorted the FBi warned “of possible armed protests 

ion,” lead ang Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Ohio io activate National Guard oops and state capitals to 
> (1/42, 855K} reports the © 81 “has credibie evidence of a threat of violence on 

the Minnesota and Michi igan slate capitois by rightwing exlramists as part of ther preparation for 
armed proiests in every state and Washington, D.C., leading us to iBicen’s] inauguration.” The & 3s (2/92, 1.04M} 
reports, “The special agent in charge of the FSi Soston office said Tuesday that the bureau had no infor ation on credible 
threats to any of the four New England state capitols in his jurisdiction, but he warned things sou id change in a second.” 

OC Area Battans Down Amid Threats OF Violent Profesis. The \ x! (1/12, Zauzmer, Lang, Cox, 
Schneider, Jouvenal, 10.524} reports, “Fences were going up across downtown Washington. anid National Guare oops fook up 
posts on slreet corners Tuesday, part of a sweeping lockcown aimed at heading off any unrest during a weekend of right-wing 
protests and the presidential inauguration that follows.” The Post adds, “Officiais said the maasive security cordon could grow 
ever larger in the District in coming days as they consider shutfering holeis, stopping some Metro service and denying permits 
for demonstrations, fearing another wave of violence like the one that rocked the U.S. Capitol last week.” According to the Post, 
“Aveady, D.C. officials saic local and federal law enforcement were estabishing a perimeter around the White House, the Capitol 
and part of downfown Washington that atiows them io conduct security screenings on anyone entering the area over the next 
week” 

Airond To Review DC-Area Reservations. <{142, Hines, 12.7M} reports that ahead of Biden’s inauguration 
next weex, Airbnb is taking precautions against “violent hate group members” with a special “Capitel Safety Plan.” In a statement 
provided by Airbnb spokesperson Christopher Nulty, the company said, “Airbnb sfongly condemns last wesk’s attack on the 
U.S, Capitol and the efforts to undermine our democratic process.” Among the steps Airbnb will fake, df will ban people involved 
in last week's Capitol riot, and review existing reservations in the Washington area. 

March For Reparations Sui] Hopeful About Holding Protest During inauguration. (Xass (1/12, 18K) reports, “During 
the Biden-Haris inauguration, loca! and national organizations plan to jsad a March for Reparations in D.C. and other maior 
cities to address gaps in health care, economics, and access to home ownership due to rediining.” Organizers say they hope the 
avert “can sili go on cespiie the temsorary public emergency order In lace in the Distici, as a result of armed Trump 
supporters breaching the Capitol last weex. ... The group is sull awaiting a permit from the National Park Service, says Tara 
Pery, lead organizer of the march and founder of Black PACT, a Califomia-based group that organizes reparations movements.” 

F8i May Add Capito! Attackers To Do-Not-Fly List. Tom Costello reported on NEC Nes (112, story s 
8: 20, Hoe. 5.85} that fhe FBI, which creates the airlines’ do-notfly list, “says ifs considering adding the Capito! Hilf aflackers” 

c {1#12, 89.21M} reports that FBI Weshington Field Office Assistant Director in Charge Steven D’Aniuonio ° said 
Tuesday that the bureau would consider adding rioters to the no-fly list, which is maintained by ihe bureau and administered by 
the Transportation Security Administration.” D’Antuona said, “As for the no-fly list, we look at all fools and techniques that we 
possibly can use within the FBI and that’s something we are actively locking at,” D’Antuono said in response fo a question from 
CNN's Evan Perez. 

Neuiers {1/12} reports that on Tuesday, Senate Democratis Leader Chuck Schumer called on the FSI to place those who 
were inside the Capitol ic be added to “no-fiy’ list. Schumer said at a news briefing, “We cannot allow these same insun rectionists 
fo gef on a plane and cause more violence and more damage.” He “discussed the matter with FEI Director Christopher Wray.” 
Th (7/12, Carney, 5.69M)} reports that Schumer also said, “These insurreciionists many of whom are known to be at farce 
should not be able to } hop on a fight. The insurrectionists whe breached the U.S. Capitol fall under the definition of ihreais to the 

homeland.” The X 8 (142, Sommerfeldt, Guse, 2.51M) alsa reporis on Schurner’s comments. 

        

   

  

   

  

     

              

AS * (442, Burns} reports, a memo signed by all members of the Joint Chiefs 

of Staff reminds miifary members that Joe Biden Was = ly elected as the next president, “that the deadly insurrection at fhe 
Capitol last week was an anli-cemooratic, cririnal aci, and thai the right fo free speach gives no one the right to commit 
violence.” The memo said, “We support and defend the Constitition, Any act to disrupt the Consttufional process is not only 

against our traditions, values and cath: itis against the iaw.” 

s 1/42, All} reports the memo “breaks nearly a week of silence by the milfery leaders affer the assault on the 
Capitol’ anc some service members had “privately expressed concern thal they had not been geiting any direction from senior 
leaders” after the atlaox. JOS Chairman Gen. Mark Mizey’s silence on the matter until now “was in sharp contrast fo June, when 
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Milley mace a controversial walk fo a church saith Trums alter law enforcement officers backed by National Guard tfcops used 
fearinduce "9 chemicals and rubber bullets to clear the area of peaceful protesters.” 

ne S 3 (4/42, Schmitt, 20.5Mé} casts the memo as “unusual,” adding that the chiefs Sound it necessary to 
le of their sworn oath to he country was exiraorainary.” The Times characterizes the memo as ustrating 

   
   remind their rank an 

how the apolifical American milfary has been “thrust into an awkward, even potentially dangerous, position of sossibly having fc 
weigh dubious orders from the presi icent ag a ae ther oath to aon the Constitution, ° 

  

determine how hest to orotect tawmakers.” ay wn Brook, 12.7) roperta The Pentagon i iS seeking { ic determine how 
many Toons may have taken part in the rot, already having found an Army Special Forces captain was at the Capitol and 
investigating what she did there. 

   
Facebook, Twitter Bans Splinter Fringe Groups Online. The \ 8 (142, Frenkel, 20.8M) reports that 
after many fringe groups “were banned from mainstream sociai media platforms” in the wake of the Capitol violense, they “have 
been relegated to half a dozen apps and platforms fo organize their next sieps.” With Parlier effectively taken offline due tc 
Amazon no fonger hosting the service in its dala centers and President Trump geting kicked off Twitter and Facebook — making 
it “harder for organizers to rally around @ singular voice” ~ the grouns' “scatierec attempis to coordinate next sieps appeared to 
be confusing for many of Mr. Trump's supporters.” However, if also could mean that attempts at disruption will “be harder to 
predict and could streich for days.” 

Parler Faces Complex, Casily Barriers To Returning Online. The W\ dgunal (4/42, Tiley, Subsorintion 
Publication, 841M} reports that Parler, a sociai neiwork sopuler in right-wing circles, faces co: plex an cosily challenges to 
returning online after Amazon stopped hosting ion Amazon's cloud-computing service. If must either find a new vendor willing ic 
host iis data following the app’s users stoking the deadly alfack on the Capifol, or creafe its own network infrastructure. Sociai- 
media platform Gab chose the second approach after its cloud provider dronped i in the wake of an attack on a Pittsburgh 
synagogue, as the sticoter used the platiorm tc post anti-Semiiic and Hoiocaust-denying messages. 

Panel: Online Misinformation That Led To Capito! Violence is “Radivalization.” Nesey (1/12, Culford) reports 
researchers told a Reuters Next panei that the online misinformation that led to the Capitol violence iast week has passed faise 
Claims, reaching the point of “radicalization.” Ani-disinformation acrprofit First Draft cofounder Claire Wardle and Atantic Council 
Digital Forensic Research Lan Director Graham Brookie “emphasized that these conspiracy theories would outlast the Trump 
adrunistration and said it would likely play into upcoming events such as ihe rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine.” Additionally, 
Graphika Chief Innovation Officer Camille Francois and Brunswick Group Director Preston Golson “emphasized the growing 
threat of realwworid harms from oniine disinformation in corporate industries’ 

    

Continuing Coverage: FBi investigating Pipe Bombs Discovered in DC. o8s Nows (1/42, 5.30M) reports 
thai ihe FBI nas released images of a suspect wanted as pari of the agency's investigation into sine bombs discovered in DC 
iast week, 

  

wis (4/42, Wallace, 23.99M) reports that there “is 2 $50,000 award for any information.” The released photos 

“showed an individual dressed in a gray sweatshirt with a hood over his or her head and a while mask hiding the person's face.” 

Acting US Attorney Christine Says “There! s Just t Nothing To” Trump’ $ Ciaims Of Voter Fraud in 
Georgia. The i Sast 
Bonby Christine, ° ‘whose predecessor abrusty resigned 0 one weex “290 after President True 9 compiained officials were noi doing 
enough fo find election Faud in the state,” on Monday “declared on a call with nis staff.fhat ‘here's just nothing to’ the few 
Claims of fraud the office was examining, according tc an audio recording obtained by the Atlanta Journal- Constitution.’ The Past 
adds Christine * suggested that ne was suTpr ised to iearn the office had noi found significant election fraud issues.” 

i ihstenr (1/42, Joyner, 1.46M} reports Christine nad “apparenty convened the conference call ic 
reassure faderal lawyers in the Northern Distict office ~ most of whom are working remotely - that he was not pushing what 
Justice Deparment officials have called baseless claims of election fraud in...Joe Biden’s victory in Georgia. Yet the questions 
from staff attorneys reveaied deep suspicions and fears of political interference.” According ic the Journal-Consiitution, 
“Atfomeys asked and re-asked why First Assistant U.S. Attorney Ersxine nhac not been appointed as Pak’s replacement during 
the ranaition.” 

N¥Times Analysis: Trump's Election Challenges Ta “Haunt® Geargia Republicans. A & 
Faussei, Hakim, 20.6M) anaiysis tiled “In Georgia, Trump's Attacks On Election Sell Haunt Republicans says at white the 
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rouse impeachment charge against the President “stems from his role in inciting a mob to attack the U.S. Capitol last week,” the 
resclufion includes “another element of Mr. Trump's behavior fhat is aiso drawing condemnation as an abuse of presidental 
power: His pressure campaign to persuade Georgia officials fo overturn his electoral loss in ihe state.” The Times adds that even 
if the impeachment bid “fails or fades, Mr. Trump's efforts to subvert the will of Georgia’s voters wil continue i resonate, both for 
the president and for politicians in Georgia.” 

   FSi Agent infiltrated Group Allegedly Plotting To Kidnap Michigan Governor. \ \i Grand Rapids, 
Mi 142, Martin, 105K) reports, “Court franscripts released in the alleged Governor Whilmer kidnapping conspi racy say that an 
FBI agent infiltrated the group claiming tc be an explosives expert.” The FS! agent “was oniy able to get info te group after one 
of the members got cold feet about the pian and wert to a local police department with his concerns.’ The defendants in the case 
face ‘federai charges of conspiracy to commit kidnapping.” The transcripts unsealed Tuesday ‘reveal that the group participated 
in an additional, highty intricate dry run of the Kidnapping, aif under the cover of night in mid-September.” The FB agent “was 
along for the trip,” and “toic the grous that they would need about $4,000 worth of explosives to knock the bridge out.” 

   
  

© {442, 
408K} reporis that San Francisco City Adminisrator Naor Kelly “tendered her res ignation Tuesday after federai authorities 
charged ner husband with fraud for allegedly accepting bribes including a paid family vacafon ic China.” Xelly “is resigning afier 
taking a six-week leave of absence Dec. 2 in light of the alegalions against her husband, former San Francisco Public Ufstes 
Commission General Manager Harlan Kelly.” Naomi Xely “denied the allegations in her resignation letter Tuesday to Mayor 
London Breed and said the case was ‘based on the false statements of an admitted jar.’ She was casting doubt on the credibility 
of Walter Wong, the permit expediier who cooperated with fhe FBI against her husband in exchange for leniency in his own 
federal case.” 

the director of the US National Counterintetigence and Security Center, sai id in a ive-svearn interview ‘with the ; Washington Post 
Tuesday that as the investigation into the massive Russian hack continues, the number of federal agencies and companies 
impacted by it is expected io grow. Last week, the FEI and other agencies “aitributed the intrusions fo Kussia as part of what 
officials described as an intelligence-cathering operation rather than an effort to ; damage or disrupt U.S. government operations.” 
While officials “said at the time that fewer than 10 federal agencies were Delleved to have been compromised,” Evanina said 
Tuesday, “| think this wil expand accordingly as we identify’ addilional victims. Evanina added, “| think the hard part for the 
investigators is we don’t know what we don’t xnow, but! think this will continue to grow.” 

SolarWinds Says Hackers Were Accessing its Systems in Saptember 2079. The ¥ au 
Subscription Publication, 8.41) reports SolerWinds Corp, said Tuesday that the computer breach inked to the Russian hack 
began at ieast a month earlier than it frst disclosed. According ic the company, hackers were accessing its systems in early 
September 2079, bat cybersecunly expers suspect preparations for fhe attack go back even further. 

Tha Austin CES} Ay nan (1/12, Carlson, Subscription Publication, 251K} reports that SolarWinds' investigation 
“has shown the breach ikely has affected nearly every level of government as wel as potentially hundreds of orivate 
companies.” High-profile targets reportedly include DOJ, the Treasury Depariment, DHS, anc DOE, “along with private 
companies including Microsoft” in an SEC fling, SoiarWinds “said a ‘highly sophisticated and novel code’ was designed io inject 
maiicious code into the system without arousing the suspicion of the software development and duiid teams.” On Tuesday, 
CrowaSinke, “said it has also identified a third malware strain, called Sunspot, tied to the attack.” 

SX Sy (142, Sctiwartz} reports that “experts have seic that the SolarVinds suppiy chair: atiack nas all of the 
hallmarks of an esp: Lage operation.” The outist adds that confirmed victims “cf second-stage alfacks’ also include branches of 
fhe Pentagon and the Departments cf Conimerce and State. The company “says digital forensic invest tigalors have determined 
that the aitackers appear to have frst senetraied ts network by September 2079,” and by the “fol: ‘ows mig month, they altered 
Orion code builds to fest their ability fo inject malicious code into the software builds, the company says.” 

ov (4/42, Kulde#, Boyd} reports that the “federal governments response group - the Cyber Unified Coordination 
Group ~ previously said Russia was ‘kely’ behind what if believes is a widesoread infelligence-gathering campaign.” SolarWinds 
“acknowledges” the group's statement, but “said its team has yet to independently verify who the attackers are.” CrowdStrike 
“ais does not attribute the Sunspot, Sunburst or the post-expioitation tool sailed Teardrop to known adversaries and is Yacking 
the activity as StellarParticie ” 

Also reporting is the Wai 

   

  

ai(t/12, Sebastian, 

          

mast (142, McMilan, Subscription Publication, 8.4 9M}. 
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Media Analyses: Impeachment Looms As Trump Defends “Totally Appropriate” Speech. President 
Trump traveled io the border town of Alamo, Texas, on Tuesday to highlight orogress made on the US-Mexico border wall during 
his term, but a near-ceriain second impeachment and the aftermath of last week's Capito! riot by Trurms supporters overshadows 
the tip in media coverage. Reports highlight Trumy’s rejection of culpabiity for the fatal vioience, noting that Trump said his 
words at a rally immediately pricr tc the melee were “totally appropriate.” Late Tueaday, for the first time several House 
Republica nS said they wil vote in favor of the arficie of impeachment Wednesday. 

  

s (1/12, Wallace, Wermund, 982K) reports the President ‘returned to Texas Tuesday to make his frst 
public appear ance since his supporters stormed the U.S. Capitol last weex as he visited the border wai that he made central te 
his campaign for president in 2016." Trump “outed his immigration crackdown,” which he “deemed ‘an incredible success story,’ 
as he signed @ ‘Donald Trumo’ plaque mounted at the bottom of a segment of the wai in the town of Alamo in Hidaiga County.” 
Trump said, “i's been tremendousiy successful, far beyond what anyone thought. ... We can't iet the next Administration even 
think about taking it down.” 

  

often used atra 3s too cement 1t support for his immigration nol cles, also tacitly 2 acknowledged the unrest ‘and violence 3 last week” 
Trump said, “This was a difficull year and a very dificull election. Now is the time for our nation fo heal. And Ws time for peace 
and for calm, pet for law enforcement and the goat peor'e withs law ere . 

  

canying out the assauutt” frame said, ‘Pecale thou ote that what | said was total 'y appropr fate.” Tas 8 {ti 
101K} reports § “ru “ais pushed pack ai discussions that have been R at around” since last week about removing him via 

  

President Trump's the £50 miles of of border vl “out Trump ' ‘COU: ' not escape the pol tics of the. moment “Tramp: The 25th 
Amendment i is of zero risk fo me, but will come back to haunt Joe Biden and the Biden Administration.” 

   
   

‘i Daas (1/12, 408K} reported Trump “addressed last week's siege that killed five people, including a police 
officer ough he did not take blame for if, and he defended the speech he gave prior fo the assauil, calling H totally appropriate.” 
Trump “aiso alluded fo the tearing down of monuments across the country this summer during protests following the death of 
George Floyd.” Trump: “As i have consistently said throughout my administration, we belteve in respecting America’s history and 
fradiiions, not fearing them down. We believe in the rule of law, not in violence or rioting.” 

Amarillo, TX (1/12, 5K} reported Trump “did address the recent events in our national capital. .but the majority of 
his speech here in Alamo revolved around the border wail” Trump: “Unlike those who came before me, | kept my promises. And 
today we celshrate an extraordinary mi ilestone, the completion of fhe promised 456 miles of border wall” Acting Deputy DHS 
Secretary Ken Cuccinelii said on WY , Washington {4/12}, as is the frst president ic actually execute on the wall.” 

Ben Tracy said on the ¢ Sy 5, O'Donnell, 439M}, “Trump now claims there was nothing 

wrong with what he said last week that incited the assault on the Capito:” ‘Trump: “it's been analyzed and people thought what} 
said was totally appropriate.” Tracy: “That is cbviously act true, given Democrais are set to impeach the President, and many 
members of his own perty say he is at least partiaiy responsible for what his supporters did affer he foid thern this.” Trump: “We 
fight ike hell and if you dor {fight like hei, you're not going fo have a country anymore.” 

The (442, 76.52h} reports Trump “warned Democrats not fo press for the invocation of the 25th 
Amendment, dec! faring thal such a move would ‘come back to haunt” Biden. Trump also ’ cone’ ‘o D pressure Democrais not 
fo Impeach him for a second time, claiming that such a move would further divide the country.” Th (1/42, 
3.3/M) reports Trume said. “The impeachment hoax is a continuation of the greatest and most vicious ‘sa hunt in the history of 
our country. it's causing temendous anger, division and pain, far greater than most peonle will ever undersfand, which is very 
dangerous for the USA especially at this very ender ime.” 

The N se (i/t2Z, Dobbins, Romerc, 20.8M) says Trump's “choice of Texas for his first public appearance since 
the Capitol mob attack was not accidental: The slate not only showcases the border wai, which Mr. Trump is celebrating in his 
presidency’s chactic iast days, but the Republican Party's success in limiting the game-changing Democratic gains that “ppd 
states such as Arizona and Georgia.” Sox Naws (1/12, Shaw, 23.99M} reports on ds website that the visited offered Trump “a 
opportunity to draw ailertion away from the growing controversy related to the nots iast weex at the Capko! building.” 
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   The News (1/12, Sommerfeldt, 257M) reporis Trump “insisted Tuesday that his riot-incifing spsech last 
week was ‘iolaly appropriate’ - even though i prompted his see. to storm the U.S. Capitol in a blood-curdiing atiack on 
democracy that left a police officer anc ai least four ather people dead.” CNN (1/12, 89.21M} reports on as website that Tremp 
“Hkened attempts to impeach him for a second tne to a ‘witch hun? anc baselessly wamed that his successor..might de 
removed from office himeell. ° 

SX (4/42, 10.526} reports that Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC} “joined Trump aboard Air Farce One aon 
Tuesday. Jess than one week after declaring on the Senate floor that ne and the president had had ‘a hell of a journey’ but tiai it 
was time to count him out of Trump's effors to overturn the resus of the November election.” 3 (442, Samuels, 3.694} 
reports officiais in the cily of Alamo saying there was “8le advance notice from the White House and no details provided about 
the president's visit, Cy manager Robert Salinas said in a Fetter Monday that officials there had not been contacted about the 
visit and nad | no details about his scheduie while in iown.” Sewers (1/42, Shalal}, & 3 { 

sd 2 (1/12, Forgey, % 3K) are among thea other sourees covering the visit 
"chery Several other House o Repunieaiis Say rey Wil? Vote Te pec All three broadcast networ ks ® openet 

    

   

    

    
    

  

impeach ihe Pre vert 4 for incitement of insurrectio On, That would maxe him the f rst President | in history % be impeached twice.” 
Rep. Liz Cheney (R-W}, “She daughter of the former Vice Preskiant and the nurnber three Republican in the House,” said 
Tuesday that she will back impeachment. ABC's Jonathan Kerl “This is a dig deal Liz Cheney is a conservative Republican whe 
commands respect, and her words about the President couldn't be more damning. Sne says, ‘The President of the United States 
summoned this mob, assembled the mob and lit the flame of this attack. None of this,” she says, ‘would have happened without 

the President.” 
Norah O'Donnell said in opening the ¢ (442, lead story, 4:20, 4.3934} that in “bombshell? news, “the 

third-highest ranking Republican in the US House...is breaking with her partly, saying she will voie to impeach President Trump 
tomorrow, because, she says, there has ‘never deen a greater betrayal by a president of his office and cath.’ Now, Cheney's 
decision will no doubt open the floodgates for Republicans, all but asauring Mr. Trump wil become the only President fo de 
impeached fwice.” CSS’ Nancy Cordes: “Cheney is a member of Republican leadership, and, so her support for impeachment is 
sure to influence cihers, as will this news from the Senate’s Republican leader Mitch McConnel, who has reportedly fold 
associates that inpeacrment cote help his party get past President Trump.” 

Lester Holt said an S 3 C2, lead story, 3:56, 5.85M), “We heard from the President today, who offered no 
regrets or contrition for nis role in sgging on the attack on the Capitol And so, with sight days feff in his term, Democrats are 
focused on ending the Trump presicency the hard wey — impeachment.” NBC’s Peter Alexander: “President Trump, in his first 
public appearance since the Capitol nots he’s accused of inciting, expressjed] no regrets and taking no responsibility. ... That 
defiance as he faces becoming the first Presiient ever to be impeached twice.” Senate Minority Leader Schumer: “He blames 
fhe violence that he helped cause on others. He blamed the divisiveness that he requiarly caused on others. Donald Trump 
snauid nct hold office one day jonger.” 

The AS (4/42, Mascaro, Miller, Jalonick) reports, “Already scheduled to leave office next weex, Trump is on the verge of 

becoming the onty oresident in history fo be twice impeached. His incendiary rhetoric at a rally ahead of the Capitol uprising is 
now in the impeachment charge against him, even as the falsehoods he spread about election fraud ave sill being championed 
by some Repunlicans.” GA2, Cornwelh reports, “At least four Republicans saic on Tuesday they wouid join Democrats 
in voting fo impeach.” Th ss (1/12, Fancos, 20.66) reports Creney “dismissed fellow Republicans arguing that 
the impsachmernt was rushed, premature or unwerr ple Her words were unequivocal and likely to give cover fo two dozen or 
so other House Republicans iooking fo break ranks.” GNN (742, Mahtani, 89.21M) reports on ifs website, “A White House official 
says they expect as many as 20 or more Republicans | to vote for impeachment...on Wednesday, though they do not have 4 firm 

rave . 

      

o
o
 

            

space in our Republic’ For that, Cheney said ‘the president — and ihe oresident st alone ~ Was to blame.’ The BS a 
{1/412, Kranish, 10.524) says her “historic decision.. had its roots in a dramatic phone cail frorn her father, former vice president 
Richard B. Cheney, who was watch: ing events unfold on television last week and warned that she was being verbally atiacked by 
the prasident.” The © : (2/42, 94K} reporis, “Cheney pas sided with Trump in the vast majority of her 
voles during his presicency. Si sné nas publicly broxen wath Trump in numerous instances in the past — never more 

prominently than last week.” Asies (1/12, Rurnmier, 126M), Solitce (4/42, Ferris, Caygie, 6.73M), and } {4442, Brufke, 
5.59Mi also cover Cheney's announcement 
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Ih said Tuesday that thoy w Wi i back impeachment. the ¢ Uivoaas Tags & StH 49 Rutkhart, 203M) reports Kina inger said in a 

statement, “There is no doubt in my mind that the Prosiciont of ihe United States broke his cath of office and incited this 

insurrection.” The Syracse (NY) Sasi lana (1/12, 467K} reports Katko, who was “the first House Republican” to public 
came out for impeachment “said he fei compaiied fo upheit his oath of office and defend the Constitution by impeaching 
Trump.” 

BO (342, Niedzwiadek, 6. iM reports that “ a Republican group has pledged io amass a $50 mikon war chest to help 
GOP awmakers who vote io impeach... 8 (4/42, Karri, 29.9N} 

reports, “The financial comrnitment by the group, the Republican Account ability Project, is leigred fo incentivize Republicans 
who have appeared open fo voting in favor of the new article of impeachment thal is expected to be considered by the House on 
Wednesday.” 

McConnell Reporiediy Believes Trump Has Commiited impeachable Offenses. The Ney BES 
Haberman, 20.6M) reports that Senate Majorty Leader McConnell “has told associates that he believes iTrumy] committed 
inpeachabdle offenses and that he is pleased that Democrats are moving to impeach him, believing that d will make it easier ic 
purge nim from the party.” The Times adds that House Minority Leader McCarthy “has asked other Repunlicans whettier ne 
snould call on Mr. ‘so21 to ree in he afermatn of the riot at the Capho: last week. ° 

   

    

      

  

   

  

has been ce ciberale és She aves 38 open the ostion of supporting impeachment." S ; } rex 
website, “Part of MoConnell's anger, according to sources, is that the Senate > Mejor'ty Was ‘ost to the Democrats wast last 
Tuesaday in the Georgia Senafe ninoffs, buf sources said that McConnell is extremely upset about the president's actions 
Wednesday leading up to the rict at the Capitol” 

Fence Tells Pelosi He Wii Not invoke 25th Amendment. The House yoted S23-255 Tuesday evening in favor of 4 
resclution calling on Vise President Pence and the Cabinet to remove Trump through the 25th Amencament, wih Xinzinger the 
only Reputlican in support. The vote came several hours after Pance sald | 1 a intier fo House Speaker Pelosi. Pence wl ote in 

   

   

    

s {H12, ‘Cameron, 20. Sh} reports Pence” vvately indicated last week that “he did nat suppor 
reong t the 25th Amendment, and ais public reject tion of the resolution ail bul ensured that the House would vote to impeach’ 
Trump on Wednesday. The ¥ Yai gownai {142 Peterson, Andrews, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} says the House has 
vowed ito move on impeachment if Pence does not invoke the Zoth Amendment. 

ay G2, King, Jansen, 12.7M} reports Democrats have “cailed for iTrump’s! resignation, [andi urged the Cabinet 
fo remove him under the 25th Amendment and, with those Swe options looking exiremely unkkely, are preparing to impeach the 
president for a second time.” The i ryar (1/12, 443%} reports Res. David Price (D-NC} “said the besi course of 
action is for semor Republican officials ; mp to resign. The second dest option, he said, was for [Pence] and 
embers of the Cabinet to invoke the 25th Amendment.” 

(1/82, Baker, Haberman, Aarni, 20.6M) examines the deterioration in relations between Pence and 
Trump, who “was enraged that Mr. Pence was refusing io try to overturn the election. in a series of meetings, the president had 
pressed reientiessly, akernaiely cajoling and browbeating him.” Last Wednesday, “iust before Mr, Pence headed to the Capital to 
oversee the elactoral vote count,” Trump called the Pence at his residence and said, “You can either go down in history as a 
patriot, or you can go down in history as a p--y.” The Times says “the biowup befween the nation’s two highest elected officiais 
then played out in dramatic fashion as the president puilicly excoriated the vice president al an incendiary rally anc sent agitated 
Supporters fe the Capitol where they stormed the butiding — some of them chanting ‘Hang Mike Pence.” 

‘3 {1/12, Orr, $.73M4) writes, “Afler four-and-a-haf years of unbending ioyally, Pence] is ready ic move on from 
Donald Trump, Ai it tock was the president inciling a fof thal, quite erally, put Pence’s life in danger.” Pence “has spent the 
pasi few days navigating beiween two political forces. There is bipartisan praise for his refusal to indulge the presicent’s 
unconstituiionai ploy for a second term. But the MAGA base he oullvated alongside Trump is now threatening nim with political 
retribution and even death for that same refusal.” 
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bTE -5 

Fron: | 
Subject: OPS Ineucuration Daily SitRep - 13 January 2624 

Ta: 

Ce: 

Sent: January 33, 2021 5:53 AM {BTC-$5:00) 
Attached: {U-FB88} OPS 2524 Inauguration Daily Strep 202164 73.pdf 

Good Morning PSCs, 

  

    

Please see attached the first OPS inauguration Daily SitRep, which will be pasted on both the InfraGard and 

DSAC portals. We wil continue to update this product and have it available each morning. 

Please reach aut to our unit with any questions or comments on this repart. 

Regards, 

iQ 

  

  

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -3,5 
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b7C -1 

From: | b7E -5 
Subject: fEXTERNAL EMAI ] - fIrdelligerice Products] QU/FGb&A OPS Inauguration Daily SiiRep - 13 January 2021 

Fa: Sullivan, Michael GB) (FBR 
Sent: January 33, 2021 6:61 AM {BTC-$5:90) 

Anew fds S Compiriuri iy. 

5 y 7 e ” x _ £Neg " ! 

FOPS Inauguration Daily SitRep - 13 January 2021 

b7E -3 

SUM ary 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Office of Private Sector 

OPS Inauguration Daily SitRep 
13 January 2621 

bTE -1,2 
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Fron Sanborn, JH (CTR) (FBI) 
Subject: Thx 

Ta: Fioris, Nikki L. (OD) (FBR 
Sent: January 33, 2021 6:64 AM {BTC-$5:90) 
Attached: 2021 DY Threats_01122027_ AG REV. docx 

Jit Sanborn 
Federal Burcau of Investigation 
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Fron Sweeney, Wiliarn F. Jr. (NY) (FBR 
Subject: 

Fa: Sanborn, JH (OTB) (FBI): Crouch, George M. Jr. {NK} (FBI): Oriscol, Michael 3. (PH) (Fah) 
Sent: January 33, 2021 6:48 AM {BTC-$5:00) 
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Skimirrd while doing today's chalieng? 
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Quote of the Day 

“W¥s part of ffe to have same good food and good wine" — The CEO of a European startup, who sent French wine te   

space fo sea haw # aged. Al ABordeaiux 

A Week Later 
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The Story 

  

Feels much ionger than that. 

We know. Lasi Wednesday, pro- Trump supporiers siormed the US Capitol, breaking inio federa! offices and occupying the 

Senate floor. Five people diect. inciuding an officer. The attack has lawmakers calling on President Donatd Trienp te resigrt. 

But over the catrse of the last few davs, many developments have came ic light. Including about... 

The presitiant...Yesterday, Trumio nace his first pubic remarks since the rots. He rejected responsibility for the orotesters’   

actions and said neople thought his comments urging his sunpariers to "fight ike hel!" were "totally appropriate.“ This, as he 

  

and a8 a second impeachment i 

The FB... fhe day before rioters attacked the Capital, FBI officials in Virginia received 4 canort warning law enforcemert 

about ardrenmists traveling to Washington, DC, for “war.” H aiso said they were reportedly calling for Violence in an oniine 

thread, saying things like “be ready to fight” H's unclear how widely this was shared with law enforcement agencies, but it 

could raise further scrutiny against law enfarcement for their handling of the riots. 

Arrests... This week, a grand jury indicted firee men in corinection with fhe riots. Mark Leffingweil, of Seaftie, was charged 

witht several Counts including assaults on potice. Lonrie Coffman, of Alabaria, was chargad for gassessing 11 Malotov 

cocktails and other weapons. And Jacob Chansiey. of Arizona, was indicted for violent antry on Capiial grounds along with 

other offenses. Dozens more were also avrasted. Meanwhile, severai Capito! Palice officers were susoanded in connection 

to the riots, and about a dozen are under investigation. 

Brad Schneider (D-1L}, Prarnila Jayanal (D-WA}, and Bonnie Watson Coleman (O-NJ} were in fhe same raorn as 

Republican wrnakers accusad of not whering meisks. Jayanal saic it created a "superspreacer event on top of a domestic 

terrorist attack.” 

A hero...While last week's riots led to a Ioct of negative news, a hero stil rose fram the ashes. The name to remember: 

8 officer who lured a mob of rioters away from the Ssnate 

  

chambers fied with lawmakers. 

theSkinm 

America is grapaling with the afiermath of the deadly Capito! siege. And the possibility of additional attacks. But as our 

democracy is put ic the test, may we al remernver ihe feople whe fought to pratact it 
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Attempt Number Deux 

Yesterday, ihe House voted 223-205 on a resolution calling on VP Mike Pence ic invoke the 25th Amendment. The measure 

is cansidered fo be nonbinding and wes shot down orior to the vote by the vice president hirasel. in a lefler fo House 
  

Speaker Nancy Pelos: {D-CA}, Pence said he didn’t fink it would be "in the best interest of our Nation or consistent wiih 

our Constitution.” Now, the House is exsected to awiith tc ‘Plan B. 

Today, the House wil move to impeach Presitient Trump. They plan to charge hin: with “Incitemerd of insurrection” far 

  

ancouraging "imminent laviess action at the Capiicl.” H's axpectad to pass since Dems contro! the House, and have 

garnered some support across the aisie. 

As many as 10 fo 20 Republicans could reporieciy vole to irnpeach the president. While same have been vocal about their 

desire to hold Trump accountable, others are just coming out of the woodwork. Among then: Ren. Liz Cheney (R-WY}, the 

third-ranking House Reoublican, who beleves there has “never beer: a greater betrayal by a President of the United Stefes 

of his office and his oath to the Consttution.” And Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (F-Y} who's apparently 

pleasec House Dems started the impeachment process. But has not commented on how he would vate. 

And Also... This 
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What's getting a revarnp... 

COVID-19 vaccine distribution. Yesterday, the Trurns admin announced ail avaiiabie Coses of the coronavirus vaccine would   

he released in ar atterngt to speed ug vaccination efforts. Reminder: Plizer’s and Moderna’s vaccinas require two dases, fo 

be administered 21 and 28 days apart, resoactively. And the gov was Aciding on to milians of doses far peopie’s second 

round. But now ifs saying ‘let's ive more peopie the first dase, ASAP.’ And is pushing states to prioritize people 65 and 

older and thase with high-risk health issues. 

® Sound familar? The news comes only days afier President-elect Jae Biden said he would release nearly ai the 

vaccines upon faking office. 

Alex Azar said the consisterit pace of vaccine production helps out those warries to rest. 

..Oh and speaking of mor changes, international airline travelers will have to show 4 seqative coronavirus test befare 

boarding fights tc the US starting Jan 26. 

Who peopie are talking about... 

Lisa Montgomery. Last night, the Supreme Court cleared the way for her execution. Moanigomery, the aniy woman on federai 

death row, was pronounced dead a few fours later. Sne was scnecuisd io be executed yesterday, but her case was heid up 

in: the courts as her lawyers argued she was too mentaily ii ic he puttoe death (sea: the Eight Amendment. Manigomery is 

the first woman to be out fo death by the fad gov in 67 years. Her ettornay called tha decision “far from justice.” 

Who's taking it back... 

SCOTUS. Yesterday, it reinsiatec a fed requirernent that women must visit a hospital, clinic, or doctor's office to pick up a pik 

used far racicatior-induced abortions. Bacause of the pandemic, a lower court had waived FDA rules and allowed the 

medication to be disiributed by mall. Now, in a 6-3 decision, the Supremes sided with the Trump acnin to stop mail deliveries 

of the nilt despite coronavirus concerns. in her dissent, Justice Sonia Sotomayor (joined by Justice Elena Kagan} said the 

decision pul an “unnecessary, uniusifiable, irrational, and undue burden" on women. This is the first abortion case io come 

before Justice Amy Coney Barrett, 
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What's delivering bites of jay... 

Girl Scout cookies. 

New Year, New Gear 
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  D444444QSN 

Raise your hand if you want 2021 to be really differerit (reac: more relaxed) than 2020. Same. That's why we partiierec with 

+. Listen te your body. Do what's right fer your zen. Psat._ifs okay if that means modifying some moves. 

2. Remernber fo cool down. Ending each sesh with a 5-minute savasana gives your heart rate ihe chance fo return to 

narmai. Plus, ii can help relleve stress. 

3, Wear something that makes it easy to check your form in the mirrar. So you know youre nailing every pase. Enter: 

breathable, super soft Salutation Tights from Athlete. The compression will helo you feel canfiderit anc siay engaged.   

Onur. 
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  ASSAAAAAAAVNAN 

‘Ear that? ifs the sound of your podcast library begging for some TLC. ¥ yours is a graveyard of pods you listened fo crce 

and abandoned, join the club. 

Today's chatenge? Unsubscribe from podcasts you ro longer listen ta, to free ta storage space ard headspace. Then 

  subscribe to some that wil help you learn something new. Check outour guide for ideas. Anc see ailllf of cur past 

challenges here.   

P&: Speaking of learning something new, enter here for a chance to join our co-founders Carly and Dantelie for a virtuat 

live recording of “Skimmi'd from the Couch" with author Rachel Hollis. They'll be chatting about finding your drive and 

taking care of your mental health. 
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X 

X 
x< 

S GE ™ 

Here are our favorite picks io help you take a break today... 

4. Smart and creative things to do with your phone‘s camera rol. Goodbye dreaded “storage almost full pop-up. Helo, 

cute photo calendars and fridge magnets. Gh sadn. 

2. The bast things to stream this January. What's that you say? You watched all of “Bridgerion” and need something 

nm 
else ta binge? Here's what to exoact from Netiix, HBO Max, Disney+, and more this month. 

3, 15 make-ahead breakfasts for when mornings are not your friend. If become a morning person’ is an your 2027 to- 

  

PS: Want more? Sign up to gst weekly recs in your inbox. 
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  ASSAAAAAAAVNAN 
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For when you're dreaming of an adventure-fifed 2027... 

This cluo can help you seve up to 80% on your next irip. Think: round-trip fights to Hawaii from 3109 or Greece from $247 

* on airlines with flexible change policies. For the next 48 hours, Skiram'rs can igin for just $1. Go. go. go. 

For when you just spent an hour on your ex's iG... 

  

Where did the ime go? This welriass program only needs ten minutes of your day. I heb you discover the "why" behind 

your decisions. So being hezithy becomes second nature. Oh, and Skimmirs get a free 14-day trih. Get in cantral* 

For when the ddivery driver knows you by name... 

New year, same you. With this company, you choose from aver 23 recipes every week. Then they send the instructons 

   

  

a 

“PS: This i8 2 gocnscred gost 

Skinun'rs 
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Ve like to celebrate the wins, big and smialf. Let us know bow your friends, neighbors, coworkers (and yes, even youl 

are making career moves, checking off goals, or making an impect inthe cornrnunity. 

  

  

  

  

  

Fighting for justice. la social irqpact startup that helps secure b6 -4 
b7c -4 

evidence and enadies transsarency in an eMart to fight racial inequality in the criminal justice system. Learn more. 

Feeling supreme... have turned their catering campany into a take-out 

restaurant. H's called and it ofers a variety of delicious foods. Slice into & 
      

  
{Some} Birthdays.| 

  

    
  

“Paging ail members of theSkimm. Reach out here for a chance fo be featured. 

Skimin Share 
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Skinam HQ's craving a breakfast pizza. Shere theSkimm with your friand who'd ike a slice. 

      

wa
i 

Y WY Y 
Y WY Uy 

ii
d 

       

  

Or use this referral ink theskiram. conv ?r=S Jet 
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Fronk Budletin inteligence 

Subject: EXTERNAL EMAH] - FRE Public Affairs News Briefing Wednesday, January 13, 2024 

Fa: | b7E -3 
Sent: January $3, 2021 6:28 AM {UTC-$5:00) 

  

Mobile version and searchable archives availabie ay | 
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TODAY'S TABLE OF CONTENTS 

  

ie FET Office Warned Extremists Plenned Violence Prior To Athack. 

ie Nearly G0 Arrested So Far in Prohe Of Cap AS Alames 
i Wiolence. =:

 

a 
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¢ Federal Prosecutors Weighing Sed:itien Charges In Canital Attack. 

e Law Enforcement Agencies Prepare Unprecedented Security Precautions Far inauquratio 

« FRI May Add Canital Attackers To Do 'Not-Fiy List, 

a Igint Chiefs Condemn Capitol Ric 

ie Facebook, Twitter Bans Spiinter Fringe Groups Online. 

  

       
   

ie Evening Eiscusses A W Array Of Security Issues in Was ton Post Live Event, 

ie Biden Team Urging Siicans Yo Swiftiy Confirm Netional Security Picks. 

ie Continuing Coverage: FRE Investiget "8 Pipe Soambs Discovered fn OC. 

  

-linked Peanle., 

wing 2015 Nuc 

ie GS Impases Counter Terrorism S 

ie Pompeo fran Worked Mare C 

ans Angered Over Terro: 1, Ready To Move On To Biden, 

ie Golnion: There Is “No justice in iS Suantanamo Ray.” 

      

      
   

: 2G 
ALLE 

  

     

   

€ 
ristine Says “There’s Just Nothing To” Trumio’s Claims OF Voter Fraud in 

in Democrat-contrallad Condress. 

8, IC. 

  

on Likely To Gain Yrect 

ases Digital Transformation Of Federal Agence 

  

on 
=e CEA . Deciassi ie 

fe Document: US Has Stepped Up in pe 

-« DIA Strategy Aims To Understand Customers’ Needs Sette 

ie Official: EU Ta 

$ Trove OF Documents Pertaining 

    
Te Counter MS, Chinese Technology.    

    

  

: + 
iy Pineiine They Face 

  

e FRY Agent infiltrated Group Allegedly Plotting To Kidnap Michigan Governor. 

# Fi Raids California Home in Case Invelving Threats Made At 

« Pennsyivania Woman Sentenced To 35 Years In Prison For “Cath 

# FB Agents Raid Pennsylvania Hore. 

8 Police, FBI investigating Interruption Of Virtual Evant Meld Far Deceased Civil Right icon 

* Utah Sex Offender Charged Faces New Human Trafficking Charges. 

8 DEA, PBL Tiveived With Raid Qoeration in California, 

* FBL Offering $30K Reward For informa 
_e California Man Sentenced Over C 

Lawmaker, 

shine” Boy, 
    
    

  

  

    

  

tion On P49h fh Murders in Massachusetts, 

  

+ Pornography, 
ator i@ Continuing Coverage: FRY Investigating Tennessee State Legisi 

ie Florida Sheriff Announces Res 

    

4 Human Trafficking Operations ie nm G20. 

  

:@ San Francisco City Administrator Resigns Amid Corruption Probe. 

« Connecticut judge Dismisses Defamation Lawsuit Filed By Former Lottery ¢    

  

3 

@ SalerWinds Says Hackers Were A 

| * Dermage Parsists After * Jersey C3 Hy C 

_e Disrupting Bitcain May £ 
“ Aleoed Deri 

  gq its Systems in September 2039. 

yber Attack Threatened “Pu 

ty Car 

  

    

        

anias Yo Thwert Ransomwere Attacks. 

  

Suopiy Chain Hacks. 

Yargated its Products Toa Spy On Customers. 
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| « Experts: Some Canito! Ricters In Legal leopardy With Trove Of Archived Parier fata. 

e BlackBerry Selis $0 Patents To fuawe! in Push To Unioad Intellectual Pranerty. 

| « Exnerts Warn &ritish Columbia's Vaccine Suppiy Vulnerable To Cyber Attacns. 

Ceantinuing Coverage: NSA Cyber Directorate Releases 2020 Year in Review. 

'« Stefanik: Says DoD will become leader in AT with NDAA. 

      

  

   
       

    

   

tions Scheduled For Before Trump Leaves Of 

  

3 Deisyed. 

aiyvses: Imoeachment Looms As Truro Defends “Totally Approoriate” Speech. 

qes Cruz And Hawley To Step Oown From ry Committee. 

i ing Her Location During Capito! 
      
ton She Endendered Pelast 

  

ert Dismisses Cre 

'Viglence. 

:& Ceawthora Faces Backiash For Speaking Tot Sracedine Capital Vielence. 

Copased Certifying Biden Vi 

“rau? Accusations, 

   

    

   

    

  

   

  

os ay 
; siatars Who Backed Truma’s Challenge To Biden Win. 

fe ty US States S Consinue fo See Surge In COVID Cases. 
; Sta 

  

      

   

To Vaccinate Thase Over 65. 

    

¢ 
52 Democrats Test Positive After Cay     

  

| * Study Pre 5 COVED Will Became Eage pic After Vi 

ie COVED Deaths Creating “Cultural Crisis” Far Native Americans. 

is Supreme Court 

'e White House S 
     i Dameges Suits 

For Pasting “Deabu 

  

yce Office Reassigns T 
Qo 

      
    

  

oat 
eporter Reassigned After Askind Pornpeo Guestions | 

tas [G worming © ° 

st OF Trumo-Era 

ie Brown rays © Gut Agenda Far Senate Ban 

    AUPE y Lao pSe 

ay Mev ehey Intend 7 

Ig Committee, 

Michigan Off 

er To Chair SEC. 

    
    

    ge Snyder, Other Former 

ie Biden will Reported!y Name Gen: 

      

CDC To Regu For International 

Fe COC Finds Rap id Restric ions in Lower 

i@ Britain’s Hospkals Overwhelmed As COVED Var 

%     Visiters, 

  

    Sin furane 
s 

Death Ha      
    lant Surges. 

  

ie NYTimes Anaiysis: Ttaly’s Anti-Vaccine Governmant Faces Challenge In Immunization Campaign. 

% African Unian Seid To Acquire Nearly 300M Vaccine Doses. 

ie Braz Than-Reoorted Efficacy Far CaranaVac 

gS. 

      ian Researchers Reveal Lower: 

       an, Cuba Begin Joint Vaccine Tr 

  

ie israel To Provide Vaccines To Holocaust Survivers Globally 

% Pompeo Cenceis Final Overseas Trin, 

Declassiied Report Lays Gut Administration’s Indo-Pac 

Nevyarre: U5-China Ralations Are Entering “Dangeraus Time. 

Udangan President bays Social Media Shut Down Ahead OF Election, 
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, FRI Office Warned Extremists Planned Violence Prior To Attack. 

   

    

The} t{1/iZ, Zanoatosky, 10.52M} reports that, in “the most sterk evidence yet of 

the sizable inteHigence failure that preceded” a mob attacking § the Capitol, a day before the 

violence the FRI’s Norfolk, Virginia office “issued an expl vung thal extremists were 

preparing to travel to Washington to comrait vioience and ‘war.” The report” pai inted a dire 

portrait of dangerous plans, including individuals sharing a mae of the complex’s tunnels” and 

meeting places for would-be conspirators. While ‘it was not immediately dear how many law 

‘enforcement agencies outside the FBI were told,” a law enforcerrient official said the bureau's 

ineaton fleicd office was briefed on it. Fhe merio “contradicts a sanior official’s declaration the 

‘bureau had no intelligence indicating” protesters planned harrn. The Post adds that before the 

attack “FBI officiais discounted any suggestion that” the pro-T: UMP St upparters could be a security 

threat, and even the report “expressed concern that the FB? might be encroaching on free speec 

/ fights.” 

          i et 

    

    

     

               

    

"Vey 
s x S (1/42, Goldman, 20.6M) reports, “Of oOned the informal t 

the Norfoi ik report was uncoarroborated,” buf “the report is ikely ta put the FLB.E. on the defensive 

with members of Congress and the public” as they seek answers on why the FBI and other law 

enforcement were unprepared for the attack. 

Fhe AS (i aisamo, Tucker} reports, “In the immediate affermeth of the riot, sore law 

anforceme + official 3, inchucing the Capitol police chief, said they were unaware of seri 

concerns leading up to Jan. 6 and had prepared only for a free-speech protest,” but “en Tuesday, 

The Washington Post reported on the existence Gf # Jan, 3S report frarn the FBI's field office 

Norfolk, Virginia, that forecast, in detail, the chances that extramists could commit ' war” 

Washington ¢ the fallawing day. Steven D’Antuor no, the assistant director in charge of | me PS 

eid office, said that ance he received the Jan. S warning, the informatio: 

other law enforcement egencies through the joint terrorism task force.” : 
3 cy /42, Mordock, 626K} reports, “While they announced the aggressive | 

@ countere a G reports t that ag ants falied ta act swiftly the day before the | 
ng a ‘war’ on Cangress.” D’Antuone “said the 

twas vague and could | ro t be tied ¢ PO a gpecific person ar group. But the FBI notified other 

f es Within 40 minutes of learnt ing about the threat. We deal with specifics and facts,’ he sat a. 

We 2 have to separate the aspirational from the intentional and determine which of the individu 

say! ing despi icable things on the internet are dust practicing keyboard bravads." “ 
(1/22, Neidig, $.69M) reports that D’Antuono “def 

the lead-up te the riot as} ty was moritoring ordine discussions . among Fight-wing 5 demonstrat tors. ‘AS: 

offensive as a statement can wa the FRYE carmoat Open an investigation without a threal of violence 

org aleged criminal activity,’ D’Antucno said. ‘However, when that ianguece does turn te a cell of 

violence or criminal activity, the FOE IS able to under take in investigative action, And in this case, we 
had no indicatic informa stion was linked to any specific persan, but that this is @ matter of an 

“online discussi 

      

  

S¥ 
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     ai 

  

   

   
: Reet (1/12, 1.SiM) reports that D’Antuone “said the bureau adequately 

warned } auth 2s of what it knew about the planned vicience at the U.S, Capitol iast week. 

That was 2 » thread on z * mmestege board that was being attributable fo an individual person,’ 

_D’Antuono said of the news, first reported by The Washington Past. ‘My Washington field office 

received that information, we briefed that within 40 minutes to our law y enforcement partners, 

federai [and] state.’ He said the information, which reportedly inchided maps of the Capitol 

complex tunnels and plans for swarming it, was ‘ingested’ by the Joint Terrerisrm Task Force, which | 

helps ink FRE initiatives with federal, state and loca! law enforcement agencies. ‘That’s the action 

we took on that, and that’s it,’ D’Antuano said.” 
; Yoday (1/22, 12.7M)} reports that D’Antuone said the inteHigence report was shared 

with: utes” with law enforce sant partners, although "if was sq unciwar, however, 
whether officiais specifically altered security preparations to eccount for that warning.” D’Antuono 
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said, “In the weeks leading up to the January 6 rally, the FBI worked internally with every FBI fleld. 

office to ensure they were looking for any intelligence they may have developed ebout potential 

violence during the rally on January 6.° 

i s {2/12, 4.91M) reports, “Former FRI Director James Corey said Tuesday that a 

FBI bu about potential vichence at 50 state capitol buildings is ‘very, very unusual.’ ‘Law 

enforcernant definitely can handle these kinds of riots, attacks and civi disturbances, if they have 
‘the information they need and they prepare. This is samething law enforcement was bullf for,’ he 

said nan interview on NBC's ‘TOGBAY’ show." NBC News adds, “Reacting to the storming of the 

‘Capito! last Wednesday, Comey said, ‘I was aise really enary about the falure te secure in the 

face of a threat that was obvious on a date that’s been marked for 130 years, Jan. &. You knew it 

was coming. You knew it was Heraily coming fo you from the president’s realy walking down 

Pennsylvania Avenue - a te > wakch i it hap IDEN anyway? 
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3 (1/13, Dilaniean, sin the FBI’s Intell 

information about - oasib 12 violence: involving | the o conitel on dan. &., but the EB] never dist 

‘formal intelligence bulletin, in part because of concerns that doing so might have run afoul of free 

speech or BLeCtiOnS, one current and two former senior FBI officials familiar with the matter told 

NBC News.” NBC News adds, "While the FBI did share some threat intelligence with Jaw 
enforcement, the lack of a comprehensive Joint Intelligence Bulletin compiled by the FBI's 

HHgence Branch - which would have made assessments about po ie threats ang have been 

oShared with relevant law enforcement agences ~ jeft the Capitol Police and other agencies lacking 

the full picture of what the FBI had learned from hurman sources and social media postings about 

‘what extremists were saying about plans to assault the apitoi. ” 

ee YY SOX Mey Qeegeye Sg AS Cagissasass. The We 

ubscriotion Publicatian, & 44M) reports that during the attack on the 

Capitol last week r rioters were feet or seconds g way from fleeing lawmakers as outrumberecd 

Capitol Police officers at the entrances to both chambers of Cone tried to slow down the mob. 

Rep. Sean Patrick Maioney (D-NY) estirnaates that the House was evacuated 30 to 6 seconds 

before it would have been overrun. 
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Se Saye gM Se > Yoxvs NIRA VHS 
SILTY Gy g GIES LsF SUEY GS Ngg*syse SYyyygw7eMLy    intelligence for the U. 5. Capitol Palice warned 

ance by right: 

Sh seman) reparts, or af 

: duly that rebellion 3 °3F inst C OVID. 39 precautions had accelerate HE VGH 
wing’ ‘revolution ary extremists.” according to congressional testirncny.” Reuters adds, “Four 

months before he icined the voree, John . Donchue, then @ private security consultant, testified 
that the country desperately needed a sophisticated social media early-warning system, akin te 

the U.S. nuclear missie launch detection capability, to prevent a catastraphe. ‘America is ata 

crossroads,’ Donohue told the U.S. House Subcommittee on Inteligence and Counterterrorism 

during @ July 26 hearing. ‘The intersection of constitutional rights and legitimate law enforcement 

has never been more at risk by domestic actors as it is now es seditionists actively promote a 
revolution.” According to} Reuters, “Bonohue's public warning, which has not been previously 
reported, came six months WqQ mob...starried the Capital an Jan. 6.” 

  

  

    

   
      

        

   
       

  

: : way & See Key Vs 
SWE WY SMS . 

; arkoft 334K} reports from Chicago that Ren, . Raja Ki nna + (D-IL} “told the | 

C7 I-Team that what happened was the result of an FSI intelligence failure, here’s failures at 

uitiple levels, and might now we've launched an investigation with regard to the secu irity 

ituation,’ Krishnamoorth said. ‘Linfortunately there are mHitia groups, armed mil 

Dacross the country that are coordinating to make a show of force especially around Inauges ‘ation 

‘Day. And I have to tell you Chuck that we ere not going fo stand by ard allow these militia Groups 

to reap the kind of havoc that they did last Wednesday.” WLS-TV adds, “The head of the FBI: 

Washington ane D. cus top rece eral pros secutor bus shed back Fe resday on allegations thet the mob 

: atiec 
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5 
Theney, 673M) reports, “Rep. Mikie Sherrill GO-N 3.) said 

she wW vith essed t colleagues ascorting peanle through the Capitol on Jen. 5 for what she 

described as ‘reconnaissance’ ahead of the next day's violent insurrection that left five dead.” 
Politico adds, “in a 13-minute Facebook video bled as an address to her constituents about the 
House's efforts to hold President Donald Trump accountable for inciting the riot, Sherrill included 

the allegation as part of a cali to hold Trump’s allies in Congress accountable as wel, ‘I also intend 

'ta see that thase mernbers of Congress who abetted ns m- those members of Cangress who had 

groups coming through the capitol that T saw on Jan. 5 for reconnaissance for the next day ~ those 

igrrembers of Congress who incited the violent crowd, chose members of Congress that atterapted 

to heip our president undermine our democracy, I'm going see that theyre held accountabie,' 

Sherrill said.” 
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| Nearly £00 Arrested So Far In Probe Of ee Violence. 

ay (1/42, Panzenstadier, Salman, Wedell, 12.7M) reports, “Nearly 146 people have been 

arrested 80 far for their roles in the attack. ... M “any currently face lesser charges such as unfawful 

ientry, disorderly conduct end defacing public ¢ property. Only a ew have been accused of more 

ser GUS Crimes such as felony viciat fons a the 2} uot Act. * © TREN WW ah ee ems 

Viswanathe, Subscription Publication, : 

in Charge Steven D’Antuono said the PBL has ¢ Oper ed | more than 160 case files an - has ¢ PEC ys ved 
more than 160,000 videos and other forms of digi ital media related to the attacks. 

{ifi2, Hosenball, Beech} reports Acting US Attorney Michael Sherwin said at @ news 

briefing, “I think the scape and scale > of thi vestigation and these cases are really 
unprecedented, not only in FBI history, but prokably DOT hi Fhe Canitol grounds outside end 

inside are essentially a crime scene.” The % Vie, story 2, 3:35, O'Donnell, 

439M) reported Sherwin “says the public will be shocked wi 2earns Gl the detalls from the 

assault.” The S Yark | (2/12, Shear, Goldman, Benne er, 20, OM} reports Sherwin’s 

comments “came as evidence mounted that before the grim events af the Capitol ~ in which 
dawmakers and others hid from an angry, surging mob and five pecole died in the rlot and nearby 

tumult - top officials in government had reason to be deeply cancerned ehout the possihility of 

violence: 
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(1/12, 89.21M} reports that “while the FBT has opened more than £60 case Ales in the 

  

  

   

  

six deys since pro-Donald Trump rioters breached the US cap! itt building, officials acknowledged 

' Tuesday that the evidence gathered so far ‘is just the tin of the iceberg.’ ‘Peapie are going to be 
shocked by some of the egregious cantact that! appened i in the Capital,’ acting wS Attorney 

Michael Sherwin said in reference to assaults on federal and DC police officers.” CNN adds that 
“officials from the FRI and Department of Justice sought to reassure the American public Tuesday 

that they are up to the task on both fronts during a news conference that aise fald bare the 
_enormit ty of the challenge currently fecing law enforcement agencies invelved in both effarts. ‘The 

FRI is quite familiar with large-scal ie, complex INVEStIGEHONS ... Wwe are uD to the challenge,’ FBI 

“Washington DC fleid office assistant director Steven D’Antuono said.” 

= (2/12, Dllaruan, 4.932M) reports, “FL agents are scouring more than £60,000 

digital media fles, end feder ral prasecutors have spent hours presenting felany cases to a 

‘Washington grand jury, as they seek to bring to justice those who committed crimes in the riot at 

the Capitoi, authorities seid Tuesday.” Sherwin and D'Antuenc “discussed the sprawlng criminal 

investigation designed to catch thase wha broke the law, but said ittle about the intelligence and 

security failures that ahowed the Capital to be overrun, They said that the FRY had opened 260 

case files, and that ‘this is only the beginning,’ as Sherwin put it, Outlining @ large number of 

serious crimes that carry decadesiong priscn terms. The FSi and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms are investigating, for examoale, wha put two pine bombs outside the Capito! With 

itr imers and  Getonators.” 

(1/12, Betz, 23. 99M) reports on its website thet Sherwin said, “This is not going to 

be solved overnight. it's not going to be solved within the coming weeks. i's net qcing to be 

selved within the corning months. This is going to be a iong-terrn investigation and rest assured, 

the Bureau, the Department of Justice, ali the U.S. attorneys acrass the United States that are 

FBI(2 icv558)-4074 

    

  

     
     

      

  

    

   
       

    

      

    

       



assisting | these | investigations, everyone is in for the ne. hau.” 

3 ay the | a 3 (2/42, 3.37M), & 3 

        
   

  

r phot ographed 

fol § insurrection made his: 
/ Arkansas, | ‘appeared | 

      OT n Fayettevil : 

ng iF Hou ge § Speaker Nancy Pair Ps 

i federal court appearance Tuesday, 

bef @ US. Magistrate Judge Erin Wiedemann in Faye 

          

      
       :. Armong them is a charge thet he unlawfully entered : a restricted a area 3 with a iethai 

"weapon ~ in this case, a stun gun.” Barnett “giso is charged with disorderly conduct and theft of 
‘public property. Barnett’s conceded the validity of the arrant against him, said ni is attorney, 

  : federal custody af the 
Friday virtual detention hearing, at 

Anthony Siano of White Plains, New York.” Barnett “will rernain in 
Mpengton au ener Center i Fayetteville © pene 
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cage-drea 

(2/42, Meisner, 2,.03M ris a Chicago-area man 

threatening members af Congress was arrested Tuesday on federal charges all Heg! ing t he promis sed 

violence at the upComil ng presidential inauguration.” In a volcemall message ieft for a House 

‘Dermocrat on Decernber 29, Lous Canriotti said, "We will surround the : woo se ae fe @ House 

      

   ark] we will KHL any mi----- fononn= Democrat that steps on the m----- foreman 

Caprioti directly threatened both Joc Biden and Sen. Kamala Harris (D- CA Ys 

: Jinyss (1/12, 97GK} reports, “Prosecutors say Capriotti was grrested near nis s home at 5:42 a.m. 

  

   Tuesday and is crerged with transmitting a threat. During a court appearance Tuesday afternoon, 
     

     

  

     
   

custody at igasth until a detention hearing Friday.” 

ago that federal prosecutors in Chicago “said in a    
news release thet Louis Capri lott! of Chic icago | Heights faces a federal charce of transmitting a 2 hreat | 

in inte rstat commerce. At a hearing Tuesday afternoon, hours after Capriotti's early morning 

arrest, U.S. Magistrate Judge Gabriel A. Fuentes ardered him to remain in custody until a 

detention nearing 0 on Friday.” Capriotti, 45, “Is accused of leaving é threatening yolcemall for @ 

House of Representatives on Dec. 29." 
(2/12, Hateschak, SBSK} reports that Canprictti “was arrested n 

ghts home on Tuesday and charged with transmit ng a threat in interstate 

| COMUMETLE. Accord! ing to the criminal complaint, fled in the LS. District Court in Chicago, Capriott 

‘called and left a Nov. 18 voicemail on the phone of an unnarned ULS. presentati ye , Saying that 

he was a ‘nine-year Marie, active duty’ and had killed terrarists ¢ sad “will continue to id them 

because that’s what I am trained to dc.’ He allegediy went on to tell the lawrnaker that ‘in the 

next coupie weeks, Some Big news is 3a about to ga down’ and certain individuals ‘are going te be 

astonished of what's going to be revealed.’ 
3 (4/12, Atmonavage, i. 47M) reports that Capriotui “is charged with transmitting a 

threat in interstate cumrnerce : cated the New Jersey lawmaker on Dec. 29, 

saying “we wil KH any mothert---ing Democrat thet steps on the motherf---ing lawn’ of the White 

Mouse, according to the criminal complaint. He said if pecple expect President-elect Joe Biden te 

be able to put his hand on the Bible during his in inte the White House, 

     
Dhar Ent pe : 
his Chicago H 

  

   

  

     

        

   auguration and then waik   

      

  

    

“‘they‘re sadly f---ing mistaken.’” Canriotti “allegedly closed his voi email t to the unnamed New 

Jersey lawmaker by saying he would ‘ike - put one in,’ a former NL governor, according to the 

comp! aint. Former Gov. Chris Christie is i named in the complan tL. but he confit ried fc 

' NerthJer ‘Bey. com 2 thet he was the target ¢ of the threat.” 

CNTs TAK (soa Seeker Was dsrarg Af (1/12, Foley) 

    

‘reports | rom iowa City, iowa, “A right-wing cor spiracy th yeorist from Towa was among the first to 
' break into the U.S. Capito: during lash week's eadly pro- Trump insurrection, chasing and 
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“menacing a Black police officer, federal agents said Tuesday. “ Douglas A. Jensen, 41, - ‘surrendered | 

to pole in Ais hormetown of Des Moines on Friday, two days after the Jan. 6 rampage in 

Washington, D.C., left five peuple dead and disrupted U.S. democracy. Investigators say he told 
them he ‘posit! ioned himself te be arnong the leaders of the Capito} siege because he was wearing 2 | 
shirt promoting GAnon, the apocalyatic conspiracy theory that he fellows. ‘He wanted to have his 

T-shirt sean on video so thet “QO” could “get the credit,” FBI special agent Julie Wilarns wrote ina 

statement outlini ing the allegations against Jensen, who pasted photos of himself et the riot on 

Social media. 

    

      

ron
 

    

     
Sass QF New 

‘Rosenberg, 7.45} 
Caveman’ getup ta a : curs ng the us Capito: riots fast week ~ But was ¢ dismayed to learn his 

phate wes turned : inte a Viral meme, accarding ta new court papers. ” Federal prosecutors “2aok 

the unusual step of including the Instagram: post in their filing that charges Aaron Mostofsky, 34, 

with four counts in the deadiy protests at the nation’s capita! i, “ding theft of government 

property, Hiegal entry inta a restricted area and disorderly conduct. In papers unsealed on 

Tuesday, authorities said M fostofsky blabbed about heading dawn to DC on social media, including | 

ing a pal he was trying to reset up with at the rally, ‘If we find each other look for a guy isoking | 

ike a cavema: 
The § : (1/42, Hong, 20.6M} reports, “Mostofsky, 34, is the son of Kings County 

Supreme Court Judge Steven Mastofsky, who also goes by Shiomc. He and his father are 

registered Democrats, according te New York State election records, Aaron Mostofsky wastaken 

| oy by F.B.1. agents at his brother’s hame in Brooklyn, according to two people briefed on - 

" whe spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss an onqamng igetion. * 

AS (2/42, Heys) reports, “At e teleconference hearing in federal court In Brooklyn, 

'Mostofsky’s lawyer argued that the evidence didn’t back up the accusations. Mostefsky was 

released on $106,000 bond but banned from traveling Washington except for purposes of 
‘prosecution of his case there.” Assistant US Attorney Josh Hafetr “told a magis 2 i 

Brooklyn federal court that the government would agree to Mostofsky’s re alease ¢ aven “though it was | 

“deeply troubled by the conduct of the defendant’ in a ‘mob attack.’ The charges include a felony 

count of theft of governrnent property - a bulletproof police vest worth $1,905 and a riot shield 

valued at $2 65." 

wooklyn judge to 

    

      

        

   
   

  

    

     

  

    
      

  

  

  

     { Ci/4 } reports, “Fhe EBL ¢ an Fuesd day said ¥ Washinaton, D.      
  the Miami- based leader of the far-right Proud Boys days before the deadiy riot af th DUS, Capitol 

because they had developed information showing he was among these planning to incite violence 

as Congress voted to cert: HY the presidential eiaction.” The Herald adds, “Steven D’Antuono, 
assistant director in charge et the FBI's Washington field office, said federal authorities had Adina 

in the preceding days to identify bad actors planning to attend a Jan. 6 rally near the WIE House” | 
SY 

and ihe! dup the arrest of Henry ‘Enrique’ Tarrio Jr. as an example of efforts fo sto 

      

ly with every 

i FBI field office te ensure we were look: ing for any intelligence that may have developed abou 

i potential violence during the raly of Jan. & Sant uOnG Said.” 

before if began. ‘In the weeks jeading up to the Jan. 5 rally, the FBT worked internal 

  

    
      

SMaHse May Mssasses Sas Saks Fs cant fas Msgs. Fhe AP (1/12, Boone} reparts frorn Boise, 

‘idaho, “An Idaho men whose photograph was inciided on a federal list of those ¢ consider ad 

‘persons of interest’ in the Jan. 6 siege of the US, Capital - a5 been jailed in Boise, the Ada County 

Sheriff's Office canfirmed Tuesday.” Jos: ah Colt, 34, “turned himself in at the Ada County Sheriff's 

Office on Tuesday afternacn and was being heid on a U.S. Marshal's hold, sheriff's spokesman 

Patrick Orr said.” The AP adds, “After the insurgency, Co} tpasted a video to Facebook erroneously 

claiming he was the first person in the mob fo sit in House Speaker Nancy Pelosi's chair. Photos 

frorn the siege, however, show him in the seat norrnally used by Vice President Mike Pence in the 

Senate chamber." 
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violence in the area leading up to Inauguration Day. pores iG INVESUGELOTS, there are na 

related threats in the region leading up tO Jan, 20.” WPXI-TV adds, “Over the weekend, reports 

emerged thet posts across a variety of social media platforms promised protests would take place 

in cities across the country, including Pittsburgh, Salt Lake City and Colurnbus, Ohio. On Friday, 

Twitter posted a statement saying in part, ‘Plans for future armed oratests have already begu 

proliferating,’ Additionally, FBi agents from the Pittsburgh office are stl investigating the 

destructive mob thet descended on the U.S. Capitol last week. The agency is accepting tips, 

pictures and videos of the t rioting and violence. The Pittsburgh | £31 Joint Terrorisrn Task Force is 

taki im any local investigations.” 

  

      
        

     

  

       

  

  

: snaieet SNR EWS CHAsYes Wiss Cagssek Migs. Tre AB (1/12) reports, “An 

employee of the Met ro-North commuter railroad Was arrested Tuesday oy the FRi on charges that 

“he participated in last week’s rob assault on the U.S. Capitol.” Wit Pepe “was in federal custody 

and was sch eduled to make an initial court appearance W ednesd ay at the federal court in White 

Plains, according te Nicholas Biase, a spokesperson for the LS. attorney i in Manhattan, Pepe was 

previously suspended without pay from his job with the Metro-North commuter raliread after he 

was photegraphed inside the Capitol during the unrest. MTA officials said he had called in sick to 
'attend the protests in Washington, D.C.” The FBI “had put Pepe’s image on a ‘Seeking Information’: 

poster related fo Wednesd fay’sS violence at the Capitol. He is seen wearing an American flag 
bandana around his neck while holding up his mobiie phone, as if te take a picture or video of 

himself.” 
The § 2, Meyer, 7.45M} reports, “Pepe, 31, of Beacon, was cuffed Tuesday 

-afternoon and is it: Yederail court in White Plains on Wednesday on cherdes out of 

Washington, DC, @ spokesmen for the Southern District of New York said. SBtrepaten in the: riot 

which resulted in deadly vicience at the Capitai last week was abhorrent te the vaiues of the MTA 
and New Yo Res and ie thos se whe attacked that symbo! of American democrac y dsaualified 

themse IVES i@ OF “MTA spokesman Tim Minton Salc Fuesday.* 
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iz} 539M) reports, “Seven Phiadeishi ansit police 

Cers are under inves gation f ratte: nding ‘be esident Trump's raliv in Wastungton, DLC., last 

week, officiais said Tuesday. The “nvestigatio into the officers, who are part of the > Sout heas 

Pennsyi vania Transportation Authority (SEPTA}, will examine if they were invoived in any He 

behavior. ‘fThe officers} are being investigated to see Hf they were involved in riotous behavior or 

for violations of our social media policies,’ SEPTA Police Chief Thomes Nestel ¢ Seid, according to 

JCRS Philly” According to CBS News, “Fhe station said that there was a tip thata SEPTA em p: OVER 

    

      
  

   

  

      

  

  

  

“was at the rally, and the investigation revealed several more officers whe were in attendance 

SEPTA Is looking inta whether the employees were part of the mob that breached the U.S. Capi tol. 

SEPTA said any information about the investigation wil H be Shared with | the F FBI a Hy Mpc c Swiritrer 

‘Reportedly identified As Participating In Capitol Riot. & =e: 

reports , “Oly mpic gold medalist swi mt mer Kiete Keer may have jo ie fh 

Capitol la last week, according to multipie media reparts that identify him based on pRotos ang 

videos taken that day.” Keller, 38, ‘is a three-time Olympic swimmer, who earned five medals 

overall, including gold medals in the 2004 end 2G08 Summer Games for Team USA. He was, until 
Tuesday, Fist ¢ és a real estate agent with Hoff & Leigh in Colorado. Hoff & u ai igh issued a 

statement on Tuesday afterncon saying Keller, an indeperdent contractor, é 
'Swimswam, a website about competitive s swimming, first reported that Kell ler 

among the crowd, basing the claim on ‘at least a dozen people’ who had reviewed imeges and 

video frorn the raid. The New York Times seid Keller was in the crowd at the Capitol, accarding ta 

Yormier ¢ cammates and coaches’ who id lec him in photos.” 
syagy Sassy § 

       
     

    

   

   

        

   
       wy New York Viz, Dienst, Miler, 289K) repo: 

‘searched a Queens home Tueseay evening F oflowing © online thr eats that Were > all scediy posted in 

the aftermath of last week's riots at the U.S. Capitol, iaw enforcement officigis said.” WNEC-TV 

adds, “The suspect, identified as Eduard Florea, was arrested by the FRI on @ weapons-relate 

charge, a iaw enfor cerrient official said. An FBE spokesperson would not comment on specific 
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5 charges, only confirming that an arrest had been made. The home that was searc hed is located 

near EHiot Avenue and 7dth Street in Middie Village, the FRI spokesperson said.” Florea, “who was | 
believed to be responsible for the online threats, did not appear fo have been at the Canifol during | 

the vi olen protests, @ seni ior jaw enforcernent source said.” 

cy 12, Coleman, 5.69) reports, “Sen. BHI 

“was wanted in connects on with 
‘orn Fwitter, saying he rec 

    
    

    

  

Ssars     Sag ~~ e Ss. SIS So ¥ VaAHyegsas SYoasx CW Ss; 

y (R-Lae released p hotos of a man Re @ said 

iast weex’s deadiy rict at the Capital.” Cassidy “posted two phatas 

eaived them from the Cenitol Police,” and he TS8i0 the man was wante nO 

“connection with the death of US. Capi i Police officer Grian Sicknick’s death due to injuries 

sustained during the Capitol riot last week,” but “pe Mice later disouted Cassidy’s characterization, 

telling The HH! that the ‘individual in the ohote is a person of interest for another incident. The U.S 

Capito! Police and FBT are igoking for any information about the individual and his activities on 
January 6 &, 2024." 
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SE Ss ‘ Srasea. Fhe AP (1/12, Ritter} 

“Nevada's s two U.S. senators have joined calls for an investigation of 
comments By he Repu blican Party chairman im rural Nye County that they warn coul é incite 

‘violence and insurrection against elected officials.” . a AP adds, “Sens. Catherine Cortez Maste 

and Jecky Rosen, both Democrats, said ina Monday letter to FRE Director Christopher Wray that 

county GOP chief Chris Ziramerman’s open letter e den: fes basic facts about the 2020 election and 

falsely claims that President {Donald} Trump ~- not President-elect Joe} Biden - will be 

‘inaugurated’ on Jan. 20. ‘We are urging thet the threats Gescri bed | in this jeter be taken seriously,” 

the se senators Said @ a Ree moi it ng g to the storm: ing of the U. 2: 6 Trump loyalists, and 

er F rSsew es Shores ee Sex Wegae RSS ~ WSs S iS Lees Srarvwss Cassis Ss 

  

    

    

  

    

        

           ei aut his attendance arti HY chat nraeeied the 

attack on othe ULS. Capitol.” The Tines adds, “Fhe unnarned office er told pohce officials that he 

‘attended the farae pr 8 yume rally on the Na ai Maion Jan. &, where Trump spoke, but left 

prior to any other activity and did not participate in anything that occurred at the Capitol,’ Moore 

said.” Moore “stressed that while simply attending the rally wauld be a protected ist Amendment 

activity, any involvement in the attack on the Capito! would n sot be and could expose an officer ta 

‘ arin i Peeges a departr ent F Spokesman s Sarg se LAPD would cooperate with the FBI if 
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§ = ; é ive ¥S AG SUING Jefferson Co inty 

Schoo! § Super rintende ent Band fy y Shay ¢ sD for - cusperding them “in retalation for attending 

‘demonstrations in the nation’s capital.” The lawsuit says Tine Renner and Pamela Mel sonatd Ss 

protected under the First Amendment when they traveled to Washington, D.C. & support 

President Donald Trump.” After hearing Trump speak at the Jan. 5 rally, they “walked to the U. 

Capitol, remained in an area designated for public occupation and did not participate in Hlega! 
activities, the lawsuit said.” Renner and McDonald later “received a phane call after returning from 

the schoo! district’s di rec ctor of f transportation informing thern that they would be placed an paid 

Adminstrat Ve lee $0 received letters from Gibson" 
Was 5 5 11, 32K) reported Gibson said in a Monday letter thet the schoal 

-systern is “hyper vigil gs response to reports of threats, violence, acaression, and any other 

‘ilegai activities.” She clarified that “every employee has every right ta the polltics and bellefs of 

‘their choice, so long as their behavior dass not cause harm Gr is iegal.” ‘Gibson added, “Iam 

seeking to determine whether these employees viciated any policy or laws. The matter is 

currently under investigation and disciplinary ection has not been determined as many have 

suggested.” 
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Federal Prosecutors Weighing Sedition Charges In Capitol Attack. 

: 3, Tucker} reports, “Prasecutars are now weighing sedition charges against 
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-at least some of the Trump iovelists whe stormed” the US Capital one week ago, officials said 

‘Tuesday. Pete Wilarns said an N ys (4/12, story 4 4, 0:40, Holt, 5.85M), “Federal 
prosecutors say tonight they’ve opened more than 170 cases so far, a number that’s ikely to grow | 
niuch blager in the coming days. The potential charges: simple tre SO8SS; theft of mall, digital 

devices, and classified information; assault on oclice officers, and murder. But they‘re also 

considering a charge of seditious consp: racy, meaning cppesing the government by force. That 
carries a 20-year maximurn sentence. The FBI is also locking af whether the rioters had a leader 

and if they intended to take members of Congress hostage.” 

ROO (i/12, Malin, Barr, 2.44M} reports that acting US Attorney Michael Sherwin “said 

the de Gepartrment opened a strike force of senior national security and corruption prosecutors 
‘focused on ‘seditious and conssiracy charges related to the most heinous acts that occurred in the 
‘Capital.’ ‘And these are significant charges thet have felonies wi th a prisan terms of up to 20 
years,’ he added.” CNA (4/12, Mangan, 7.354M), and S ws (1/12, O'Connor} alse 

report. 

    

    

   

        

    

    

       

, Law Enforcement Agencies Prepare Unprecedented Security Precautions For 

‘Inauguration. 

(i/iZ, stery 2, 3:46, Muir, 7.37M} that law 
cd Capito! 

‘Pierre Thomas reported on ASC Waris News 3 . 
enforcement agencies are “racing te disr: rupt any plans for violence on Inaugura tion Day. 

Police told House Dernocrats that they are “preparing for more than 16,006 armed Trump 

“supporters to descend on the Capitol for the inauguration. Some fere] reportedly planning to form 

perimeters arcund the Capitol complex, the White House, and the Supreme Court, blocking 

anyone who doesn’t ‘support Trump, perhaps essassinating them.” Tem Costella said on NSC 

£i/22, story 2, 2:38, Helt, 5.85Mi that Capitol Police “are warning members of 

' Congress of new violent threats against them Gescribed as ch Bight-wi ng extremists and 

white Supt ‘ernacists are using encrypted Internet chat roorns ta plan fut ure attacks, even sharing a 

US Army field manual with calls fo shoot politicians and encourage armed struggie.” Rep. Conor 

Lamb (D-PAI “We ware fold about specific numbers of peanle who interd to come here armed 

with weapons on specific dates at specific tires and for Speci fic reasons, including hustice for the 

woman that was killed last week, in their words, ‘justice’ or ‘vengeance.”” 

The § ,{1/12, Cooper, Gokiman, 20.6M) reports Army Secretary McCarthy has 

‘decided that “National Guard troops who are flooding inta Washington to secure the Capitol for 

‘Tnauguration Day will be armed. ... The armed troops will be PESDor nsibie for security around the 

i Caplio: budiding corplex.” The decision came after a meeting with Nouse Speaker Pelosi, who 

“according to congressional staff members, demanded thet the Pentagon take a more muscu! far 

ysture after a mob, egged on by President Trump last week, breached the Canital.” The 

(4/12, ig.& 2M} reports the Secret Servi ce WwW ill c on Wednesday “take cormmand af 

Hy preparations af the U.S. Capitol and other federal buildings, backed by as many es 15,000 

National oes: ard t troops, thous ends of police and tactical off CEES, and layers of eight-foot steei 

fencing,” ii weak befare the inauguration. The | i{3/42, Parti, Siddiqui, 

“Subscriptic on » Publ cation, $41} reports a House Democrati 
to erect ‘the largest perimeter ever established around the C 

Acting Deputy DHS Secretary Ken Cuccinelll spoke on } a (4/42) about 
security measures ahead of January 20 amid the FSI's warning regarding armed ‘protests manned 

‘in @# 50 states. Cuccinedll Sai id, “America can be very confident that this inauguration and 

eves rything Surrounding and running up te itis going to be safe.” Cuccinelli said on fox _ 

mfE/i2, 896k), “Whle we need to take [the threats] seri iously, at the same 

‘the, IE would be an incredible unlikelihood to see what is described in those threats actually take 
pdace.” 
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aide said” efforts are now under way 

“ab itor, 
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£ (1/22, 10.52M) editorializes, “lust as it was important for Congressto 

fednesday night to continue its work certifying the Nevember election, so | 
iis it snportant | that nothing he allowed to impede Mr, Biden from taking the oath of office at moon 

on Jan. 20 on the st fabs of the Capitol Pandemic restrictions have already curtailed public evants, 

and we hope Washington area residents heed the advice to stay horne and enjoy the inauguration 
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» hope ~TiG, We urge - that this country’s leadershin recognize the very real 

ed by white domestic rervorism "and riarshal fhe resolve and resources to contra! 

    

NS 

/ 112, 10. 52M) reports     ; nent leaders said Tuesda sy | ‘they 

ri ay af threats on state cap stots reat ionwide against the poatentiai far renewed 

Washington. ... intelligence suggesting the potential for arried riots or 

attacks on st: vapitels ACrass the < country carne ito focus es the! snise Department scrambled — 

to ensure an adequate plen fer providing } icici :{ Guard aid for the Jen. 20 inauguration and avaid | 

a repeat of last week’s insurrection at the U.S. Capitol.” 
The ¢ fi/te, story 4, 2:45, O'Donnell, 4.39M)} ranorted the FBI warned OF. 

        

  

        

    

reer 
: possible armed protests leading up to the inauguration,” leading Minnesota, Wisconsin, end Chic ta | 

      vactivate National Guard troons and state capitais to increase secur ty. The 7 

ures (1/12, SSSK} reports the FAY “has credible evidence of a threat of violence on Sunday 

ifically aimed at the Minnescta and Michigan state capitals by right-wing extremists as part of 

their preparation for armed protests in every state and Segre D.c., fea gup to [Bidan’s] 

inauguration.” The (1/22, 1.06M) reports, “The special agent in charge of the FBI 

 Baston office said Tues he buregu had no information on credible threats to any of the 
four New England state capi i nm fis jurisdiction, but he warned things could change ‘in a 
: tf 
second. 

     
  

      

   
     

    

        Fearne ne Co Senn Foy ge tate eae al, 10 52M} renorts, “F. es Were Aton acrace 'Zaurmer, Lan ox, Se eider, Jauven .52M} reports, “Fences were going up across 

i downtown vv faghington, and National Guard troops took up pasts on street corners Tuesday, part of | 

a swe eming lockdown cried af heading off any unrest during a weekend of right-wing profests and 

the presidential inauguration thet follows.” The Post adds, “Officials sald the massive security 

-corden could grew even arger in the District in coming days as they consider shuttering hoteis, 

stopping sorne Metro service and den ying per mits for demonstrations, fearing ancther wave of 

violence fike the ane that racked the U.S. Capitol last week.” Accord g to the Post, “Already, D.C. 

fficieis seid local and federal law enforcement were astebishing a perimeter arourd the White 

House, the Capitol and part of downtown Wash HAgtOn that allows % them to conduct security 

6S Gn anyone e enter Age the ares over ree 
see NN s - 

   

    

  

                

  

       ses ; y a 12, Hines, 12.7M) reports that 

‘ahead of Biden's inauguration next week,  airbnb iS taking precautions agai inst “violent hete group 

'rmembers” with a special “Capitol Safety Plan.” in a statement provided by Airbnb spokesperson 

Christopher Nulty, the cornpany said, “Alrbnb strongly condemns fast week's attack on the U.S. 

Capito! and the efforts to undermine our dernocratic process.” Among the stens Airbnb wil take, | 

wil ban people involved in last week's Capitol riot, and review existing reservations in the 
} ston are 23, 
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wr
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             ” 
reports, ure ng ‘the Biden-t 4arris inauguretic 

fuan to lead 3 March for Reparations in D.C. and other maior cities to address peer : > healt care, 

_cconomics, end access ta home ownership due to rediining.” Organizers say they hope the event 

“can still go on despite the temperary public cemergency order in place in the District, as a result of | 

Dar med Trump supporters breaching the Capitol last week. ... Fhe group is stl awaiting a perrnit 

National Park Service, seys Tara Perry, lead organizer of the march and founder of Bleck 
tf 

  

   
GH organ 

   

      

    
fornia-based grcup that organizes reparations rneverments. 

| FBI May Add Capitol Attackers To Do-Not-Py List. 

‘Tom Castello reported on : s (2/12, story 3, 0:28, Hck, 5.B85M} that the FRI, 

which creates the airlines’ do-not-fly list, “says it's considering adding the Capital Hil attackers” to 

the list ONN (1/12, 89.21M) reports that FBI Washington Field Office Assistant Director in Charge 

Steven D’Antuone “said Tuesday that fhe bureau would consider adding rioters to the no-fly list, 
which is memtained by the bureau and administered by the Transportation Security 
Administration.” D’Antuone seid, “As fer the no-fly Hst, we look at all toois and techniques that we 
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possi ¥ can use within the FSI and t that’s Soret 7AINgG we are actively looking af,” D’Antuone said in 

  

Fae 
S YL reports thaton “Tuesday. Senate Democratic Le cade r Chuck Schumer cahed on 

   
(the FBI to piace these who were | inside the Canitcl to be added to “no-fly” list. Schumer said ata 
‘news briefing, “We cannot alow these same insurrectionists te get ¢ on @ plane and cause more 
violence and more damage.” He “discussed the metter with FBI Directar Christopher Wray.’ 

      
    

fi/12, Carney, §.59M) renorts that Schurrer aisa said, “Theses insurrectiorists many of whom 

@ Known fo be at large should Prot be able to hop on a flight. Fhe insurrectionists who breached 

ithe U.S. Capito! fall under the de ion of threats to the horneland.” The | 
“ (1/12, Sommerfeldt, Guse, 2.51M} also reparts on Schumer‘s comments. 

  

pokes 

    

Joint Criefs Candemn Capital Riot. 

  

     

Tre AP (i/i2, Burns} reports, a memo signed by all members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff reminds 

omitery rembers that Joe Biden was duly elected as the next president, “that the deadiy 

‘insurrection af the Capitol last week was an anti-dernocratic, crira rel act, and that the richt ta 

free speech gives no one the right to commit violence.” The me said, “We support and defend 

the Constitution. Any act to disrupt the Constitutional process is ‘hot only against our traditions, 

values and oath; itis ag 2 the law,” 

; ‘ees Ce, Ad} FEpORS the riemo “breaks nearly a week of silence by the rribtary leaders: 

after the assault on the Capit tol, and some service mernbers hed “privately exp pressed Concern 

that they had not been getting any direction from senior leaders” after the attack, ICS Chairman 

Gen. Mark Miley's si fence on the matter untli now “was in sharp contrast to Ju 

irnade é controversial walk to a church with Tru mp after law enfarcerrent of 

‘National Guard troops used tear-induang chemicals and rubber bullets to ci 

protesters.” 
The &§ 2 (1/42, Schmitt, 20.6M) casts the rnemeo as “unusual,” adding thet the 

‘ chieks “found # necessary to rerund their rank and file of their sworn oath to the country was 

inary.” The Times characterizes the memo as Hlustrating haw the apout ical American 

y has bean “thrust info an awkward, even potentially de PAGEPOUs, position OF Bi ssibly having 

ubious orders from the president against their oath fo uphaid the Constitution.” 

{ (1/22, Liebermann, Starr, Gaouette, $9.22} reports on its websife that the mero 
nderscores the scale of the challenge, as oHiciais across the US security establishment scramble 

to deal with the aftermath of the chaos at the Cas tol ang determine how best to protect 
Jawmakers.” r : CU 12, Brook, i + 7M); reports, “The Pentagon is seeking to determine how 

riany trooos riey have teker part in the riot,” already heving found an Arrny Speaal Forces 

| captain was at the Capitol and investigating what she did there. 

    

   

   

        

   

  

   
   

   
   

  

  

      

     

| Facebook, Twitter Bans Splinter reinge Groups Online. 

   The | {2/i2, Frankel, 26.6M} reports that after many fringe groups “were banned 

from meinstrearn social riedia nlatforme’ in the wake of the Caphal vic olence, they J pave e peer 

  

‘releaated to half; Papos and platforms fo organize 2 the Mr next steps, “ Wit 
‘taken offline d due to Amazon no jonger hosting the service in its data centers and President Tru mp 

getting kicked off Twitter and Facebook ~ making it “harder for argenizers to rally around a 

singular voice” - the groups’ “scattered a ttempts to coordinate next steps arpeagred te be 
confusing for many of Mr. Frump’s earn However, ie éiso could mean thet atterrnpts a 

di iption will “he har der Q o prediet 2 é dc ” 

ze A, Y, Subs scription Pudi icati ‘on, 8 s 44M} reports that . Parier, a seci ia! network porsdar in 

right-wing circles, faces complex an cos stly chal enges tO returning efter Amazon stopped 

‘hosting if on Amezon’s cloud-computing service. if must ei ther i id a new vendor willing ta hast ks 

data following the app’s users stoking the deadly attack on the Capitol, or create its own network 

“ing frastructure. Sociai-rredia platform: Gab chase the second epproach after ifs cloud provider 

ve repped it in the wake of en attack on a Pittsburgh synegoque, as the shooter used the pletforra te | 

“post anti-Semitic and Holocaust-denying messages. 
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“alifor ds eports researc chet “§ told : 

mising ied to the Capitol viclence last w eek has nesses sh F: “alge c laims, reaching the 

point of radicalizat! ion.” Anti-disinformation nonrmrofit First Draft cofounder Claire Wardie and 

Atlantic Counc Digital Forensic Research Lab Director Gr sraham Brockie “emphasized that these 

conspiracy theories would outlast the Trump administration and said it would likely olay inte 

“upcoming events such as the rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine.” Additionally, Graphika Chief 

‘Tnnovation Officer Carnille Francois and Brunswick Group Director Preston Golson “emphasized the 

growing threat of real-worid harms from online disinformation in corporate industries” 

  

    
         

     

  

, Evanina Discusses A Wide Array Of Security Issues In Washington Post Live Event. 

» (4/7, 10.92M) event, Post reporter Cen Nakashima interviewed NCSC 

Vier Evanina on 2 Wide range of issues. 

put up a new of separate video cos highlighting different aspects of the interview. 

st (1/12, 1O.82M) posted a clip af Ever ning saying that he belleves that the 

SolarWinds hack “was the Russians,” and thet we'll see “more private sector cormpanies that have 

been affected.” The AP (1/82, Tucker) reports Evanina said that as the investigation inta the hack 

CONURUES, the number of federal age encies and companies impacted by it is expected te grow. Last 

week, the FBI and other agencies “attributed the intrusions to Russia as part of what officials 
described as an intelligence-gathering operation rather than an effort to damage or Gsrupt uLS 

government operations.” While officiais "said at the time that fewer than 10 federal agencies were 
believed to have been compromised,” Evanina said Tuesday, “] think this wil oxbate accord: may 

as we identify” additional victims. Evaning added, “I think the hard part for the investigators is we 

‘dont know what we dan‘t know, but I think this wil continue to grow.” 

Reqarding Fwitter’s decision to remove the President from the slotform, Evanina says ina 

: AAR Past (2/12, 10.52M) cin that such a decision is ultimate! y up fo the company, adding, 

oe sds [G mow come fo grins with where we are with that safe space between First 

Amendment rights and the ab ility of private companies to do what they want on their own 

Nutone, 1 dort Know if there’s a right ar wrond, but they clearly have a right to do what they 

want to do.” 
in another clin, the \ 

  

    

      
   

    

    
  

      

    

    

  

  

PAO 

  

   
     

i/i2 £0. 52M} shows Evaruna warning thet current US 

comestic issues should not i vers. nto bed ig eving that the naticn is weak. Evanina said, 

“We dan’t expect them to slew down or stop on pification on sacial 
omedia...We are watching them warch us, and i would very cautiously let them Know, do not fet 

our vulnerability domestica here & Si gn of weakness.” 
shinetan Bast (7/42, 16.52M}, ing “sald the three 

bi iqges af : counterintalligence threats t to » the INCOMHMNG Biden- Harris administration gre the geanouil 

aspects of why China, Russia and Iran de what they da, big data theft and concerns about the U.S, 

supply chain.’ 
Fi pally. another chp masted by the yy (4/12, 15.52M), shows Evaringe saying he 

Was surprised that Tran interfered in the e ons. Evanineg said, “We saw af the end of the cycle, 

they were the main catalyst for actually taking action, and they continue to teke action. Llook at 

iran as not having many options left... You really have to icok at Tran and where they are in the 

global economy, which is nowhere. They are a caged animei and I think they're very dangerous 

“right now.” 
The inferview generated several short Reuters items. & »£2/12, Landay) reports that in 

the interview, Evaning “told an online Washing’ J.S. adversaries were trying to 

| interfere | wi ith 8 reration © War ‘p Spee the US on eens the vaccines,” 

  

      

  

     

   

  

   

  

   

     

  

Tn a separarke piece, § 

eo nessse) 4082



“need to be held accountable both in the law enforcement and security cornmunity for the attack on | 
‘the US Capito. 

, Biden Team Urging Republicans To Swiftly Confirm National Security Picks. 

      3 (1/12, Korecki, 6.72M)} reports that President-elect Siden‘s team is expected to cal “on 

: Republicans fo swiftly confirm the presi ident-eiect” s s hational security picks so they’re in olace when | 

the Democrat takes office next week.” The tearm “will begin making the case Tuesday that there is | 

8 umlgue urgency in getting the positions filled as seon as possible so there is no gen in national 

security during a presid ontial transfer of power,” according to an unnamed source. Top prigrifies 

include confi rming ane = Secretary nominee Aligiandro M tayorkas and Defense Secretary norninee 

Lloyd Austin, They + aiso push to quickly confirm “secretary of State nick Antony Buinken and 

AWE ? Haines as sector of national inteligence.” 
Nows (1/12, Singman, 23.99M) reports that Biden tran 

said, “Many of these respected, ci 

   

  

    

    

      tion spokesrian Andrew Bates 

ed, crisis-tasted narninces were announced in Noveriher, 

imwieany have been previously canfirmed, and their paperwork has been submitted. ... We IGOK 

forward to continuing ta work with both parties in good faith ont tmely confirmations.” Fox adds, 

fhe Senate has traditionally confirmed national security nominees juration Dey.” 

According to an unnamed source, “following a presidential election year, the Senate traditionally 

passes an organizing resolution, which includes the nuts and bolts for cormmittees which would 
conduct the hearings for nominees, and detalis how the Senate wil canduct itself for the next two 

: years.“ 

   
         

    

     

      

Continuing Coverage: FBI Investigating Pipe Bombs Discovered In BC. 

ig, 3 39M) eres that | she § FRY as: Feleased | imeges of @ suspect wanted 4s part of 
           

   
   

News (2/12, Walace, 23 2 OOM) reports s that there e ys 350,000 award for any 

information,” The released photas “showed an individual dressed in a gray sweatshirt with @ hood 

over his or her head and a white mask hiding the person's face.” 

, US Imposes Counter Terrorism Sanctions On iran-linked Peogte. 

    

     ; , Psaled akis) reports that the US on Tuesday “imposed counter terrarisrr sanctions 

ve seople ei e ti Bed t Tran, “ee ignating ther each as a Spec ay Designated Global Terrorist 

(SDGT}, according to the U.S. Treasury Departrnent’s website. 

  

| Pompeo: Iran Worked More Closely With Al Qaeda Following 2625 Nuctear Deai. 

“The A te) reports t that on Tuesday, Secretary of State Pompen “accused Iran of having secret 

stwork and immased new sanctions on several senior iranian officiais.” Ina 

3 Club, Pormmpeo “attacked Tran for aleged secret tres with al-Qaida, 

a. 3 ence suggesting Tehran harbored the group's No. 2, Abu 

Muhammad 3M Masri, who was kHled in August, porte ly Md israel agents.” According to the AP, 

Pompeo “claimed that tles between al-Qaida and Iran vastly improved In 2015, when the Gbama 
‘administration, along with France, Germany and Britain, were final Hzing the nuclear deal,” but 

“offered no evidence for the claim.” 

The § :{2/12, Fakes, Schunitt, Barnes, 26.6} reports Pompeo claimed Al 

‘Qaeda's new bese of operations is in Iran, but offered “no underlying intelligence as evidence,’ "The 

Times adds that Pornpea’s conclusions “were quickly tempered, and even contradicted, by some 
current and former American officials who said there was Httie new intelligence to suggest that 

ran was any kind of active headduarters, rmuch less at hub where Al Qaeda’s leaders can direct 
tt 
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Oo per ati ons with the Support of the government in Tehran.‘ 

2 (2/22, Wadhams, 3.57} oor ts that al-Mesri “was on the FBI's Most Wanted 

‘Terroris st and had heen j indicted over U.S. embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania in i998.” | 

Pompeo said, “Ai-Gaeda has a new home base: It is the islamic Republic of Iran. ... We ignore this 
Tran-al Gaeda nexus at our own peril.” 

fi/42, Pamuk, Spetainick} reports, "Pornoeo aise asserted that the Tranian 
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government had provided safe havens as well as logistical support such as ID cards and passports 

to enable al Qaeda activity and said the group had ‘cantrelized its isadershin’ inside lran.” 

However, “Ferrorsm experts voir eG skepticism: about Porpeo’s claims, seying it long nas bean 

known that senior al Qaeda cperatives were given refuge in Iran but that Pompeo Was 
exaggerating that the group has made Iran its new home base. 

Also reparting is Ni i (1/f2, Luce, Willams, 4.91M) and & 

Hjeimagaard, 12.7M}. 

     

     wy (1/h3, Shesgreen, 

, Cubans Angered Over Terrorism Designation, Ready To Mave On To Biden. 

      

  

(2/12, Augustin, Semnle, 20.6M} says Cuba’s reaction to the US designating 

or of terrcrism “was swift and vociferous. " Cuba’s government “accused Washington 
and catied the label an act af ‘political opportunism’ by President Trume) toe obstrict 

re} tations natween Cuba and the incoming administration of President-elect Jaseoh &®. Biden Fr.” 

‘However, the Times says thet "beyond indignation,” Cubans’ ‘are ready to move on.” The Times 

adds that “many in Cube are hoping that Mr. Biden will shift American policy # ways that might 

ease the economic duress. The president-elect has said ttle sublicly about his policy goais for 

Cuba, though during the campalg 3 he attacked Mr Trump's S gopreach to Havana. ... And Mr. 

' Biden’s advisers hav i relations with Cuba ~- essentially @ return io 

the Ohama-era détente ~ was th 3a @ best strategy for ‘effecting positive change.” Aisa reporting is the | 

> mee) 12, Roce guez}. 

  

   

        

, Opinion: There is “Ne Justice In Guantanamo Bay.” 
   

Brien Bouffard, @ civilan defense counsel, and Aaron Shepard, a feufenant commander i the US 
Navy JAG Corps, write in an op-ed in the We y Soest (it . 16.52M} that “it should be 

abundantly clear that justice wil never come at ~ or te - Guantanamo.” For instance, there are 

'“fve men accused of plotting the 9/11 attacks, who were first charged in 2008 but whose trial stil 

has not begun.” Another prob! em is fhe inorisonment “without trial, a viniation of every norm and 

custom under our constitutional s ysterm 7 The authors conclude that “uniess there’s a fundamental 

ishifi in Gur falled spproach to dustice at Guantenarnc, all of our profitiess moral cemproraising will 

Pamount to nothing but the loss of our national soul.” 

   

    

  

, Acting US Attorney Christine Says “There’s Just Nothing To” Trump's Claims Of Voter 
| Fraud In Georgia. 

            

    

$ (4/412, Zapotosky, 1G.52M) reports acting US Attorney for the Northern 

ig Bobt ay “hr sting, “whose predecessor abruptly t resign wad ore week ago after 

i ap complained officials were not doing enough to find election fraud in the state,” on 

y “dec larec ona call ve his staff...that ‘there’s just nothing to’ the few claims of fraud the 

i eccording to an audio recording obt ained by the Atlanta Journail- 

: Constitution,” Thi Tod Post ae Se Christine’ “suggested that he was surprised to learn the office had nat 

found significz t election fr aud issues.” 
The Avian SLL sfi/i2, Joyner, 1.46M) reports Christine had “arparently 

“convened the conference cal te reassure federal lawye! ‘sin the Northern Bistrict office - most of 
whom are working remotely - that he was not pushing what Justice Department officials have 

‘called baseless clairns of election fraud in...Jos Biden‘s victory in Georgia. Yet the quest: ons from 

staff attorneys revealed deep suspicions and fears of political interference.” According te the 

i Journal-Consthtution, “Attar neys asked ane re~ asked a ny First Assistant US. Attorney Erskine had 

| not been a appointed as i 

FWSN VKsys 
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S CY Rove Faeusset, Hakim, ace) analyses ti 

   

    

Py “OS! dant “ster Hvis Frorr 1 his rode in cHing a rriob te attack the " Ss. “Capitol last week,” the 

lution inc tudes * “another element of Mr. Trump's behavior that is alse drawing condemnaticn a 

@n abuse of presidential power: His pressure  campai IGN to persuade Geargia officials to overturn 
      

  

       
tis electoral loss in the state.” The Times adds that even ifthe impeachment bid 
'Mr, Trump's efforts to subvert the will of Geargia’s voters will cantinue to resonate, both for “the 

president and for politicians in Georgia,” 

‘Election Security Legislation Likely Te Gain Traction In Democrat-cantroiled Congress. 

{i/i2, Miter, 5.69M} reparts, “Efforts to boost election security are hkely to gain traction 

inthe new Congress” with Democrats in “contre! of bath chambers and the White House.” Though 
the “aftermath of a conte TOUS presidential race could also baister Republican support far new 

“measures to secure U.S, elections” the “divisions still exist on how far each party is willing to go.” 

Sen, Mark Warner, incoming Senate Intelligence Carmittee Chairman, said, “Free and fair 

“elections are central te our Democracy and our identity as Americans, which is why lm going to 
continue working to ensure that our elections remain safe, trans pare, and free from fore Bi 

influence.” Warner plans to wark to pass the Honest Ads Act, which he “introduced in 2049 

alongside Sens, Amy Kigbuchar (D-Minn.} and Lindsay Graham (R-S SC.) } that eimned to fight foreig 

interference through increasing the transparency of election advertisements on social media 

'pdatforms.” 

    

  

      

    
      

    

| ODNI‘'s John Beicier Discusses Digital Transformation Of Federal Agencies, iC. 

& (1/412, Brust, 220) intervi jewed Jonn Beieier, the dire 

I, about digital transformation in the federal governnient for Federal Manthily 

Digital Transformation. In the IC, “AGENCIES ¥ want to stey on top of artificial inteligence, 

ne learning and tiornetrics development.” Beieler discussed “technological areas like artificial | 

intelligence, machine learning, but also tons of other areas.” He said, “We need to consider that 

‘each specific agency migt RE not think siaheiads when executing their own mission.” Beleler told Tom 

‘Termin on Federal Drive, “Fhe qual is to apply these technologies and techniques ta the larg a 

amount of informoetion which can be surfaced t to G Hat analysts, and then draw conclusions thie 

| policymakers need for inferrned decision-making.” 

    

      

    

  

stor of Science and 

      

      

      

| CIA Daclassifies Trove OF Documents Pertaining To UFOs. 
S    

    “The Bai (1/12, Sheets, 4.21M} reports, “The CIA hes deciassified a trove of more than 
700 documents ahout UFO sightings and research dating back to the 1970s.” The agency released 

every single one of its files an Unidentified Aerial Phenomena (UAPs)“ on Fhe Black Vault website 

on Thursday. The flles were “released ahead of a June deadline for US intelligence agencies fo 

reveal everything th ey Know about UFOs ta © ongress under @ clause slipped into the $2.3 trlion 

coronavirus s rellef b bil signed into flaw by President Donaid Trump in December.” 
‘ a 12, Murdock, 2.67M} reports that ohn Gresnewaid Jr., who runs The Biack : 

“Vault, “said in a Slog post announcing the drop that the CLA had housed the large collection of UFO} | 

related filles ona “CD which his website was finally abie to purchase in 2020 after years of formal 
requests.” Greenewald “sald that while the CIA suggested it amounted ta its total co#action, 

research will be ongoing to check if there are more documents being kept by the agency.” The 

  

     
      

     

     
ie     

    
  

  

  

    

eiet ECE c Comm: Httee 6 Qn intelligence f hag “ asked heads of relevant federal agencies,” Including DNI, 

“to yy Suspected UAP cases within 1&0 days. " 
3 {2/22, Sparks, 7.45M}, 

‘Document: US Has Stepped Up Intelligence Operations Against China. 

ss (1/12, Gertz, 625K} reports that “The U.S. Stra StEgiC Framework for the 

i} s that the US “has stepped up intelligence acti vitie ies dir acted 2 ag gainst DEH 's 

exten nsive spying operations in the United States and around tne v world.” Fhe once »-gecret coOcume 

.“ealled for maintaining an infeiigence advantage over Ch “Enoculate the » United States, HS : 

Stet, 

   

    

           



‘allies and pertners against Chinese intelligence activities.’ The i0-page ac cuirent, approved by 

President Tr: amp in 2028, “said the United States also should equip allies ‘in operating eqainst 

China an Hd countering China’s clandestine activities in their countries. "it “calls an U.S, intelligence 

ncies ta ‘strengthen defensive and offensive counterinteliigence functions across the pukdic and 

private sectors ta neutralize China’s growing intelligence advantages; expand intelligence 

'diplornacy and law enforcement cooperation with other governments to bolster understanding of 

Chinese intentions and capabilities.” 

      

    

  

    
  

          

‘DIA Strategy Aims Te Understand Customers’ Needs Better. 

{31/42, Eversden} reports that the DIA Cio‘'s “four-year strategy aims ta 

improve the relationship with its intellig ence customers after stakeholders provided feedbeck that 

sald the office didn’t understand t thelr needs or wee SKHis the office’s workforce should heve.” The 
strategy, released in December, “Keep custorners’ needs at the care of 
operation”; “Make data accessible and {valuable & for “partners” “Ootimize core services, providing 

needed eccess to networks and IT tools for customers to meet mission needs”; “Strengthen the 

Skilisets of the office’s workforce te prepare for new technologies.” DIA Cio Jack Gumtow wrote, 

“We WH accomprsh tris Oy InstiEutionalizing the tenets of modernization, including operating asa 

© evaluation, end ensuring & customer -centricity in ali we da 

While continuing to strengthen Gur core infrastr ucture and enhance data access and avarability.” 

   
      

   

  

     

     

  

  

    
      

  

, Official: EU Te Aggressively Pursue Space Strategy To Counter US, Chinese Technology. 
7 (2/12) 

ik } reports that the EU “will pursue a more aggressive Eurcpean space strategy fo 

revent ne 
   
   

  

   

      ng muscled cut by U.S. and Chinese launcher technology, setting up an European 

dustry this s year, " according to Rurapean Commissioner Thierry Breton. Breton 

2S approach succes y¥ det us to 2050, considering the disruptions in the 

sector B +e hat We all obser ve.” The official said Che will “gather in the mext manths al the actors to 

initiate a European Launcher alliance to be able to icintly define...a cornmon roadmap for the next 

generation of launchers and technologies relevant to ensure an autonomous access to space.” 

  

      

, Sources: Administration Told European Companies Connected To Russian Piceline Trey 

Face Sanctions. 
ish 
RS , (2/42, Gardner, Psuiedakis} reports that the State Department “this month told kuropean | 

companies which if su spects are helping fo bulla Russia’ 's Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline that they face | 

the risk of sanctions.” The Trurip Administration | S preparing “a final round of punitive measures | 
against the project, two sources said on Tuesday.” The agency is “expected to issue a report by 

‘Thursday or Friday on companies it heheves are helping the Russia-to-Germany pipeline.” 

‘Companies such as Zurich Insurance Group “could he fisted in the report, the source said.” 

    

  

  

‘North Korea’s eee Sister Address Party At Close Of Eighth Congress. 

ns (2/12, Cha) reports, “North Kerean leader Kim Jong Un cated for increased miftary power | 

and grea ater nuclear war deter rence, § state news agency KCNA reported on Wednesday,” during the | 

close of the Eighth Party Congress. The party congress took place “amid a prolonged gridiack in 

tule aimed at ending the North's n mclear “and missile programmes imi return for U.S. sanctions 

relief.” Kim said, “We must do everyt ing | we can to increase niuxiear war deterrence even further 

we Dulld the strangest miltary capability.” Kir’s rernarks “come efter Scuth Korean President 

Moon 2ae-iN pledged to help engineer 8 bre ‘sakthrough i it stall ed denucieerisation talks.” 

; i (2/12, Lee, 3.57M)} reports, meanwhile, that Kim Yo Jong “opened @ new 

; ack on their neighbor, slamming South Korea for spying on is actions during o rare 

party congress thet inchided am ry parade in Pyongyang.” The sister of leader Kim Jong Un 

“condemned South Korea for taking a ‘hastile approach toward fellow countrymen in the North,‘ 

“and called the country’s intelligence officigis ‘idiots,’ for paying so much attention te what 

Pyongyang was daing during the gathering.” Kirn Yo Jong said, “Fhe southerners are a truly weird 

| group that’s hard to understand.” 
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| FBI Agent infiltrated Group Allegedly Plotting To Kidnap Michigan Governer. 

“YY Grand Rapids, MI (1/12, Martin, 105) reports, “Court transcripts released in the alleged 
      

   

  

: SVASEO AY 

Gov fernor Whitmer kidineeping canspliracy say that an FEY agent infiltrated the groun clairring to be | 

“an explosives expert.” The FRY agent “was only ehle to get into the group after ane of the 

“pembers got cold Feet shout the plan and went to @ local police departrrient with his concerns.” 

‘The defendants in the case face “federai charges of conspiracy to commit kidnapping.” The 

  

transcripts unsealed Tuesday “reveal that the group participated in an additional, highly intricate 

Pary run af the ki rdnappi ag, all under the cover of ni in mid-September.” The FBI agent “was 

-@long for the trip,” and “toid the group that they would need about $4,000 warth of explosives to 

eknock the bridge out.” 

   
           

FBI Raids California Home In Case Involving Threats Made At Lawmaker. 

The Se (3/22, Szydiowski, 24K} reports, “FBI agents raided ¢ Seaside home 

esaey in @ Case invelving poe ‘threats at an out of state lawmaker,’ police say.” Seaside 

einthe i500 block of Luxton Street, said police 

FET “did not arrest anyone, he said.” 

   

  

     

  

  

iS 
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, Pennsylvania Woman Sentenced To 25 Years In Prison For “Catfishing”’ Boy. 

  

   
» {2/42, Rhett Miler, 7.45M} reports that a Pennsyivania woman “who catfished 

LSHG racy photes of her own daughter has been sentenced to 35 years in federal 

. The wornan “pleaded guilty in October 2019 to manufecturing chiid parnography end 

/ordine eniicernent of a mincr for ust ng socal me iia to trick the Flurida teen into Belleving he was 
actually messaging a 16-year-old girl,” according to the US Attorney's Office for the Eastern 

District of Pennsylvania. She “sent the boy images of her awn daughter te make him nelieve an 

attractive 16-year-old girl was eee eae in Rim.” The FRI’s snecial agent in charge at 

  

   
    

    

        

        
its Philadelphia division, Michael Driscoll, said, “Today’s sentence ensures she is heid accountable 

‘for the considerable damiade done, and keeps her + from victimizing anyone : 

| FBI Agents Raid Pennsylvania Home. 

      
if hladeiphia (1/123 reports fram Chester County, Pennsyivania, “FB agents swarmed a 

Rouse in + Chester Cou inty on Tuesday. They carried out Boxes and boxes of items. It all unfolded on 
the 100 block of Applegate Drive in West Goshen Township.” RYW-TV edds, nat this hour, there are | 

'StH rore questions than answers as toa why FAY agents raided this hore Tuesday marning and 

what they were looking to find. Neighbors in thus normally dulet community in West Goshen 

‘Township were jarred by the sight of nurmercus FET ager “ts raiding a home on the 186 block of 

Applegate drive on Tuesday morning. The FRI has not specified exactly what soarked this activity, 

Officials confirm it’s in relation to an ongoing matter, without any further comment.” 

  

    

  

, Police, FBI investigating Interruption OF Virtuai Event Heid For Deceased Civil Right 

: Teor. 

     c : leader Cal Vin Coolidge ¢ Goode Wes inter srrupted” on Tuesday py a ‘hacker 

whe ye eed “racist slurs, “ &n email sent by Maggie Cox, a Phoerix Police Department 
“spokesperson, said the decision to make the department the iead investigative organization was 

-frade “effer speaking with the PST.” The emai edded, “Fnis type of language and disruption is 

unacceptable and only divides our community. We are committed te working with our community 

in identifying the person(s} responsible for this act.“ The § Phoerdx (1/12, Estes, 1QK} 

website publi ishes @ similar story. An online K f Phoenix (1/12, 325K) artic! e says the Phoenix 

Police Department ° ‘and the FBI are investigating the interru sption: © of Fuss drtuai event, 

Online § Mi Tucson, AZ (2/22) coverage of this story is antifiad * 

Calvin Goode Mernorial Hacked With Racist Corrments.” An oniins 

  

     

  

    

    

    
   

    

   

   
    

  

   ¥ 

Pee ese)



37K} says Phoenix Mayor Kate Galego was speaking during Tuesday's virtual when “was 

ho began “repeatadhy spewing racist slurs.” Gallego “said on Fwitter 

ting” this matter. 

        hijacked YT’ by an individual 

‘that the Phoerux Police Department and FET were investigal 

  

  

   

‘Utah Sex Offender Charged Faces New Human Trafficking Charges. 

} (1/12, Reavy, 114K} reports that a Utah man “wes charged Tuesday in ard 
anticing @ mm inor, a secand-degree felony.” He faces “a charge of chiid hurnan 

" & local police officer “working with the FBI ¢ Child 

    
      trick Court w 

‘trafficking now faces criminal charges. 

‘Expigitation Yask Force was posing as a iS-year- fonline wher f 
             /Expigitation Tas iCrai ig Thomas] Defa 

contacted him, according to charging SOCURICHHS, and offered the’ “gir” $LG0 to perform a sex act.” | 

After the man agreed ta meet the girl, a “team of FBI agents were in the area in unmarked cars, 

according to a police affidavit, and toak him into custody after he arrived.” 

     

‘DEA, F&I Invoived With Raid Operation In California. 

‘ Secramento, CA (1/12, Bingley} reports the DEA and the FRI were 

Jnvoalved with a Tuesday raid operation that was conducted | in sacramente County, California, 

‘Unidentified officiais “said # WAS a part of a federal wiretes investigation and that i is drug- 
related.” &n online § An Sacramento, CA (2/12, 45K} article that eee Wes Similar coverage 

says unigenthec “officiais did not disciose how many y people & were arrested” during Tuesday’s raid 

‘operation, which targeted 14 locations. The <x} anta, CA (1/12, Jonnson, 79K} 

iwebsite aiso covers this stery. 

KY 

    

   

   Din website COVErAUS 

  

    
  

    

  

   

  

       

  
  

FBI Offering $30K Reward For Information Gn 1991 Murders In Massachusetts. 

‘The ab f {1/42} reports that the Boston FRI Field Office is “offering @ reward of up to $36,006 for 
int formation igading to the arrest of Hung Tien Pham, who is “accused in the execution-styie 

ail as OF five rien at @ social club in Boston’s Chinatown mei ighborheod 36 years ago.” Pharn’s 

accom iphces “are serving life sentences after being arrested in Ching and returned fo the ULS., but 

‘Pham has never been found.” 
if (2/12, 327K) reports FBI Boston Division SAC Josesh Bonavoionta said in a 

IS Wi th ree nearts that we mark today’s anniversary of one of the bloodiest 

“He edded, “Faday, we are renewing our call for the public’s 

suime § qlive Hung Tien Pharn, who is wanted for hus alleged rol 

‘ders of five men at a Chinatown social club.” 

rier (1/12, 64K} reports Pham “is now 60 years cid, and his alases 

ng Suk, Hung Pham, Pham Hung, Hung-ThenPham, Chung Hung Fan, Hung Tien Fan, An 

' Hung, Fan Chung-Hung, Tien Pharn Hung, and Hung T. Pharn.” ‘Boston (1/12, 361K) 

reports FRY officals “said Pham was born in North Vietnam and is fluent in Vietnarnese, Chinese, 
and English. ey added that Phar: “was an asseciate of the Ping On crime syndicate during the 

1986s and early 1990s." 
, ¥i Providence, RE (1/12, 316K} reports Suffolk County District Attorney Rachael Rollins 

said ir if} a statement, “For those of us who were in the Boston area 30 years ago, the massacre is 

ething that cannot be forgotten.” She added, “Huston remeribers these lives that ware 

           
      

  

    
     

          

   

  

7: the      

    

    

   ‘include Hung 

    

   

  

és 

  

   

  

   ity taken.” 

Also re orting tel SRAAY TD- 
QiMArRs      

   

sak
 

  

  

i rced Monday on one count of child 

tation enterpri ise at ado one count of comsrdracy fo ‘distr Du he g pornogrephy.” Yofer “rented 

>i: Desert Hot Springs for the productian of child pornography,” and he “produced more 

‘than 2G, O00 i images sand videos d ep icting ch dren.” ” es was arrested fcllowing an investigation into 
FACY } ‘ * California. 

132K) re a ts s Yoder’ “ey net ¢ ‘co-defend fants Wilam Ciyde Thorrinson, 

site ‘dedicated fo pedunhila,'” and they “conspired fo 
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contact at least six children at a skate park in Desert Hot Springs, for the purnose of sexually 

Pexpigiting them.” The case “was investigated by the FBI and the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police 

JepartrienL ” 

Continuing coverage: | FEI Investigating Tennessee State Legisiators. 

The & uve Free Sress (1/12, 168K} reports Tennessee Republican Rep. Robin 
Srnaith said Tuesday she has no exp Jlanations | for Friday’s raid by FBI agents on her hame and 

legisiative offices but is fully cooperating with the Investigation that involves two other lawmekers 

vand legislative aides,” 

    

a“ Florida Sheriff Announces Results Of Numan Trafficking Gperations In 2020. 

Jacksonvilte, FL (3/12) reports Jecksanville Sherif Mike WilHams held Tuesday & press 

if ence, where he “announced that Jacksonville Poll ice, long with other community partners, 
i Were involved in rescuing or identifying 35 vict G20," 

       

  

  

  

s of human trafficking locally in 2020." He said in 

his remarks, “Human trafficking is modern day slavery. [fis a crime that involves compellin 

coercing @ person to provide labor or services, or to engage in a commercial sex act.” 

acksonvile, FL (4/22, 157K} also reports. 

     

    

, San Francisco Cty 4 Administrater Resigns Amid Corruption Probe. 

   
      

The San Fr: ner (2/12, 408K) reports that San Francisce City Adrninistrator Naomi! 
‘Kelly “tendered her resi vsignat on Tuesday after federal authorities charged her husband with freud 

for allegedly BY BCL ve Wig bribes including a pal id family vacation to China.” Kally “is resiqrung after 

taling @ six-wee ve of absence Bec. 2 in} light of t ye allegations egainst her husband, farmer 

San Francisco Public Utilities Commission General Maneger Harlan Kelty.” Naorni Kelly “denied the 

allegations in her resignation fetter Tuesday to Mayor London Breed and said the case was ‘based 

on the false staternents of an admitted har.’ She was casting doubt on the credihiity of Waiter 

“Wong, the permit ore who cooperated with the FL against her husband in exchange for 

| laniercy in his own federal case.” 

       

    

   

, Connecticut Judge Dismisses Defamation Lawsuit Filed By Former Lottery Chair. 

The, AP {2/42} reports that 3 jue ge Kenneth Povodator “has dismissed a defamation iawsult fled by 
the former state lottery chair against fellow lottery officiais over what he ¢ 

    

ed fies they told 

    others about his canduct, including giaims he took bribes.” Fhe Connecticut luggde “threw out the 

case Monday, saying Frank Farrnicker did not show orohable cause he would prevail if the case went   

ito trial.” Farricker sued former Connecticut Lottery President Anne Noble and other officials, 

“saying they made false staternants that damaged his reputation and caused him ‘severe’ 

emotional distress.” Former Vice President Cheisea Turner “contacted the FRI in 2014 about her 
“concerns ebout Farricker," and an “FAT investigation ended with no charges.” Turner left the lottery 
after officals “discovered she had gone to the FRI.” 

    

‘SolarWinds Says Hackers Were Accessing Ite Systems In September 2619. 

The 3 i(3/t2, Sebastien, Subscription Pubdication, 3.41} reports SolarWinds 

           Corp. said Tuesday ¢ the computer breach linked to the Russian hack began af least a racnth 

earlier than it first disclosed. According to the company, hackers were accessing its systems in 

early September 2019 o, but cybersecurity experts suspect preparations for the atteck go back even - 

further, 
Fhe &y ry Stats gs (/i2, Carison, SubSCrIpHOR ORE 261K) reports 

that SolarWinds’ invest igation “has shown the breach likely | has affected nearly every level cf 
government, as well as potentially hundreds of private companies.” High- ‘profil targets reportedly | 
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‘include DO}, the Treasury Department, DHS, and DOE, “along with privete co! mpantes IMCHICING 
Microsoft.” In an SEC filing, Solar Winds “said a ‘highly sophisticated and novel code’ was designed 

to infect malicious code into the system witheu it arousing t the suspicion of the software 

‘development and build tearns.” On Tuesday, CrowdStrike, “said it has aiso identified a third 

“malware strain, called Sunspot, tied to the attack.” 

£ = (4/12, Schwartz} reports i that “experts have said that the SolarWindis 
supply chain attack hes all of ‘the nallraarks of an esrionage operation.” Fhe autlet adds that 

confirmed victims “of second- stage & attacks” alse include branches of the Pentagen and the 
Departments of Commerce and State. The company “says digital forensic investigators hav 

determined that the attackers eppear to have first penetrated its network by weptern ber 2019," 

and by the “following month, they altered Orion code builds to test their ability to inject rnalicious 

code into the software builds, the company says.” 

iexiGoy (1/22, Kiddell, Boyd) reports thet the “federal gavernment’s response Group - the 

Cyber Unified Coordination Group ~ previous! iy said Russie was ‘lkely’ behind what it bellevas is a 

widespread intelligence-gathering campaign.” SclarWinds “acknowledges” the group’s statement, 

but “said its tearm has yet to independently verify who the aftteckers are.” CrowdStrize “also does 
“net attribute the Sunspot, Sunburst or the post-exploitation toci called Teardrep to known 

adversaries and is tracking the activity as ‘StellarParticie.”” 
Also reporting is the Wal St 8 ¢3/42, McMi 

  

  

   

  

      

  

  

      

      lan, Subscription Publication, 8.4iM}. 

| Gamage Persists After Jersey City Cyber Attack Threatened “Public Heaith Crisis.” 

The } LE ire ( (4/12, D'Auria, i. 59M) reports, “Fhe recent cyberattack at 
the Jersey City municipal Utities Authority inflicted darnage that lasted months and threatened to 

cause & ‘public health crisis,” it seid. Officiais “have said littie about the Sept. 30 ransomware 

attack, which MUA documents said blocked access te ‘vital’ water and sewer Information.” At a 
‘December meeting, the “MUA Board of Commissioners voted to eunrove a nev $391,000 

amergency contract with cyber securiy firm Digital Teani Six’ ih, they called “necessary fo avert 

a public health crisis.” However, the “extent of the potential pybl .h -alth crisis’ is uncear.” "jersey 

‘City Mayor Steve Fulop wrote in an op-ed last September that theyjire “the only municipal police 

department on the eastern seaboard with police officers assigned to the FBI Cyber Security Task 

Force.” 

    Ror       
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| Disrupting Bitcoin May Enable Cybersecurity Companics To Thwart Ransomware 

‘Attacks. 

(4/12, Subscription Publication, SK} reports, “Bitcain has found its killer app in 

_ransomware, a type of malicious software designed to block access to a computer system or 

computer Ales until an extortion demand is paid.” The outlet calls ransornware attacks the “other 

plaque of 2020, except with ransomware, there wil never be 4 vaccine.” Companies cannot “ever 

cenioy inimurity from a cyberattack, Cybersecurity remains an oxymoron.” StHl, crucial “to any 

successful ransomware scheie is collecting the ransom in pseudo-ancnyrmous cryptocurrency, 
typically bitcoin.” Administrators must disrupt the flow of bitecin, the analysis advises. 

  

   
    

        

| Aleged DarkMarket Oncrator Arrested. 

* {4/223 (1/12) reports the DEA and the FRI were involved with an investigation that ied to the 

mt arrest of an unnamed Australian national The arrested individual is the ab ‘gee operater of 

DarkMa arket, which is suspected of being the “world's largest Hiegal rrarketolace on the darknet.” 

e : OSL: CL/22, 7SK3 O4/ 42) publishes % shvHlar articie, 

: Oe ag (i/i2, Bleke, 626K} reports that on Tuesday, international authorities 

“touted the takedown of DarkMarket, a darknet marketnlace that law enforcement” organizations 

“described as being the largest of its kind in the worid.” The DEA and the F is ‘BL Were involved with 

the investigation that ied to the tekedown, according to the Times articie similar Sic rQ 

(1/12, Nicola, 357M} story. Similar coverage that is run by the Datv Mai? OX (1/12, Lackey, 
4, L?M) and The 8 3 (1/13, Subscription Publication, i 41K A mentic ng the FRI but not the 

DEA. 
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‘National Security Community Reports Warned Of Supply Chain Hacks. 

  

(3/42, Eversden} reports, “Twice in the last four years, the national security 

community warned that hacks through IT suppliers posed grave threats to defense and intelligence | 

  

v 

agencies.” Twa recent reports “alerted the comrnunity that hackers could disrupt weapons systems | 

by attacking through the supply chain.” They ‘suggested the Pentegor must quickly deveion 

  

“methods to reduce risk frorn its supphers.” However, the “steps the department tock to strengthen» 

_contracter cybersecurity, including its Cybersecurity Matur ity Model Cert ‘tification risk audits, did 

“not come in time to prevent breaches of some DoD offices that media reports have disclosed.” 

DOD “says its investigation, expected to take significant time, hag not turned up signs so far that 
hackers entered | through SolarWinds software that was compromised at various federai offices and | 

large companies,” 

  

    

  

, Email Security Provider Mimecast Says Hackers Targeted Its Products To Spy Gn 

Customers. 

(t/i2) report tS, vEmall secur ad provi ides y Mimecas st sa ¢ on Tuesda ye that e hackers: had 

ked 5 produc: 
attac K by irivesti gators ‘S or AS Herosott a a 4 that’ a sophist nat 

certificate used to guard connections bet ween ifs products and : Mice vosott! 5 cloud services.” 

'Mimecast “said around 10% of its more than 36,000 customers had been affected, but it believed 

‘a low single digit number’ of users had bean specifically targeted.” Three anonymous 
cybersecurity investigators “suspected the hackers who compromised Mimecast were the same 

“group that broke into U.S. software maker SolarWinds and a host of sensitive U.S. government 

Pagencies,” 

    

   

    

     

  

    

  

Experts: Some Capitol Rioters In Legal Jeopardy With Trove Of Archived Parler Data. 

$¢1/i2, Riley, 10.52M) reports, “Researchers and analysts say a trove of dat 

from Parler “poses a real risk for those who used the pletform to share their 
‘involvement ina pro-Trump niob that stormed the U.S. Capitol.” New America senior fe 

  

    

  

         

  

ow Pater 

Singer said fhe “potential effects hn well beyond tagging Who participated in the takeover of the 

i Capitol.” The hacker whose Twitter handle is dank _enby archived “up to 99.9 percent of the data 

fromm Parlier before Armazon’s ci loud services took it offline Monday, Gizmodo'’s Beli Cameron first 

“reported,” Kiel Brennan-Marquez, a University of Connecticut law professor, said, “All the data 

would be fair garne for law enforcernent.” Security researcher Troy Hurt “pointed out that both 

Facebook and Twit ar have controls in piece to pr avent the same kind of set ‘aping 7 

     
   

| BlackBerry Selis 9@ Patents Te Huawei In Push To Unicad Intellectual Property. 

The § 3 3 {4/22, Sicoff, 1.09M} reports thet BlackBerry has scid 90 patents to 
Huawei, “part of a broader effort” by BlackBerry “to unload most of ts intelectual pronerty.” US 

‘Patent and Tradernark Office records “show that BlackBerry assigned owners: Hip of the patents ta 

Huawei on Dec. 23," frough the company owns roughly 38 8 G08 patents, The sale “raises duestions 

about the Canadian government’s innovation strategy and its commit: ment tc protect Key assets 

from falling into the hands of foreign companies, particu farly thase whose motives have raised 

alarms among Canada‘s national security alles.” Critic James Cumming said, “I think it's clear cur 

partners fin the Five Eyes national security alliance” are clear about not doing “business with 

-Huawel in 5G,” adding there is a “concern regarding security risk with dealing with Huawel.” 

  

    

  

   

  

  

| Experts Warn Sritish Columbia's Vaccine Supply Vulnerable To Cyber Attacks. 

   
      

; 3 (1/13, Robinson, 51°K} reports that Pure Storage executive Shawn 

'Rosemarin “says @ succ esstul attack” on British Columbia’s vaccination program “cold Bring the 

' province’s imrnunizatian drive to @ standstill, delaying vaccinations, and putting people at risk.” BC | 

health officer Or. Bone Henn ¥y “underscored the cyber securify ri fg reporters Bul. was 

aware of national and international information ‘that there has been é concerted effort to try and 

interr upt the ccid chain, for example, and to sabotage imrnaunization programs. ’” According to 
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Rosemarin, the “impact of a successful cyberattack on the vaccination program wou a be huge, 

andthe m bnetery value of such an attack would be very igh.” Nationwide, the “Canadian Centre 

for Cyber Security released a buletin on the continued impact of COVED-19 on cyber threat 

activity” last month. 

    

‘Continuing Coverage: NSA Cyber! Directorate Releases 2020 Year In Review. 

oy (1/12, Fasper} reports that NSA‘s Cyber Directorate “touted its role in securing the 2020 

i presi ident ale lect ion and response to the CMOVID-19 pandemic in sumparting vaccine protection’ "and. 

DOD's “pivot te telework in a new report.” The Cyber Directorate “released its 2026 NSA 

Cybersecurity. Year in Review highlighting the directorate’s accomplishments in its first full year of 

operation Friday.” It cores “as NSA and other federal agencies continue to deal with the fallout of 
a major hack that likely originated in Russia affecting multiple federal agencies.” 3 PVvVEGoy 

(4/12, Rivers} quotes the Cybersecurity Directorate’s director, Anne Neuberger, saying 

began our first year, we took ¢ delberate approach to bullding trust Dy sharing unclassified threat 

and cybersecurity advice. ... We forged deeper relationships with our U.S. governme: at and 

‘industry partners to deliver better outcames than any of us could achieve alone.’ 

    
   

  

  

      

  

          
ADS Wo 

  

  

        
  

| Stefanik: Says DeD will become leader in AI with NDAA. 

Rep e Stefanik (R-NY¥3 writes in § News (1/12, 73K} that Congress, in the fiscal 20. 

NDAA, a ad dop ted 17 recommendations ational Securiy Commission on Artificial 

nteligence ¢ {NSCAT3, which wil nelp make Dob a ieader in Al, The technoicay wil helm the 

¥Y “more effectively identify and engace targets, streamline our intelligence, surveillance 

and re reconnaissanc ‘a ISR} systems, and assist in everyday human operations.” DGD must giso 

i weys to ‘runtion of robust data sets ~ the backbone of machine learning ang : ss DAT 

AL ~ to be shi 

   

      
        

         

  

enable the can    

  

‘ed by government ard private industry partners for Al development” 

  

    'The AP (2/12, Varri, Hollingsworth) reports the Administration's plans to conduct the first federal 

execution “of a female inrnate in nearly seven decades were on hold Tuesday efter a i jucge 

ordered a competency hearing, and two other executions set for later this week also were halted 

because the inmates tested positive for COVID- 19.” Thee AP adds the executions “were to be the 
fast before... Jos Biden, an opponent of the federal death penalty, is sworr-in next week,” and 

dear w hether there wil be any additional ¢ executions under President Donald Trurip, 

who resumed federa ? executions im didy after 17-year pause.” The AP says “ten federal inmates 

have since oeen put to ceath.” 
The Wa: Sast (2/92, Marimow, 16.52M} reports that on eee fhe Justice 

‘Department ° Supreme Court...to clear the way for! the exe ution of Lisa Montgomery,” 

who was scheduled te the Tuesday by lethal ivjection iy | Ace rafva, Singh} reparts the 

Supreme Court's conservative matority “previously allowed all of the 30 previous EXECUTIONS | iast 

year under death penalty proponent Trump, 2 Reoublican, to proceed.” Meanwhile, the 

ais : (1/12, DePomoel, Magdaleno, Mack, 662K} reports that as was the Case during 

‘the executions last year, “anti-death penalty protesters made their presence Known outside the 

“Yerre Haute, Ind. penitentiary that houses federal death row.” 

   

   

  

Was tele 5G 
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| Media Analyses: Impeachment Looms As Trump Defends “Totally Appropriate” Speech. 

| President Trurip traveled fo the borer town Of Alamo, Texas, on Tuesday to highlight progress 

made on the US-Mexico border wal during his term, but @ near-certain second im peachment and 
‘the aftermath of last week's C ‘apitol riot by Trump supporters overshadows the trip in media 

‘coverage, Reports highlight Turn a's relection of culpehility far the fatal violence, noting thet 
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Trump said his wards at @ 
ema Or mre first time 

  

   
Hately prior to the risiee were “fotally appropriate,” Late 

iFouse Republicans said they wil vote in favor of the articie of 

  

         The | § cle (1/12, Wallace, Wermund, 982K} reports the President “returned ta 

Texas Tuesday ta make his first public appearance since his suoporters stormed the U.S. Capital 

ast week as he visited the barder wall that he made central te his campaign for president in 

“Frunip “touted his imrnigration crackdawn,” which he “deemed ‘an incredible  SULCESS stary ,’ 

      
   

      

  

he signed a ‘Donald Trump’ sladue mounted at the bottom of a segment of the wal in the town 

Hidaigo County.” Trump said, “it’s been tremendously successful, far beyond whet 

mt let the next Adrrunistration even think abaut taking it down.” 

an, 7/2K} reports Trunip “boasted that his 
ions of tax dollars,” and a 

3e DeTrioc 

anyone thought. ... We ca 
     

    

x 3 (2/12, Corchade, GH 
signature project has saved countless lives and b 

bears no blame for last an Mot at the c apitel and shruage ad as 
hi im accountable and oust him with just days left on his terrn.’ ; rn 

(1/12, Maritz, 33K). reports T: “urnD, “in a tone far more mea red and rese: wed than the 
often raucous one he often used at rallies to cement support for Ai 5 immigration policias, also : 
‘tacitly acknowledged the unrest and violence last week.” Trump said, “This was a difficull year and | 

/@ very difficult election, Now is the tinre for cur netion to heal, And it’s tinie for peace and for 

cairn, respect for law enforcement and the great peaple within lew enforcement.” 

The AS (2/12, Colvin, Miler} ee Trump “rook no responsibiify for his part in fome: 

violent insurrection at the U.S. Capito! last week, despite his comments encoui "agi i supporters to 
march on the Capita! and praise for thern while they were still ¢ car it, Frump 

sald, ° “Peopie thought that what i said was totally appropriate. rar (1/12, 

LOLK} reports Trump “also pushed back at discussions that have beer floating around” since last 

week about renioving Fir via the 25th Armendrrient. & * Houston (1/22, 97K) reported | chat 

“the White House hailed this as a commemeration of President Trump’s the 450 miles of boarder 

wall,” but ume “could not escape the aoltics of the moment.” Trump: “The 25th Amendment is 

OF 2 is , bub will come Rack to haunt Joe Biden and the Biden Administration,” 

& ‘Dall las (1/12, LO8K) reported Trump “addressed last week’s siege that killed five 

people, fuding a police officer though he did not take blame for if, and he defended the speech 

“he gave prior to the assault, calling it totally appropriate.” Trump “aiso alluded to the tearing down | 

of monuments across the country this surimer during protests following the death of George 

Floyd.” Trump: “As I have consistently said throughout my administrat ion, we belleve in respectin 

America’s history and traditions, mat tegring them down. We beleve in the rule of law, not i} 

violence or ria oting. “ 

    

  

sisted that he 

ats" demand te old 

      
      

  

      

    
       
  

  

   

    

   

  

   

    

       

    

   

    

    

   

  

     

     

  

   

   
TK (1/12, SK} reported Trurnp “did address the recent events in our 

nati onal Ce Jbut the majority of hs speech here i Alario revolved around the boarder wall.” 

Trump: “Unlike those who came before me, I kept my promises. And teday we celebrate an 

extraordinary milestone, the campletion of the promised 456 miles of border wail.” Acting Deputy 

DHS Secretary Ken Cuccinelli MAL AM Washington (1/123, “This is the first president to 

actually execute on the wall.” 

| Ben Tracy said onthe & (1/12, story 3, 24s, Cf Dannell, 439M), “Frurme 
“now claims t there was nothing wrong with what he said last week that iicited the assault on the 

Capitol.” Trump: “it’s been analyzed and people thought what T said was totally appropriate.” 

“Tracy: “That is obviously not true, given Democrats are set tc impeach the President, and many 

“members of his own party sey he is at least p partially responsible for what nis supporters did after 
“he told them this. © Trump: “We fight Hke hel, and if you don't fight Hxe hel, yau're not going te 

have 2 a country anymore.” 
e 

    
  

        

            

   

      

     

    

<{3/t2, 10.92M) remorts Trump “warned Demecrats not te press for the 

invocation ¢ Fthe 25th Amendment, deciaring that such a move would “come back to} RaUne™ Biden. | 
Trump aiso “continued to pressure Democrats net to impeach him for a second time, clain 
'5uch a rmove would further divide the country.” The § (4/12, 3.37M)} reports 

“Trump said, “The unpeachment hoax is g continuation and Post Vicious witch hunt 

, far greater than ‘in the history of our country. It’s causing 
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“most peaple will ever understand, which is very dangerous for the LISA, especially at this very 

tender time.” 
Fhe Ney 3 (1/412, Dobbins, Romero, 20.0M} says Frump’s “choice of Texas for his 

‘first public appearance since the Capitol mob attack was not accidental: Re state not aay 

showcases the border wall, which Mr. Trump is celebrating in his presidency’s chaotic iast days, But: 
the Republican Party’s success in limiting the game- changing Derrmgcranic ge ning that flipped states 

'such as Arizona and Georg ia.” «News (1/12, Shaw, 23.99M) reports on iis website that the 

visited offered Trump “an opportunity to draw attention away from the growing controversy 

related to the riots last week at the Capitol building.” 

The Naw York {i/i2, Semmerfeidt, 2.52M} ranorts Trumo “insisted Tuesday that 

riot-inciting Si : last week was ‘totaly appropriate’ ~ even though it promoted his 

inparters Co storm the U.S. Capitol in a blood-curdiing attack on demrocrécy that ieft a police 

fficer and at least four other people dead.” § (2/12, BS.21M) reports on its website that Trunmin 

kened attempts to impeach him for a second tire to a ‘witch hunt’ and baselessly warned thet 

att ight be removed from office himself,” 
£ (4/22, 10.52M) reports that Sen, Lindsey Graharn (R-SC} “oined Trump | 

= uesday.. ess than ane week efter declaring an the Senate flaar that he 

pand the s resident hac Gd had’a neh of a journey’ but try tits Was time to count Alm out of Trump’s 

efforts to overturn the resuiis of the November electien.” The {3/42, Samueis, §.69M} reports 

_officigis in the city of Alarno saying there was “Hite advance notice from the Whi te House and nc 

details provided about the president's visit. City manager Robert Salinas said in a letter Monday 

that officials there had not been ¢ vontacted about the visit and had no detaiis about PS SC heduie ie 
While i tows” mars CF 42, Shalel), § ra (i/iz, Wingrave, >» New 

(1/12, Neison, 7.45M), and & Q (1/12, Fordey, 6.72M) are among the of ther : SUH 

the visit, 
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$ cov ering 
  

    

  
  

   

  

OZ er oe aye and SWRoree Gores wee Meyer yy se Fos Nay Myo Wy Wass Ns Toys All three | 
LS INSITYY, SSE LSTSIGHE SOW VS QIU OSL ARSLY QIYV CSIGKY YSVWEy VM GEe S LHW MPSIIOSS. AH ERPESS : 

  

rrerium toward 

a3 ie, jead story, 

| broadcast networks opened their 

‘impeachment on Capitol Hill, Devid Muir sai id an News 3 
3:48, 7.37M}, “House Democrats are moving for ward, [ ith] a vote set for toro: “TOW to npeach 

the President for incitement of insurt ‘ection. That would make fin the first President in histor y te 
be impeached twice.” Rep. Liz Cheney (R-WY), “the daughter of the former Vice President and the 

number three Republican in che | House, “said Tuesday that she will back impeachrnent. ABC’s 
Jonathan Karl: “This is @ big deal. Liz Cheney is a conservative Republican who commands respect, | 

Parnd her words abaut the President coulén mt be more damning, She says, ‘The President of the 

‘Usted States summoned this mob, assembled the mob and HE the flarne of this attack, None of 

this,’ she says, would heave happened without the Presigent. 

Norah O’Dennell said in opening the ¢ ' €4/12, lead story, 4:20, 4.39M} that 

In “pembshell” news, “the third-highest ranking Republican in the US House. ..is breaking with her | 

party, saying she will vote te imoeach President Trump tormorrow, because, she says, there has 

“never been a greater vetraya! by a * PFesic ident t of thE is office and oeth, ie w, Cheney's decision will 

“no doubt open the Aoodga FO H but assuring Mr. Trump will become the only 

: President to be impeached twice, ” CBS! Nancy Cordes: “Cheney is meraber of Republican 

leadership, and, so her support for impeachment is sure to influence others, as wii this news from 

the Senate's Republican leader Mitch McConnell, who has reportedly told associates that 

‘impeachment could heip his party get past President Trump.” 

Lester Holt saig an S ihyeyy © (4/12, lead story, 3:50, 5.85M}, “We heard from the 

President today, whoa offered ny regrets or contrition for tus role in eg sging on the aifack on the 

Capitol. And so, ¥ aight deys left in his term, Bernocrats are focused on ending the Tru re 

presidency the hard way - impeachment.” N IBC’s Peter Alexander: “Prasident Tr ump, in his f 

‘public appearance since the Capital riots he’s accused of inciting, expressfed] ne regrets and 

taking no responsi y... That defiance as he faces becoming the first President ever ta he : 
| reached twice. Senate Mir OF ity Leader Schurner: "He blamies the violence that he heined cause - 

on others. He blamed the divi nat he requiariy caused on others. Donald Trump should 

net hold office one day onger.’ * 

M
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. Miller, Jelonick} remarts, “Already scheduled ta leave office next 

  

Week, Trurnip _ sont the verge of becoming the only president in Bustos "y to be twice impeached. His 

incendiary rhetoric ata rally ahead of the Capitol uprising is now in the imipeachment charge 

against Rirn, even as the falsehoods he spread about election fraud are stil being charnpioned by 
&     

    

some Repubhcans.” 2 (1/i2, Cornwell) reports, “At least fou rr Republicans said on Fuesday 

they would ain Demos im voting to impeach.” The New York Yomes (1/12, Fandes, 20.6M} 

‘reports Cheney “dismissed fellow Republicans arquing that the impeachment was rushed, 

“premature or unwarranted. Her words were un equly ece and likely to give caver to fwo dozen or 

50 other House Renublicans eoning to break ranks.“ ONS 4/12, Mahtani, 89.21M} reports an is 

website, “A White House official says they expect as many as 29 or more Hepublicans to vote for 

impeachment. .. on wednesday, though they Go nat have a firm f igure 

; '(4/22, Hayes, 12.7M) reports Cheney “noted that the , attack, which resulted 
five deaths ine duding 2 Capitol Police officer, aimed fo obstruct America’s dei Moc ratic DrOcEsses ‘and 

  

    

    

          caused ‘injury, death and destruction in the most sacred : space in our Republic Cheney 

Said the president - and the president alone - was to blame.” The } , Kranish, 

  

   

  

| iG. 52M) says her “historic decision...nad its roots in a dramatic phone call from her Fa ther, Former 
‘vice president Richard 8B. Cheney, who was watching events unfol d on television last week and 

warned that she was being verbally attacked by the president.” The i 

(1/12, 94K} reports, “Cheney has sided with Trump in the vast majority of her votes 5 dut i 

presidency. Stil, she has publicly broken with Trurnp in numerous } nces in the past - never 

‘more prominently than last week.” Sxios (1/12, Rurmmier, 1.26M), 2 (1/12, Ferris, Caygle, 
§.73 MY), and : i (4/42, Brufee, 5.698) #iso cover Cheney’s announcement, 

\ yf Past (i/E2, LO.S2M) reports Rens. Join Katka (R-NY), Adam Kinzinger (R- 

EL}, and Fred Upton (R-MT} ‘all said Tocadey that they wil back impeachment, The ¢ 

(1/42, Ruthhart, 2.03M)} reports Kinzinger said in @ statement, “There is no doubt in my mind that 

the Presi dent OF the Uniteg States broke his oath of office and incited this insurrection.” The 

Pac Ny Sy Bast: 3 (1/22, 467K) reports Katka, who was “the first House Republican” to 
Spubhchy come out for i inipeachment, “said he felt compaiied to uphold his oath of office and defand 

the Lo tution By impeaching Frurmnp.” 

Rg > (1/82, Niedzwiadek, 6.73} reports that “a Republican group has mledged tc amass a 
ion war chest to hel p GOP ia lawmakers wha vote ta impeach...Trump ward off sotential 

  

          

     
    
   

     
     

  

    

    

   

  

    
    

  
i i $50 mi 

   

    

  primery challenges.” The : fi/i2, Karni, 20.6M)} reports, ‘fhe finencial commitment | 

ys the gFOuD, the e © Republican A Accountability Project, is designed to incentivize Renublicans whe 
   

rooting yin favor rot the new article of impeachment thet is expected to be       

    ble off ‘enses 5 and th at he iS ‘pl eased 
‘thatt bemocr sts 3 are moving 3 to | impeas ach him, bel levine 9 that ' will make if casier to purge Rim from | 

the party.” The Times adds that House Minority Leader McCarthy “has asked other Republicans 

whether he should call on Mr. Trump to resign in the aftermath of the riot at the Capital last 

Pweek,” 

   CNN (3/22, 89. 21M} reports on its website that according to a “person with direct X 

rowileddge, ” McConnell is “furious about last week’s attack on the US Capitol by the Fresident’s 

His sHence has been deliberate as 

  

i KE 

“supporters, even more so thet Trump has shown no contriticn. 

he leaves open the option of supporting impeachment.” Sox | .£2/12, Singman, 23.99} 

reports on its website, “Part of McConnell’s anger, according te sources, is that the Senate Majority | 
was | fost te o the Democs ats Just 8 ast Tuesda Ry an the § Georgia (Senat @ ru noHts, but sources Sai a8 that 

    

    
     

    
    

t to remove | 
HY Sa uppor , The vote 

i, Pance wrote i part, “i de | 
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“not believe that such a course of action is in the best interest of our Nation or consistent with our 
Constitution, * § (1/12, Beech, Shalal reports Pence “foid Pelosi the administration’s energy 

Was focused on ersuring an orderly tran ssitic By arid appeaied te her and other members of 

Congress ko avoid actions thet ‘would further divide and inflame the passions of the moment,’” The 
» (4/12, Cameron, 26.6M} reports Pance” privately indicated last week thet he dig 

onot support inveking the 25th Amendment, and his public rejection af the resolution al! but ensured - 

‘that the House would vote toa impeach” Trums on Wednesday. The Wat (1/3, 
| Peter SOT, ANGTENS, 5 Subscription PUbbcetion, | 8. 4 ‘M)s says the House has vowed to miove on 

   

  

     

  

   
   

  

   
‘(4/12, King, Jansen, 12.7M} reports Democrats have “called for [Trump’s]} 

res! gnat ion, and] urged the Cahinet fo remove Rim under the 25th Amendment and, with these | 

two options looking extremely unlikely, are preparing to impeach the president for a second time.” | 

The Chartofte £Ne fee (U/12, 443%) reports Rep, David Price (D-NC) “sard the best course of 
action is for senior Republican officials to convince Trump to resign. The second best option, h 

sald, was for [Pence] and embers of the Cabinet to invoke the 25th Amendment.” 

" the x , (1/12, Baker, Haberman, Kern, 20.6M)} examines the deterioration in 

irelatians 2 ‘a and Trump, who “wes enraged that Mr. Pence was refusing to try to 

  

    

        

“overturn the election. In a series of MeELINGS, as pre dent had pressed relentlessly, alternately 

caicling amd browheating him.” Last Wednesday, “just befcre Mr. Pence headed to the Cartel to     
   

     
-aversee the electcrai vote count,” Frurmp ca ied ee Pence at his residence and said, te can 

‘either go down in history as a patriot, or you can Go down in history as a p---y.” The T Mes Says 

“the blowup between the netion’s two highest slacted officiais then played out in dramat c fashion 

     

  

as the oresident publiciy excoriated the vice president at an incen diary ‘ rally arid serst agitated 

iSupporters fo the Capitcl where they stormed the Budding - sore of therm chanting “Hang Mike 

Pence.” 

  

: i 3 f2/22, Orr, 673M} writes, “After four-and-a-half years of unbending icyalty, [Pence] 
‘is ready ta move or from § sonal trun. i it tank was the president incHking a riot that, quite 

literally, put Pence’s life in danger.” Pence "has spent the past few days navigating between two 

political forces. There is bipartisan praise for his refusal to indulge the president's unc onstifuth onal 

picy for a second term. But the MAGA base he cultivated alongside Trurnp is now threatening him 

with political retributian and even death for that same refusal.” 

   
     

    

    

| Leahy Urges Cruz And Hawley To Step Bown From Judiciary Committee. 

    

(4/12, Bolton, 569M) reports Sen, Patrick Leahy iD “VT) called for Sens. Ted Cruz (8-TX) 

-and Josh Hawley GR-MO) to step down frorn the ¢ Senate hughciary Corimittes, echoing the call f rom | 

Sen, Sheidon Whitehouse (0-RT} for the pair to be rernoved from: the panel, 

  

  

      

'Boebert Dismisses Criticism She Endangered Pelosi By Tweeting Her Location During 

Capitol Violence. 

ay Post (1/12, 660K) reports Rep. Lauren Boehert (R-CO} “said Democrats are faiseh 

att nai for tweeting House Spoaker Pelosi's location during the vigience at the Capitol, 

Despite calls for her to resign, Boebert “seid she wasn’t doing anything wrang by tweeting about 

Pelosi.”  Boebert “for months has feisely claimed the 2620 presicential section was faged™ and 

“previously claimed that the rioters were not conservatives,” 

'Dernocrats has acting “as though a reference t to the Founding of ¢ our country ‘and the be avery y of 

SAG: ding: our Fe fonstifutional oath is criminal,” 

| (3/22, Larson, 1.04M) repor ts Goebert “dismissed the sericusness of th 

charges chat she had endangered the Hfe of Pelosi” by tweeting her iccation,. Boebert’s ° statement 

was replete with baseless claims” about Joe Biden, Sen. Kamala Harris (D-CA}, Pelosi, “and the 

'Yar-ieft.” She equated the rioasthy-neaceful Black Lives Matter protests with “the dangerous 

insurrection.” 

   

  

     
      

     i 

    

    

    

‘Cawthorn Faces Backlash For Speaking Ye Rally Preceding Capitol Violence. 

    yes (1/22, Murphy, 445K) reports that newly elected Rep, Madison 
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Cawthorn (R-NC) is facing | backlash after speeking at the rally that preceded last week's violence 

at the Canitol. He's s “lost the support of a key Republican endorser in Western North Carolina,” 

George Erwin, who won three terms as Henderson County sheriff and served a decade as the 

executive directer of the North Caroline Association of Chiefs of Police. Erwin “regrets his actions to | 
help” elect Cawthorn, Megnwhile, NCLi Democratic Party officials wrote te House speaker pelos: 

requesting “an ethics investigation into whether Cawthorn’s statements constitute ‘acts of sedition’ 

vand calling for his expuisian ar censure.” As for Cawthorn, he said, “] don’t feel i had any 

responsibility for them attacking the Capite!.” 

  

  

    

    et 7m 

   

      

   

US Chamber, More Businesses Halt Donations To Legislators Whe Opposed Certifying 

‘Biden Victory. 

‘The Af (1/12, Krisher, Boak) reports that in the wake of last week’s insurrection at the Capitol, the | 
“US Chamber of Corr merce, “echofing} much of carporate America, which has started to reject the 

7 glence and faise claims of election fraud put forth by Trump and his allies," threatened to 

withhold carpaign funds from legislators who offered ¢ insubstantiated clairnas of voter fraud as 

they sought to step the vote from being certified. However, the Chamber wouldn't identify which 
egisiators would be affected. Charnber } CEG Thomas Donohue Said that President Trump "has 

cunderrmined our dernocratic institutions and our ideals” but neither characterized the vic clence asa 
“full coup” attempt nor called for Trurnp’s ouster. Dor OhUe Hiso “rejected the notion that the UWS. : 

business comraunity turned a blind eye to the divisions sowed by Trump that fed to the \ Vi iolence 50 | 

that it could get lower taxes and reduced government regulations.” 
The Sew ¥ . (1/12, Rappepert, 20.6M) casts the Chamber’s statement as “the latest 

‘backlash against Mr. Trump and Republicans frorm the business community, which hes been united 

in its opposition fo an assault on the democratic process.” Fhe Times calls the qroup’s mave “a 

“major rift in the t traditional dliance befween mdustry and the Republican Party.” 
The Wasi Bost (1/22, Gregg, 10.52M) reports that “defense-industriai giant Northrop 

Grumman says it hes halted ali campaign denations from its poli iCal action committee, the first 

defense manufacturer te join a growing corporate backlash,” and “several other large government 

contractors ater followed suit.” According to the Fost, in 2026, “Northrop Grumiman’s PAC : 
“contr ibuted roughly equally to Democrats and Repubhcans.” The Post does on to report that “some 

of Northrep’s peers at the top of the U.S. defense industry - Lockheed Martin, Boeing General 

Dynamics - had not halted donations or issued statements as of Tuesday afternoon. But thr ee 
other large government contractors later confirred Tuesday that they would halt donati ions,’ 

'Raythean Technologies, “a massive Massachusetts-based defense-tech company that farmed 
through a merger of Raytheon and United Technologies,” Leidos, “a Reston-based company that 

specializes im government TF and other technclocy services,” and BAE Systerns, the US subsidiary 

'OF a British defense manufacturer, 

8 fers (1/22, DiNacoh, Shepardson} reports Walmart joined other maior companies in 

Suspending donations to legisiators wha voted against the certHicatian of state electoral 

x       ft? “4 

  
  

         

    

   

    

    

    

  

  

     

      

       
        

  

   

        

voi AS =pokesina an sald the issue Wil be under review for the next few s. General 

‘Motors "§ eis in gi cai # contribe HONS, 

| NYUMNTSNG NSS SIG NE Cass /i2, 
'Nasiricour, 3.57 M) rg sports S, "after the violence - at - the Capitol, ditor, his 

  

hometown hank and even his mortgage lender spurned him.” A persan wi yeh Rowledae 0 of the 

iafion seid that Deutsche Bank AG, which holds about $300 milion in Trump debt, x 

“conduct rrore business with Frurnp or his family cornpany. Signature Bank is closing F 

-gccounts, and Professional Bank - which gave Trurmp an $11 million mortgage — said it * 

winding down the relationship effective immediately.” Bloomberg adds, “the question is whether 

his other banks and financial backers” will retain his as a cent. 
Fre \ ; fi/i2, To. 52M) reports that Trurmp’s refusal “to ecknowledde that he 

would be re ning to private fe" seams to have “sabotaged wh ot ¢ could Have been his best chance | 
at success in that reairn - a rebound of the battered Trump brand.” His encouraging the rioters 

owho ransacked the Capito! “made his company a periah and driven away alias who could have 

ty.” that aver a week, the Trump Organization lost a brought 3 revenue and post-politics credib 
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      tournarnient, end 

Han & 

bank, an e-cammmerce platform and the privilege of hosting a wort id-farnous golf 

its hepes of hosting another have heen dashed.” Additionally, real estate giant Cus 

Wakefie: ig, which ° ‘has handled an array of business for Trump for many years, tol “ the : 
Washington Post i¢ would no longer work with him. The decision “means that Tru Hip’s Company will: 

quickly have to find someone eise to handle lease negotiations at some of his most © prominent 

properties.’ 
The Ne es (1/12, Linton, Protess, Eder, 20.6M} reports that the Trump 

Organization is facing Hts “most substantial challenge” to date. The ‘ } a{a/b2Z, 

'Spegele, Karmin, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports that the banks’ response to the viclence 

at the Capitol will increase pressure on President Trump's Business, which already was under 

pressure from the coronavirus pandemic and approaching debt payments. Additionally, peapie 

familiar with the matter say that the viclence has Varnedo Realty Trust pausing plans ta refinance 

two buildings owned with the Frurnp Or ganization, The business aiso may see customers avoid ifs 

notels ang gos if COUPSES, and the pandersc has depresses property values, frustrating efforts to 
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feek’s vioience at the Cap ito! hy 
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SIONL ¥ SACKS, Sasss Ls 

: : > last w 

pulling back ‘ “Or Presi ane Tramp’ § bu SINGSS Bs par ‘t of a fiberal “cancel cullure” exerted agai 

those who “disagree with ther.” In an interview, “Eric Trurnap seemed unruffled but combative,” 

arguing that. his father has, in the AP's words, “a powerful brand backed by mHHons of voters who 

will fatlow hie ‘te te ends of the Earth.” He aiso “dismissed the hits as no big threat” to the 

coe be the amited dake evaileble for i ¥S F private company y suggest the Traut Tp 
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Following the violence, “Lindel DY -ornoted ¢ dabu: “ed CONSHHS acy cheoties Gn sociai media’ 

“was behind the violence.” 

Capitol,” 
'and “repeated the faise claim that “antifa 

Harvard Removes Stefanik From Advisory Committee Over Electoral Fraud Accusations. 

“The! Post (1/12, Nelson, 7.45M) reports Ren. Ehse Stefanik (R-NY) reacted to Harvard 

'‘Uriversity’s Institute of Politics dropping her from an advisory comruites over her pubic 

accusations Gf fraud in the 2020 election by accusing it of choasing “fo cower end cave te the woke | 

Left.” She disdained the move as part of a “march toward a  Ponecultu re of Hhe-minded, intele: rant 

fiberal views.” Har vard Kennedy School of Government Dean Douglas Eimendorf said Ris request 

that Stefanik resign “was not about po! ical parties, poiltical ideciogy, or her choice of candidate 
for president,” but instead due to her “public assertions about voter fraud in November’s 

presidential election that have no basis in evidence.“ 

      

    

, Top GOP Aide Resigns, Slarmming Leqgisiators Who Backed Trump’s Chahenge To Biden 

: Win. 

   

   
   

5, 73M) reports that in the wake of last week's violence at the Capito!, top. 

mepublican conge sssionai aide Jason Schmid, a longtime senior House Armed Services Committee 

staffer, “is resigning over his party’s support for President Donald Trurnp’s bid to overturn the 2020. 

ion.“ In his “scathing resignation fetter,“ Schraid “slammed the GOP rembers of the pane 

o...Joe Biden's flactoral College win,” saying they “should have been gaivenized te 

‘rebuke these spourrectionists i: the strongest terms,” but instead “chose to put politice{ theater 

ahead of the defense of the Constitution and the republic.” Schmid aiso sa: id 3 the GOP lawmakers 

 “rarmed the abiity of every service meniber, intelligence officer, and diplomat to defend the 

| nation end advance American interests,” 
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nity OS States Continue Te See Surge In COVID Cases. 

wey ap ihe story 4, 2:15, Murr, 7.37M) reported, "We're seeing the worst 

ingt at iis peak,“ as “more then 22 rmiicn Americans heave naw tested positive” a 

‘an average of “246,000 cases a 2 day” and over 379, 000 | have died. ABC's Kaylee Hartung added, 
fonight, docsters bracing for what they‘re calling a perfect storm. Hospiteis already pushed to } the 

fimit formé, Hartung salg, “Hospitais forced to turn 

ambulances away,” a scene eee across the country, arid i record numbers,” with “close 

130,060 pecpic now hos spitsiized with the virus.” 

| On NS yf S {2/22, story 7, 3:50, Holt, 5.85M}, Miguel Almaquer reported, 
“Facing wha i @ viral tsunami, tonight ROS me s aes the country are under siege,” 

with “the most dangerous and perhars the dead iahead. A imaguer said that with “the 

“peek of the holiday surge expected to Alt critical rnass in seven to ten days” and “the CMC soon 

iring intern vai tr ave ders to fast negative before departing for the US... 30 states are 

Te 19 a rise in cases.” Almaqguer added that Rhode Island, Arizone, Arkansas, Okiahcme, and 

Cal forma are seeing the fn ost serious outbreaks,” as Los Angeles County reports a death “every 

eight minutes” and ten new Infections “every 60 seconds.” New hospitelizetions in the stete “have 
piateaued,” but ‘deaths are up 912% since November.” 

Me on RS — (Ui, 8K) about the reasons behind the surge in ceses, NIAID Directar 
, We beheve it's due to the fact that as we qot into the colder months of the lete fall and | 

Bar ly winter, at people do things racre indcors versus cuidears. We had the trevel and the 

socializing aver the Chri ai nes and New Yeer’s holiday, and that’s the reason why we feel es we 

eta feeper Nea January, ¢ AGS Are qos ag to get wor vse before they get better.” 

Xs 3 ey ‘Nears SSF CNY as. The | EES | fi/i2, Maney, Lin, 

3, 27M) 3 reports, “Los 5 Ange! es County 1s fast sop oachl ng i radlion con! rad Coronavirus 

‘fiassive milestone that means one BUS fevery 10 Angelenos has been infected at some point 

‘during the pandemic.” After taking “ arly £2 months to top 500,000" cases, the county 5 is 

“predicted to “crest the i-million mark by the end of this week, dou ling iis colossal case count in 2 

month,” if it maintains the current rate of infections. Officiais ” say | is more mmpartent than ever 

for residents to rededicate themseives to infectic 3. The continued “high 
number of cases is distressing i the near term... and nartends aisast nthe weeks ahead as 

hundreds of additional Angelenos fail ill enough te: feguire hospitalization.” 

The SP (2/12, Thompson} reports that Cahfornia is “transforming baseball stadiums, 

fairgrounds and even @ Disneyland Resort parking iot Into mass vaccination sites as the 

coronavirus surde overwhelms hospitals and sets a deadly new record in the state.” The AP adds, 

“Orar re County, south of LA. County, announced Monday that its first mass vaccination site will 

be at e Disneyland Resort parking jot in Anaheim. It’s one of five sites to be set up te vaccinate 

thousands of peapie daily.” 
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| Administration Releasing Al Vaccine Doses; States Urged To Vaccinate Those Over 65. 

    

   
% (3/12, story 3, 2:35, Muir, 7.37M}, Eva Pilgrim reported, “Facing 

_ariticism for @ si agish \ vaccine rollout, the Trump Administration lis} mow urging states to expand 

vaccination te include Americans over 65 and chit pre-existing conditions.” HHS Secretary 

Azar said, “Every vaccine dose that is sitting in @ war ahouse rather than going nto an arm could 

mean one mere life icst, or one more hospital bed occupied.” Pigrim added, “The government will 

now release all vaccine doses instead of halding second doses back. Just one-third of 27 mHlion 
doses distributed hav gore | into arms.” 

¥ iy ws {€E/12, story 5, 2:05, O'Donnell, 4.39M) reported, “Fonight, the 

Trump Adrrnistration is 8 eens states fo spesd up delivery oF COVTD shots, Sa far, t an nine | 

had a COVIB shot, while about twice that many doses are sti sitting in 
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   nore    
    

Maar 
freezers.” Azar said, We are releasing the entire sunply we have for order by states, rather than 

” CRS! * Vigl ott added, “The new focus will be on | 
ions,” but Azar “says distribution isn’t the | 

in freezers at hospitals with hospitals not; 
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helding second dases in physical reserve. Jonathan 

those age 65 and older, and those with preexisti ng cond 

borfy issue.” Azar said, “We have toc much vaccine sitt 

  

       



ce 

ussirig, if. 

Gn. {i/l2, story 6, 2:16, Holt, 5.85M), Stephenie Gosk reported, 

eee warp s Speed | wi ith a tressage for the states: miove faster. Today, federal officials 

; guarded fOr SeCONE deses wu be released to the pubic.” Gaosk 

‘said the new | guidance ¢ comes a s off iciais say “vaccine supply...is becorning less of a concern,” wit 

Pfizer “on track to make 2 billicn doses this year.” Gosk added that “opening Up GHgibility and 
increasi 

  

   

    
    

: Supply May not riake things easier,” with many stetes “already overwheimiad.” 
Fhe AS fi/i2, Miler, Alonso-Zaldivar} reports, “Barely @ month into @ mass vaccinatian 

campaign to stop the COVTD-19 panderrc, the Trunip administration unexpectedly shifted gears 

Tuesday to speed the delivery of shots.” Azar “announced 2 series of major changes to increase 

supoly of Vaccines and expane the age seeps oe as well aS > Focations where People can get 

i SHOES. ' _ feet 

         

  

    

  

    

    

     
       

D0 ORE “AAD, O'Donnell, Spal dng, ¢ Ch af} 
“releasing millions of COVID-19 vaccine doses # had been n nolding pack for second i shots. and urged 
States to offer them to all Americans over age 65 or with chronic health conditions.” Reuters 

reports that Azar “said during ¢ news briefing that the | U.S. pace of inoculations has risen to 

706,000 snots Pe day and is exnected to rise to l milion per day within a week to 1G days, 

Releasing doses that have been held back should bring the total number of doses that have been 

made wvailable t for use in the United States fo roughly 38 milion, Azar said.” Reuters points out 

that lest week, Joe Siden‘s transition tear: anncunced that he “would accelerate distribution of 
(COVID- 2S vaccines to jump-start leaging inoculations by releasing more deses.” 

cL fie, szekely, White orn) reports that state and f fecerat health Mca S “have 

  

      
    

  

   

  

| scrambied it 

  

Arnericans,” w vith Many y states adhe ing £0 orn ict rules. iv ng | shots to healthcare w yorke rs and 

ninsing home residents first.” Azar tcid ABC earlier, “We've already distributed more vaccine then 

we have healthcare workers and peaple in nursing Aomes. Ve'ye got to get to more channels of 

administration,” Azer “said the edministration...was now confident in the supply chain to release” 

its stockpile of reserve doses, 
E G (1/12, Roubein, 6. 73M} reports that Operation Warp Speed, “the government's 

-yaccine accelerator, is giso changing how it allocates scarce doses of Cavid-19 vaccines. Rather 

than provide doses te states based on their adult population, federal officiais wil scon send weekly 

shipments based an the size of a state’s 65-and-over population and how quickly they gre 

‘administering shots.” Azar is quoted as saying, “Every vaccine dose that is sitting in @ warshouss 

rather then going inte an arm could mean one nie @ lost or one more hospital bed occupied.” 

Politico says “the dramatic shift in strategy...anpeared to surprise state health officizis.” 

The CNS (1/12, Lovelace, 7.34M} website quotes Azar as saying, “States should not be 

waiting to complete phase ia prioritization before proceeding to broader categories of eligibility, 
Think of = lke boarding an airplane. You might have a sequential order in which you board peasle. 

But you don’t wait ‘fH Hterally every person from a group is boarded before moving on to the 

next.” The f § (2/22, Pennington, 28.6M)} reports thet “Just days aga, Mr. Azar and 

_officiais from Gperation Warp Speed...criticized aides to Mr. Biden for announcing a similar plan.” 

According to the Times, Azar “sald at the time that releasing nearly all of the dases, as the Biden 

‘team pronased, would jeanerdize the ‘system thet manages the flow, to maximize the number of 

first doses, But KAOWwing ther re | W mu pee a set ord) dose available.” The Times says Agar “called any 

  

    

    

      

     

  

   

    

   

   

  

   

   

  

aw ving F pharrr facies and community 

r fhe Shek , However, The         ath centers, W which 5 serve | ‘arcely Soot 30 oul 

-Yimes says the announcement “came with a cudgel: States | wi avons, Mr. Azar 
said, if they do not use up doses quickly.” The operaticn will als SHY state & ahi cations “on 

the size of a state’s population of peopie @ 63 and o} vider, rot on its gen eral ade te poput lation” intwo 
weeks. The Wail S (41/22, Ad, 
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‘the release and Azar’s COmMMENts. 
Ascordin : , de, AL, Sun, MeGiniey, Stanley-Becker, Goldstein, 

~4£6.52M}, “The expectation is that peop! stil get their second doses as planned. The concerns | 

about assible meeps im mianufactur ing | have been allayed by the steady rarnp-up so far, while the | 

rm isks of delay have increased as the pandemic has claimed thousands of lives daily.” The Post says | 

“the decisions ta ov werh aul the vaccine distribution program were made in two meetings held by 
‘A leade ership ¢ of f Opes ‘ati on Warr Speed...aver the weekend as officiais sear ched for ways to speed up 

     
     

  

  

     
   

i 38 2/22, 18.52M)} reports, “Advisers te... Biden are batking at a decision by 

the trum minis nto Gramatiecally increase the number of peanle ehgible far the 

“coronavirus vaccine, belleving the changes could overwhelm states end create unregiistic 

expectations for m ions of Arnericens wating for shots.” A senior Trurrio Administration official 

said, “It’s clear in many states that an overly Pees eas on the fighest priority group was 
creating a bottleneck and slowing vaccination uptake.” ~ (8/12, 7.34M) reports cn its website 

that “sorne 53 million Americans who are 65 and older and it 3 million people between 16 and 64 
with comorbid conditions will now be eligible ta receive the vaccine if every state adopts the 

Guidelines, “according to the CDC. 

XM 3 (1/12, Lavite, 3.87M) reports that COC Director Redfieid said ina ees ory 
‘Tuesday, “ft’s gaing te be a difficult Fanuary and probably February, bub with a vaccine and the 

new therapeutics we have, there’s really strong light at the end of that tunnel as we enter March, 

We really need to commit right now to cet as many Americans vaccinated es we can that are 

particularly the most vuinerabie and at risk for hosnitelizetion.” 

; "G (1/22, Jacobs, 3.57M} reports that Surgeon General Adams indicated on Tuesday 
morning that the AHTH inistration’ “will push states to expand the shots’ avadablity to anyone 65 

ard older, regardiess of underiyinc itions that might put them at greater risk of severe 

‘disease, and anyone 65 or younger with such a condition,” and “giso will ne ienger hald back 
ving doses oF the vaccine if} 8 order to aKe more shots avaiable Jenmechaty “ Adams is quoted 
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g 7. 3AM) ‘reports ¢ 3 £5 web heirrrar nye i 6 Albe rt 

Bourla scheered | reports on n Tuesday that the U.S, government Was oushing =o > expanc f eligibility for | 

'Covic-19 vaccines, telling CNBC the U.S. drug giant has adequate suoply to support such a 

decision, ‘if this is true what we're hearing, it is very positive,’ he said.” Bourla added, “I think this 

is exactly what reads to b 

  

     
   

  

     

     

      

y 7 ~ , ox 8 ye SYS AS wrcee sy 7. fore $ Ss 

Says; Sy goes AY Vew Vasigeks. Asked on 

  

     e new variants, NIATD Director Fauci said, “We 

yas we possibly can, because once you 
i whl ich a parti ou far virus mutates.” 

: y: sys. The J 
is i2, Deighto on, : 4AM) : reports that health officigis acrass the 

“county Yoare working to create accessibie systeris ‘for hookir 1g COVID vace atic nh appointments in 

order to heip ramp up the distribution process. Several jurisdictions are relying on apps, platforms 
like Google Maps, and phane hotlines to develop registration systems that provide equal access to 

residents with disabilities or those who lack access to the Internet. 

BK) about hai + 
iwiary people v2 accinated as gu’ 

will by det init fon 

Mant £0 

nt the rercdication, you |       

       

    

‘States Resist imposing F Restrictions Amid Surge. 

The ; { C thal phase of the 
_corenavirus cutbroak yet, governors and iceal officiais in hard-hit parts of the country are showin 

gress ro imipase any new restrictions on businesses to stom the spread.” However, 

“unlike in 2620, when the Gebate over iockdowns often solit along party lines, both Democratic a nd 
Republican leaders are signaling their ompasition to forced closings and other measures,’ 

expressing & CONCEMNS av er omnes the heavy economic damage inflicted by the outbreak” 

5. Fhe AP says th some are “focused more on the rou 

i the thr ee 
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'(i/i2, ferranella, 2.16M) reparts that “nine jocal officiais fram Baraga County, located in 

Michigan's Upper Peninsula, signed a ‘manifesto’ on Monday, saying the county y will no longer 

enforce COVID-15 res riction orders” from nh the office of Gov. Gretchen Whitmer (D). The manifests | 
compares ; the restrictions to thase seen in “the days of King George UT and the American 

Revolution” and “describe[s] Lansin ings ‘s failure to cont rol the VITUS use arbitrary picking 

econo i WITMers and losers.” iF igis created the 

} ate r receiving tons c , and ‘patti ons fram comrnunity members,” "and 

ely an individual a 0 conduct their business in a manner they see FE, 
s Mas Yan Der ag ov . 
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((i/id, Caste ronuove, 5, ;69M) report cS 5 that Leticia Remauro, “a GOP ¢ ate for Staten 
dg, N.Y., Borough president,” apclagized on Monday “for reportedly shouting * Heli tier" | ina 

Facebook video while ca ing Gn peapie to push back agai inst local coronavirus safety : restrictions.‘ 

‘O Can be seen “ing video fram a Gee. 2 protest on Staten Isiand over the closure of the 

ant Mac’s Public Hause” rnaking the remarks, end this week told “the New York Dally New 
that she apologizes ‘profusely that the words T use ‘in trying ta create & én angiogy were 

_offensive.’” Remauro clarified that she “actually meant to say ‘mein F ahrer,” i in reference to New 
York Gov, Andrew Cuome (D3 and New York City Mayor Bil de Biasio iD}, 

Fre (i/i2, Zaver:, 20.6M) reports that the seif-recordad “video drew 

attention after i was sentte a reporter with NYE, whe shared ftom Twitter on Monday night. “tn 

the video, Remauro * ‘pans tc @ une of officers outside the tavern” and says to “stand up for our 

right, the right to pay taxes so that we can pay the saleries of these good men and women, who 

yes are only doing their iob, but not for nothing, sornetimes you've got to say ‘Hell , note 
good idea te send ry are, we're not going fo de it.” The video “drew widespread outrage on 

social mecha from pe dans and the public, with many people calling for Ms. Remaure to renounce | 

her candidacy for borough president.” 

    

  

   
    

  

        
     

   

   

| Two More House Democrats Test Positive After Capitol Lockdown. 

‘The AB tive for 
COVID after Rep. Bone Watson Coleman (D-NI} m ade her announcement mene y, “proripting 

concern that last week's insurrection at the Canitol hes alse turned inte ¢ super-spreader event.” 
Watson Coleman and her colleagues Reps. Pramila Jeyapal (D-WA) and Brad Schneider (DoE 

“were among dozens of lawmakers who were whisked to a secure location,” where some “huddied 

rs.” The three have “directed their anger toward some House Republicans who were aise in 

tne s secure poor and declined opp ortunig fs to wear masks, despite their raie in bige : 

POF COVID- 2." Jeyapal “called on the House Sergeant at arrns to remove arn lawn ker 

House | Hoor whe declines to wear # imask.‘ 

3 : (4/12, Tully, Wu, Mandavill, Cochrane, 20.5M) reports t that Schneider 

“said he received a positive test resuit Tuesday morning after driving home to Hhnais, and that he 

did not have syrnotorns.” All three have “directly blamed a group of House Repub Cans WAG 

refused to wear masks while sheltering in a : @ location during the mot,” and Schneider cated 
for those withcut masks to be “immediately removed from the House flocr by the sergeant-at- 

arms for their reckless endangerment of their colleagues.” Jayapai “aise said that any mernber of 
Congress who did not wear a mask should be rermoved fromm the floor by the sergeant-at-arms and | 
fined.” 

The ¢ as (2/12, Ruthhert, 2.05M} reports that Schneider sald ine video news 

conference on Tuesday that ‘after narrow! ny escaping & vidient mob incited by the president of the 

‘United States” and being “forced to spend several hours” with Republican colleagues whe 

“adamantly refused to wear a mask,” he is “now in strict isolation worried that I have risked my 

wife's health and angry at the selfishness arid arrogance of the anti-maskers who put their own 

contempt and disregard for decency ahead of the health and safety of their colleagues and our 

staff.” Schneider “acknowledged he could not say fo 

The AP (4/12, Freking} reports that two additione! House Democrats have now tested posi   
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     certain if he contracted the virus from one of 

the Republican members in the safe room,” but said, "My expasure in that room was greater than 
at any other time for this entire pandemic.” 

(2/23, Guzman, &.69M} renarts that NYATO Director Fauci “said the incident wil likely 
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jead to more cases arnong lawmakers” 8 ar interview with the Daly Beast on Tuesday. Fauci is 

quoted as saying, “Of course, when you f reve people in close indoar settings ¥ W without social 

distancing or masks there are likely going to be some infections.” Fauci said that “any deviation” 

from public heal me measures “is creating & risk for ecquisition and or spread of infection, Doesn't 

matter y vO © you re 
NYY oN 

      

of 

  

SSers SONS y S8 Say Sas $3 . (4/12, Brown, 

22. 7M) reports, t f ining | lawmakers S500 for not 

wearing face masks on the House floor during 

'Dernocratic aide not authorized te speak publicly Y. » Recor sedi Hug to the aide, members v WOU sl ba 

subject to a $506 pay deduction for a first offense and $2,500 for a ene offense under the rule, 
which was set to “be included in a procedural vote Tuesday evening.” The vote comes after Reps. 

“Anthony Brown (D-MD) and De spbie Dingell (5-MT) “praposed feqisi tion ‘uesday that would fine 
any mernber of Congress who refuses to wear a mesk on Capitol grounds $1,000 for the duration 

of the COVID- ig pandemic.” 
he. s ci 42, Ne of ison, 745) reports that “a senior Hause Democratic aide 

Hy re SOF HON was set to “include ae 

  

  

    

    
     

floor} for ; nonecormpliance ¥ Witty the: g soaker’ W'S Mask se requ neirie ent on the Hous & 5 Floor a The aide. 

said, “Separately, the House Office Bullding Commission will be immediately considering the 

Implementation of a similar fine system for | oncom prance inthe House Office Bulldings and 

  

  

         

    

Rouse si e of the U.S. Capitol Budi ff/i2, iG. 52M) crovides further : ? . t f 

Bf overa 

in an op-ed for. 
yn 

      

      

iar angry that - 

i of & were ‘unwi Hin ng t 12 2 small a nnoyance of a mask for a few | 
hours. i@m angry that he gttack on the Capi tol and my subsequent Hiness have the same cause: 
‘my Republican colleagues’ inability to accept facts.” She argues that during the attack, “while 1 

might have been protected from the insurrectionists, we were not safe from the callousness of 

“members of Congress who, having encouraged the sertimnents that inspired the riot, ROW ignored 

“requests to wear masks.” She concludes, “It’s clearly tirne for a CONGreSSION rai cammpuswide mask 

requirement, enforced by the House and Senate sergeants at arms.” 

  

    

     

      

  

‘Study Predicts COVID Will Become Endemic After Vaccines. 
2X     

    
“The! 3 2/12, Mandavilll, 2G.6M} renorts that “the coronavirus is here to stay, put 

once most adults are immune ~ following natural infection or vaccination ~ the virus wit be ng 

more of a threat than the common cold, according to @ study published in the journal Science o 

Tuesday.” The study predicts thet “once everyone Ras been expesed te either the virus or 

vaccine,” COVID * be of concern only in children younger than 5," who wil exhibit “mere 

sniffles ~ or ne syrnotorns at all.” Ernory University’s Jennie Lavine, who led the study, sald the 

timing * “depends on how quickly the disease is sproading, and how quickly vacation is rolled 

Pout,” 

        

  

     

| COVID Deaths Creating “Cultural Crisis” For Native Americans. 

The New a. wk Times (2/22, Healy, Blue, 20.6M) reports, “The lass of tribal elders has swelled inte | 

a cultura > as the pandemic has killed American Indians and Alaska Natives at nearly twice the - 
rate of white people, deepening what critics cal the deadiy tol of a tattered health system and 

generations of harm and broken promises by the U.S. government.“ Across the US, “tribal nations 

ard volunteer groups oe now trying fo protect their eiders as a mission of cure ture? survival,” 

‘placing “eiders and fluent Indigenous language speakers at the head of the Une for vaccinat ions.” 

‘However, “the effort faces ee obstacies,” ranging frorrn iack of access ta nealt ‘care fa 

“deep mistrust of the government.” 

  

     

     
    

, Supreme Court Signais Wilingness To Allow Nominal Damages Suits. 

   
   {3/22, Uptak, 20.6M} reports that “about 70 minutes inte whet had been a 
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“meandering and technical Sumrerne Court argument on Tuesday ebout whether two Georgia 

Students could sue their college for nominal dameges,” Justice Elena Kagan asked “a series of 

“questions about Taylor Swift [that] brought the issue into focus.” The Times adds Justice Army 

‘Coney Barrett “followed up with her own though ts about Ms. Swift’s case,” while Justice Ne M, 

Gorsuch “said the court should be wary of penalizing plaintiffs who act on principie, Including ‘those 
like Ms. Swift who have same scruple or reason n not to seex mriore, wha could.’” To the Times, “iE 

'5eemed that the singer's stance would help that of the students in the case before the justices, 

‘Uzuegbunam v. Preczewski, No. 19-568." 
x (3/12, Bravin, Subscription Publication, 8.41} reports the case 

centers around whether Georgia Gwinnett College violated a student's First Amendment rights by 

  

   

  

   

    

  

stepping him from handing out religious literature an campus in 2016. The AP (41/12, Gresko) 

/reports the student is “seexing just $1 and says he warts the Lawrenceville, Georgia, schaai ta he 

held accountable for its past | policies.” 

| White House Science Office Reassigns Twe Officials For Posting “Debunked aon 

The més (2/22, Friedman, Flavelle, 20.60M} reports the White House science office 
Tue osday Te reassigned | Day ig Legates, the heed of the US Global Change Research Program, and 
Ryan Maue, a senior official at the White House Office of Science and Tec hrolagy Policy, after they 

posted‘ ‘debur: Kad SC: entific reports daryig the existence and significance of man-rnade climate 

change, purportedly cn behalf of the United States government,” on a “climate denial website 
without the knowledge of the director of the White House science office, Kelvin Droegemeier, two 
administration officiais con med.” The ¥ <{i/i2, Samenow, 16.52M} reports that 

their dismissal “means they WH return fo NOAA, where @ they | were first hired,” aithough “poth 
on iesaaiy fF 

S WY GHUK . agates’s and Maue’s last day working for the Ti 

                  

    
       

    

VOA White House Reporter Reassigned After Asking Pompeo Questions He Ignored. 

The 3 Sast (1/42, Farhi, 10.92M) reports Vcice of America Director Robert Rell : 

“ordered the reass! ignment of a reporter for the international news orgenization after she soug ght to. 
vask questions of Secretary of State Mike Fampso dur ng a VOA-sporsored aopeagrance on 

Monday.” Patsy Wi vidakust were, “who covers the White House for YOA, was orderad off the beat 
by... Re Hy. after i ing duestions at Pompeo after fis speech and a brief O&A session conducted by 

“Reilly.” Politica (1/12, Leonard, 5. 73M} repar ts Widakusware “asked Porripeo if he regretted saying | 

there will be a second Trump admini stration,” and “aise asked Poripea what he was deing to 

‘ Improve the United States’ reputation.” According ta Poltino, Porripeso “did not respond to 

akuswara S $ questions ina video she posted.” 

C M8 O1/12, Bauder), Porripes’s speech and Widakuswara’s reassiqnment “led 

to an angry y phone meeting between journalists and managers Tuesday that typified sorne of the 

tensions at tre agency during President Donaid Trump‘s adminis stra ation.” The AP adds Pompec‘’s 
address “itself was the si: bie ct of controversy among journalists ®, particuleriy during the 

‘pandemic, snd b because they weren‘t alowed to esk questions, aithous igh some were s: bmitted to 

Re in writing.” 

RSS, ci/ i2, Folkenfllk, 3.69M)\ reports on its website ¢ he board of the White House Press 

Association “released a statement condemning the Tru mp j administratian for shitting Widakusware 

off the high-profile beat.” WHPA President Zeke Miler said, "VGA's reassignment of Widakuswara 
for daing her job, asking questions, is an affront te the very ideais [Pampeol discussed in his 

speech Monday.” 

     

  

   r   

    

        

  

  

    

  

Census Bureau Disputes IG Warning Of IT Security Lapses. 

‘The AP (1/12) reports the US Census Bureau's Office of Inspector General “says that praper 

info: mation-technoie Gy security Safeguares is weren't in place leading up to the start of the 2020 

/ensus iast year, the statistical agency disputes some of the findings and seys no data was 
: COMmprorrised.” 

   
   

oo
 
8
 

  

  

, Democrats Making List Of Trump-Era Regulatery Moves They Intend To Reverse. 
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(2/12, Schroeder} reports that on Tuesday, Sen. Sherrod Brown (D-¢ OH) said Democrats 

““were drawing up @ lst of recent rules established by President Donald Trurt sted requintors they 

hoped te diickly repeal in 2021." Brown, “who will chair the Senate Banking Committee once 

'Bemocrats take control of the Senate this rncnth, said lawmakers hoped to use the Congressional 

Review Act to begin repealing some of these rules around April,” but "did not identify specific rules 

that would be targeted.” Reuters says thet “with Democrats set to contra! both the House and 
' Senate for the first time in a decade, lawrnakers and liberais are quickly identifying iIndustry- 

f endhy rules authored by the Trump administration to be scrapped,” 

  

     

     
       

‘Brown Lays Out Agenda For Senate Banking Committee. 

The 3 (2/22, Fitter, 20.6M} reports incoming Senate Banking Chairman Sen. 
Sherrod Brown (D-OH)} “prorosed a sweeping agenda on Tuesday, Saying he would seek to 
“improve housing and banking services for lowes income Americans, fight giabal warming end foster 

racial equality when Democrats control both chambers of Congress and the White House.” Brown 

“added that he wanted to investigate the relation among stock prices, executive coirpensatic 

and workers’ wages, taking on a corporate business modei that ‘treats wor Kers as expendable.” 

The § ey £1/12, 1.22M} rerorts Brown “said he expects hel be able fo work 

well” with Sen, Pet Toorney (R-FA}, who wil become ranking member, “and said they've already 

had informal discussions over the committee’s priorities, and have points Of agreement some 

housing and financial technology issues.” 

   
     

  

    
      

     

  

       

    

      
  

, Prosecutors To Charge Snyder, Other Former Michigan Officials, Over Flint Water Crisis. 

Df     Two sources told the SP (4/12, Eggert) that former Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder (R}, “his health 
‘director and other ex-officials s have been told theyre being charged efter a new Investigation of 

the Flint water scandal, which devastated the majonty Bleck city with lead-contaminated water 

and Was blamed for a deadiy outbreak of Legionnaires’ disease.” fowever, the AP “eoild mot 

‘determine the nature of the che arges against Snyder, forrner health departrnent director Nick Lyon 

and others whe were in his administration, including Rich Baird, a fr iend who was the governor's ‘s 
key troubleshooter while in office.” TH 3 (4/22, Forger} renoarts Snyder had “held 

“power petor ‘@ and during the water emergency in Flint and for months downplayed to seriousness 

s with city water.” 
However, the New Y 3 {1/12, Gray, mesma 29.6M) reports Snyder “sald he bears 

no criminal responsibility for the Flint water crisis, issuing a statement on Tuesday amid reports 

that cherges connected to the crisis were mminent.” The Wass Post (1/12, Dennis, 16.52M3 

reports an attorney for Lyon “said in a statement Tuesday thet criminal charges against his client 

‘would be en absolute travesty of fustice,” and “added that previcus charges fled against Lyon in 

2617 ‘were paitically motivated and meritless, and after two years of baseless claims and 

personal attacks they were dismissed,’” 

  

    

     

  

yea F 

  

       

       
     

   
   

     

  

    

   

  

t
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| Biden Wii Reportediy Name Gensler To Crair SEC. 

'CHing “we sources familar with the matter,” 3 (1/12, Herbst-Baylss, Jahnson, Renshaw) 

reports Joe Biden will name Gary Gensier chair of the US Securities and Exchange Commission 
{SEC}. Reuters says the appoint iy tG prompt concern ariong Wall Street firms of 

tougher regulation.” The | ¥ (4/42 , stein, 1G. 52M}, which reports that “a fing! 

decision has not been made” about Gensler’s noOminetion, says ne is “viewed a8 a Wall Street cr 
vand would likely be coposed by the hanking industry if officially chosen.” 

0 (1/h2, Warmibrodi, Pager, 6.736} says Gensier “spent his early career rising to the 

Prank oF partner at Goldman Sachs,” but “he became best known for imposing sweering rules Gn 

‘banks as the chair of the Commodity Futures Trading Comrnission after the 2008 fina: eal crisis. I 

that role, he rattled the nation’s largest banks, which lobbied against his efforts and sued to stop 
hier.” 

    

  

      

   
        

       

  

      
    

  

      

  

   

  

:f2/22, Mohsin, Schrnidt, Bain, 3.57M} seys if Gensier is confirmed, Democratic 

lawmakers ul id expect him “to unda echons put in place during the Trump administration, 

including reversing rollbacks of post-crisis rules and toughening a recently approved standard for 
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stock-broker conduct that progressives blasted as toa weak.” Bloornberg adds that under Biden, 

the SEC “will also face intense pressure te make corporations boost dis $ Of pOHfical 

contributions and how climate change affects their patton Ares” The. . 
(Ackerman, Subscription Publication, 8.44 

Demirfien, 16.52M} reports whi @ there are “serious concerns on Roth sides of the ais 
lawmakers risk dismant Hon of civilian leadershin in the Pentagan,” the $ Senate Armed 

Services Cornmittee “appears poised td to approve @ waiver slowing retired Gen. Liovd 3. Austin TH 

to serve as the next defense secretary.” Incorning Armed Services Chairman Sen. Jack Reed (D- 

RI} said, “We now have a clearly qualified candidate and a declaration by the President-elect that 

he needs Gen. Austin for the Safety and security of the nation.” Pailtics (4/12, Sel Wrnan, O'Brien, 

673M) says House Dernoacrats “are working to fast-track a waiver” for Austin, “with some 

members pushing to bypass a hearing and cormmittee votes for the nominee, according te two 

  

    

    

         
st Wy Syessl Arse Yas Ts Xx ye 
SIS SASIHIS NES ISG Ds Ses W SHH 

  

     

    
  

  

  

   

   

  

  

      

  

     
: ms te 3 - $ ioe Bide 5 Adt mini stra ation r dange! of not having a sing! 

fF ooyy 

i “Inauguration Day.” Biden's ‘oP advisers “are now mapping out cartingency 

plans fo install acti nq secretaries i rnost, if not aH, Cabinet posts, in case Biden's not minees are 

‘uneble to secure Senate backing by Jan. 20, RCCOrding te those familar with discussions.” Fhe Past - 

SAYS hat “Senate Republican committee cheirs - who wil remain in comtral unt . 20 - have 

scheduled only one confirmation hearing for a Biden nominee: that of Lioyd 3 : re and 

“many Republicans increasingly believe it will be impossible to exnedi 

        
     

     

  

: > scenario would | 
set up an unprecedented moment in wh ch every Cabinet post would have an acting secretary, 

with either the top career official } iver federal agency taking the helm: or sore temporary 

“off clei appointed by Biden.” The \ Ox ural (4/42, Siddiaul, Subscription Publication, 

S.4i MiP provides simi lar coverage. 

  

      

     
    

      

  

  

   O miove forwar 

on coronavires t iS ‘expected 

to scon face an impeachment trial ” Schumer ¥ wrote in 2 + Dear C Cake » letter" ‘that the charnber 

will still work to confirm Biden‘s Cabinet nominees immediately.” He wrote, “The vigient 

insurrection at the U.S, Capitol on January 6th showed us we need qualified Genate-confirmed 

ie {not in an acting capacity) in key natianal security positions on Day One. ... Fhe econar thy 

Ges our nation faces also reduire having key @conorric norrnnees confirmed and on the job 

    

             

  

, CDC To Require Negative COVID Tests For International Visitors. 

3 (2/12) reports that CDC Directar Redfield “aporoaved an order Tuesday expanding 
    Coronavirus testing requirements for nearly all ee ne, air tr avelers starting Jan. 26.” 

According to sources, “the new rules will require all L.S.-bound passengers age 2 and over to get 
“negative COVED- 19 test results within three calendar days of travel,” though “the COC wil 

consider temporary waivers frorn testing requirernents for travelers from same countries with little 
Or no testing capacity.” 

i ‘ (4/12, Gilbertson, Deerwester, 12.7M)} reports that “travelers fying into the 

United States from international destinations wil be reguired to show proof of a negative ¢ OVID 
19 tast before 2Garding their flight.” CDC “said it hopes the new testing reaulramient wil help siow 

the spread of the virus, currently surging in the United States, as the vaccine rollout continues.” 
‘Redfield said in a staternent, “Testing does not elirninate all risk, but when combined with a period 
_of staying at home end everyday precautions like wearing masks end sociai distancing, it can 

“make travel safer healthier, and more responsibie by reducing spread on planes, in airports and | 

at destinations.” The new policy requires a negative test “within three days before their flight,” and | 

  

tA Ye     
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ber of travelers to the US “nas surged...desnite the cantinuing pandemic.” 

sy (1/12, Stolberg, Shear, Wu, Rose, Mazzel, 2O.6M) reports, "The new 

policy requn GH passengers, regardiass of vaccination statu us, fo get a test for current 

infection within the th wee days before their Might to the United oe 5 departs, and to provide 

written documentation of their test results or proof of having recovered from Covid-19." CDC 
'5pokesperson Jeson McDonald said that proof of immurizati wt not be recognized because 

r ly shows that the vaccines orevernt severe iiness, and vaccinated individuais 

ibe able to get and tranerit the virus. 

Py ¢3/22, Arateni, 10.52M) reports, “Officials say they hone expanding the | 

‘mandatory testing could hein to thwart the virus and a faster-spreading variant that surfaced there | 

and is now circulating in the United States.” Over 100 other countries already “require visitors te 
show proof of a negative coronavirus test,” and “airlines long have ¢ pushed for a testing 

requirerient in hopes thet if could replace quarantine measures ; that many netions have used fo 

stop the spread of the virus,” 
The ¥ ai (2/iZ, Hackmen, Restuccia, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports 

that the orde: follows a narrower testing requirement for visitors from the UK after the detection 

of a new variant there, which has since spread to the US and other countries. The restriction Se 

expected to impact the aviation industry already struggling to navigate a number of global trav 

restrictions and testing requirements. 

Polisce (1/12, Lim, Mintz, 6.73M} reports that the move marks “a broad expansion of pre- 
flight testing that the airline industry hopes will replace restrictive quarantines and help 

reinvigorate air travel.” The new rules expand “on an effort that oiready had been underwaéy for 

‘flights from the U.K., and places a significant responsibility for policing on the airhne industry 

itself,” requiring airlines to confirm “negative results, and...dery boar edi ing §G passenders if they 

don't meet the criteria.” The aviation industry “has lobbied for pre-flight tes sting asanalternative 
to quarantines or other restrictions on who can enter the country,” though “It's unclear whether the - 
government is immediately planning to do away with those other restrictions.” 

    

        

  

      

       

     Tray 
    

  

    

    

    

    

     

        

    

    

  

    

   

   

‘coe Finds Rapid Restrictions Resulted In Lower Death Rates In Europe. 

   

    

  

S {2/i2, Kolata, 20.6M) reports, “Countries in Europe that quickly inpicmented 

n res to contro! the spread of the new coronavirus saw lower death rates through 

ne 2 G26 than these imposing such oolicies later ‘ according to a new report by the Centers for 

ease Cortrol and Prevention.” ‘The new study “is the f atest yoley ina continuing debate among 

earchers and oublic health officiais over which containment measures gre effective and when 

fey be put in place.” The CDC's analysis over data from 37 countries found that “more 

than 79,080 deaths might have been averted if the most stringent measures had i been 

imolemented when the pandemic began,” with most of the preventable deaths “in the United 

Kingdom, France and Spain.” 

  

  

     

| Britain's Hospitais Qverwheimed As COVID Variant Surges. 

‘The ; eg (2/12, Sartore, 20.5M)} reports thal tdritish health “officials are warning that 

the worst is yet fo come, #5 a recent explosion in new infections translates into more 

hospitalizations and more deaths. ” As the “new, more contagious veriant of the coronavirus 

continues to tear through Britain...hospitais are on the verge of being overwhelmed, even as 

‘author ities struqgie te corvince the public of the urgency of he moment.” Prime Minister Boris 

‘Johnson “met with his cabinet on Tuesday to discuss ways to tighten what are already sore of 

3s this week, 35,000 patients currently 

YA       
  

  

    

    

  

  

     
  Europe's most sweeping restrictions, ” with over 81,006 deati 

hespitalized, and a potential “shortage of 2,000 beds by Ten. 19, according fo # briefing by doctars 

in London to the National Health Service.” 

NYTimes Analysis: Italy’s Anti-Vaccine Government Faces Challenge In Immunization 

‘Campaign. 

| The {£/12, 26.6M} reports that Ttaly’s Five Star Movement party's “long history af 

sowing doubt about vaccines may have made its job that much hat ‘der as if seeks to convince 
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italans that a riass inoculation program is necessary ta peat back a pandernic that has kiled 

nearly two million peanle worldwide and shuttered entire economies.” The Trnes says that while 

“Italy's vaccination program is picking up speed,” with over 730,000 imoculated, “sere critics 

wonder if things would be better if ltalan populist forces had: rot spent nearly e decade 

questioning vacel nes.” Fhe party “has t tried to back awey from some of its worst anti-vaccine 

propaganda” since assuming power, but San Raffaele Uni versity virgiogist Roherte Burion! “said 

that the government had yet to for Cefutty clarify the issue." 

      

‘African Union Said Te Acquire Nearly 306M Vaccine Dases. 

The AP (4/12, Anne) reports that Africa Centers for Disease Control and Prevention senior science   

  

adviser Nicaise Ndembi disclosed on Tuesday that the African Union has ourchased nearly 306 

milion COVID vaccine dases In its largest egreament yet. Ndambi told the AP “that the current AU 
chair, South African President Cyril Rameohesa, is expected to announce the news an 

       | Wednesday. “He said the order is independant from the global COVA effort, through which the AU 
iexpects 600 milion doses, and that the 300 million are expected by the end of the first quarter, 

iNdermbi “seid African officiais have approached at ieast 18 vaccine manufacturers and developers 
i, 7 

as the continent seeks to vaccinate 60% of its population of 1.3 billion peoale 

‘Brazilian Researchers Reveal Lower-Than-Reported Efficacy For CorenaVac. 

‘The , ifd/i2, Pearson, Magathaes, Subscriotion Publication, 842M) reports 

Brazil's Butantan Institute said Tuesday that tial report that Chinese Sinovac’s CorcnaVac 

vaccine showed an efficacy rate of 78% in late-stage trials was based only on data frorn volunteers - 

with mild to severe COV JID infecti ions. The researchers said that when data frorn all volunteers is 

included, the effectiveness falls to 50.4%. 

       

, Iran, Cuba Begin 3ohnt Vaccine Trials. 

   

   
ifi/i2, Subseristion Publication, 841M) reports thet Iranian and Cuban 

} uNnCced Monda ay that iran’s Pasteur Institute and Cuba‘s Finlay Vaccine Institute 

have begun trials on Cuba's Soberana 02 COVID vaccine, one of four candidates in development. 
“The agreement between the two countries, both under sanctions from the US, comes efter Iranian 

leaders rejected vaccines from the US and the UK, 

  

“NO 

| israel Yo Provide Vaccines Ta Holocaust Survivors Globally. 

The | £ (2/42, 58K} reports, “Israel wil work to provide coronavirus vaccinations for 

Holocaust s irvivors both in Israel and in the Diaspora, according to Israel Hayom.” Diaspora 
Affairs Mi Omer Yankel evitth hes “tasked the Shalom Corps orgenization with coord nating 
bureaucratic procedures.” The Shalorn Corps “has approached several large medical shipping 
companies shout the logistics of the project, and the Diespore Affairs Ministry is working with the 

Health Ministry to coordinate with Pfizer and Moderna.” The prograrn “will be conducted through 
vaccination centers in a number of different countries,” with medicai staff and volunteers deployed 

ta “survivors who cannot leave their homes.” 

  

    

     

  

   

      

‘Pompeo Cancels Final Overseas Trip. 

The €© (4/12) reports the State Department suid Tuesday that Secretary of State Pornpec “has 

“canceied what would have been his final official trip abroad as concerns grow over potential 

violence at next week's presidentiai inauguration.” Department spokeswoman Morgan Ortagus 

“seid the decision had been made to assist in the transition te the incoming Biden administraticn. 

',.. ON clais said the cancelation of Pom F PEO 5 trip was intended to supp ort the transition and was 

not related to fears of violence.” om "0 \ . ashinatoy Pos Hon, 10.52M} says Pornpec 

canceled the trip “citing the t vans on process’ aver the next | 

eight days.” : 
HOWeVR?, g 

asday aft. 

  

      
           

   

  

S {i/42, Emmott, Pamuk} says Pompes cenceled the trip “at the last minute 

houre’s foreign minister and top European Uron officials declined to meet 

  

OPE 
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   him, Euronean diplomats and other people farniiar with the matter said.” Pornpeo “had scught te 

meet jean Asselborn i Luxeribourg... pefore meeting EU leaders and the bloc’s top diplomat in 

Brussels, three people close fo the planning told Reuters.” Fhe Luxembourg “ieg of the trip was 

scrapped, one diplomatic source said, after officiais there showed reluctance to grant him 

appointments.” 3 (3/12, Jacobs, Wedhams, 3.57} aiso reports on the cancellation o 

Pompeo's trip. 

  

      

     

   

: Jakes, 20.5M) says 

‘ sislomate and ‘staff expressing outrage 

Hin owiledge, much iess protest, President 

Frump’s roie in inciting the rioters who laid siege to the Capital last week.” The Times adds, “lust | 

weeks before, Mr. Pornpeo had suggested that Mr. Trumo won an election that he lost.” The Times | 

goes on fo report that “in private conversations, sore of the country’s top diplomats have 

‘describ bed @ wait-him-our stratecy...as they tried — mostly unsuccessfully - to slow Mr, Pornpea’s 

drive to enact major policy shifts in his final days in office.” 

, Geciassiied Report Lays Out Administration’s Indo-Pacific Strategy. 

    ' Axigs (4/122, 1.26M) reports that a report 
do-Pacifie strategy, imciuding ‘accaleral 

   
   

  

      
declassified by the Trump Administration “lays out ifs 

1q India’s rise,' bloc King Ching from establishing * 

spheres of influence,’ and maintain strategic primacy’ in the region.” Axios says the 

“strategy ° “has guided the U.S. approach to Chins, India, North Korea and other nations in the Inde- 

Pacific region for the past three years, Its release sheds ig nthe gecpoltical and security 

‘challenges soon to be inherited by the Biden adrriristration.” 

   erst 
       

  

  

  
   

A Navarro: US-China Relations Are Entering “Dangerous Time.” 

  

      

   

y (1/22), Director of Trade end Manufecturing Policy Navarre sald, “We're 

entering one of the most dangerous mes in US-Ching relaticns, particuls 8 ry over the next six 

e months, What China wants to do are really a couple things. One, the y want to demonstrate the 
ers over democrat y. At we SEMe = time, they w vant ta explolt any kind of 

    

       

  

maa 
APG } rts th 

    

7 a 2, Mahtani, +8. 
  

RT 3h 

; last summer, fer more WiC 

ow website, raising concerns that Hong Kong is headed | far ‘broader * digi ai Survailiaree a and | censorship 

akin to that inpmainiand China.” The Post adds that police i Horig Kong “have bequn sending 

devices seized frorn arrested peaple to mainiand China, where authorities have sophisticated data- 

extraction technelogy, and are using the information gleaned frorm those devices to assist in 
investigations. ” 

    

  

‘Ugandan President Says Social Media Shut Down Ahead Of Election. 

The €P (4 fia, Muhurmiiza) reports Ugandan Presigent Yower! Museveni said Tuesday his 
government has shut down saciai media ahead of an election on Thursday. Museveni “accusied] 
‘Facebook and unnamed outside groups of ‘arrogance’ after the social network this week removed 
‘Ugandan accounts linked to his reelection campaign.” Museveni said of Facebook, "That social 

'channel you are talking ebout, if if is daing ta operate in Uganda, it should be used equitably by 

caverybody who wants to use it . Pf you want ta take sides against the (ruling party), then that 

-aroup wil not operate in Uganda. “On Monday, Facebook “said = had removed e network of 

“accounts and pages” that “used fake and duplicate accounts to menage pages, comment on other 

“people's content, impersonate users, re-share posts in groups to make therm appear more popular 
: ney were. ” 

    

   

    

   

  

     

    

1/22, Bearak, 10.52M) says Thursday's election wil bring Museveni 

Unity Party, anc its leader Robert £1 yadulanyvi, who has becorne 

r that, ..Musevenl, had faced in 25 years in power.” But, Museverl’s 
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c-to-head with the Naha: 

“the most popular challenge 
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peachment - ES minutes, 25 seconds 

inguguratiion Security - 9 minutes, 25 seconds 
: Vaccines ~ & minutes, 50 seconds 

   

  

    

'Stery Lineup From This Morning’s Radio News Sreadcasts: 
ABE: House-25th Amendment Vote; Impeachment; NYC-Capitol Rioter Arrested; COVID. 
CBS: Hause: 3 Amendment Vote; Impeachment; Impeachment Analysis: Inauguration 

Security: FBi-Violence Warning, COVID, 

    

a? 

FOX: Impeachment; House-25th Amendment Vote; Inauguration Security; Chine-Coronavirus 

: Guthresk, 

DNPR: House-25th Amendmant Vote; impeachment; GOP-Imroeachment) Schumer-Biden’s National : 

: Security Team; Ontario, Cenade-COVIp. 

  

‘Today's Events In Washington. 

‘White House: 

  

many calis and have many meetings. 

: 8 Vice President Pence - Has mo public events scheduled. 

| iS Senate: 

 & Senate on recess from 7 Jan - 19 Jen 

(US House: 
| # House dehates impeaching President Trump eqain - House of Reoresentatives meets for 

   

   
lative business, ta consider articles of iripeachment against President Donald Trumn, for 

‘Inciting an insurrection’, folowing the 6 Jen attacks on the U.S. Canitol which followed the 

president’s reriarks ato nearby ‘Stop the Steal’ rally * President Trurnp, whose term ends 20 

Jan, Was Eripeached in 2019 for ‘abuse of power’ and ‘obstruction cf Congress’ - although wes 

subsequently acquitted by the Senate last year ~ could become the first president to be 
impeached twice * Chamber previously due to be on recess fram & Jen - 18 Jan 

         

  

Aas 
? Location: 12S, Capital, Washington, DC; 9:00 AM 

‘Cabinet Officers: 
 @ No public schedules released. 

Visitors: 

(This Town: 
 ¢ U.S, Supreme Court hearing - U.S. Supreme Court hearing, via teleconference: ‘AMG Capital 

Management, LLC v. Federal Trade Commission’ GVhether the Federal Trede Commission Act, 

by authorizing injunction(s)’, aise authorizes the FTC to demand monetary reef such as 

restitution and ifsa, the acope of the limits or requirements for such rellief?}) 10:00 AM 

e Center for American Progress discussion on ‘Building a More Perfect Union’ (virtual - “Building 
A More Perfect Union: 4 Policy Blueprint for Rewiring the Economy, Rebuilding the Social Safety - 

Net, and Reconnecting America With the Werld' Center for American Progress aniline event, 

  

  
  

  

with keynote from Pennsylvania Governor Fam Waif. Other speakers include Los Angeles 

Deputy Mayor for Internationa! Affairs Nina Hachigian, CAP founder John Podesta, and Poverty 

to Prosperity Vice President Alexandra Cawthorne Gaines; 12:15 PM 

  

oe 

Resilience After COVID- 19° Axios virtual event, an the future of equitable ecorimmin recovery, 

the coronavirus (COVIG-19) pandemiic’s impact on smal Business and munority communities, 

anc efforts fo create an inclusive economy that works for everyone. Speakers inc 

Pemocratic Rep, Ro Khanna, World Central Kitchen founder Jose Andres, and Mastercard 

Strategic Growth Vice Chairman and President Micheel Fromen; 72/30 PM 

      
   sete 

Ladin 

FBI(21cv558)-4111



* CSIS panel discussion on ‘The Role of U.S. Veterans in Giohal BDevelopraent’ (virtual} - ‘The 

Role of U.S. Veterans in Globe! Development’ Center for Strategic and internat onal studle es 
anne & Su uESION, with Corteva Agriscience Globe! Agriculture Develaprnent Leader i 

SATB Acting Denuty Chief of Staff Robert Conen, LISAID Associate Admi 

Rall rs Respon we, and Resiience Janny McGee, and Texas A&M University Bush S$ 

Goverrunent Scowcroft Institute af International Affeirs fdrectar Andrew Natsics; 1:00 2M 

« State Denartmernt / ASU oanel discussion on ‘the importance of investing in worren‘’s economic 

empowerment’ (virtuall - State Department and Arizona State University Thunderbird Schaol 

of Global Management host virtual panel discussion on ‘the iniportance of investing in women’s 

economic empowerment’, including remarks from Assistant Secretary cf State for Educatienal 

end Cultural ANgirs Marie Royce and U.S. Ambassador-at-Large for Gi obal Women’s Issues 

Amb. Kelley Currie, olus a panel featuring public and private sector leaders who support the 

Academy for Wamen Ertrepreneurs ~ a State Depertrnent program; 2:00 PM 

e Federal Reserve Beige Bock - Beige Book Kk Gummer y of Commentary on Current Econoraic 

Conditions by Federal Reserve District}; 2:00 PM 

® BHS discussion on actions against human trafficking and forced labor in 

ip Department of Homeland Security Office of the Citizenship and nn THGraigss 

Services Ombudsrnan hoids webi imer, during National Slavery and Human Trafficking 

Preyention Month, to discuss how DHS combats human trafficking and forced labor in iraported 

goods; 3:00 PM 

« Der Rep Kathy Castor and former EPA adrrinistrator GSCUES climates crisis sulutions (virtual - 

PDernocratic Rep, Kathy Castor and former EPA Administrator Caro? Browner jain virtua 

conversation on how the 217th Congress end the incorning Biden administration can work 

together to find salutions ta the cHmate crisis’; 4/00 &M 

* Congressignal Budaet Office releases “Final Sequestration Report for Fiscal Year 2021! 

e U.S. Secret Service begins Nati onal Special Security Event operations for the Inauguration. 

eariar than previously planned - U.S. Secret Service begins National Special Security Event 

anperations for the 2021 Inauquration {20 Jen}, six days earier than Peeusly | planned, “in 

ght of events of tne past week and the evolving securify landscape’ * Five peopie i 

attacks on the U.S.C Capi tet on 6 Jan, which followed President Donald Tremp’ S remarks ata 

nearby “Stop the Steal’ rally, and supporters of the cutgcing president have been seen on 

sacial media planning more violent protests 
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b6 -1,3 
Sent: “43:27 PM b7C -1,3 
To: b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

    

  

      
  

    
  

From 
5 - tf 2021 7-27 CAA 

T | 

  

  

  

  

w
n
 

c
o
n
 

Pa
 0)
 

—
_
 

. . a b7c -1,3 

From: WFO FOU: 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6 2021 7:35 PM 

Toy 
cq 

| | 
Subject: Re 

  

  

  

      

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3664



  

  

    
From: 
  

bé6 -1 

  

  
  

b7c -1 
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 9:29 PM b7E -3,5 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Fw: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - RE: Capitol incident 

Completed the Sharepoint Site Creation Request and am waiting on the URL. 

Ld 
Special Agent 

Washington Field Office 
b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

  

On Jan 6, 2021 9:21 PM 

Thanks for creating a SharePoint. STAI 
  

| wrote: 

  

    
  

lll pass along info about the SharePoint to the email list as well. 

From 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 9:16 PM 

Te | 

Ce:} 

  

    
  

  

  

Subject: Re: Fwd: Fw: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - RE: Capitol incident 

  

  

Copy. Thanks 
    
  

Special Agent 
Washington Field Office 
  

- cell 
      

b6 -1 

b7A -1 

b7¢c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8,9 

  

On Jan 6, 2021 9:14 PM 
  

wrote: 
    Hi, 

  

  
We have not sent any out yet... we will keep you posted. 

  
  

Thanks 
  

      

  

On Jan 6, 2021 8:51 PM| 
Hil 
  

lwrote . 

  
  

    
  

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3667



  

b6 -1 

Sent: 4.10;25:17 PM b7c -1 

To: b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

ject! Re: Investigations 

    

    

  

  

I have thd Would like 
  

    
"Special Ager —_ 

Washineton Field Office 

| i 

On Jan 6, 2021 10:23 PM hwrote: 
Since we are al] out of the officg 

    

  

  

        

sf] 
b6 -1 

eee svnetssvsnesssenuessssnuensususesesnuesessususesssnuesessasuesssnussessasuesssnusessasuesssnusessasutessanusessssusssssnuisessasutessenuusessasusessenuusersaseess b7E -1,2,3,5,8,15 

  

  

  Subject: Investigations 

  

    

ssf] 
WE 
        

FBI(21-cv-572)-3681



b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

  

  

  

  

    

        

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 6:24 PM 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: Re phared with 
        

you.   
  

  

| created a folder in the SharePoint 
  

    
  

    

[ don’t think you have access to the 
  

bharePoint as | couldn't add you to the email. Here’s the site 
      

  

where you can request access. 
  

    
  

  

  
From| 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 6:19 PM 

To} 

  

  

  

  

Subject shared 
        

with you. 
  

  

  

Here's the document tha 
  

shared with you. 
    

(a This link only works for the direct recipients of this message. 

  

      

  

Microsoft Corporation, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052 

b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3687



b6 -1 

b7C -1 

bDTE -1,2,3,5,8,9 

  

  

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 6:50 PM 

To: 

  

  

    Ce: 

Subject: Rej |shared] with 
you. 

  

  
  

  

do we have a case desginator 
  

  

    

    

  

SA 
      

FBI Washington Field Office b6 -1 
  

    b7C -1 
  

eee eee eee eee eee nee s SSSR eae ssscsseeeennsesssvssssssssssseeeessusssseeeeennscssvvsssssssssssceeeeesscssvvsssssssssseeeenins soveeeeennsecsiiis b7E -1,2,3,5,8 
From] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 6:27 PM 

Td 

Cq 
Subject: Re shared with you. 

  

    

  

  

    

            

  

Excellent, thank you 

SS | b6 -1 

WE b7c -1 

      

  
  

  
b?TE -1,2,3,5,8 

    

  

On Jan 6, 2021 6:24 PM hwrote: 
| created a folder in the SharePoint   

    

  

  

    

  

  

I don't think you have access to the sharePoint as | couldn't add you to the email. Here's the site 
          

where you can request access. 

  

      

  

      

  

  
  

  

  

  
  

From 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 6:19 PM 

To 
L 

| 

Subject shared with you. 
            

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3688



  

         
From: 

Sent: Wednesday ania B Oe" 04:37 PM 

To: 
Ce:     

Any time. just let me know 

{_] 

  

  

b6 -1,5 

b7¢ -1,5 

b7E -3,5,13 

  

From b6 -1,5 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 6-03 FMI b7¢ -1,5 

To | b7E -3,5,13 
  

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Time to talk? 

Hey guys, 

Do you want to chat sometime this cvening? I’ll be working most of the night, so ket me know what works best for you. 

rT 

Sent from my iPhone 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3695



  
  

From: b6 -1 
Sent: 17:28:27 PM b7c -1 

To: b7E -1,2,3,5,8 
Ce: 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FW 

  

      

  
  

  
On Jan 6, 2621 7:27 PM, wrote: 

    
  

i was mistaken4 

  

      

  

  

  

sf 

From | b6 -1,3 
Sent: : b7C -1,3 
To: b7E -1,2,3,5,8 
  

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - my 
  

      

Special Agent 

Washinston Field Office 

cell 
    

  

On Jan 6, 2021 723 PMI lwrote: 
  

    
  

4] 

From| be -1 

Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 0217.15 bM b7¢c -1 

To b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

Subject: Re; c 

Yes thank you! 

  

  

  

  

  

On Jan 6, 2021 7:12 PM, wrote: 
Thanks 

— 
Washington Field Office 

- cell 

        
      

  

      
  

    
On Jan 6, 2021 7:06 PM rote: 
I will send you ponies. I just did a bunch while Twas TOY 
  

- Sent from Samsung device. Please pardon any typos. FBI(2 1-cv-572)-3709



  

b6 -1,5 

b7¢e -1,5 

b7E -3,5,13   

  

Do you want to try for 6:15? We can use this ine: 
  

      

Sent from my iPhone 

  

On Jan 6, 2021, at 6:08 PM, bvrote: 
  

Sarre - available whenever. Thanks. 

  

On Jan 6, 2021 6:04 PM, wrote: b6 -1,5 

Any time. just let me know b7¢ -1,5 
b7E -3,5,13 

—— 
Cy 

      

  

  

    

  

From 
Sent: Wednesday, January & 2021 6:03 PM 

Te 

ubject: - Time to talk? 

Hey guys, 

Do you want to chat sometime this cvening? I’ll be working most of the night, so ket me know what works best for you. 

| 
Sent from my iPhone 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3775



  

  

From: 
  

  

      

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 6:04 PM 

To: 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Time to talk? 

b6 -1,5 
bic -1,5 

Available anytime b7E -3,5,13 

  

      

Special Agent 

Washington Field Office 

cell 

On Jan 6, 2021 6:03 PM, wrote: 
Hey guys, 

  
  

      

Do vou want to chat sometime this evening? [°ll be working most of the night, so Ict me know what works best for vou. 

Thanks. 
  

      

Sent from my iPhone 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3779



  

From: 

To: 

    
  Ce: 

Subject: Evolving Events 

  

Due to events occurmng in DC, etc. 
    

  

Please stay safe and call me if you need anything! 
b6 -1 

bic -1 

bTE -3,5 
  

  

  FBI(21-cv-572)-3781



  

  

    
  

  

    
  

From: b6 -1 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2U2T 450 PM bic -1 
b7E -5S 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Categories: Blue Category 

  

I'm able to do 

— 
    

  

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3786



  

From: 

To: 

  

b6 -1 

b7¢c -1 

b7E -5 

  
  Ce: 

  

Subject: Re: URGENT RESPONSE REQUESTED: 
      

      

gton Field 

      

  

    

  

  

    

      

Subject: Fw: URGENT RESPONSE REQUESTED 

      

Team, 

  

Ifyou respond ta pease just cc me. 
      

Thank you, 

[| 
gion Field 

Des 

Sarns 
Emai 

  

  

  

From 

Sent:     
b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 
  

Ta 
Ce} 

Subject: URGENT RESPONSE REQUESTED 

SIAS- 

  

  
      

| b7E -3,5 

  

In light of ongoing events | Please push this to your squads ASAP. 
  

      

rd for your assistance! 

  

      FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3788



  

      

Supervisory Inteiligenc Analyse 
  

  Washington Fieid Office 
      

G 

Ny       

be -1 

b7C -1 

DTE -3,5,8 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3790



  

    
  

    
  

  

      

  

From: | 
Sent: b6 -1 

To: b7c -1 
Ce: 1 -5 

Subject SiS ponse 

Send any questions. 

wana--2--- Forwarded message ---------- 

From b6 -1 
Date: b7c -1       
  

Subject: Crisis Re b7E -3,5 

Tol | 

  

  

      

  

  
  

  

        

  

  

      

  

Uc: 
Team, 

As you may know] | 
[ is Coming direct out o 

If] get more info I will send it cut. Let me know if you need anything. 

C1 ve 2 
b7¢c -1 

L__] b7E -3,5 
istant Special Agent in Charge 

as nic 
lesk} 

ll) 
  

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3799



  

From: be -1 
Sent: b7c -1 
To: b7E -5 

Ce:     
      

  

  

  

  

  

    

FYSA 

wan------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From] b6 -1 
Date| t b7C -1 

Subject: Crisis Re | | b7E -3,5 
To! 

Ce: 

Here is what I am tracking for shrfts: 
  

      

Assistant Special m 

as n Ke 
Klesk} 

cell) 

On Jan 6, 2621 15:51 wrote: b6 -1 

Team, b7C -1 
b7E -3,5 

As you my know | 
[This is coming direct out 0 

If] get more info I will send it cut) Let me know if you need anything. 

[1] 
Assistant Special Agent in Charge 

  

      
  

      

  

  

      

  

  

      

  

FBI Washington liek Office 
{desk} 

(cell) 

  

      

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3800



  

  

    

  

    

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

      

  

      

  

    
  

    
  

From: bé -1 
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 8:57 PM bie 1 ent: ; “ b7E -S 
To: 

Ce: 

Subject: Fwd: Fw: 1800 Hours SITREP 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 

Flag Status: Flagged 

Borry for the delay | [That 

said] } so we will see what we wake up to. 
b6é -1 

Thanks for your patience and prep. bic -1 
yourP prep b7E -5 

Have a good night 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: bé -1 
Date: Jano, ZUZT 727 PM bic -1 
Subject: Fud: Fu 1800 Haurs SITREP bIE -3,5 
To: 

CC: 

Team, 

  

Update for posture tomorrow and moving forward_| 
  

    
  

Please let me know if you have any questions and acknowledge this message. 

Best, 
  

      

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3801



  

On Jan 6, 2021 18:37] wrote: bé -1 

FYSA. Still waiting on guidance for tomorrow I hope to have oe ; 5 

clarification this evening to send out. ‘ 

  

  

      

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "Moy, Stacey R. (WF) (FBI)’ 

Date: Jan 6, 2021 18:33 

Subject: Fw: 1800 Hours SITREP 

To: "May, Jennifer L. (WE) (FBD"| 

  

      

  

  

Cc: 

  

  

    From b6 ~1 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 6:26 PM b7C -1 
  

To: WF-EXEC-MGMIT| 
Ce 
Subject: 1800 Hours SITREP 

  

  
  

> Law enforcement and partner agencies continue to mobilize necessary resources to address the dynamic 

situation at the Capitol and throughout the larger DC-area. Efforts to safely evacuate all individuals at the US 
Capitol and clear the grounds continue to evolve rapidly precluding exact estimates pertaining to crowd size and 
movement. 
> b7A -1 

> IOC INTELLIGENCE: b7E -1,2 

> 
  

      

> 
> 

> 

> (U/AFOBUG) Update: As of 1700, MPD reported protestors pointing lasers at law enforcement and throwing 

various projectiles. 
> BTA -1 

> OPERATIONAL UPDATES: bE -1,2,5,8 
> 

> (U/FOHO) Curfew will remain in effect in the District of Columbia until 0600. MPD has begun enforcing 
curfew violations. 
  

      

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3802



  

      

  

WIPDATES: 
    Vi b7A -1 

b7E -4,8 

  

> (U/AFOYC) No significant updates as of 1800 hours. 
> 

> PENDING TARGETS OR SUBJECTS OF INVESTIGATIVE INTEREST: 
> 

> (U//FEYS) No significant updates as of 1800 hours. 
> 

> PLANNED EVENTS: b7E -1,2,5 

= 
  

      

> (U//FOUC) This document 1s meant as a summary of significant investigative highlights and NOT as a 
comprehensive review of the investigation. The information contained in this communication is NOT to be 

incorporated into any formal or informal written document without the authorization of a Special 
Agent in Charge, Washington Field Office. Unauthorized use of this information may jeopardize sensitive 

national security investigations, result in the possible identification and/or physical harm of human sources, or 

create undue notification into the FBI's interest of the intended target. 
> 

> (U/AF606) The FBI has received information indicating the possibility that protest activity may occur outside 

or around U.S. Government property and facilities into January 2021, and that individuals or groups may 
exploit this otherwise protected activity to commit or incite civil disorder, riot, or other criminal violations. 

Transmittal of this report informs appropriate personnel who must account for the safety and security of 
facilities and personnel. As an individual or groups ability to conduct lawful protests and seek redress from 

government is a right guaranteed by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, no investigative activity 1s to 
be initiated solely based on such protected conduct unless some indication of criminal or terrorist activity is 
present. 
> 

> 

> 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3803



  

  

  

From: b6 -1 

Sent: b7c -1 

To: b7E -5 
Ce: 

Subject: Fwd: Mayor Bowser Continues Preparation for Upcoming First Amendment Demonstrations 

  

Al, 

For those of you reporting to WFO main tomorrow or Wednesday, please be prepared for significant disruptions to your commute based on road 
closures starting at midnight tonight. The ink to the road closures is in the article below. 

          

    

  

Ifyou have any concerns, please talk to your SL4 
      

  

  

wana--2--- Forwarded message ---------- 
F bé -1,5 
Date: Jan 4, : b7c -1,5 

Subject: Mayor Bowser Continues Preparation for Upcoming First Amendrrent Demonstrations b7E -3,5,13 
  

To 

      

KARR ARRAS 

— Inte _ | 

desk) 

cell} 

  

  

      

From: AlertDC <ns Seve SE 

Sent: Monday, lanuary 4, 2021 1:05 PM 

To. 

Subject: Mayor Bowser Continues Preparation for Upcoming First Amendment Demonstrations 

  

  
  

This is an important message from the District of Columbia AlertDC system. 

Mayor Bowser is continuing preparations for this week’s First Amendment activities. She had previously directed the DC Homeland Security and 
Emergency Managerrent Agency (HSEMA) to stand up the District’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC) beginnmg Monday, January 4, to 
coordinate the response for the upcommng First Amendment demonstrations, permitted by the National Park Service, scheduled for January 5 and 
January 6. The EOC serves as the coordination hub between District agencies and regional and federal partners. On Tuesday, the Metropolitan Pole 
Department (MPD) begins its full activation with all staff reporting for response on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

Mayor Bowser instructed District agencies to create a comprehensive public safety response to ensure residents’ safety. Additionally, HSEMA and 
MPD are conducting event overviews for the Council of the District of Cohiba, faith leaders, and the downtown business commumity. Residents are 
encouraged to report suspicious activity by making a report through iwatchdc.org or by calling 911 for immediate threats or emergencies. 

“MPD and HSEMA are coordinating among District agencies and with federal authorities to ensure our residents and businesses 
remain safe,” said Mayor Muriel Bowser. “Y am asking Washingtonians and those who live in the region to stay out of the downtown area 
on Tuesday and Wednesday and not to engage with demonstrators who come to our city seeking confrontation, and we will do what we 
must to ensure all who attend remain peaceful.” 
Members of the public and anyone attending the events are reminded that District law prohibits anyone from carrying a firearm within 1,000 feet of any 
First Amendment activity. Under federal law, it is legal to possess firearms on the U.S. Capitol grounds and on National Park Service areas, such as 
Freedom Plaza, the Elise, and the National Mall Additionally, members of the public are rermnded that the District of Columbia does not have 
reciprocity with other states’ concealed pistol licenses; unless a person has been issued a concealed pistol Icense by the District of Colurba, they 
cannot conceal carry a firearm in the city. Finally, it is Tegal to open carry firearms in the District. 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3804



   
Residents and commuters are encouraged to register for important alerts from the District by signing up for AlertDC at x SAB ee: 

RRS, 

A A compretensve ist of traffic adjustments anc street closures 1 in effect oot Tuesday, January 5, and Wednesday, January 6 can be found at 
3 SYS Sa ey ‘yaks Stat MAE: SY Se     

While the Metropolitan Police Departrnent does not anticipate additional street closures on Tuesday, January 5, 2021 and Wednesday, January 6, 
2021, there is the potential for intermittent closures in the downtown area. Additionally, while the Metropolitan Police Department does not anticipate 

street closures on Thursday, January 7, 2021, TEE OE Tate omNwn area, Any decision to clse a street will be 
based upon public safety. For timely traffic information, visit: S.SSs no XS 

  

The public should expect parking restrictions along the street and should be guided by the posted emergency no parking signage. All vehicks that are 
parked in violation of the emergency no parking signs will be ticketed and towed. 

Motorists could encounter possible delays if operating in the vicinity of downtown area and may wish to consider alternative routes. The 
Metropolitan Police Department and the District Department of Transportation also wishes to remind motorists in the vicinity of this event to 
proceed with caution as increased pedestrian traffic can be anticipated. 

  

inn gngubeerihe hears. 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3805



From: b6 -1 

Sent: nuary 05:11 PM b7¢ -1 

To: b7E -3,5 
Ce: 
Subject: Fwd: UPDATE: SIOC NOTIFIGATION: SECURITY POSTURE IN WASHINGTON D.C METRO 

  

      

    

  Date: Jan6, 202T 502 PM 

Subject: Fwd: UPDATE: SIOC NOTIFICATION: SECURITY POSTURE IN WASHINGTON D.C METRO 
To} 

Ce: 
Not sure how wide these go out! 

  

  

      

wana------ Forwarded mes ---------- 

Fromsiod bie -3 
Date: Jan 6, 2021 5:00 PM 
Subject: UPDATE: SIOC NOTIFICATION: SECURITY POSTURE IN WASHINGTON D.C METRO 

Q-ALL-USERS FO FOUO 
WEFO_CRITICAL_INCIDENT 

    

      Ce: 

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUG 
  

PEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

STRATHGIC INFORMATION 

& GPERATIONS CENTER 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

HVE -1,2,3,8. 

S20C NGOTMRICA TION 

s JURCE OF INFORMATION: FBI Police, Colonel Scott Groux 

  

      
  

      

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHO, Room 5712 

Emergency Action Specialist: atch ; 

INN VIS INVERN AS. ANTS SYAY NEST SL RY s ok S 

"This ressge and ary atch az for sinational awareness and may be confidential and/or ally privileged Ifyou received this in error, ~ pease 

FBI(2 1-cv-572)-3806 

   



delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 
UNCLASSIFIED/FOUG 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3807



  

  

  

Just FYI, nothing te corroborate the below information. 

Frond 
s . 

  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,3,5 

  

  

T 
  

Subject: Fwd 
      

  

Thank: 

      

  

On Jan 6, 2021 11:31 AM, wrote: 
  

FYSA in case you hadn't received yet. 

  

>From 

> Date: Jan 6, 2 

> Subject: Fwd 

>Tq | 

  

    

  

    
>Cec: 

> For awareness - 

> 

> SS. 

> FBI Washington Field 

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

    

D reeeeee => Fonwarded message 

>From 

> Date: Jan 6, 2021 10:51 AM 

> Subiectl | 

>To | 

>Cc! | 

> All, 

> 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,3,5 

b6 -1 

BIA -1 

b7Cc -1 

OTE -1,3,5,8,10 

  

      

[1 please notify FBI police of this information. 

> Supervisory Special Agent 

    Seb Minshington Feld Urrice 
  

      
+ cell 

desk 

> 

> 

> 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3808



From: Murray, Albert (VF) (FBI) 
Sent: 6, 2021 3:14:50 PM 
To: bTE -3 t 5 

Ce: 
Subject: protest 

  

| know most of you are aware of the activity downtown today and are concerned on how it may impact you. | met with the SAC earlier this week and 

he advised 

  
  

  

Although circumstances could change, based on my earliez discussions with the SAC 
      

If circumstance do change, | advise your supervisors. 

Yo
ts
, evs sys 

ow 4g 

Albert Murray III 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Assistant Special Agent in Charge 

Washington Field Office-Cyber Branch 
  

  
d) 
m)     

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3810



  

  

  

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ peve— 

  

  

Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2021 10:30 PM     
    

CLASSIFIEDS 7 FUOUr 

b6 -1,2 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ #evo- b7¢ -1,2 

SSS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SSS SSS SSS b7D -2 
b7E -1,5,13 

{U//FO¢OT On January 6th, 2020s _feceived information from os{ who provided the following information 

regarding a lead called in ta 

(uisPeted 
      

  

  

  
    

POC's call back number iq [ his information was 

passed on by SAC Alcoke. 
  

  

{U//FO86} On January 6th, 2020 sq spoke td bia telephone, who provided the following 

information: 

{U//Pove)| 

          

  

  

    

  

(u//rFesed | 
        

  

  

  
is open to re-contact and provided the following email address for follow up| | 

    

b6 -1,2 

sf b7C -1,2 
Washington Field Office b7D -2 

b7E -1 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ /Pese 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ / QUO 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3814



    
  

    

  

  

      

  

    
  

    

  

  

  

  

      

     
    

  

    
  

DECLASSIFIED BY: wstce[ b6 -1 
OW 12-15-2021 bic -1 

b7D -1 

“55:02 PM bIE -1,5 

| See TNOF ORK 

T/ SNOCPORI 

We might want to take 2 look at this one... 

From b6 -1 

Sent: Wednesday, January Go, 2021 7:45 PM b7c -1 

Tal b7D -1 
t b7E -1,3,5 

¢ 

Subje: = 

sification: / /MOPORN 

Classifie 

TRANSITORY RECORD 

ALCON: 

Please limit distribution as this is raw, un-vetted CHS reporting, Passing out of an abundance of caution given recent dynamic events in the AOR. 

Will pass additional information if it’s developed; fs the handler for this CHS. 

bé6 -1,2,3 

b7¢ -1,2,3 

  

      

Classification: stpeer/ MeroRT— 

b7D -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3815



  

  

  

  

  

Friday, December 11, 2020 10:43 AM 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

DIE -1,2,5,8 

  

[-- UNCLASSIFIED 
  

        

  

  

  

    
    

  

      

From: | 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

pdf 

SentinelCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Apologies if | sent this before. 

sq_ 
FBI - WFO 

Squag 

JTTF- 

} 

0} 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -3,5 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3825



  

  
  

  

  

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//s8S bic -1 
won ee ee ee ee eee eee eee b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

  

    
  

Thanks and please let me know if you have any questions. 

  

      

  

      

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ -5EBS 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3831



  

  

From: 
  

Sent:   Friday, January 1, 2021 10:20 AM 
  

To: 

Ce: 

      

Subject: 

Attachments:   

  

  
  

  

Interesting blurb 
      

things of note within the last week. 
    

w2ion Field Office     

  

    

  
ToT 
(0) 

  

    

      

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3835



  

From: b6 -1 

Sent: ; 5:31:38 PM b7c -1 
Te: b7E -1,2,5,8 

  

Subject: 
Attachments: 

    
  

All, 

b7C -3 

b7E -1,2,8,10 

  
  

  

b6 -4 

bic -4 

b7E -1,2,8 

  
  

FBI(2 1-cv-572)-3840
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From: 
Sent: Satu December 12, 2020 2:14:11 PM 

a | 
Cc 
Subject: Fwd: 12/42 1400 hrs SITREP 

For awareness of the current status of events today. Please remember to check your phones for any requests moving forward. Nothing at this time. 

ss] bs -2 
FBI ashi n Field Office BIC -1 

DTE -5 

(C) 
(O) 

  

      

  

From] 
Date: Dec 12, 2020 2:08 PM 
  

  

Subject: 12/12 1400 hrs SITREP Ree 4 
To} | b7E -3,5 
Ce 
  

(U//POUG} The following list of events is being maintained per request of WFO Executive Management. The items on this list are compiled by FBI 

partner agencies. FBi WFC does not have any information to suggest these events will involve anything other than first amendment protected 

activity and is being distributed for situational awareness. Their inclusion here is not intended to associate the protected activity with criminality ora 

threat to national security, or to infer that such protected activity itself violates federal law. | 
  

b7E -1 
    

  |in the event no violent reaction occurs, FBI policy and federal jaw 

dictates that no further record be made of the protected activity. 

The next SITREP will be disseminated at 1600 hrs and every two hours until further notice. 

RELEVANT INTELLIGENCE: 
  

    

ACTIVE CROWDS: b7E -1,2,8,13 
  

      

PLANNED EVENTS: 

* No new updates at this time. 

  

From: 

Sent: Saturday, December 12, 2020 11:56 AM 

To3 

Ce 

Subject: 12/12 1200 hrs SITREP 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b7E -3,5       

(U/A-6¥04 The following list of events is being maintained per request of WFO Executive Management. The items on this list are compiled by FBI 

partner agencies. FBI WFO does not have any information to suggest these events will invoive anything other than first amendment protected 

activity and is being distributed for situational awareness. Their inclusion here is not intended to associate the protected activity with criminality or a 

threat to national security, or to infer that such protected activity itself violates federai iaw.| 
  

  b7E -1 
  

  Jia the event no violent reaction occurs, FBI policy and federal faw 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3886 
 



dictates that no further record be made of the protected activity. 

The next SITREP will be disseminated at 1400 hrs and every twe hours until further notice. 

RELEVANT INTELLIGENCE: 
  

  
  

ACTIVE CROWDS: b7E -1,2,8,13   

      

PLANNED EVENTS: 

@ No new updates at this time. 

  

  

From: 

Sent: Saturday, December 12, 20203:57 AM b6 -1 

Tos b7Cc -1 

Ce: bTE -3, 5       
Subject: 12/12 1000 hrs SITREP 

{U//FOU6} The following list of events is being maintained per request of WFO Executive Management. The items on this list are compiled by FBI 

partner agencies. FBI WFO does not have any information to suggest these events will invoaive anything other than first amendment protected 

activity and is being distributed for situational awareness. Their inclusion here is nat intended to associate the protected activity with criminality ora 

threat to national security, or to infer that such protected activity itself violates federal iaw.| bIE -1 
  

  
  

  jin the event no vicient reaction occurs, FBI policy and federal law 

dictates that no further record be made of the protected activity. 

b6é -2,3 

The next SITREP will be at 1200 and every two hours until further notice. ea -2,3 
D-1 

b7E -1,2,4,5,8 

RELEVANT INTELLIGENCE: 
  

    
  TONS Izy 3887



NFI 
  

    
ACTIVE CROWDS: 
  

b7E -1,2     

PLANNED EVENTS: 
  

      

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3888



  

  b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,5 

Thank you Have a great day! 

VIR, 

L 
a 
FBI Washington Field Office 
  

      

Cell | 

  

From| | b6 -1 

Date: Jan 5, 2021 2:44 PM 
b7¢ -1 

Subject: Question Regarding! b7E -1,2,3,4,5,8 

To: 

Ce! 

Hey 

  

  

  

    
    

  

      

Thank ~ 

Staff Operations Specialist 

      

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3889



Date: Jan 6, 2021 1:57 PM 
Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] -| 

Tod 

Ce: b6 -1,5 
b7c -1,5 

b7TE -1,2,3,5,13 

  

  

  

‘Date: Jan6, 2021 155 PM 
- Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] | 
  

  

  

  

    

  

Toj 
L 

b6 -1,4,5 
b7C -1,4,5 
b7E -1,2,3,5,13 

  
  

Respectfully, 

  880 
Detective Sergeant| 

  

    

      
ing rerromsm Pugh Force Pir} 

ngwon Fiehd iifics- Task Farce Officer            
: Tits e-matt finsluding any and ail athachraents} is intended fer the use of the tadividual or entity ta which i is addressed, ft may conisin information that is privileged, conidential or otherwise 

| pretected by appiicabia law. ifyou are not the intended recipizat or the employee ar agent respansibie far dellwery ofthis e-mail te the intended recipient, you are hereby natified that any 

: disserinstion, distribution, coaying of use QFtuls e-mall or Rs contends is strictly gratiblted. Hyou recelwed tus e-mall it error, please notlty the sender immediately snd destroy all copies, 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3890



  

From: fT 
  

  

  

  

    
  

  

b6 -1 
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 3:06 PM b7c -1 

To: b7E -5 

Subject: FW: 1/6/21 1500 hours SITREP 

FYSA. 

From4 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 3:04 PM 

Tos 

Ce: 

—_ 1/6/21 1500 hours SITREP be -1 
b7c -1 

b7E -3, § 
IOC INTELLIGENCE: 

  

  
  
  

  
b7A -1 

b7E -1, 5, 8, 10 

  
  

(U/AOH6} As of 1325 hours, USCP reported demonstrators had breached the west front of the Capitol Complex and are 

climbing the scaffolding of the inaugural stage. USCP and MPD units are responding. Additional reporting from MPD as 

of 1325 hours indicated individuals throwing bike racks and fireworks near the Capitol. MPD and USCP are reporting 

injuries. MPD has declared the incident a riot. 

(U/H6¥6+Update: As of approximately 1420, the Capitol was placed on lockdown, and the certification vote was 

paused. As of 1430 hours, protestors have entered the Capitol Rotunda. Protestors are deploying pepper spray against 

USCP officers| 

| b7A -1 

b7E -1, 2, 8 
(U/AF606+ As of 1445 hours, the DC Mayor is implementing a curfew beginning at 1800 hours. 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3891



  

  

From: | 

Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2020 12:21 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

[ 

   

  
This is the first | am hearing of this, so if anyone could shed light on this | would greatly appreciate it. 

All Best Wishes and Encouragement, 

[I 
From;| 
Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2020 11:18 AM 

To; 

Subject:] | 

L 

  

b6 -1,3 

b7A -1 

b7¢ -1,3 

b7E -1,2,3,5,9 

b6é -1 

b7C -1 

b7E -1,2,5,190 

b6 -1,3 

b7A -1 

b7¢ -1,3 

b7E -1,2,3,5,9 

Thanks for taking the time to take my call. this is a brief email I shot my people last night and the case number ts in the subject line for 

you. I was told you already knew about this so I apologize for calling you out of the blue. 

To follow up on what we discussed. 

  

  

b6é -3 

b7A -1 

b7¢ -3 

b7E -1,2,10 

  
  

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3896



2 
Task Force Officer 

FBI/NITTFL___| 
  

(0 ) 

(C) 

K lemporary) 

      
  

      

US. Capitol Police 

Investigations Divi sion 

  

      

©L | 
  

      

b6 -1,5 

b7c -1,5 

b7E -3,5 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3897



  

  

  

From: | 
  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  
  

  

      

  

  

b6 -1 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2020 4:48 PM b7A -1 

To: b7C -1 

Subject: Fw:| b7E -1,2,5 

Attachments: 

Affected parties et al 

I was passed this information today, please disseminate as needed. 

b6 -1 
All Best and Encouragement, DIA -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2 

The following information is being provided for 

bTA -1 

b7E -1,2,8   
  

  

    
  

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3899



From: 
Sent: —_Monday, December 28, 2020 2:04:10 PM 

Te: [| 
Ce: 
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] 4 
  

Int ting tidbit nteresting tidbi BIC -1 

b7E -1,2,5,8   

From4 | 

Sent: Monday, December 28, 2020 12:13 PM 
To | 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] | 

    
  

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3910



  

  

  

    
  

  

      

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: Fwd: Demonstrations 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

All, bD7TE -5,8 

Thanks, 

[| 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
  

      

  

    

  

  

    

  

  
  

From 

Date: 

Subject: Demonstrations 

To] 
Cc: |"Dawson, James A. (WF) (FBI)' 

All, 
b6 -1 

If I do will communicate. bic -1 
b7E -3,5,8 

Thx 

        

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3915



  

From: LY b6 -l1 
Sent [Co 6, 2021 2:24:40 PM b7C -1 

Ce: b7E -3,5 
Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - 

  

FBI Washington Field 

JTIF 

b6é -1,5 

b7¢ -1,5 

b7E -1,2,5,13 

  

  

Date: Jan 6, 2021 2:15 PM 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - 

To} 
  

Ce: 
  

      

Respectfully, 

beceeeeeeseeseeeeseseseeeeeeeeeneees : Detective Sergean 

  

    b6 -1,5 
- b7C -1,5 

b7E -3,5,13     
    

  

  

  

fist Task Ps 

    

  

td {iflice- Pask Force Olices 
  

Tals e-malt fircliuding any and ail attachments} is intended fer the use ofthe individual er entity to whion it is addressed. it may contaia information that is privileged, conidaatial ar otaerwise 

protected by apgiicubie law. f you are not the intended recipient ar the employee ar agent responsible for delivery of thic e-mail ta the intended acigiont, you are hevaby notified that aay 

dissercination, distribution, comying or use of this e-mail or its is strictly orohibited, Hyou received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately und destroy ali copies.   

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3918



  

  
  

    
  

  

  

  

  
  

  
  

    

  

  

  

  
  

  

      
  

  

  

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Ce: 

Subject] Fut Derertator 
b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b7E -5,8 

Onl hwrote: 

All 

Thanks, bé -1 

b7E -3,5,8 

wana------ Forwarded message ---------- 

From 

Date3 

Subject: Demonstrations 

Tol 
Ceq |‘Dawson, James A. (WF) (FBI) b6 -1 

Al, b7C -1 
b7E -3,5,8   

If] do wil communicate. 
  

  

  

  

      

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3922



From: 

  

    
  

  

    
  

  

  

  

Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2020 5:24:23 AM bIE -5 

To: | | 
Cc: 
Subject: + December 30, 2020 

b7E -1,5 

All information and inquiries should be directed to] 

LT meee’ 

bIE -1,5 

    
  

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3931



From: |__| 
Sent: rpussdau. january 5, 2021 5:24:22 AM bIE -5 
To: 

  

    
  

  

    
    

  

  

Ce: 

Subject: + January 5, 2021 

b7E -1,5 

All information and inquiries should be directed to| b7E -1,3,5 

b7E -1,5 

    
  

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3938



  

From: [| BIE -5 

  

    
  

  

  
  

  

  

  

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 5:24 AM 

To: 

Subject: - January 6, 2021 

BITE -1,5 

All information and inquiries should be directed to] b7E -1,3,5 

b7E -1,5 

    
  

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3946



b6 -1 
  

  

  

  

    
  

b7c -1" 

From: bIE -5 
Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 5:10 PM 

To: 

Subject: (Last) Tuesday (of 2020) 12/29/20 --- UNCLASSIFIED 

SentinelCaseld: TRANSITORY RECORD b3 -1 
b6 -1,3 

b7c -1,3 

. . . 7 —wiy ’ , t , Classification: UNCLASSIFIED BIE ~1,2,4,5,8,13 

  

  
  

b 15 

b7c - | 

b7E -1,2,4,5 

  
  

  

b6 -1,3 

b7c -1,3 

b7TE -1,2,4,5 

  
  

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3960



  

From:| b6 -1 

Sent: Monday, December 28, 2020 5:04 PM b7e -1 
To: bIE -3,5 

  

    

      

Subject: Monday 12/28/2020 --- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

TRANSITORY RECORD 

Monday: 

All 30/60/90 day reviews are up to date. Completed through 01/06/2021. 
  

b6é -3 

b7¢ -3 

b7E -1,2,4,5,8 

    

    

b6 -1,3 

b7c -1,3 

b7E -1,2,4,5 

    

  

  
b6 -1,3 

b7¢ -1,3 

b7E -1,2,4,5 

    

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3962



  

  

From: | 
  

  

      

Sent: Monday, January 4, 2021 3:01 PM 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: --- UNCLASSIFIED//AFO8€- 
Attachments: FBILWFO_UPDATE_for_Jan_6th_Events.docx 

SentinelCaseld: TRANSITORY RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ Aeve 

TRANSITORY RECORD 

  

      

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ /Feve- 

be -1 

b7C -1 

bITE -3,5 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3964



  

b6 -1 
From: | b7c -1 

Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 4:53 PM b7E -1,2,5 

To: 

  

  

  

    

Subject: }-- UNCLASSIFIED/FOGe 
Attachments: xlsx     
SentinelCaseld: TRANSITORY RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//PeuS 

TRANSITORY RECORD 

  

      

b6é -1 

Staff Operations Specialist] b7E -1,2,3,4,5 
  

      

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ -euc— 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3972



From: 
Sent: Tues December 29, 2020 2:39:03 PM 
To: 
Ce: 
Subject: FW r UNCLASSIFIEDFO8@ 

    

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ /P6Ue 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,3,4,5 

  

  

  

      

  

From: | 
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2020 6:24 PM 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: RE;| tr" UNCLASSIFIED//Fene- 

  

  

      

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ --e3c- 

  

b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,3,4,5 

    

  

Bipase let me know H you aead any edditional info. acd wili send it your way early next week. 
  

Thanks} 

sf] 
  

      

  

From] | 

Sent: Monday, December 28, 2020 1:00 PM 

To 

Ce: 

Subject: RE{ }-- UNCLASSIFIED//FOBE- 

  

  

      

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ eve 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

bTE -1,3,4,5 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3981



  

  

  
  

  

      
  

From4 | 

Sent: Monday, December 28, 2020 12:15 PM 

To 

Ce: 

Subject] [ UNCLASSIFIED/rede- 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ /Feve- 

  

      

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,3,4,5 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b?7E -1,3,4,5 

  

    
  

Thanks! 

  

sal 
  

      FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3982



  

  

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ /FOGe 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3983



  

From: | | 
  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

Sent: Thu December 31, 2020 3:49:29 PM 
Teo: 

Ce: 

Subject: Ew! LK UNCLASSIFIED b6 -1 

Attachments:| | 
scontnatnacsecsecseoserseosenummmmmmmmmmmmmmmm en naennnnnacnncanonereerseeenmenmenmenseneinaenesecsecsersersereeneete BIC -Levcee-- 

we: . b7& -1,4,5 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Here’s snather ane... 

Hagpy New Yeas! 

From: | 

Subject] [- UNCIASSIFIED be -1 
b7c -1 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED b7E -1,3,4,5 

TRANSITORY RECORD 

Just FYI regarding] 
| jIf'you have arty questions, please ask, 

Thanks 

  

  

      

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3984



  

  

  

  

  

  
      

Sent: vJanuary 4, 2021 7:18:09 PM 
Teo: 
Ce: 

Subject: LE UNCLASSIFIED TFOGE- 
Attachments:   

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ eve- 

Good evening.| 

Thank you. Have a great day! 

VAR, 

  

    

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ /Pe¥e 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,4,5 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-3998



  

  

  

b6 -1 

  

  

    

From: BIC <1 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 6:26 PM b7E -1.5 

To: 

Subject: 

WEDNESDAY UPDATE --- UNCLASSIFIED/AFO86- 

SentinelCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ /+-6euc 

Ok folks, here is the updated summary as of 18:00 hours. 

  

b6 -1,3 

b7¢ -1,3 

b7E -1,2,4,5,13 

  
  

  

  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,4,5 

  
  

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-4007



  

From: | | b6 -1 Sent: 3 
To: b7C -1 

b7E -5 
Ce: 
Subject: LAST DAY of 2020!!! — UNCLASSIFIED FOde- 

  

  

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ -Feve- 

shen otance Ndeasas Waaewate Shave ts sSysigy Ney Nays "s See fs 

  

bé -1 

b7¢c -1 

b7E -1,2,4,5 

  
  

  

  

bé -1| 
b7c -1 
b7E -1,2,4,5 

  

  

b3 -1 

b6 -1,3 

b7c -1,3 

b7D -5 

b7E -1,2,4,5,8 

    FB Z1-C¥-972Z)-4010



  

  

  
  

  

Ce: 

Subject: RE-| L UNCLASSIFIEDAROcS- b6 -1 
Attachments:| isx b7c -1 
  

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ 46ue- 

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

OTE -1,2,4,5 

  

From| | 
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2021 4:53 PM 

To; 
  

  
  

Subject4 - UNCLASSIFIED/7FOove- 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ -Feve- 
  

TRANSITORY RECORD 

  

    
  

  

Staff Operations Specialist] ] 
  

    

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ eve 

  

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ AFouce- 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,4,5 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-4014



  

      

From: [____ 
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 8:16:41 AM 
To: 
Ce: 

Subject: RE UNCLASSIFIED Fode- 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ /Fesc- 

I b7E -1,2,3,4,5 

Thank you for Jetting us know about your closure. We ere workingh and will heeg it up to date as best as possiie. feel frae to cst 

CL] 

yimnyself H yau have any questions or cancers. 

  

      

From:] 
  

Sent: Monday, January 04, 2021 2:30 PM 
  

To 

Ce}   
  

        

Subject: f- UNCLASSIFIED/7Fete- 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ 4Feve- 

Good afte rnoon[ | 

We closed] 
  

Copying ou ‘L_Bquad for awareness. 

fteday, as it appears to be the same subject. 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,4,5 

  

b6 -2,3 
  

[ provided the following information: 
b7C -2,3 

b7D -1 
  DIE -1,2,4,5 

  

  

    
| 

      ror w7l2)-4022  



b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,5 

  

  

From: 
  

Sent: Monday, January 4, 2021 10:26 AM 
  

To: 

    

Subject: }-- UNCLASSIFIED/FOXO- 
  

Attachments:   }xlsx 
  

SentinelCaseld: TRANSITORY RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ -Feve 

TRANSITORY RECORD 

  

      

Let me know if | can help with anything else, 

Staff Operations Specialist, 
  

      

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ /Feuc 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-4028



  

From: | | 
  

  
  

Sent: 24:06 PM 
Teo: b6 -1,6 
Ce: 
Subject: EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fw. b7c -1,6 
Attachments: | b7D -5 

ae tcc tc ct at i cnet ettettctattattattcatcattattcatattataatet tata tattcatttatatttattct tate tattcittatcitttatct ities b7E -1 r 2 , 5 r 8   

  

    
  

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-4076
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FBI PUBLIC AFFAIRS — DIRECTOR’S AM NEWS BRIEFING 

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 6, 2021 5:00 AM EST 

Intel Agencies Say Russia Was Likely Behind Hacking Of Government Departments. The C85 Evening 
News (1/5, story 4, 0:25, O'Donnell, 4.65M) reported “the FBI and three other national security agencies” issued “a rare joint 
statement saying Russia was likely behind the cyber hacking of multiple government departments.” N8G Nightiv News (14, story 
7, 0:15, Holt, 6.11M} said the agencies’ “assessment is a rebuke of President Trump’s suggestion that China might have been 

    

the hack,” and the New York Times (1/5, Sanger, Bares, 20.6M} that it is “a clear rebuke of President Trump’s efforts” to cast 
blame on China. Pailltec (1/5, Geller, 673M) says the statement “had been approved two weeks ago but was delayed at the 
White House’s insistence, a person familiar with the matter told Politico.” 

  

raised the unsubstantiated idea that China could be responsible. Tuesday's statement makes clear that that is not the case, 
saying the intrusions are likely ‘Russian in origin.” 

Reuters {1/5, Menn) says the statement from the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, the FBI, the 
National Security Agency, and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency said that the hacker, ‘likely Russian in 
origin, is responsible for most or all of the recently discovered, ongoing cyber compromises of both government and non- 
governmental networks.” The Washingion Post (1/5, Nakashima, 10.52M) reports the statement “said that fewer than 10 federal 
entities had their networks breached, though that list includes major agencies such as the Departments of State, Treasury, 
Homeland Security, Energy and Commerce. U.S. officials have told The Washington Post that they think that as many as 300 
government and private-sector entities at most have been compromised, though investigators are working to ascertain the scope 
of the hacks and to notify nongovemment entities affected.” 

USA Today (1/5, Johnsen, 12.7M) says the statement is “the most definitive accounting yet after separate 
statements last month by Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and then-Attorney General William Barr who both pointed to the 
Kremlin.” 

CNN (1/5, Cohen, 89.21M) reports, “While top US officials, including Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, have 
previously suggested that the hacking campaign was carried out by a Russian-backed group, Tuesday's joint statement offers 
the most definitive and concrete assessment about the attack’s origins from agencies investigating the incident. In short, the 
statement issued by the Cyber Unified Coordination Group (UCG) clearly acknowledges what US officials and experts have 
suspected since the data breach was first disclosed last month: the Advanced Persistent Threat {APT} actor responsible is ‘likely 
Russian in origin.” 

which has raised serious questions about the security of public and private computer networks in both the U.S. and abroad. The 
cyberattack affected about 18,000 government and private networks, including computers at key federal agencies such as the 
Energy, Treasury and Commerce departments.” 

Yahoo! News 

Minancial Times (1/5, Subscription Publication, 1.48M), ABC News (1/5, Barr, 2.44M), PechCOrunch 
eph {UK} (1/5, Murphy, 249K), US News & World Report (1/5, Shinkman, 1.91M), Fox News 

1/5, Dilanian, 4.91M), NPR (1/5, Myre, 3.69M), NextGey 

    

     

  

         

      

Sebenius, 3.57M}, the Washington Examiner (1/5, Dunleavy, 388K), the Wai Steet Journe (1/5, Volz, Subscription Publication, 
8.41M), SBC News (1/5, 876K), Axios (1/5, Rummler, 1.26M) and The Baiiy Cater (1/5, Datoc, 375K} provide similar coverage. 

In an editorial, the Washington Post (1/5, 10.52M} says protecting the government from the next cyber attack and 
developing a “strategy for speedy recovery from infiltration” must be “an urgent priority for the Biden administration.” 

Top Admiral Says SolarWinds Hack Did Not Harm US-Based Nukes. The Washington Times (1/5, Glenn, 626K} 

reports, “America’s nuclear arsenal wasn’t compromised by a recent cyber attack that targeted thousands of sensitive computer 
networks used by government agencies and private companies, the Navy admiral in charge of the U.S. Strategic Command 
said.” According to the Times, “The hack exploited a flaw in network monitoring software produced by Texas-based SclarWinds 
that allowed an Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) actor - most likely Russia — to covertly install back door access points in 
computer networks, officials said. ‘We believe this was, and continues to be, an intelligence gathering effort,’ according to a joint 
statement from the FBI, the National Security Agency, the Director of National Intelligence and other federal officials.” 
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FBI, FAA Investigate Threat To US Capitol To Avenge Soleimani. The C88 Evening News (1/5, story 3, 1:55, 
O'Donnell, 4.65M)} reported that “the FBI and FAA are looking inte a breach of the air traffic control system tonight after someone 
broadcast a threat fo attack the US Capitol over the radio frequencies used by pilots.” CBS’ Jeff Pegues added that a “chilling 
threat obtained exclusively by CBS News was heard by multiple air traffic controllers Monday afterncon in New York.” 
Unidentified Speaker: “We are flying a plane into is it Capitol Wednesday. Soleimani will be avenged.” CBS cited “sources” who 
said “the Pentagon and other agencies were briefed today about the digitized voice recording and believe it was designed fo 
suggest hitting the Capitol on the same day Congress is set fo count the electoral college results.” 

On its website, GES News (1/5, Pegues, 5.39M} reports, “While the government does not believe the warning of an attack 
is credible, it is being investigated as a breach of aviation frequencies.” CBS adds, “The FBI is not commenting but said it takes 
‘all threats of violence to public safety seriously.” 

The Hi (1/5, Budryk, 5.69M} reports, “The message was received on Jan. 3, the first anniversary of the U.S.’ 
killing of Soleimani at a Baghdad airport.” Additional coverage includes Fox News (1/5, Singman, 23.99M)}. 

FBI Warns Of COVID-19 Related Fraud Schemes. USA Today (1/5, Phillips, 12.7M) reports, ‘For the 
past year, federal law enforcement agencies have received tens of thousands of complaints of fraud tied to the coronavirus 
pandemic.” FB] Financial Crimes Section Chief Steven Merrill said, “We've been concerned about fraud schemes regarding the 
vaccine as soon as the vaccine went from an idea to reality ... The one thing that we've learned throughout this pandemic is that 
when there's money to be made, criminals will figure out how to do it.” He added, “We want to make sure that the public 
understands that the information they should be getting about the vaccine should not be coming from an advertisement or 
unsolicited information; it should be coming from an official government website.” Wamed against “medical providers asking 
patients to undergo unnecessary tests and procedures, bad actors seeking personal information from unsuspecting victims in 
order to fraudulently bill Medicare, fraudsters asking people to pay out of pocket to obtain vaccines, and marketing 
representatives offering wholesale shipments of vaccines in exchange for fees.” 

Reuters {1/5, Bellon) reports, “Scams include emails promising entry to supposedly secret lists for early 
vaccine access and robocallers impersonating government agencies.” Message boards on the dark web offer purported COVID- 
19 vaccines for sale. 

  

  

to the vaccine or See ie * pat ients to pay out of pocket to get the vaccine or to enter personal medical information,” offers for 
additional medical testing or procedures when obtaining a vaccine, “as well as marketers offering to sell or ship doses of a 
vaccine, domestically or internationally, in exchange for payment of a deposit or fee.” 

FBI Says It Was Unaware Agent Was Interrogating Legislative Staffer About Conversation On 
Legislation. The Seto Free Press (1/5, Boucher, 2.16M) reports that in a statement, the FBI said that while it interrogated 

Michigan state Sen. Rosemary Bayer’s chief of staff Katie Reiter about a conversation Bayer and her staff had about discussing 
draft legislation on tear gas, it was unaware of “Reiter's job before coming to her home tc question her.” While “Bayer suggested 
the FBI may have eavesdropped on the call,” Special Agent Mara Schneider, a spokeswoman for the FBI in Detroit, wrote in an 
email that the agency “received a complaint from a concemed citizen who overheard comments about the use of tear gas during 
the upcoming election.” She added, “At no time prior to that interview did the citizen or the FBI know the reported comments were 
made in the context of proposed legislation.” 

Officials, Law Enforcement Prepare For Possible Violence As Trump Supports Flock To DC For 
Protests. The AP (1/5, Khalil, Balsamo) reports hundreds of supporters of President Trump gather in Washington, DC, “to 

cheer his baseless claims of election fraud a day before a congressional vote tc affirm Joe Biden's victory.” Local officials and 
law enforcement have been “bracing for potential viclent street clashes” and many businesses boarded up their windows in case 
the protest devolves “into the unrest seen in May and June when dozens of businesses were vandalized.” Both the National 
Guard and federal agents “were on standby, in case they were quickly needed in the city this week.” Meanwhile, Trump 
expressed support on Twitter for the protesters and “president was expected to personally address his supporters in Washington 
on Wednesday during a rally on the Ellipse.” 

The New York Tenses (1/5, 20.6M} reports, “Local authorities have enhanced security and warned residents in and around 
the city to steer clear of potentially violent agitators.” The Times says that protestors’ “vitriol had already begun cn a rainy 
Tuesday,” and, “after dark, groups of men wearing body armor and helmets began showing up,’ some armed.     FBI(2 tcvtt68)-3



  

  

(1/5, 10.52M). 
Proud Boys Leader Tarrio Barred From DC. The AP {1/5, Balsamo, Long) reports, “A judge has banned the leader of 

the Proud Boys, a far-right extremist group, from the nation’s capital after he was accused of vandalizing a Black Lives Matter 
banner at a historic Black church and found with high-capacity firearm magazines when he was arrested.” Enrique Tarrio is 
barred “from entering the District of Columbia, with very limited exceptions to meet with his attorney or appear in court.” He was 
arrested in Washington a the day before as he was arriving ahead of protests. He is “accused of burning a Black Lives Matter 
banner that was torn down from a historic Black church in downtown Washington last month.” Police say he “posted a confession 
on the right-wing site Parler that he had set fire to the sign.” 

videos that show him crouched with others near the banner as it was being set on fire.” The Pest adds, “The FBI’s Washington 

Field Office enhanced some of the videos to obtain a clearer look.” District police “said they also charged Tarric with two felony 
counts of possessing high-capacity ammunition feeding devices, which is a legal term for a magazine that allows guns to hold 
additional bullets.” 

Additional coverage includes vf OP-- 34 Washington (1/5, Moore, 164K). 
Far-Right Forums Urge Violence During Protests. The \Wastington Post (1/5, Harwell, 10.52M) reports, “Far-tight 

online forums are seething with references fo potential violence and urging supporters of President Trump to bring guns to 
Wednesday's protests in Washington.” Trump's tweet promoting his baseless electoral fraud claims and promoting the January 6 
protest “has become a central rallying cry,” and “talk of guns and potential violence is rife on the encrypted messaging app 
Telegram, the conservative social media site Parler and on thedonakl.win, an online forum that previously operated on Reddit 
before the company banned it in June after years of racism, misogyny, anti-Semitism and calls for violence.” 

leaders are bracing for any renewed presidential attempts to employ the military for political ends.” President Trump's effort “to 
use expansive military force to put down widespread protests over police violence against Black citizens” in June “served as a 
wake-up call to many top officials at the Pentagon and in Congress about Trump's willingness to reach for the military te advance 
his personal and political interests.” As part of the careful posture and “the Pentagon's wariness in the final days of Trump’s 
presidency, it emphasized that National Guard units deployed at DC Mayor Muriel Bowser’s request “wouldn't carry firearms, use 
armored vehicles or helicopters, or receive backup from units in other states.” 

that the chaotic situation can be handled by the D.C. police, federal law-enforcement agencies and the National Guard — without 
requiring any use of regular-duty military troops.” Police officers, joined by the guard, will establish control points near the main 
march sites. Officials’ assessment is “based partly on experience,” but officials also anticipate that left-wing counterprotesters will 
mostly not attend, lessening “the likelihood of confrontations that could escalate inte bloodshed and serious disorder.” While 
there are concerns that after dark on Wednesday “small bands of Proud Boys and other extremists” may “go looking for trouble,” 
but “officials expect that the planned force would be adequate.’ 

DC Mayor Urges Against Deployment Of “Unidentifiable Personnel.” The ‘Nashingion Times (1/5, Zantow, 626K} 
reports that in a letter to federal officials, DC Mayor Muriel Bowser urged against deploying “unidentifiable personnel” at pro- 
Trump rallies, writing, “Unidentifiable personnel - in many cases, armed — caused confusion among residents and visitors and 
could become a national security threat with no way for [D.C. police] and federal law enforcement to decipher armed groups.” 

Legislators Advised To Use Tunnels Amid Protests. The AP (1/5) reports the House sergeant-at-arm, in a memo to 
members of Congress, advised that, with “potential violence in Washington tied fo protests,” they should “use underground 
tunnels while traveling between chambers in the Capitol and to nearby office buildings during the day.” 

    
   

Kenosha DA Will Not Bring Charges In Police Shooting Of Jacob Blake. In the lead story, N&O Nightly 
News (1/5, lead story, 2:25, Holt, 6.11M} reported, “There’s breaking news tonight from Wisconsin, where a prosecutor has 
announced there will be no charges filed against” Rusten Sheskey, “a white Kenosha police officer who shot” Jacob Blake “in the 
back as he leaned into a car last August.” Blake “was left paralyzed after the shooting that was captured on video and led to 
angry protests and even deadly violence on the streets.” NBC’s Gabe Gutierrez added that Kenosha County District Attorney 
Michael Graveley “says Blake was armed with a knife, and the officer could have successfully argued self-defense.” Graveley 
said the officers were “called to the scene on a designated domestic abuse call” with the knowledge that there was an arrest 
warrant for Blake at the time. 

On ASD Werki News Tonight (1/5, story 3, 2:00, Muir, 7.66M}, Alex Perez reported that Kenosha is “bracing for more 
protests after’ Graveley’s decision. The August 23 shooting took place “after police responded to a call about a domestic 
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dispute,” and cell phone footage of the incident “shows 29-year-old Blake struggling with Officer Rusten Sheskey and another 
Officer," who “both deployed their tasers, but...were unsuccessful.” Perez reported that Blake then “appears to lean into the 
driver's side of the car,” and Sheskey “opens fire” with “Blake's three young boys in the backseat.” Graveley said, “We say with 
confidence, based cn Blake's admission, based cn all the officers saying it, and this video evidence, he clearly is armed with a 
knife.” 

  

prosecutors announced the police officer whe shot Jacob Blake will not face criminal charges, ner will any other officers.” The 
August shooting “sparked unrest in Kenosha, and the National Guard is on patrol tonight.” Graveley said, “This case is really all 
about self-defense and can it be proven that it does not exist. It is really evidence about the perspective of Officer Sheskey.” 
Blake's father, Jacob Blake, Sr., said, “We'll find federal ways that justice will find for my son. We're not done yet.” 

The A® (14, Richmond} reports that Graveley “announced Tuesday that he will not file criminal charges against” Sheskey, 
the white police officer who shot Blake “in the back in Kenosha last summer, leaving him paralyzed and setting off sometimes 
viclent protests in the city.” The August 23 shooting, “captured on bystander video, turned the nation’s spotlight on Wisconsin 
during a summer marked by protests over police brutality and racism.” Over 250 arrests were made “in the days that fcllowed, 
including 17-year-old Kyle Rittenhouse.” 

Reuters {1/5) reports that Graveley “found police officer Rusten Sheskey acted in self-defense while shooting 
Blake seven times at close range, saying Blake was armed with a knife and had resisted arrest, withstanding multiple Taser 
shots.” The decision, which also clears two other officers, “could incite more demonstrations, which have frequently broken out in 
the United States in recent years after police have been cleared of wrongdoing in shootings of African Americans.” Ben Crump, 
an attomey for Blake, tweeted, “We are immensely disappointed and feel this decision failed not only Jacob and his family but 
the community that protested and demanded justice.” 

The Washingion Fost (1/5, Guarino, Berman, Bellware, 10.52M) reports that witness accounts differ from Graveley's 
depiction, describing Blake “trying to break up an argument between two women” and unarmed when he was shot while walking 
“back foward his vehicle.” 

   
     

be brought against Blake following a review of the incident. Civil Rights Division Assistant Attorney General Eric Dreiband said 
that a separate investigation being carried out by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in cooperation with the Wisconsin Division 
of Criminal Investigation is ongoing. Bisemberg (1/5, Joyce, 3.57M) reports that Wisconsin Gov. Tony Evers {D} “activated about 
500 National Guard soldiers and airmen in an effort fo ensure public safety’ on Monday, ahead of the announcement. 

The New Yerk Times (14, A1, Chiarito, Bosman, Eligon, 20.6M} reports, Evers said after the announcement, “Today's 
decision is further evidence that our work is not done — we must work each day in earnest toward a more just, more fair, and 

more equitable state and country, and to combat the racism experienced by Black Wisconsinites.” The Kenosha City Council had 
“unanimously passed an emergency declaration Monday that would allow the mayor to implement a curfew’ after the 
announcement, while the Kenosha County sheriff “declared a state of emergency” ahead of expected protests. 

The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (1/5, Barton, Spicuzza, Linnane, 844K} reports that Graveley “said he relied both on an 
investigation by the Wisconsin Department of Justice and on an outside assessment of that investigation, conducted by former 
Madison Police Chief Noble Wray,” who “served as a federal police reform specialist during the Obama administration after his 
retirement in 2013.” The Daily Caller (1/45, Dima, 375K} reports that Graveley said he made the decision “independent of political 
forces or outside winds that swin about.” Sreshart (1/5, Pollak, 1.26M)} has more on the decision. 

Rittenhouse Pleads Not Guilty To All Charges. The Mikwaukee Jounal Sentne! (1/5, Vielmetti, 844K} reports, “More 
than four months after he was charged with killing two protesters and wounding a third during civil unrest in Kenosha, Kyle 
Rittenhouse formally entered not guilty pleas Tuesday, triggering the next phases of what is still expected to be a very drawn-out 
case.” The Sentinel says, “Rittenhouse has become a symbol to both sides in the national debate over race and justice, law and 
order, and guns.” Rittenhouse “is charged with five felonies: first-degree intentional homicide in the death of Joseph Rosenbaum, 
36; first-degree reckless homicide of Anthony Huber, 26; attempted first-degree intentional homicide of Gaige Grosskreutz, 26; 
and two counts of recklessly endangering safety, for shots fired at others.” 

Fox News (145, Ruiz, 23.99M} reports that Rittenhouse “and his legal team have argued self-defense, 
maintaining that he only fired his rifle after being attacked from behind.” Prosecutors allege that Rittenhouse traveled “from his 
home in Antioch, IIL, across state lines to nearby Kenosha, after learning of a call for militia to protect businesses during protests 
on Aug. 25.” The case is set fo go fo trial “on March 29, but the start date could be delayed. A pretrial hearing was scheduled for 
March 10.” 
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Attomeys For Woman On Death Row Ask Trump To Commute Sentence. USA Today (145, 
Timms, 12.7M) reports that lawyers for Lisa Montgomery, “the only woman on federal death row," filed a clemency petition on 
Tuesday asking the President to commute her sentence to life without parole. Montgomery “was convicted of killing 23-year-old 
Bobbie Jo Stinnett in the northwest Missouri town of Skidmore in December 2004.” Her attorneys, Kelley Henry and Amy 
Harwell, have argued that congenital brain damage and multiple traumatic brain injuries “have resulted in incurable and 
significant psychiatric disabilities.” Montgomery, who is set to be executed on January 12, “would be the ninth federal inmate put 
tc death since the Justice Department resumed executions in July after a nearly 20-year hiatus,” and the first woman since 1953. 

trial of Hawazen Sameer Mothafar, whose trial on allegedly producing and disseminating “Islamic State propaganda and 
recruiting material through social media platforms” had been scheduled to begin Tuesday, to November 1. Mothafar’s attorney, 
Mark Ahlemeyer, “, told the judge he needed time to determine what evidence will be presented, what pretrial motions he would 
file and how much investigating his team needs to do, adding that he assumed it would involve intemational travel.” Judge 
Hermandez “noted the case is complicated because of its international aspects, the requirements of classified discovery and 
other issues,’ 

Pro-Trump Website Targeting “Enemies,” Attributed To Iran, Reappears. The Washington Txnes (14, 
Blake, 626K} reports the pro-Trump website “Enemies of the People” reappeared, listing the addresses of purported “traitors” 
along with images of their faces in crosshairs. “The FB] and the U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, CISA, 
ultimately determined Iranian were responsible for the original ‘Enemies’ site and related web addresses and accounts.” 

gathered at the First Church of God" in Columbus, Ohic to commemorate Andre Hill, “as family and lawmakers called for justice 
to be brought against the white Columbus police officer whe fatally shot’ Hill. The Rev. Al Sharpton said, when delivering Hill's 
eulogy, “We don't want your sympathy. We want justice.” He added that firing the officer, Adam Coy, was not enough, saying, 
“We cannot have a precedent that if you kill us, you just lose your job and keep living your life as you were." Meanwhile, “Ohio’s 
attomey general, the U.S. attomey for central Ohio and the FB] have begun their own probes into the shooting.” 

Harlingen, TX (1/5) reports, “The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the conviction of former’ Texas state District Judge 
Rudy Delgado. The court rejected Delgado’s arguments that his conviction wasn't supported by the evidence. The FBI recorded 
conversations between attorney Noe Perez, a federal informant, and Delgado, “who accepted cash during conversations about 
pending cases.” 

Appeals Court Upholds Corruption Conviction Of Former Texas State Judge. KRGY-TY 
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national magazines, national and local television programs, radio broadcasts, social-media platforms and additional forms of open-source data. Sources for Bulletin 

Intelligence audience-size estimates include Scarborough, GfK MRI, comScore, Nielsen, and the Audit Bureau of Circulation. Data from and access to third party 

social media platforms, including but not limited to Facebook, Twiiter, Instagram and others, is subject to the respective platform's terms of use. Services that include 
Factiva content are govemed by Factiva’s igims of vise. Services including embedded Tweets are also subject to Tyeter for Wetxnie’s snfcensiion acd pdvacy 

poles, The FBI Director's Morning Briefing is published five days a week by Bulletin Intelligence, which creates custom briefings for government and corporate 

leaders. We can be found on the Web at Bulletinintelligence.com, or called at (703) 483-6160. 
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.8 intel Agencies Say Russia Was likely Behind Hacking Of Government Departments. 
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8 Geeration LeGend Resulted In More Than 6,006 Arrests. 

  

# Sources: FBI Won’t Clessify Nashville Sambing As Terrorism. 

6 FBI, FAA Investigate Threat Ta US Capito! To Avenge Saleimani. 

-* Arizona Man Sentenced To Over 3 Years In Bomb-making Case. 

6 Police To Bring Charges In New York CHy Bomb Hoax. 

# £81 Terrorisrn Task Force Aiding Bomb Threat Investigation. 

6 Continuing Coverage: Guilty Plee In DC Private School Bomb Threat. 

# islamic State Support Triai Pushed Back. 

  

| * Ball Hearing For Assange Set For Waednesdey. 

  

* Officials 3, ta WW Ent forcement ‘Prepare For Foasible Violence As Truro Suonarts Flock Te BC For Probests. 

# Kenosha DA WH! Not Bring Charges in Police Shooting Of Jacob Blake. 

| e FBI Says It Wes Unaware Sgent Was interrogating Ledisiative Staffer About Conversation Or: 

‘Legislation, 
| e Continuing Coverage: Wray Urged To investigate Trump Over Georgia Cail, 

* Attorneys For Worten On Death Row Ask Trump To Cammnute Sentence 

e Pro-Trums Website Targeting “Enemies,” Attributed To Iran, Reanpears, 

# Sharpton: Firing Not Enough For Officer Who Kiled Andre HH, 

| e Denver Patice Seized Guns Qvar Threats Te Colorade’s Attorney General, 

# Police Officer Chicago's Latest Carjacking Victim 

e Man Arrested Over Concerns About Disrusting Vermont COVID-19 Vaecine Distribution, 

« Continuing Coverage: FRI Traced Ghisigine Maxwell Using Cell Prone Data. 

8 Carntinuing Coverace: Barr Questioned Jeffrey Eostein‘s Calimate. 

« Undercover Police Sought Te Buy A Gun Frorns Bolal Idd Prior To Fatal Shesting. 

8 Man Heald On Ball For Attempted Arson Of Historically Slack Church, 

« Videos Shaw Chicage Police Pinned A Wornan Under Their SUY Far Eight Minutes. 

8 indiana Wornan Arrastad In Connection Ta Murdar. 

@ Florida Man Sentenced Over Bank Fraud 

8 uS Embassy Staffer Charged With Serial Rane. 

@ Cliven Bundy’s Sen Arrested, 

8 Hunmien Trafficking Organization Profiled. 

« Grug Case Defendant Sentenced Te Mera Than 20 Years in Prison. 

8 Tennessee FRY Agant Interviewed Over Human Trafficking Pravantion Month, 

# Inyastiqators Searching For FBI Most Wanted Fugitive In Arizona. 

8 Michigan Residents Arrested In Connection Ts Bank Robberias. 

_® Washington State Minor Located. 

8 FBI Searching For Texas Bank Rebber. 

# FRI Investigating Hingis Bank Robbery. 

| e Memphis Police Banartment Warns OF Growing Gang Violence. 

  

, # FRI Warns Of COVID-19 Related Fraud Schemes, 

+ Appeals Caurt Upholds Corruption Conviction Of Farmer Texas State Judge. 

| « Pharmacist Who Tried To Smoli COVID-19 Vaccine Doses Released, 

  

| * Trump Order Bans Eight Chinese Apps. 
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| « NYSE Reconsidering Plan Ta Allow Three Chinese Telecom Companies To Remain Listed, 

« San Francisce Cybersecurity Comsany Moves Headquarters To Florida. 

8 Resort: Ransamware Attacks Te Worsen In 2021. 

« Government Ge Launch Cvber-Threat interagency Renort. 

| « Cybersecurity Stacks On The Rise After Recent Hacking Abtacks. 

# Thess Among Cybersecurity Firms Taking Advantage OF Cloud Market Boom. 

  

'* Continuing Coverage: Gun Gackground Checks, Violence Rese In 2020. 

  

ae us Attorney For The Cestern District of Virginie Resigns. 

* Trump Names New US Attorney For Atlante. 

ie Senators Urge Biden To Chase Doug Jones For Attorney General, 

  

| * GOP Senators Remain Divided On Electoral Vote Certification. 

(¢ US Passes 21M COVID Cases. 
® NIH Scientists Work With Moderna To Study Benefit Of Smatler Doses, 

| e Congress Using Curative COVID Test Despite FDA Warning Of False Hits 

» Some California Hospitals Activate Crisis Care Standards. 

e Mississino! Says 168 Inmates Died In 2026 But Gees Not Disclose Cause OF Geath 

# Florida Nursing Horne Vaccinated Wealthy Donors. 

    8 WHO Director-General Criticizes China For Blocking Researchers’ Access. 

# ELI Confronts Problems With Vaccine Rollout. 

| « Germany Lenathens Lockdown, Toughens Restrictions. 

# UK Says One Out Of Every 56 People In England Has COVID. 

sk srael Leading World In Caronavirus Vaccination. 

# Palau Would Owe Vaccination Effort To Operation Wars Speed. 

¢ US Accuses fran OF Seizing South Kerean Tanker in Response To Sanctions. 

# Treasury Sanctions Chinese Firm Tied Iran’s Steel Industry. 

¢ 4&6 Analysis: Trump Moves Maxe It Harder For Biden Te Engage With Iran. 

# Afghan Peace Talks Resume In Qatar. 

6 Countries Along Former Soviet Borders Rebullding Their Defenses. 

# AL Start Of North Korean Party Congress, Kim Says Five-Year Economic Plan Failed. 

_¢ Pro-Democracy Figures Arrested In Hong Kong, 
'# Former Chief Of Major Chinese State Bank Sentenced To Death. 
| « Saudis End Three-Year Rift WIth Gatar At Urging Of Trump Adminstration, 

'# Socialists Take Control Of Venezuele’s Congress. 

6 Vietnam Sentences Three Journalists To Prison, 

'# Ethiopian Police Release Reuters Cameraman. 

  

* Haadiines From Today’s Front Pegas 

  

_e Today's Events In Washington. 

  

| Intel Agencies Say Russia Was Likely Behind Hacking Of Government Departments. 
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‘The CBS. Evening News (4/5, story 4, 0:25, O'Donnell, 4.65) reported "the FBI and three other | 
national security agencies” issued “a rare joint statement saying Russia was likely behind the cyber. 

hacking of muftinie government departrnents.” N ighthy N ” {£45, story 7, 0:25, Holt, 

-S. 11M) said the aQeEncies’ vassessment i is a rebuke of President Trump’s suggestion that China 

might have been behind it } HS, Sebenius, 3.57M} says the statement ~ 
the fatest contradiction of 7 Trump’ *S ‘assessment “oF the hack,” and the New York Times ¢1/5, Sane nger, 

‘Barnes, 20.6M) that if is ’a clear rebuke of President Trump's efforts” to cast blame on China, 
‘Politics (1/5, Geller, 6.73M)} says the staternent “had been approved fwo weeks ago but was 

(eeleyed | at tre White House's insistence, a person farniiiar with the matter told Pohtica.“ 

    

the severity of the hack and raiseci the unsubstantiat ed idea that Chin ime could be responsib! €. 

Tuesday’s statement makes clear that that is not the case, saying the intrusions are likely ‘Russian | 

in erigin.” 
Reuters (1/5, Mernn} says the staternent from the Office of the Director of National 

intelligence, the FBI, the National Security Agency, and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 

Security Agency said that the hacker, Nikely Russian in origin, is responsible for mest or all of the 

recently discovered, ongoing, cyber compromises oF Doth oovernme end eae ee ce te 

| than iG federal entities “had their networks nreached , though that ‘ist includes m major r agencies such | 
#6 the Departments of State, Treasury, Homeland Securiy, Eneray and Commerce. U.S. officials 
‘have told The Washington Past that they think that as many as 300 cevernment and private-sector | 

entities at rnost have been compromised, though investigators are working to ascertain the scone | 

of the hacks and to notify nengovernment entities affected.” 
USA Today (1/5, Johnsen, 12.7M} says the statement is “rhe most definitive accounting yet 

after separate statements last month by Secretary of State Mike Pornpee and then-Attorney 

General Willem Barr whe both pointed to the Kremiin.“ 
CANN (2/5, Cohen, 69.21M} reports, “While top US officials, including Secretary of State Mike 

‘Pompeo, have previously suggested thet the hacking campai fqn was carried aut by @ Russien- 

backed group, Tuesday's joint statement offers the most definitive and concrete assesernent about 

the atteck’s origins fram: agencies investigating the incident, In short, the statement issued by the 

Cyber Uniflad Coordination Group (UCG) clearly acknowledges what US officigis and experts have 
suspected since the data breach was first disclosed last month: the Advanced Persistent Threat 

(APT) actor responsible | is ‘fikely Russian in origin,’ 
The § ingion Times (1/5, Gertz, 626K} reports, “The Russian government has denied any 

‘invelverent in the ettack, which has raised serious questions about the security of public and 

private computer networks in both the U.S. and abroad. The cyberatiack effactead about 18,006 
government and private networks, including computers at key federal agencies such as the 

Energy, Treasury and Commerce departments.” 

Yaheot News (1/5, McLaughlin, 10.87M)}, The HHI (1/5, 5.69M}, CNBC (1/5, Haselion, 7.34M), 

Forbes (2/5, Beer, 10.33M)}, the Finencial Times (1/5, Subseriotion Publication, 148M}, ABC News 

| ae Barr, 2.44), Lechter ENC nee 5, WE Ber a Eke Jagan we Sb ee he 249K), 

  

  

  

tens Subscription publicath on, 3.418) "BR N WS ys 876K), AxiOS fs, mummier, Lez om) and. 
The ally Galler us 5, OBtOe, ae ) prov! ie Sis lar SOverage. 

, next cyber attack and developing % “strategy for speedy recovery rom infiltration” must be” an 

| urgent priority for the Siden administratian.” 
x x! cos WY » SS Ley KoFoyy songs SS YS INNS Saee 88s         o

n
 

Net Sassy GS Sasey NoSys. The Washington 

‘Times CL/5, Glenn, G2GK} reports, “Arierica’s nuclear arsenal wasn't corinramised by a recent 

cyber attack that targeted thousands of sensitive computer networks used by government 
agencies and private companies, the Navy admiral in charge of the U.S. Strategic Command said.” 

“According to the Times, "The hack exploited a Haw in network monitoring software produced by 
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Texas-based ScdarWinds thet allowed an Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) acter ~ mast Hkely 

Russia - to covertly install back door access points in computer networks, officials said. “We 

believe this was, and continues to be, an intelligence gathering effort,’ according to a joint 
statement from the FBI, the National Security Agency, the Director of National Intelligence and 

other federal officiais.” 

  

Operation LeGend Resulted In More Than 6,000 Arrests. 

‘Veice of America (1/5, Farivar, SSK) reports, “Before he stepped down fast month, Attorney 

General Wiliam Barr touted" the results of Operation LeGend, an anti-visient crime initiative that 
m 

was implemented in nine US cities last year, in which “the FBT, Brug Enforcament Administration 
{DEA}, and other federal law enforcement agencies teamed up with iocal police in these cities te 

creck down on violent criminals, make arrests and get flrearrms off the streets.” However, Volce of | 

‘America reports its own police data compilation shows “homicides during 2020 were up by an 
average of about 40% over the previous year across the nine cities: Kensas City, Missourl; 

Chicago, [Hnols: Albuquerque, New Mexics; Cleveland, Ohic; Detroit, Michigan: Miwaukee, 

‘Wisconsin; St. Louis, Missouri: Memphis, Tennessee; and Indianapolis, Indiana.“ 

The Dally Memohien. CEN} ( {i/5, rones) reports Operation LeGend resulted in more than 6,06 1 
arrests, “more than 2,606 firearms seized, along with 32 kHos of heroin, more than i? kilos of | 

‘fentanyi, more than 306 kilos of methampheternine, more than 135 kilos of cocaine and more than | 

$id mil Hon in es proceeds.’ ° 

   

| will continue ¢ our targeted enforcement actions ang coordination i in the futur & . with the federal 
“agents permanently reassigned ta Mernphis, as well as our LeGend Task Force model.“ 

  

Sources: FBI Won’t Classify Nashville Bombing As Terrorism. 

“WSMY-TY Nashville, TN (1/5, Finley, 230K} reports, “An FBE source close tc the Christmas day 

-bornbinig investigation teis News4 investigates thet evidence indicates il was not an act af 

'Gomestic terrorism.” Such a declaration would “come as a relief to many businesses, who feare 
their lack OF ee coverage means they would be shut out of insurance money. * 

| Nashville Chief of Poli ice John Drake, during 2 2 questic iO and answer session + with ¥ fetro “Council, 
“seid the federal bureau's decision had to do with the ideology of Antheny Warner, who on 

' CRristrias Ray detonated e bornb on Second Avenues.” However, in 2 statement the FRI said, “We 

continue to assess the evidence collected and this rernains an active investigation. At the 

aporooriate me, we will make a final determination when we have been able to review the 

“Maximum amount of information.” 
The AP (2/6, Kruesi, Tucker} resorts, “The FBI investigation inte whether the Nashville 

bombing was 3 terrorist act has sparked criticism about a possible racial double standard,” as the 

agency “has resisted labeling ic an act of terrorism.” Doug Korneski, the FBI agent in charge of the 
agency’s Memphis office, told reperters, "When we assess an event for domestic terrorism nexus, 

it Ras to be tied ta an ideclogy. It’s the use of force or viclence in the furtherance of a political or 
social ideology or event. We haven't ted that yet.” However, a handful of state and city leaders 

'Berque “that authorities would have acted differently if the GS-year-cid Warner had not been 2 

white man.“ 

  

SNEHY OSS 
Woy ws yg Sw s SS sSes SD a ogy So : WSEAS To Gai Sos, VBIR-FY Knoxville, - 

OTN (1/5, 269K} reports that former federal investi igat ors say that Warner “could have obtained all 
‘the materigis nseded tor make the bomb" without a license to handle explosives. 

é Seereqys Says FIM ae Worse & Ye meovesed Wor oSSs LVNPIe~zws Gesasg Ney Meg's To Q° o
n
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Wysay Mayas Sasics Noch, Se S8ew~s Kes say soy Ts Kays, The HE £1/8, 5.69M) reports 

mural posted Sunday in Nashy ile eon the window of a Hard Rock Café honors the six police 
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officers who responded first ta the bambing. It was organized by the group | BeHeve in Nashville. 

| FBI, FAA Tnvestigate Threat To US Capitol To Avenge Soleimani. 

“The raf (1/5, story 3, 1:55, O'bonnsl, 4.65M) reported thet “the FSI and FAA 

are looking inte a breach of the air traffic contro! system tonight after someone broadcast a threat 
te attack the US Capitol over the radio frequencies used by picts.” CBS’ Jeff Peques added that a 

“chilling threat obtained exclusively by CBS News was heard by mullinie air trafic controllers 

‘Monday afterncen in New York.” Unidentified Speaker: "We are flying a olane into is it Capitol 

Wednesday. Solsimnani will be avenged.” CBS cited “sources” who said “the Pentagon and other 

egencies were briefed today about the digitized voice recording aru] bsheve it was designed to 

“suggest hitting the Capitol on the sarne day Congress is set to count the electoral college results.” 

On its website, CBS News (1/5, Peques, 5,29M} renarts, “Wille the government does not 

believe the warning of ar attack is credible, i is being Investigated as a breach of aviation 
‘frequencies. CBS adds, “The FBI is not commenting out said Ht takes ‘all threats of violence to 
public sefety seriously.’” 

HE (2/5, Budryk, 5.69M} reports, “TRE message wes received on Jen. 3, the first 

anniversary of the U.S.‘ killing of Soleimani at a Baghdad airport.” Additional coverage includes 

Fox News (1/5, Singman, 23.99}, 

    

Arizona Man Sentenced To Over 3 Years In Bomb-making Case. 

The AP (1/5, Bilesud) reports Ahmad Subad Ahmad “was sentenced to three years and five 
Tronths in prison on convictions for heroin possession end distributing information related to 

explosives.” His attorney argued that Ahmad “used nis Middie Eastern background to trick people 

‘into thinking he could build bombs, when none of the devices he made actually worked,” but as 

agent traveled from Tucson in Ap i 2017 fo a condor! Mum in Las 9 Vegas, where Ahmad made two 
bombs and explained to the agent how to the explosive devices worked.” 

, Police To Bring Charges In New York City Bomb Hoax. 

The AP (2/5, Sisak} reports thet Louis Shenker, “a self-described Americen nationalist” whe is 

“suspected of leaving a noax explosive device in a car at” the Queens Place Mailin New York City, 

'wilh Face “criminal cneross after burning Aineedf in to poles, authoriiies seid Tussday.“ New York 

police spokesperson Detective Denise Moroney said Shenker will be charged for placing a fatse 
bomb, possession of stolen property, and abandonment of a disabled animal. The mall was 

evacuated Monday efter the device “was found in a black Tesla parked on @ ramp in a parking 
‘gerage,” along with a deg. The vehicle “had a Nevada license plete and has been reported stolen in 
that state.” Shenker “surrendered to officers” on T uesday, but “clairned that the suspicious device 

| WES actually & rig te charge the Fes! ia’s de ac Cue Pog 

  

, FBI Terrorism Task Force Aiding Bomb Threat Investigation. 

The Wengtchee OVA} World (1/4, O'Cain, 87K} resorts, “Investigators are working with the FRI’s 
dGint Terrorism Task Force in Western Washington fo identify” @ man who called the RiverCom 

'OCispatch business line and said there was a bomb in downtown Leavenworth. 

, Continuing Coverage: Guilty Plea In DC Private School Bomb Threat. 

In continuing coverage, the Washington Patch (1/5, 1.44M} reports that Sonia Tabizade “pleaded 

guilty Monday in federal court ta intentionally obstructing the free exercise of religious beliefs by 
threatening to bumb Geargetown Visitation Preaaratery School” after the school announced it 

would begin publishing same-sex wedding announcements in its alurnnl magazine. 

a Islamic State Support Trial Pushed Back. 
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'Mothafar, whose trial on allegediy pracducing and disseminating “Islamic State propaganda and 

“recruiting material through social media olatforms” had been scheduled to begin Tuesday, to 

‘November 1. Mothafer’ 5 attorney, Mark Ahlemeyer, “, told the judge he needed time to determine | 
what evidance wHi be oresented, what cretrial mot ions he would fle and how much investigating 

his tearn needs to do, adding that he assured it would involve international travel. ” udge 

Hernandez “noted the case is complicated because of its international aspects, the requirements of 

classified discovery and other issues.” 

  

| Bail Hearing For Assange Set For Wednesday. 

‘Reuters (2/8, Holden} reports that Juan Assange, “who is currantly being held in the ton-security 

'Belmarsh Prison in east Londen, wil seek to be freed on bail at a hearing on Wednesday.” On 

‘Monday, 2 UK judge “rejected 8 request from U.S. authorities for Assenge” to be extradited to the 

US “to face 1G criminal charges of breaking an espionage law and conspiring to hack government 
‘_cormouters.” Judge Vanessa Baraltser “said Assange’s mente! health issues meant he would be at 

‘tisk of suicide if he were extradited.” If Assange’s request is granted, “he wil be able to srisy 

freedom for the first time in more than eight years.” 

The Washington Times (1/5, Blake, 626K} reports, “Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison 
said Tuesday that Mr. Assange, an Aussie by birth, is free to return once the aposals process is 

finished and hie extradition case is cormpletely over.” Meanwhile, “Mexican President Andres 

‘Manuel Lopes Obrador said Monday that he is prepared te offer asylum to Mr. Assange,” BOI 

“subsequently said it plans to challenge the judge’s ruling. In the meantime, she is slated to decide | 
Wednesday whether to release Mr, Assange pending appeal.” 

Slsa reporting is The Hil (1/5, 5.69). 

  

Officials, Law Enforcement Prepare For Possible Violence As Trump Supports Flock To 
_DC For Protests. 
“The AP (L/S, Khali, Baiseme) reparis hundreds of supaorters of President Trump gather in 

Washington, DC, “toe cheer his baseless claims of alection fraud a day before e congressional vote 
te affirm Joe Biden’s victory.” Local officiais and law enforcement have been “bracing for potential — 

violent street clashes” and many businesses boarded up thelr windows in case the protest devolves 
“inte the unrest seen in May and June when dozens of businesses were vandalized.” Both the 
National Guard and federal agents “were on standby, in case they were quickly needed in the city 

this week.” Meanwhile, Trurnp expressed support on Twitter for the protesters and "president was 

expected to personally address his supporters in Washington on Wednesday during a rally on the 

The New York Times (1/5, 26.6M) reports, “Locel authorities have ennanced security and 
warned residents in and around the city to steer cleer of potentially violent agitators.” The Times 

says that orotestors’ “vitriol had already begun on a rainy Tuesday,” and, “after dark, grouns of 

men wearing body armor and helmets began showing un,” some armed. 
_ Additional coverage includes the Wall Street Journal (1/5, Levy, Subscription Publication, 

Sse Svauy Soys Leseer we SS Sarrew § Fram SS. The AP 61/5, Balsarme, Long} reports, “A 

‘tudge has banned the leader of the Proud Boys, 2 fareright ¢ extremist Group, from the nation's 

capital after he was sccused of vandalizing e Black Lives Matter banner at a historic Slack church 

and found with high-capacity frearm magazines when he was arrested.” Enrique Tarrio is barred 

“From entering the District of Columbia, with very lirnited exceptions ta meet with his attorney or 

appear in court.” He was arrested in Washington @ the day before as he was arriving shead of 

protests . fs if “accused of burning @ Black Lives Matter banner that was tern dewn from a historic | 

Slack church in downtown Washington lest month.” Police say he “posted a confession on the right- | 
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wing site Pari er "that he had set fire te the sign.“ 

The Weshinoton LCi/S, 10.52M) reports that in charging Tarrie “eolice relied on his 

Statement to the news media and videos that show him crouched with others near the banner as ib 
was being set on fire.” The Post adds, “The FBI's Washington Field Office enhanced same of the 

videos te obtain 2 clearer icok.“ District police “seid they alse charged Terrio with two feleny 
counts of possessing high-capacity arnmumnition feeding devices, which is a legal terrn for a 
magazine that aHows guns to ns hal a edd Mona bul tS." 

    

& Sar QOne SOT SUSE EONS SHINY Denne Seat exes, ' The Washington Post { fi/5, Harwell, 

-10.52M} reports, “far-right online forums are seething with references to potential viclence and 

urging supporters of President Trurne to bring guns to Wednesday's protests in Washington.” 
Trumy’s tweet pramoting his baseless @lectoral fraud claims and prameoting the January & protest 

“has become a central rallying cry,” and "talk of guns and potential violence is rife on the 
encrypted messaging ape Telegram, the conservative social media site Parler and an 

thedonald,win, en online forum that previously operated on Reddit before the company banned it 

in June after years of racism, misogyny, enti-Semitism and calls for violence.” 
Kgs LaIgysyy LyyCs Vy Lys AWK WE LIWINAI MIO ALS, BSHINnG Post (1/5, Ryan, 

-10.52M)} reports, “Pentagon leaders are bracing for any renewed presidential attempts to employ 

the rnditary for political ends.“ President Trump's effort “te use expansive military farce to put 

down widescread protests aver police violence against Black cHizens” in June “served as a wake- 

up call to many top officials at the Pentagon and in Congress about Trump’s willingness to reach for 
the militery to advance his personal and political interests.” &s part of the carefid pasture and “the 

Pentagon's wariness in the final days of” Trump’ $ presidency, it emphasized that National Guard 

units deployed at DC Mayer Muriel Bowser‘s request “waouldn’t carry flrearms, use armored 

vehicles or helicopters, or receive backup from units in other states,” 
David Ignatius, in a colurrin in the Washington Pest (1/5, 10.52M}, writes that “senior 

government officials appear canfident that the chaatic situatian can be handied by the D.C. golice, 

‘federel law-enforcement agencies and the National Guard - without requiring any use of requiar- 

duty military troops.” Police officers, joined by the guard, will establish control points near the 
main march sites. Officials’ assessment is “based partly on experience,” but officials also antic nat 

that left-wing countergrotesters will mostiy not attend, lessening “the likelihood of confrontations 

that could escalate into bloadshed and serious diserder.” While there are concerns that after dark 
on Wednesday “srnall bands of Proud Boys and other extremists” may “go looking for troubie,* but | 

“officials expect that the planned force would be adequate.“ 
SL Ng SHIT AYP SAYIN F Qs 

‘Washington Times f4/5, Zantow, 626K) reports thet in a letter to federal officiais, DC Mayor Muriel - 

‘Bowser urged against deploying “unidentifiable personnel” at pro-Trump rallies, writing, 

“Unidentifiable personnel ~ in many cases, armed - caused confusien arnong residents and visiters 

and could become a national security threat with no wey for (D.C. police] and federal law 
| anforcement to fecenet armed groups.” 
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NSS S Moy’ Sparesss. The AP f1/5} reserts the House 

-sergeant-at-arm, in @ merna to mernbers of Congress, advised that, with “potential violence in 
‘Washington Hed to crotests,” they should “use underground tunnels while traveling between 

chambers in the Capital and to nearby office bulidings during the dey.” 

io
n 
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, Kenosha DA Will Not Bring Charges In Police Shooting Of Jacob Blake. 

in the lead story, NSC Nightly News (1/5, lead story, 2:25, Holt, 6. 11M) reported, "fhere’s 

breaking news tonight fromm Wisconsin, where a prosecutor has announced there will be no charges | 

‘fled against” Rusten Sheskey, “a white Kenosha police officer who shot” Jacob Blake “in the back 
as he leaned into @ car fast August.” 8 Blake “wes left paralyzed after the shooting that was captured | 

on video and led to angry protests and even deadly violence on the streets.” NBC's Gabe Gutlerrez - 

added that Kenosha County District Attorney Michael Graveley “says Blake was armed witha 
| knife, and the officer could have successfully arqued self-de afense.* Greveley said the officers were 

“called to the scene on a designeted damestic abuse call” with the knawledge that there was an 
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arrest warrant for Blake at the time. 

| On ABC World News Tonicht (1/5, story 3, 2:00, Muir, 7.66M)}, Alex Perez reported that 
Kenosha is “bracing for more protests after” Gravele ‘s decision. The August 23 shoacting took 

_ place “after police responded to a call about a domestic dispute,“ and cell phone footege of the 
‘incident “shows 29-year-old Blake struggling with Officer Rusten Sheskey and another officer,” who. 

“both deployed their tasers, but.,.were unsuccessful.” Perez reported that Blake then “appearsto 
lean into the driver’s side of the car,” and Sheskey “opens fire” with “Blake‘s three young boys in 

the backseat.” Graveley said, “We say with confidence, based on Blake’s admission, based on all 

the officers saying if, and this video evidance, he clearly is armed with a knife.” 

The CBS Evering News (1/5, stery 6, 2:56, O'Donnell, 4.65M} renorted, “Tonight Kenosha, 

‘Wisconsin is on edge after prosecutors announced the police officer who shot Jacob Blake will not 

face criminal charges, nor wil any other officers.” The August shooting “sparked unrest in 

‘Kenosha, and the National Guard is on patral tonight.” Graveley said, “This case is really all about 
self-defense and can it be proven that it does not exist. It is really evidence about the perspective 

of Officer Sheskey.” Blake’s father, Jaceb Bleke, Sr., seid, “We'll find federal ways that justice will 

‘find for my son. We're not done yet.” 

The AP (1/5, Richmond} reports that Graveley “announced Tuesday that he wi not He 

criminal charges against” Sheskey, the white police officer who shot Blake “In the back in Kenesha 
dast sumnmer, leaving hirn paralyzed and setting off sornetires violent protests in the city.” The 

' Aucust 23 shooting, “captured an bystander video, turned the natlan’s spotlight on Wisconsin 

during a summer marked by protests over police brutality anc racism.” Over 250 arrests were 

made “in the days that followed, including i?-year-old Kyle Rittenhouse.” 

Reuters (1/5} reports thet Graveley “found salice officer Rusten Gheskey acted in self- 

defense while shooting Hiske seven times at close range, saying Blake was armed with a knife and | 

had resisted arrest, withstanding multinie Taser shots.” The decision, which alse clears two other 
officers, “could incite more demonstrations, which have frequently broken out in the United States 
in recent years after police have been cleared of wrongdaing in shootings of African Arnericans,” 

‘Ben Crump, an attorney for Blake, tweeted, “We are immensely disappointed and feel this 

decision failed nat only Jaceb and his family but the cornmunity that protested and demanded 

: Hue tice." 

The Washington Post (1/5, Guarins, Berman, Beliwars, 10.92M) reports that witness accounts 

‘differ from Graveley’s depiction, describing Blake “trying to break un an argument between twa 

women” and unarmed when he was shot while walking “back toward his vehicie,” 

i # Street Journal (1/5, Allworth, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports that Graveley | 

gisa said that no charges will be brought against Bike following a review of the incident. Civil 
Rights Division Assistant Attorney General Eric Dreiband said that a seperate investigation being 
Carried out by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in cooperation with the Wisconsin Division of 

Criminal Investigation is ongoing. Bisomberg {7/5, Joyce, 3.27M)} resorts that Wisconsin Gov. 

'Teny Evers (D} “activated about 500 National Guard soldiers and airmen in an effart to ensure 
public sefety” an Manday, ahead of the announcernent. 

Fhe New York Times (1/5, Al, Chierite, Bosman, Eicon, 20.4M} reports, Evers sald after the 

“announcement, “Today‘s decision is further evidence that our work is not done — we must work 

each day in earnest toward a more just, more fair, and rnore equitable state and country, and te 

combat the racism experienced by Black Wisconsinites.” The Kenosha City Council hed 

“unanimously passed an ernergency declaration Monday that would allow the mayor to implernent 

@ curfew” after the announcement, while the Kenosha County sheriff “declared a state of 

emergency” shead of expected protests. 

The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (1/5, Barton, Boicurza, Linmane, 844K} reports thet Graveley 

“said he relied both on an investigation by the Wisconsin Department of Justice and on an outside 

assessment of that investigation, conducted by former Madison Police Chief Noble Wray,” who 

“served as a federal police reforrn specialist during the Obama administration after his retirement 

‘in 2013." The Daily Caller (1/5, Gime, 375K} reports that Graveiey said he made the decision 

is independent af political forces or outside winds that swirl about.” Breithart (1/5, Pollak, 1.266) 
has more on the decision. 
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VI Hause Sagrg's Vat Saf pw Va Cy CHgoeges. The Miweukee Journal Sentinel (1/ 

‘Vieimettl, 844K} reports, “More thar: four months after he was charged with KHling two prot vestors 

ang wounding # third during civil unrest in Kenosha, Kyle Rittenhouse forrnelly entered not guilty 
‘pleas Tuesday, triggering the next shases of what is stil expected to be a very drawn-out case.” 

‘The Sentinel says, “Rittenhouse has become a syrmbol to both sides in the national debate over 

rate and justice, law and erder, and guns.” Rittenhouse “is charged with five felonies: first-degree 
intentional homicide in the death of Josenh Rosenbaurn, 36; first-degree reckless hornicide of 

Anthony Huber, 26; attempted first-degree intentional hamicide of Gaige Grosskreutz, 26; and two 
counts of recklessly endangering safety, for shots fired at others.’ 

Fox News (1/5, Ruz, 23,.99M) resarts that Rittenhouse “and his jegal team have ergued salf- 
defense, maintaining that he only fired his rifle after being attacked frorn behind.” Prosecutors 
allege that Rittenhouse traveled “from his home in Antioch, IH., across state fines to nearby 

Kenosha, after learning of a call for militia to protect businesses during protests on Aug. 25.” The 

Case is set to go to trial “on March 29, but the start date could be delayed. A pretrial hearing was 

scheduled for March 16.” 

FBI Says It Was Unaware Agent Was Interrogating Legislative Staffer About 
| Conversation On Legislation. 

The Detroit Free Press (1/5, Boucher, 2.16M} reports that in a staternent, the FRI said that while 

interrogated Michigan st ate Sen. Rosemary Beyer‘’s chief of staff Katie Reiter about a conversation | 
‘Bayer and her steff hed about discussing draft legisiation on tear gas, it was unaware of “Reiter's 

job before coming to her hore to question her.” While “Bayer suggested the FBI may have 
‘eavesdropped on the call,” Special Agent Mera Schneider, a spokeswoman for the FBI in Detrait, 

‘wrote in an ermall that the agency “received a cormpigint fram a concerned citizen who overheard 

“comments about the use of tear gas during the upcoming election.” She added, "At no time prior 
to thet interview did the ciiizen or the FBI know the reported comments were made in the context 

_of praposed legislation.’ 

   

‘Continuing Coverage: eed wraee To Investigate Trump Over Georgia Call. 

‘In continuing coverses, ¢ “xamninger (1/5, Doyle, BRSK) reooris Reps. Ted Lieu (D- 

CA) and Kathleen Rice ‘o- NY) “ur ge 2g PRY Director Ch wistopher Wrey fo open a criminal 
investigation” over President Trump’s instructions to Georgia Secretary of State Brad 

'Raffenspercer “to ‘find’ votes sufficient to after the results of the election in the state.” However, 

“egal observers are split on whether Trurnp’s call offers sufficient basis for a federal investigation.” 
E HE Ci/S, Kruzal, 3. 59M) reports, “it’s not clear yet if faderal or state officials will heed 

‘the calls for Investigations,” and such decisions "would likely involve waighing the interests of 
ice against the explosive political impact of or roseauting & current or recently sitting president.“ 

The Washingten Examiner (1/5, Brest, 886K} renorts, "Nearly 100 Democratic members of 
the House have signaled thelr suppert for censuring President Trump far his phone call with the 
Georgia secretary of state.” 

Michelle Goldberg, in a column in the New York Times (1/4, Goldberd, 20.6M}, writes that 
demanding accountability from President Trump “feels fke smashing one’s head into 2 brick wail, 

‘but our democracy might not be able to stagger alan much longer without it.” While “most 

excuses for nat investigating or orasecutt ing Trump make at least some sense,” if “there is no 
penalty for Republican cheating, there will be more of it,” es the structure of our politics means the. 

party doesn't need substantial majorities to wield national power, and so Republicans “feel free to 

openly scheme against the meiority.” Goldberg warns, “Trump and his Republican enablers have 

set a precedent for pressuring state officigis to discard the wilf of their voters, and if chat fails, for 

getting their allies in Congress ta reject the results.” It shows “that you can’t rely on elections to 
punish atternpts to subvert elections,” only the law. 

    

  

       

Attorneys For Woman On Death Row Ask Trump To Commute Sentence. 

USA Today (1/5, Thnms, 12.7M) reports that lawyers for Lisa Montgomery, “the only woman on 
| federal death row,” Hed a clernency getition on Tuesday asking the President to commute he 
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sentence to fife without parole. Montgornery “was convicted of killing 23-year-old Babbie Jo 

Stinnett in the northwest Missouri town of Skidmore in December 2004." Her attaurneys, Kelley 

Henry and Amy Harwell, have argued that congenital brain damage and mistiple traumatic brain 
‘injuries “have resulted in incurable and significant osychigtric disabilities.“ Montgomery, whe is set 

to be executed on January 12, “would be the ninth federal inmate put fo death since the Justice 
‘Department resumed executions in July alter a nearly 20-year hiatus,” and the first woman sinte 

‘reappeared, listing the addresses of purperted “traltors” along with images of their faces in 

crosshairs. “The FBI and the U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, CISA, 

ultimately determined Iranian were responsible for the original ‘Enemies’ site and related web 

addresses and accounts,” 

| Sharpton: Firing Not Enough For Officer Who Killed Andre Hill. 

| Ohic te commemorate Andre HH, “as family and lawmaxers celled for justice to be Grought 
against the white Colurnbus police officer who fataly shot” HHL The Rev. Al Sharpton said, when 

‘defivering Hill's eulogy, “We don’ want your sympathy. We went justice.” He added that firing the | 

officer, Adam Coy, was not enough, saying, “We cannot have a precedent that If you Kil us, you 

justlose your job and keen living your life as you were.” Meanwhile, “Ohio's attorney general, the 

| U.S. attorney for central Ohio and the FBi heave beaqun their own probes into the shaating.” 

‘Denver Police Seized Guns Over Threats To Colorado’s Attorney General. 

‘The AP (1/8, Slevin} reports Denver police seized the guns of Bryce Shelby, who “was under 

‘investigation by the FBI when he mede plans with an undercover agent to shoot Attorney General 

Phil Weiser in the head after planning te abtain a getaway vehicle.” According to court records, the - 

police used the state's new extreme risk srotection order law, The Dally Caller (1/5, Greenlee, 

375K) renarts, “Shelby allegedly told an undercover FRI agent what he was planning on shoating 

‘Weiser and thet he didn’t mind having ‘blood on his hands.’” 

| Police Officer Chicago’s Latest Carjacking Victim. 

| Monday. The city has seen cariackings more than doutie in 2020 compared to the year before, 

: Chief of Detectives Brendan Deenihan “attributes much of the spike in carjackings and other 
“Viglent crimes to the pandemic and the social unrest following” the police killing of George Floyd. 

, Man Arrested Over Concerns About Disrupting Vermont COVID-19 Vaccine Distribution. 

Pee M eee eed ec enenedpeSemenenee 

‘notes to law enforcement that ‘suggested’ e threat to vaccine distribution in Vermont.” Notes 

reportedly belonging to Loucks and information frorn a source “indicated Loucks believes the 
Covid-19 vaccination effort is part of e government conspiracy toe control the scpulation.” The 

‘investigation involved the FI Joint Terrorism Task Force end other jaw enforcement agencies. 

Continuing Coverage: FBI Traced Ghislaine Maxwell Using Cell Phone Data. 

In continuing coverage, Newsweek (1/5, Royston, 2.67M} resorts an affidevit indicates thet the 

FBI's Jeffrey Epstein investigation traced Ghislaine Maxwell “using her cell phone data and 2 fake 
mobile phone mast." Newsweek adds, “The FRI hed already obtained a warrant for her GPS and 

jocation data on the mobile phone but applied for an additional warrant because they had stl been | 

uneble to pinpoint her exact location.” 

(aK) C/S, 119M). 
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| Continuing Coverage: E Barr Tr Questioned Jeffrey Epstein’s Celimate. 

Witlam Barr personally ¢ quest tioned!” Efrain “Stone” Reyes, the. fast inmate to share a cal WHER 
Jeffrey Eostein before his suicide. 

, Undercover rere Sought To Buy A Gun From Dolal Idd Prior To Fatal rStooting. 

“onionearolie oe ce Was Sry’ ng to Buy 3 2 handgun” fi Om him in ar “undercover operat iOf, according 

to search warrant documents. “After the shooting, cops carried out a raid on his father’s home 

where the informant had aiso told them that they would find further firearms that idd planned ta 
Sell Hegally,” but no guns were found there. 

, Man Held On Bail For Attempted Arson Of Historically Black Church. 

The Boston Giohe ¢ ii/5, Andersen, 1,.04M) reports Dushko ¥. Vulchev of Maine “was held on 

$25,060 ball Tuesday for allegedly trying to set fire to” Martin Luther King Jr. Comrnunity 

Presbyterian Church, a predaminantly Black church in Springfield. Vulchev’s public defender, 

‘Nicholas J. Raring, sald in an email that Yuichev “vehemently denies setting fire te the church” and | 
‘the other crimes he’s accused of. He was arraigned on three felony counts of attempting to burn a 

bullding, three counts of malicious damage to a motor vehicle and one count of taking and steall ing 

parts from a vehicle 

Videos Show Chicago Police Pinned A Woman Under Their SUV For Eight Minutes. 

| LiS& Faday (1/5, Hauck, 12.7M) reports Bodycam videas shaw haw on Nov. 13, 2019 4 Chicage 

police officer drove into Martina Standley, “knocking her toe the ground and crushing her leg 

beneath the SUV for more then eight minutes as she bled in the street.“ Community organizer 
‘Willarn Calloway released the yideos after a judge ordered the department to satisfy a Freadaem 

of Information Act request for them. An investigation of the incident by the Civillan Office of Palice 

Accountability, the police department’s civillan aversight eaency, is ongcing and “the officers 

‘invelved in the incident remain on full-duty status.” 

, Indiana Woman Arrested In Connection To Murder. 

The What's New LaPorte CIN} (1/53 reports Lynn Ware has been arrested in comnection to the 

‘diseppearance of Laura Wolfe, who was reported missing last July. The FOI icined the investigati an. 

ast October, when a farrner lecated human remains on his property in Soringfieid Township. 
w 

WEKVI-EM Knox, IN (1/5) regorts Ware “was arrasted New Year's Eva.“ 

  

, Florida Man Sentenced Over Bank Fraud. 

‘The Miami Herald (1/5, 647K} reports Yasmani Granja Quijada “was sentenced Monday te 10 years | 
| in grison after he pleaded guilty to conspiring to comrnii bank fraud end aggravated identity thet 

dast year.” He “was arrested in June 2015 after investigators spotted hirn et several Harris Teeter 
stores in Virginia.” 

us US Embassy Staffer charged With Serial Rape. 

drugging ged sexually “assaulting 2 + least 123 women Over “the past 20 years,” end he “ured at least 

one of his victims across international borders to Mexice fromm the United States for a night of 
abuse she barely rernembers.” He “was errested Oct. 9 in La Mesa, California, where he had been 

staying with his parents after abrupiy quitting his job.” 

‘llven B Bundy's Son Arrested. 

| Bundy’ s sons, has t heen arrested and valied in Nevada. The arrest cornes years after Cliiven Lance 

' Bundy “was sentenced ta prison far 2013 fsiony convictions.” At thet time, “ne apclogized for 
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“mssing court dates, failing to keep in contact with prabation officers and failing...to complete a 

: article says “warrants for violeting a domestic vidlence restraining order and resisting a public 
Officer” led ta Cliven Lance Bundy’s recent arrest. The Sun adds, “The Bundy family shot into 

prominence in 2024 over an armed stendoff with federal agents after the Bureau of Land 
'Managernent tried to round up” Cliven Bundy’s “cattle on public land near the farnily’s home.” 

| Human Trafficking Organization Profiled. 

survivor Somy Al. She said of her organization’s mission, “Our mission is to rescue and empower | 

victims of human trafficking, domestic vicience, victims in the LGTBQ community, animals that are - 

abused, children that are sexually and ohysically abused.” 

| Drug Case Defendant Sentenced To More Than 20 Years In Prison. 

The Northwest Arkansas Democrat-Gazette (1/5, Elis, 55K} reports Benny Ray WHHams, Jr, a 

resident of Jonesbora, Arkansas, was recently “sentenced to nearly 23 years in federal prison” for 

conspiring to distripbule metharnphelamine. The drug trafficking investigation that led to Wihams’ 

arrest was “conducted by the FBI in conjunction with state and loca! authorities.” 

  

‘Tennessee FBI Agent Interviewed Over Human Trafficking Prevention Month. 

WATE-TY Knoxville, TN (1/5, 187) reports about its interview with Sunervisory Special Agent Neal. 

Gruhn, who discussed the FBI‘s human trafficking tear. He said, "Here in the United States, both | 

ULS, residents and foreign nationals are being bought and sold like modern day slaves. Traffickers 

use violence, manipulation, or false promises of well-paying jobs or romantic relationships to 
exploit victims. Victims are forted ta work as prostitutes or to take jobs as migrant, dornestic, 

‘restaurant, ar factory workers with Hite or no pay. Human trefficking is a helneus crime that 

| expigits the mast vulnerable in saciety.“ 

, Investigators Searching For FBI Most Wanted Fugitive In Arizona. 

My Local News (42) (1/53 reports about the ongoing search for FBI’s Ten Most Wanted Hst fugitive 

Robert Wiliam Fisher, who “is wanted for the murder of his wife and twa children in Scottsdale, 

‘Arizona in 2001.” Retired Arizona police sergeant Christine Burke “launched 

_HelpSclveTheCase.com in 2010 to assist in resolving cold cases and wrongful convictions by 
| uncevering new cluas and uflizing new focis ike genetic genesiogy.” 

| Michigan Residents Arrested In Connection To Bank Robberies. 

WZZM-Ty Grand Rapids, MI (i/5, 232K} reports Kimathi R. Smith and Dennis L. Burger “are facing , 

20 years for robberies” committed last year, 

, Washington State Minor Located. 

'Revueleta-Buenrostra, who “was reported missing from her Yakima home Monday mearning.” She 

“was located during a traffic stap on @ highway near Wells,” and Eric Landeros “was arrested and 
charged with kidnapping and contributing to the delinquency of e miner.” 

KIVEAEY Phoenix (1/5. 390K) renorts that Arizona police "are aiso looking for 3é-yeer-aid 

‘Daniel Gvante, who is suspected of having arranged for Revueleta-Buenrostre to be taken fram 

“Yakima to Phoenix,“ 

| FBI Searching For Texas Bank Robber. 

| KTRR-TYV Houston (1/5, 314K} réoorts that the FRI Viclent Crime Task Force “is seeking 

Houstonians’ help in identifying the ‘Dynamite Desperade, responsinle for e bank robbery in the 

‘Galleria area Monday.” The suspect “gave the teller a ‘threatening note’ demanding money.” 
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| FBI investigating Illinois Bank Robbery. 

  

ol of the Sift Third Bank ir in + Naperv! ifle, The suspect’ $ Vehicle * WES pursued on eastbound f E 88, where 

Tt was last seen approat aching | 1-294,” 

The 3 £245, 97GK} reports thal the FSF “hasn’t released ahatas of the 

  

| Memphis Police Department Warns Of Growing Gang Viclence. 

Na Fiver (1/5, HH, 94K) reports Mernohis Police Deouty Chief Michael Hardy and 

Major Fre ank Winston spoke Tuesday at the Mernohis City Council meeting, where they “gave a 

presentation that ouilined where local gang activiiy is concentrated and demonstrated their 

expertise on the subject.” The pair “said gangs in the Memphis area are generally managed under 

three maior urmbreila organizations: Falk Nation, Peonle Nation, end Latino Ganas.“ 

    

‘FBI Warns Of COVID-19 Related Fraud Schemes. 

USA Today (1/5, Phillios, 12.7M} reports, “For the past year, federal law enforcernent agencies 
‘have received tens of thousands of complaints of fraud Hed to the coronavirus pandemic.” FBT 

Financial Crimes Section Chis? Steven Merril said, “We've been concerned about fraud schernes 

‘regarding the vaccine as scon as the vaccine went from an idea to reality .. The one thing that 
we've learned throughout this pandemic is that when there’s money to be made, criminais will 

‘figure out how to de it.” He added, “We want to makes sure that the oublic understands thet th 
information they should be getting about the vaccine should not be coming frorn an advertisernent 

or unsolicited information; it should be coming from an official government website.” Warned 

_ageinst “medical providers asking patients to undergo unnecessary tests and procedures, bad 
actors seeking personal inforrnation from unsuspecting victims in order te fraudulently bill 

‘Medicare, fraudsters asking peaple to pay out of pocket to obtain vaccines, and marketing 
‘representatives offering wholesale shiprnents of vaccines in exchange for fees.” 

Beers (1/5, Bellon} reports, “Scams include emails promising entry to supmasediy secret 
ists for early vaccine access and rebocallers impersonating government agencies.” Message 

| boards on the dark wed ore purported COVID-19 vaccines for Sais. 

“advertisements | for ae for early access ta the: vaccine or requests for natients to pay out af 

pocket te get the vaccine or to enter nersunal medical information,” offers for additional medical: 

testing or procedures when obtaining a vaccine, "as well a5 marketers offering te sell or ship doses 
of a vaccine, domestically or internationally, in exchange for payment of a deposit or fea.” 

| Appeals Court Upholds Corruption Conviction Of Former Texas State Judge. 

‘ERGV-Ty¥ Harlingen, TX (1/5) reports, “The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Anpeals upheld the conviction 
of forrner” Texas state District Judes Rudy Delgado. The court relected Delgado’s argurnents that 

his corviction wasn't supported by the evidence, The FBI recorded conversations between attorney 

‘Noe Perez, a federal informant, and Delgado, “who accepted cash during conversations about 

pending cases,” 

| Pharmacist Who Tried To Spoil COVID-19 Vaccine Doses Released. 

USA Today (1/5, Vielmmetti, 12.7M)} reports Steven R. Brandenburg, a “oharmacist suspected of 

‘intentionally spoiling 500 doses of COVID-19 vaccine af a Wisconsin hosnital,” was released from 

dali Monday. Grafton was concerned “the vaccines could change people’s DNA, an unfounded claim 

that has been debunked.” At a hearing, “Ozaukee County District Attorney Adam Gero told Circuit 

Judge Paul Malioy that the hospital hed ‘walked back’ sorne of the information on which police had 
relied, that the vials in question have nat since been destroyed, Dut sre sti in the hospital’s 
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“possession and might even still be viable.” If the vaccine remains okay, “Gero! said, the mast he 

Could Charge Brandenburg with would be atternpted criminal damage to property, 2 
misdemeanor” 

  

‘Trump Order Bans eight Chinese Apps. 

President tramp 3! ined an execut! ve » order Tuesday D Bann ing transactions with aight apps ted to 

China including the Allpay payrnent clatform owned by Ant Group Co. and the WeChat Pay app 

owned by Tencent Holdings Ltd. In the order, Trumn said the aops cen access users’ private 

information which the Chinese government could use fo “track the rocations of Federal employees 

  

reports, “The order released by the White House names ‘Alipay, ComScninen O06 Wallet, 

(SHARER, Te sncent Qe, ¥Mate, WeChat Pay, and WPS Office(” 

if i (ifs, Whalen, 10.52@) says Trurmnp’s order " a a take effect i itt P45 ys, 

‘efter the > etart of the Biden administration, leaving ite fate uncies Pi 

| Swenson, 20.6) provides similar coverage. 

    

NYSE Reconsidering Plan To Allow Three Chinese Telecom Companies To Remain Listed. 

Reuters (1/5, MeCrank, Alper, LQ) reparts, “The New York Stock Exchange INYSET is eons ees 

‘its plan te allow” China Mobile Ltd, China Telecom Corp Lid, and China Unicom Hong Keng Ltd “t 

‘remain sted.“ NYSE “sald late Manday it reversed an decision announced fust last week to d sist” 

the three telecom companies “after consulting with requlatory authorities in connection with the 
‘U.S. Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control.” The change in plens “was due to ambiguity over 

an executive order issued by President Donald Trurnp barring investrnent in firms Washington says | 
are tied to the Chinese military, end whether the three firrns were banned under the order,” 

according to an unnamed source. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin called NYSE Prasident Stacey 

‘Cunningham “on Tuesday to tell her he disagreed with the exchange operator's decision to reverse 
course on the Geist ngs, & sepai ‘ate source said.” 

the trum administration has soughi to cut off from US investors under the president’ S November. 
-execulive order because of their links to the Chinese miltary.” The three companies “issued 
Statements saying they had noted the stock exchange’s latest move end would relesse information | 
‘in line with regulations,” adding “that investors should pay attention to investment risks.” Chinese 
‘foreian ministry spokesperson Hua Caunying on Monday “said Arnerican golitice! forces were 

“wantonly suppressing foreign companies’ sted in the US.” Hua said, “We hope the United States 

will respect the market and rule of jaw end de things conducive te upholding order in the global 

financial market, protecting | investors’ lawful rights and interests, and promoting the steady 
‘development of the global econamy." 

Bisomberg (1/5, Zhac, Tu, 3.57} reports that the NYSE “gave no reason for its 

'Gecision...saying only that it had consulted ‘relevant regulatery authorities’ about Trump’s 
executive order, signed in Novernber as part of his adrninistration’s push toe check China's growing 

‘economic power.” Bloomberg reports that the shift “came as 3 surprise and sparked confusion 

among officials at the U.S. Treasury and State departments, and National Security Council.” 

The New York Tires (1/5, Rappeport, Mozur, 20.6M} says the “sudden reversal...sowed 

confusion and reflected the angaing fighting within the Trump administration about how hard @ Hine | 
to take against China during President Trump's final deys in office.” 

The Wel Sir inal (1/5, OQsipovich, Subse een Publication, B.4iM}, The HH CL 

Castranueve, § 69M) and TechCrunch (1/8, Ha, 5O2K} aise report. 

  

, San Francisco Cybersecurity Company Moves Headquarters To Florida. 

‘The San Francisco Business Times (1/5, Coffey, Subscription Publication, 895K) reports that 
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OPSWAT “announced Monday H is relocating its corporate headauarters to Tempa, florida’ fram 

Sen Francisca. The cybersecurity cornpany’s CEO, Benny Czarny, said the move “signals rapid 

growth but also our commitment to providing the best-in-class infrastructure protection to our 
global customers.” OPSWAT’s move is pert of a “corporate exodus” from the San Francisco area, 

“with many companies moving thelr headquarters outright out of California or opening regional 

headquarters in states such as Texas, Denver, Arizona, Tennessee, Florida and North Caralina.” 

'Czarny added, “we are excited to strengthen our East Coast presence and join Tampa's emerging 

tachnology and cybersecurity ecosystem.” 

| Report: Ransomware Attacks To Worsen In 2021. 

According to fax News (1/5, Crothers, 23.99M), ransomware attacks “may be even worse” in 2021 | 
after wreaking havoc in 2020. The outlet says the “ransom payment jumped 31% to $233,817 in | 

the third quarter frarn the second quarter, according to a report fram Coveware.” The repart said, 

The biggest change over the past & quarters is [criminals] now realize thet their tactics scale ts 

“much larger enterprises without rruch of an increase in their own operating costs,“ adding the 

‘“orofit margins are extrernely high and the risk is low.” Index Engines vice president of marketing 

and business development Jim MoGann said, “Cybercriminals are deploying advanced technology, 
including machine learning, to aid them in penetrating security deferses.” 

| Government IGs Launch Cyber-Threat Interagency Report. 

‘interagency report on the most recent iwo-year period in collaboretion with” other Gs in the IC 

“and other appropriate federal agencies under the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act of 2015, 
according to a Dec. 14 meme alerting Commerce’ chief information officer.” The [G's office will : 
“begin assessing agencies’ information-sharing practices.” Previous reports “have focused on weak | 

‘private-sector information sharing with the government or vice versa.” But the 2015 law “also 
governs how well information is being disseminated within the federal government, and on that 

front, a key government contracter has aiready welghed in with a scathing review,” iGs from 

departments including DOD, OGE, DHS, DOI, and Treasury, as well as Commerce and QONI, will 

participate in the interagency report. 

| Cybersecurity Stocks On The Rise After Recent Hacking Attacks. 

  

'Zsceier, and Ota. Cramer emphasized NortonLifeLack, The rise in cybersecurity stocks is "not 

really surprised due to recent cerperate headlines.” Microsoft, for instance, disclosed “a massive 

's8turity breach with hackers accessing the cornpany’s seurce coda in that SolarWinds hack fast 

omonth, which included a breach of cybersecurity company Firetye.” 

‘Iboss Among Cybersecurity Firms Taking Advantage Of Cloud Market Boom. 

The Wall Street Journal (1/5, Uberti, Subscrintion Publication, 8.41M) reports that shifting to 
remote work due to the pandemic has helped cybersecurity firms raise funds. For instance, [boss 
int. raised $145 milion, with plans to grow its sales and marketing teams. [ooess is eyeing the 

growing cloud computing sactor, honing the trend continues efter the pandamic, accerding to co- 

| founder and CEO Paul Martini. who commented, “The next 24 to 36 months are really important.” 

  

sold in 2020, according to FBI data,” a record fer “guns sold in a single year since the ri started 
tracking background checks Conducted through its National Instant Criminal Background Check 

| Systern in 2006.” Additionally, “as gun sales soared in 2020, so did gun visience. 
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, US Attorney For The Eastern District of Virginia Resigns. 

The AP (L/S, Barakat} reports G. Zachery Terwilliger, US Attorney for the Eastern District of 

  

| month, Terwilliger said Monday that“ think if just makes a ict of sense, rather than wait.’” 

‘Trump Names New US Attorney For Atlanta. 

' Politica (1/5, Gerstein, 6.73M} reports that President Trurnp “has reslaced the ton federal 

“prosecutor in Adanta with another Trump-apocinted orasecuter fram southern Georgia, bypassing 
a top career prosecutor.” According fo Politics, “Trump's move came after the US. attorney in 

Atlanta, Byung ‘Bley’ Pak, abruptly resigned Monday.” Politico reports that Justice Department 

officials have “declined to say whether Pak resigned voluntarily or was asked to do so.” Politica 
adds, “Trurnp’s installation of a new leader in the U.S. attorney’s office in Georgia’s largest city 

comes as he continues to rall agginst the Justice Department and the Federai Bureau of 
Investigation for failing to rove aggressively against what he has baselessly alleged was rampant 
fraud in the November election in Georgia and in other swing states.” 

Additional coverage includes The Hil (1/5, Castronuove, 5.69M@} and Fox News (1/5, 

‘Rambaran, 23.99). 
  

| Senators Urge Biden To Chose Doug Jones For Attorney General. 

“at least i4 Democratic senators have sent 2 letter to President-elect Joe Biden recommending” 
former Sen. Doug Jones for attorney general. 

  

GOP Senators Remain Divided On Electoral Vote Certification. 

‘The Senate and House will meet in joint session an Wednesday at 1:06 5.m. for the formal 
certification of the Electoral College vote for president and vice president. Reports say Republicans | 

‘remigin split over whether, and to what extent, to challenge results in close states won by Joe 

Biden, with more GOP senators, including some who are usually allied with President Trurnp, 

saying Tuesday that they will not block certification. Coverage siso highlights the rale of Vice 

President Pence, wha is scheduled te creside over the event. 

| David Muir said on ABC World News Tonight (1/5, stary 2, 3:45, 7.68M}, “Congress is now 

Set ta certify the presidential election resulis and tonight, new pressure from President Trump on 

[Pence] to reject the electors. This comes after that recorded phone cal - the President pressuring | 

'Georgla’s Secretary of State ta find 11,786 votes, saying there’s ‘nothing wrong with saying...you 

_recalculated.’” On Tuesday, Trumo “tweeted about the Vice President, saying, ‘The vice President 

has the power to reject fraudulently chosen electors.” ABC’s Jonathan Karl said, “That’s just not 
true. Pence has no actual newer te change or reject any electoral vote. And one of Trurnpe’s 

jongtime lawyers is saying as much, directly contradicting the Presidant.” Jay Sekulow: “I actually | 

'den‘t think that’s what the Canstitution has in mind. If that were the case, any vice president could | 

refuse any election.” 
Norah O'Donnell said on the CBS Evening News (41/5, story 2, 2:55, 4.65} that Trump “is 

still insisting the election was stolen fram him, even as Congress is set to confirm Joe Biden’s win. 
The President plans to address supporters ternorrow here in Washington.” CBS’ Wellia Hang: “The 

President has privately and publicly pressured Mr. Pence to step Congress from approving the 

election results. ... But election law expert David Becker said it's up to members of Congress to 
a@ppreve the Electora! College’s count affirming Mr. Biden‘s win, not the Vice President.” Becker; 

“Phe Vice President’s role during this joint session of Congress is entirely cerernanial. He basically 
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operates lke a host at the Gscers would. His role js to cpen up envelopes and count what's in 

there,” 
“risten Welker said on iy fi/S, stary 3, 2:20, Holt, 612M) thal Trurme 

“falsely tweeted Tuesday], ‘The Vice Presi dent has the power to reject fraudulently chosen 
_@lectors,’ But under the Constitution, Fence cannot change the election results, His role tomorrow 

will be largely ceremonial, A person close to him telling NBC News, ‘Don’t expect any surprises,’ 

‘quote, ‘The Vice President thinks # is his job te follow the Constitution and the faw.’” 
Politico (1/5, Kurnar, & 73M) resorts Truro “has privately acknowledged he last the 

'_presidancy” and “recognizes Congress will formally certify the results on Wednesday. To one 
person, Trurnp even confided he was ‘just disappcinted we fast.’ .. Sometimes, Trump does still 

dapse back inte the bellef that maybe, just maybe, he could somehow eke Gut a win, most offen 
when listening to his small group of lawyers. ... But mostly, he Is continuing his fight to subvert the | 
‘election for a Trurnplan reason: to keep the 3 attenti on on himriself and give his supporters what they - 

want, Bccording to the & people who Rave spoken with him,° 

  

last-qasp attemet £5 overtur n ’ Biden's victory “have not settled on & full stratecy ahead of 

‘Wednesday's joint session. ... Those Republicans leading the longshot effort in Congress are stilt 
deciding the details of their strategy." The New York Times (1/5, 20.6M} reports Sens. Ted Cruz 

_(R-TX} and Tommy Tuberville (R-AL} are expected te object to the certification of Arizona’s 

electors, Sen. Kelly Loeffler (R-~GA)} te those of Georgia, end Sen. Josh Hawley (R-MOG} to those of 

‘Pennsylvania. The challenges “were alf but certain to fall amid bipartisan opposition. But their 

‘decision to join House Republicans in seeking te overturn the election ensured that Congress would | 
be thrust inte a caustic debate over the results.“ The Washing Post (2/5, 20.52M) reports that 

‘untl Tuesday, Crug "had declined to identify a specific state whose electors he will challenge.” 

USS Today (1/S, Garrison, 12.7M)} says “13 Republican senators and perhaps more than 160 

‘House members will look to exert enormous federal power I in choosing & president that would be 

unprecedented in modern American history. ... Trump foyalists In the Senate and House have cast 
the icint session as the mornent where the truth will finally come out - @ fact-finding missian ~ 

about voter fraud allegations that have been debunked in court over the past two months.” Roll 
Call (1/8, Tully-McManus, McPherson, 130K) says “the GOP effort will Hkely extend the process inte | 
the night - and possitly the next day.’ 

The Las Angeles Times (1/5, 3.37M} writes, “if the Senate upholds an objection and the 

House does not, or vice versa, the oojenen does not succeed and the votes are counted, . 5G 

  

  

‘falsely portray the 7020 election results 2 aS invalid. * The Washington Post { if 5, Nakamura, :0.52M) : 
writes that “since his defeat in the November election, Trump’s critics have warned that his 
_scorched-earth effort to invalidate the outcome amounts to a new level of danger: the first 

attempted coup d’etat in U.S. history to Hlegally maintain power.” 
However, CONN (1/5, Raju, Here, 89.32) renarts on its website, “s growing murmnber of 

‘Republicans are baiking at efforts to reject the Electoral College votes.” Sen. Tom Cotton (R-AR} 
writes in the Arkansas Democrat Garette (1/5, 308K}, “Objecting to certified electoral votes wan’t 

Give the president a second term. With Dernocrats in contral of the House, Republicans have no 

chance of invalidating even a single electoral vote, much less enough votes to deny Joe Biden a 
‘majority in the electoral college. Instead, these obiections would exceed Congress’ constitutional 

power, while creating unwise precedents that Democrats could ghuse the next time they are in 

power" 
Sen. Jerry Moran (R-KS)} writes in the Manhattan (8S) Mercury (2/5, FOK}, “Lama 

conservative Republican. Therefore, I must strictly adhere to the United States Constitution. ... Te - 

“vote te reject these state-certifi ed eiectoral votes would be io act cutsiie the bounds of the 
Constitution, which T will net do.” Axios (1/5, Treene, 128M) reports Sen. Thr Scott (R-SC} alsa 

plans te certify Siden‘s win. Fox News 2/5, Singmaen, 23.96M} reports on its website thet Sens. 

John Boozman (R-AR), Lisa Murkawski {R-AK}, BHR Cassidy (R-LA}, Susen Collins (R-ME}, MILE 

Romney (R-UT), and Roger Wicker (R-MS}, arnong others, have aiso “said that they will vote to 
‘certify the Electoral College count.” 
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Sages Kesoastoary Tare Vege Ge Mays Ne Sousa To Soe Gos SiiesSes, The 4P C15, 

Miller, Colvin} says Pence “finds ff melt i nm the mast precarious positi or of his tenure as he 

‘prepares to preside aver Wednesday's congressional tally of Flectoral College votes.” According to 
the AP, Pence, “whose proscribed role is largely pro forma, is under intense pressure fram the 

president and legions of supporters who want the vice president to use the moment to overturn 

the will of the voters in a handful of critical battleground states.” Reuters (1/5, Mason} reports, 

“Trurrip ramiged up pressure on Pence on Tuesday to block Congress’ certification of the November | 

-alection results. ... But the vice president, a loye! lieutenant during the four years of Trump’s often - 
chactic presidency, has no clans to attempt te do so, even as he seeks to show support for the 

‘Republican president’s quest.” 

The New York Times (1/5, 206.6M)} renarts Pence tald the President on Tuesday “that he did 
“not believe he had the power to block congressional certification” of Biden's victory “despite Mr. 

Trurmp’s baseless insistence that he did.” Pance’s massage, “delivered during his weekly lunch with | 
the president, came hours after Mr. Trump further turned up the public pressure” on Pence “todo | 

his bidding when Congress convenes Wednesday.” However, The Hill (1/5, Samuels, 5.69M} 

reports Trump denied the Tirnes account. He “called the report ‘fake news’ and insisted he and 
‘Pence were ‘in total agreement that the Vice President hes the sower to act’ to decertify results of 

‘the Electoral Co sliege.” 
SS ONN (2/5, Lintak, 89.21M) reports on is website that Pence “has previously sought to expigin 

his ceremonial role to the President in the hoses of easing pressure on himself in the fead-up t 

the January & joint session of Congress. A persan close to hirn said Tuesday he would ‘follow the 

daw and Constitution.” Politics (1/5, Niedzwiadek, Cheney, 6.73M)} renorts Pence “was also 

‘tengentially invelved in a minor imbroglio Tuesday about whether he would show up on the Capital - 

at all Wednesday, leaving the duties” to Sen. Charles Grassley (R-IA}, the Senate president pre 

tempore. However, “both the vice president and Grassiey’s offices moved quickly te defuse the 

speculation.“ 

  

} ingtan Post (1/5, Dawsey, 19.52M3 says Pence and his tearm “have begun 

afticinating the ire of President Trump - lkely to come in the form of angry tweets « In the 

aftermath” of Wednesd ay’s certification. 
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Ne Cesses The Washington Post (1/5, 16. 52M) reports that “a new chapter in Senate Majority 
‘Leader MeConnell’s “id-year run as Senate Republican leader is set to begin in dramatic fashion 
‘Wednesday, with the GOP majority hanging in the balance and his mernbers badly split on 3 

‘fundamental question of democracy. ... McConnell appears to be entering a more challenging ere ~ 
a return to a period of GOP jockeying and infighting Ukely to be further complicated by Trurnp’s 

continued presence.” McConnell will be the first to speak on any challenges Wednesday, providing 

“an opoortunity to make an early and definitive staternent that Trump lost and it is time to mave 

‘Gf. ... Yet any gesture reiscting Trurne’s claims will inflame the GOP’s harcd-right base and stoke a 

conflict inside his own ranks.” 
sf, Soy 
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(L/S, 3.57M} reports that on Tuesday, President Trump “fated again te invall date his election {oss 

in Georgia and allow the state’s Republicar-led legislature to declare hirn the winner.“ Bloomberg 
says US District Judge Mark H. Cohen in Atlanta “denied Trurnp’s motion to ‘de-certify’ [Biden's] 

victory in the state.” According te Bloomberg, “The ruling came in # Dec, 31 lawsuit fled by Trump | 

that rehashed claims of voter fraud previously made by his campaign and allies in dozens of other | 

Cases that were universally rejected by courts.” The New York Times (1/5, Feuer, 20.6} also 

covers the ruling. 
LOHAN NEVEgas Fray Cay SY $ ass. The New| 

‘Yark Times (1/5, 20.6M) reports attorney Cleta Mitchell, who has been “advising [T rump] | in recent 
weeks,” has resigned fram her law firrn "after kt was revealed that she participated in the call 

where Mr. Trump pressured Georgia officials to hein nirn reverse the state’s election results,” The 

‘Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (1/5, 844K} reports a statement from Miwaukee-based Faley & 
‘Lardner read in part, “Cleta ‘Mi Rehell has infarrned firm: management of her decisian te resian fram 

Foley & Lardner effective immediately. Ms. Mitchell concluded that her departure was in the firm’s 
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best interests, as well as in her own personal best interests.” The Washin 
| 10.526} says Mitchell “is a onetime Democratic member of the Okishorna fe =giet ature who becarne 

2 Republican and has mede a Washington career representing GOP candidates, commuitees and 
causes, culminating with her work after the election advisi ie Trump.” 
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mo << sy. In an appesrance an the Brian Kimeagcde Show (1/5), Directer of Trade and Manufacturing | 

Policy Navarro said Democrats focused “on nwo prongs of attac ck. One was toe dramatically increase | 

‘the absentee and mail-in ballots specifically in the battleground states, and at the same tine, they | 

‘wanted to drarnatically decrease the level of ballot verification.” Navarro continued, “There wasa 

conscious strategy to tis this election in faver of Biden using sometimes legal means, but at times, 

clear bending and breaking rules. ” 

  

SE M“gy Gaanes Sys Preys Gas say Yea ves SAGES NE ee WY FRAUINs aa. The New : 
D\e. x en : : York Times (1/5, Landier, Haberman, 20.6M} reports, “Trump has not said where he plans to go 

after leaving the White House on Jan. 26. But the leader of Scotland made clear on Tuesday that 

Mr, Trump is not welcome in ner country.” First Minister Nicola Sturgeon “said that under newly 

imposed virus restrictions, which prehibit all but essential travel, @ visit by the president ta ane of 
his Scottish golf resorts, Trurna Turnberry, would not be acceptable.” The Times says rurnors that 

' Trurns “would head for Scotland fared after a Scottish paper renorted that an American military 

version of a Bocing 75? - sometimes used by Mr. Trump - was scheduled to land at a nearby 

airport” on January 19. 
The Indenendent (LK} (1/5, 1. 19M} raports Sturgeon said, “We ere nat allowing people te 

come in te Scotland without an essential purpose right now and that would apply to him, just as it 

applies to anybody elise. Coming to play golf is not what I would consider to be an essential 

purpose.” The Washington Past ¢1/5, Booth, 16.52M} says “the White House batted away the 

speculation. ‘Anonyrrous sources whe clairn to know what the President is or is not considering 

have no idea. When President Trurnp has an announcement about his plans for Jan. 20 he will let 
you know,’ White Hause spokesman hixid Deere seid in a written staternent.” 

      

| US Passes 21M COVID Cases. 

On Ene ening f1/S, stary 5, 3:20, 4.65}, Norah ODannell rapoarted the US has 

“ust passed 2i milion confirrned cases. And after one fo | neve the deadliest weeks of the 
pandernic, the US death toll now tons 356,000,” Jonathan Vigliott added one “maior concern now 

is that new variant of the virus, over 50% more contagious, found in California, Florida, Colorads, 

New York, and now Georgia.” The AP (1/S, Kirka, Charlton) also highlights that a growing number 
_of countries “are reparting cases of [the] new, rors cantegious variant that has giready swept 

across Britain. 
in addition, the Washineten Fost (1/5, Al, Niranoll, Wan, 10.52M} reports the US now has 

“record numbers of Americans hospitalized with the coronavirus, straining & health-care system 

bracing for a post-holidays surge thet has the potential to further stress haspitals.” The Post adds, 
“More than 131,000 covid-19 patients were hospitalized nationwide as of Tuesday, eclipsing the 

record set in the last week of 2020, Facilities across the West and South ere especially burdened.” 
AeWas Nas sess Megs AY CUT Casas Vases. On ABC World News Tonight 

(41/5, story 4, 3: 55, Muir, 7.66M}, Matt Gutman reported Arizona has “the highest rate of infections | 

in the country. Patients driving as far as six hours S$ te find an open ICU bed.” The New York Times 
(1/5, Robertson, Smith, 20.6M)} also reports that from “more than a month, frorn early June until 
td July,” Arizona had “added cases at the highest per capita rate in the country,” and now “is 

gggin in dire shape, with a higher rate of new cases then any other state.” According te the Times, 

"Hospitalizations and deaths have surpassed records. Over the last week, the state has averaged 

| more than 8,000 cases a day, more than double the summer peak.” 

  

| NIH Scientists Work With Moderna To Study Benefit Of Smaller Doses. 

On NBC Nichtly News {1/S, story 4, 2:15, 6. 11M}, Laster Holt said that the US COVID vaccine 

roll aut is sparking “growing frustration aver the slow pace, with! fust 275,000 vaccinated 
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[Monday]. Torn Castello reported on long waits in Florida to receive the vaccine, and added that 

-one California hospital “had te vaccinate local jad staff and nursing hame residents within hours 

after the hospital freezer fale’. pulling all of its vaccine doses in jeopardy.” Castello added, 
Nationwi ide, 12,000 vaccination sites are up and running, an increase from 1,000 three weeks 

ego.” 
However, the New York Times (1/5, Al, Stolberg, LaFraniere, 20.6M} reports that federai 

' Officiais “and drugmakers, faced with 2 slower-than-expscted rollout of the coronavirus vaccine, 

‘Bre racing to find ways to expand the supply, looking et lowering the required dosage and 

extracting more dases fram the supplies they have.” The Times adds that scientists at the National — 
institutes of Health and Moderne “are analyzing data to see if they can double the sugply of the 
company’s coronavirus vaccine by cutting dases in half” as part of a “iong planned” study that has 
_becorne “increasingly urgent in the face of looming shortages as the country tries te fight off e 

surging pandemic.” 

Director of the Vacelr ine s Research Center at the ‘NIH, indicated that ° the research, ¥ which also 
invelves scientists from Operation Werp Speed, the governmment’s vaccine Initiative, could take 
about two months.” The Times says “the prospect of doubling the supply of Moderna doses was 

first raised on Sunday by Dr. Moncef Siaoul, the head of Qperetion Warp Speed, who sald... that 

data from Moderna’s clinical triais dernonstrated that neeple between the ages of 18 and 55 whe 

received two 5O-micregram doses showed an ‘identical imrnune response’ to the two 100- 

| microgram dases.° 
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(41/8, Neergaard} reports NIAID Director Fauci on gay predicted the US "could soan be diving 

atleast a million COViD-19 vaccinations a day despite the sluggish start...even as he warned of a 
dangerous next few weeks as the coronavirus surges.” Fauci told the AP, “Any time you start a big 

‘program, there’s always giliches. i think the glitches have been worked out.” WIth the holidays 
aver, Fauci added, “once you get rolling and get sore marmentum, I think we can achieve one 

‘milion a day or even more.” I IE L/S, Axelrod, 5.G5M) alse reports thet Fauci called “ioe 

'Biden’s plan to inject 100 million Americans with the vaccine in his frst 100 days ‘a very realistic, 
important, achievable goal.” 
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seams Wasgess. The New York Times (1/5, Goodnough, 20.6M} reparts that amid a slow : 
rollout of vaccines, Surgeon General Adarns * “urged the sietes on Tuesday not to stick rigidly te the | 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention quidalines about whom to vaccinate first” if healthcare — 
workers are not getting the vaccine. On NBC's Today, Adams argued, “If the demand isn’t there in 

la, go te 1b and continue on down, If the demand isn‘t there in one location, move those vaccines 
te another location.” Adams said, “Your headline today really should be, ‘Surgeon General tells 

states and governors to move quickly to other prierity groups.” 

Asked on NBC's T . L/S, 1.98M} shout current chalenges in distributing vaccines, 

Adams said, “We need to continue to de a better job of maiching up supply ard demand at the 
docal level. Some states are doing a really good job,” noting that others “still haven’t distributed 

more than 25% of their vaccines.” 
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| 2EZR) reports Nancy messonnee Birector of the COC’s National Center for Lenmunization and 

Resplratery Diseases, on Tuesday “predicted...delays in the administration of the shots would 

‘imorave soon, even as nublie heaich experts have sled up complaints about the slaw rallout and 

about the gap between the number of doses distributed versus those actually going into people’s 

arms.” Messonnier said, “I really expect the pace of administratian to go up pretty massively in 
the next couple weeks.” 

¥ ry z asm Lewsey N 5 ara {i 2/45, 

3.57) reports thet New York Gov. Andrew Cuome (D) reveated on Tuesday that the state is 
“talking to the federal government about an increase in its weekly 300,000-dose vaccine supply as | 

it prepares to boast distribution.“ However, “So far, only about 900,000 vaccines have been 

distributed for a cohort of 2.1 million health-cere workers, Cuorns said Tuesday at a virus Griefing. 
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‘You'd need another four weeks of allocetions before you can get out of health-care workers, 

roughly, roughly, before you finish LA and then move ta 1B,’ Cuomo said, describing the state’s 

tiered distribution system.” According to Bloomberg, “The 18 category includes essential workers 
and members of the general public over the age of 73 . 

SAVAS AyMoyes Aas Ne Cos osenags Siecosiys Moises. The Baltimore Sun (1/5, Wood, 

Stole, 629K) reports Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (RY a “announced actions Tuesday fo sesed up the 

[vactinel process, whe cautioning against assigning Blame.” The Sun adds Hogan “said he nad 

‘productive’ conversations Tuesday with CVS CEQ Larry Meris and Welgreens President John 
Stanley,” and said he contacted HHS Secretary Azar “on Tuesday ‘to express our serious concerns 

about the pace of the federal nursing home/oharmacy srogram.’” According to the Sun, Hogan 

aise “pledged thet vaccines soon would be adrninistered so quickly that the state would be using up| 
its coses of yaccines Dsfore the next shinments arrive.“ 

in addition, the Washington Post (1/5, Cox, Fan, Fadiu, 10.52M} reports that Hogan 

announced he will “deploy the state's National Guard to hasten local health departments‘ 

Inoculation of medica! workers, while threatening to take away unused vaccines from hospitals 
slaw to administer them. * The cu HH (1/5, Weixel, 5.696} provi ides similar coverage. 

w S SW QE SHY My AHPIOsys Vasssys Qasss. The AP 

(L/S, Ronayne} reports that ei stribut! iOf hiccup s and logistical challenges have slowed the initial 
coronavirus vaccine rollout in California,” and “so far only about 1% of California’s 40 million 

residents have been vaccinated,” According to the AB, “The 454,066 doses of vaccine that have 

been administered in California represent just a third of the more than neerly 1.3 milien received 

‘inthe state so far.” The AP says that “even as he acknowledged the state must do better,” Gov. 
Gavin Newsom (B} “sought to shift some responsibility for the slow rollout, noting “the vaccines 

don’t arrive magically in some state facility.” 
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, Congress Using Curative COVID Test Despite FDA Warning Of False Hits. 

members ‘and staff wi th a Covid- 13 test + that the Food ‘and Drug Adrriirt stration says is prone to 

false results - complicating the elready difficult task of sternming coronavirus outbreaks on Capital 

-HIIL” According to Politica, the Office of the Attending Physician “has been offering the test, made 
by Curative, to members, staff and reporters on Capital Hi since at least November,” but i its 

eccuracy is “In doubt, after the FDA tock the unusual step Monday of alerting health care providers | 
and patients that the test poses a ‘risk of false results, particularly felse negative resufts.’" 

, Some California Hospitals Activate Crisis Care Standards. 

on NBC Nightly News (41/5, story 6, 1:55, Holt, 6.1IM}, Miguel Almaguer resorted California’s 

healthcare system is “in critical condition,” and “at least one LA hospital has activated its crisis care» 
standards, allowing the medica! center to ration care. As CGOVID cases crinple and overwhelm ERs, | 

residents in southern California are being urged to only cali $11 in an extreme emergency. And 

“now in @ stunning directive, EMS tearns in Los Angeles County ere being asked ta conserve oxygen | 

as paramedics S$ have peer tald fot “9 eee patients who can't be resuscitated.” 
: .5M)} also says California deployed the US Army Corns of 

Engineers and the California Cihereency Medical Services Authority to deliver and refill oxygen 
tanks, In addition, the Times reports Los Angeles County officials “seid # parson is being infected 

every six seconds in the county and one in five residents currently tested wes infected with Cavid- 
19.” Meanwhile, the i f Yi {i/5, Cos@rove, 3.37) reports Las Angeles County “nit 

'enother disturbing mi ilest fone Tuesday, exceeding 11,000 COVib-19 deaths.” Los Angeles County 

has “reported nearly 1,300 deaths since Dec. 30, according to health officiais, including 237 on 

Tuesday, according to data compled by The Thies.” 

  

    

| Mississippi Says 168 Inmates Died In 2020 But Does Not Disclose Cause Of Death. 

TR i 3 (2/5, Griesbech, 20.6) says the Mississinni Department of Correctians 

reported that 1068 people died in its prisons in 2020, a toll that was slanificantly higher than a year. 

-eartier,” but the departrnent as of Monday “had not disclosed whether any of those deaths were 
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‘caused by the coronavirus, though more than 1,400 inmetes have been infected since the 

: PAncaerHe’s shart, according to state dais.” 

, Florida Nursing Home Vaccinated Wealthy Donors. 

System, “a high-end nursing horne and assisted-living facility” in West Palm Beach, Florida, has 

made “scarce coronavirus vaccines ~ provided through a federal prograrn intended for residents 
and steff of long-term-care facilities - available not just to Hs residents but to board members and 

those whe made generous donations to the facility, including members of the Palm Beach Country 
‘Club, according to multiple people whe were offered access, some of whorn accepted if.“ The Past 

adds the vaccinations, “in appearing to rely on a program run by chain pharmacies for nursing 

home residents and staff, may have viciated national immunization guidelines, as well as state 
protacais.” 

  

| WHO Director-General Criticizes China For Blocking Researchers’ Access. 

The Wall Street Journal (1/5, Hinshaw, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports the World Health 
‘Organization om Tuesday criticized China, with the agency utilizing a news conference to conve 
disappointment that Ching has yet to provide authorization to United Nations investigators to look 

into the coronavirus pandemic’s origins. 

The AP (2/5, Keaten) reports WHO Director-Generai Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus “said...he | 

‘was ‘very disappointed’ that Chine has stl not authorised the entry of a team of international 

experts to examine the origins of the coronavirus,” and “said members of the international 

scientific tearn began departing from their home countries over the fast 24 hours as part of an 

“arrangement between WHO and the Chinese government.” Reuters (1/5) seys that “the 10-strong 
‘tearm had been due to set off in early January as pert of a long-awaited mission to probe early 

cases of the coronavirus.” 

, EU Confronts Problems With Vaccine Rollout. 

“The New York Times (1/5, Santora, 20.6§} reports European officials “promised that mass 

vaccinations will bring an and to the suffering,” but the bloc is facing “shortages of needies in Italy, | 

Greece and other countries,” while Soain “has not trained enough nurses,” and France “has only 

“managed to vaccinate ground 7,006 seapis.” The Times adds Poland “was rocked by scandal after 

‘it was revealed that celebrities were given preferential treatment,” arn] Germany feces “calls. ..to 
teke control over vaccine purchases from European Union authorities.” According te the Times, 

“Nearly every country in Europe has complained about burdensome paperwork. And then there is 
the Netherlands, which has net even begun is carmpalgn.” 

   

| Germany Lengthens Lockdown, Toughens Restrictions. 

‘The AP (1/5, Grieshaber} reports the German government “seid Tuesday it is extending the 
country’s lockdown by three weeks until Jan. 31.” Chancellor Angela Merkel “said if was absclutely | 

necessary’ to maintain restrictions, particularly in light of a more infectious variant of the virus 

that emerged in England.” Following a videoconference with Gerrnany‘s state governors, Merkel 
said, “We must reach a point where we cen once again follow the chains of infection.” The AP adds 

‘that Merkel “said that restrictions an social contacts wil be dghtened. People wil be allowed to 

“meet only one person outside their own household.” Moreaver, “authorities across Gerrnany will 

allow seaple in areas with more than 200 new infections ser 166,000 residents over seven days to 

travel only 15 kilometers Gust over nine miles} frorn their hornetown unless they have a goad 
reason te oo further.” 

| UK Says One Out Of Every 50 People In England Has COVID. 
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‘individuais in England are now infected with the coronevirus. Gfficial survey results indicated that 

one out of every 50 peaple in England has COVIB, with that ratie in Londan being one in 30, Prime | 

Minister Boris Johnson “unveiled the statistics es he vawed to speed up the government's 
vaccination program, in order eventually to HA the jatest lockdown,” which Johnson “put th 

“country into” on Monday. Gn ABC World News Tonight (1/5, story 5, 1:15, Muir, 7,66M)}, James 

‘Longman reported that on Tuesday, “there were more than 60,000 new cases in just one day, the 

“most ever in Britain.” 
According to the &P 01/5, Kirka}, the UK “is facing 8 long, Bleak winter as cold, wet weather 

ard a more contagious variant of the coronavirus,” which has “put unprecedented strain on the 

nation’s hospitais and force record numbers of patients to weit 12 hours or more, sometimes cn 

ambulance gurneys, before receiving treatment.” The New York Times (1/5, Castle, Santora, 

20.6M)} reports that with “more than a milion confirmed cases in the week ending Jan. 2, or 2 

‘percent of England's population, Britain is in a race against time to distribute vaccines.” 

  

Israel Leading World In Coronavirus Vaccination. 

On NBC Nightly News (1/5, story §, 1:36, Holt, 6.11M}, Richard Engel reported Isreel “Is rolling 

out the COVID vaccine far more quickly and efficiently than any other nation by far.” According to 

‘Engel, “Israel has immunized 1.3 milion seogie, about 12% of the sopulation, with the Pfizer 

vaccine. And of the top priority grous inclucling these over 60 or in fragile health they’ve given the 
‘first shot to $5%%.° However, the Los Angsies Times (1/5, Tarnopolsky, 3.37M} reports that while 

isrgel’s “extraordinary achievement” is being “halled by public health experts at home and abroad, | 

and one that could propel if toward coveted herd immunity more rapidly than airnost any nation,” | 

the country faces “criticism for leaving behind the nearly 5 million Palestinians under its controlin | 

the West Bank and Gaze Strip, who are expected ta walt considerably longer for mass incculation.” | 

| Palau Would Owe Vaccination Effort To Operation Warp Speed. 

“The Washington Post (1/5, Berger, 10.52M} reports Palau, a “tiny island nation’ that is “partnered 

with the United States under a ‘free association’ agreement,” could soon “vaccinate nearly its 
entire population against the coronavirus. if it succeeds, if will have Operation Warp Speed, the 

U.S, vaccine development and distribution plan, to thank.” The Post adds that Palau‘s isolation has 
“served as a shield during the coronavirus pandernic: Palau has not recorded a single case af 
covid- 19, the ness caused by the virus,“ and this week, “afer receiving 2,800 doses of the 

Moderne coronavirus vaccine through the U.S. program Seturday, the country swiftly began a 

| mass vaccination sian for is population of 16,000.” 

US Accuses Iran Of Seizing South Korean Tanker In Response To Sanctions. 

The New York Times (2/5, Kwai, Choe, 20.6M} reports that South Korea “wil send a delegatian to 

“negotiate the release of a ship and its 2O-member crew aher the vessel was seized by Iranian 

forces.” According to the Times, frenian officiais “said the shin wes deteined in the Persian Gulf by 

the Islamic Revalutionary Guards Corps because it had violated environmental protocols and was 

polluting the sea,” but the setture happened “as Tehran has sought to sressure the government in 

Seoul to release about $7 billion in revenues frorn oil sales that rernain frozen in South Korean 
banks since the Trurne adrninistration tightened sanctions on Iran.” The Times reports that “news 

'-guilets linked to the Revolutionary Guards ran front-page headlines on Tuesday linking the seizure 
of the ship to negotiations with South Korea on releasing the frozen funds.” 

The Washington Post (1/5, 16.52) reports that the Stete Denartment called the seizure 

“gart of a clear atternpt to extort the International community into relieving the pressure of 
sanctions.” Iran “rejected that characterization, even as it repeated ts cements for Seoul to return 

“trroney that has been frozen by its banks dus to U.S. sanctlons.” Iranian gevernment spokesman 

  

AR Rahiei told reporters, “We've becorne used to such allegations...but if there is any hostege- 

taking, itis Korea's government that is holding $7 billion which belongs to us hostage on baseless 

Grounds. © 
Reuters (1/5, Cha} says tran’s “ability te challenge shipping in the Gulf is one of its main 
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points of leverage in what is expected to be a difficult negotiation when the Biden adrninistration 

takes office.” Bloomberg (1/5, Motevalll, 3.57M} reports that South Korea “ordered its naval 
destroyer ROKS Choi Young to waters near the Strait of Hormuz on Tuesday.“ 

Treasury Sanctions Chinese Firm Tied Iran’s Steel Industry. 

'‘Beuters (1/5) reports that on Tuesday, the US “blacklisted a Chinese company that makes 

glements for steel productian, 12 Iranian steel and metals makers end three fore ign-basec sales 
agents of a major lranian metals and mining holding company, seeking ta deprive Iran o 

‘reverues.” Reuters says the Treasury Department “named the China-based company as Kaifeng 

'Pingmeil New Carbon Materials Technolegy Co Ltd. (KFCC}, saying it specialized in the manufacture 

_of carbon materiais and provided thousands of metric tonnes of materlais to Iranian steel 
companies between Decernber 2019 and June 2026." Treasury Secretary Mnuchin released a 
Statement reading, “The Trump Administration rernains committed to denying revenue flowing to 

‘the lranian regime as it continues to sponser terrorist groups, support oporessive regimes, and 

| seek weapons of mass destruction.* 

AP Analysis: Trump tl Moves Make It Harder For Biden To Engage With Iran. 

uncertain situation whe en it comes te Fran, "duet £2 its ‘provocative moves,..and less-than- coherent | 
actions by the outgoing Trump administration.” In “the past week alone, President Donald Trumn’s - 
‘team has dispatched B-52 bambers ta the Persian Gulf in response to alleged Iranian attack 

planning and reversed an order to bring nome the USS Nimitz, the only U.S. aircraft carrier in the 

region.” The AP adds that on Monday, Iran “announced it had resummed advanced uranium 

enrichment in violation of the 2015 nuclear deal.” According to the AP, “This combustible 
combination coring just fwo weeks before [Biden‘'s] inauguration threatens fo derail or af least. 

‘delay Biden’s hopes te return the U.S. to the nuclear accord thet Trumo withdrew from in 2618" 
In @ separate story, the AP (1/53 resorts that Nater comments Tuesday by the head of [ran‘s 

civilian nuclear program suggested Tehran‘s current production of uranium enriched to 20% 

wouldn't reach levels needed for a nuclear weapon for over two years, potentially giving time for 

negotiations under” Bider. 

Reuters (1/5, Cha} says Biden “aims to revive the nuclear agreement, But any thaw is lkely 

to pase & dinlornatic challenge.” Reuters continues, “Since Trump ebandoned the deal, Iran has 

‘taken steps that violate it; Biden says Iran must be Fully compliant before the deal can be 

restored, while Iran says Washington must first Hft the sanctions.’ 

Afghan Peace Talks Resume In Qatar. 

| The Weshinotoen Post (1/5, Constable, 19.52M)} says that on Tuesday, “Afghan delegates flew to 

:Gater...fG reapen peace talks with Taliban leaders amid a rash of rmutual recriminations, mixed 

signals from U.S, officials and a continued spate of assassinations tarceting prominent civilians.” 

Also Tuesday, Zalmay Khalilzad, “the U.S. diplomat who brokered a separate U.S. deal with the 

“Taliban in February, arrived in Kabul" from Gataer. According to the Post, “While both Afghan and 

Taliban officials have issued recent statements saying the "y were committed to the talks...their 

‘messeges were tinged with anger and blame that boded Hi for the new round.” The Post adds that 
“some observers in Kabul predicted that the telks, which are resuming after a two-week heliday 

hiatus, would probably collapse.” The Wall Street Journal (1/5, Amiri, Donati, Subscription 
| Publication, G.42M) crovides similar caverage. 

, Countries Along Former Soviet Borders Rebuilding Their Defenses. 

borders of the Soviet Union are alarmed by Russia’s aggressive foreign policy under Viadimur Putin | 

‘and are moving to rebuild their defenses. The Journal focuses in particular on Sweden, which 

remained neutral during the Cold War but is now strengthening its ties with the US. 

‘The Well Street Journal (1/5, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports countries along the former 

At Start Of North Korean Party Congress, Kim Says Five-Year Economic Plan Failed. : 
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‘Reuters (1/5, Shin} reports as North Korean leader Kim Jong-un opened the rufing Worker’s Party 

‘congress on Tuesday, he “said his five-year economic olen had felled to meet its goal ‘on eimost. 

every sector.” Kim said, “The previous five- “year ny an was auc | ast year but if ee aeUSY fel 
short of goals on almost every sector,” % 

explore a “new path” for making @ “big leap forward, 
The New York Times (1/5, 20.6M} says Kim’s cormments core “amid deepening economic 

trouble caused by ihe one “two punch oF international sanctions and the coronavirus Pee * 

  

| experts See BS the most fy aught marment “of Ki ms nine- year rule.” 

-Pro-Democracy Figures Arrested In Hong Kong. 

The AP (1/5, 500} cites local media reports which sey “about S50 Hong Kong pro-demacracy figures 
were arrested by police on Wednesday under a national security law, following their myolvement 

inan unofficial primary election last yesr held te increase treir chance 25 of contraliing £ 

| under the security | Bw, which che central Chinese government imposed ¢ on + Hong Kong i: June to 

Guesh dissent after months of fierce anti-Beljing protests. The move on Wednesday suggested that 
‘the authorities were casting a wide net for anyone who had played @ prominent role in cprosing 

the government.” 

  

| nave been deniad bail, meaning the pro- democracy activists arrested 3 Wednesday could be sheld 

indefinitely until formal hearings, which could take weeks.” 

| Former Chief Of Major Chinese State Bank Sentenced To Death. 

rk 3: £2/5, Stevenson, 20.6M} reports that Lal Xieomin, “the former chief of a hic 

‘Chinese state fender, | was sentenced fo death on Tuesday for bribery, corruption and bigamy, ina 
rare and dramatic example of Saijing’s use of capitel punishrnent for economic crimes.” Lai “was 

found guilty by @ court in the coastal city of Tianjin of receiving sorne $277 million in bribes,” and 
“was among the highest-profile figures to fall from grace amid a sweeping crackdewn an 

corruplian By Xi Jinging, China‘s top leader.” The Times adds that “the unusually harsh sentence 

could send a signal that Mr. Xi ig net ready to ease his anticorruption campaign, which he beqen 
shortly after he took control of the Communist Party in late 2012." 

Sisamberg (1/5, 3.57M) reparts that “capital punishment is unusual for corruptian in Ching,” 
and says “the rove underscores the ruling Communist Party’s increasingly tough stance on 
‘Corruption among government cadres and corporate executives, which has seen mare than 1.5 

milion government officiais punished.” 

  

| Saudis End Three-Year Rift With Qatar At Urging Of Trump Administration. 

The AP (1/5, Batrawy, GeBre, Nabil} reports that on Tuesday, “Gulf Arab leaders signed 2 
deciaration...to ease a rift with Gatar, following Seudi Arabia’s decision to end a 3 1/2-year 

embargo of the tiny energy-rich country that deenly divided regione! U.S. security allies and 

‘frayed social tes across the Arabian Peninguls.” In addition, Saudi Arabia “said it was restoring full 
‘diplomatic relations with Qatar, although ic was not clear haw soon the step would be followed by 

the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt, which had joined the kingdom in isolating the 

country over its regional policies.” According te the AP, “The diplomatic breakthrough followed a 
final push by the outgoing Trump administration,” and “also came as Saudi Arabia seeks to unify 

Arab ranks ahead of the incoming administration... which is expected to take a firmer stand teward - 
the kingdorn and re-engage with iran.” 

The New York Tires (1/5, Specie, 23,6M} says “few details were immediately avaiable’ 

‘about the deal, which was “signed at a regional summit meeting in Al Ula, Saudi Arabia, by 
“representatives frorn that kingdorn and the five other Gul Coageration Council courtries.” 

According fe the Himes, § Sauc! Crown Prince Mohammed bin Saiman, __ Speaking | cur ing the 

fs 

Yaakoub) reports that the ‘deal “followed mediation efforts by the United States 2 and Kuwait, and a | 
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U.S. official has said Qatar would suspend legal cases related to the boycatt. “ Reuters notes that 

“White House senior adviser Jared Kushner attended the regional gathering in Al ita on Tuesday. 

According te Reuters, the Trump Administration “has been pushing for s resoiition to the dispute 
that Washington sees as hirmiering efforts to contain Iran,” and Kushner was “making phone calls 

on the emerging deal until the early hours of Monday.” The Wall Street Journal (1/5, Subscription 
‘Publication, 8.41M)} provides similar coverage. 

ee Socialists Take Control Of Venezuela’s Congress. 

Venezuela *S 5 congre: O55 Tuesday, ‘the last institution in ‘the country fe didn’ t already contro!” The 

ruling socialist party “swept fegisiative elections last month boycotted by the oppasition and 
denounced as a sham by the U.S., the Eurapean Union and several other foreign governments.” 
Inteming essernbly president Jorge Rodriquez “vowed © ‘exorcise’ from the legislative palace all 

“vestiges of ifs previous soccupanis, who he accused of plotting frorn its neo-classical chamber 
| Madure’s violent overthrow with the hein of foreign mercenaries anc the Trumo administration.” 

| Vietnam Sentences Three Journalists To Prison. 

in what the New York Times (1/5, 26.6M) calls “the latest crackdown on independent thought” in 
Vietnarn, “where the authorities are busy stamoing out dissent ahead of an important meeting by 

the ruling Communist Party later this month,” three journalists were sentenced fo prisor on 

Tuesday, “inc luding a prominent reporter who had written for foreign news arganizations and 

advocated press freedom in the one-party state.“ The reporter, Pham Chi Dung, “was sentenced to 

15 years on charges of making and disserninating prapaganda against the state. ... Two other 

journalists, Nguyen Tuone Thuy and Le Huu Mink Tuan, were sentenced on si milar charges in the 

same Ho Chi Minh City court. They received Li years each.” 

, Ethiopian Police Release Reuters Cameraman. 

‘Reuters (1/5} reports Reuters carmeraman Kumerra Gemechu was released by Ethiopian police 

Tuesday | after he was detained “withaut charge for i2 days. Police had teld his fewyer Melkamu 

:Ogea that their lines of inquiry included accusatians of disseminating faise inforrnatian, 

Compnuricating with grouns fignting the government, and disturbing the public’s peace and 

security,” but Melkamu "said he had seen no avidence.” 

  

, Headlines From Today’s Front Pages. 

a Wall Street Journal: 

  

Hong Kong police Arrest Dozens OF Cppos: Hon "Politic! ians Over Allegsd Subversion 
NYSE Takes Heat After Fin-Flon Gn Chinese Comnanies 
Russian Agaression Sours ‘Neighbors Fo Rebuild Defenses 

-Erank Gehry’s Luxury New York City Skyscraper Has Everything - Except Enough Tenants 
‘Saudi Arabia To Cut GH Praduction Sharoly in Bid To Lift Prices 

‘Mew York Times: 
| Pence Said To Have Told Trump He Lacks Power To Change Election Result 

‘Warnock Beats Loaifer In Georgia senate Race 
‘Warning Of Shortages, Researchers Look To Stretch Vaccine Supply 
Jacob Blake sheotl fg: No Charg 208 Age ISK cH Tiger int Kenosha Wisconsin 

  

y WHE Set tin’: & Hard New Year Greets 4 Wo rid in Waiting 
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| Weshington Post: 
‘West And South Fest Pressure As Hospitalizations Hit Record 
‘With Senate Contral At Stake, Georgia Votes 
‘He's Not On Salot, But Trump Looms Large In Voters’ Minds 
‘A Final Test Of Pence’s Lovalty To Truma 
Mg # Is Ass Turbulent Aheg 

  

        ft he 

‘Financial Times: 
fume Pressures Pence To Overturn US Rlection Result 

Microsoft Looks To Make 2021 The Year Of Teams 
'Goiek And To} ie i anced Faiks To Form $3 

  

      

'Washingfen Times: 
‘Bemocrats On Verge Of Stunning Sween In Georgia Senate Runoffs 

Trurma Presses Pence To Upend Electoral College: “The Vice President Has The Power‘ 

“Tighter Budgets Farce Marines To Speed Embrace Of Ambitious Overhaul 

‘Immicration Loophole, Offen Rinned By Truman, Finally Confirmed By DHS Data 
| Side Effects: US Sees 400.000 More Deaths in 2020 As COVID Wresks Hayoc 

‘Stery Lineup From Last Night’s Network News: 

COVID Surge; UK-Lockdown; NFL-COVID: American Alrlines-Ermotional Suppert Animal Ban; 

'Steadad Adopts Stepsen. 
€8S: Georgia-Senate Runoff; Hection Certification; Iranian Threat; Russie-Cyber Hack; COVID 

Surge; Wisconsin-No Charges In Jacob Bleke Case; NFL-COVID; Amazon-Boeing Jets; Grammys; 

‘Alex Trebek Farewell. 
REE: Wisconsin-No Chaross in Jacob Blake Case: Geordia-Senate Runoff: Hlection Certification; 

‘Vaccines: Vaccines-Israel; COVID Surge; Russia-Cyber Hack; Maryland-Rep. Reskin’s Son; COVID | 
| Protocols; Powerball; Man Helos Family Who Lost Everything In Fire, 

Mebwork TY Al A Glance: 
Geargia-Senaie Runolf - 9 minutes, 35 seconds 

COVID Surge ~ 9 minutes, 10 seconds 
Election Certification - 9 minutes, 0 seconds 
'Wiscensin-No Charges In lacob Glake Case - & minutes, 15 seconds 

| Story Liteugp Fron This Marning’s Radice Mews Breadcasts: 

AB: Georgla~Senate Runoff: Rlaction Certification: Vaccines; COVID-Vaeriants. 

‘€8S: Georgia-Senate Runoff: Biden-Georgia Runoff: COVID-Varients: Russia-Cyber Hack; 

‘Wisconsin-No Charges In Jacob Blake Case, 

'FOM: Geargia-Senate Runoff; Election Certification; Wisconsin-Na Charges In Jacab Blake Case. 
‘RPE: Georgia-Senste Runoff; Wisconsin-No Charges In laceb Blake Case; DC-Pro Trump Protests. | 

  

‘Today's Events In Washington. 

‘White House: 
 # President Frurnp — WHI work fram early in the morning until late in the evening. He will make 

many calls and have many meetings. The President wil depart for the EHinse af 10:50 AM to 
deliver rérnarks at a Save America Rally. 

. # Vice President Pence -- Presides over a joint session of Congress to count Mlectoral votes, 

US Senate: 
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* Closed Briefing: Intelligence Matters 

Location: CYC 217, U5. Capitol Visitor Center, Washington, DC; 10:00 AM 

e Senstes convenes eng begins 2 period of morning business 
Location: 6.5. Caotal, Washington, DC; 22:30 PM 

* Joint session of Congress convened to certify mresidential election result - Congress meets in a 

joint session to count the Electoral College votes, presided over by Vice Presigent Mike Pance, 

who announces the result before declaring whe has been elected as president and vice 
president * Several Republican: lawmakers, in both the House of Representatives and Senate, 

have said they intend te obiect to certain state electors, though any challenges are unlikely to 

succeed as they need to be passed by both the Aull Senate and Democrat-cantrcled House * 

Democrats Joe Biden and Karnala Harris won the election by over seven milion votes ahead of | 
President Donald Trump and Vice President Pence, with an Electoral College victory of 306 - 
232, fiaking Trurrs the first one term oresicdent since George HAV. Bush * Biden and Harris 

gre sworn in 20 Jan 

location: U8, Capital, Washington, OC 

(US House: 

Location: U.S. Capitol, Washingten, OC; 12:00 &M 

 Juint session of Congress convened to certify presidential election result ~ Congress meets in 3 

joint session toe count the Electoral College votes, presided over by Vice President Mike Pence, 

who announces the result before declaring whe has been elected as president and vice 
president * Severai Reoublican lawmakers, in both the House of Representatives and Senate, 

have said they intend to object to certain stete siectors, thaugh any challenges are uriikely to 
sucteed as they need to be passed by both the fill Senate and Democrat-controlied House * 

Democrats Joe Biden and Kamala Harris won the slection by over seven milion votes ahead of | 
President Donald Trump and Vice President Pence, with an Electoral College victory of 306 - 
232, making Trump the first one term president since Gearge H.W. Bush * Bijen and Harris 

are sworn in 30 Jan 

Location: 5. Capiial, Washington, BC 

Cabinet Officers: 
 6&® No public scheriules released. 

' ¥isiters: 

_ @ No scheduled visitors. 
‘This Towers: 
| « Federal Onen Market Committee meating minutes and economic forecast nublished ~ Federal 

Open Market Committee meeting minutes oublished. Surmmary of quarterly economic 

projections made by Federal Reserve Board members and Reserve Bank oresidents aiso 

included * The FOMC decided to maintain the target range for the federal funds rate at 0- 
6.25% at Hs last rneeting in December as it continued to deal with the imipact of the 

coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic on the U.S, economy; 2:00 PM 

e Operation Ware Saeed logistics chie? ciscusses vaccine rollout (virtual) ~ U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce Foundation halds a ‘Path Forward: Navigating the Return to Wark’ event with 
Operation Waro Sceed Supply, Production, ard Distribution Head Lt. Gen. (Ret.) Pau 

Ostrowski, who discusses the coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccine rollout; 2:00 PM 

Hepyright 2G22 By Bulletin Intelligence LLG Reoroductod or redistribution without oenviscion orohigied, 

Content is drawn from thousands of newspapers, national magazines, national and local television pragranis, radia 
broadcasts, sociai-media slatforms and addiional forme of open-source data. Sources for Bulletin intelligence 
auciance-size estimates inchide Scarborough, GK MRL comScore, Nisisen, and the Audit Bursau of Circulation. Data 
from end access toe third party social madia oiaiforms, including but not limited to Facebook, Twitter, Instagram end 
others, kx sublect to the respective mietform’s tarrnis of ug. Services that richie Factive content are qevarnced hy 

Factiva’s terms j 

  

  

  

The FRI News Briefing is published fve days a week by Bulletin intelligence, which creates 
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custom briefings for government and cornorzte leeders, We can be found on the Web at Bullatinintellicence.com, or 
caled at (703) 483-6198. 
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From: The Washington Post 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [MARKETING] The Daily 202: Biden's debt to Black voters grows as Warnock makes 

history in Georgia 
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI) 
Sent: January 6, 2021 11:23 AM {UTC-05:00) 
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Biden’s debt to Black voters grows as Warnock 

makes history in Georgia 

Black voters delivered for Joe Biden. By rallying behind him in South Carolina’s 

February primary, they catapulted the former vice president to the Democratic 

nomination. By turning out in huge numbers from Philadelphia to Detroit and 

Milwaukee in November, they ensured he won the electoral college. By defying 

expectations in Georgia on Tuesday, and turning out at higher rates than their 

White counterparts, it appears more likely than not that they have just provided 

Democrats with control of the Senate for the first time in six years and, with it, the 

ability for the president-elect to enact key elements of his agenda and confirm his 

nominees. 

Democrats have definitely picked up one of Georgia’s two runoff elections and lead 

in the other. The Rev. Raphael Warnock defeated appointed Republican Sen. Kelly 

Loeffler to become the first African American Democrat to ever win a Senate seat in 

what was once the Confederacy. Jon Ossoff and national Democrats declared victory 

this morning over Sen. David Perdue (R) in the other contest, but his lead is 

narrower, and that race remains too close to call. 

If Ossoff prevails, Democrats would control {he §a-93 Senate because Vice 

President-elect Kamala Harris can cast a tie-breaking vote. The Californian, one of 

Faust 19 Slack senate to ever serve in the chamber, will be the first Black vice 

president. 

Campaigning with Harris on Sunday in his hometown of Savannah, Warnock 

reminisced about once being arrested by Capitol Police during a protest for racial 

justice. “They were doing their job, and I was doing my job, but in a few days I’m 

going to meet those Capitol Hill police officers again and, this time, they will not be 

taking me to central booking,” he said. “They can help me find my new office.” 
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The 51-year-old grew up in the Savannah housing projects and became the senior 

pastor of Atlanta’s Ebenezer Baptist Church, which was led by Martin Luther King 

Jr. until his martyrdom in 1968. Warnock was the 11th of 12 children. His mother, 

Verlene, grew up in a sharecropping family. She spent her summers picking cotton 

and tobacco as a teenager in the 1950s. 
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“The 82-year-old hands that used.to b pick somebody else's ‘cotton went to the polls 

and picked her youngest son to be a United States senator,” Sen.-elect Warnock said 

in a live-streamed address in the wee hours of this morning. “The improbable 

journey that led me to this place in this historic moment in America could only 

happen here.” 

A third of Georgia’s population is African American. In Fulton County, which as 

home to Atlanta is the state’s most populous, more in-person voters skoawsd up 

Tuesday than on Nov. 3. But Democrats also benefited from major turnout across 

the more rural, majority African American counties such as Macon and Randolph 

that comprise what’s known as the Black Belt. 

Loeffer saturated the airwaves with commercials that featured out-of-context clips of 

past sermons by Warnock at Ebenezer. She and her bevy of Republican consultants 

misrepresented standard-fare religious teachings as somehow sinister and anti- 

military. 

Loeffler’s attacks backfired by galvanizing Black voters who historically have not 

voted at high rates in runoff elections. More than 100 religious leaders condemned 

the “naked hypocrisy” and “blatant contradictions” of Loeffler’s message in an open 

letter last month. “We see your attacks against Warnock as a broader attack against 

the Black Church and faith traditions for which we stand,” the letter said. 

Biden’s narrow victory there in November might also have motivated African 

Americans, who saw that their votes can make a real difference. Stacey Abrams, who 

narrowly lost the governor's race in 2018, has also spent years spearheading voter 
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registration efforts in the Black community to combat what she decries as 

continuing voter suppression. 

  

Some African Americans also said they were motivated by the death from cancer of 

civil rights legend and longtime congressman John Lewis, who had frequently been 

on tie receiving ernst of President Trump’s attacks. Ossoff once interned for Lewis, 

who supported his campaign before he passed away, and he worked as a staffer for 

Rep. Hank Johnson (D-Ga.}, another Black congressman. 
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If he wins, the 33-year-old Ossoff would be the youngest newly elected Democratic 

senator since a 29-year-old kid named Joe Biden won a 1972 upset in Delaware. 

During his victory spsecs on Nov. 7, the president-elect referred to the South 

Carolina primary. “Especially those moments when this campaign was at its lowest 

ebb, the African American community stood up again for me,” Biden said. “You've 

always had my back, and I'll have yours.” 

Warnock, the first Democrat of any color to win a Senate seat in Georgia since 2000, 

said this morning that he plans to continue pastoring while holding public office. “I 

intend to return to my pulpit and preach on Sunday mornings and talk to the 

people,” Warnock said on CNN. “The last thing I want to do is become disconnected 

from the community and just spend all of my time talking to the politicians. I might 

accidentally become one, and I have no intentions of becoming a politician. I 

intended to be a public servant.” 

The Trump era looks like it may end in 14 days with Republicans having lost control 

of the House, Senate and White House, Trump ‘eomsed large in these runoffs, and 

his domination of the battle space may have helped gin up Democrats who hate him 

as much as the Republicans who love him but also now doubt the efficacy of voting 

because he spread so much disinformation. 

Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp (R) might have erred by appointing Loeffler last year to 
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replace Johnny Isakson when the senator retired for health reasons. This put him at 

loggerheads with Trump, who had pushed Kemp to appoint Rep. Doug Collins (R), a 

frequent defender of the president on Fox News. Collins challenged Loeffler from 

the right, and to make it to the runoff, she lurched far to the right. But the first-time 

candidate often did so in ham-handed and cartoonish ways. 

Loeffler campaigned with QAnon adherents and ran a ssamereial that described 

her as “more conservative than Attila the Hun.” She also coupled her fate completely 

with Trump’s, boasting at every stop that she supports him “100 percent” of the 

time. This week, Loeffler even announced plans to vote against certifying the 

presidential results from her own state in a bid to placate Trump. 

Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) may soon be demoted from majority leader to 

minority leader because of the post-election donnybrook caused by Trump. His 

former campaign manager and chief of staff Josh Holmes, who remains a top 

adviser, said the party’s messaging in Georgia repulsed the suburbanites who 

reliably voted Republican in the pre-Trump era: 
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Other Republicans also pointed fingers. A writer for National Review cited a trio of 

factors: 

      PNY RRR 

And a leading immigration hardliner, who has been a close ally of White House aide 

Stephen Miller, warned that the Georgia results could undermine Trump’s hope for 

a comeback in 2024: 
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The voting wars 
Share The Daily 2 Listen to the podcast “ 

Join us this afternoon for a special report. 

I will join Libby Casey in The Washington Post newsroom starting at noon Eastern 

for live video coverage as Congress counts electoral votes. We will live-stream the 

floor proceedings as long as they go, offering context and analysis during any pauses 
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Vice President Pence prepares for a final performance that will 

probably infuriate Trump. 

“Pence and his team have huddled for hours with the Senate parliamentarian. They 

have studied historical examples of other vice presidents who have presided over 

election results. And they have begun anticipating the ire of Trump — likely to come 

in the form of angry tweets — In the aftermath of Wednesday’s certification of the 

electoral college vote count before a joint session of Congress,” Ashiey Parker and 

Jash Dawsey report. “Pence’s team views the vice president’s role as procedural and 

limited, not unlike an umpire calling balls and strikes but ultimately hemmed in by 

the rules of the game. ... The president’s faulty belief that Pence can somehow 

overturn the election results is being fueled by agitators who are feeding Trump 

misinformation ... The group includes Rudolph W. Giuliani, the president’s personal 
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attorney; Peter Navarro, a top White House trade adviser; and Sidney Powell, a 

lawyer and Trump ally. Few if any legal experts agree. ... 

"During their weekly lunch Tuesday, Pence explicitly io Trump that he does not 

believe he has the authority to block the congressional certification of Biden’s 

electoral victory, according to a White House official. But Trump issued a statement 

later Tuesday denying the conversation. ... Some advisers have proposed that Pence, 

while leading the Senate on Wednesday, make comments that allege irregularities 

while still certifying the results, in a bid to show Trump he is fighting and is 

supportive. ... 

“Two administration officials said the president was frustrated because he thought 

that Pence should be doing more to publicly push his view that the election was 

stolen and that Pence had given up too easily. A person familiar with Trump’s ire 

said the president largely blames Marc Short, Pence’s chief of staff, for the vice 

president’s rhetorical caution. Short has told others that Pence’s language about the 

election has been deliberately careful and that the vice president did not want to 

echo some of Trump’s most incendiary claims.” 

¢ Republican lawyer Cleta Mitchell, who advised Trump during his weekend call 

to Georgia’s secretary of state, resigned as a partner in the D.C. office of law 

firm Foley & Lardner. Mitchell’s resignation came a day after the law firm 

issued a statement saying it was “concerned by” her role in the call. (Wichae! 

e The city of Detroit is trying to get the pro-Trump attorneys Sidney Powell and 

Lin Wood disbarred. “We have been horrified by the inappropriate actions of 

these attorneys and the plaintiffs themselves, and we have intended to seek any 

sanction the court can order,” said Detroit’s counsel David Flink. C.aw ans 

Cray) 

e After the abrupt and unexplained resignation of the top federal prosecutor in 

Atlanta, Trump bypassed the normal line of succession on Tuesday to install a 

temporary replacement from outside the office. The president named Bobby 

Christine, the U.S. attorney in the Southern District of Georgia, to replace BJay 

Pak on an acting basis, even as he maintains his current role. Longtime federal 

prosecutor Kurt Erskine would have otherwise assumed the job. (MMati 
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Sapotasky and Devinn Barrett) 

e Trump and his campaign shared the wrong phone number on social media for 

a Michigan legislator, urging followers to call and demand a vote to decertify 

the election results. The 28-year-old who has that number was deluged by calls 

from angry Trump supporters. (Jaciyn Ssissy) 

« “At this point, the strategy of his legal team is far more Jim Jones than James 

Baker,” quipped journalist Ses Jacsbs. 

Democrats are prepared for today’s culminating dispute. 

“The Biden camp, led by rival-turned-ally Sen. Amy Klobuchar (D-Minn.), prepared 

to force the dissenters to debate into the night, hoping to dispose of the challenge as 

quickly as possible and prevent a days-long ordeal. Klobuchar and her aides also 

distributed background to Democrats and lined up swing-state lawmakers to speak," 

Annie Linskey and Michelis Ye See Les report. “During Wednesday's proceedings, a 

joint session of Congress is set to accept the electoral college tallies as they are 

called out alphabetically by state. If at least one senator and one House member 

question any state’s result, the chambers individually debate and vote on that 

challenge. The Republican dissenters say they will object to the tallies of 

at least three states — Arizona, Georgia and Pennsylvania — and adding 

more could prolong the process to more than 24 hours. Klobuchar, who as 

the top Democrat on the Senate Rules Committee will be one of four lawmakers 

tallying the votes, said that although the rules allow for a break — Klobuchar said 

she and Chairman Roy Blunt (R-Mo.) have decided they would not take one.” 

Republican Sens. Tim Scott (S.C.), Jerry Moran (Kan.) and John Boozman (Ark.) 

Hawley (Mo.) and Ted Cruz (Tex.) to challenge the results. “There is no 

Quoted TOE, 0 AYans for the Congress to overturn an election,” Scott said in 

a statemenh Soup fighters Ure G Grou Thue Madrasa ncnRlonLonar Badaken a 
clear position,on. what¢hey th dephe day.” 

  

Trump diehards began protesting in D.C. on Tuesday. 

“For nearly eight hours, speakers repeated election conspiracy theories, closed their 

eyes to pray and shared discount codes for MyPillow, a company owned by a Trump 
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ally. Shortly before 8 p.m., they danced to a part-country, part-rap song, ‘Roger 

Stone did nothing wrong.’ Stone, who was pardoned by Trump for lying to Congress 

and obstructing justice, appeared onstage in a pinstripe suit and feathered fedora, 
¥ Y 7 hi hi t th th ” Mar series VY oasy gy Ryyyh ce YYayr ge Betas aN CIETY YEE TT LY LASS SWINnZINE NIS NIPS TO The TUNE, WIAVISSS LANE, SIMO SAQVEES, SELEY PASUYYMATY, SSSI 

  

Contrera and Clarence WiiHams report. “He then launched into a speech comparing 

the investigation into his wrongdoing to centuries of abuses and terror inflicted on 

Black people. He claimed he was the subject of a ‘legal lynching.’ He said Trump 

‘freed this slave,’ referring to himself. The mostly White crowd howled their support, 

chanting his name. [Someone else recently pardoned by Trump, former national 

security adviser Michael Flynn, also suxs\«: during the rally.] ... 

“All day, the crowd ranted against the need for masks, vaccines and precautions 

against the virus ... D.C. police are not enforcing the District’s mask mandate, 

despite the worsening coronavirus surge ... Local law enforcement will instead focus 

on arresting anyone who is unlawfully armed. ... In all, D.C. police made five arrests 

Tuesday and Park Police made one. Charges included weapons violations and 

assault. ... A group of about 200 Trump supporters marched to the police line at 

Black Lives Matter Plaza just before 10:15 p.m. Punches were thrown at the line and 

a woman was bloodied.” 

* Proud Boys leader Enrique Tarrio, accused of burning a Black Lives Matter 

banner taken from a Black church, was barred from the District by a judge, 

forcing him out of the city ahead of potentially volatile demonstrations led by 

his followers. He is allowed to return only for a court hearing on June 8. (“eter 

¢ Agroup of Trump supporters heckled Sen. Mitt Romney (R-Utah) as he flew 

from Salt Lake City to Washington. The group, recorded on visiess, chanted 

“Traitor!” for 20 seconds and demanded that he resign. Before boarding, 

Romney was approached by a maskless woman, who yelled at him for not 

supporting Trump. “I do support President Trump in things I agree with,” 

Romney responded, calmly and patiently. (Jaciyx Ssiser) 

As Trump backers descend on the capital, the military hopes to 
avoid the political fray. 

“Pentagon leaders are bracing for any renewed presidential attempts to employ the 
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military for political ends,” Pais) Soune, Missy Ryan and Een Nakashima report. 

“Top Pentagon officials, in answering a request by D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) 

to deploy National Guardsmen in the nation’s capital in advance of Wednesday's 

protests, emphasized that the Guard wouldn’t carry firearms, use armored vehicles 

or helicopters, or receive backup from units in other states — a far more muted 

presence than in June after the Minneapolis police killing of George Floyd. The 

careful posture reflects the Pentagon’s wariness in the final days of a presidency 

during which Trump has tested the norms of a politically impartial military. ... A 

senior U.S. official said Tuesday that the Pentagon senior leadership — civilian and 

military — will not obey an unlawful order from the president to use the military to 

his own political ends. These leaders likely would resign before following an 

unlawful order, the senior official said.” 

¢ Multiple air traffic controllers in New York heard someone vow on their radio 

channe] that will be revenge for the killing of Iran’s Qassem Soleimani. "We are 

flying a plane into the Capitol on Wednesday. Soleimani will be avenged,” a 

voice in the audio said. Federal officials don’t believe this is a credible threat, 

but they're investigating the breach of aviation frequencies. And a message was 

sent to all air traffic controllers yesterday reminding them any threat or a plane 

deviating from its flight path should be reported immediately. (CSS News) 

¢ Three people who have spoken to Trump recently say he privately 

acknowledges he lost the presidency but say he's continuing his fight to keep 

attention on himself. “The point is to still be relevant and still be talked about 
Yee 

¢ The White House denied reports Trump will travel to his resort in Scotland to 

golf during Biden's inauguration. (Wiiam Sooth and David Fahrentheid) 

Trump's anti-democratic impulses are contagious. 

“The seating of new Pennsylvania legislators turned into a bitter partisan spectacle 

Tuesday, as Republicans in the state Senate blocked a Democratic lawmaker from 

taking his oath of office and removed the Democratic lieutenant governor from his 

role overseeing the proceedings,” Sasnah Ksowles reports. “Republicans say they 

will not seat Sen.-elect Jim Brewster as a legal challenge to his victory is pending, 

although his win has been certified and the Pennsylvania Supreme Court recently 

sided with him in a dispute over how to count votes in a close race. Democrats 
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decried the move as an overreach and an echo of Republican attempts to overturn 

the result of the presidential election. In an interview, Lt. Gov. John Fetterman (D) 

accused Republicans of ‘raw partisanship,’ drawing a ‘straight line’ between their 

actions and broader GOP resistance to certifying the election of Biden. ... Brewster 

edged out his Republican opponent Nicole Ziccarelli by 69 votes, and Ziccarelli is 

urging a federal court to discount about 300 mail ballots from Allegheny County 

without handwritten dates on their envelopes." 

The coronavirus 
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States in the West and South have the highest share of residents 

hospitalized. 

“More than 131,000 covid-19 patients were hospitalized nationwide as of Tuesday,” 
. 
emit Nivapy) 

  

wy Wan report. “Several Los Angeles hospitals have turned 
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away ambulance traffic in recent days because they can’t provide the airflow needed 

to treat patients. Arizona now has the nation’s highest rate of coronavirus 

hospitalizations. In the Atlanta area, nearly every major hospital is almost full, 

prompting state officials to reopen a field hospital for the third time. ... Vaccine 

distribution is also off to a slow start, with at least 4.6 million inoculated, far short 

of the 20 million the Trump administration vowed to vaccinate by the end of 2020. 

“The back-to-back timing of Christmas and New Year’s Eve could have catastrophic 

results because many people develop symptoms roughly five to seven days after 

infection and are most contagious during the 48 hours before those symptoms 

appear. That means someone who was exposed to the virus on Christmas could have 

been contagious by the time they attended a New Year’s party or began traveling 

home. Just how bad the situation gets in the United States may depend on how 

widely the virus’s new variant — which scientists believe is more contagious, but not 

deadlier or vaccine-resistant — Is circulating. The variant has been reported in five 

states including Georgia, which reported its first case [on] Tuesday. ... New daily 

deaths and cases have increased by more than 20 percent over the past week, to a 

total of more than 355,000 fatalities and 21 million infections. But experts say the 

toll on hospitals paints a clearer picture of the pandemic because of complications in 

reporting test results during the holidays." 

¢ Two House Republican from Texas, Reps. Kevin Brady and Kay Granger, tested 

positive for the virus. Brady received the first of two vaccine shots last month. 

Both are isolating. (NF) 

¢ Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (R} will deploy the state’s National Guard to help 

local health departments as they inoculate medical workers, and he threatened 

to take away unused vaccines from hospitals that are slow to administer them. 

(Sri Cox, Rebecoor ‘Pan and Lola Fadada) 

e Moderna said it will be able to produce at least 600 million doses of the vaccine 

this year, 100 million more than previously announced. The Massachusetts 

company also said it is making investments and adding staff to make as much 

as 1 billion doses this year. (\VS3) 

The rich receive special invites to the front of the vaccine line in 
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Florida. 

“The invitation to affluent Floridians arrived in writing and by telephone. “He asked 

me if I wanted to have a vaccine,’ said Ryna Greenbaum, 89, recounting the phone 

message she got last week. ‘I’m one of the people who has given him some money.’ 

The call, she said, had come from Keith Myers, chief executive of MorseLife Health 

System, a high-end nursing home and assisted-living facility in West Palm Beach, 

Fla.,” ‘saac Staniey-Secker and Shawn Beaburg report. “MorseLife has made scarce 

coronavirus vaccines — vroviced through a federal program intended for residents 

and staff of long-term-care facilities — available not just to Its residents but to board 

members and those who made generous donations to the facility ... 

“The arrangement, in appearing to rely on a program run by chain pharmacies for 

nursing home residents and staff, may have violated national immunization 

guidelines, as well as state protocols, even though state officials ... acknowledged 

that the rules have not been spelled out clearly enough by Gov. Ron DeSantis (R). ... 

The MorseLife episode highlights how the country’s patchwork approach to 

immunization against the coronavirus — leaving decisions about eligibility to state 

and local authorities as well as to individual providers — is creating opportunities 

for facilities to provide access to well-connected people while thousands of others 

wait in line. In Florida, some elderly residents have camped out overnight in hopes 

of receiving a shot.” 

¢ Native American tribes are prioritizing the vaccination of speakers of 

endangered languages. “When all of us first-language speakers are gone, it’s 

gonna be gone,” John Ross, a Cherokee translator who was among the first to 

get immunized, told the ‘Swiss World. 

« “When the coronavirus began spreading through New York, Gov. Andrew M. 

Cuomo ordered state-run hospitals to stop suing patients over unpaid medical 

bills. But one chain of hospitals plowed ahead with thousands of lawsuits: 

Northwell Health, which is the state’s largest health system and is run by one 

of Mr. Cuomo’s closest allies. The nonprofit Northwell sued more than 2,500 

patients last year,” Sse Vimes regarts. 

« The coronavirus-free nation of Palau could soon vaccinate almost all its people. 

A partnership with the U.S. government provided 2,800 doses of the Moderna 

vaccine. The island has a population of 18,000. (Aciams Taylor anc Miniam 
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Rerger) 

e¢ Anurse became the first person to be vaccinated in the Netherlands as the 

Dutch government faces growing criticism for its belated rollout. The 

Netherlands is the last country in the E.U. to begin distributing the Pfizer- 

BioNTech vaccine. (Ariesxia Farean) 

« Colleges are adjusting their plans for in-person spring semesters. Since mid- 

December, Syracuse, the University of Colorado at Boulder, Old Dominion 

University and more than a dozen other schools have updated their academic 

calendars. (GVS3) 

« So many pets have been adopted during the pandemic that shelters are 

running out in the D.C. region. “We thought people would stop adopting 

because they would need to conserve their money,” said Cindy Sharpley, 

founder and director of Last Chance Animal Rescue, a nonprofit animal shelter 

in Waldorf. “It’s been just the opposite. They're going like hot cakes.” Last 

Chance saw its pet adoptions — mostly dogs — increase 30 to 40 percent last 

year. (Gana Hecgpeth) 

China claims it’s “negotiating” with the WHO over a mission to 

investigate the pandemic’s origins. 

“Responding to criticism from the World Health Organization that China had 

blocked a scheduled mission to investigate the origins of the coronavirus, Beijing on 

Wednesday said the two sides were ‘still negotiating,” <a‘y Sus seports. “Foreign 

Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying told a regular news briefing that the issue of 

tracing the source of the virus was ‘very complicated’ and arrangements were needed 

to ‘ensure the smooth progress’ of the team of researchers. ... An international team 

of scientists led by the WHO were to begin a deployment to China on Tuesday but 

WHO Director General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus said the group was barred 

from traveling to the country ... In a rare rebuke of China, Tedros said at a news 

conference on Tuesday that he was ‘very disappointed. 

¢ More than 41 Hong Kong residents, including pro-democracy activists, 

lawmakers, a pollster and a lawyer, were arrested in an early-morning sweep 

national security law. Many of those who have been detained were taken from 

he,lamecdyGk ABeRdscers. (Siibant Mabtant and Skerndiora Yy) 

e Trump signed an executive order banning transactions with a number of 
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A new Trump rule says it’s okay to kill scores of birds. 

“In a last-gasp effort before departing the White House, the Trump administration 

took another swipe at weakening enforcement of a 100-year-old law that protects 
y- + TY 

N. migrating birds,” Sarryi Fears reports. 7With only two weeks left in office, the 

  

administration puiiished s rate Tuesday that spares industries and individuals from 

prosecution or penalties under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act if their actions, such as 

development or failure to cover tar pits, results in bird deaths. If the deaths were 

unintentional, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service says in the rule, there will be no 

enforcement. 

“Conservation groups immediately promised to sue to stop the rule from going into 
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effect a month from now. They also called on the Biden administration to overturn 

it. The groups are confident a legal challenge will prevail due to an earlier court 

decision that rejected the opinion on which the new rule is based. U.S. District 

Judge Valerie Caproni issued a blistering opinion in August that quoted Harper 

Lee’s famous novel, after deciding in favor of state attorneys general and 

conservationists who sued the administration. ‘It is not only a sin to kill a 

mockingbird, it is also a crime,’ Caproni wrete. ... 

“In May 2019, a United Nations panel determined that 1 million species face 

extinction — ‘more than any other period in human history.’ Four months later, top 

ornithologists in government and academia reported that ‘3 Sy38esy Oieis have 

vanished in North America over the past 50 years. ... The American Exploration and 

Production Council, an oil industry lobby group, supported the rule ... Past Fish and 

Wildlife estimates show that industry sources kill an average of 709 million birds 

each year, and up to 1.1 billion. Oil pits alone kill up to 1 million birds yearly.” 

Trump races to undermine decades-old rules against 

discrimination. 

“The Justice Department is seeking to change interpretation of Title VI of the 1964 

Civil Rights Act, which bars discrimination on the basis of race, color or national 

origin by recipients of federal funding. Under these rules, actions are considered. 

discriminatory if they have a discriminatory effect, what’s known as a “disparate 

impact,’ on protected groups. Under the new version, only intentional 

discrimination would be prohibited,” {aura Meckier and’ Bevin Sarsstt report. “The 

Trump administration has been considering this change for more than two years but 

waited until its final weeks to try to put it into effect. ... The Justice Department 

currently distributes about $6 billion a year in grants or awards ... The planned 

change was pushed in late December by William P. Barr, one of his last acts as 

attorney general. ... Typically regulations of this magnitude are published first as 

proposals and the government collects public comment before publishing its final 

version. It would be unusual to publish a final regulation — particularly one of this 

magnitude — without going through that process, but the document says that its 

proposal falls under an exception and therefore the administration is not required to 

seek public comment.” 
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The intelligence community officially blames Russia for the 

major cyberattacks. 

“The statement, issued jointly by four agencies in a special task force, counters 

Trump’s baseless suggestion last month that the intrusions might have been the 

work of Chinese hackers,” “ier; Nakashima reports. “Secretary of State Mike 

Pompeo said previously that the breaches were ‘clearly’ Russian in origin, and U.S. 

officials have for weeks said privately that Moscow’s foreign intelligence service 

carried them out. The breaches were so alarming that they had government and 

private-sector personnel working through the holidays to identify and mitigate 

them." 

Biden names more Obama administration alumni for key foreign 

policy jobs. 

“For deputy secretary of state, Biden will nominate Wendy Sherman, the chief U.S. 

negotiator of the Iran nuclear deal under the Obama administration,” Jetyy Nacisesy 

reports. “The nomination for the No. 3 job at the State Department, undersecretary 

for political affairs, is expected to go to Victoria Nuland, who served as spokesperson 

for the department under Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and was the top U.S. 

diplomat for Europe under Secretary of State John F. Kerry ... At the National 

Security Council, Biden is expected to give the job of deputy national security adviser 

to Jon Finer ... Finer is a former Washington Post reporter who worked in a number 

of jobs in the Obama administration that culminated in his role as director of policy 

planning at the State Department.” 

Social media speed read 

Stuart Stevens, who was Mitt Romney's chief strategist in 2012 and has emerged as 

a vocal Trump critic, celebrated Loeffler’s defeat: 
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George W. Bush's spokesman said the former president will attend Biden’s 

inauguration: 
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And his brother got the vaccine: 
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Alabama's DeVonta Smith became the first wide receiver to win the Heisman 

Trophy in 29 years: 
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Videos of the day 
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Seth Meyers said Republicans are running a scam by suggesting to voters that there 

is a chance Trump can remain in office: 
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Stephen Colbert said Trump js putting Pence in a bind: 

  

WWW™W' wWWV‘'¢ "i 

  

We think you’ll like this newsletter 

Check out The Optinsist for a selection of inspiring stories to 
heip you disconneci, hit refresh and siart the week off rignt, 

delivered avery Wednesday and Sunday. Sigs up » 
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amail sewsietters and alerts ] Unsubscribe from Tha Daily 262 j Privacy Policy | Hein 

You received this email because you signed up for The Daily 202 or bacause it is inclucied in your subscription. 

©2021 Tre Washington Post | 1307 K St NW, Washington DC 20071 
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  | | b7E -5S 

  

Subject: DC Prep 

Location: 7142 

Start: Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:15 AM 

End: Thursday, January 7, 2021 12:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentatively accepted 

Recurrence: (none} 

Meeting Status: Not yet responsed 

Organizer: b7E -5 
      

Required Attendees: Benavides, Bradley S. (CD} {FBI}; Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI} 
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Subject: 

Location: 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 

Required Attendees: 

Optional Attendees: 

DC Prep 

7142 

Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:15 AM 

Thursday, January 7, 2021 12:00 PM 

Tentatively accepted 

(none) 

Not yet responsed 
  

      

Benavides, Bradley S. (CD} {FBI}; Brown, John A. (NSB} {FBI}; 
  

Bowdich, David L. (DO) {FBI};| 
  

    
Meador, Stanley M. (DO} (FBI);     

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

D7E -5 
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Subject: 

Location: 

Start: 

End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 

Required Attendees: 

Optional Attendees: 

DC Prep 

7142 

Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:15 AM 

Thursday, January 7, 2021 12:00 PM 

{none} 

Accepted 

  

Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI);| | 

  |Benavides, Bradley S. (CD) {FBI}; Brown, John A. {NSB} 

{FBI} 

Meador, Stanley M. (DO} {FBI}; 
  

      

| b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -5 
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Subject: 

Location: 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 

Required Attendees: 

Optional Attendees: 

DC Prep 

7142 

Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:15 AM 

Thursday, January 7, 2021 12:00 PM 

Tentatively accepted 

(none) 

Not yet responsed 
  

    

  

Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI);] 
  

    |Benavides, Bradley S. (CD} {FBI}; Brown, John A. (NSB} 

(FBI) 
  

Meador, Stanley M. (DO} {FBI}; 
      

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

bITE -5 
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Subject: 

Location: 

Start: 

End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 

Required Attendees: 

Optional Attendees: 

Importance: 

Canceled: DC Prep 

7142 

Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:15 AM 

Thursday, January 7, 2021 12:00 PM 

{none} 

Accepted 
  

      

  

Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI};| 

|Benavides, Bradley S. (CD) {FBI}; Brown, John A. (NSB} 
  

(FBI) 
  

Meador, Stanley M. (DO) (FBI);| 

High 

| b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -5S 
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From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
Subject: Fw:| | 
To: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI) 
Sent: January 6, 2021 3:53 PM (UTC-05:00} 

Brian....all EADs and ADD are good with... 

Regards, 
John 
  

(Cell) 
(Desk)       

On Jan 6, 2021 15:38, "Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA} (FBI}" 

Any concerns before launch? Thanks. 

bS -1 

b7E -3 

  

    
wrote: 

  

  

  

bS -1 

  
  

[| 
Unit Chief 
National Press and Operations Unit 

FBI Office of Public Affairs 
    

(desk) | {cell) | 
          

  

b6 -1 

bic -1 

DTE -3 

(main) ESS | @FRMestWanted 
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From: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) {FBI} 
  

  

Subject: Fw} bS -1 
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI} 
Sent: January 6, 2021 3:56 PM (UTC-05:00} 

Launching. 

On Jan 6, 2021 3:53 PM, "Brown, John A.(NSB)(FBD"[ wrote: b7£ -3 
Brian....all EADs and ADD are good with... 

  

      
  

      

  

  
  

Regards, 
John 

(Cell} 

(Desk) b7E -3 

On Jan 6, 2021 15:38, “Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA} (FBI}" wrote: 

Any concerns before launch? Thanks. 

bs -1 

be -1 
Unit Chief b7C -1 

National Press and Operations Unit b7E -3 

    

FBI Office of Public Affairs 

(desk) | (cell) | 
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From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 

  

  

Subject: Dir question 
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI} bé -1 
Ce: Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI);| bIC -1 
Sent: January 6, 2021 4:58 PM (UTC-05:00} b7E -5 

Boss, 

We do have now a confirmed shooting at capital. One victim. Female. NF] at this time 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell b7E -3 
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From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 

  

  

Subject: Dir question 
To: Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (FBD b6 -1 
Ce: |Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI) p7c -1 
Sent: January 6, 2021 4:59 PM (UTC-05:00} bIE -5 

Roger....confirmed? 

  

      

Regards, 
John 

(Cell) 
(Desk) b7E -3 

On Jan 6, 2021 16:57, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBN'{| wrote: 
Boss, 

We do have now a confirmed shooting at capital. One victim. Female. NFI at this time 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cll b7E -3 
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From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 

  

  

  

Subject: Dir question 
To: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
Ce: |Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI) b6 -1 
Sent: January 6, 2027 5:00 PM (UTC-05:00) b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,5,8 
Yes. I had| 
  

Jill Sanborn 
_Federal Bureau of Investigation 

ell 
b7E -3 

  

  
On Jan 6, 2021 4:58 PM, “Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)" wrote: 
Roger....confirmed? 

    

Regards, 

John 
  

  
{Cell} 
(Desk) b7E -3     

  

On Jan 6, 2021 16:57, "Sanborn, Jil (CTD) (FBD"[ wrote: 
Boss, 

We do have now a confirmed shooting at capital. One victim Female. NF] at this time 

Jill Sanborn 
_ Federal Bureau of Investigation 

ell b7E -3 
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From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
Subject: Dir question 
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Sent: January 6, 2021 5:06 PM (UTC-05:00} 

Alcoke said yes....happened early. Allegedly one shot... 

  

      

  

  

  

      

  

      

Regards, 
John 

(Cell) 
Desk 

( ) b6 -1 

. 1 : it . b7¢ -1 
On Jan 6, 2021 17:00, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD |wrote: BIE -1,2,3,8 
Yes. I had| | 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

b7E -3 

On Jan 6, 2021 4:58 PM, "Brown, John A.(NSB)(FB)"[_—__| wrote: 
Roger....confirmed? 

Regards, 
John 

(Cell) 

(Desk) b7E -3 

On Jan 6, 2021 16:57, “Sanbom, Jill (CTD) (FBD" wrote: 
Boss, 

We do have now a confirmed shooting at capital. One victim Female. NF] at this time 

Jill Sanbom 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

coll b7E -3 
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From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Subject: Fwd: Conference Call 01/06/2021 at 8PM EST 
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI} 
Sent: January 6, 2021 8:14 PM (UTC-05:00} 

  

[ _Jjust said same. He also advised 
      

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 6, 2021 8:12 PM, “Brown, John A. (NSB} (FBD"| wrote: 

No worries...interestingly.. |.can talk later...obviously. 

b6 -1,3 

b7c -1,3 

b7E -1,2,3,4,5 

  

    

      

    

Regards, 

John 
  

{Cell} 
(Desk)       b?7E -3 

  

    On Jan 6, 2021 20:09, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD" wrote: 
Oh no sorry on the CP call with WFO 

  

Jill Sanborn 
_Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 6, 2021 8:07 PM, “Brown, John A. (NSB) (FB)"[ wrote: bin -3 
Are you on this call? Welcome to join... 

  

Regards, 

John 
  

{Cell} 
(Desk) 

aan ------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: sIOod 
Date: Jan 6, 2021 19:45 

      

  

  

  
  

    

    
  

  

  

    

Subject: Conference Call 01/06, at - 
To: *Kaul, Sean L. (PX) {FB]" "Hacker, J.C. (AT) (FBD"| eee 4 

bTE -3,5 
Camp, Earl D. 

(SecD) (FBI) 
_Cc: *Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI)"| |’ Laycock, Stephen C, (IB) (FBD” 

"Brown, John A. (NSB) (FB) IR-EXEC-SC-ASC-UC[ 
| 

UNCLASSIFIED//PFOGOE 

FEDERAL BUREAU GF INVESTIGATION 

STRATEGIC INFORMATION 

& OPERATIONS CENTER 
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CONFERENCE CALL 

ADD Abbate requests your participation in a conference call regarding today4€™s PVCA events. 

Please use the following phone number and passcode to access your unclassified conference call Jine: 

& 

“i
sh

 
Ye
n 

  

. PF b6 -1 
} ee b7c -1 

Ss ss 
b75 -3 

SIOC cannot control, monitor, or confirm the identities of conference call participants, so please only share this 
phone number and passcode with authorized participants. 

For assistance, or if you no longer need this conference call line, please contact SIOC at [ir 

Ld 
Strategic miormation & Operarions Center | FBIHQ, Room $712 || 

      
    

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential and/or legally privileged. If you received this 

in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOU6- 
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From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
Subject: Fwd: Conference Call 01/06/2021 at 8PM EST 
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Sent: January 6, 2021 8:16 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Roger...on right track... 

Regards, 
John 
  

  
(Cell) 
(Desk)     

On Jan 6, 2021 20:14, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD"! lwrote: mee g 
ust said same. He also advised! b7E -1,2,3,4,5 
  

      

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 6, 2021 8:12 PM, "Brown, John A. (NSB} (FBI) wrote: 

No worries...interestingly..| |..can talk later...obviously. 
  

Regards, 
John 
  

  
(Cell) 
(Desk)   b7E -3   

  

On Jan 6, 2021 20:09, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FB)"[ wrote: 
Oh no sorry on the CP call with WFO 

Jill Sanborn 
_Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 6, 2021 8:07 PM, “Brown, John A.(NSB){FBD"[ wrote: 
Are you on this cal]? Welcome to join... 

b7E -3 

Regards, 
John 
  

  
(Cell) 
(Desk)     

be -1L 

eecenen--- Forwarded message ---------- BIC -1 

From: SIOC] b7E -3,5 

Date: Jan 6, 2021 19:45 

Subject: Conference Call 01/06/2021 at 8PM EST 
To: "Kaul, Sean L. (PX) (FBD" "Hacker, J. C. (AT) (FBD"| 
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From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Subject: Fwd: Conference Call 01/06/2021 at 8PM EST 
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI} 
Sent: January 6, 2021 8:16 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Yep 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 
  

  DTE -3     

On Jan 6, 2021 8:15 PM, “Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBN"[ wrote: 
Roger...on right track... 

Regards, 

John 
  

(Cell} 
(Desk)     

On Ian 6, 2021 20:14, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD"| lwrote: 
      just said same. He also advised] 
    

b6 -1 
b7¢ -1 

Jill Sanbom b7E -1,2,3,4,5 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
cell 

On Jan 6, 2021 8:12 PM, “Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI lwrote: 

No worries...interestingly..| |..can talk later...obviously. 
  

Regards, 

John 
  

  
(Cell} 
(Desk) bIE -3     

  

On Jan 6, 2021 20:09, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD"L___———————_—i wrote: 
Oh no sorry on the CP call with WFO 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

ell 

b7E -3 

On Jan 6, 2021 8:07 PM, "Brown, John A.(NSB)(FBD)"[ wrote: 
Are you on this call? Welcome to join... 

Regards, 

John 
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From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
Subject: Fwd: Conference Call 01/06/2021 at 8PM EST 
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Sent: January 6, 2021 8:21 PM (UTC-05:00} 

Have a great night...thank you for today...and the cookies! 

Regards, 
John 
  

  
(Cell) 
(Desk) bIE -3     

  

On Jan 6, 2021 20:16, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FB)"[ wrote: 
Yep 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 6, 2021 8:15 PM, "Brown, John A.(NSB)(FBD)"| wrote: 
Roger...on right track... 

b7E -3 

Regards, 
John 
  

(Cell) 
( Desk)     

  
_On Jan 6, 2021 20:14, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD "| | wrote: 

just said same. He also advised| 
  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 
Jill Sanborn b7E -1,2,3,4,5 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 6, 2021 8:12 PM, “Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBD"| lwrote: 

No worries...interestingly..| |..can talk later...obviously. 
  

Regards, 
John 
  

  
(Cell) 
(Desk) b7E -3     

On Jan 6, 2021 20:09, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD"[_ wrote: 
Oh no sorry on the CP call with WFO 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Subject: Fwd: Conference Call 01/06/2021 at 8PM EST 
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI} 
Sent: January 6, 2021 8:24 PM (UTC-05:00} 

Thx u too. The rest went to CP. 

Gct mecting moved to 830 3Y™, 

Jill Sanbomm 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
cell 

Ld 

  

    

  
On Jan 6, 2021 8:21 PM, “Brown, John A.(NSB)(FBD"[__swrote: 
Have a great night...thank you for today...and the cookies! 

  

      
  

      

Regards, 

John 

{Cell} 

(Desk) 

On Jan 6, 2021 20:16, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD" wrote: 

Yep 

Jill Sanbom 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
cell 

On Jan 6, 2021 8:15 PM, "Brown, John A.(NSB){FB)"[ sds wrote: 
Roger...on right track... 

Regards, 

John 
  

(Cell} 

(Desk)       

On Jan 6, 2021 20:14, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI)"| wrote: 
  

{ust said same. He also advised) 
  

b7E -3 

BITE -3 

b7E -3 

b6 -1,3 

b7c¢ -1,3 
    

Jill Sanbomm 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
cell 

  

On Jan 6, 2021 8:12 PM, “Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)"| wrote: 
No worries...interestingly. | }..can talk later...obviously. 
  

b7E -1,2,3,4,5 
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From: 

Subject: 
To: 

Sent: 

Will do.... 

Regards, 
John 

Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
Fwd: Conference Call 01/06/2021 at 8PM EST 

Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) 
January 6, 2021 8:25 PM (UTC-05:00) 

  

  
(Cell) 
( Desk)     

  

On Jan 6, 2021 20:24, "Sanborn, JI(CTD)(FB)"| wrote: 
Thx u too. The rest went to CP. 

Get mecting moved to 830 8Y™, 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Burcau of Investigation 

On Jan 6, 2021 8:21 PM, “Brown, John A.(NSB)(FB)"[ wrote: 

cell 

Have a great night...thank you for today...and the cookies! 

Regards, 
John 
  

  
(Cell) 
Desk}     

On Jan 6, 2021 20:16, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD"[_ wrote: 
Yep 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Burcau of Investigation 
cell 

On Jan 6, 2021 8:15 PM, “Brown, Jom A.(NSB)(FBI)"[ wrote: 
Roger...on right track... 

Regards, 
John 
  

  
(Cell) 

  (Desk)   

On Jan 6, 2021 20:14, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD"| lwrote: 

just said same. He also advised] 

b7E -3 

b7E -3 

bT7E -3 

b7E -3 

b6 -1,3 

b7c -1,3 

b?TE -1,2,3,5 
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From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 

  

  

  

  

Subject: RE: Request from Sen. McConnell - ASAP 
To: Tyson, Jill C. {OCA} (FBI); Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI}; D'Antuono, Steven Michael (WF) (FBI) 
Ce: Meador, Stanley M. (DO) (FBI}; Cohen, Jodi (NSB) {FBI}; Williams, Douglas A. Jr. {OCA) (FBI} 
Sent: January 6, 2021 10:41 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Jill, 

Standby...| bIE -1,5 

Regards, 

John 

[Cell} 

[ Desk}     

From: Tyson, Jil C. (OCA) (FBIIL__] — 
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 10:37 PM 

To: Bowdich, David L. (DO) {FBI JBrown, John A. (NSB}{FBI, «dD Antucno, 
Steven Michael {WF) (FBI)}} | 
Ce: Meador, Stanley M. (DO) (FBI)] [Cohen, Jodi(NsB)(FBIY «Williams, 
Douglas A. Jr. (OCA) (FBI 

Subject: Request from Sen. McConnell - ASAP 

DD Bowdich, EAD Brown, ADIC D’Antuono: 

Tonight | have been in comms with the national security advisors for Speaker Pelosi, Leader McCarthy, and Leader 

McCarthy. All are grateful for the[ _ agents we have sent to the Capitol complex to help. 

  

    
  

b6 -5 

b7E -1,3,5,10 
Thanks. 

Jill C. Tyson 

Assistant Director 

FBI Office of Congressional Affairs 

b7E -3 
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From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 

  

    
  

  

      

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Subject: RE: Request from Sen. McConnell - ASAP 
To: Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI); D’'Antuono, Steven Michael (VWF) {FBI); Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI) 
Ce: Williams, Douglas A. Jr. (OCA) (FBI); Cohen, Jodi (NSB) {FBI}; Meador, Stanley M. (DO} (FBI} 
Sent: January 6, 2021 10:57 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Jill, 
b7E -1,10 

Thank you. 

Regards, 

John 

{Cell} b7E -3 
{Desk} 

From: Tyson, Jill C. {OCA} {FBI BIE -3 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 10:52 PM 

Tao: D’'Antuono, Steven Michael {WF) (FBI} |Bowdich, David L. {DO} {FBI} 

Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI] | 

Cc: Williams, Douglas A. Jr. (OCA) (FBI) Icohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI ft Meaddor, 
Stanley M. {DO} {FBI} | 
Subject: RE: Request from Sen. McConnell - ASAP 

. b6 -5 
Copy, Sir.| b7c -5 

| [Thanks to all. b7E -1 

Jill C. Tyson 

Assistant Director 

FBI Office of Congressional Affairs 

b7E -3 

On Jan 6, 2021 10:41 PM, “Brown, John A. (NSB} (eyL wrote: 

Jill, 

Standby...| bIE -1,5 

Regards, 

John 

{Cell} 

K Desk}       

From: Tyson, Jill C. {OCA} (Fey sd b7E -3 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 10:37 PM 

To: Bowdich, David L. (DO} {FBI} Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI), «| D'Antuono, 
Steven Michael (WF) (FBI) | 
Cc: Meador, Stanley M. (DO) {FBI}| |Cohen, Jodi (NSB} (By «Williams, 
Douglas A. Jr. (OCA) (FBI} 

Subject: Request from Sen. McConnell - ASAP 
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From: Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI) 

  

      

  

      

  

Subject: RE: Request from Sen. McConnell - ASAP 
To: D’Antuono, Steven Michael {VWF} (FBI}; Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI); Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI) 
Ce: Williams, Douglas A. Jr. (OCA) (FBI); Cohen, Jodi (NSB) {FBI}; Meador, Stanley M. (DO} (FBI} 
Sent: January 6, 2021 11:12 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Thanks John 

On Jan 6, 2021 10:57 PM, "Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBD" wrote: b7E£ -1,3,10 

Jill, 

Thank you. 

Regards, 

John 

(Cell} 
b7E -3 

(Desk}       

From: Tyson, JilC.{OCA) {FBI bIE -3 
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 10:52 PM 

To: D’Antuono, Steven Michael {WF) (FBI Bowdich, David L.{DO)(FBI[ sd 
Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI 

Cc: Williams, Douglas A. Jr. (OCA) (FBI)] |cohen, Jodi(NsB}(FB[ Meador, 
  

Stanley M. (DO) {FBI} 
Subject: RE: Request from Sen. McConnell - ASAP 

  

  

  

  

  

b6 -S 

Copy, sir.| b7Cc -5 

Thanks te all. b7E -1 

Jill C. Tyson 

Assistant Director 

FBI] Office of Congressional Affairs 
b7E -3 

On Jan 6, 2021 10:41 PM, “Brown, John A. (NSB) (By wrote: 

Jill, b7E -1,3,5 

Standby...| 

Regards, 

John 

{Cell} 

{Desk} 
bIE -3 

      

From: Tyson, Jill C. {OCA} {FBI 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 10:37 PM 
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From: Tyson, Jill ©. {OCA} (FBI) 

  

      

  

      

  

      

  

      

  

  

Subject: RE: Request from Sen. McConnell - ASAP 
To: D’Antuono, Steven Michael {VWF} (FBI); Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI); Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI) 
Ce: Williams, Douglas A. Jr. (OCA) (FBI); Cohen, Jodi (NSB) {FBI}; Meador, Stanley M. (DO} (FBI} 
Sent: January 6, 2021 11:35 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Thank you, EAD Brown. And boss for the call. 
b6 -5 
b7c -5 

b7E -1 

-JCT 

Jill C. Tyson 
Assistant Director 
FBI Office of Congressional Affairs 

b7E -3 

On Jan 6, 2021 11:12 PM, “Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI)" wrote: 
Thanks John 

On Jan 6, 2021 10:57 PM, “Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI)" wrote: 
Jill, b7E -1,3,10 

Thank you. 

Regards, 

John 

(Cell} 
(Desk} b7E -3 

    

From: Tyson, JillC. (OCA) (FBI BIE 3 
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 10:52 PM 

To: D’Antuono, Steven Michael {WE} (FBI if |Bowdich, David L. (DO) {FBI} 

Brown, John A. {NSB) (FBI) 
Ce: Williams, Douglas A. Ir. {OCA} (FBI)] |Cohen, Jodi {NSB} (FBI [_Meader, 

Stanley M. {DO} {FBI} 

Subject: RE: Request fram Sen. McConnell - ASAP 

  

      

  

  

  

Copy, Sir. | 

Thanks to all. b6 -5 

b7¢c -5 

. b7E -1 
Jill C. Tyson 

Assistant Director 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence 

  

  

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FBI Public Affairs - Director's AM News Briefing Thursday, January 07, 2021 
To: | | b7E -3 

Sent: January 7, 2021 5:00 AM (UTC-05:00} 
Attached: FBIDirBriefing210107.doc 

This morning's Director's AM News Briefing is attached. 

Full-text Links: Clicking the hypertext links in our write-ups will take you to the newspapers' original full- 
text articles. 

Interactive Table of Contents: Clicking a page number on the table of contents page will take you 
directly to that story. 

Contractual Obligations and Copyright: This copyrighted material is for the internal use of FBI 
employees only and, by contract, may not be redistributed without Bulletin Intelligence’s express written 

consent. 

  

Contact Information: Please contact us any time at 703-483-6100 or | IE -3 
Use of this email address will automatically result in your message being delivered to everyone involved 
with your service, including senior management. Thank you. 
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FBI PUBLIC AFFAIRS — DIRECTOR’S AM NEWS BRIEFING 

THURSDAY, JANUARY 7, 2021 5:00 AM EST 

Trump Supporters Storm Capitol Building, Halting Count Of Electoral Vote. The AP (1/6, Mascaro, 
Jalonick} reports, “Angry supporters” of President Trump “stormed the U.S. Capitcl on Wednesday in a chaotic protest aimed at 
thwarting a peaceful transfer of power, forcing lawmakers to be rushed from the buikding and interrupting challenges to Joe 
Biden's Electoral College victory.” The President “issued a restrained call for peace well after the melee was underway but did 
not urge supporters to disperse. Earlier he had egged them on to march to Capitol Hill.” 

USA Today {1/6, Yancey-Bragg, Bacon, Carless, 12.7M} reports, “At a rally about an hour before the 
protesters broke through police lines at the Capitol, Trump had urged them te go to the building.” The AP (1/6) reports Trump 
issued a vise messes ... [Tump opened his video, saying, ‘! 
know your pain. | know your hurt. But you have to go home now.’ ... He also said, ‘we can’t play into the hands of these people. 
We have te have peace. So go home. We love you.” The Aflanta Journai-Constifidion (1/6, 1.46M) reports the video “was posted 
on [Trump’s] Twitter page, but Twitter has now opted to block all engagement with the president's page, which prohibits shares, 
likes and comments on his posts.” 

  

and ‘demand 2 an vend to this siege. ” Biden "said he Was genuinely shocked ard saddened! that the US had ‘come to such a dark 
moment.” House Speaker Pelosi and Senate Minority Leader Schumer said in a joint statement, “We are calling on President 
Trump io demand that all protestors leave the U.S. Capitol and Capitol Grounds immediately.’ 

USA Today {1/6, King, Groppe, Wu, 12.7M) reports Vice President Pence urged the group to leave the 

Capitol. Pence iwested, “The violence and destruction taking place at the US Capitol Must Stop and it Must Stop Now. Anyone 
involved must respect Law Enforcement officers and immediately leave the building.” Pence “said that while every American has 
the right to protest peacefully, ‘this attack on our Capitol will not be tolerated and these involved will be prosecuted to the fullest 
extent of the law.” 

The New York Dady News (1/46, Sommerfeldt, 2.51M} reporis, “Before Pence was abruptly shutfled out of the chamber, he 
had informed Congress that he would not attempt fo single-handedly throw out electoral votes certified for Biden, indirectly 

rebuffing Trump's demand that he do SO. As his supporters stormed the building, Trump started attacking his vice president over 

   

  

Constitution, Givi ng “States a chance 0 certify a corrected set of facts, not the fraudulent or inaccurate ones which they were 
asked to previously certify. USA demands the truth!” 

Reuters (1/6, Zengerle, Landay) reports police “with drawn guns and teargas...sought to clear’ the Capitol. 
Members of the Senate and House “were evacuated after pro-Trump protesters surged through the halls of Congress, forcing 
both chambers to suspend deliberations.” The New York Post (1/6, Nelson, Bowden, Feis, 7.45M) reports, “One reporter tweeted 
that a poe made te all the way to the dais of the Senate chamber, and declared: ee won that election.” 

  

Fandos, Cochrane, Thrush, 20.6M} reports, “Around 2:15 p.m., as the House and Senate debated a move by a faction of 
Republicans to overturn the election results, security rushed Vice President Mike Pence out of the Senate chamber and the 
Capitol building was placed on lockdown. ... A woman, who seemed to be part of the group that stormed the Capitol, can be seen 
in a video posted on social media being shot inside the building. She was in critical condition with a wound to the neck.” 

The Arizona Kepubie (1/6, 1.05M} reports, “Both chambers of Congress went inte lockdown as a pro-Trump mob stormed 
the Capitol buildings. The scene descer.ded intathaos.” The Dallas Morning News (1/6, 772K) reports, “Pence was whisked out 
of the Senate, which abruptly went into recess and was then evacuated. One protester later sat at the rosttum where Pence had 
been presiding. Another defiantly posed” in Pelosi's office. The Wail Steet Journe? (1/6, Subscription Publication, 8.41M) reports 
Rep. Pete Aguilar (D-CA) told reporters, “We were down in the basement and navigated the tunnels and there was confusion as 
to where ney wanted us. We're here, we're being safe.” 

t {1/6 Bymes, Marcos, 5.69M) reports under the headline “Pro-Trump Mob Overruns Capitol, Forcing 
“the House and Senate were less than an hour into debating the first GOP objection fo a state that Biden won — 

hrizona — when they were forced to abruptly recess as mostly maskless people crowded into the hallways around each 
chamber." MoClaishy au ( ol reports under the headlin ine “Rioters seo. tem o Presi dent Trump Smash Through Police 
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Storm Capitel” that “pro-Donald Trump rioters stormed the Capitc] Wednesday afterncon.” 
Pakticn (1/6, Forgey, Niedzwiadek, 6.73M} reports, “Leading Trump-world figures are denouncing the violent 

occupation of the U.S. Capitol and imploring [Trump] tc do the same.” Former White House communications director Alyssa 
Farah “urged him on Wednesday aftemoon to ‘condemn’ his supporters who stormed the Capitol.” Former chief of staff Mick 

go home.” Kellyanne Conway iweeied, “STOP. Just STOP. Peace. Law and Order. Safety for All.” Tre Hil (1/6, Polus, 5.69!) 
reports Ivanka Trump, “in a now-deleted tweet,” wrote, “American Patriots - any security breach or disrespect to our law 
enforcement is unacceptable. The violence must stop immediately. Please be peaceful.’ 

associated with authoritarian countries around the world, the Capito] was put on lockdown as tear gas was deployed inside the 
citadel of American democracy and police officers guarding the House chamber drew their pistols in an armed standoff. ... The 
extraordinary invasion of the Capitol came shortly after Mr. Trump egged on his admirers at a rally to march to the headquarters 
of Congress fo protest its acceptance of the results of the election that he lost, even suggesting that he would join them, although 
he did not.” 

The Los Angsies Times (1/6, 3.37M) editorializes, “Farce edged toward insurrection at the U.S. Capitol building in 
Washington, D.C., on Wednesday as a mob thousands strong — egged on by President Trump — breached barriers and forced 
their way into the halls of Congress. ... At what point does this get called an attempted coup? It has often been said that if the 
United States were to succumb, it would be because of an attack from within, not an assault by terrorists or by a foreign 
adversary. And indeed, democracy is under actual, physical assault. ... The responsibility for this day of unconscionable attacks 
by Americans on the heart of our elective system belongs to Trump. But his enablers have much to answer for as well, and much 
to regret,” 

US Attorneys Condemn Capitol Riot While Wray Remains Mum. ABO News (1/6, Barr, Mallin, 2.44M} 
reports, “Outgoing U.S. attomeys from around the country decried Wednesday's storming of the U.S. Capitol in Washington, 
D.C., with some pledging to charge any from their state who may be found to have violated federal laws.” ABC News adds, “At 
least 12 have thus far come out publicly to say they would charge those involved if they came from their jurisdictions. Former 
U.S. attorney Zachary Terwilliger, a President Donald Trump appointee set to soon depart from his position leading the office the 
Eastern District of Virginia, called what happened at the Capitol a ‘tragedy.” The FBI “in a statement said they are helping their 
law enforcement partners, but thus far there has been no statement from FBI Director Christopher Wray himself.” 

FBI Seeks Tips On identifying Rioters. NSC News (1/7, 4.91M)} reports, “The FBI on Wednesday evening 
put out a call for information related to the mob that stormed the Capitol. ‘The FBI is seeking information that will assist in 
identifying individuals whe are actively instigating viclence in Washington, DC,’ the agency said in an announcement. ‘The FB! is 
accepting tips and digital media depicting rioting and violence in the U.S. Capitol Building and surrounding area in Washington, 
DC, on January 6, 2021.'"" NBC News adds, “Only a handful of people were arrested during the unrest Wednesday.” 

US Capitol Security Under Scrutiny. ASO News (1/6, Levine, 2.44M} reports, “Political leaders demanded 
late Wednesday to know why law enforcement did not better fortify the United States Capitol after extremist groups for days 
chattered online about their plans to react violently to the final formal step of certifying President Donald Trump's 2020 election 
defeat. ‘How did so many rioters get into this building from so many directions? How was it breached?’ ‘Based on the fairly 
straightforward intelligence that thousands of angry people were going to come and show their presence — including groups 
prone to violence — law enforcement was totally ill-prepared to handle today’s incident,’ said ABC News contributor Brad Garrett, 
a former FBI special agent. ‘This was a phenomenal law enforcement failure.” 

Newsweek (1/7, 2.67M} reports, “They knew it could happen. They feared that Donald Trump would pull a 
‘Samson,’ bringing down the whole house on top of him in the two weeks before he left the White House. Officials from the FBI, 
the Secret Service, Homeland Security, the District of Columbia government, the Pentagon, the National Guard, and the Joint 
Task Force—-National Capital Region who spoke to Newsweek last weekend on condition of anonymity, all talked about the 
potential for protesters and militias and paramilitary goons — egged on by the president - to storm Capitol Hill and even the 
Capitol building itself.” Newsweek adds, “A half-dozen sources spoke openly about this very scenario: that the mob would take 
over the ‘People’s House’ and that somehow the system would break down.” 

planned for the turmoil that was coming Wednesday, they knew that pro-Trump protesters — including some violent extremists - 
might try to storm the U.S. Capitol as [lawmakers prepared to certify the election of Joe Biden. So why weren't they better 
prepared for the catastrophic assault that took place?” Ignatius adds, “That's the riddle at the center of Wednesday's spasm of 
violent anarchy: Officials saw the mob coming but weren't ready or able to stop it — and they allowed hundreds to invade the 
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Capitol, threaten lawmakers and, for a time, foment a coup inside the most precious symbol of U.S. democracy. Senior officials 
believed that the force they were assembling of 6,000 to 8,000 police and law enforcement officers — drawn from the D.C. police 
the Capitol Police, the FBI and various federal agencies — would be sufficient to contain the protests.” 

CNN (1/6, Perez, Polaniz, Mattingly, Salama, Alvarez, 89.21M) reports, “The chaotic federal response to the 
Trump rally Wednesday, which was overwhelmed by rioters who stormed the US Capitol, stood in sharp contrast to the heavily- 
armed presence of thousands of federal authorities during summer protests in Washington, DC, following the police killing of 
George Floyd.” CNN adds, “Mobs broke through police barricades and rampaged through the Capitol, vandalizing offices and 
prompting the evacuation of lawmakers just after 2 p.m. ET Wednesday. ‘Everything. Everything went wrong,’ one Capitol Police 
officer on the scene said.” According to CNN, “The law enforcement response that allowed a typically heavily secured federal 
landmark to fall under attack, with rioters breaking through windows and into lawmakers’ offices and gathering places, came from 
a hesitant federal bureaucracy after early assurances from DC and Capitol law enforcement agencies.” 

The Baily Beast (1/6, Rehriich, 933K} reports, “Police were ill-prepared and made fateful mistakes that allowed a pro- 
Trump protest to morph into an unprecedented and protracted sacking of the Capitol on Wednesday, experts toki The Daily 
Beast. They said the mob’s breach of the building, after President Trump exhorted them to “fight like hell” to overturn the election, 
could have been avoided with some basic policing protocols — and heads should roll for the deadly debacle.” The Wail Street 
Journe: (1/7, Viswanatha, Gurman, Subscription Publication, 8.41M) also reports. 

Justice Department, Federal Court System Were Hacked By Russians. The wWeshingten Post (1/6, 
Nakashima, 10.52M) reports that the Justice Depariment “has become the latest known victim of Russian “hackers who are 
engaged in an ongoing campaign of cyberespionage that has afflicted federal agencies and the private sector.” A DOJ 
spokesman on Wednesday “said that the department's Office of the Chief Information Officer, which handles network security, 
learned on Dec. 24 of malicious activity linked to the hacking campaign. The intrusions into other federal agencies and 
technology firms were discovered earlier last month, and in the Justice Department's case involved its unclassified Office 365 
email system, spokesman Marc Raimondi said.” 

Reuters (1/6, Satter) reports that DOJ “has more than 100,000 employees across a series of law enforcement 
agencies, including the FBI, the Drug Enforcement Agency, and the U.S. Marshals Service.” The DOJ statement also said “that 
the Justice Department had no indication any classified systems were impacted.” However, “winning access to as many as 
thousands of email inboxes from the nation’s premier law enforcement organization could still provide an intelligence bonanza for 
foreign hackers.” 

Police (1/6, Geller, 6.73M} quotes Raimondi as saying in a statement, “At this point, the number of 
potentially accessed [Microsoft Office] mailboxes appears limited to around 3-percent and we have no indication that any 
classified systems were impacted.” 

The Wiad Street Jourrai (146, Volz, Subscription Publication, 8.41M) reports that it is unclear which and how many DOJ 
employees | “had their internal communications exposed in the peraon. " 

  

nation that the courts’ nati ionwide case management system was breached. ‘That potentially gave the hackers access to sealed 
court documents, whose contents are highly oie . 

Similar coverage is provided by The HN (1/6, 5.69M), Newsweek (1/6, Garrett, ae Vo OIE of Amedca (14, Fart Ivar, 

85K), The Guardian (U8) (1/6, 9.93M), the r Vashi [xl Times (1/6, Lovelace, 626K), the 3 ne 
Dunleavy, 888K), CNBC (14, Feiner, 7.34M}, and Law3se (1/6, Subscription Publication, 9K}. 

Trump Administration Formally Accuses Russia Of “Likely” Hacking US Government Agencies. The Washingion 
Post (1/6, Riley, 10.52M} reports, “The Trump administration formally accused Russia of ‘likely’ being behind the most 
devastating hack of U.S. government agencies in years.” This “statement, made jointly by four agencies in charge of intelligence 
and cybersecurity, is the first time the U.S. government has linked Russia to the hack that also affected critical companies that 
were also clients of network management system SolarWinds.” The statement indicated “it found less than 10 federal agencies 
had internal computer systems infiltrated in the breach; known victims include the federal departments of State, Treasury, 
Homeland Security, Commerce and Energy.” 

Meanwhile, an editorial about the hacks in the San Francisce Chranicie (1/6, 2.44M} says, “The apparent reach of Russian 
cyber sleuthing is hitting new levels with Washington stumbling fo contain it. The evidence is coming in a post mortem look at a 
hack of top government agencies that's tuming up as a much bigger intrusion into Washington's computer links.” According to 
the editorial, “The probes burrowed into the likes of the Treasury Department, Homeland Security and National Institutes of 
Health,” which is “a reach that touches vital areas such as financial controls, border security and health research, including work 
on the viral pandemic.” 
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Rob Knake writes in Foreign Affairs (1/6, 522K} that as the investigation into the SolarWinds breach continues, 
investigators will likely find that Russia “easily evaded US cybersdefenses” due to a lack cf execution of the US’ cyberstrategy, 
not in the strategy itself. The editorial board of the Chistian Scierice Monitor (1/6, 234K) writes that security “has lagged behind,” 
and the “biggest change coming cut of the SclarWinds debacle is likely to be a new insistence that security take a top priority.” 
The Monitor says the “software used by government often overlaps with that in use in the private sector,” so new “security 
standards for software the government procures could increase security for products that all Americans use.” 

Officials investigating JetBrains’ Role in Russian Hack. The New Yorks Txnes (1/6, Perlroth, Sanger, Barnes, 20.6M} 
reports US intel agencies and private cybersecurity investigators “are examining the role of a widely used software company, 
JetBrains, in the far-reaching Russian hacking of federal agencies, private corporations and United States infrastructure, 
according {fo officials and executives briefed on the inquiry." Officials are examining whether the company, “founded by three 
Russian engineers in the Czech Republic with research labs in Russia, was breached and used as a pathway for hackers to 
insert back doors into the software of an untold number of technology companies.” JetBrains “is used by developers at 300,000 
businesses. One of them is SolarWinds, the company based in Austin, Texas, whose network management software played a 
central role in allowing hackers into government and private networks.” 

Two Louisville Officers Fired Over Police Raid That Led To Breonna Taylor's Death. The AF (1/6, 
Lovan) reports that “two more officers involved in the fatal shooting of Breonna Taylor have been fired.” Former Detectives Myles 
Cosgrove and Joshua Jaynes were served dismissal letters on Tuesday. The dismissals “follow that of officer Brett Hankison, 
who was fired in September after being indicted by a grand jury on charges of endangering Taylor's neighbors by firing bullets 
that went through her home and into an adjacent apartment.” However, “none of the three white officers who fired into [Taylor's] 
home were charged by a grand jury in her death.” 

The Lousviis ((Y) Ocurier-Journal (1/6, Duvall, Costello, 554K} reports, “Cosgrove, who the FBI concluded fired the shot 
that killed the 26-year-old emergency room technician, violated procedures for use of force and failing to use a body camera,” 
while Jaynes “was found in violation of department policy for truthfulness and search warrant preparation.” Other officers were 
sanctioned others for their actions surrounding the raid. However, “no officers were charged in Taylor's death,” although “an FBI 
investigation expected to look inte civil rights violations.” Cosgrove and Jaynes can appeal their firings to the Police Merit Board, 
which can set aside the chief findings and order a different penalty. 

CNN {1/6, Vera, Setty, 89.21M) reports on its website the River City Fraternal Order of Police, the union for 

Louisville police, said there is “no evidence” that policies “were violated to the extent that warranted termination.” 
WHAS-FY Louisville, KY (1/6, Weiter, 182K} reports Cosgrove and Jaynes sent emails to other officers 

saying they were forced out “due to political pressure.” Cosgrove wrote, “Your leaders aren't afraid to perform hatchet jobs on 

Ragsdale, Riley, 303K} reports Cosgrove told officers, “You will be demonized, while criminals will be canonized. You will make 
the smaller paycheck, while others settle with the city and profit millions.” 

Tayes (1/6, Wright, 20.6M} reports that incoming Louisville Police Chief Erika Shields resigned last year as head of the Atlanta 
police “after a high-profile police shooting” of a Black man. “Her selection highlights the difficulty of filling palice chief vacancies 
nationwide.” The Times adds that “a host of qualified chiefs with progressive views,” such a Shields, were “sidelined after high- 
profile incidents of police violence, cften sacrificed by elected officials looking for political cover.” They “were focused on 
changing the culture in their departments, but hamstrung by contractual protections for bad officers, opposition from powerful 
unions, and a hands-off approach by” Trump Administration’s Justice Department. Louisville Mayor Greg Fischer said Ms. 
Shields is “an experienced, progressive, reform-minded leader who believes in the role of policing.” 

British Judge Denies Assange Bail As US Appeals Extradition Ruling. The AP (1/6) reports that on 
Wednesday, a British judge “denied bail to WikiLeaks’ founder Julian Assange, ordering him te remain in a high-security prison 
while U.K. courts decide whether he will be sent to the United States to face espionage charges.” District Judge Vanessa 
Baraitser “said Assange must remain in prison while the courts consider an appeal by U.S. authorities against her decision not to 
extradite him.” According to the AP, Baraitser “said Assange ‘has an incentive to abscond’ and there is a good chance he would 
fail to return to court if freed.” 

The New York Times (1/6, 20.6M)} reports that on Monday, Baraitser “ruled that Mr. Assange could not be extradited to the 
United States because he would be at risk of suicide, and his lawyers sought to have him released on bail while the appeals 
process plays out.” The Times notes that in 2019, Assange “was indicted by the United States authorities..on 17 counts of 
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violating the Espionage Act and one count of computer misuse over his role in obtaining and publishing secret military and 
diplomatic documents related to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.” The Times adds that Claire Dobbin, a lawyer representing the 
United States, “said on Wednesday that American prosecutors would appeal the extradition ruling, which is likely to keep M. 
Assange's case in British courts for at least several months.” The Washington Post (1/6, Booth, 10.52M), Bloomber (14, 

  

Biden Selects Merrick Garland To Lead DOJ. The AP (1/6, Tucker, Balsamo) reports that Joe Biden has “selected 
Merrick Garland, a federal appeals court judge who in 2016 was snubbed by Republicans for a seat on the Supreme Court, as 
his attomey general.” The AP says in choosing Garland, Biden is “turning to an experienced judge who held senior positions at 
the Justice Department decades ago, including as a superviscr of the prosecution of the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing.” The AP 
says Biden “may be banking on Garland’s credentials and reputation for moderation to ensure confirmation.” 

USA Today (1/6, Phillips, Johnson, 12.7M} says by selecting Garland, “Biden appears to be aiming to create 
a department free from political influence.” Similarly, the Los Angeies Times (1/6, Hook, 3.37M)} says the choice “highlights 
Biden's desire to restore independence to a Justice Department that has been scarred by the intense partisan politics of the 

    

Thursday, Sen. Dick Durbin (D-IL) told reporters on Wednesday.” 
Reuters (1/6, Renshaw) reports Senate Judiciary Chairman Graham “said on Twitter that Garland ‘would be a 

sound choice’ for attorney general.” Graham described Garland as “a man of great character, integrity, and tremendous 
competency in the law.” 

court, and some Democratic advisers said they view his selection as a signal to congressional Republicans that the department 
will operate in an evenhanded fashion in the Biden administration.” However, according to the Post, “some defense lawyers and 
criminaljustice-reform advocates have said they worry Garland’s record on the bench shows he is too deferential to the 
government and law enforcement — and perhaps would not be as aggressive about implementing the kind of dramatic changes 
they seek.” The New York Tenes (1/6, Schmidt, Liptak, Kaplan, Benner, 20.6M} reperts that Gariand “has sometimes 
disappointed liberals with his rulings.” According tc the Times, “progressive groups have...inundated Mr. Biden...asking him to 
nominate an attomey general with a progressive track record on issues around race and policing.” The Times adds, “The choice 
of Mr. Garland, a white man with a record of favoring law enforcement over people accused of crimes, signaled to some 
progressives that their concerns were dismissed.” 

CNBC (1/6, Higgins, Schwartz, 7.34M} says Garland “will face pressure from liberals to prosecute Donald 
Trump after Biden takes office.” CNBC adds, “Another test would be how he would handle an investigation into Hunter Biden, the 

S¢eet Jounal (1/6, Bravin, Gurman, Viswanatha, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} says Garland is not close to the Biden family, 
which transition officials view as a positive, given the current investigation. 

figure. The Journal says the choice augurs well for Biden's Administration. 
Additional coverage includes the Washingter: Times (1/6, Tucker, Balsamo, 626K}, the Was 

Dunleavy, 888K}, and NPR (1/6, Johnson, 3.69M). 
Biden Choosing Monaco For Deputy AG. Rlouybery {1/6, Strohm, Epstein, 3.57M) reports that Biden is 

“picking Lisa Monaco for deputy attorney general and Vanita Gupta as associate attorney general, according to people familiar 
with those decisions. Monaco spent almost two decades at the Justice Department and was homeland security adviser in the 
Obama administration. Gupta headed the department's Civil Rights Division under President Obama.” 

hirigion Exarnner (106,      
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| « FB? Investigating Air Traffic Control Breach By Audio Threat Te Avenge Saileimani,. 

'# Former Nashville Bomber's Girifriand Seeks To Claim Reward Money. 

8 Continuing Coverage: FBI Visita Michigan Lawmaker’s Aide After She Discusses Tear Ges BH, 

# Trump Orders Pomoes Te Determine If Antifa Can Be Classified As Terrorist Organization. 

| « Boston Marathen Bamber Sues Over Treatment In Prison. 

  

, * GSritish Judge eres Assange Bal As is Anpeals Extradition Ruling. 

'* New York City Cop Accused Of Acting As Chinese Agent Offered Plea Deal, 

    

'@ Two Louisville Officers Firad Over Police Raid That Led To Sreanne Taylor’s Dagth. 

| * FH Offers Reward Far Information Gn Seuth Cardlina Christmas Day Home invasion. 

8 Authorities in Connecticut Investigating Shooting By Lew Enforcement Task Force. 
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| Commit Murder Charges. 
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| * Drug Case Prosecutors: Former Venezucian General Under Investigation In Sanarate Cese. 

_e Operation Disruptor Defandant Pleads Guilty To Drug Charge. 

| * Lovisiens Man Sentenced Over Methemphetamines Trafficking. 

e Pangmarnian Man Sentenced Over Attempted Enticement OF Minar In West Virginia. 

| « Continuing Coverege: FRY investigating Hlincis Bank Robbery. 

e US Attorney's Office Announces Federal Hurnan Trafficking Charges Against Five in Nevada. 

| * Louisigna Minor Rescued Following Kidnapping. 

e idaho Man Facing Kidmanping Charges. 
| e Hingis Wornan Rescued Folowing Kidneppind, 

_e Pennayivania Man Arrested For Serial Bank Robbery, 

| « Continuing Coverage: Missing Washington Minor Located In Nevad 

_e North Caroling Man Sentenced Over Miegai Firearms, 

= Faderai Grand Jury Indicts 11 Peonle in Connection With Tennessee Drug Prabe. 

¢ Eleven Alleged Orug Traffickers Arrested, 

  

| # Justice Deoartmant, Faderai Court System Ware Hacked 6y Russians. 

8 in Second Reversal, NYSE WHI Delist Three Chinese Telecoms. 

« Biden Taos Neuberger For New Cybersecurity Role In MSC. 

| e Israeli Cyber Surveillance Firrn Eyeing IPG At $28 Value, 

  

: * San Antonio Homicides Jumped in 2020 

    

* Awaiting Extredition Hearing On Sex Chargas, Fashion Tycoon Peter Nygard Recuests Bal. 

  

_e Biden Selects Merrick Garland To Lead O03. 
» Comey: Trump Shouldn't Be Prosecuted. 

  

~~ 
_e Trump Promises “Orderly Transition On January 20th” After Congress Certifies Bidan Election. 

_» Cabinet Members Reportedly “Holding Preliminary Discussions” About ‘nw king 25th Amendment, 

ie Progressive Group Urges Breyer To Retire. 
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8 US Surpasses ZiM Confirmed COVID Cases. 

# Experts Warn US Is Il-Equipped To Track New Variant. 

8 Trump Administration To Activate Pharmacy Distribution Program 

* Azer Recommends Expanding Access To Vaccines. 

¢ COC Says &llergic Reactions To COVID Vaccines Remain Rare. 

'# Clinical Trial Finds Blood Plasma Reduces Risk Of Severe COVID. 
¢ Vaccine Rollout In Nursing Homes Siowed By Kesitancy, Fewer Residents, 

# Arizona is COVED “Hot Snot Of The World” Amid Surge. 

  

_* Ching Blocking WHO Efforts To Probe Pandemic’s Grigin. 

e EU Approves Moderna’s COVID Veccina. 

* Naw UK Lockdowr Mecsives Lagisiative Anproval. 

* israel Faces New Lockdown Amid Surge, Low Vaccine Supply. 

| « COVIO: Veccines Expected To Protect Against South Africe Varient. 

« Countries Delay Seconde Shot To Stretch Vaccina Supaly. 

| « USTR Criticizes India, Italy, Turkey Digital Taxes, But Stops Short Of irngosing Teriffs. 

« Syria Says Isreali Missile Struck Targets in Syria. 

| * Pakistani Court Abalishes “Virginity Tests” in Sexual Asseult wASES. 

» Media Analyses: China Further Asserts Authority Over Hong Kong With Mass Arrests. 

| * US Fases Suden’s Debts As It Normatizes Relations With Israel. 

e Professor Says Gulf Nations’ Effort To isolate Gatar Failed. 

  

   
     

  

    

Haacdines Frorn Today’s Front Pages 

day's Events in Washington. 

  

‘Trump Supporters Storm Capitol Building, Halting Count Of Electoral Vote. 

“The AP (1/6, Mascara, Ialonick} reports, “Angry suaporters” of President Trump “starmed the LAS. 

Capital on Wadnesday in a chaotic protest simed at thwarting a peaceful transfer of power, forci ing 
dJawmakers to be rushed from the bullding and interrunting challenges to Joe Biden’s Flactorat 
College victory.” The President Nssued a restrained call for peace well after the melee was 
underway but did nat urge supporters to disperse. Earlier he had egged them on te march te 
Capital HHL 

USA Today (1/6, Yancey-Braag, Bacon, Cariess, 12.7M) reports, “At a rally about an hour 

| before the protesters broke through pone ies at the = Capito, Trump had urged thern to go ta the | 

protesters began storming the Capitel. eee Trump opened he: is Rideo saying, ‘I know your pain. I 

 RnGw yur hurt. But you have to go harme now.’... HE aise said, ‘we can’t play inte the hands of 

bie People. We have to have peace. 30 ge home, Wet love you. ” he Anenks east His 

new opted t block ail ‘engagement with the nresident’s pace, which orohibits shares, likes end 

comments on his posts.” 
The Boston Globe (1/6, 1.04M) renorts, “President-elect Jos Biden celled on President Trump 

‘to geo on national television and ‘demand an end te this sieges.” Biden “said he was ‘genuinsly 

shocked and saddened’ that the US had ‘come te such a dark moment” House Speaker Pelosi and | 

Senate Minority Leader Schurner said in a joint statement, “We are calling on President Trump to 

‘demand that all protestors leave the U.S. Capital and Capitol Grounds immediately.“ 
USA Today (1/6, King, Groppe, Wu, 12.7M} reports Vice President Pence urged the groupte ; 
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Jjeave the Capitol. Pence byveeted, “The violence and destruction taking place at the US Capital 

Must Stop and i Must Stops Now. Anyone invelved must respect Law Enforcement officers and 

immediately lesve the building.” Pence “said that while every American has the right to protest : 
peacefully, ‘this attack on our Capitol will not be tolerated and those involved will be prosecuted to | 

the fullest extent of the law,’” 
The i N (1/6, Somrnerfeildt, 2.51M)} reports, “Before Pence was abruptly 

shuttled out of the chamber, he had informed Cangress that he would not etternot to single- 

‘handedly throw cut electoral votes cartified for Biden, indirectly rebuffing Trump’s demand that he | 
do so. As his supporters stormed the buliding, Trump started attacking his vice president over 

Twitter.” Trump tweeted, "Mike Pence didn‘t have the courage to do whet shouid have been done 

to protect our Country and our Constitution, giving States a chance to certify a corrected set of 
facts, not the fraudulent or inaccurate ones which they were asked to previcusly certify. USA 

'demariis the truth!” 

  

| clear® the Capi ital, Members of the Senate and House “were. evgcua sted after Gro-Trump protesters 

surged through the halls of Congress, forcing both chambers to suspend deliberations.” The New 

Mork Past (1/8, Nelson, Bowden, Fels, 7.45M)} reports, “One reporter tweeted that a protester 

made it aH the way t to tne dis of tne Senate chamber, and declared: ane wor that clection.” 

-26.8M) reports, “Around 2:15 p.m., as the House and Senate debated 2 move by a faction of 

‘Republicans to overturn the elaction results, security rushed Vice President Mike Pence out ofthe 
‘Senate chamber and the Capitol buliding was placed on lockdown. ... A woman, who seemed te be | 
part of the graup that stormed the Casitel, can be seen in a video posted on social media being 

shat inside the building. She was in critical canditien with a wound to the neck.” 
The Arizans Reoublic (1/6, 1.85M} resorts, “Both chambers of Congress went inte lockdown 

'#9 4 oro-Trurmp mob stormed the Capitol bulidings. The scene descended inte chaos.” The Ballas 

Morning News (1/6, 772%) reports, “Pence was whisked out of the Senate, which shruptly went 

‘into recess and was then evacuated, One protester later sat at the rostrum where Pence had been 

presiding. Another defiantly posed” in Pelasi’s office. The Wall Street Journal (1/6, Subscription 
Publication, 8.41) reports Ren. Pete Aguilar (0-CA) told reporters, “We were down in the 

basernent end navigated the turiniels and there was confusion as to where they wanted us. We're 

here, we're being safe.” 
HH (3/6, Byrnes, Marcos, 5.69P4} reports under the headline “Pro- “Trump Moo Overruns 

Capital, Forcing Evacuation” that “the House and Senate were fess then an hour inte debating the 

first GOP oblection te a state that Biden won ~- Arizona ~ when they were forced te abruptly recess 

ag mostly maskless people crowded into the hallways around each charnber.” MaClatchy ue i, 29K) 

reports under the neadiine * Rioters § encouraged By P Presicent Trump oMnash | Fhrough Police t. nes 

To Gccuny U.S. Capital,” while the Phi lade! ghia Inquirer 
incident an “attempted” insurrection.” Pe ee 76, Ferris, ‘Beavers, Zanoria, &, 73M} voporte under 

the headline “HI Erupts inte Chacs After Rioters Starr Capital” that “ore-Donald Trump rioters 
stormed the Capital Wednesday afternoon.” 

Palitics (2/6, Fargey, Niedzawiadak, 6.73M)} reports, “Leading Trumn-weorid figures are 

denouncing the violent occupation of the U.S. Capitol and imoloring [Trump] to de the same.’ 
‘Former White House communications director Alyssa Farah “urged him on Wednesday afternoon to 

condemn’ Ris supporters wha stermed the Canital.” Former chief of steff Mick Mulvaney tveeted, , 

“The Prasident’s tweet is not enough. He can stop this now and nseds to do exactiy that. Tell these | 

folks to 96 home.” KeHyanne Conway bveeted. “STOR, dust STOP, Peace. Law and Order. Safety 

for AH’ T {i/S, Polus, 5.69M)} reports Ivanka Trums, “In e now-deleted tweet,” wrote, 

“American Patriots - any security breach or disrespect to our law enforcement is unacceptable. 

The viclence must step immediately. Please be peaceful.” 

Peter Baker of the New York Times (1/6, 20.6M} writes, “In a remarkable scenes evocative of 

coups and uprisings associated with authoritar! an countries around the world, the Cagitol was put 
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on lockdown as tear gas was deployed inside the citadel of American democracy and police officers | 

‘guarding the House chamber drew their oisicis in an armed standoff. ... The extraordinary 

invasion of the Capitol came shortly after Mr. Trump eaged on his admirers at a rally to march to 
the headquarters of Congress to protest its accentance of the results of the election that he fost, 

even suggesting thet he would join them, although he did not.” 

The Los Angeles Times (1/6, 3.3/M} editarializes, “Farce edged toward insurrection at the 

US. Capitol building in Washington, D.C., an Wednesday as a mob thousands strong - eqged on 

by Prasident Trump - breached berriers and forced their way into the halls of Congress. ... At what. 
point does this get called an attempted coun? It has often been seid that if the United States were 
to succumb, it would be because of an attack from within, not an assault by terrorists or by a 

foreign adversary. And indeed, dernocracy is under actual, ohysical assault. ... The responsibility 

for this day of unconscionable attacks by Americans on the heart of our elective systern belongs to 

Trump. But his enablers have much te answer for as well, and much to regret.” 
RY SY oy F Pog wd: $3 © Ws. : SY Se A Say Moy Slow Sows Foden GMay on Fh F¥ Hie -: ; te, Soaysse SSoysgygyy SoegerSsssSsoses We oveyssses WSs ond Soy Moy ssores Foss sogios Say np ssiond i tt bn FMesp AQAA, LICL AYO IV Wo ygyaysd GSsas Dy Hassoe Sysoe Cygsses. Reuters (1/7) reports 

| District of Columbia Metropaiitan Police Departrnent Chief Robert Contee said four people had died | 

and 52 were arrested in relation ta Wednesday's Capitol Hill events. Contee “said 47 of the 52 
‘errests to date were related to viaiations of Mayor Muriel Bowser’s $6 p.m. curfew, with 26 of those | 

invaiving people arrested on U.S. Capitel grounds. Severs! others were arrested on charges 
related to carrying unficensed or prohibited firearms.” Contee aiso sald “two pipe bombs were 

recovered frorn the headquarters of the Renublican and Democratic national committees, as well 

as a cooler from a vehicle on U.S. Casital grounds that contained Molotov cocktails.” 
Three of the deaths were due to medical emergencies. The fourth, the Washington Post (1/6, 

—10.52§} reports, was “35-year-old Ashi Babbitt, a Califernia native and Air Farce veteran,” who 

“was shot and killed during rioting in the Capitol on Wednesday. ... A Twitter account under 
'Babbitt’s name had retweeted messages calling for Vice President Pence to resign and be charged 

with treason, videos of President Trump's rallles and photos of Trump supporters fying to D.C. for 

the orotests.” Rachel Scott said on ABC World News Tonight (1/6, story 2, 1:00, Muir, 7.75543}, 

“We watched as thet woran was rushed away on a stretcher, gushing blood, she was shot here at 

the US Capitel. Tonight, we are learning that she has unfortunately died.” 
SIDW NorSou woven sew oy o okie . SHoe}q¢ SN Tons LWSSo T8 oe We owry ser Sos oes = Soy Mt es ey " al = tf & : SEL LELPPTHPYPYP CO IPI IY CAO Tay Mss W6IHy Wray Ay aiys Nysgs, ABC News (1/8, Barr, | 

- 

Malin, 2,.44M) reports, “Outgoing U.S, attorneys from around the country decried Wadnesday’s 

storming of the U.S. Capitel in Washington, £.C., with some sledging to charge any from their 
state who may be found te have violated federai laws.” ABC News adds, “At least 1Z have thus far 
core Out publicly to say they would cherge those involved if they carns frorn their jurisdictions. 

Former US. attorney Zachary Terwilliger, a President Doneld Trump apnointee set fo scan depart 
fromm his position leading the office the Eastern District of Virginiz, called what happened at the 

‘Capitol a tragedy.” The £8I “in a stetement said they are helping thelr lew enforcement partners, 

but thus far there has been no statement from FBI Director Christopher Wray himself.” 
FNL SVs PIs Gey {SSW yg Gsrsers. NBC News (1/7, 492M} reports, “The FRr on 

Wednesday evening put out a call for information releted to the moh that stormed the Capital. 
‘The FBI is seeking information that will assist in identifying individuals who are actively instigating 

violence In Washington, DC,‘ the egency sald in an announcement. ‘The FBI is accepting Ups and 

digital media depicting rioting and violence in the U.S. Capitol Building and surrounding grea in 
Washington, DC, on January & 2021.” NBC News adds, “Only a hencdful of people were arrested 

during the unrest Wecinesday.” 
SSH Cassa Seesoty Wsoes Serusinys. ABC News (1/6, Levine, 2.44} reports, “Palltical 

jeacders demanded iate Wednesday to know why law enforcernent did not better fortify the United 

States Capito! after extremist oroups for days chattered aniline about their plans to react violently 
to the final formal step of certifying President Donald Trump's 2020 election defeat. ‘How did se 

“many rioters get into this bullding from so many directions? How was if breached?’ ‘Based on the 

‘fairly straightforward intelligence that thousands of angry peaple were gaing te came and show 
their presence ~ including groups prone to violence - law enforcement was totally Hi-prepared to 

handle today’s incident,’ said ABC News contributer Brad Garrett, a former FBI special agent. ‘This 
was a ohenomensl law enforcement failure.” 
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Newsweek (1/7, 2.67M} reports, “They knew it could hapnen. They feared that Donald Trurnp - 

would pull a ‘Sarnson,’ bringing down the whole house an top of him in the bwo weeks before he 

deft the White House. Officials fram the FBI, the Secret Service, Homeland Security, the District of 

Columbia government, the Pentagen, the National Guard, and the Joint Task Force-National 

‘Capital Region who spoke toe Newsweek fest weekend on condition of anonymity, afl talked about 

the potential for protesters and militias and paramilitary goans - egged on by the president ~ tea 

storm Capitol Hil and even the Cenpital building itself.” Newsweek adds, “A half-dozen sources 

Spoke openly about this very scenarig: that the mob would take over the ‘People’s House’ and that . 

“somehow the system would break down.” 
The Washington Post (1/6, Leonnig, Davis, Lamothe, Fahrenthold, 10.52M} reports, “The 

storming of the U.S. Capital by @ mob of President Trurmp’s susporters on Wednesday was a 
‘disastrous failure of security: In a city on high alert, in a building with its own i,700-member 

pelice department, peopie fore si their way inte the senctums of American democracy with nothing » 
more than flagpoles, riot shields and shoves. Nobody stepped them - and some officers were 

captured on videos appearing to stand back es rioters streamed Inside.” The Past adds, “Law 

enforcement experts said they were mystified by the tactics that police used once the mob was 
‘already inside the Cenitel. Tne resuli was an invasion, in which a neavily quarded symbeal of 

American strength arid order Pell to chaes with stunning Spee ed,” 

  

befense department officials la nned for the turmoil that wes coming  Wednestiay, hey Knew that 

_pra-Trume protesters - including same violent extremists ~ might try to storm the U.S. Cagitel as 

dawmakers crepared to certify the election of Joe Biden. So why weren’t they better prepared for 

the catastrophic assault that took place?” fonatius adds, “That's the riddle at the center of 

'Wednesday’s spasin of violent anarchy: Officials saw the mob caming but weren‘t ready ar able to 

stop it — and they allowed hundrads to invade the Capital, threaten lawmakers and, for a time, 

fornent @ coup inside the most precious symbol of U.S. democracy. Senior officials belleved that 
the force they were assembling of 6,000 ta 8,000 police and law enforcement officers - drawn 

‘from the 0.0. police, the Capital Police, the FRE and various federal agencies - would be sufficient 

to contain the protests. ” 
CNN (1/6, Perez, Polaniz, Mattingly, Salama, Alvarez, 89.21M) reports, “The chaotic federal 

response to the Trump rally Wednesday, which was overwhelmed by rioters who stormed the US 

‘Capitol, stood in sharp contrast to the heavily-armed presence of thousands of federal authorities 

during surimer protests in Washington, DC, folowing the nalice killing of George Floyd.” CNN 

adds, "Mobs broke through police barricades and rampaged through the Capitol, vandalizing offices | 
and prompting the evacuation of lawmakers just after 2 ¢.m. ET Wednesday. “Everything. 

Everything went wrong,’ one Capital Police officer on the scene said.” According to CNN, “The few 

enforcement response that allowed a typically heavily secured federal landmark to fall under 

attack, with rioters breaking through windows and inte lawmakers’ offices and gathering places, 

‘came fr ‘om a hesitant federal bureaucracy after early assurances fram DC and Cagitel law 

-anforcement agencies.“ 
The Bally Beast (1/&, Rohrlich, 33K} reports, “Police were Hi-prepared and made fateful 

‘mistakes that allowed a pro-Trump protest to marph inte an unprecedented and protracted 
sacking of the Capitol on Wednesday, experts teld The Daily Beast. They said the mob’s breach of 

the building, after President Trump exhorted them to “fight Hike hell" to overturn the election, 

could have been avoided with some basic policing protocols — and heads shauld roll for the deadly | 
debacle,” The Wall Street Journal (1/7, Viswanathe, Gurman, Subscription Publication, 8.41©} aise | 

reports. 

LAWLEY Nose To Twasstigane Serwngy Saves. NEC Nightly News (1/6, story 14, 
4:40, Holt, 6.37M) reported, “The question many asking tonight, how did this assault on the 

‘Capito! happen? Why wasn't i more secure when Trinrp supporters hed been threatening similar 

actions for months?” NBC’s Tor Costello: “For weeks, right-wing online chatter had discussed just 
this scenario. The President had called for protesters to march on Capital HH Washingten’s Mayor 

had called cut the National Guard to protect the chy streets. Every OC police officer was on the 
job. ... The question tonight: Why weren't Capital police prepared for this?” Plerre Thomas 
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similariy asked on ABC World News Tenight {i/&, stery 3, 2:30, Muir, 7.75M), “How did this 

unravel so quickly? And how was this allowed to happen?” 

Rol Sell (1/6, Marcustie, LSOK) reports, “It is unclear how the Cenitol Police farce » with 

2,878 sworn officers and a budget of $515.5 milion - was unable to protect Congress. And 
lawmakers want that to be exarnined.” The AP (1/6, Daly} renorts, “Lawmakers are vowing an 

investigation into how law enforcernent handied Wednesday’s vicient breach af the Capital, 

‘questioning whether a lack of preparedness allowed a mob to octumy and vandalize the building.” 

US Capital Police “turned to other law enforcement for hein with the mob that overwhelmed the 
complex.” House Administration Chai rwoman £oe Lofgren “said the breech ‘raises grave security 

concerns,’ adding that her committee will work with House and Senate leaders te review the police 

response - and jis preparedness.” 

The Cleveland Plain Dealer (1/6, 1.22M} reporis Rep. Tim Ryan (D-GH} “said President 
' Trume and members of the Capitol Police forces thet alowed the incursion shauld lose their jobs.“ 

The New York Times (1/6, 20.6M) renorts District of Columbia Mayor Muriel Bowser (5) has 

“igsued an order extending the city’s public emergency for 15 days, warning that extremists wha 

“support President Trump might continue to wreak havoc in the nation’s capital.” 
NKaesyy AggEy Messy srsas Agery “Cs Giowg Fegasysyeys’ QS Feyongy Sugsetess. The 

 Washingten Post (1/6, 10.52M} reports under the headline “Kid Glove Treatment OF § Pra~Trurhp 

‘Mob Contrasts With Strong-Arm: Police Tactics Against Hack Lives Matter, Activists Say” that 
“activists across the country who spent much of 2020 facing off with jaw enforcement officers while | 
protesting police brutality and racial inequality watched with e mbrture of outrage and validation as. 

the president’s supporters starmed the Capital building during sessions of the House and Senat 

... The images of men and waren wearing red Trump 2020 hats end clutching American and 

Confederate flags walking through the Capitol lerasly unrmriolested carne as shacking yet 

predictable evidence of their jong-heid suspicions that conservative, White protesters Intent on 
violence would mot be met with any of the strong-arm tactics that oolice brutality protesters 

faced.” 
The San Francisca Chronicle (1/7, 2.44M} reperts thet as “hundreds of Trurmp suprarters 

“overtook the Canitol - shattering windows, brandishing weapons and Confederate flags and 

destroying government property in a histeric occupation that left one person dead - police 
appeared at times to put up little resistance, or worse. Videos showed police officers allowing 

rioters through @ gate and a police officer posing with one for a seffie.” In Michigan, the Detroit 

Free Press (1/6, 2.16M} reports, “the starring of the Capito! buliding in Washington brought bac 
‘rhemaries for many of the Agri protests, when right-wingers opposed to coronavirus quidelines 

onteree the } Mi ich igen ¢ Cay pital but iding in ene many of them armed.” 

Matter vtotesters were e met ¥ th rub sber pulte ts 3 ang 3 tear gas putside the ‘White House to: clear the 

way for President Donaid Trump’s ghoto-cp with military leaders and a Bible at a nearby church. 
But on Wednesday, law enforcement officials allowed a mob of pro-Trump extremists te storm inte | 

@ locked-down Capitol, Gne Tr run | fan even mace his way inside House Speaker Nancy » alos! "S 

reports on its websi te that the Black Lis ives Matter - Global Netwo ork § Se! a ita » statement, “when Black | 
people protest for our lives, we are all too often met by National Guard troops or police equipped 
with assault rifles, shields, tear gas and battle helmets. Make no mistake, if the protesters were 

‘Bleck, we would have been tear gassed, battered, and perhess shot.” 

  

, in continuing coverage, NBC News (1/6, 4.91M)} reports, “New York air traffic controllers received 

8 message threatening to avenge Iranian general Qassem Scleimani’s death” by fying a plane inte | 

the Capitol on Wednesday. “The Federal Aviation Administration said it referred the matter tothe | 
FBI.” WITG-TY Washington (1/6, Singrnan, 168K} reports the FRI said in a staternent that it “takes , 
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all threats of violence to public safety seriously.” A national security official told said “that ‘relevant | 

agencies’ were briefed on Tuesday’s incident and thet ‘while it is possible it is a hoax, it is being 

taken serigusiy.”” 
Additional coverage includes HuffPost (1/6, Golgowski, 362K} and CBS News (1/75, 9.36M}, 

  

| Former Nashville Bomber’s Girlfriend Seeks To Claim Reward Money. 

“WXYZ-TY Detroit (1/6, 261K} reperts Attorney Jim Roberts says his cent, the former girlfriend of 

Nashville bomber Anthony Warner, told the FRI he “held a grudge against ATRT.” Roberts is 

‘representing the wormnen and attorney Ray Throckmorton, who once represented Warner and his 

girlfriend, as they seek “to claim raward money offered after the bombing.” Roberts said the two 

‘deserve the reward money because, in WXY2Z’s words, “they carne forward after the bombing ~ 

before anyone knew Warner was dead.” 

Continuing Coverage: FBI Visits Michigan Lawmaker’s Aide After She Discusses Tear 

Gas Bill. 

top aide. io Michigan state : Sen, Rosemary Bayer (R), * “after authorities were told that she had 

discussed the use of tear ges before the election.” She “said the visit was because of a bizarre 
' misunderstanding: “ she and her boss had been talking about iegisiation to ban the use ofteargas | 

by police, FRI smokeswornan Mara Schneider said, “At ne time grins to that inherview did the citizen 

or the FBI know the reported comments were made in the context of proposed legislation.” 

‘Trump Orders Pompeo To Determine If Antifa Can Be Classified As Terrorist 

Organization. 

  

; k Post (1/6, Rhett Miler, 7.45M} renorts, “President Trump has signed an executive 

‘order ask! ing Secretary of State Mike Pornmeso to determine” if Antifa "can be classified 2 terrorist 

“organization . ~ and to bar its members from entering the country.” Trurmp has instructed Pompes, 

in consultation with Acting AG Jeffrey A. Rosen and acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf, “to “BESESE 

whether to classify’ Antifa as a ter roerist group, Backing up @ pramise he made months aga.” 

“Trump’s meme cites “an Antifa-linked Twitter account that shared the names of 1,506-pius 

immigration and Customs Enforcement eniployess it June 20186 - leading same of them to he 

herassed.” 

Boston Marathon Bomber Sues Over Treatment In Prison. 

The Boston Herald (1/6, Owinell, 327K} reports that Boston Marathon bomber Drhokhar Tsarnaev 

is suing the federal government for $250,000, alleging “disturbing” and “unprofessional” 
treatment, citing “the confiscation of his white baseball cap end bandana thet he purchased at the 

prison commissary and not being able to take more showers.” Tsarngeyv alleges his items we 

‘confiscated “because, by wearing if, I was ‘disresnecting’ the FBI and the victims” of the bombing, 

On Tuesday a federal judge said that Tsarnaev‘s hand-written fling “is deficient,” as It lacks a 

‘certified copy of prisener’s trust fund staternent” and @ $402 filing fee. 

  

| British Judge Denies Assange Bail As US Appeals Extradition Ruling. 

The AP (1/6) reports that on Wednesday, @ British judge “denied bail to WikiLeaks’ founder Julian 

| Agsarge, ordering hin to rernain in a high-security prison while U.K, courts decide whether he will 

“be sent to the United States to face espionage charges.” District Judge Vanessa Baraltser “said 
'Agsange must rernain in prison while the courts consider an appeal by U.S. authorities against her 

decision not te extradite him.” According to the AP, Baraltser “seid Assange ‘has an incentive to 

‘ebseanel’ and there is a good chance he would fel to return to court if freed.” 

The New York Times (1/6, 20.6M) reports that on Monday, Baraitser “ruled that Mr. Assange 

| could not be extradited to the United States because he would be at risk of suicide, and his lawyers | 
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sought to have him released on bail while the appeals process olays out.” The Times notes that in 

(2019, Assange “was indicted by the Linited Stetes authorities...on 17 counts of viclating the 

‘Essionage Act and one count of computer misuse over his rele in obtaining and publishing secret 
military and diplomatic documents related to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.” The Times adds 

that Claire Dobbin, a lawyer representing the United States, “said on Wednesday that American 

‘prosecutors would appeal the extraditien rs: which is ikely ta keep Mr. Assange’s case in 

British courts fur at least several months.” The Washington Post (1/6, Booth, 10.5263, Bloomberg 

| (i /6, igan, 357M}, and Reuters (1/6, Holden, MacAskill) have more on the riding. 
      

| New York City Cop Accused Of Acting As Chinese Agent Offered Plea Deal. 

Newsday (NY) (2/8, Kessler, 776K) reports federal prosecutors offered a deal to New York City 
police officer Balmadajie Angwang, who has been accused of being an agent of China, under which 
he would plead to a single caunt of violating the foreign agents registration act, with possible 

sentence ranging "from tine served to as much as wo years in prison,”  Angwang ig accused of 
““inforrning on activities of Tibetans in the United States whe opposed China‘s action In thet land or 

who might be potential recruits for the Chinese covernment.” His attorney, John Carman, 

“said...that the living conditions at the Metrapolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn, because of 
‘coronavirus safeguards, are so restrictive that it is unreasonable to expect attorneys to adequately 

discuss their cents’ cases, including plea offers. 

  

‘Two Louisville Officers Fired Over Police Raid That Led To Breonna Taylor’s Death. 

Tovlor have been fred. Former Retectives Myles Cascrove and Joshue Jaynes were served 

'disrrissal letters an Tuesday. The dismissais “follow that of officer Brett Hankison, who was flred in | 
Septernber after being indicted by a grand jury on charges of endangering Taylor's neighbors by 

‘firing bullets thet went through her home and inte an adjacent apartment.” However, “none of the 

three white officers who fired inte [Taylor’s] home were charged by a grand jury in her death.“ 
The Louisville {KY} Courier-Journal (1/6, Buval, Costelio, $554k} renorts, “Cosgrove, who the 

FBI concluded fired the shot that kifled the 26-year-old emergency room technician, violated 
procedures for use of forte and failing to use a body camera,” while Jaynes “was found in violation 

'of department solicy for truthfulness and search warrant préparation.” Other officers were 

-ganctioned others for their actions surrounding the raid. However, "no officers were charged in 

Taytor’s death,” although “an FBI investigation expected to jock inte civil rights violations.” 

Cosgrove and Jaynes can appeal their firings te the Police Merit Board, which can set aside the 

chief findings and order a different ocnalty. 
ENN (1/6, Vere, Sethy, 89.21¢} renorts on its website the River City Fraternal Qrder af 

Police, the union for Louisville police, said there is “no evidence” that policies “were violated to the » 
extent that warranted termination.“ 

WHAS-TY Louisville, KY (1/&, Welter, 162K} reports Cosgrove and Jaynes sent amails to 

other officers saying they were forced out “due to nolitical pressure.” Cosgrove wrote, “Your 
Jjeaders aren’t afraid to perform hatchet sons © on you ether.” | in a separate email, Jayne said he 

cid 
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v's , Wright, 20.6M} reports that incoming Louisville Police 
Chief Erika Shields resigned I last \ year as s head of the Atlenta oalice * vafter a high-profile oolice 

shooting” of a Black man. “Her selection highlights the difficulty of filling police chief vacancies 
nationwide.” The Times adds that “a host of qualified chiefs with progressive views,” such a 
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Shields, were “sidelined after high-orofile incidents of palice viclence, often sacrificed by elected 
officials looking for political cover.” They “were focused on changing the culture in their 

departments, but hamstrung by contractual protections for bad officers, opsosition from powerful 
unions, and a hands-off approach by” Trump Administration's Justice Depertment. Louisville Mayor | 

Greg Fischer said Ms. Shields is “an experienced, progressive, refarm-minded leader who believes | 
In the role of policing.” 

| FBI Offers Reward For Information On South Carolina Christmas Day Home Invasion. 

| prosecutions of WG MMen and 8 women accused of beating and robbing an elderly couple” in 

Hickory Grove, South Caroline on Christrnas Day. The FBI warned that all three suspects should be | 

considered armed and dangerous. 

Authorities In Connecticut Investigating Shooting By Law Enforcement Task Force. 

and local law enforcernent task force in Hartford” as officers sought to arrest Brandon Spence, who | 
has “a history of possessing egal flrearms, according to federal officials.” Although “FBI 

spokesman Charlies Grady said no law enforcement officers were injured,” spokesmen for the FEI 
and US attorney’s office in New Haven “would not immediately confirm details of the shooting.” 

‘Two Face Charges On Gunpoint Kidnapping Of French Bulldog Puppies. 

Curtis Trey Artis Il, of North Carclina will face charges in Pennsylvania, accused of stealing “five 

French Sulldeg puppies in a brazen gunpoint theft frorn a family of breeders.” The pair were found 
when a potential customer mentioned to the breeder “seeing a photo of five French bulldegs ina 

white laundry basket in an Instagram post from a poster in North Caroling offering the puppies for 

sate.” 

Evidence In Effort To Remove Prosecutor In Daybell Case Reveals Promise To File 

Conspiracy To Commit Murder Charges. 

| KSTU-TY Salt Lake City (1/6, Herbets, 229K) reperts prosecutor Rab Wood “prornised ta fle 

“corepiracy Lo Comynil murder charges against Chad Daybell and Lori Vallow” for the death of her 

‘two children. The statement is part of a recorded conversation with Vallow’s sister, Summer 

'Shiflet, that “is being used as evidence in an effort to throw Wood off tha case for prosecutorial 

“misconduct.” Defense attorneys John Prior “said the recording is proof that Wood was 

‘inapprooriately trying ta manipulate or influence a material witness.” 

‘Police: Accused Massachusetts Church Arsonist Went On Tire-Slashing Spree. 

The Sprinafield (MA) Reoublican (1/8, Barry, 592K) reports newly available police records filed in 
Springfield District Court indicate that Dushke Vulchev, who “is charged in connection with three 

alleged arson attempts at Martin Luther King Jr. Community Presbyterian Church,” slashed tires 

“around Pittsfield for Ryo months.” Vuichev hes nat been charged with 2 hate crime in cannection 
with the fires at the church, which has a aredorminantly Black congregation, “the FBI is still 

investigating, a spokeswoman frorn that agency said.” 

| Drug Case Prosecutors: Former Venezuelan General Under Investigation In Separate 

Case. 

was extradited to the US under an indictment thet “alleges Venezuelan President Nicolés Maduro 
arid his inner circle run a narco-state,” is under investigation in a separate case. During a 

‘Wednesday court hearing, federal prosecutors sought additional time toa review that case‘’s 
-commection to the drug-related one involving Alcala Cordones. After highlighting that Wednesday’s 

‘proceedings were rescheduled for March 10, the Heraid reports federal prosecutors “did not 
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‘disclose anything about the other investigation involving” Alcaldé Cordones. However, “multiple 

peanle ivelived in” a failed attempt ta remove Madure fram office last year “have acknowleddsed 

providing statements to the FSI.” 

, Operation DisrupTor Defendant Pleads Guilty To Drug Charge. 

‘CisrupTor, a coordinated international effort ta disrupt opicid trafficking on the Darknet," has 

pleaded guilty “io consniracy te possess with intent to distribute a controlled substance.” Aaron 

Brewer, who “admitted he created darkweb market vendor accounts in order to sell cocaine, 

heroin, and other controled substances” online, “now faces up to 20 years in federal prisan.” The 

KTVT article quotes the US Pastal Inspection Service’s Thames Noyes, who stated, “We will 
continue to find, and bring ta justice, individuals lke this, and we thank the US Attorney’s Office 
and” the FBI “for their significant work.” 

| Louisiana Man Sentenced Over Methamphetamines Trafficking. 

| istrict Judge Elizabeth &, Foote to 120 months...in prison followed by three years of supervised 

release for conspiracy te possess with intent to distribute methamphetamine.” The FBI 
investigated Reed frorn 2017 to 2018 as part of “Gperation Meltdown.” 

| Panamanian Man Sentenced Over Attempted Enticement Of Minor In West Virginia. 

that Eugene Enrique Torres, 41, a Panamanian man residing in Fayetteville, was sentenced to 15 

years in federal prison for attempted enticement of a miner.” Torres “admitted that in lune 2020 

he contacted a woman on Craigslist who identified herself as a mather who would alow him ta 
have sex with her children in exchange far money.” 

Continuing Coverage: FBI Investigating Illinois Bank Robbery. 

The Wiimette-Renilworth {1b} Patch (1/6, 1.44M)} reports that the FBE is investigating the robbery 
of a PNC Sank branch in Wilrnette. The FEI said that the suspects aiso “attempted to rob a Fifth 

‘Third Bank branch af 1311 Ridgeland Ave. in Naperville at 4:17 o.m. Monday.” 

, US Attorney’s Office Announces Federal Human Trafficking Charges Against Five In 
: Nevada. 

Charge Aaron Rouse “announced [Wednesday] a federal human trafficking takedown in the District | 

_of Nevada.” Trutanich “brought five prosecutians related to hurnan trafficking,” and the FBI- 
Investigated cases are surrumarized. 

‘Louisiana Minor Rescued Following Kidnapping. 

Louisiana Radio Network (1/6, Doyle} reports that an unidentified minor “wes saved and her 

a@leged kidnapper is behind bars in Grant Parish after cormmunicating with the minor over the 

internet.” The child “went missing late Sunday in Madison Parish and was located in Grant Parish 
Monday evening resulting in the arrest of 22-year-old Angel Ramirez.” The FBI supported the 
investigation. 

Idaho Man Facing Kidnapping Charges. 

'KLUIX-AM Twin Falls, ID (1/6) reports Eric Landeros “is facing charges of first degree kidnapping and | 
' contributing to the delinquency of a minor following his arrest late Monday.” The arresting oficer | 
“nad been patrailing the Wells area when he spotted a 2008 Lexus with license plates matching the | 
description in the alert.” and he “was able to identify Landeros and the teen Hsted in the AMBER 
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Illinois Woman Rescued Following Kidnapping. 

Suburban Chicagoland {iL} (1/6} reports that Lyons police successfully rescued Erika Rios Valdez, 

who “was found at the Skyline Motel, 6136 W, Jollet Road, around 1:30 a.m. New Year’s Day.” She. 
“nad been allegedly kidnapped on Dec. 25 at gunpoint in Texas by Abel Fajardo, who is naiice 

custody and awaits extradition.” 

| Pennsylvania Man Arrested For Serial Bank Robbery. 

‘The Harrishurg {PA} Patriot-News (1/6, 567K} reports Shameont Lyle Sapp, whe is “accused of 

stealing from a focal benk,” previousiy “robbed at least 10 others and tried to win big money by 
claiming to be a victim of Jerry Sandusky and the Catholic church.” Investigators “inked the 10 

robberies because in each one, the robber disguised himself as e dector, wearing surgical masks or. 

bandages on his face.” 

‘Continuing Coverage: Missing Washington Minor Located In Nevada. 

‘The Wenatchee (WA) World (1/6, 57K} reports Angeles Revueleta-Burenrostro, who “was reported | 
missing around 11:20 a.m. Monday,” was “found near Wells, Nevada, around 10 p.m. after police | 
‘made @ traffic stern.” Yakima oolce Cant. Jay Seely said, “Thank the Lord for our FBI partners 

helping us so quickly with this case.” He continued, "The FBI was instrumental in this case. They 

| used a int of their resources and coordinated the response in Eiko.” 

| North Carolina Man Sentenced Over Illegal Firearms. 

    

| pistols, 2 rifle, two extended magazines corfaining &O rounds of arpnuniion, @ rife mount, a 

scope end i0 rounds for a Smim pistol.” 

| Federal Grand Jury Indicts 11 People In Connection With Tennessee Drug Probe. 

| invelved with an investigation that led ta a federal grand jury indicting 11 people on charges that 
relate to their aleged “roles in distribuling heroin” in Tennessee. The Bristol (VA) Herald Courier 

(1/6) also covers this story. 

| Eleven Alleged Drug Traffickers Arrested. 

| been arrested and charged in” Texas. Those individuals were arrested earlier this week, “In a bust 
that was led by the Drug Enforcement Administration’s Amarillo Resident Office,” The FRI and 

some other organizations assisted with the investigation that led te the bust. 

  

‘Justice Department, Federal Court System Were Hacked By Russians. 

‘The Washington Post (1/6, Nakashima, 10.52M)} reports that the Justice Department “has become 

the fatest known victim of Russian hackers, who are engeged in an ongoing campaign of 

_cyberespionage that has afflicted federai agencies and the private sector.” A DO] spokesman on 
' Wednesday “said that the denariment’s Office of the Chief Information Officer, which handies 

“network security, learned on Dec. 24 of malicious activity linked to the hacking campaign. The 

‘intrusions inte other federal agencies and technology firrns were discovered earlier last month, and 

in the Justice Departrnent’s case involved its unclassified Office 365 email system, spokesrnan 

Marc Reimnandi said.” 
Reuters (1/6, Satter} reports that DOI “nas riore than 100,000 employees across = seriés of 

daw enforcement agencies, including the FRI, the Brug Enforcement Agency, and the U.S. Marshals | 

Service.” The BO] steternent also said “that the Justice Department had no indication any classified | 
systems were impacted.” However, “winning access to 2s many as thousands of ernall inboxes 
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from the nation’s premier law enforcernent organization could stil provide an intelligence bonanza 

for foreign hackers.” 

number of potentially accessed  Mcrosntt office! n mailboxes BPOGars limited tG around 3 — ‘cent 

and we have no indication that any classified systems were impacted.” 
The H imal (1/6, Volz, Subscriotieon Publicatian, 8.41M} reports that ib is unclear 

which and how many OM] ermiployses “had their interne! comrnunications exposed in tne 

Operation.” 
The AF (1/6, Tucker, Sajak) reports “the Administrative Office of U.S. Courts informed 

federal judicial bodies across the nation that the courts’ nationwide case management systern was 

breached. That potentially gave the hackers access to sealed court documents, whose contents are | 
highly sensitive.” 

Similar coverage is provided by Th 
Voice of America (1/6, Farivar, B5K)}, 7 5. §3M), the Washinaton {DOVT Imes - 

(1/6, Lovelace, 626K}, the Washingtan (BC) Examiner { “6, Dunleavy, 888K}, CNBC (1/6, Feiner, | 
7.34M}, and Law360 CL/6, Subscription Publication, SK}. 
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Agenoves. The Washington Post (2/6, Riley, 10.52M} reports, “fhe Trump administrath Ht 
formally accused Russia of ‘iikely’ being behind the most devastating hack of U.S. government 
agencies in years.” This “staternent, made jointly by four agencies In charge of intelligence and 

cybersecurity, is the first time the U.S. government has linked Russia to the hack that aise 
affected critical companies that were aise clents of network management system SolarwWinds.” 

The statement indicated “it found less than 10 federal agencies had internal computer systems 

infiltrated in the breach: known victims include the federal departments of State, Treasury, 

Homeland Security, Commerce and Energy.” 

Meanwhile, an editorial about the hacks in the San Francisco Chronicle (1/6, 2.44M} says, 

“The goparent reach of Russian cyber sleuthing is iting new levels with Washington stumbling to 

contain HR. The evidence is coring In a post mortern look at a hack of top government agencies 

that’s turning up as @ much bigger intrusion into Washington’ S computer links.” According to the 
aditorial, ‘The probes burrowed inte the likes of the Treasury Denertment, Homeland Security and | 

‘National Institutes of Health,” which is “a reach that touches vital areas such as financial controls, 

‘border security and health research, including wark on the viral pandernic.” 

| Rob Knake writes in Fors! Fairs (1/6, 522K} thet as the investigation into the SolarWinds 

‘breach continues, investigators will likely find that Russie “easily aveded US cybersdefanses” due 
ta &@ lack of execution of the US’ cyberstrategy, not in the strategy itself. The editorial board of the 

Christian Science Monitor (1/6, 234K} writes that security "has lagged behind,” and the “biggest 
change corning out of the SclarWinds debacie is Hxely to be a new insistence that security take a 
tap priority.“ The Monitor says the “software used by government often overlaps with that in use in. 

the private sector,” so new “secur ty Standards for sofware the government procures could 

| increase security for products that ah Americans use.* 
RASS 

    

    

>. 2 Sx Vey Sad sew >. YY, sy wee TNAIVOKEIMSSi Aes MIF Ne gsye* SesFo VF Kegsse Ss Ws Ness. The New York Times (1/6, 

-Perfroth, Sanger, Barnes, 20. 6M} reports US intel agencies and orivate cybersecurity investigat 

“gre examining the role of a widely used software company, JetBrains, i the far-reaching Russian 

hacking of federsi agencies, private corporations and United States infrastructure, according to 

‘Officials and executives briefed on the inquiry.” Officials are examining whether the company, 

“founded by three Russian engineers in the Czech Republic with research labs in Russia, was 

breached and used as a pathway for hackers ke insert back coors inta the software of an untold 
numiger of technology cornpanies.” JetBrains “is used by developers at 300,000 businesses. One of | 

them is SolarWinds, the company based In Austin, Texas, whose network management software 

| played & central rote in allowing hackers into government and private networks, “ 
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| In Second Reversal, NYSE Will Delist Three Chinese Telecoms. 

telecommunicati on giants ‘after all, say ng its second reversal in a owe aes came after new ‘guidance | 
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fromm the Treasury Departrnent.” CNBC says that last Thursday, the NYSE “announced. ..it will 

“remove L.S.-traded shares of China Telecom, China Moble and China Unicorn from the Big Board 

to comply with an executive order signed by” President Trump, which “sought to bar American 
companies and individuals frorn investing in firms thet the administration alleged aid the Chinese 

miltery.” But on Monday, the NYSE “reversed that decision...causing much confusion,” and 

Treasury Secretary Mnuchin “told the exchange that he disagreed with the reversal." Bloambers 

(1/6, Nguyen, Mohsin, 3.57M)} reports that Mnuchin “entered the fray Tuesday, calling NYSE Group 

‘inc. Prasident Stacay Cunningham to express his displeasure with the decision to let” the three 

firris “keep trading on the Big Board.” 
The New York Times (1/6, Rappeport, 20.6M) seys the NYSE decision “followed a day of 

pressure from the Trurnp adrninistration and Congress.” The Times adds, “The delisting is Hkely ta 
further inflarne tension between the United States and China in the final deys of the Trurns 

adm nistretion.” 

was spur rred by ingek” from MOl's Office of Foreign Assets Control. NYSE “quoted new quidence 

fram the Office of Foreign Assets Control as saying, ‘U.S. persons cannot engage in certain 
transactions’ for Arnerican depositary shares in Chine Telecom Corea. Lid., China Mobile itd. and 

Ching Unicorn Hong Kong Lid. after Jan. a. * 

  

‘Reuters (3/6, McCrank), and the Washington Examiner (6, Roman 888K} provide similar 
coverage. 

| Biden Taps Neuberger For New Cybersecurity Role In NSC. 

Politico (1/6, Sertrand, 6.73M) reports that President-elect Jos Biden has selected Anne Neuberger — 

"to serve in a newly created cybersecurity role on his National Security Council.” Neuberger * ‘will 
be named deputy national security adviser for cybersecurity in the incorning NSC, according to two | 

‘people familar with the plans.” The pick “indicates that the Biden White House intends to reelevate | 

cybersecurity a5 @ key national security pricrity, @ after President Donaid Trurne eliminated the role | 

of cyhersecurity coordinator in 2018.” She “wil be responsible for coordinating the faderal 

‘government's cybersecurity efforts, with a Hkely emphasis on responding to a massive 

_cyberespionage campaign carried out last year by suspected Russian hackers.” 

| Israeli Cyber Surveillance Firm Eyeing IPO At $2B Value. 

Reuters (1/6) reports, “NSO Group is considering an initial public offering (2PO}, most likely in Tel 
‘Aviv, Israeli media reported, citing sources close to the matter.” The israeli Ht eyber surveillance 

firm's chairman Asher Levy and chief financial officer Doron Arazi “met earlier this week with [tai 
'Ben-Zeev, the chief executive of the Tel Aviv Stock Exchenge,” according te 3 the Globes Anancial 

cal, The outlet “cited market sources as estimating the company could be valued ef $2 billion in 

an IPO, with proceeds fikely to be used to develop new activities such as intercepting drones.” NSG » 
ig *peing sued by & group of LIS tech firms inciuding Facebook,” and is “known in the cybersecurit ty , 

‘world for its ‘Pegasus’ software and other tools that can be delivered in several ways,” 

  

| San Antonio Homicides Jumped In 2020. 

The San Antonio Express: News (1/6, Eaton, 685K} reports, “Homicides in San Antonic increased 22 

percent last year,” ending @ three-year period of decline, At 128 hamicides in city limits, 2020 was 

the secoand deadliest year in San Antonio since 1995. Sen Antonio Police Chief Willem McManus 
“suspetis many deaths could be credited to so-called ‘risky behavior’ ~ such as drug use and gang 

invelvement - and family vicience.” Meanwhile, “officials cautloned that the year-end total in San 

“Antonio and Bexar County could change slightly as detectives review open cases and determine 
whether the deaths meet the FBI‘s Uniform Crime Reporting definition, which doesn't include 

justified homicides or officer-invalved kiflings.” 
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‘Awaiting Extradition Hearing On Sex Charges, Fashion Tycoon Peter Nygard Requests 

Bail. 

“The Cenadian Press (1/6} resorts Canadian fashion mogul Peter Nygard, who is in jall facing 

extradition to the US on charges of sexually assaulting dozens of girls and women, “says he’s not 

getting the naurishment he needs while behind bars.” His an affidavit says “his unconventional 
health routines” included traveling ebroad for anti-aging stern cell shots and “a diet free of suger, 

‘carbs and preservatives.” His attorney * ‘argued Nygard’s hesith wil deteriorate if he remains 
incarcerated.” However, Canadian authorities “said Nygard is 2 significant flight risk,“ with “a 

history of mot showing up to court during legal proceedings in the Bahamas and...the financial 

means to flee.” 
The New York Past (1/6, Rosenberg, 7.45M)} reaorts officials say that Nyaard “fueled his nesed 

for ‘near-dally’ sex by drugging and raping women as young as 14." More than 50 women are pert 
| of a class-action lawsuit “accusing Nygard of sexually abusing thers.” 

  

| Biden Selects Merrick Garland To Lead DOJ. 

‘The AP (2/6, Tucker, Baisarno} reports that Joe Biden has “selected Merrick Garland, a federal 

‘appeals court judge who in 2016 was snubbed by Repub Hoans for @ seat on the Supreme Court, as 

his attorney general.” The AP savs in choasing Garland, Bider is “turning to an experienced judges 

iwho held serior positions at the Justice Departrrient decades ago, including a5 @ Superviser of the 

prosecution of the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing.” The AP says Biden “may be banking on 
_Garland’s credentials and reputation for moderation to ensure confirrnation.” 

USA Today (1/8, Phitios, Johnsen, 12.7M} says by selecting Geriand, “Biden appears to be 
aiming te create a department free fram political influence.” Simutlerly, the Las Angeles Times (1/6, 

‘Hook, 3.37M)} says the choice “highlights Bider’s desire to restore indesendence tu a BuUstice 

Department that has been scarred by the intense partisan politics of the Trump era.” Politicn (1/6, | 

‘Pager, Gerstein, Cheney, 6.73M) reports, “The announcement of the selection could come as early | 

as Thursday, Sen, fick Durbin (D-IL) told reporters on Wednesday.” 
Reuters (1/5, Renshaw} reports Senate Judiciary Chairman Graham “said on Twitter that 

Garland ‘would be a sound choice’ for attorney general.” Graham described Garland as “a man of 
great character ; ingegrny, and i tremendous competency | in ihe law." 

   

   

moderati ing force of the ‘appeals court, ‘and some @ Democratic advi S@rs said they view “hi is se@lectio 

as @ signal to congressional Republicans that the department will operate in an evenhanded 

fashion in the Biden adrninistration.” However, according to the Post, “sorne defense lawyers and 

criminal-iustice-reform advocates have said they worry Garland’s record on the bench shows he is 

too deferential to the government and law enforcement - and perhaps would not be as aggressive 

e@bout implementing the kind of dramatic changes they seek.” The New York Times (1/6, Schmidt, 

‘Liptak, Kaplan, Benner, 20.6M) reports that Garland “nas sometimes diseppointed liberals with his 

rulings.” According to the Times, “progressive groups have... inundated Mr. Biden...asking Rim to 

nominate an attorney general with 3 progressive track record on issues around race and policing.” 

The Times adds, “The choice of Mr. Garland, a white man with a record of favoring law 
enforcement over people accused of crimes, signaled fo some progressives that their concerns 
were dismissed.“ 

CNBC (1/6, Higgins, Schwartz, 7.34) says Garland “wil face gressure from liberals to 

“prosecute Donald Trump after Biden takes office.” CNBC adds, “Another test would be how he 

would handle sn investigation into Hunter Biden, the incoming president’s son. Hunter Biden 
revealed fast month that a federal investigation is underway inte his taxes.” The Wall Street 

Journal (2/8, Bravin, Gurrnan, Viswenathe, Subscription Publcetion, 8.41M} says Garland is net 
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Close to the Biden family, which transitian officiais view as a positive, given the current 

vest 

wand NPR Ne ; G, Johnson, 3, GoM}, 

KiNysy GY sing Stones ‘es Sas Aegaty AS. Bloomber: (1/6, Strohra, Epstein, 3.87¢) 

reports that Biden is “picking Lise Monaco for deputy atterney general and Vanita Gupta as 
associate attorney general, accarding ta people farnillar with those decisions. Monaco spent almost | 

‘two decades at the Justice Desartrnent and was homeland security adviser in the Obama 

administration. Gusta headed the department's Civil Rights Division under President Obarna.” 

  

| Comey: Trump Shouldn't Be Prosecuted. 

The Guardian (UK) (1/5, Pengelly, 5.53M) reports that former FBT director James Comey writes in 
nis new book that President Trump should net be srosecuted once he leeves the White House ne 

  

   
matter “how powerful the evidence strewn acrass his history” is. Instead, Comey writes, “the 

mission of the next attorney general must be fostering the trust of the American people.” The 
book, book, “Saving Justice: Truth, Transperency and Trust,” wil be published on January 12. 

‘Comey aiso argues against further investigating Michael Flynn, Trumy’s first national security 

adviser, but “excoriates Willar: Barr, Trump’s second attorney genersi, who ren interference over | 

'Mueller’s final report.” Additional coverage includes The Hill (1/6, Gstalter, 5.69M} and HuffPost 
(1/6, Amatulll, 363). 

  

Trump Promises “Orderly Transition On January 20th” After Congress Certifies Biden 
Election. 

“The AP (1/7} reports President Trump “said there would be an orderly transition on Jenuary 20th’ 

after Congress concluded the electoral vote count early Thursday certifying President-elect Joe 
'Bidan‘s victory hours after he appeared to excuse the violant occupation of the US Capitel by his 

supporters, Trump acknowledged defeat in the Nov. 2 election for the first time, after a day of 

chaos end destruction on Capita! Hl gerostrated in his name by supporters that halted business in 

'fongress for more than six hours.” 

: Trump said in a statement, “Even though I totally disagres with the outcome of the election, 
and the facts baar me out, nevertheless there wil be en orderly transition on January 20th. lheve | 
always said we would continue our fight toe ensure that only lecal votes were counted. While this 

represents the end of the greatest first term in presidential history, it’s only the beginning of our 
fight to Make America Great Again!” The statement was post itter by Deputy Chief of Staff 

‘Dan Scaving at 3:49 a.m., eight minutes after Vice President Pance, as President of the Senate, 

announced the election of Joe Biden as president and Sen. Kamala Harris {D-CA} as vice presidant. 

Reuters (1/7, Zencerle, Landay} renarts, “Hours after hundreds of [Frurnp’s] supporters 

stormed the U.S. Capitol in a harrowing assault on American democracy, a sheken Congress on 
Thursday formally certified Democrat Joe Biden’s election victory. ... Congress had resumed its 

work certifying Siden’s Electoral College win late on Wednesday after the chactic scenes on Capitol - 
Hill, with debate stretching inte the early hours of Thursday. After debate the Senate and the 

‘House of Representatives rejected two objections to the tally and certified the final Electoral 

‘College vote with Biden receiving 306 votes and Trump 232 votes.” 

The New York Daly News €1/6, Sommerfeld, 2.51M) reperts thet “after more then sight 

hours of sheltering in place,” Senate Majority Leader McConnell "said his air was to certify Biden‘s | 

victory ‘tonight,’ a ars fie) se te nis felow fepsreans to erap any additional chavenges 

  

   

| 7.45) reports both chambers ° ‘early Thursday 7 morning y overwhalminaty shot down a chale enge ta 
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emt 

| fRicen’s] Pennsylvania victary.” The Atlante Journal-Constitution (1/6, 1.46M)} reports Sen. Kelly 

Loeffler (R-GA), “citing the violence thet shook the U.S. Capital” an Wednesday, “abandoned her 
flan to challenge Georgia's electoral results.” 

  

CRIT, [Pence] decried the violence of hours earler and, wilhoul naming Trump, d “Genounced | the 
people the president had just said he loved. ‘fa those who wreaked havoc in aur Capital today, 

you did not win,’ Pance said.” McConnell "iaheled the riote a failed insurrection’ end peinted the 

continuation of the Electoral Collece session as a show of defiance against those who would seek to 
derail democracy.” Senate Minority Leader Schumer “went further, pinning the viclence on 

-Trumo‘’s incitement and said Jan. 6, 2021 would ao down alongside the attack on Pearl Harbor as a 

day that will Nive in infarny.’“ 
SNSVSY 8 ~ S co WY Qs WEINVT Le Gay GQ CAs HOVCery 3 \ ss The Dispateh (2/6) reports that Rudy 

‘Glullani was “calling Republican lawmakers urging them to delay the electoral vote count by af 
deast one day to allow the president and his team to present more evidence of alleged election 

fraud. ..as late as en hour before Congress reconvened.” In a yvoicermall intended for Sen. Tommy 

Tubervile (R-AL}, but acti identally made to another senater whe shared it with The Dispatch, 
Giuliani said, “I want to discuss with you how they’re trying to rush this hearing and how we need 

you, our Renunfican friends. tot try iG Hust siow Hf down se we can get these legislatures fo get 

“more inferrnation to you. 1 know MoConnell is doing everything he can to rush it, which is kind 

of a kick in the head because it’s one thing to oppose us, it’s another thing not to give us a fair 
“opportunity to contest it.” 

; Ee ‘M
ie
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: Saye Gay Ye : was. The AP CU/6, Colvin, 
Miller) reports that on Wac dnesday, | Benes, “defying” Trump, “said. thet he does not have the 

“power to discard electoral yotes that will make” Biden the next president. The AP adds that “in a 
statement issued minutes before he was to begin presiding over a joint session of Congress to 

count those votes,” Pence said i was “my considered judgment that my oath to support and 

defend the Constitution constrains me fror clalrning unlleteral authority to determine which 

'@ectoral votes should be counted and which should not.” 

USA Today (1/6, Groppe, 12.7M)} reports, “Defying his boss,” Pence said thet “only 

| lawmakers can decide whether bo accept or reject the Electoral # College votes worn” Ry Biden. ine 

Ye
 

Trump inko 2 2 full “tl me public persona, made clear ina 21/2 - “Dag letter sent to lawmakers 

‘Wednesday afternoan that he slanned to fulfill his constitutional duties and - over the vehement 

entreaties of his boss ~ certify the election” of Biden and Sen. Kamala Narris (2-CAS. His “fealty to 
the Constitution came on a day when a mob of angry Trump supporters breached the sanctum of 

the Capitol.” 
Bloomberg (1/6, 3.57M)} reports that Pence’s staternent “sparked a swift rebuke from Trump, | 

exposing an unprecedented rit ie it : American leadershie and heloing fuel pro-Frumnp protests atthe 

the. courage to do what ‘should have been done to orotect our Country and our Constitution, giving | 

States a chance to certify e corrected set of fects, not the fraudulent or inaccurate ones which they | 

were asked to previously certify.” 

, Cabinet Members Reportedly “Holding Preliminary Discussions” About Invoking 25th 

‘ Amend ment. 

3 86, 34! Pf reports on iis 5 website, ome Cati net MerriBers ars eho! ding preliminary ai seus sions about 

invoking the 25th Amendment, a well-placed GOP source told CNN,” and The HU 1/6, Samuels, 

'Chalfant, 5.69) also says "Administration officiais have started discussing the poss! IDLY of 

invoking the 25th Amendment.” Axios (1/6, Swan, Talev, 1.26M} renorts, “This talk is corning fr om 

Bea 

  

current and former White House and GOP HH aides, and Republican lobbyists and political 

consultants — aff of wharn have either embraced [Trumps] or quietly tolerated him unti! now.’ 
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USA Today (1/6, Barmey, 12.7) reports that the National Association af Manufecturers, “one 

of President Donald Trurmp’s maior business supporters,” is calling on Vice President Pance “te 

consider launching” the 25th Amendment process. NAM President/CEO Jey Timmons “said Pence 
should “Seriously © consider working with the Cabinet to invoke the 25th Amendment to preserve 

'democracy,’” The New York Daily New 
aiso backed the move, eweating, “president veurnp should resign ar be removed fram office by his 

Cabinet, or by the Congress,” 

The Boston Gioke (1/6, 1.04M} ranorts Mouse Judiciary Committee members including Reps. 
'‘Bavid Cicifline (0-21) and Ted Lieu (+A) also called on Pence to invoke the 25th Amendment, 

saying, “Trump remained silent even as insurrections broke windows, threatened U.S, Capitol 

ee and scaled the walls af the Oe farler in the poring F President Trump Reid a oy at 

The e Washington Post (ie, io. 52M) editor: alizes, “Trume's refusal to accept his election 

defeat and his relentless Inciternent of his supporters led Wednesday to the unthinkable: an assault 

on the U.S. Capitol by a violent mab that everwhelmed palice and drove Congress from its 
chambers as it was debating the counting of electoral votes. Responsibility for this act of sedition 

Hles squarely with the president, who has shown that his continued tenure in office pases a grave 

threat to U.S. dernocracy. He should be removed.” 

The Miami Herald (1/6, 647K) editorializes, “If is time to invoke the 25th Amendment. If is 
time for President Trump ~ as he told the viclent, radical thugs who suppert him no matter what; 
who crawled over the U.S. Capitol lke spiders; who breached House end Senate charnbers: who 

brazenly confronted overwhelmed, Hi-prepared law-enforcement officers: who forced lawmakers 

to take shelter — to ‘go home.” The Bai umore Sun (1/6, 629K} editorializes, “Before he endangers 
ome more American life, Donaid Trump must be removed | from office. Whether that’s through his 
Cabinet invoking the 25th amendment or an emergency House hearing to impeach him followed 

by a Senate vote, Wwe dan’t much care ~ whichever fs faster.” 

  

ss S 

: LV ONS}, LIMA Oy NEPAL Qy9Ky CON WMP yYgG KEP Ws yoy Sgyogey KMysigares' Lose s 
‘Bloombero {i/?, lacobs, Mohsin, Fabien, 3.57M) reports National Security Advisor OBrien and 

'Beputy Chief of Staff Chris Liddell “are considering resigning over the president's encouragement 

_of protests that fed to his sugeorters storming the U.S, Canltol on Wednesday, according to peapie | 

familiar with the matter.“ CNN (1/8, Tapeer, Callins, Atwood, Salama, 89.21M) reports on its 

website, “Earlier Wednesday, O’Brien took the unusual step of defending” Vice President Pence, as 

Trump "has been consumed by the vice president‘s refusal to do his bidding instead of the moh 
that breached Capitol HIN, O’Brien said Pence showed courage as Trump larnbasted him.” Deputy 

Nati onal Security Adviser Matt Pott inger resigned Wednesday afterneon. 
SNIAIAIA, LFEOTA, MaCMypo ww Loi ee Reuters {1/6} reports Steohanie Grisham, Chief of | 

Stat? to the First Lady and @ former white House press secretary, resigned Wednesday. ‘She said in 

8 Statement, “it has been an honor to serve the country In the White House. Lam very proudfa 
have been a part of Mrs. Trump’s mission to help children everywhere, and proud of the many 

“accomplishments of this administration.” White Hause Social Secretary Rickie Niceta “also 
resigned, as did a deputy White House press secretary, Sarah Matthews.” Bloombera (1/7, Jacabs, - 
Mohsin, Fabian, 3.57M)} reports Matthews said in a staternent, “As someone who worked in the 

halls of Congress | was deeply disturbed by what T saw today. Vi be stepping down from my role, 

effective immediately. Gur nation needs a peaceful transfer of power.” 

s WIFIMY SYS 

   

, Progressive Group Urges Breyer To Retire. 

Court justi ice Stephen Breyer to take advantage ¢ of 2 possible nemocratic me Hority in tins Senate 

arid retire.” Progressive group Demand Justice “praised Breyer in a statement to Politico but 

encouraged him to make way fer a younger liberal replacement.” Brian Fallon, the group’s 
‘Executive Director, said, “Sreyer’s service on the Court has beer remerkeble, and history will 

remember him even more fondly if he ends up playing a critical role in ensuring the appointrnent 
_of the first Black woman to the Caurt.” Fallon said that “timing his retirernent in the corning year 
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would guarantee that oppartunity,” which “may prove a narraw one.” Politico says the “camments 

'@re@ the latest example of Democratic anxiety about the composition of the Supreme Court.” 

fox News (1/6, Bitzer, 23.99M) reports on its website that former South Carolina state Rep. 
, Sakari Sekers (D3 echoed the remarks in a tweet Tumsday night thet read, “if wa get te 50, I nead 

Justice Breyer to announce retirement at 12:Glpm on January 20th. And I need us to nominate 

and elect some federal judges.“ Breyer “stated In December that he intends to retire 

“aventually’...but ne said that ‘it’s herd to know exactly wher’ hs would leave the court.” 

us Surpasses 21M Confirmed COVID Cases. 

‘Reuters (1/6, Caspani, Szekely} reports, “More Americans were hospitalized with COVID-19 on 

Wednesday than at eny thne since the pandemic began, as total coronavirus infections crossed the | 

Zi milion mark, deaths scared across much of the United States and 4 historic vaccination effort 
jagged.” Hospitalizations “reached a record 130,834 iste on Tuesday, according to a Reuters tally 

of public health data, while 3,684 reported fatalities was the second-highest single-day death toll 
of the pandemic” as total deaths topped 357,000. Reuters says, “With many healthcare systems 

-aporceching a breaking point, pressure mounted on state end local officiais to speed us distribution 

of the two authorized vaccines frorn Pfizer inc With ? partner BioNTech SE and Moderna Inc.” 
NIAID Director Fauci said on the Economic Club (1/6), “1 think ceopie in mary parts of the 

courttry are so fatigued, we call it COVID fatigue, with abiding by the public health measures thal 

they‘re net doing the simple things ta protect themselves.” Fauci added, “We are now in the wi inter 
months, the fate fall, early winter, which in fact has peaple co things indoors much more : 

preferentially,“ and “we've had sequentia! holiday seasons where people have traveled.” Fauci 

continued, "i think all of these three factors together are the reason why we're seeing this surge.” 

  

| Experts Warn US Is Ill-Equipped To Track New Variant. 

‘The New York Times (1/6, Zimmer, 20.8M} reports, “With no robust system fo identify genetic 
variations of the coronavirus, experts warn that the United States is woefully dl-equipped te track 

@ dangerous new mutant, leaving health cfficiais blind as they try to combet the grave threat,” The | 
mutant, first identified in the UK, “Is rare for naw” In the US, but “has the potential tc explede in 

the next few weeks, putting new pressures on American hossitais, some of which are already near | 

the breaking point.” Experts "say that a national surveillance program would be able te determine 
dust how widespread the new variant is and helo contain emerging hot spots, extending the cruciaf 

window of time | in which vulnerable people across the country could get vaccinated.” 
i it i Past (1/6, Achenbach, Guarina, 16.52M) reports thet “although the variant 

has se far been det sched ina very srall fraction of infections, it shows sions of spreading and may 

become significantly more common in coming weeks, according to the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention and infectious-disezse experts.” While “cases have been mastly isolated,” with 
single instences in New York, Florida, and Georg! a, NIH Olrector Collins teid the Past, “I would be 

surprised if that doesn’t grow pretty rapidly.” There is no existing evidence that the mutant 
“carries a greater risk of severe disease or death,” but its transmissibility “presents a challenge for | 

avery country hoping to crush the pandemic,” potentially driving “more patients into hospitals” and | 
boasting “the covid-19 death tall.” 

Asked on Washington Post live (1/6) about the new variants in the UK end South Africa, 

Collins said, "Se far, there does nat seem to be any reason to believe that these variants would be | 
those that people vaccinated would not be able to resist. ... And they don't seem to be sufficiently | 

different that the therapeutics, these monoclonal antibadies, wouldn’t work against thern, although | 
real experiments are underway right now to make sure that ee s the case.” Collins added that 

NIH is working with the CDC on “2 careful monitoring system“ so “that when one of these new 

variants arises that we recognize it and we quickly test it ta see " it's one to really worry about.” | 
NIAID Director Fauci said on the Economic Club (1/6} that the variant detected in the UK dass - 

“not “appear to be the case that it escapes the protection that’s induced by the vaccines that we're | 

using. The one fram the Repuhblic of South Africa is a Httie Bit more complicated, because if 

overlaps a bit with the rnutation in the UK, but it is a fittie bit rnore complicated because some of 

| those mutations might have a negative impact on the efficacy of some of the monocional 
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antibodies that are used. So we're icoking into thet very cerefully.‘ 

HHS Deputy Chief of Staff for Polcy Paul Mange sali on KOKA&-AM Fittshurgh (1/6), “Folks 

should not be alarmed. Yes, it may be a little bic more transmissible. lt does not evade the 
_yacecine, it does not evade the therapeutics, the monoclonal antibodies that we've Been using.” 

‘Trump Administration To Activate 6 Pharmacy Distribution Program. 

The N i 

will launch a foder: bpragrern to give out: vaccines at oharrecy stores £9 high- “fi isk groups, 

including older people and frontline workers, faderal heaith officials said et a news conference on 
| Wadnesday.” HHS Secretary Azar said, “The next big push is to bring those onfine and make sure 

the governors have those available really to hopefully expand out te much larger swathes of 

‘Individuais.” Certain “states have already a using their pharmacies to give oul vaccines,” bul 
“the program being activated this week” wil allow states to allocate deses directly to i9 pharmacy - 

_chgins end associations, representing 40, 900 partic: gating locations. 
Poattica (1/6, Raubein, 6.73M} reports that the move “comes after federal cfficiais faced fierce 

  

eriticism for the slow pace of immunizations.” The grogram could see 3,006 to 6,000 pharmacies 

begin injections in the Rext two weeks, “according to a senior HHS official.” The official said, “what | 
we're doing is just putting this into what we would call the more standard distribution channel that | 

“Most Americans are accustomed to, which is the carner pharmacy.” 

Azar Recommends Expanding Access To Vaccines. 

“The AP (1/8, Smith} says that “with frustration rising over the sluagish rollout of the [coronavirus] 

‘vaccine, state leaders...are turning up the pressure, improvising and seeking to bend the rules te 

get shots in arms more quickly.” The AP reports that on Wednesday, HHS Secretary Azar 

@,. that the government wil allow more drugstores to start giving vaccinations to speed 

delivery,” and “if health workers aren‘t lining up fast enough, he seid, it is OK to expand eligibility 
te lower-priority groups.” Azar is quoted 2s saying, “We need to not he overly prescriptive in that, 

especially as we see governors who are leaving vaccines sitting in freezers rather than getting it 

cut inte peaple’s arms.” According to the AP, “As of Wednesday...5.3 million people had gatten 

‘their first shot out of 1? milllen doses distributed.“ The AP adds, “While that is baleved to an 

-undercount...health officials are sti well behind where they wanted to be.” 
Sisombera (1/6, Lavito, 3.57M)} reports that health officiais “encouraged states to start 

vaccinating peapie more widely, acknowledging thet the immunization rollout has bean slower 

than anticipated and opening the spigat for a broader renge of Americans ta begin getting shots.’ 
Azar and other Operation Warn Speed onficials © Said they expect vaccinations ta start 

accelerating,” and NIH Oirector Collins earlier “said he expects the U.S. to give about i million 
shots per day” in an interview with The Washington Post. Azar “said the administration nas heen 

-@xamining factors that heve slowed the rollout over the past few weeks.” 

KQMIWY DSNEIasyes Spgyee®’ IM Gases Agr Oey. Calling said on Vi Live (1/6) 
: yor f 

“The next couple of weeks are guing to be really ¢ critical to see how we caer get this distributian 

system up and going more smoothly.” However, Collings added, “Things are starting fo pick up... 

[think we ought to be abie to get in a place where maybe a millon injections are happening every — 

fay.” : 

  

“Yery confident and hopeful it the next week oF so we ts S&e & 2 fairly dramatic spose if? the 

administration of these vaccines.” Bang 30 added, “The last three or four days, we're up over a half 
milion, that is as opposed to the first week when we were...150 te 250,000. So the trajectary is 
very, very positive and I would guess by sornetime next week or certainly the week after we'll be 

doing a million or more a day.” 
HHS Deputy Secretary Eric Hargan said an WIND-AM Chicago (1/6, 8K}, "We're shipping 

the vaccine doses exactly where the states and the other jurisdictions are telling us to shies them. 

Those are going out the doar, and so the work to shin the vaccines to those locations we think is 

going pretty well, thanks to the work of General Perna‘s team here, Operation Warp Speed.” 

'Hargan noted “a tremendous variation” armong the states “in their ability to get those doses out 
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the door efficiently.” 
NIAID Olrector Fauci said an the He Club (1/8), “i think we have fo wall for the first 

couple of weeks in January to make any determinati on as to whet’s gone wrong, if anything. 
'Claarly, no excuses, we should have gotten 20 [million] distributed and 20 [milien] into the arms 

of people.” Fauci added, "What happened is that whenever you have a brand new massive 

program, the likes of which we've never undertaken before on a national basis, and you start It in 

the middie of the holiday season between Christmas and New Year’s, i think there ‘S$ a goad 

‘Y@ason, again, no excuses, bul you can explain why you may not have gotten to the level you 

:WErt.” 

  

CDC Says Allergic Reactions To COVID Vaccines Remain Rare. 

‘The Waeshington Post (1/6, Achenbech, 10.92M} renorts, “Allergic reactians ta coronavirus 
vaccinations remain rare anki should not dissuade Americans from Being yes nance, the Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention seid” in a study Wednesday. OF “1.9 millon people whe 
received a shot during the first two weeks of vaccination, 21 experienced severe allergic 

reactions,” the study found, and “most of thase peonle had a history of allergic reactions.” As a 

result of the low number of instances, the risk of severe Hiness ar death fram COVID “far 
outweighs that of a cotential allergic reaction, CDC officials said.” 

  

Clinical Trial Finds Blood Plasma Reduces Risk Of Severe COVID. 

The New York Times (1/8, Wu, 20.6M) reports, “A small but rigorous clinical trial in Argentina has 

‘found that blood plasma from recoveres Covid-iS patients can keep cider adulis Fram getting 

seriously sick with the coronavirus - if they get the therapy within days of the onset of the Hiness.” | 
The study, “published Wednesday in the New England Journal of Medicine, are some of the first io | 

conclusively poirtt toward the off-discussed treatmert’s beneficial effects.“ The Times says the 

results also come “nearly five menths” after the FDA “issued the therapy an emergency green! Hight 
se,” with thousands receiving infusions “in the rronths since.” 

Vaccine Rollout In Nursing Homes Slowed By Hesitancy, Fewer Residents. 

Th : ' dourna! (1/6, Terlen, Subscription Publication, $.41M} reports that OVS Health said 

Or Wednesday that vaccine hesitancy is slowing down cleuriaution of COVID vaccine doses to steff 

across the country’s nursing homes and assisted ving facilities. The pharmaceutical company said 
rollout numbers were aiso lower cue to the fact that facitities | ‘overestimated numbers of residents 
by up to 36%. However, CVS and Walgreens seid they are stil on track to meet their federal 
targets by January 25. 

  

| Arizona Is COVID “Hot Spot Of The World” Amid Surge. 

The AP (1/6, Tang} reports, "public health experts warned Wednesday that [Arizona] has become 
‘the het spot of the worid’ and that health restrictions the governor has been hesitant to impose 

could have temped down the crisis.” Arizona Public Health Association head WH Hurnble said, “It’s 
way worse than July giready, and it’s going te continue te get warse. We're prabably two weeks 

behind LA in terms of our situation.” State health officiais “reported e triple-digit number of new 

'Virus-reiated deaths for the second day in a row end more than 7,200 dally cases, with hospitals 

strained by a record nurmber of patients.” Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey (R)} “has declined to reimpose 

restrictions Hke neighboring California” since the state’s stay-at-home order lifted earlier in the 

 pandernic. 
The Arizona Republic (1/6, 1.05M} reports, “The state’s seven-day, new-case average ranks 

highest nationwide, according to the Centers far Disease Control and Prevention’s COVID Date 

Tracker as of Tuesday,” with 112.1 cases per 100,000 people. The national “average for new cases | 

is 64.5 cases per 100,000 people.” 

  

China Blocking WHO Efforts To Probe Pandemic’s Oriain. 
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“The Washington Post (1/6, Rauhala, Kuo, 16.52M) reports that “for almost a year, the World 

Heslth Organization has heen working with Chinese authorities to secure access to” Wuhen, “the 
epicenter of the initial outbreak,” but “by New Year’s Eve, the WHG expert leading the mission did 

net have a fight booked,” end on Tuesdey, WHO Secretary~General Tedros Adhanorm Ghebreyesus | 

“expressed ‘disappointment’ that China had yet te finellze permissions for the trip ~- his most 

pointed criticisrn of China to date." According to the Post, “Belling for months had rejected calls for | 

'@ probe into the origins of the virus, later agreeing to a WHO-led investigation only if ii were not 
country-specific.” The Past says Chinese officials “have pushed theories that the virus came frorn 

Outside the country while controlling related research and blocking domestic scientists fram 

publishing independent studies inte the causes of the outbreak.” 
The AP (2/6, Wu} renorts, “China said Wednesday K wes stHl negotiating with the Warid 

‘Health Organization the dates and itinerary for 2 visit by international experts looking inte arigins 
Of COVID-19, after the head of the agency crHicized Belting far not finalizing permissions for the 

mission.” Hua Chunying, a spokesperson for China’s Foreign Ministry, sald the country “hes always | 

been open and responsible* regarding the origins of the virus, but “te ensure that the work of the | 
Global experts group in China is successful, we need to carry out the necessary procedures and 

relevant concrete plans.” 

, EU ee Moderna’s COVID Vaccine. 

The AP (2/6, Furtula, Corder) reports, “The European Union's execulive commission gave the 

green light Wednesday to Moderna inc.’s COVID-19 vaccine, providing the 27-nation bloc with a 
“second vaccine fo use in the desperate battle to tame the virus rampaging atross the continent.” 

The European Commission’s decision fo grant “conditions! merketing authorization for the vaccine” | 

“comes “against a backdrop of high infection rates in many EU countries and strong criticism ofthe 
slow pace of vaccinations across the region of some 450 milion people.” European Commission 

'-Prasident Ursula von der Leyen said, “With the Moderna vaccine, the second one now authorized in | 

‘the EU, we will have a further 160 million doses. And mare vaccines will come.” 
Bigoombera C1/&, 3.57M3 renarts that the decision cores “hours after @ sign-off by the EN’s 

medicines regulator” as EU leaders face rowing P pressure EG speed up clearance and Gepioyment 

‘Gridinef?, 28, 6M) reports that the European Medicir nes = Agency’ § decision was initiahy “scheduled for 

dater in January,” but moved ferward after the agency came “under criticisrn for being too slow, as — 

'Gritgin and the United States began rolling oul vaccination campaigns before the European Union 

‘had even granted the drugs authorization.” The Wall Street Journal (1/6, Hinshew, Subscriotion 

Publication, 8.41M) has more on the authorization. 

| New UK Lockdown Receives Legislative Approval. 

‘The N rk 7 3 (1/6, Landier, Castle, 20.6M} reports that UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson 

“has been vehi psawed by forces oF the pandemic’ for rmonths, “caught bebween an caposition that 

-gccused him of acting too late and lawmakers in his own party who complained that he had gene 

too far in locking down Sritain’s economy.” However, Johnson‘’s new national fockdown, which 

could remain in effect unt March 3i and contains “some of his toughest measures yet,” won 

approval on Wednesday. The Times says, “Sa dire js the public health crisis now confronting Britain | 
that it has ternporarily atifed the political debates et ‘have reged since the virus first emerged in | 

the country iL months ago,” as the country logged “a record 62,322 infections on Wednesday.” 

  

   

| Israel Faces New Lockdown Amid Surge, Low Vaccine Supply. 

‘The New York Times (1/8, Kershner, Rasgon, 20.6M} reports that after last week “outstripping the 
_rest of the world in the pace of vaccinating its citizens,” Israel is now facing “a tightened lockdown 
as infections have spiraled to more than 6,000 new cases a day.” Israsli officials alse “fear the 

“More transmissible variant of the virus first identified in Britain is spreading rapidiy,” with at least 

3G cases identified. & request from the Palestinian Authority for vaccines has also prompted “a 
debate over Isrzel’s responsibility to the Palestinians at a time when” its supplies “are dwindling.” 
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'_Officiais “said that they may have to slow down their widely vaunted vaccination program by mid- 

January unless iney can persuade the drug companies to deliver mare vaccines sooner than they 

had promised.“ 

| COVID Vaccines Expected To Protect Against South Africa Variant. 

The Wall Street Journal (1/6, Steinhauser, Subscriotion Publication, 841M} reports that South 
‘African researchers anticipate that the existing COVID vaccines may be fess effective against the 

“few strain of COVID identified in the country, but should still offer orotection. Official conclusions 

from trials testing the severity of the variant and its response to treatment has been highly 

anticipated since one of its mutations showed higher resistance to some antibodies in early 

daboratery experiments. 

, Countries Delay Second Shot To Stretch Vaccine Supply. 

lournd: (1/6, Strasburg, Sugden, Subseriction Publication, 9.416) reports that a 

number of gover nmants around the world are adonting & controversial streteay in rolling out 

‘COVIB vaccines, delaying the second injection required for both Pfizer and Moderna’s vaccines in 

order to stretch supply. The UK was the first to anmounce the orogram, followed by Denmark, 

Belgium, and Quebec, despite criticiern fram badies including the US FDA. 

Asked on WIND-AM Chicago (1/6, SK} about the possibility of delaying a second injection in | 

  

‘the US, HHS Deputy Secretary Eric Hargan said the clinical triais for the Pfizer and Moderna 

vaccines “didn’t do...a real scrub on the difference between one and two doses.” Hargan added, "If 
you have a shut dewn in production between that first and second dose and you found that 

the, protection was waning because the first dase wasn't enough for more permanent protection 

or high enough, then we would be in a worse situatian.” 

NIH DArector Collins said on Washington Post Live (1/6) that the Pfizer and Maderna vaccines 

were approved “on the basis of rigorous phase three trigis involving at least 36,006 participants 

and where it was @ two dose regimen.” Collins added, “Let's 5 be @ really cereful here, let's basically 
build our vaccination program on the actual evidence that we have and not start making stuff up, 

even though it might seern Hike it would be a way to get people immunized more quickly. We want — 

thern to be immunized effectively.” 

    

, USTR Criticizes India, Italy, Turkey Digital Taxes, But Stops Short Of Imposing Tariffs. 

‘Reuters (1/6) reports in comments that "pavied] the way for potential retaliatory tariffs,” the US 
‘Trade Representative’s office said Wednesday that “digital services taxes adopted by India, Italy 

and Turkey discriminate against U.S. companies and are inconsistent with international tax 

‘“printiples.” But USTR “said...that it was not teking Specific actions as gart of its “Sectien 301° 

‘investigations inte those taxes at this time, But ‘will continue to evaluate all available options, 
Fe 

, Syria Says Israeli Missile Struck Targets In Syria. 

Wednesday it the t third such attack { a3 nearly “ke days. " sititary defectors * ‘seid the rrissi les 

targeted Iranian revolutionery guard bases. A military ssokesmnan said missiles flying over the 
Golan Heights targeted several locations and air defences downed several missiles.” While “There 

“WBS TO immediate comment from an Israeli military spokesman,” Israels Defence Force Chief of 

' Staff Aviv Kochavi “said last rnonth the missile strikes had ‘slowed down Iran‘s entrenchment in 
Syria.” 

, Pakistani Court Abolishes _ Virginity Tests” In Sexual Assault Cases. 

Th 2g (1/6, Schall, Ur-Renhmen, 20.6M) reports a Pakistani court “hes abolished 
$0 called ¥i rai rn ity tests, which women are sublected to in sexual assault cases, setting a precedent | 

‘for the practice to be potentially outlawed nationwide.” Although the practice has been bennedin 
Afghanistan, India end Bangladesh, it “continues to take place in Pakistan and more than a dozen — 

other countries where it is seer as a measure of virtue and of whether a women is trustworthy.” A» 
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‘group of women that inclucies “a sociologist, a journalist, an activist, a fewyer and a psychologist 

as well as a member of the lower house of Parliament,” argued that “examining whether the 
hymen was intact had no scientific or legal bearing in sexual violence cases, and violated 
constitutional rights to privacy and dignity, The Lahore High Court, in the orovince of Punjab, 

agreed on Monday.“ 

| Media Analyses: China Further Asserts Authority Over Hong Kong With Mass Arrests. 

“The Washington Post (1/6, Yu, 16.52} reports that “by late Wednesday morning, at least 53 Hong 

Kong residants ~ former jawmakers, activists end an American lawyer among them - "had been 

detained under Beiling’s new national security law, and their offices and homes raided.“ They are 

“accused of subversion” and “face up to Hfe in orison for holding a orimary vote last year ahead of 

Jegisiative elections thet were ul imately postpened and which many of therm were barred from 
contesting.” The Post says the raids “marked the most drarnatic onsiaught in Chinese President i 

Jeping’s transformation of once- ‘freewhee! Hing Hong xorg info a city gripped by fear uncer 

signaled that ‘the central Chinese government, which once wielded HS power over emails Kong with 

a degree of discretion, is increasingly determined to openly impose its will on the city.” 
The Wael Street Journal (1/6, Khan, Subscristion Publication, 8.4.M)} reports activists in the 

city sey the mass arrests show Belfing’s tolerance for democracy in Hong Kong is waning, and 
'Axios (1/6, Allen-Ebrahimian, 1.26M) casts them es an indication that “Chinese Communist Party 

Jeaders see any form of true participatory government as an Hlegitimate subversion of their 

power.” Axios adds, “The arrests alse suggest Beijing belleves if wil face no meaningful resistance 
fram western countries.” 

Bloomberg (1/6, 3.57M)} says the “unprecedented arrest of dozens of leading Hang Kong 

opposition figures lHustrates the depth of Joe Biden’s challences with Beijing.” Bloomberg adds, “By 
the time he becornes U.S. president, there might not be much democracy feft to save in the Asian © 

financial hub.” Reuters (1/6, Chow, Chow?) reports that “Biden‘s pick for secretary of state, Antony 

'Blinken, said on Twitter the arresis were ‘an assault on thase bravely advocating for universal 

Fights.” 

Wall Street i ij ournal CK, Wei, Gubser! ‘oti GR n Publication, 8.41) reports Joe Biden hones to Build a 

coalition of Western democracies te put pressure on Ching, but Chinese President Xi Hinping has 

ithe same idea and has been ‘try! ing to bring traditi onal US alles under its econamic influence. 

| SETe KY Avy SENOS YH SaVMgyy Paw Ws Qey QYysexy Frags Aas 

Xises. A New Yori 32S i {&, Brianger, 20, 6M} } analysis says that in 2014, the European Union 

“embarked on a trade deal with China Selieving thet engagement...was the best way [0 aller hs 

behavior.“ and “the deal was quietly sealed in the final weeks of last veer.” However, according to | 

the Times, “by then, China had changed,” and “the timing - with a newly eagressive Chine seen as — 
'# strategic rival to the United States and just weeks before Joseph R. Biden Jr. becornes president | 

~ has opened the European Unicon to questions and criticisms, fram analysts end particularly 

American officials, that perhaps the deal was a cinlamatic and political error.” the Times says the 

deal “creates doubts ebout Europe's willingness to heed Mr. Biden‘s call to work with him on a joint | 

strategy toward Beijing. And it has handed an important victory to China, where the deal was 
‘halled a¢ & Great success for President XI Hnping.” 
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, US Eases Sudan's Debts As It Normalizes Relations With Israel. 

| The AP (1/6, Magdy} reports that on Wednesday, the government of Sudan “said if had signed an 

agreement with the United States that paves the way for” Sudan “to normalize relations with 

israel and help clear sere of its massive debt to the World Bank.” Sudanese Justice Minister 

'Nasredeen Abdulbari and Treasury Secretary Mnuchin signed the deal in Khartourn. Mnuchin is 

‘guoted as saying, “This is a very, very slanificant agreement. ... If would have a tremendous 

‘impact on the peaple of Israci and the neaple of Sudan as they continue to work tegether on 
_cuftural and econornic opportunities and trade,” The AP adds, “Also during Mnuchin’s visit, the U.S. 

| and Sudan signed 2 ‘memorandum of understanding’ to facilitate the payment of the African 
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country’s debt to the World Bank,” which “would enable Sudan to receive more than $1 billian 
@rwally from the Worid Bank far the first time in nearly three decades, when the country was 

designated a pariah state.” 

P Professor Says Gulf Nations’ Effort To Isolate © Qatar Failed. 

neighbors 3 s/2 years ago, i and “this week were , jolted again by the sudden announcement tnatif 

was all over. The period in between was bitter, with mud-slinging by both sides and viscous media 

'bitzes, social media trolling, expensive lobbying efforts in Washington, and allegations of hacks 
and leaks.“ Jocelyn Sage Mitchell, an assistant professor in residence at Northwestern University’s 

campus in Qatar, seid the effert by Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt “te 

Internationally isalate Qater failed.” That, alang with “an incoming Biden administration in 

Washington that is expected to take a firrner stance toward Saudi Arabia and re-engage with Iran, | 

‘Dut Qatar in a strong necotisting position.” Mitchell said, “! dor’t exnect to ses any concessions or | 

| changes of sianificance from Gatar.” 

  

| Headlines From Today’s Front Pages. 

Wall Street Journals 
Congress Resumes Debate After Rioters Starm Canital 
‘A Singis Bay Shakes Two Eresigencies, Thee Parties And Goes Neder Fo The Core 

' Congress Reconvenes Te Finish Certifving Biden's Flectaral Collece Win 

The Protesters Are In The Bulldins,’ Inside The Censitel Stormed By A Pro-Trump Mob 

Georgia Senate Wins By Democrats Polowed Years OF Party Organizing 

New York Times: 
in Day Of Violence, Pro-Trump Mob Storms Canitol, Disruoting Mectoral Count 
‘A Mob And The Breach Of Democracy: The Violent End Of The Trump Era 
‘As House Was Breached, A Fear We'd Have Ta Fight’ To Get Out 
A Democratic Triumph in Georgia, Overshadowed By Right-Wing Violence In Washington 
Biden Denounces Storming OF Capitol As 4 ‘Dark Mornant’ in Nation's History 

, Washington Past: 

(Bier Men, AENGGSS WEED igh LE GBR. RUESHOLS, ARQUES BESue oY. fai TREES 

  

, the Day American Democracy Was Brought To The Brink 
Trump Mob Storms Canital 

Congress Nears Confirmation After Chaos 

Financial Times: 
Angry Mobs Of Trurnoe Suoporters Interruat Transfer Of Power 

“There’s Nothing Retro About Me‘ — Friedrich Merz On His Bid To Succeed Angela Merkel 

| Uk Watchdog To Investigate Nyidia's S40RN Arr Deal 

, Washington Tiras: 

, Trurny Def ent ami uid € Capitol <eos— Kermeamber this Day Forevert 

  

, RNC " Leaders Ste ang By Trumps g for. io Remake Par ty: ‘Nobody! s Turt ning Gn Trump Here’ 
| ‘Age OF Incrementatism Is Over’: Far Lett Salivates At Democrats’ Complete Takeover 

Senate Defeats Republican Challenge ta Pennsylvania Electoral College Vote 
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| Stery Lineup From Last Night's Netwerk News: 

ABC: Protests; Protesis-Securily; Protests-Viclence; Protesters; Biden-Protesis; Frotests-World 

Perception; Certification; Geargia-Senate Resuits. 
CBS: Protests; Protests-Congress; Trump-Legacy; Geargia-Senate Results; Protesters; Pretests- 

'Atternpt To Stop Certification; Biden-Protests; Sedition; Certification. 

'N@C: Protests; Protests-Rep. Gallagher; Certification; Biden-Protests; Protesters; Protests-Rep. 

Mullin; Protests-World Perception; Prateste-Congress; American Division; Trummp-Legacy; Protests- | 
| Security; Protests-Analysis. 

Network TY Al A Glance: 
Protests - 46 minutes, 30 seconds 

‘Certification ~ 6 minutes, ¢ seconds 
'Biden-Protests ~ 6 minutes, 16 seconds 

Story Lineup From This Morning ’s Radic News Broadcasts: 

ABE: Certification; 25th Amendment Taiks; Protests; Protests-Security; Protests-Akempt Ta Stop 

' Certification, 
£BS: Srotasts: Certification: 25th Amendment Talks: Protest Criticlems: Protests-Reath: White 

‘House Officiais Resignations; Stocks. 

-FOM: Certification; Trump-Video; Steshanie Grisharn Resians. 

| NPR: Protests; Protest Criticisms; Trump-Video; Protaste-Worid Percentian;: Stocks. 

  

Today’s Events In Washington. 

‘White House: 
' # President Trump — Awards Presidential Medal of Freedorn to golfers Annike Sorenstam and 

Gary Player and Olympian Babe Zaharias. 

: *@ YViee President Pence — No public scheciule released. 

| iS Senate: 

 @ Ne public schedule released. 
(US House: 
 & No public schedule released, 
Cabinet Officers: 

 *® No public schedule released. 
| Visitors: 

  

aH gains YER 3 RCL Sack Coalition Against 
coviD- :9 hosts ak ing t R Plain - What Bi ack America Needs to Know About COVID- 19 and 

ink ectious Diseases Director Anthony Fauci: David Carlisie ” (Charles R R Brew Univers’ ity of 

Medicine and Science}; Kizernekis Carbett (NIH) ; Pater Merks (FDA Center for Biclogics 

Evaluation & Research); Nancy Messennier (CDC): Leon McDougie (National Medical 
Association}: Maj, Gen. Christopher Sharastein (Qceration Ware Speed}: Marc Morial (National 

Urban Lesgue}; Helene Gayle (The Chicago Community Trust}; Martha Dawson (National Black — 

Nurses Association): Felicia Collins (HHS — Office of Minority Health}: Rev. Calvin Gutts {Choose | 

Healthy Ufe Gack Clergy Action Plan}; Valerie Montgomery Rice (Marehouse School of 

Medicine); and Marcelle Nunez~ Smith {Bi iden-Harris Health Equi ty Task Force); A Oo PM 

    
3025) released ~ Viral Hepat! cis Nati onal Strategic Plan for the Uni red States: A Roadmap to 
Elimination (2021-2025) released * Webinar on the release featuras Assistant Secretary of 
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Health and Human Services for Health Adm. Brett Giroir, Benariment of Health and Human 

Services Office of Infectious Diseases and HIV/AIDS Policy Chief Medica! Officer Judith 

Steinberg, epidemiologist Jessica Deerin, and Deputy Director for Strategic Initiatives Cara 
Jimenez, Health Resources & Services Administration HIV/AIDS Bureau Division of Policy and 
Data Director Antigone Dernpsey, Department of Veterans Affairs Senior Public Health Program | 

Manager Lorenze McFarland, and CDC Division of Viral Hepatitis Director Carolyn Wester 

Copyright 2022 by Bulletin Inieligencse LLE Resroduction or redistribution without permission prohibited. 
Somtent is drawn frorr: thouseris of newspaners, national magezines, national ari boat television prcdrarnia, racks 

broadcasts, cociaimedia matforms snd addithsnel face of oper-saures data. Saurcss far Sulkin intelligence 
audiance-size estimates include Scarborough, IK MRL camScore, Nielsen, and the Audit Bureau of Circulation, Dats 

from: and aceass to third party socie! media platforms, including bul not limited to Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and 
anthers, is subject to the respective nletform’s terma of use. Servines that inchide Factiva content arc governed by 
Faetiva’s ferivia of use, Services inchiding embedded Tweets erc alno subject to Twitter for Wensite‘s information 

and privacy polleles, The FRI News Briefing ie published five cays a week oy Bulletin Inteligerice, which creates 
custom boefings for gavernmeni and corporate leaders, We can be found on the Wee at Gulletinvintelligence cami, Gr 
called at (7033 489-8200. 
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Subject: Paper DC 

Location: 7142 

Start: Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:00 PM 

End: Thursday, January 7, 2021 2:30 PM 

Show Time As: Tentatively accepted 

Recurrence: (none} 

Meeting Status: Not yet responsed 

Organizer: 

Required Attendees: b6 -1 

rown, John A. (NSB} (FBI} b?c -1 
b7E -5 Optional Attendees: 
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Subject: Paper DC {EAD Brown to Handle} 

Location: 7142 

Start: Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:00 PM 

End: Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:30 PM 

Recurrence: {none} 

Meeting Status: Accepted 

Organizer: | 

Required Attendees: b6 -1 

IBrown, John A. (NSB} (FBI) ee : 
Optional Attendees:     
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Subject: Paper DC {EAD Brown to Handle} 

Location: 7142 

Start: Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:00 PM 

End: Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:30 PM 

Show Time As: Tentatively accepted 

Recurrence: (none} 

Meeting Status: Not yet responsed 

Organizer: 

Required Attendees: b6 -1 

Brown, John A. (NSB} (FBI) b7c -1 
b7E -5 

Optional Attendees: 
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b7E -5   

Ld 

  

    

  

    

Subject: Paper DC 

Location: 7142 

Start: Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:00 PM 

End: Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:30 PM 

Show Time As: Tentatively accepted 

Recurrence: (none} 

Meeting Status: Not yet responsed 

Organizer: 

Required Attendees: b6 -1 
|Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI) eae . 

Optional Attendees: | 
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Subject: Paper DC {EAD Brown to Handle} 

Location: 7142 

Start: Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:00 PM 

End: Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:30 PM 

Show Time As: Tentatively accepted 

Recurrence: (none} 

Meeting Status: Not yet responsed 

Organizer: 

Required Attendees: b6 -1 

Brown, John A. (NSB} (FBI) b7C -1 
b7E -5 Optional Attendees: 
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Ld 
Subject: 

Location: 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 

Required Attendees: 

Optional Attendees: 

Paper DC 

7142 

Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:00 PM 

Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:30 PM 

Tentatively accepted 

(none) 

Not yet responsed 

  

  

    

|Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI) 
  

  
- 

b7E -5 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -5 
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Subject: Canceled: DC Prep 

Location: 7142 

Start: Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:15 AM 

End: Thursday, January 7, 2021 12:00 PM 

Recurrence: {none} 

Meeting Status: Not yet responsed 

Organizer: | 

Required Attendees: Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI) | 
b6 -1 

; b7¢ -1 
Benavides, Bradley S. (CD) {FBI}; Brown, John A. (NSB} b7E -5   

(FBI) 
Optional Attendees: Meader, Stanley M. (DO) (FBI}4 

  

  

Importance: High 
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b7E -5   

Ld 

  

     

Subject: Paper DC {EAD Brown to Handle} 

Location: 7142 

Start: Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:00 PM 

End: Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:30 PM 

Show Time As: Tentatively accepted 

Recurrence: (none} 

Meeting Status: Not yet responsed 

Organizer: 

Required Attendees: b6 -1 

Brown, John A. (NSB} (FBI} bic -1 
b7E -5 

Optional Attendees: 
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From: Team Everbridge 
Subject: fEXTERNAL EMAIL] - [MARKETING] Washington D.C. Tactical Update: Security Disturbances at US Capitol 
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI) 
Sent: January 7, 2021 11:08 AM (UTC-05:00} 
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Yesterday, the US Capital Ruilditig was breached oy protestors acd Goth the rouse acd Senate Oharmters were locked tian. Af apssions 2A Y 

were placed info cecese ae police atternnted to secure the building and resiors order. 

&s these types of unrasi avents unfold, we at Everbridge want in ensure you raceive the resources you nead t3 Keep your 2 Peon Safa and 

operations runing, The Cverbridge Risk inieligence Monitoring Centers (FUMST) actively moniter and analyee unpredictable incidents such as 

these anc develop cdataiied reporis of ail seeurily fiske which may had ari impact on the hesdth andl cofety of peonie or disrumt business 

operations. 

    
Weashingion DG. to beiier crepare for any ocieial impact ip the safety and security of your people and faciities. 

Sa ¥: ‘S for an in-depih look al the events thet unfolded throughout the night. Leern actionable risk intelligence about the unrest in 

We
 ccs 

\N AQ GC 

  

b7E -3 
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b6 -1 

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) b7c -1 
Subject: RE: USAO Sherwin phone briefing bIE -5 
To: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI); Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI); Abbate, Paul M. (DO) {FBI}; Brown, John 

A, (NSB) (FBI); Laycock, Stephen C. (IB) (FBI); Jones, Jason A. (OGC) (FBI); Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI); 
|D‘Antuono, Steven Michael (WF) (FBI) 

Sent: January 7, 2021 4:56 PM (UTC-05:00} 
  

Thank you Brian. 

From: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA}(FBIL sd b6 -1 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 4:36 PM b7Cc -1 
To: Bowdich, David L. (DO) {FBIy lAbbate, Paul M. {DO} (FBI) Brown, John APZE -3-5 

{NSB) (FBI}] |Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} |Laycock, Stephen C. {1B} {FBI 

llones, Jason A. {OGC} {FBI}] [Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI 
ID'Antuono, Steven Michael (WF} (FBI)| 

    

  
Subject: RE: USAO Sherwin phone briefing 

[| 
| 

b7E -1 

  

    
  

From: Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} {FBI} 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 4:19 PM 

To: Bowdich, David L. {DO} {FBI} |Abbate, Paul M. {DO} (FBIy IBrown, John A. 

{NSB} (FBI}} [Sanborn, Jill (CTD} {FBI} |Laycock, Stephen C. {1B} {FBI 
[Jones, Jason A. {OGC} {FBI} |Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI 

| b6 -1 

    

  
  

  

Subject: USAO Sherwin phone briefing b7c -1 

bTE -3,5 

FYSA 

From4 
  

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 4:14 PM 
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b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,3,5 

To: Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} {FBI} | 
IWinston, Alvin M. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

{OPA} {FBI} 

Subject: Re:| |- need approval 

FYI -- 
| don't have a direct quote. But in the sudden phone briefing by Acting U.S. Attorney Michael Sherwin he bs 

was] | -1 
b7E -1   
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Fromm: 
Subject: 
To: 
Sert: 

FEDagent 
[EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [MARKETING] Rioters Breach U.S. Capital in Protest of Election Certification 
Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI) 
January 7, 2021 6:00 PM (UTC-05:00) 

"TRUBS Bah DyGeTtinks? Dopy > Past 

RiGEHir ah ch mvs auras otagenang 7.24 

fo see: the: ull nesslatioy in your breasen”? 

  

    

Top News Columns Contact Us 

danuary 7, 2024 
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Too News 

Rioters Breach U.S. 
Capitol in Protest of 
Election Certification 

On Wednesday, several thousand sugpariers of 

Prasitent Trump's taciection campaign marched 

dram the While Fuuse io the Canitol guiding, 

where the grup Greached security. The araup 

climbed onic the Capital by scaiing vertical walls 

and overwhelming US. Caniiol Police. 
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Tou News 

Federal Employees to 
Receive 1% Pay Raise 
in 2021 

Prasitent Trump racemly signed an exaoutive 

order gramming fedecal employes 2 1 percent 

pay increase in 2021. The order does not affect 

iocalily pay rates. 
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Toys Nees 

CIGIE Announces New 
Chairperson 

in 3 press release fram December 15, 2020, the 

Council of the inspenioss General on imegrity 

and Efficienay (CiGIE} announead ther new 

chairperson, Aiison C. Lerner. Sie geyan her 

termon January 7, 2021. 
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Hear it form WAEPA 

Five reasons to talk with 
a fmancial planner 

Financial planning iart juet for the auper 

weallhy. Anyore can bennett fram the guidance 

of @ cradentigied, axperienced, and otiective 

planner. Here are five stushans hat mexke you 

Goad candidate for a ooawersation. 
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The Takedouer 

$7 Million in Iranian 
Assets Collected for 
Victuns of State- 
Sponsored Terrorism 

The funds sere collected as a part of civd 

forfenure investigation that ied ta milions of 

dollars being clairces fromm several ranian 

nationais and others. 
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Hear ft or FEBalk 

Looking Back on 2020 
and Forward to 2021 
with Federal Employee 
Associations 

Tine fing? FEPNak episaie of 2040 reviewed the   

year, discussed how COVD-TS changed the 

lantacape for federal eraloyee aasouationa, 

and what the future holds in S24. 
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¥itieo of the Week 

VTA Human 
Trafficking Awareness 
Traming 

surnan trafficking can occur in puplie settings 

ike bused or rains. Learn ine red fags of 

hurwin trafficking io profect yourself and others 

from this heinous crime. 
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| Case Law Update 

| Eighth Crrcutt Refuses 
| to Extend Bivens to 
| False Arrest b 
| Deputized Federal 
| Officer 

  

Read the latest cose pw updaie on Aflimod « 

Weyker. 
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Faderal Employee Education & 
Assistance Fund 

Bransiord Scholarship 
for First~Generation 
College Students 

FEEA is sleaced in announce this $7800 

echslarsnip is avalenie again thie year for first- 

generation cailege students wie are the shidren 

of Mabie federal emplovess or are fadarai 

employeus therselves. 

    

UNSUdSTTIDS 

Copyright @ 2027 FE Dageant 
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From: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI) 
Subject: US Capitol Police chief Sund just resigned 

  

  

To: Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI); Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI}; Wade, Terry (CCRSB} (FBI}; Brown, John A. 
(NSB) (FBI}; Sanborn, Jill {CTD) (FBI}; Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) (FBI}; Beach, George P. (OPE) {FBI}; 

|Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI); D'Antuono, Steven Michael (WF) (FBI) b6 -1 
Sent: January 7, 2021 6:16 PM (UTC-05:00) b7¢c -1 

b7£ -5 
*Unconfirmed’ report that one hospitalized USCP officer passed away? 
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From: Beach, George P. (OPE) {FBI} 
Subject: US Capitol Police chief Sund just resigned 
To: Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) (FBI); Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} (FBI); D'Antuono, Steven Michael (WF) (FBI); 

Wade, Terry (CCRSB) (FBI); Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI); Bowdich, David L. (DO) FB 
Tyson, Jill ©. {OCA} (FBI); Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI}; Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) 

Sent: January 7, 2021 6:25 PM (UTC-05:00} b6 -1 
b7¢ -1 

Checking b7E -3,5 

On Jan 7, 2021 6:16 PM, "Hale, Brian Patrick(OPA)(FBD"|____—————_— wrote: 
*Unconfirmed* report that one hospitalized USCP officer passed away? 
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From: Beach, George P. (OPE) {FBI} b6 -1 
Subject: US Capitol Police chief Sund just resigned bic -1 
To: Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) (FBI); Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI); D'Antuono, Steven Michael (WE) (FBI; b7E -5 

(CCRSB) (FBI); Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI); Bowdich, David L. (D0) (FBI); 
Tyson, Jill C. {OCA} (FBI); Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI); Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FB 

Sent: January 7, 2021 6:44 PM (UTC-05:00) 

b7E -10 

On Jan 7, 2021 6:16 PM, “Hale, Brian Patrick(OPA)(FBD"[ | wrote: b7E -3 
*Unconfirmed* report that one hospitalized USCP officer passed away? 
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From: 

To: 

Sent: 

Subject: 
Beach, George P. (OPE) {FBI} 
US Capitol Police chief Sund just resigned 

Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) {FBI); Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} (FBI); D'Antuono, Steven Mich : 
Wade, Terry (CCRSB) (FBI); Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI); Bowdich, David L. (DO) Fat 
Do hyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI); Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI); Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) 
January 7, 2021 6:57 PM (UTC-05:00} b6 -1 

b7C -1 
b7E -3,5 

On Jan 7, 2021 6:16 PM, "Hale, Brian Patrick(OPA)(FBD"[__——_ wrote: 
*Unconfirmed* report that one hospitalized USCP officer passed away? 

FBI(2icv1168)-195



From: 

Subject: RE: FYSA -| 
  

To: Laycock, Stephen C. {IB} (FBI) b5 -1 

Sent: January 7, 2021 6:57 PM (UTC-05:00} BIE -3 

  

Pam’s email is confusing? | 

Ld 

Regards, 

John 
  

(Cell} 

{Desk} 

From: Laycock, Stephen C. {1B} (Fay sd 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 6:20 PM bS -1 

To: Bowdich, David L. {DO} {FBI} labbate, Paul M. {DO} {FBI} |Brown, JohnA. b7E -3 

(NSB} (FBI)| |Wade, Terry {(CCRSB} {FBI} | 
Subject: Fwd: FYSA + 

LC] 
Fyi 

      

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: “Byron, Pamela (DI) rayf b5 -1 
Date: Jan 7, 2021 6:13 PM b7E -3 

Subject: FYSA | 
To: "Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI) “Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI)’ 
Ce: "Young, Ryan T. (DI) (FBI)" ‘Laycock, Stephen C. (IB) {FBI)' “Carlisle, 
Travis D. {D1} (FBI)"} | 

  

  

    
  

Brian and di, 

bs -1 

b7E -1 

Thanks, 

Pam 

Pamela Byron 

Deputy Assistant Director 

Directorate of Intelligence / FBI 

desk) b7E -3 

FBI(2icv1168)-197



rot bm = 
  

  

b5 -1 

b7E -1 

    FBI(ZIcv1108)- 198



From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
Subject: RE: US Capitol Police chief Sund just resigned 
To: Beach, George P. (OPE) {FBI} 
Sent: January 7, 2021 7:09 PM (UTC-05:00} 

George, 

Thank you...much appreciated. 

  

      

  

  

Regards, 

John 

{Cell} 

K Desk} b7E -3 

From: Beach, George P. {OPE} eal sd 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 6:57 PM bé -1 

To: Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) (FBi}| lHale, Brian Patrick {OPA} (eBil |D‘Antuono, b7c -1 

Steven Michael (WF) (FBI] |Wade, Terry (CCRSB) (FBI) \Abbate, PaulM.(DOb7E -3,5 
  

  

Sanborn, Jill {CTD) (FBI} 

Subject: US Capital Police chief Sund just resigned 

ey Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI) | 
Tyson, Jill C. {OCA} (FBI¥ | Brown, John A. {NSB} (FBI}] | 

Lo 

We are now getting the same unconfirmed reports as well. 

| will continue to vet it. 

On Jan 7, 2021 6:16 PM, “Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI)"[ wrote: BIE -3 
*Unconfirmed* report that ane hospitalized USCP officer passed away? 

FBI(2icv1168)-201



From: Beach, George P. (OPE) {FBI} 
Subject: US Capitol Police chief Sund just resigned 
To: Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) {FBI); Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} (FBI); D'Antuono, Steven Michael (WF) {FBI}: 

Wade, Terry (CCRSB) (FBI); Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI); Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI); bé -1 
Do ftyson Jill C. (OCA) (FBI); Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI); Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) biG ~1 

Sent: January 7, 2021 7:17 PM (UTC-05:00) BIE -5 

National reporting has the officer passed. 

Federal Police fraternal groups carrying same information. 

USCP not officially confirming at this time. 

On Jan 7, 2021 6:16 PM, “Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA)(FBI"|____———————_|wrote: bIE -3 
*Unconfirmed* report that one hospitalized USCP officer passed away? 

FBI(2icv1168)-202



From: 

  

  

    

  

  

  

Subject: Few Updates 
To: Jill (CTD) {FBI} Sanborn 
Ce: iliams: Bl); | |Hale; Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI); b6 -1 

Cohen; Jodi (NSB) (FBI); bI7C -1 
[Tyson; Jill C. (OCA) (FBI) bIE -5 

Sent: January 7, 2021 8:11 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Regards, 
John 

(Cell) 

(Desk) b7E -3 
    

  

On Jan 7, 2021 19:18, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD" 
      

Boss, 

wrote: 

J ust two post close out updates worth passing now.... possibly more in the AM. 

  

  

  

  
  

  

    

  

    

bb -3 

DTA -1 

b7C -3 

BITE -1,2,4,5,13 

  

  
  

        

| More in the AM if I have it. 

Jill 

‘Jill Sanbom 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

ee 
  

  
DTE -3 

FBI(2icv1168)-204



From: 

  

  

  
  

Subject: Message from the National Counterintelligence Task Force: FBI Director statement on violence at the U.S. 
Capitol and! | bIE -1,5 

To: 
Sent: January 7, 2021 8:12 PM (UTC-05:00} 

Attached: 
  

Dear Partners, 

Although this is not the New Year's message we hoped would be our first communication to you in 2021, it 

is important that we pass along information related to yesterday’s violence at the U.S. Capitol. The FBI is 

working with many partners to address the events that took place in the nation's capital yesterday and in 

addition to the statement below from our Director, we are also attaching 
  

  

b7E -1 

      

“The violence and destruction of property at the U.S. Capttol building yesterday showed a blatant and 

appalling disregard for our institutions of governrnent and the orderly administration of the democratic 

process, As we've said consistently, we do not tolerate violent agitators and extremists who use the guise of 

First Amendment-protected activily to incite violence and wreak havoc. Such behavior betrays the values of 

our democracy, Make no mistake: With our partners, we will hold accountable those who participated in 

yesterday's siege of the Capital. 

Let me assure the American ceoole the FBI has deoloved our full investiaafive resources and is workina 
closely with our fecteral. state. and focal mariners to agoressivelv oursue those involved in criminal activity 
during the events of January 6. Gur aaents and analvsts have been hard at work throuch the nicht aatherina 
evidence. sharing intelligence. and working with federal crasecutors to brino charaes. Members of the cubiic 
can helo bv orovidina tins. information. and videos of i ilegal activity at {3.903 iniink, We are determined 
to find those responsibie and ensure justice is served." 

  

Sincerely, 

National Counterintelliaence T, “HOE 

d. Edgar Hoover Butidinal 

b7E -5,13 

FBI(2icv1168)-205



From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 

  

      

  

  

Subject: Re: Fw. The Los Angeles Times has a question on deadline 

To: Cohen, Jodi {NSB} (FBI} 
Sent: January 7, 2021 8:39 PM (UTC-05:00} 

Regards, 

dakn 

kcal} 

i Desk}     

From: Cohen, Jodi(NSB) (FBI 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 20:28 

To: Brown, John A. (NSB} (FBI 

Subject: Fwd: Fw: The Los Angeles Times has a question on deadline 

FYI 

w--------- Forwarded message ---------- 

Fron| 
Date: Jan 7, 2021 8:25 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Fw: The Los Angeles Times has a question on deadline 

To: “Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI)"| 
Ce: 

FYSA..| 

  

  

      

w--------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "Williams, Douglas A. Jr.(OCA)(FBD'[ 
Date: Jan 7, 2021 8:18 PM 

Subject: Fw: The Los Angeles Times has a question on deadline 

To: INPO <NPO@FBI.GOV> 
Ce: |Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBD’ = 

    
  "Dunham, Christopher G. (OCA) (FBI) 

  

      

On Jan 7, 2021 8:17 PM, NPO <NPO@FBI.GOV> wrote: 

Copying OCA for awareness and guidance as appropriate. 

bS -1 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -3 

bS -1 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

DIE -3,5 

bs -1 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -3,5 

Good evening. LA Times is seeking comment on Rep. Thompson's {D-Miss} statements requesting those 

involved in mobbing the US Capitel yesterday be added to the nation’s No-Fly list for fear they will cause 

trouble on flights cut of Washington. LA Times would like te know whether the FBI can do this or plans to 
  

do this. | recommend | 
Please advise. Reporter is on deadline. Thank you. 

  

      

bs -1 

FBI(2icv1168)-237



  

  

b5 -1 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

  
  

From: Martin, Hugo <Hugo.Martin@latimes.com> 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 6:23 PM 

Ta: NPO <NPO@FBI.GOV> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - The Los Angeles Times has a question on deadline 

Can | get a response to a statement issued today by Rep. Bennie Thompson {D-Miss} who requested that all of these 

people involved in mobbing the Capitol yesterday be added to the nation’s No-Fly list for fear they will cause trouble on 

flights out of Washington. 

Can you respond as to whether the FBI can do this, will do this or plans to do this? 

Thanks 

Hugo Martin 

Business Writer 

Los Angeles Times 
  

  
b6 -4 

    b7c -4 

Sent from téai for Windows 10 

FBI(2icv1168)-238



From: Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI) 

  

Subject: US Capitol Police chief Sund just resigned 
To: Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) (FBI); Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} (FBI); D'Antuono, Steven Michael (WEF) (FBI); b6 -1 

Wade, Terry (CCRSB) (FBI); Abbate, Paul M. (DO} (FBI); Beach, George P. (OPE) (FBI); bic -1 
|Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI}; Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI); Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI} b7E -5 

Sent: January 7, 2021 8:42 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Very sorry to hear that George, thank you for letting me know. 

DB 

On Jan 7, 2021 7:17 PM, “Beach, George P. (OPE) (BD'| wrote: b7E -3 
National reporting has the officer passed. 

Federal Police fraternal groups carrying same information. 

USCP not officially confirming at this time. 

On Jan 7, 2021 6:16 PM, “Hale, Brian Patrick(OPA)(FB)"[__wrote: b7E -3 
*Unconfirmed* report that one hospitalized USCP officer passed away? 

FBI(2icv1168)-239



From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 

    

  

  

  

      

  

  

  

Subject: Fw. Message from the National Counterintelligence Task Force: FBI Director statement on violence at the 
U.S. Capitol and 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Ce: Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI) bIE -1 
Sent: January 7, 2021 8:44 PM {UTC-05:00} 

Attached: | 
Integration! ! 

Regards, 

iakn 

Cell} 

Desk} b7E -3 

From:| | 

vol Thursday, January 7, 2021 a b7E -1,3,5 

To: 
  

Subject: Message from the National Counterintelligence Task Force: FBI Director statement on violence at the U.S. 

Capitol and] 
  

Dear Partners, 

Although this is not the New Year's message we hoped would be our first communication to you in 2021, it 

is important that we pass along information related ta yesterday's violence at the U.S. Capitol. The FBI is 

working with many partners to address the events that took place in the nation’s capital yesterday and in 

addition to the statement below from our Director, we are also attaching| 
  

b7£ -1 

      

‘The violence and destruction of property at the U.S. Capitol building yesterday showed a blatant and 

appalling disregard for our institutions of government and the orderly administration of the democratic 

process, As we've said consisiently, we do not tolerate violent agilaters and extremists who use the guise of 

First Amendment-protected activity to incite violence and wreak havoc. Such behavior betrays the values of 

our democracy, Make no mistake: With our partners, we will hold accountable those who participated in 

yesterday's siege of the Capitol, 

Let me assure the American peanole the FSi has denloved our full investiaative resources and is working 
closely with our federal. state. and local partners to aaaressively sursue those involved in criminal activitv 
Curing the events of January 6. Our agents and analysis have been hard at work throuah the niaht aatherina 
evidence. sharing intelllaence. and working with federal prosecutors to brina charaes Members of the nublic 
can helo bv orovidina ties. information. and videos of diegal activity at $5: :, We are determined 
to find those responsible and ensure justice is served." 

  

Sincerely, 

National Counterintellmence Task Force 

J. Edoar Hoover Buldina. 
b7E -5,13 
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From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 

  

  

  

  

  

      

  

Subject: Re: Few Updates 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Ce: Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI) IFBI); Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI); Hale, Brian Patrick 

(OPA) (FBI); Williams, Douglas A. Jr. (OCA) (FBI);] 

| 
Sent: January 7, 2021 8:49 PM (UTC-05:00) an 

b7E -3,5 

Regards, 

dakn 

Cell} 

Desk} 

From: Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (FBI) be -1 
b7C -1       

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 19:18 
7 -~ 

To: Brown, John A. (NSB} {FBI} BIE -3,5 
  

  

    

Cc: Cohen, Jodi (NSB) {FBI Tyson, Jill C. {OCA} 

{FBI Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} {FBI} hwiltams, Douglas A. Jr. {OCA} {FBI} 

  

  
  

Subject: Few Updates 

Boss, 

Just two post close out updates worth passing now.... possibly more in the AM. 
  

      

  

  
  

    b6é -3 

b7A -1     

b7¢ -3 

LT BIE -1,2,5,13 
  

  

  

      

More in the AM if I have it. 

Jill 

FBI(21cv1168)-270



  

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
ell b7E -3 

FBI(21cv1168)-271



From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
Subject: Re: Few Updates 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Ce: Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI)| ni FB): Brian Patri 

(OPA) {FBI}; Williams, Douglas A. Jr. ; 

    

  

  

  

  

Sent: January 7, 2021 9:16 PM (UTC-05:00)} 

Thank you for the updates] 
| Of course, we 

have a lot more work on it before us, but| _|has done a great job thus far...sa please tell them thank you. 

b6 -1,3 
Also, thank you for the update or bh7C -1,3 
  

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

Thank you again...great work! 

Regards, 

ohn 
  

Cali} 
Desk}       

From:Sanborn, Jill(cTD) (FB b6 -1 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 19:18 eae ; ; 
To: Brown, John A. {NSB} (FBI ‘ 

Cc: Cohen, Jodi {NSB} {FBI | [Tyson, Jill C. (OCA} 

{FBI Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} (FBTY [ Williams, Douglas A. Jr. {OCA} {FBI} 

Subject: Few Updates 

  

  

  

  

Boss, 

Just two post close out updates worth passing now.... possibly more in the AM. 
  

    

  

    

  

b6é -3 

b7A -1 

[ BIE b7E -1,2,5,13 
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From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
Subject: Fw. Few Updates 
To: Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI} 
Ce: Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (FBI); Wade, Terry (CCRSB) (FBI); Laycock, Stephen C. (IB) (FBI); Sallet, Jeffrey 

S. (HRB) (FBI) 
Bee: Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI} 
Sent: January 7, 2021 9:18 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Sir, 

Since you won't be at the 9am tomorrow morning...thought you would be interested in the below. Thank 

you. 

Regards, 

john 
  

  

[Cel b7E -3 

[Besk}     

  

    

  
  

  

  

  

    

  

    

  

    
  

  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI} eee 4 
Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 19:18 BIE -3.5 

To: Brown, John A. (NSB} {FBI ‘ 
Ce: Cohen, Jodi (NSB) {FBI] |Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) 
{FBI} Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA) {FBI)| | Williams, Douglas A. Jr. {OCA} {FBI} 

Subject: Few Updates 

Boss, 

Just two post close out updates worth passing now.... possibly more in the AM. 

b6 -3 

b7A -1   
  

tL BIE -1 b7E -1,2,5,13 

  

  
  

  

    
  

More in the AM if have it. 

FBI(21cv1168)-274



From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
Subject: Re: Update 
To: Cohen, Jodi {NSB} (FBI} 
Sent: January 7, 2021 9:21 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Excellent!! Preparing for those “all field office employee" messages! 

Regards, 

Jahn 
  

[Cell} b7E -3 

{Desk}       

From: Cohen, Jodi {NSB} {FBI} 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 17:46 

To} 

Subject: Update 

  

      

  

Team, 

First off 1 wanted to wish everyone a Happy New Year. | hope you got to enjoy the holidays as best as you could have 

and spend time with your families. | wanted to send a quick note with any info we’re tracking regarding current events. 

_The D.C. was oretty quiet today and hopefully will remain that way, but yesterday was quite crazy] 

As for the posture now: 
  

      b7E 1,2,4,5,8,10 
  

      
  

Please work through your Unit Chiefs on whether or not As | said D.C. was quiet 

today and there were no road blocks to get into the office. 
      

Don’t hesitate to reach out with any questions/concerns. Please stay safe and thanks for your continued hard work. 

FBI(2 1cv1168)-276



Jodi 
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From: Bulletin Intelligence 

  

  

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FBI Public Affairs - Director's AM News Briefing Friday, January 08, 2021 

Sent: January 8, 2021 5:00 AM (UTC-05:00} 
Attached: FBIDirBriefing210108.doc 

This morning's Director's AM News Briefing is attached. 

Full-text Links: Clicking the hypertext links in our write-ups will take you to the newspapers' original full- 
text articles. 

Interactive Table of Contents: Clicking a page number on the table of contents page will take you 
directly to that story. 

Contractual Obligations and Copyright: This copyrighted material is for the internal use of FBI 
employees only and, by contract, may not be redistributed without Bulletin Intelligence’s express written 

consent. 

  

Contact Information: Please contact us any time at 703-483-6100 or| | b7E -3 
Use of this email address will automatically result in your message being delivered to everyone involved 
with your service, including senior management. Thank you. 
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FBI PUBLIC AFFAIRS — DIRECTOR’S AM NEWS BRIEFING 

FRIDAY, JANUARY 8, 2021 5:00 AM EST 

FBI Seeking Public’s Help In Identifying Capitol Rioters. Reuters (1/7) reports, “The FBI sought 
the public’s help in identifying the pro-Trump rioters who stormed the U.S. Capital.” Additionally, “the FBI is taking the lead on an 
investigation into two pipe bombs that were recovered from the headquarters of the Republican and Democratic national 
committees.” Reuters adds, “The FBI has asked the public to submit tips, including images and videos, to help agents identify 
people who were ‘actively instigating violence.” Similarly, DC Mayor Muriel Bowser “said police also intend to ask the public for 
help in identifying rioters” 

US News & World Resort (1/7, Hansen, 1.91M) reports the FBI ivseiec it is “seeking to identify individuals 
instigating violence in Washington, D.C. We are accepting tips and digital media depicting rioting or violence in and around the 
U.S. Capitol on January 8” and provided a link for the public to “submit any images, videos, or other multimedia files you have 
related to possible violations of federal law committed.” Fhe Hil (1/7, Gstalter, 5.69M} reports that the FBI said in a statement, 
“Our goal is to preserve the public's constitutional right to protest by protecting everyone from violence and other criminal 
activity.” 

  

pecple who joined a violent mob that stormed the U.S. Capitol.” He said, “I'm personally disgusted and horrified by this. If’s just 
nauseating to me. It’s sick what people did inside the Capitol.” 

NSC News (1/7, 4.91M} reports, “The FB] Washington Field Office has received more than 4,000 tips 
including digital media that are now being analyzed.” 

Additional coverage includes the Miarri Haraid (1/7, Kenney, 647K), TODAY (1/7, 2.24M), Fox News (1/7, Pagones, 
23. 28M), Fox News Ur Aaro, 23. Ke the New York Post ae revi eee WPLG-TV Miami (17, Solomon, ae RAE 
     

     

234, ‘he New Yor. Dak News (7, Marcius, 281M) ONSC C7 Macias, 7 34M) “the Houston Chronicie amr, 982K), the 
Washingto Hes an Moraock, ne KOTV-TY cl Kansas MATE MO Nt reyor Jone NJ tax the Daily Cate: cA 

"FBI Releases Photo, Offers Reward For information On Pipe Bomb Suspect. ABC News {1/8, 2.44M) 
reports, “The FBI has Sra a photo of me person reponse e for placing the suspected explosive devices outside the 

reward of up to $50,000 “ot information leadi ng to the locaton, arrest, and conviction of the nerson(s) responsible for’ the 
suspected pipe bombs.” ABC adds, “A federal law enforcement scurce told ABC News that fhe suspected pipe bombs were 
indeed active, and U.S. capi Police confirmed that the devices could have caused Noe harm.” 

" Lawmakers Seek FBI Briefing On Capitol Siege. The AP (1/7} reports, "Democratic leaders of five House committees 
ate seeking an immediate briefing from the FBI on its investigation of Wednesday's viclent breach of the Capitol, which left four 
pecple dead and disrupted a congressional proceeding to confirm the results of the presidential election.” According to the AP, 
“In a letter Thursday to FB] Director Christopher Wray, the lawmakers called the riot ‘a deadly terrorist attack’ incited by President 
Donald Trump and his supporters. The lawmakers wrote, ‘Given the incendiary environment caused and exacerbated by 
President Trump's rhetoric, along with the upcoming inauguration of President-elect Joe Biden, it is imperative that the FBI 
leverage all available assets and resources to ensure that the perpetrators of this domestic terrorist attack and those who incited 
and conspired with them are brought to justice, and that this domestic terrorist group is disrupted from further actions against our 
govemment.” 

wae = ane Brought Against Capitol Rioters, Wray, Other a Enforcement Vow More Arrests To oe ne 

seoaaces in “court Thursday," and *authorit ies vowed to track down adit cnal suspects.” Meanwhi le, D, C. police chief Robert 
J. Contee Ill vowed that his department would arrest ‘each and every one of the violent mob,’ and said that investigators are 
circulating information publicly and to FBI offices nationwide.’ Similarly, acting Attorney General Jeffrey A. Rosen said, “The     
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Department of Justice is committed to ensuring that those responsible for this attack on our Government and the rule of law face 
the full consequences of their actions under the law." 

HuffPost (1/7, 363K) reports that FBI Director Christopher Wray said the attack “showed a blatant and 
appalling disregard for our institutions of government and the orderly administration of the democratic process,” adding, “Make no 
mistake: With our pariners, we will hold accountable those who participated in yesterday's siege of the Capitol.” US Attomey for 
the District of Columbia Michael Sherwin said the feds have a “good start,” but charges are “just the beginning.” He said the 
rioters “will be held accountable, both for what was done on the Capitol grounds and what happened within the Capitol.” The 
Daily Cafer (1/7, Datoc, 375K} reports Wray said, "We do not tolerate violent agitators and extremists who use the guise of First 
Amendment-protected activity to incite violence and wreak havoc. Such behavior betrays the very values of our democracy.” 

ONN (1/7, Perez, Herb, 89.21M} reports, “The FBI and other federal law enforcement agencies are planning 
a push to make arresis and bring charges against those who led the insurrection at the US Capitol.” CNN adds, “FBI digital 
experts spent the night ingesting surveillance video from the Capitol buildings and the area around the complex and are using 
software to match images and faces with social media posts.” 

  

on the table’ for charging members of the violent pro-Trump mob that stormed the U.S. Capitol — including sedition charges.” 
Experts say that other possible charges “include civil disorder, destruction of property and ricting.” 

The Washkingion Post (1/7, Zapotosky, 10.52M} reports Acting Attomey General Jeffrey Rosen, in September, when he 
was Deputy Attorney General, urged in a memo that prosecutors “consider tough federal charges for those engaged in violent 
unrest,” including seditious conspiracy, damage to federal property, use of explosives, and crossing state lines to commit crimes. 
The memo was intended fo address civil rights protests, but “law enforcement officials say Rosen’s memo is a blueprint for 

from June, signed “after protesters targeted historic monuments and statues in the wake of George Floyd's death,’ authorizes up 
to 10 years in prison for “injury of federal property.” 

Additional coverage includes Rauiers (1/7), NBC News (1/7, 4.91M), the New York Daily News (1/7, Crane-Newman,     

   NNuaeeenueseumamenweneemennteeneueeene FE TUES eet ATT FE UTE tee PT FD ee nnn NR eee eee Eee u EEE ESHER E NE 

(1/7, Farivar, 85K), fox News (1/7, Giang-Paunon, 23.99M), fox News (1/7, Gibson, 23.99M)}, the (1/7, 170K}, 
the Farheh (CT) Daily Voice (1/7), WEAT-TY Birmingham, AL (1/7}, Nu News (1/7, Shea, 1.47M), the vest Harford (OT) News 
(1/7, O'Neill, Yankowski, 28K), 

  

  

shesete tee seeentateeteeseeseseseseey 

Attorney Michael Sherwin “said Thursday that President Trump was not off limits in his investigation of the events surrounding 
Wednesday's riot at the U.S. Capitol.” When asked whether they will look at statements made at the Trump rally just before the 
riot, and by Trump specifically, Sherwin replied, “We are looking at all actors here, and anyone that had a role, if the evidence fits 
the element of a crime, they're going to be charged.” However, Sherwin “said that the first priority of investigators are the 
individuals who personally engaged in destructive or violent acts at the Capitol, or what he called ‘the closest alligators to the 
boat,” and “emphasiz[ing] that the Justice Department and FBI are rapidly pursuing cases against those whe engaged in 
violence or other lawbreaking.” FBI Director Christopher A. Wray “said the FBI has deployed its ‘full investigative resources’ and 
will ‘hold accountable those who participated in yesterday's siege of the Capitol.” 

New York Times {1/7, Benner, 20.6M) reports that Sherwin's “comments were an extraordinary invocation of 
the rule of law against a president who has counted on the Justice Department to advance his personal agenda.’ Police (1/7, 
Gerstein, 6.73M) reports prosecutors raised “the prospect that inflammatory statements President Donald Trump and Rudy 
Giuliani made to supporters shortly before the assault will be closely scrutinized for possible criminal charges.” 

Additional coverage includes the Sinancial Times (1/7, Subscription Publication, 1.48). 
US Afforneys Promise Charges Against Any Who Traveled From Their Areas To Participate in Capitol Riot. The 

Houston Chronicle (1/7, Dellinger, 982K} reports, “More than a dozen U.S. attomeys from Texas, Chio, Nebraska, South 
Carolina, Kentucky, Alabama, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Connecticut, Virginia and Maryland” have made statements that they 
will “prosecute anyone from their regions who traveled to Washington, D.C. to participate” in the rict. 

The Belroli Free Press (1/7, Boucher, 2.16M} reports US Attorney Matthew Schneider said, “We're not looking at the 
people who were being peaceful. We are working with our partners in the FBI fo determine whether or not people were 
committing acts of violence from Michigan, crossing a state line to de so. That's really the focus.” 

Boston (1/7, 538K} reports US Attorney Andrew Lelling said the Constitution does not protect “a violent 
assault on government institutions. Americans on the right and left must re-learn the difference. Anyone who traveled from 
Massachusetts with the intent to commit such crimes will be prosecuted in the District of Massachusetts.”     
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Critics Allege Racial Double Standard in Treatment Of Rioters. The He {1/7, Johnson, 5.69M)} reports, 

“Civil rights groups, NBA stars and many cthers are criticizing what they said was a glaring difference in how police treated Black 
Lives Matter protesters over the summer and their treatment of a predominantly white, pro-Trump crowd that assaulted the U.S. 
Capitol.” In particular, they point to a video in which “officers of the Capitcl Police are shown offering no resistance to the rioters 
as they streamed into the building.” They arqued “there was a difference between peaceful protests calling for the end fo police 
brutality and systemic racism against Black Americans and what transpired at the Capitol Wednesday afternoon.” Rashad 
Robinson, President of Color Change, said, “In 2015, the FB] published a report about how police departments had been 
infiltrated with white nationalists and white supremacy, and we haven't seen anything, in terms of legislation to deal with this.” He 
added that what happened is “a consequence of a whole set of enablers from those in government to those and social media 
platforms, tc folks in mainstream media.” 

The AP (1/7, Morrison) reports that while Black Lives Matter protests drew “overwhelming force from law enforcement in 
dozens of cities,” “chemical dispersants,” “rubber bullets and hand-to-hand combat with largely peaceful crowds and some unruly 
vandals and looters,” and “more than 14,000 arrests,” on Wednesday there were “barely more than a few dozen arrests,” with 
“several weapons seized [and] improvised explosive devices found. Members of a wilding mob [were] escorted from the 
premises, some not even in handcuffs. The key difference? The first set of protesters were overwhelmingly Black Americans and 
their allies. The second group was overwhelmingly white Americans whe support" President Trump's “baseless claims of election 
fraud.” 

standard...[and] many are wondering, what if those rioters had been Black? ... The size of the demonstration was similar to this 
one months earlier, but the response was not. This summer, when thousands took to the same streets in DC to peacefully 
protest racial inequality, law enforcement was out in full force — military helicopters flying low, tear gas and pepper balls 
deployed. ... Over the summer, the President called those protesters ‘thugs.’ Yesterday, calling his own supporters ‘great 
patriots.” On N8G Nighiv News (1/7, story 6, 1:40, Holt, 5.91M), Gabe Gutierrez said, “During the George Floyd protests, 
President Trump tweeted, ‘When the looting starts, the shooting starts.’ Yesterday...” Trump: “Go home. We love you. You're 
very special.” 

The Daas Morning News (1/7, 772K) reports, “Protesters and organizers said the police response was consistent with 
what they have seen: a long pattern of society’s coddling of racists and downplaying of the violent white supremacist ideology 
that routinely places white people's grievances above those of their Black, often disenfranchised and downtrodden, countrymen 
and women.” 

The Minseapols Star Tribune (1/7, Rao, 855K} reports Arizona State University criminology professor Edward Maguire 
“said it was a ‘really reasonable concern” that the law enforcement response to the Capitol riot “seemed sce hands-off, especially 
in comparison to the unrest that erupted over the police killings of Black Americans.” NBC News (1/8, 4.91M) reports Cleveland 
State University Associate Professor of urban studies Ronnie Dunn said, “This is the epitome of white privilege or white 
supremacy — the notion that they have the right or dominion to go into the Capitol and overthrow the results of a fair and free 
election and the will of the people.” 

Capitof Police Chief Resigns Amid Questions Over Security Faifures. On ASG World News Tonient (1/7, story 4, 
2:00, 7.47M), David Muir said, “There are still major questions tonight With the President calling for demonstrations for weeks, 
why wasn't there more security [at the Capitol]? The President himself had said, ‘This will be wild." ABC’s Pierre Thomas: “We're 
learning just how dangerous the situation was: more than 80 people arrested, [and] five firearms recovered, including a military- 
style assault rifle,” as well as “two powerful functioning pipe bombs and 11 Molotov cocktails.” On the GBS Evening News (1/7, 
story 6, 2:25, O'Donnell, 4.61M}, Kris Van Cleave said, “Capitol Police appeared unprepared, despite warning signs online like 
this one calling for participants to come armed.” 

The New York Fines (1/7, Dewan, MacFarquhar, Eligon, Hill, 20.6M) reports that the Capitol Police, “which numbers about 
2,000 officers and has sole jurisdiction over the Capitol’s buildings and grounds, was clearly outnumbered and unprepared for 

    

    

Januta, Hosenball} says that according to some law enforcement officials, “the siege of the Capitol...represents one of the 
gravest security lapses in recent U.S. history.” 

The New York Times (1/7, Dewan, MacFarquhar, Eligon, Hill, 20.6M} reports, “Some law enforcement experts were 
astonished by the sight of an officer cowering in the crush of pro-Trump extremists and rioters using police shields and metal 
barricades as battering rams.” USA Today (1/7, Brook, Phillips, 12.7M} reports, “Among the most striking images of law 
enforcement futility, on a day when chaos convulsed the U.S. Capitol, was of a lone, shirt-sleeved officer in retreat waving a 
baton at an advancing mob that had breached the Senate side of the building. Flag-waving rioters appeared to stalk the officer 
who bounded up one stairway after another — with no immediate back-up to be found.” 
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against the mob: trespassing, destruction of federal property, mail theft, federal rioting, assault on a police officer, federal gun 
charges, and insurrection.” The Washington Fost (1/7, 10.52M)} reports Capitel Police Chief Steven Sund “announced his 
resignation effective Jan. 16, a decision that came hours after [House Speaker] Pelosi publicly called on him to step down over 

  

department's response to the storming of the Capitcl, saying that officers ‘acted valiantly when faced with thousands of 
individuals involved in violent riotous actions.” 

The i.os Anasies Tires (1/7, 3.37M) reports that Senate Minority Leader Schumer said Thursday that he plans to fire     

  

Caygle, 6.73M} reports, “Stenger and House Sergeant-at-Arms Paul Irving are both under pressure to step down after the deadly 
and embarrassing breach of security.” Bicomberg (1/7, 3.57M) reports that Senate Judiciary Chairman Lindsey Graham “called 
for a joint task force to investigate the response by authorities to the viclence on Wednesday.” Bloomberg adds that the House 
Appropriations Committee “separately announced an investigation inte the Capitol Pelice’s handling of the turmoil.” 

    

“Three days before supporters” of the President “rioted at the Capitol, the Pentagon asked the U.S Capitol Police if it needed 
National Guard manpower,” and “and as the mab descended on the building Wednesday, Justice Department leaders reached 
out to offer up FB] agents. The police turned them down both times, according to senior defense officials and two people familiar 
with the matter. Despite plenty of warnings of a possible insurrection and ample resources and time to prepare, the Capitol Police 
planned only for a free speech demonstration.” 

The Washington Post (1/7, 10.52M) reports, “The secretary of the Army and the chief of D.C.’s police force acknowledged 
Thursday that they did net expect President Trump’s supporters to try to enter the Capitol building, despite extensive online 
conversations in which far-right groups publicly discussed their plans to do just that. When that breach did occur, the Capitol 
Police called D.C. police to help, and eventually the D.C. National Guard moved in to help.” 

Authorities Begin To Probe Security Failures. Reulers (1/7, Tanfani, Shiffman, Hosenball) reports, “The 
bloody chaos inside the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday came after the police force that protects the legislative complex was overrun 
by a mob of Trump supporters in what law enforcement officials called a catastrophic failure to prepare.” Reuters adds, “The 
siege of the Capitol, home to both the U.S. Senate and the House of Representatives, represents one of the gravest security 
lapses in recent U.S. history, current and former law enforcement officials said, turning one of the most recognizable symbols of 
American power into a locus of political violence.” According to Reuters, “That lapse came despite glaring waming signs of 
potential violence by hardline supporters of President Donald Trump, who are inflamed by his baseless claims of a stolen 
election and hope to block the inauguration of President-elect Joe Biden.” 

NEC News (1/7, Dilanian, Ainsley, 4.91M) reports, “Amid growing evidence that pro-Trump extremists were 
planning to target the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6, the day Congress was set to certify the election of Joe Biden as president, in recent 
days Congressman Tim Ryan had asked the people in charge of security whether they had everything they needed. ‘] had 
conversations with the sergeant-at-arms and the chief of the Capitol Police, who gave me assurances that every precaution was 
being taken, that we had enough manpower, that we were going fo keep people completely away from the Capitol, Ryan, the 
Ohio Democrat who chairs the subcommittee that funds the Capitol complex, told reporters Thursday.” NBC News adds, “What 
happened instead was a security failure that one federal law enforcement official described ‘as the darkest day since 9/11, and 
Ryan and other members of Congress are now seeking answers.” 

The Washmaton Pasi (1/7, Kornfield, 10.52M} reports, “Members of both political parties pointed to the destruction of 
government property, threats to law enforcement and two explosive devices found near the Capitol as acts of terrorism as far- 
right extremist groups rallied in the nation's capital to contest the results of the presidential election. In the media, CNN 
executives tok the organization's joumalists that they could refer to the siege as ‘domestic terrorism.’ National security experts 
agreed with that assessment, comparing the aggressive takeover of the federal landmark to the FBI's definition of domestic 
terrorism: ‘Violent, criminal acts committed by individuals and/or groups to further ideological goals stemming from domestic 
influences, such as those of a political, religious, social, racial, or environmental nature.” The iAfai Street Jounal (1/7, Jones, 
Fuller, Grimaldi, Subscription Publication, 8.41M) also reports. 

Pentagon Limited Use Of DC National Guard Ahead Of Protests Due To Narrow Mission. The \Washingtan Pasi (1/7, 
10.52M) reports, “The Pentagon placed tight limits on the D.C. National Guard ahead of pro-Trump protests this week, frying to 
ensure the use of military force remained constrained, as the Guard carried out a narrow, unarmed mission requested by the 
city's mayor to help handle traffic ahead of planned protests.” The Post adds, “In memes issued Monday and Tuesday in 
response to a request from the D.C. mayor, the Pentagon prohibited the District's guardsmen from receiving ammunition or rict 
gear, interacting with protesters unless necessary for self-defense, sharing equipment with local law enforcement, or using Guard 
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surveillance and air assets without the defense secretary's explicit sign-off, according to officials familiar with the orders. The 
limits were established because the Guard hadn't been asked to assist with crowd or riot control.” 

Four Who Died Wednesday Have Been identified. USA Today {1/7, Hauck, Wagner, 12.7M} reports, 
“Four people died Wednesday when a mob of pro-Trump supporters stormed the Capitol, including three who suffered medical 
emergencies on Capitol grounds.” The police announced during a Thursday press conference that 50-year-old Benjamin Phillips 
of Pennsylvania, 34-year-old Rosanne Boylan of Georgia, and 55-year-old Kevin Greeson of Alabama died from medical 
emergencies. 

The Washingicn Past (1/7, 10.52M) reports that 35-year-old Ashli Babbitt was killed by a Capitol police officer as she “tried 
to climb through a smashed glass pane in one of the doors” of the House chamber. The “California native and Air Force veteran 
was struck in the neck and later died. The two officials, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because an investigation into 
the incident is ongoing, said she was unarmed.” The New Yark Times (1/7, Barry, Bogel-Burroughs, Philipps, 20.6M} reports, 
that Babbitt's “social media feed was a torrent cf messages celebrating President Trump; QAnon conspiracy theories; and 

  

Lubold, Subscription Publication, 8.41) also has a feature on Babbitt. 
Documents Taken From Capitol May Contain National Security Risks. Newsweek (1/7, 2.67M) reports, 

“Acting U.S. Attorney Michael Sherwin has said that materials stolen during yesterday's coup attempt cn the U.S. Capitol by 
riofers supporting President Donald Trump's attempts to overturn the election may constitute a breach of national security. 
‘Materials were stolen, and we have to identify what was done, mitigate that, and it could have potential national security 
equities,’ Sherwin said. ‘We just don’t know the extent of that damage at this point — if there was damage, we don’t knew the 
extent of that.’ Specifically, Sherwin said that rioters stole electronics from U.S. senators’ offices that could've contained sensitive 
information relating to domestic and foreign intelligence and other sensitive matters, Reuters reporis.” 

Right-Wing Extremist Groups To Use Capitof Attack As Recruitment Tool. U58 Today (1/7, Carless, 
12.7M) reports, “Wednesday's mob insurrection at the Capitol building in Washington, D.C., is unlikely io be the last violent 
action from far-right extremists, who may also be using the week's extraordinary events to recruit members for a swelling 
coalition around outgoing president Denald Trump, according fo experts on extremism.” USA Today adds, “While this week's 
attack was extraordinary in it's brazenness, it was also a wake-up call to federal and local law enforcement that threats from far- 
right Trump supporters should be taken very seriously over the last two weeks of Trump's presidency and beyond, said Mary 
McCord, legal director at the Institute for Constitutional Advocacy and Protection at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C. 
‘There's a whole lot of talk about what happened in far-right extremist forums and chatrooms today, and about how the 
inauguration on January 20 will be the last stand and now is the time to recruit,’ McCord said.” 

Trump Allies Suggest Far-Left Activists Were Behind Capitol Violence. The Naw York Times (1/7, Peters, 20.6M} 
reports many of President Trump's “most vocal and visible allies in Congress, the media and conservative politics...could not 
bring themselves to fault him for the surreal and frightening attack carried out by people he had just urged to ‘fight like hell.” They 
“downplayed the violence” and “deflected with false equivalencies about the Democratic Party's embrace of the Black Lives 
Matter movement. Some even tried to dispute the fact that Trump supporters were actually the perpetrators, suggesting that far- 
left activists had infiltrated the crowd and posed as fans of the president.” Such claims “came from some of his highest-profile 
allies who helped enable his rise in the Republican Party,” including Sarah Palin, who wrote, “To any insincere, fake DC ‘patriots’ 
used as PLANTS — you will be found out.” 

Curators Believe Capitoi’s Art Treasures Didn’t Suffer Major Damage. The New_York Times (1/7, Bahr, 20.6M) 
reports detailed damage assessments from the Architect of the Capitol or the U.S. Capitol Police on the art in the Capitol due to 
the riot “have yet to be released.” However, “the singular works of art that curators consider the treasures of the building did not 
appear fo have suffered any major damage.” 

However, NBC News (1/7, 4.91M) reports House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer said that rioters stole a ttribute to the late 
civil rights icon Rep. John Lewis {D-GA)}. 

Rep. Ryan: As Many As 60 Capitol Police Officers injured. NBS News (1/7, 4.91M) reports Rep. Tim 

Ryan {D-OH} revealed “that as many as 60 Capito! Police officers were injured yesterday, including 15 hospitalized and one in 
critical condition.” He said that many were struck on the head with lead pipes. 

GOP Legislators identified As Participants At Events Surrounding Riot, One identified As A Rioter. The HH 
(1/7, Wilson, 5.69M) reports West Virginia Del. Derrick Evans (R) was identified as being “among the violent mob that broke into 
the Capitol building” - he “posted a video of himself entering the building.” At least vie other Republican state legislators 
“participated in events surrounding the attempted insurrection.” The AP (1/7, Dil} reports that the president of the national 
Democratic Legislative Campaign Committee, Jessica Post, said “any Republican legislator who took part in yesterday's 
insurrection, in Washington, D.C., or anywhere else in the country, should resign immediately.”     
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Rioters Came From A Number Of Backgrounds. USA Today {1/7, Voyles Pulver, Salman, 12.7M} reports, 

“Participants in the riot at the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday came from many backgrounds and across the country,” and despite 
claims of conservative pundits, including Rep. Matt Gaetz (R-FL}, “all of the people identified so far by USA TODAY whe 
breached the U.S. Capitol or were arrested had professed their support for Trump through social media postings and 
conversations with family or friends.” USA Today publishes the names and profiles of a number of ricters. 

Capitol Rioter Who Put Feet On Pelosi's Desk Got PPP Loan. NEC News (1/7, 4.91M} reports, “The 
Capitol ricter photographed with his feet on a desk in House Speaker Nancy Pelosi's office,” Richard Barnett — an independent 
glass and glazing contractor in Gravette, Arkansas --"received a $9,300 forgivable loan under the Paycheck Protection Program 
last April.” 

on her desk,” and he “identified himself to reporters after leaving the Capitol building.” The Gaily Caller (1/7, Kerr, 375K} reports 
Barnett told a local news station, “I didn’t mean to be there. Hell. | was walking around looking for a bathroom.” 

Man Photographed Taking House Lectern identified. The Miami Heraig (1/7, Ballogg, DeLeon, 647K) reports that the 
“man seen in a viral photo taking a lectern from the U.S. House during Wednesday's attack on the Capitol” has been identified as 
Adam Johnson of Parrish, Florida. “Numerous local residents quickly recognized and identified him.” -ox News (1/7, Sorace, 
23.99M) reports, “Authorities have not officially identified the man in the photo or named Johnsen as a person of interest.” 

Texas Sheriff investigating Lieutenant Who Posted Photos Of Herself Among Mob. The Sen Anionic Exoress-News 
(1/7, Pettaway, 685K} reports, “The Bexar County Sheriff's Office is investigating whether’ jail lieutenant Roxanne Mathai, “broke 
policy or any laws by attending a pro-Trump rally that turned inte an angry mob storming the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday.’ 
Photos posted to the Facebook page “don’t show Mathai committing an unlawful act,” but Sheriff Javier Salazar “said some of 
the photos show the lieutenant in the middle of the crowd that assaulted law enforcement agents.” He added, “If she just stood by 
while first responders were assaulted, it would be more than just troubling, it would be downright infuriating” and he would have 
her investigated on administrative charges of conduct unbecoming. The sheriff also “sent the photos to the local FBI agency to 
see if Mathai participated in any illegal behavior during the incident.” 

Flight Attendants Union Urges Banning Rioters From Flights. The Las Angeles Times (1/7, Martin, 3.37M) reports the 
Assn. of Flight Attendants-CWA, the nation’s largest flight attendants union, called for barring “members cf the mob that stormed 
into the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday’ from commercial flights out of Washington, DC, citing “several incidents of raucous, unruly 
behavior on flights into Washington in the days leading up to the riot, attributed to supporters of President Trump.” Association 
President Sara Nelson “urged the airlines to work in coordination with federal law enforcement agencies to ‘ensure the safety and 
security of passengers and crews by keeping all problems on the ground.” 

Companies Firing Some Capitol Rioters After identities Become Public. Reuters (1/7, Bartz) reports 
some of the rioters at the Capitol “were fired from their jobs on Thursday after internet sleuths publicized their identities.” 

Kathy Griffin Takes Swipe At FBI Efforts. Newaweek (1/7, Jackson, 2.67M) reports comedian Kathy Griffin 
“took a swipe directly at the FBI on Thursday,” tweeting back after the bureau said it is looking for the pecple who committed acts 
of violence at the US Capitol. She said, “With all due respect, you work for the Department of Justice. The DOJ contacted me 
within hours of posting an offensive photo of donald trump. Hours. There is ample evidence all over the Internet clearly identifying 
thousands of these actual terrorists.” 

  

  

after posing with a fake severed head of the president. “Griffin said she was investigated by the Secret Service and FB] regarding 
the photc, kicked off of CNN's annual New Year's Eve broadcast and received death threats because of the photo.” 

Concems Over Cybersecurity Abound After Capitol Breach Leaves Devices Vulnerable. The 

at the Capitol, including its cybersecurity,” as “the quick evacuation left computers and other device unattended as the mob 
ransacked offices. This is the stuff of cybersecurity pros’ nightmares.” Luta Security founder and CEO Katie Moussouris said, 
“There's an old saying, if an attacker has physical access to your computer, it's not your computer anymore.” A right-wing 
journalist tweeted a photo showing “ricters had access to at least one unlocked computer in House Speaker Nancy Pelosi's 
office, open tc email appearing to belong to a staffer,” and Sen. Jeff Merkley {D-OR) “said a computer was stolen from his office.” 

ONN (1/7, Fung, 89.21M) reports that in addition to Merkley's laptop having been stolen, “US officials said 
multiple senators’ offices were hit.” Acting US attorney for the District of Columbia Michael Sherwin said, “This is probably going 
to take several days to flesh out exactly what happened, what was stolen, what wasn't.” Sherwin added, “Documents, materials, 
were stolen, and we have te identify what was done, mitigate that, and it could have potential naticnal security equities.” The     
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event “highlights the grave cybersecurity risks that now face all lawmakers, congressional staffers, and any outside parties they 

may have communicated with in the course of business, security professionals say.” 
Feohtrunch (1/7, Whittaker, 502K} reports that the “breach will likely present a major task for Congress’ IT 

departments, which will have to figure out what's been stolen and what security risks could still pose a threat to the Capitol’s 
network.” However, the “classified computers are separate from the rest of the unclassified congressional network and in a 
designated sensitive compartmented information facility, or SCIFs, in locked-down areas of the Capite! building.” Former House 
Intelligence Committee staffer Mieke Eoyang said, “No indication those [classified systems] were breached.” 

New Republic (1/7, Silverman, 192K) says the “Trumper riot exposed not just the grounds’ physical 
insecurity...but also its openness to electronic attack.” The outlet adds, “It would have been trivial for a tech-savvy MAGA head or 
QAnon cultist, or an agent of a criminal organization or foreign government, fo abscond with a government computer or leave 
behind a small listening device.” 

Also reporting is the Los Angeles Trnes (1/7, Masunaga, 3.37M).     

  

reports the Justice Depariment “has filed criminal fraud charges” against Boeing for “impairing, obstructing, defeating and 
interfering with’ U.S. regulators’ attempts tc properly certify the 737 Max and its faulty software program before two fatal 
crashes.” The New York Times (1/7, Chokshi, Schmidt, 20.6M) says the company agreed to a deferred prosecution agreement 
under which it will “pay more than $2.5 billion” to resolve the charges. The ‘Wail Street Journal (1/7, Tangel, Michaels, Pasztor, 
Subscription Publication, 8.41M) says the settlement includes a $243 million fine and $2.2 billion in compensation to airline 

Department “said the $243.6 million fine was at ‘low end’ of the sentencing guidelines.” 
Sarron's (1/7, Root, 1.36M} reports that Special Agent in Charge Emmerson Buie of the FBI's Chicage Field 

Office said, “Today's deferred prosecution agreement holds Boeing and its employees accountable for their lack of candor with 
the FAA regarding MCAS.” 

Paition (1/7, Mintz, 6.73M} reports Boeing CEO David Calhoun in a statement, “I firmly believe that entering 
into this resolution is the right thing for us to do — a step that appropriately acknowledges how we fell short of our values and 
expectations.” Calhoun added that the resolution is “a serious reminder fo all of us how critical our obligation of transparency to 
regulators is, and the consequences that our company can face if any one of us falls short of those expectations.” 

Bicomberg (1/7, Levin, 3.57M) says this is “the latest to hit the planemaker's bottom line. The company's 
inability to deliver planes during the ground and cancellations of previous orders have cost the company billions of dollars.” The 

FBI Argues Twitter Can’t Publish Report On Its Cooperation With The Agency. Law3do 
(1/7, Subscription Publication, 9K} reports the FBI argued before the Ninth Circuit that Twitter should not be allowed to release “a 
transparency report that details the instances in which the social media giant cooperated with the agency on national security 
matters.” The FBI argued that the case is not a First Amendment issue and that Twitter's proposed disclosures could de “serious 
damage fc national security.” 

Federal Judiciary Electronic Filing System Likely Compromised In SolarWinds Hack. The Wai Sect 

the electronic filing used by federal courts. The Administrative Office of the US Courts stated Wednesday that the judiciary was 
adding new security measures to protect “highly sensitive confidential documents filed with the courts.” It added, “An apparent 
compromise of the confidentiality of the [filing] system due to these discovered vulnerabilities currently is under investigation. ... 
Due to the nature of the attacks, the review of this matter and its impact is ongcing.” 

The AP (1/7) reports that DOJ also “disclosed on Wednesday’ it was “among the dozens of U.S. government agencies and 
private businesses compromised by a massive, monthsiong cyberespionage campaign that U.S. officials have linked to elite 
Russian hackers." DOJ “said that 3% of its Microsoft Office 365 email accounts were potentially affected, but did not say to whom 
those accounts belonged.” The federal judiciary “said on its website that ‘an apparent compromise’ of the U.S. judiciary’s case 
management and electronic case file system was under investigation.” DHS “was scouring the system, it said, and cited a 
particular risk to sealed court filings, whose disclosure could jeopardize a lot more than active criminal investigations.” 

Jacobs, Sink, Wingrove, 3.57M) reports, “President Donald Trump has prepared a sweeping list of individuals he’s hoping to 

Trump Said To Prepare Presidential Pardon List, Including Self-Pardon. Bloomberg (17,     
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pardon in the final days of his administration that includes senior White House officials, family members, prominent rappers — and 
possibly himself, according to people familiar with the matter." The sources said the President is planning the announcement for 
January 19 after vetting by senior advisers and the White House counsel. Bloomberg says, “The biggest question facing his legal 
team may be whether the president has the authority to pardon himself,” a power “Trump has previously claimed...though it's a 
matter of legal dispute and has never before been attempted by a president.” Other pardons reportedly under consideration 
include Ivanka Trump, White House Senior Adviser Jared Kushner, Chief of Staff Meadows, White House adviser Stephen Miller, 
and Rudy Giuliani. 

The New York Times (1/7, Schmidt, Haberman, 20.6M} reports that the President “has suggested to aides he wants fo 
pardon himself in the final days of his presidency, according to two people with knowledge of the discussions, a move that would 
mark one of the most extraordinary and untested uses of presidential power in American history.” The Times says that “Trump 
has shown signs that his level of interest in pardoning himself goes beyond idle musings,’ and while “legal scholars are divided 
about whether the courts would recognize” a self-pardon, “they agree [it] could create a dangerous new precedent for presidents 
to unilaterally declare they are above the law.” 

Copyright 2021 by Bulletin Intelligence LLC Reproduction or redistribution without permission prohibited. Content is drawn from thousands of newspapers, 

national magazines, national and local television programs, radio broadcasts, social-media platforms and additional forms of open-source data. Sources for Bulletin 

Intelligence audience-size estimates include Scarborough, GfK MRI, comScore, Nielsen, and the Audit Bureau of Circulation. Data from and access to third party 

sexial media platforms, including but nat lirited fo Facebook, Twilter, Instagram and others, is subject fo the respective platiorn’ s terms of use. Services frat include 
vlis«. Services including embedded Tweets are also subject to Tyeter ior Wetunie’s fcemation snd odvacy 

notices. The FBI Director's Morning Briefing | is S published five days a week by Bulletin Intelligence, which creates custom briefings for govemmnent and corporate 

leaders. We can be found on the Web at Bulletinintelligence.com, or called at (703) 483-6160. 
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'e Continuing Coverage: Boston Bomber Sues Over Treatment In Prisen. 

'® Pane! To Review Nashville Pelice’s Handling Of Prior Tip Qn Christmas Day Bomber. _* Former Neo-Nazi Apologizes. 

  

| * FEI Argues Twitter Cant Publish Report On Ils Caoneration WH The Agency. 

  

  | e FR? Pittsburgh Agents Arrast Man Accused OF Threatening Law Enforcement. 

_# Former Philly Cop Sentenced For Child Porn, 

| * Former Nawark Cop Sentenced Far Corruption. 

8 New Haven State’s Attorney Investigating F&l-Involved Fatal Shooting. 

| * Attorneys Seek To Delay Triel in George Floyd Ki! 

_e FBI Searching For Ohio Bank Robber. 

| s Officers Rasponding To Houston Sank Robbery May Have Been Exposed Ta Chemicals. 

e FEL Investigating Tennessee Sank Robber. 

| * FB Investigating Ohio Bank Robbery. 

8 FEL investigating 2019 Triple Murder in Texas. 

| s Arizona Man Charged After Discovary Of Humen Skulls, Limbs. 

_e Connecticut Man Sentenced Qver Cocaine Trafficking. 

| « Celfornia Heal Estate Davaioner Te Pay $1.2M To Settle Investigation. 

| e Nebraska Man Charged Over Threats To Game Keeser. 

® Washington State Man Pleeds Guilty Te Molotov Cocktail Possession. 

'e FB! Searches Maine Home In Connection To Massachusetts Church Fires. 

| « Former NY Schoo! Treesurer Pleads Guilty To Theft, 

e Loulevilte Coruyiuriiy Pushes Back Against New Police Chiei. 

| * iviprisoned Serial kifler Connected To New Crimes. 

e indian Reservations Druad Probe Leads Ta Cherges For 26 Peonle, 

  

KG. 

     
| # Boeing To Pay $2.5B To Settle Criminal Charge Releted To 737 Max. 

8 Federal Agencies Investigating AmEx's Business Card Saiss Practices, 

# OO] Indicts Surgical Care Affilates Over Ateaqed “No-Poach” Agreernents. 

| e DO] Alleding That Walmart Vicieted The Controted Substances Act. 

« Prosecutors Oopose Keleasing Martin Shkreli Early. 

| e Former New York Police Sargent Charged With 9/11 Compensation Fraud. 

« Hunter Biden Qwed “Substantial Amount” To IRS, Accarding To Email Gn Laptop Left in Delaware. 

    

| « Concerns Over Cybersecurity Abound After Capital Breach Leaves Devices Vulnerable, 

* Federal Judiciary Electronic Filing System Likely Compromised In SolerWinds Hack. 

6 Texas Security Bank Says Th Revamped Cybersecurity System. 

« Guten Consumer Advocacy Group Sues Privacy Regulator in Googie Privacy Case. 

  

| « Biden Tells AG Pick Garignd: “You Don’t Work For Me.” 

« Sidan Picks Lisa Monacc As Geouty AG. 

  

: ted On January 20.” 

e Trums Seid To Prepare Presidential Pardon List, Including Self-Pardon. 

| « Chao And BeVos Became First Cebinet Members To Resign Following Wecdnesdey Violence. 

8 Social Media Platforms Lock Bown Trurmip’s Acrourts. 
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| « McEnany Says “Entire White Hause* Condemns Capitol HH Violence. 

« Shonify Clases Trump Organization, Trump Campaign Online Stores. 

8 US COVIO Deaths Hit Anether New Record On Wednesday. 

# Officials Look Te Speed Up Pace Of Vaccinations. 

¢ Rick Seatt Calis For investigation inte Florida Vaccine Distribution. 

-* FOA Says Test Used In Califarnie At Risk For False Negatives. 

¢ Private Healthcare Workers Face Difficulties In Receiving Vaccines. 

_# Vaccine Distributors “Trying Not To Waste & Single Sron.” 

6 Study Finds COQViID immunity Remains Strong After Eight Months. 

% 

  

» US Adiversaries Camitelize On Violance. 

| « After Canital Sleqe, Chinase Propegande Gutlets Accusa US Officiais OF Hypocrisy. 

_» Brazilian Researchers Say Chinese Vaccine Is Effective In 78% Of Cases. 

* Europ@an Vaccine Rollouts Criticizad On Slow Remo-Up. 

» UK Expands England Entry Ban To 1i African Countries. 

| « Naw Israel-Pfizer Agreement To Complete inoculations By Merch. 

« Japan Declares State Of Emergancy In Four Prefectures, 

* South Koreen Delegation Arrives in Tehran in Effort To Free Seized Ol Tanker. 

_# fragi Court Issues Arrest Warrent For Trump. 

| s Prominent Hong Kong Activist Faces New Chargas; American Lawyer Grented Bail. 

_» Cleric Whe Inspired Bali Bombers Freed From Prison. 

| * Ethiopian Generai Says Eritrean Troops Entered Country Uninvited. 
    

   

   

   

e Headlinas From Today's Front Pages. 

    
Today's Events in Washinaton. w 

  

| FBI Seeking Public’s Help In Identifying Capitol Rioters. 

| Reuters (2/7) reperts, “The FRI sought the public’s hein in identifying the oro-Trump rioters whe 

'gtormed the U.S. Capitol.” Additionally, "the FGi is taking the lead on an investigation into two 
pipe bombs that were recovered frorn the headquarters of the Republican and Democratic nat ional | 

“committees.” Reuters adds, “The FBI has asked the public to subrnit tlos, including images and 

videos, to help agents identify seonle who were ‘actively instigating violence.” Similarly, DC 
'Meyor Muriel Bowser “said police also intend to asx the public for hele in identifying rioters” 

5 News & World Report (1/7, Hansen, 1.O1M} reports the FRE tweeted i is “seeking to 
identify individuals instigating vi iolence in Washington, 0.C. We are accepting tips and digital media 

cepeing rioting or violence in and around the U.S. Cantal on January 6° and provided a ink for 

the public te “subrnit any images, videos, or other multimedia fies you have related to possible 
Mh iolations of federal law carnmitted.” The Hill (1/7, Gstalter, 5.60PM} reports that the FRI said ina 

Statement, “Gur qoal is to preserve the oublic’s constitutional right to orotest by protecting 

“everyone from viclence and other criminal activity.” 

The AP (1/7, Eagert} renorts US Attorney Matthew Schneider “urged peaple to give Ups to the 

FBI if they are aware of peaple wha joined a violant mab that stormed the U.S. Capitol.” He said, | 

“ten personally disgusted and horrified by this. It's just nauseating to me. it’s sick what people did | 

inside the Capital.’ 
NEC News (1/7, 4.91M) reports, “The FB] Washington Field Office has received more than 

4, B06 es including et igital med i@ that are now ei 8g a9 wenn “ 
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or placing the 
sepected ‘explosive ¢ devices outside the Republican National Cammittee “and Democra tic National 

‘Committee Wednesday.” The FRE tweeted the shote and “posted = reward of up to $50,000 for 

information feading to the location, arrest, and conviction of the persan{s} responsible far” the 
suspected pipe bombs.” ABC adds, “A federal law enforcement source told ABC News that the 

“suspected pipe bornbs were indeed active, and U.S. Capitol Police confirmed that the devices could | 
have caused ‘great harm.” 

    

  
s . Sg YS WY Ss LFSo4 9 
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NAS Nf Sage. “The AP at t 7 reports, “DSnOcratic 

ieaders of five House committees are see ak! ing an iminediate briefing fram the FBI on its 
‘investigation of Wednesday’s violent breach af the Capitol, which ieft four peapie dead and 

‘disrupted a congressional proceeding to confirm the results of the presidential election.” According 

to the AP, “In a letter Thursday toe FBI Director Christopher Wray, the lawmakers called the riot ‘a 
deadly terrorist attack’ incited by President Donald Trurnp and his supsorters. The lawmakers 

wrote, Giver the incendiary environment caused and exacerbated ad Prasident Trump’s rhetoric, 

along with the upcoming inauguretion of Presidert-elect Joe Biden, it is imperative that the FBI 
Jeverage all available assets and resources to ensure that the persetrators of this dornestic 
terrorist attack and those who incited and conspired with them are brought to justice, and that this | 

domestic terrorist gree is disrupted from: further actions against our government.” 
we Ss 

Ss 

Ware Aesaegys Cone The 3 ashineton Pas act £{i/7, 10.52) reoorts, “Several dozen peapie 

arrested in the violent chaos 2 t the U.S, Casitol made their first apnearences in court Thursday,” 

and “authorities vowed to track down additional suspects.” Meanwhte, “D., solce chief Robert i. 

‘Contee [LL vowed that his department would arrest ‘each and every one of the violent mob,’ and 

said that investigators are circulating information publicly and to FRI offices nationwide.” Similarly, 

acting Attorney General Jeffrey A. Rosen said, “fhe Department of Justice is cormmitted te 

ensuring that those responsible for this attack on our Government and the rule of law face the full 

consequences of their actions under the law. 
HudiPost (1/7, 363K} reports that FB1 Director Christesher Wray said the attack “showed ¢ 

Giatant and appalling disregard for our institutions of government and the orderly administration of | 

‘the democratic process,” adding, "Make no mistake: With our partners, we wih hold accountable 

‘those who participated in yesterday's siege of the Capital.” US Attorney for the District of 

‘Columbia Michael Sherwin said the feds have a “cood start,” but charges are “lust the beginning,” 

He said the rioters “will be held accountable, both for what was done on the Capito! grounds and 
what happened within the Cagital.” The Daily Caller (1/7, Detoc, 375K} reparts Wray said, “We do 

not tolerate violent agitaters and extremists whe use the guise of First Amendmert-protected 

activity to incite vinlence arui wreak havoc. Such behavior betrays the very values of cur 

Gemacracy ” 

MES S'S gy Hey gd aes gag ng SMOG Y ST Fosse wise TEs SY Sy Wag Soy moro ggg ss gg ses Logs 
VE Cay WSS § SLT LA Soy Msosess, We ey, LIENS Ge’ ESSQSEEMo Yoyy Vay 

    

agencies are planning a push ta make arrests and Goring < charges against thase who led the 

Insurrection at the US Canitol.” CNN adds, FBT digital experts snent the night ingesting 

surveillance video fram the Capitol buildings and the area around the complex and are using 
| software to match images and faces with social media costs,” 
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The AP (1/7, Richer, Balsarne, Whitehurst} reports acting US Attorney for DC Michas! Sherwin» 

“said, .that ‘all optiens are on the table’ for charging members of the violent pra-Trump mob that — 

stormed the US. Capital - including sedition charges.” Exnerts say thet other possible charges 
“include civil disorder, destruction of property and riating.” 

The Washinaton Post (1/7, Zaoatosky, 10.52M} reports Acting Attorney General lefrey 

‘Rosen, in September, when he was Deauty Attorney General, urged in a memo that prosecutors 

“consider tough federal charges for thase engaged in violent unrest,” including seditieus 

conspiracy, damage to federal property, use of explosives, ar crossing state lines to comumnt 

crimes, The memo was intended to eddress civi rights protests, but Naw enforcernent officials say 

Rosen's meme is a bluesrint for pursuing federal cases against Wednesday's rioters.” Fax News 

(1/7, Fordham, 23.99M)} reports that a Trump executive order fromm June, signed “after protesters 
targeted histuric monurnents and statues in the wake of Gearge Floyd’s death,” authorizes up to 10 

years in prison for ey of federal ee C0 . 

West davtford ich News 5/7, oS Neil Vankowski, ORK), 
SFPECEC GABP GOW IY AF Few yor is Gaye Sy Cassy Qios. The Washington Post (1/7, 

‘Barrett, 16.52M} reports acting US Attorney Michael Sherwin * ‘said Thursday that President Trump 

was not off Hrnits in his investigation of the events surrounding Wednesday’s riat at the U.S 

Capitol. “When asked whether they wii look at staternents made at the Trump rally just bet ore the: 

riot, and by Trump specifically, Sherwin replied, “We are looking at all actors here, and anyone 

that had a role, if the evidence fits the element of a crime, they’re going to be charged.” Hawever, 

Sherwin “said thet the first orierity of investigaters are the individuals who personally engaged in 

destructive or violent acts af the Capitol, or what he called ‘the closest alligators to the boat,” and 

“amphasiziing! that the Justice Department and FEI are rapidly pursuing cases against those whe 

-angaged in violence or other lawbreaking.” PBI Director Christopher A. Wray “said the FBI has 
deployed its ‘full investigative resources’ and wil ‘noid accounteble those who participated in 

yesterday's siege of the Capital,’* 
New York Times (1/7, Benner, 20.6M} resgorts that Sherwin’s “tomments were an 

extraordinary invocation of the rule of law against ¢ president who has counted on the Justice 

'Bepartment to advance his personal agenda.” Politics (1/7, Gerstein, 6. 73M} reports prosecutors 

raised “the prospect that inflarnmatery statements President Dongid Trumps and Rudy Giuliani 

made to supporters shortly before the essault will be closely scrutinized for pessible criminal 

charges.” 

Additional coverages int clue jes the Financial Times (1/7, Subscrigtion Publication, 1.48M)} 
~ ; ¥ 3 RN Ws SY o ‘SS S'S.  & .  GRarges Aga sage. fAay Whe Travers Seoee Mhekr dreas SY 

x ss SS > 

® 

Su 
= 
“SS 

   ys s from wees, Ghic, Neb raska, ‘South Carol ing, » genitucky, ‘Alabarna, 

t pennsylvania, West V irginia, Connecticut, Virginia end Maryland” have made statements that they 
will “prosecute anyone frorn their regions who traveled to Weshington, D.C. to participate” in the 

riot, 
The Detroit Frae Press {1/7, Boucher, 2.16M} reports US Attorney Matthew Schneider said, 

“We're not looking at the oeopie who were being peaceful. We gre working with our partners in 

the FBI to determine whether or net people were committing acts of vidlence frorn Michigan, 
‘crossing & state fine to do se. That’s really the focus.” 

Boston (1/7, S38K} reports US Attorney Andrew Leling sald the Constitution does net protect 

“a violent assault aon government institutions. Americans on the right and jefe must re-learn the 
‘difference. Anyone who traveled from Massachusetts with the intent to commit such crimes will be 

prosecuted in the District af Massachusetts.” 

Additional coverage includes the Hartford (CT? Courant (1/7, | 
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‘Johnson, 5.69M) reports, “Civil rights groups, NBA sters and many others are criticizing what they 

said was a glaring difference in how police treated Bleck Lives Matter oratesters over the surnmer 

ard their treatment of a predominantiy white, pro-Trume crowd that assaulted the U.S. Capitol” 
In particular, they point to @ video in which “officers of the Capitol Palice ere shown offering no 

resistance to the rioters as they streamed into the building.” They argued “there was e difference 

between peaceful protests calling for the end to police brutality and systemic racism against Black 

‘Americans end what transpired at the Capitol Wednesday afternoon.” Rashad Robinson, President 

of Cotor Change, said, “In 2015, the FBI published = report about how police departments had 
been infiltrated with white nationalists and white supremacy, and we haven't seen anything, in 

terms of legislation to deal with this.” He added that what hapnened is “a consequence of a whele 

set of enablers from thase in government to those and social media platforms, to folks in 
mginstrearn media.” 

Fhe AP (i/?, Morrison) reports that while Black Lives Matter orotests drew “overwhelming 

‘force from law enforcement in dozens of cities.“ “chemical dispersants,” “rubber bullets and nand- 

_to-hend combat with largely peaceful crowds and sorne unruly vandals end looters,” and “mare 

than 14,000 arrests,” on Wednesday there were “berely more than a few dozen arrests,” with 

“several weapons seized [andi improvised explosive devices found. Members of a widing mob 

[were] escorted fram the premises, some not even in handcuffs, The key difference? The first set 

of protesters were overwhelmingly Black Arnericans and their allies. The second group was 

overwhelmingly white Americans who support” President Trumo’s “baseless claims of election 
fraud.” : 

Gn ABO World News Tonight (i/7, story 5, 1:45, Muir, 7.47M)}, Rechel Scott said, “It’s being | 
described as a double standard...fand] many are wondering, what i these rieters had been Black? | 

'... FRE size of the demonstration was similar to this one months eariler, but the response was not. | 

This summer, when thousands took te the seme streets in BC to peacefully protest racial 
‘inequality, lay enforcernent was out in full force - military helicopters flying low, tear gas and 

| penper balls deployed. ... Over the summer, the President called thase protesters “thugs. ” 

‘Yesterday, calling his own supporters ‘great patriots.” On NGC Nightly News (1/7, story &, 1:40, 
Halt, 5.91M)}, Gabe Gutierrez said, “During the George Floyd protests, President Trump tweeted, 

“When the looting starts, the shooting starts.’ Yesterday...° Trurnmp: “Ge home. We love you. 

You're very spacial, 

  

    response Was consistent t ¥ what they have ‘seen: & long pattern oF society’ $ coddling oF racists 

and downplaying of the viclent white suprernacist ideology that routinely places white peapie’s 

grievances abave those of their Black, often disenfranchised and downtrodden, countrymen and 

women.“ 
The Minneanolis Star Tribune (1/7, Reo, BS5K} reports Arizona State University crimincicoy 

professor Edward Maguire “said K was e ‘really reasonable concern” that the law enforcernent 

response to the Capitol riot “seemed so hands-off, especially in comparison to the unrest that 
erupted over the police killings of Black Americans.” NBC News (1/8, 4.92M} reports Cleveland 

' State University Associate Professor of urban studies Ronnie Dunn said, “This is the epitome so 

white orivilege or white suprernacy — the notion that they have the right or daminion to go into the 

‘Capitol and overthrow the results of a fair and free election and the wil c of ine peonia.* 

Sawees. On ABC World 
News Tonight (1/7, stary 4, 2:00, 7.47M}, David Muir said, “There are 2 stil major questions 
“tonight With the President calling for dernonstratians for Weeks, why wasn't there more security 

fat the Canltall? The President himself had said, “Phig wih be wild.” ABC's Pierre Thames: “We're 

earning just now dangerous the sHuation was: more than 80 seopie arrested, [and] five flrearms | 

| recovered, including a millery-style assault rifie,” as well as “two powerful functioning pipe bombs | 

amd 12 Molotov cocktails.” Gn the CBS Evening News: fif/?, stery &, 2:25, O'Donnel, 4.672M@}, Kris. 

SX og Fed oY WV‘ Ss SS NASA Sy OS essa sg ‘s ae Ss TM oy SNS EMIS 
LIQ * WOW CY ys NSS & LHIVNS NSIIW WEES SFT Pwaes Vsesss NNN . 

Van Cleave said, “Capitol Police appeared unprepared, dessite warning signs online like this one 
calling ior participants to came armed.” 

e New York Thnes (1/7. Bewen, MacFerquhar, Choon, HH, 20.6M) renorts that the Canital 

notice, which numbers about 2,000 officers and hes sole jurisdiction aver the Capitol’s bulidings 
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and grounds, was clearly cutnurnbered and unprepared for the onslaught, even as it was openly 

organized on social media sites like Gab and Parlier.” Reuters (1/7, Tanfari, Shiffman, Jenute, 

‘Hosenball} says that according to some law enforcement officials, “the siege of the 
Capitol. ..represents one of the gravest security ‘apses & if recent U.S. Ristory.” 

enforcement experts were  setcnished by the sight of an officer cowering im the crush of pro-Trumo | 

‘extremists and rioters using police shisids and metal barricades as battering rams.” USA Today 

‘(/?, Brook, Phillips, 12. 7M) reports, “Among the most striking images of law enforcement futility, 

ona day when chaos convulsed the US. Capitol, was of a lone, shirt-sleeved officer in retreat 

weving a baton at an advancing mob that had breached the Senete side of the bullding. Flag- 

weaving rioters appeared to stalk the officer wha bounded up one stairway after another - with ne 
‘itmriediate back-un to be found.” 

| Tom Castello said on NBC Nightly News (1/7, stery 5, 2:25, Helt, 5.91M)}, “Among the 
‘charges prosecuters could press against the mob: traspassing, destruction of federal property, 

mail theft, federal ricting, assault on a police officer, federal gun charges, and insurrection.” The 

‘Washington Past (1/7, 10.52M)} reports Casitol Police Chief Steven Sund “announced his 

resignation effective Jan. 16, a decision that came hours efter [House Soesker] Pelosi publicly 
called on hirn to step down over the department's handling of the violent pro-Trumne siege.” Part ier 

Thursday, the AP (1/7, Dely} reports that Sund “defended his department's resporse to the 

storming of the Capital, saying that officers ‘acted valiantly when faced with thousands of 

individuais involved in viclent notous actions, ” 

  

| Thursday that he clars to fire Senate sergeant at ars Michael Stenger when Schumer becomes 

cmaiority leader later this month. Politics (1/7, Everstt, Caygie, 673M} resorts, “Stenger and 

‘House Sergeant-at-Arms Paul irving ere both under pressure to step down after the deadly and 
ambarrassing breach of security.” Bloombers (1/7, 3.57M} resorts that Senate Judiciary Chairman 

‘Lindsey Graham “called for a joint task force to investigate the response by authorities to the 
wolence on Wednesday.” Bloornberg adds that the House Appropriations Cormmittee “separately 

“announced an investigation | inte the Casitel Police’s handling of the turrnail.” 
CLA ~syy Saves Versa’ Soggy GsYgeys Ds Gyaigsayey Poses. The AP (1/7, Lond, Baldar, 

'Balsemo, Merchant} reports, “Three days before supnorters” of the President “rioted at th 

Capital, the Pentagon asked the U.S Capitol Palice Wf it needed National Guard manpower,” and 

“and gs the mob descended on the bullding Wednesday, Justice Departrnent leaders reached out te 

‘offer up FRE agenis. The police turned ther down both times, according to serior defense officials 

and two seonle familiar with the matt ter. Despite plenty of warnings of a possible insurrection and 
ample resources and time to prepare, the Capitol Police olanned only for a free speach 

cemons stration.” 

ey 

si (1/7, 10.52M)} reports, “The secretary of the Army and the chief of 
(3.C.'s palice force acknowledged Thursday that they did not expect Prasiisnt Trurno’s supperters 

‘to try to enter the Capital building, despite extensive online conversations in which far-right groups: 

publicly discussed their plans to de just thet. When that breach dic occur, the Capito! Police called 

D.C. police to heip, end eventually the D.C. National Guard moved in to help.” 

AKgysssay“ses Legis Ys Soasy Gyewety Saswees. Reuters (1/7, Tanfani, Shifman, 

Hosenball} reports, “The bloody chaos inside the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday came after the police 

force that protects the legislative complex was overrun by a mob of Trump supporters in whet law 
-anforcement officials called a catastrophic failure to prepare.“ Reuters adds, "The siege of the 

Capitol, home to both the U.S. Senate and the House of Renresentatives, represents ane of the 

‘Gravest security lapses in recent U.S. history, current and former jaw enforcement officials said, 
turning one of the mast recognizable symbols of Armsrican power inte a focus of political violence.” 

According toe Reuters, “That lapse came despite glaring warning signs of potential viclence by 

hardiine supporters of President Donaid Trump, who are inflamed ‘by his baseless claims of a stoi en 

election and hepe to block the inaugura’ gon af President-elect Joe Biden,” : 

  

, extremists were = planning to target the US. ‘Cao ftalon Jan. & the dey Congress was set to certify 
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the election of Joe Biden as president, in recent deys Cangressrian Tim Ryen had asked the peapie | 

in cherge of security whether they had everything they needed. ‘] had conversations with the 

‘sergeant-at-arms and the chief of the Capital Police, who gave me assurances that every 
precaution was being taken, that we had enough mansower, that we were going to keep people 

_cormpletely away from the Capitel,’ Ryan, the Ohio Gernocrat who chairs the subcommittee that 

funds the Capitol complex, tald reperters Thursday.” NBC News adds, “What happened instead was. 

'@ security Fellure that one federal law enforcement official descrined *as the darkest day since 

O/11,’ and Ryan and other MEMDETS ¢ oF Congress are now Seeking answers." 

pointed | to the destructl HOP "of government property, threats to law enforcement and two explosive 

devices found near the Capitol as acts of terrorisrn as far-right extremist groups ralfied in the 
nation’s capital te contest the results of the presidential election. In the media, CNN executives 

told the oragnization’s journalists that they could refer to the slege as ‘demestic terrorism.’ 

‘National security experts agreed with that assessrnent, comparing the eagressive takeover ofthe © 

‘federal landmark to the FBI's definition of domestic terrorism: “Viclent, criminal acts committed by | 
individuais and/or groups te further idealogical goals stemming fram domestic infi luences, suc h as | 
those of @ political, re B18, socigl, racial, or érivironmental nature.” The W: a i 

(3/7, Jones, Fuller, Gri i, Subscription Publication, 841M) aise reports, 
Way ey So ¥ sey cok F¥eee SW’ Ie Mas: ~ See Sy Se SNe se : SEN SD SIF SY SH sy >. y Sor SMSn Xs APS ORY SSDS SX >. Ss Woevey Sonar s > SS SN VON AD. SPs AEGIS Ass seh LEH AY QE Massa say Sua GGea wy AY Seasassy Aes Ves Masgay 
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Sissies, The Washi ington Post (1/7, 10.52M} rernerts, “The Pentagon olaced tight limits on the 

EC, Nationa! Guard ahead of pro-Trurmp protests this week, trying to ensure the use of military 

force remained constrained, as the Guard carried cut a narrow, unarmed mission requested by the | 

city’s mayor to heip handle traffic ahead of planned protests.” The Post adds, “In mernas issued 

‘Monday and Tuesday in response to a request from the D.C. mayor, the Pentagon prohibited the 

| District’s quardsmen from receiving ammunition or riot gear, interacting with protesters uniess 

necessary for self-defense, sharing equiprnent with local law enforcement, or using Guard 
surveillance and air assets without the defense secretery’s explicit sign-off, according to officials 

'farniter with the orders. The limits were established because the Guard hadn’t been asked to 

assist with crowd or riot control.” 
Says Wr Ai Wessgsavgyy Gaye Sgr Iya. LEA Todsy (1/7, Hauck, Waoner, 

-12.7M} reports, “Four people died Wednesday when @ mob of sro-Trump supporters stormed the 

Capitol, including three who suffered medical emergencies on Cagitel grounds.” The police 

anmounced during a Thursday press conference thet 50-year-old Beniarnin Phillips of Pennsylvania, 

34-year-old Rosanne Boylan of Georgia, and 55-year-old Kevin Greeson of Alabame died from 
‘medical ernergencies. 

The Washingten Post (1/7, 10.52M) reports that 35-year-old Ashii Babbitt was killed by a 
Capital palice officer as she “tried to cimb through a smashed glass pane in one of the doars” of 

the House chamber. The “California native end Air Farce veteran was struck in the neck and later 
Ged. The two officials, whe spoke on the cond ion of ancny! my BeCauSs Bn p nvastigation nS the 

   

'Phifipns, 20.6M} reports, that Babbitt’s “social media feed Was a torrent “of messages celebrati ing 
President Trump; GAnon conspiracy theories; and tirades against immigratian, drugs and 

Democratic leaders in California.” The W: ‘ Fournel (1/7, Dushren, Caldwel, Lubald, 

(Subscription Publication, 8.41M} giso has & feature on Babnitt, 
FEYYS sy Sday RSS Sey oy $9 Neeye oS, Ss Sy SSTOVy vy AK YI QY PGs Soggy GA gLoy yy CopssLaHyy Mess: 

  

oN 2 
Neessi8y Sisss. Newsweek 

(1/7, 2.678} reports, “Acting U.S, Allorney Michae! Sherwin Ras seid that materials stolen during 

-_yesterday’s coup attempt on the U.S. Capitel by rioters supporting President Donaid Trurnp’s 

attempts to overturn the election may constitute a Greach of natianal security. ‘Materials were 

Stolen, and we have Co identify what was dane, miloate that, and it could have potential national 

security equities,’ Sherwin said. We gust don't know the extent of that damage at this point — if 

there was damage, we don’t know the extent of that.’ Ssecifically, Sherwin said that rioters stole 

electronics from U.S. senators’ offices thet could've contained sensitive information relating te 
_dormestic and foreign intelligence and other sensitive matters, Reuters reports.” 

SESE SA. LMS Fog oe MoS oroas gay Sars? MY smog ge gyage “Me F Towers ghee FOF gS Hoag or gos Ys PONY F FH OYY oh Ho | QIPHE$ WAG CKSHHs ASF GEAws To Gysyy GV soy CAV k Cy Wee rssF yo ys 
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“Today (1/7, Carles, i2.7M} reports, “Wednesday's mab insurrection at the Capitol building in 

‘Washington, D.C., is unfikely to be the last violent action from: fer-right extremists, who may iso 

be using the week’s extraordinary events to recruit members for a swelling coalition round 
‘Guigaing president Donaid Trurnp, according to experts om extremism.” USA Today adds, “While 

this week’s attack was extraordinary in H's brazenness, it was also a weke-up cali to federal and 

otal law enforcement that threats from far-right Trurne suoporters should be taken very seriously | 
“over the last two weeks of Trumip’s presidency and beyond, said Mary McCord, legal director at the | 

institute for Constitutional Advocacy and Protection et Georgetown University in Washington, B.C. 

There’s a whole fot of talk about what happened in far-right extremist forums and chatroorns 

today, and about how the inauguration on January 20 will be the last stand and now is the time to 

recruit,’ McCord said.” 
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‘York Times (1/7, Peters, 20. 6M) reports many of President Tr umg's “mast vocal and visible alfies 
in Congress, the media and conservative politics...could not bring thernselves te fault hire for the 

surreal and frightening attack carried out by people ne hed just urged to ‘fight Hke hell.” They 

“downplayed the violence” and “deflected with feise eauivalencies about the Dernecratic Party's 
embrace of the Bleck Lives Matter movement. Some ever tried to dispute the fact that Trump 

Supporters were actually the osrostrators, suggesting thet far-left activists sad inflftrated the 

crowd and posed as fans of the president.” Such claims “came from some of his highest-prafile 

allies who helped enable his rise in the Republican Party,” including Sarah Palin, who wrote, “To 

any insincere, fake DC ‘patriots’ used as PLANTS ~ You wil be found out.* 

FPOIKHPOY Dig'sy F¥ Gage Mayor Ga mage. The New York | 

“Yimes (1/7, Bahr, 20.63 My reports deta: led damage assessments ff ‘om the Architect of the Capitol 

or the U.S. Capitol Police on the art in the Capitel due to the rict "have yet to he released.* 

However, “the singular works of art that curators consider the treasures of the building did not 

gppeer to have suffered any major damede.“ 

However, NBC News (1/7, 4.91} reports House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer said that 

‘tioters stole a ttribute to the late civil rights icon Rep. John Lewis (D-GA}. 

Ng. Mygs: Mg Mgsyy Wy GY Caaysey Sasiey Giyiewss Saywsws. NEC News (1/7, 491M) 

reports Reo. Tim Ryan (D- OH) revealed “tRat as many as 66 Capital Police officers were injured 

yesterday, including 15 hospitalized and one in critical condition,” He said that many were struck 
on the head with ead pipes. 
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 Sas S SL Wises. The Hill (1/7, Wilson, 5.69 renorts West Virginia Gel. Derrick Evans 
(R) ws was identified as being “among the violent mob that broke inte the Capitol Buliding” - he 
“gested a video of himself entering the bullding.” At least vie cther Republican state lecisiaters 

“participated in events Surrounding the attem pted insurrection. ” The AP Cy, BH) reports. that the 

Republican legisistor who f ook part mn yesterday's $ insurrect On, in + Washington, D. c , oF anywhere 
aise in the country, should resign immediately.” 

yy SK Yay AY GacSesewyes. U4 Today (1/7, Voyles Pulver, 

Selman, i2.7M} reports, “Particigants in the riot at the U.S. Canital on Wednesday came from 
many backerounds and across the country,” and despite claims of conservative pundits, including 

‘Rep. Matt Gaetz (R-FL}, “all of the people identified so far by UGA TODAY who breached the U.S. 

Capital or were arrested had professed their support for Trump through social media postings and 

conversations with femily or friends.” USA Today publishes the nares and orofiles of a nurnber of 

rioters. 

MOIPPY CWP SOs 

AWOVESoyF WDSoy Saye [EkSoy We seS Nasars SSos Gor Soo so SPas ws Sons GISSSS F gyay ys aoghe tare: £ OS of x 
x QIN Kiar Wy Sgs¥ Syay Gsy SgFass"$ Aysw Sask SSS Cases, NEC News C177, 4.91M) 

| reports, “The Capitol rioter photographed with his feet an & desk in House Speaker Nancy Pelosi's 

office,” Richard Barnett - an independent glass and glazing contractor in Gravette, Arkansas - 
"received & $9, 300 forgivable iar under the Paycheck Protection Program fast Agri,” 

  

, Mrs. Pelosi 5 offic “ “and lett 2 a note on 4 her desk,” ‘gad he “identified himself to reporters after 

Jeaving the Capitol building.” The Dally C3 {i/?, Kerr, 375K) reports Barnett told a local news 
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station, “I didn’t mean te be there. Hell. 1 was walking around ooking for a bathroom.” 

iHeraid (1/7, Salleas, 
‘Deleon, 647K} reports that the "man seen in a viral photo taking @ lectern from the U.S. House 
curing ienreae attack on | the Capitor” nas neen enki Hes as Ag am Johnson OF Parrish, F florida. | 

< WSs oy 8 Ve sao “SY . SP SEE = Lag ws SoH oy STs, Nay MIA Qs PAHgy TFILI9g Saugs Gsessyyy LI “Voe, The 

  

| reports, Sauthor! Hies have not officially ‘dent! fied the 1 imran in ‘the ‘hoto ¢ or named “3ohnson a6 3 

person of inkerest, © ° 
FNPF GH yy LNVSEHSGG SM yqy UUW yP MY Hogg 

The San Antonia Express- NEWS é 77, ‘Pettaway, 685K) reoarts, “The Bexar County Sherifi’s Office | is. 

investigating whether” jal leutenant Roxanne Mathal, “broke policy or any laws by attending a 

-pro-Trume rally that turned inte an angry mob storming the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday.” Photos 

saat SNS. WS Sow wrosron SF LN con SS, ‘ SEF BDSG oy Sieg ge s sw es SS ais QOS oY SS OY Saw S Leyy S SYN SSNS Sgves Sosy NINQSIY Woe. 

“posted te the Facehook page “don’t show Mathai committing an unlawful act,” but Sheriff Javier 
Salazar “sald same of the photos show | the Heutenant in the middie of the crowd that assaulted law | 

enforcement agents.” He added, “If she just stecd by while first responders were assaulted, if 

would be more than just eroubling, if would be downright infuriating” and he would have her 

investigated on administrative charges of conduct unbecoming. The sheriff also “sent the photos to | 
the loca! FL agency to see ¥ Mathe! particinated in any Hleael behavior during the incident.” 

EKYSE MWMSIGAHAITQ GNasy Gey LAs “ws y»gse Axess fees SSyAxy°s. The Los Angeles Times 
GS, Martin, 3.37M} reports the Assn. of Flight Attendants-CWA, the nation’s largest fight 
attendants union, called for barring “members of the mob that stormed into the U.S. Capital on 

Wednesday” from commercial flights out of Washington, DC, citing “several incidents of raucous, 
unruly behavior on flights inta Washington in the deys leading us to the riot, attributed te 

“supporters of Fresidert Trurip.” Association President Sara Nelson “urged the airlines to work in 

coordination with federal lew enforcement agencies to ‘ensure the safety and security of 

passengers and crews By keeping al oroblems on thee ground.’* 

CA MPA WAY LEQ Lasse CagsKoy Motes Asses Ls oe Saw Nesoyyg Sw‘. Reyters 
: 4 wt. co '€1/7, Bartz} reports some of the rioters at the Casital “were flred frorn their jobs Or Thursday afer 
internet sleuths publicized their identities.” 

Ss SD WIV, . S. SI KS MSY LSs, KAM y GEV Va Pes Syos{sg LF FGF C8¥o: ets. Newsweek (1/7, Jackson, 2.87} reports 

comedian Kathy Griffin “took @ swipe directly at the FGI on Thursday,” tweating back after the 

‘bureau said If is looking for the peanle who cornmitted acts of violence at the US Capitol, She sai ids 

“With all due respect, you work for the Deparirnent of Justice. The er: contacted me within hours | 

of posting an offensive ohote of donald trumo. Hours. Theres is amole evidence all over the 

internet clearly enttying thousends of these actual terrorists.” 

by the Secret Service and FRE” after p pos! ng Wi th & fake s severed head of the nresident. Gr iffin seid 

she was vestigated by the Secret Service and FBI regarding the phota, kicked off of CNN’s annual 
New Year's Eve broadcast and received death threats because of the phot.” 

  

| Continuing Coverage: Boston Bomber Sues Over Treatment In Prison. 

in continuing coverage, the AP {1/7} reports, “Boston Marathon homher Dehokhar Tsarnaav has 

sued the federal government for $250,000 over his treatment” in prisan. In particular he “cites the | 
cont fiscation of a white baseball cap and bandana that he bought BE the pr: SOM commissary and @ 

| Panel To Review Nashville Police’s Handling Of Prior Tip On Christmas Day Bomber. 

Ki (1/7, Rneit Miler, 7.45M)} reparts Nashville Police Chief Jonn Drake said that a 
‘five- member panel wif review how the department “responded to & tie from the girlfriend of 

Christmas RY bornber Anthony Quinn Werner some 16 months earlier.” The woman told palice he 

was making bombs In his RV traller. 
WERRN-TY Nashville, TN (1/7, Olmos, 172K} reports former federal prosecutor Alex Lite said,» 
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“Any prosecutor and I as well had gotten a tip Hke this, we would not have been satisfied with the 

‘agents telling us they went to his house, he didn't want to talk end they welked away.” He added, 

“he's seen the same police department do much more in much less serious situations.” 
SS. SES aca ssaes SONY 7 

ase Yorrssysy, The 
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'Chattancoga (TN) Times Free Press (1/7, Rau, 168K} reports, The FBI's decision not ta categorize — 
the Christmas Day bornbing in Nashville as an act of terrorism” could benefit the victims of the 
‘bombing, as many insurance “policies have specific exclusions for terrorism, and aimost all 

property insurance policies have exclusions for acts of war.” 

‘Former Neo-Nazi Apologizes. 

'KING-TY Seattle (1/8, 417) reports that, orlor to reporting to federai prison later this menth, 21- 

year-old Johnny Roman Garza is seexing to apologize fer his actions as part of “the Atornwaffen 
‘Division, a neo-Nazi group” the FBI says conspired “to threaten and cyberstalk persans of color and 

journalists who reported on the graup’s activities.” Garza also “revealed insights into how 8 & sinister 
‘group such as Atamwaffen culls what he calls ‘despandent’; young peaple inte its grip.“ 

  

| FBI Argues Twitter Can’t Publish Report On Its Cooperation With The Agency. 

Lew36e (1/7, Subscri potion Publication, 9K} reports the FBI arqued before the Ninth Circuit that 
Twitter should not be allowed to release “a transperency resart that details the instances in which 
the social media giant cooperated with the agency on national security matters.” The FSi argued 

that the case is not @ First Amendment issue and that Twiller’s proposed disclosures cold de 

“serious damage to national security.” 

  

| FBI Pittsburgh Agents Arrest Man Accused Of Threatening Law Enforcement. 

The Pittshuroh Post-Garette (1/7, Ove, 426K} resorts Khaled Miah “has been charged with   

threatening and survellling Pittsburgh FBI egents who were investigating nim.” An affidavit says 

that “Miah posted threats on Dec. 27 directed at agents and at the FBI in general.” He is accused of | 
using @ Twitter account to harass FRE P: ttsburgh agents and “rer peatedly conducted surveiflance on 

en agent’s home afier the FRI questioned him ebout extremist views.” 
The Pittsburah Tribune-Review (1/7, Ward, 245K) reports that the affidavit said that “Fei 

“personnel uncovered hundreds of videos, images, documents, communications, and Internet 

activities dating back several years related tc extremist content that advocated for and/or glari fied: 
‘gruesome vigienc 2 again mst perceived ! ileciogical enemies.’ 

TY Pittsburgh (1/7, 144k}. 

  

      

| Former Philly Cop Sentenced For Child Porn. 

‘The Philadeiohia Inquirer (1/7, Dean) reports US District Court Judge Geraid A. McHugh sentenced 
‘James Strohm, a 20-year veteran of the Phiadeiphia Police Department, to L¥2 months behind 
bars, 20 years of supervised release, and to pay $79,000 in resti tet on and rnore than $27,000 in 

special essessrnents “for viewing and di stribut! ing numerous images of child parnogranhy, 

sometimes while on duty, according to federal officials.” Michael 3. Driscoll, Special Agent in 

Charge of the FBI's Philadelphia Division, said that the sentence “sends a message that, no matter | 

who you are, if you're perpetuating the Speer of chidren by Seeing = and trading this herrific - 
‘content, the FRE will steo in. gut a ston to it, and see you brought to justice 

Fe Former Newark k Cop Sentenced For Corruption. 

  

| Newark c police officer JaneH Robinson ton nine years | in orisor for his “role in “rmiuiti- ‘-mnittion dollar 

‘corruptien af the Newark Watershed Conservation end Development Corporation.” Robinsen alse 
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| received three years supervised release and must pay restitution of $288,950 to the watershed 
'corporati fon, 

'New Haven State’s Attorney Investigating FBI-Involved Fatal Shooting. 

| rs Commecticut Post (1/7, 310K) reports, “The New Haven state’s attorney is investigating a fatal 

shooting® in Carmecticut that inveived members “of the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Safe 

Streets Task Force.” The Post adds, “City police departments typically assian a few officers to task | 
forces with federal” organizations such as the FRI and the CEA, 

Additional coverage includes the Hartford (CT) Patch (1/7, L.44M}. 

Attorneys Seek To Delay Trial In George Floyd Killing. 

‘The Washinoton Post (1/7, Salley, 10.52M} reports Hennepin County District Court Judge Peter A. 
‘Cahill, who is overseeing the criminal case into Gearge Floyd’s killing, “heard arguments Thursday © 

fromm prosecutors and defense attorneys, who have asked to postpone the Merch trial unti 

summer.” The prosecution cited fears that expected protests during the trial could create a 
‘“superspreader event,” while the defense argues thet “prosecutors had been slow to turn over key © 

evidence.” 
The Minneanolis Star Tribune (1/7, Xiong, S55K} reports defense attorneys allege prosecutors © 

“mishandled sharing evidence with them, provided irrelevant materiais and divulged information 

date.” They cited "thousands of pages of evidence shared as @ single PDF that could not be 
searched without converting the fle, and important evidence sandwiched in between irrelevant 

: Yrraterigis.© 

  

| FBI Searching For Chio Bank Robber. 

The Cleveland Figin Dealer (1/7, Pinckard, 1.22M} reports the FBI anc police are searching for a 
man who rebbed a US Bank in Richmond Heights, Ghic. “The suspect, who was heavy-~set, was 
wearing a blue Nike hoaded sweat shirt, a black knit hat and @ black Adidas facemask.” 

, Officers eeren tan To Houston Bank Robbery May Have Been Exposed To Chemicals. 

robbery at Chase Bank ‘ ‘may have exper enced possibt & chemical exposure. “ KERO adds, “FBI 
Houston Division confirmed that members of the FRI Violent Crimes Task Force are on the scene in 

response to the incident.” 

| FBI Investigating Tennessee Bank Robber. 

The Elizabethton (TN) Star (1/7, 27K} reports thar FBI agents and East Ridge police officers "are 

searching for the suspect responsible for the robbery of the Regions Bank located at 4334 Ringgeld | 

Road, East Ri lige.” “The suspect “wes wearing Blue jeans, black shoes, 4 Gray toboggan, and 4 

black face mask." 
WDEES-TY Chattanoaga, TN {2/7} reparts that the suspect “fired a shet behind the counter, but: 

ono one was hurt.” 

| FBI Investigating Ohio Bank Robbery. 

|‘ WEYC-TY Cleveland (1/7, 418K} reports that the FBI Cleveland field office “is seeking the pubiic’s 

help locating a bank robbery suspect" in Richmond Heights. He “is described of a Slack man 
Standing 5’8” te 5°10" tall” and he “was wearing a blue Nike hooded sweatshirt, black knit had and 

'& black Adidas face mask.” 

, FBI Investigating 2019 Triple Murder In Texas. 

_KSAT-Ty San Antonio {i/?, Sabawi, 440K} reports that the FBI is continuing to supsert the Bexar 

County Sheriffs investigation inte the triple murder of Nichol Gisen, London Briblescas and Alexa 
Montez. The investigation “has been ongoing with assistance from the FBI since Jan. 10, 2019.“ 
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‘Arizona Man Charged After Discovery Of Human Skulls, Limbs. 

“WIAX-TY Jacksonvill @, FL{i/?, TS8K} reports Waller Harald Mitchell, who is “described as a 

“veteran body broker,” has “been arrested after a hunter fast month stumbled upon the heads and 

Jimbs of at least five people scattered in a central Arizona forest.” He “Is charged with 29 counts of | 

‘ehanconment ar concealment of a dead body.” 

: Connecticut Man Sentenced Over Cocaine Trafficking. 

‘The West Hartford (CT) Patch (1/7, 1.445) repot rts United States attorney for the District of 

Connecticut John Durham said Manuel Santlage “was sentenced Wednesday by U.S. District Judge 

Jeffrey A. Meyer to 84 rnanths in prison, followed by five years of supervised release, for 

trafficking cocaine, and for violating the conditions of his supervised release frorn @ prior federal 

conviction.” The FRI’s Northern Connecticut Gang Task Force started its investigation in August 

2619, when the task force “received information that Santiaga was distributing half-klicgram 

‘Quantities of cocaine.” 

  

California Real Estate Developer To Pay $1.2M To Settle Investigation. 

'XTIV-T¥ Los Angeles (1/7, 158K} regorts that CP Employer Inc “hes agreed to pay $1.2 million to 

“resolve a federal criminal investigation that focused on the firrn’s relationship with former Los 
‘Angeles City Councilmember José Hulzar, who voted te approve its 35-stery project in downtown's | 

Arts District.” The US Attorney’s office “agreed not to prosecute the company for three years, as 

| iong as it refrains frorm any criminal conduct, for a series of reasons detailed in the NPA.“ 

, Nebraska Man Charged Over Threats To Game Keeper. 

The Sacra Bee (2/7, SISK} reports Cody Cape “facas several charges after threaterin 

to kia game warden who'd been investigating him for poaching.” The investigation began in 
‘October 27620, when a US Wildlife officer “was tasked with Investigating Cape for his potential 

‘involvernent in deer poaching incidents in lowe and Nebraska.” 

  

Washington State Man Pleads Guilty To Molotov Cocktail Possession. 

‘The AP (1/7) reports Kelly Thomas Jackson “has pisaded Guilty to possessing Molotov cocktail 

devices that he used to set fire to Seattle police vehicles during a May protest that turned violent.” - 
‘He “faces up toe 10 years in prison on each of the two felony counts of sossession of a destructive 

‘device when he’s sentenced in U.S, ENstrict Court on March 29.” 
KCPO-TY Seattle (1/6, 148K} reparts lackson “wes an identified suspect follewing an 

“anonymous tip. Celiphone evidence “showed a white man in distinctive clathing with two bottles 

‘filed with flammable materieis, Molotov cocktails, attempting to burn two police vehicles.” 

  

| FBI Searches Maine Home In Connection To Massachusetts Church Fires. 

‘The Bangor (ME} Daily News (1/7, 178K) reports that FBI agents “surrounded a house focated at 
343 Court St. in Houlton Thursday morning that belongs to a man who recently was arrested on 
charges of arson at a church in Massachusetts.” Dushke Vulchev “ernerged as a primary suspect in 

a series of arson fires at the Martin Luther King Community Presbyterian Church, ¢ Black church 

Jocated in Springfield, Massachusetts.” 

, Former NY School Treasurer Pleads Guilty To Theft. 

‘The Oneonta (N¥3 Daily Ster (1/7, 42%) reports forrner Morris Central Schoai District treasurer 
'Kristing Hand has “leaded guilty to bwo counts of feceral program theft." She “admitted that she 

Stole about $24,000 by depositing checks payable te the school district inte bank accounts that she 

controlled.” The FRY investigated the case. 

, Louisville Community Pushes Back Against New Police Chief. 

‘The Louisville (KY) Courier-Journal (1/7, 554K) reparts that the city of Louisville “learned 
Wednesday its next police chiefled a deparitrnent alse embroiled in a cantraversial kiling of a 
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‘Black American last year.” Mayor Greg Fischer announced the selection of former Atlanta police 

chief Erika Shields, who “was leading Atlanta Police in June when an officer shot and killed 
'Raysherd Brooks following en altercation at a Wendy’s.” She “urged the cormmunity to look at her 
full track record with Atlanta, where she worked for 25 years, and to give her a chance to earn 

their trust” after community leaders criticized her selection, 

| Imprisoned Serial Killer Connected To New Crimes. 

ABC News (1/7, 2.44M} renorts imprisoned serial killer Redney Alcala “has beer connected to the 

Murders of at least eight women” through the usage of DNA evidence. The article examinas his 
Criminal Ristory. 

| Indian Reservations Drug Probe Leads To Charges For 26 People. 

in onfine coverage, KVRR-TY Fargo, ND (1/7, Guiteineh} reports an investigation of an alleged 
‘jHegal drug operation in Nerth Dakota led to charges against 26 psople. Commenting on Operation | 

Blue Prairie was US Attorney Drew Wrigley, who stated, “Ie was the objective of this conspiracy to | 
target and expioit the largely Native American population’ of three reservations in North Gakota. 

“The KVRR article highlights that Wrigley, “along with the agents from the FBI,” the DEA, the 

Bureau of Indian Affairs and the US Marshais Service, “say they sledge to continue addressing drug 
addiction and trafficking issues on reservations.” The BEA and the FBI are not directly mentioned 

‘in coversde of this story that is run by the AP {1/7}, the KVLY-TY Fargo, ND O77, Hurley) website, 

‘the Bis Bismarck a Tribune BY 7 § Svinovec, 25K), the WLNS: T¥ Lansing, MI (1/8, Barling, 94%) 

  

ASE 
charges" against Boeing for yoeiring, bstructing, det fsati ing ‘and | interfering with U.S. 

reguiators’ attempts ta sroperly cerify the 73? Max ard its faulty seflware program before twa 

‘fatal crashes.” The New York Times (2/7, Chokshi, Schmidt, 20.6M) says the company agreed to 2 | 

deferred srasecution agreement under which it wii “pay more than $2.5 billion” to resolve the 

charges. The Wall Street Journal (1/7, Tangel, Michaels, Pasztor, Subscription Publication, 641M} 

says the settlement includes a $243 million fine and $2.2 billion In compensation to airline 

Customers and the furniies of people killed in Iwo MAX crashes. Reuters (1/7, ohepardson, 

'Rucinski} reports the Justi ce Dapartment “said the 4243.6 milion fine was at low end’ of the 

sentencing guidelines.” 
Barron's (1/7, Root, 1.36M) reports that Scecial Agent in Charge Emmerson Buie of the FRI’s - 

'Chicage Field Office said, “Taday’s deferred prosecuti ion agreement holds Basing and its employees: 
_eccourtable for their lack of candor with the FAA regarding MCAS.° 

Politics (2/7, Mintz, 673M} reports Bosing CEO David Calhoun in & statement, “! firmly 

believe that entering into this resolution is the right thing for us to do - a step that appropriately 

acknowledges how we fell short of our values end exsectations.” Cathoun added that the resclution | 

is “a serious reminder to all of us how critical our abligation of transparency to regulators is, and 
the consequences that our company can face if any one of us falls short of those expectations,” 

Bloomberg (1/7, Levin, 3.57M} says this is “the letest fo hit the plenemaker’s bottom line. 
The company's inability to deliver planes during the ground and cancellations of previous orders 

have cost the company billions of dollars.” The Washington Post (1/7, 10.52M}, the AP (1/7},and 

the Seattle Times (1/7, Getes, Kamb, 1.19M} provide similar coverage. 

| Federal Agencies Investigating AmEx’s Business Card Sales Practices. 

The} street Journal (1/7, Andriotis, Subscription Publcation, 8.41) cites psonle farnllar whe 

say the inspectors general offices of the Treasury Department, FDIC, and the Federal Reserve are 
investigating Arnerican Express Co.'s business-card sales practices, According to the peonte, the 
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-1G’s ere investigating whether the company employed aggressive and misieading sales practices 
‘and whether consumers were harmed. The Journal adde that neople ferllar with the matter said 
the Office of the Comptrotier of the C urrency is also investigating Amf€x’s husiness-card sales 

practices. 

| DOJ Indicts Surgical Care Affiliates Over Alleged “No-Poach” Agreements. 

The Department of Justice announced Thursday that it has indicted Surgical Care Affiliates on two 
antitrust charges alleging that i “maintained ysarsiong agreements with rival health-care firms 

“not to recruit each other’s senior-level employees,” the Wall Street Journal (1/7, Kendall, 
Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports. Surgical Care Affiliates spokeswoman Elizabeth Castro 

sald, “Tre pasition taken by the government in this matter represents a novel application of the 

antitrust laws as they relate to employee recruitment, for which there is no precedent or 

foundation.” 
The complaint claims that Surgical Care Affiliates had so-called “no-paach” agreements with 

“two other unnamed competitors,” Modern Healthcare (1/?, Kactk, Subscription Publication, 215K) | 

reports. “SCA and its cormpetiters would turn away otherwise qualified candidates, according te the | 

‘indictrnent,” the article says. A statement fram the company read: “This matter involves alleged 
‘sonduct seven years before UnitecHeaith Group acguired SCA ancl does not involve any SCA 

ambulatory surgery centers, heir joint owners, shysician partners, current leadership or any other. 

‘UnitedHealth Group companies.” 
Assistant Attorney General Mekan Delrahim said in a statement, “The charges cemonstrate 

the Antitrust Division’s continued commitment to criminally oresecute collusion in America’s isbor 
trarkets,” the Minneapolis Star Tribune (1/7, 855K} reports. 

Alisa OP Gute ng are Sauls ans ( U7, Bi erson), Bloomber g La § fi/ if 7, tae on Publication, 4K), 

  

  

  

| DOJ Alleging That Walmart Violated The Controlled Substances Act. 

Reuters {2/7} reports the Deperiment of Justice (DO “Aled an enfarcernent action against 

Walmart in federal court in Delaware last December.” The DO] is “alleging that the company 

vigleted the Controlled Substances Act by failing to police opioids prescriptions.” 

Prosecutors Oppose Releasing Martin Shkreli Early. 

‘The New York Post (1/7, Resenberg, 7.48M} reports Assistant US Attorney Allxandra Smith Med a 

mation Thursday opposing “Pharma Bro” Martin Shkrali‘’s second bid for campassionate release. 
' She cited his "demonstrated disdain for the criminal justice systam, both in threats of violence 

made against women” and “his lack of remorse.” 

  

Former New York Police Sargent Charged With 9/11 Compensation Fraud. 

‘The AP (i/7} reports forrner New York Police Deaartment sergeant Sally Soinosa was changed WHER | 
submitting false claims, wire fraud, and aggravated identity theft “to cheat a fund set up te 

_teimburse victims of the Sent. 1] terrorist atiacks.” Authorities accuse her of falsaly claiming “tO 

have worked hundreds of hours fram Septernber 2001 and June 2002 in the recovery effort after 

the ettacks.” 

  

‘Hunter Biden Owed “Substantial Amount” To IRS, According To Email On Laptop Left In 

‘Delaware. 

The Westun iTunes (1/7, Al, Scarborough, 626%) reports that Hunter Biden “awed a 
substantial’ amount to the IRS in 2018, zoparently for 2017 and orior years when he was 

receiving regular incorne frorn @ Ukrainian oligarch and Chinese firms tied to the Communist Party, 

an email shows.” Hunter Biden is “now under investigation for suspected tax fraud.“ The 2019 
email “from his certified public accountant...showed there was miscormmunication between the 
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CPA end Hunter. Ii alse shows the IRS had been assessing Hunter Biden late fees for unpaid 

taxes.” The Times says the email “was among the cache of messages contained in Hunter Biden's 

deptop computer he dropped off at s repair shop in Wirrington, Delaware” ~ the contents of which 
the shop owner gave “to the FBI under a grand jury subpoena and then to Rudolph W. Giulani, 

President Trurnp’s attorney.” 

  

, Concerns Over Cybersecurity Abound After Capitol Breach Leaves Devices Vulnerable. 

“The Washington Post (1/7, Rley, 10.52M) reports yesterday’s breach of the Capitol eft many 

urenswered questions about security at the Capital, including its cybersecurity,” aa “the quick 

evacuation Jef computers and other device unattended as the mob ransacked offices. This is the 
stuff of cybersecurity pros‘ nightrnares.“ Luta Security founder and CEO Katie Moussouris said, 

'“There’s en old seying, if an attacker has physical access to your computer, it’s not your computer 

cenymiore.” A right-wing journalist tweeted a shote showing “rioters had access to at least one 
_urfocked computer in House Sosaker Nancy Pelosi’s office, open to emai appearing to beleng to a 

Staffer,” and Sen, Jeff Merkley (6-OR} “said a computer was stolen from his office.” 

officieis said multiple senators’ offices were nit.” Acting US attorney for the District of Columbie 

‘Michael Sherwin said, “This is probably going ta take several cays to flesh out exactly what 
hapeened, what was stolen, whet wasn't.” Sherwin added, “Documents, materials, were stolen, 

ard we have to identify what was done, mitigate that, and it could have potential national security 

equities,“ The event “highlights the grave cybersecurity risks that now face ail lawmakers, 

congressional staffers, and any outside parties they may have cormmunicated with in the course of | 

business, security professionals say.” 
TechCrunch (1/7, Whittaker, 5Q263 reports thet the “breach wil likely oresent a majar task 

‘for Congress’ if departments, which wil have to gure cut what’s been stolen and what security 

risks could still pose a threat to the Capitol’s network.” However, the “classified computers are 
‘separate fram the rest of the unclassified congressional network end in a designated sensitive 

_compartmented information facility, or SCIFs, in jacked-down areas of the Capital buliding,” 

Former House Intelligence Committee staffer Mieke Eoyang said, “No indication those [classified 
systems} were breached.” 

physical insecurity...but alse its openness to electronic attack.” The outlet adds, “It would have 

been trivial for a tech-savvy MAGA head or GAnon cultist, or an agent of a criminal organization or | 
foreign government, to abscond with a gavernment computer or leave behind a srnall listening 
device,“ 

‘Federal Judiciary Electronic Filing System Likely Compromised In SolarWinds Hack. 

“The Well Street Journal (1/7, Voiz, Subscription Publication, 8.41M)} reports federal fudiclary 
Officials say the SolarWinds hack likely compromised the electronic fling used by federal courts. 
The Administrative Office of the US Courts stated Wednesday that the judiciary was adding new 

'gecurily measures to protect “highly sensitive confidential documents fled with the courts.” it 

added, “An apparent cornpromise of the confidentiality of the [filingl system due te these 

discovered vulnerabilities currently is under investigation. ... Bue to the nature of the attacks, the 

review of this matter and its impact is ongoing.” 

The AP (2/7) reports that DO] also “dieclosec on Wednesday” it was “among the dezens of 

US. government agencies and private businesses compromised by a massive, monthsiong 

_cyberespionage campaign that U.S. officials have linked to elite Russian hackers.” DO] “said that 

3% of its Microsoft Office 365 email accounts were potentially affected, but did not say to whom 

those accounts belonged.” The federal judiciary “seid on ts website that ‘en apparent compromise’ | 

of the U.S. juditiary’s case management and electronic case fle systern was under investigation.” 
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OHS “was scouring the system, it said, and cited a particular risk to sealed court filings, whose 

cisclosure ¢ coul id jeopardize @ lot mere than active criminal investigations. “ 
¥ Sevenok O ox Ser ow de og Soy ome ‘Mor SVeeere se Vaee Sy e SVs xe SAVOY Cg ayyggygrs cov ds oy Toy y gare *S Seeanegr a sess + SYS 
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intelligance- satherin ng ‘campaign Used common hacker techniques fo S get through paeswords in 

addition to more sophisticated methods.” The alert, updated Wednesday, read, “CISA incident 

response investigations have identified that initial access in sorne cases was obtained Ry password 

Guessing, password spraying, and appropriately secured administrative cradentiais accessible vi a 

external remote access services.” The agency “notes that the activity alert does not in any way 

‘supersede its ermneraency directive and is not forrnai guidance but the document provides 

additional context for remediation efforts.” Far example, the hackers behind the SalerwWinds attack 
“infected malware inte an update the company distributed to thousands of its customers which 

then establishe a command Pend contrat y batnway ¢ to @ an external server,” 

software must conduct ; & “forensi If analysis bY the and ‘of che “month,” eccording to the alert. The 

agencies “must look at system memory, host storage, network and third-party environments such | 
'@s Cloud! services,” a4 well as “hunt for indicators of compromise or ‘other evidence of threat actor 

activity’ and create or update a CISA incident repert accordingly. ” Agencies that “accept the risk of. 

running SolarWinds Orion’ must meet certain hardening’ requirements, depending on whether 
their networks ever utilized affected versions of the software.” 

CAINIWUIHV YG LSygyy Sgoyy yok Ly Legs. SH gos Ging Vy Sasarisyas. Reukers (1/7, Menn} D 

| reports that SolarWinds on T iness formed by” former Cisa& 
   

Thursday “Ai red a few consulting bu 

'‘Glrector Chris Krebs, as well as former Facebook chief security officer Alex Stamos. The former 
CISA head “said he planned te fully devote himself to the new business, which will recommend 

security practices for multisie clients and aise combat coardinated misinformation.” SolarWinds 

CEO Sudhakar Ramakrishna “said in a blog post that hiring the experts was part of en effert ta 

help transform the company, which has been criticized for poor security.” 

‘Texas Security Bank Says It Revamped Cybersecurity System. 

The Dallas Business Journal (1/7, Leffert, Subscription Publication, 862K} reports, “Texas Security 
‘Bank has spent the past 18 months revarnping is cybersecurity systern as phishing attacks and 

network breeches goose a continued threat in efforts.” The bank estimates “it has edded 25 percent 

more cost for its networking system related to cybersecurity alone, in hardware, third-party 

‘vendors and an extra information technology employes.” Ths bank’s FT director Scott Haster said 

veynersecurt ty is one of the most important things in e bank.” The IT director “said the bank does 

about five to six rnes what’s required” of banks to “keep in line with cybersecurity regulations.” 

| Dutch Consumer Advocacy Group Sues Privacy Regulator In Google Privacy Case. 

TR treet Journal (1/7, Stupp, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports that 

'Consumentenbond, a Ouich consumer advocacy groun, 15 suing the Netherlands’ privacy regulator 

efter waiting Two ye 2ars rs Wor act: Gn On & Cot mole! rt age inst Soegle. The group arouses mere & ars 

  

| in many countries,” 

  

| Biden Tells AG Pick Garland: “You Don’t Work For Me.” 

ABC World News Tonight (1/7, story 7, 0:20, Muir, 7.47M) reported that Biden introduced “his 
“nominee for attorney general, calling Judge Merrick Garland, quote, ‘a man of impeccable 

integrity.” Bider: “said [Garland] would be the peaale’s lawyer, whose loyalty would not be to the 

President, but to the Constitution and the nation.” Geriand “nad been former President Oharmra‘s 

pick for the Supreme Court. F Republicans had refused ta consider him.“ 

On the CBS Evening News (1/7, story §, 0:40, O’Boennell, 4.616}, Ed O'Keefe reported 
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Biden “narned his pick for attorney general, federal judge Merrick Garland, and gave him clear 

instructions.“ Biden said, “You are not the President or the Vice President's lawyer. Your loyalty is 

net to me. It’s to the law, the Constitution, the peosie of this nation, to guarantee justice.“ 
Garland “said he’s honored and eager to lead a departrnent reeling after four years of interference 

by President Trump.” 
Reuters (1/7) reports that on Thursday, Jee Biden introduced his picks to lead the Justice 

Department, “including federal aopeais court Judes Merrick Garland to serve as the top law 

-anforcement officer, and vowed to restore faith in the rule of nation’s law." Biden also confirmed 

he has chasen “Lise Monaco for deputy attorney general, Vanite Gupte for associate attorney 

‘general and Kristen Clarke for assistant attorney general for the department’s Civil Rights 

Division.” Reuters reports that in a staternent, “Biden's transition team said the nominees reflected | 
his ‘deeply held carnmitmient to reaffirming the BDepertrnent of Justice as a pillar of independence 

ard integrity, and ensuring that the Attorney Gensral and his senior leadership team are the 

American people’ s lawyers - not the president's law firmn.7" 

The AP CL/7, Fucker, Balsamo} says that in Garlend, Biden is “turning to an experienced 

judge to help de-politicize the Justice Department and restore the rule of law after what he 
described as four years of lawlessness under President Donald Trurnp.” The AP adds, “If confirmed 

Dy the Senate, which is Hxely,.” Garland “would Inherit immediate challenges related to civil rights, 

an ongeing criminal tax investigation inta Biden’s son Hunter and calls fram many Democrats to 

“pursue criminal inquiries into Trume after he leaves office.” According to the AP, Biden “vowed that 

Garland’s loyalty would rest not with the president, but with the law and Constitution. ‘You dan’t 
Fo oer a 

work for me,’ Biden charged as he introduced Garland. 
The if i O/7, 16. 52M) says “some Democrats were surprised fo secs Biden 

nominate...Garland, & White man, to the top law enforcement position in the nation at e time of 

racial reckoning. But Biden touted Garland as a beacon of judicial independence and peinted te his 

work in the Justice Depertrnent under Democratic and Republican presidents.” 

  

. Biden Picks Lisa Monaco As Deputy AG. 

; Bican (1/7, Cote, S926) reports Lisa Moneco “has been tapped to take 

On n the second: highest Just! ce Department position in the U.S.% Deputy Attorney General in the 
'ULS. Department of Justice. She “served as assistant to the president for horneland security and 

counterterrorism frorn 2013 to 2017.” 

    

‘Trump Says “A New Administration Will Be Inaugurated On January 20.” 

“The AP (1/7, Lemire, Miler} reports, “With 13 days left in his terrn,” President Trump “finally bent 

to reality Thursday amid growing talk of trying te force him out cary acknowledging hell 

peacefully leave after Congress affirmed his defeat.” In a video shared online, Trump “admitted 
his presidency would scon end — though he declined to mention President-elect Joe Biden by name 

or excicitly state he had lost.” Trump said, “A new Administration will be inaugurated on January 

20. My focus now turns te ensuring a smooth, orderly and seamless transition of power. This 
moment calls for healing and reconciliation. “The AP says the video “gapeared designed to stave 

Off tatk of a forced early eviction.” ISA Today (1/?, Fritze, Subramanian, 12.7M} alse says the 
video “was the latest effort to get ahold of the fallout from the chaes that unfolded Wednesday 

| when a mab attacked the Capitol end disrupted the cou ening of Electoral College votes,” 

grudging acknowledgment that rs presi cency “would ¢ end. trump tie not talk af wirmers and losers, 

nor did he utter the word ‘conce ne," D DUE Hf t was the closest ne § seemed wiling to ao." The New Yorx 
mE has so fer ta a concession 
statement’ ” “in ‘the Video. The Times says the video “was vital in the sense that Mr. Trurnp’s ardent 
supporters will only accept his words, not anyone else’s, and officials throughout government are 

tonterned about unrest for the next 13 days around the country. Buf the president has a long 
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history of recording such videos anly to undermine his own remarks a short time later.” 

CNN (1/7, S3.21M) reports an iis website, “Earlier Thursday, Trump issued ¢ dark-of-nght 

statement vowing en ‘orderly transition,’ which came about in part to stanch a wave of 
resignations from within the West Wing and the broader administration, according te @ persan 

farniliar with the matter,” 
SDer gos sym wry How Setar ees SYay SS SYyy Doves eras SS Vos aserss SM'SSy SK oygagyey st soy goes f isl 2 - ict : Kayser gaye CEAGEsZ Cay Ayy Aggy WW LW LAVYOALG CHHY Awaseswws3ysw7ygqgye David Muir said in 

the lead story on ASC World News Tonisht (1/7, lead story, 5:35, 7.47}, “After one of the 

darkest days in US history, there are calls for the President to be removed, Some lawrriakers are 

demariding impeachment of use of the 25th Amendment, and ABC News has learned tonight that 
even some Republicans and key members of the Presidant’s inner circle have discussed this — 

though with 13 days left of the Acministration, i is vary unclear if any of that wil happen.” Kristen 

“Welker said on NBC Nightiv News (1/7, story 2, 1:25, Holt, 5.91M} that “tog Democrats tonight 
_are...demanding he be removed frorn office now through the 25th Amendment.” House Speaker 
Pelosi: “If the Vice President and Cabinet do not act, the Congress may be prepered to move 

‘forward with impeachment.” 
Nancy Cordes said on the ¢ CBS Evening News Oi/7, story 2, 3:15, O'Donnell, 4.61) that 

Democrats “have been highly critical of this President for four years now, but this is the first time 

they have formally called on his Cabinet to deciare him unfit for office and to replace him with Vice | 

President Mike Pence for the final two weeks of his term. ... Ton Democrats want public with a 
‘dramatic plea today after failing te reach the Vice President by phone.” Senate Minority Leader 

Schumer: “I believe the President is dangerous and should not hold office one day longer.” Cordes: | 

“So far, just one Republican...is publicly backing the move." Rep. Adam Kinzinger (R-IL}: “It’s time | 

te invoke the 25th Amendment and to end this nightmare.” 
The AP (1/7, Miller, Jalonick) reports, “Lewmakers of both parties raised the prospect 

Thursday of ousting iTrumioi fram office. ... Though Trumo has fess than two weeks in offite, 

JjJawmakers and even some in his administration began discussing the issue Wednesday af fernoon 

as Trump first refused to forcefully condemn the violent assault on the U.S. Capitol by a mob of his | 
“supporters, and then appeared to excuse it.” Bloomberg (1/7, 3.57M)} reports that Pelosi and 2 
Schumer “accused Trump of inciting the mob that starmed the Capitol and celled him a continuing 
threat to democracy in his waning days in the White House.” The San Francisco Chronicie (1/7, 

-2.44M3 reporis Pelosi “has gut a second immocachment of President Trurne on the table, but that 

doesn’t mean it’s likely that Democrats will oust him from office before Joe Biden becomes 
president.” 

Politica (2/7, Perris, Zanona, Caygie, 6,73M)} resorts that Pelosi “said the ‘best raute’ would 

be for Pence to initiate the action himself, which would involve the vice president and a majority of | 

“either the Cabinet, or another body ‘established by law’ - which could include Congress. © CNBC 

(1/?, Teusche, 7.34M) reports on its websife thal Secretary of Stete Pompeo and Treasury 
Secretary Mnuchin “held informal conversations within their own agencies about the contours of 

the 25th Amendment, the invocation of which would begin a process te remove Trump from office, 

_accarding to three sources familiar with the matter.” However, the New York Times (1/7, 
‘Haberman, 20.6M} reports that “a person close to” Pence said the Vice President “is opposed to a 

call py bemocrats in Congress and some 5 rebate “Or oa invoke the 235th renee ant, * 

behavior Wecnesday as that of ‘a 4 total monster, ' while another said the situation was Insane’ J and 

“beyond the pale.’ ... & former senior administration official briefed on the talks confirmed that 
‘orelimminary discussians of the 2Sth Amendment were underway, although this person cautioned 

that they were informal and that there wes no indication of an immediate plan of action. Sath of 

‘these people, like some others interviewed for this story, spcke on the canditien of anonymity 

| because of the sensitive nature of the mater, ” 

fori the president’ 3 removal through the 25th Amendment, impeachment or resignation, accord: ng 

to an NBC News tally.” Though Kinginger is the only Republican among therm, Politicn (1/7, Ferris 

'Zaenona, Caygie, 6.73M) reports that “privately, multinle Democratic members and aides insist 
that there is a jarger group of Republicens beyond Kinginger whe support the rove and are in 
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‘discussions about how toa oroceed.” The Chis ne {i/7, Peerson, Donovan, 2.03M) quotes 

'Kinzinger saying, “AH indications are that the President has becorne unmioared, not just from his 

duty or even his oath but reality itself. Ib is for this reason that 1 cell on the Vice President and 
mambers of the Cabinet to ensure the next few weeks are safe for the American people and that 
we have a sane captain of the ship.” 

The Arizons Reoublle (1/7, 1.05M) resorts Sen. Mark Kelly (D-AZ} said in a statement that 

'Trura “violated his oath of office and Kelly is apen te consicering removal fram office after the 

iGtiig Wednesday at {he Capitol thet many blame on Trumn.” Sen. Kyrsten Sinema (D-&Z) “nad 
“no comment on the growing calls from the Democratic Party, her spokeswoman said.” The 

‘Philadelphia Inguirer (1/7, Seidman, Tamari} reports Sen. Bob Casey (D-PA} “urged Pence to 
‘invoke the [25th] amendrnent...califingl it ‘the quickest way to protect our domestic and national 
Security. “s 

  

£.22M) reports the only bemocratic member of Onio’s 

celeaation wi who has not publicly Packed removal is Reo. Marcia Fudge (D-DrH}, who has been 

nominated for HUD secretary. The Migm! Herald (1/7, G47K} reports, “South Florida's Gerneocratic 

representatives in Congress false] icined a growing number of their colleagues Thursday in calling 
for’ Trump to be rernoved. The Dalles Morning News (1/7, 772K) resorts “at least five Texas 

' Dernocratic lawmakers” are urging Pence to inveke the 25th Amendment. 

Axios (1/7, Talev, 1.26M)} reports, “Eight in 1G Republicans opoose removing President Trump 

from: office for inciting his supporters to storm Congress in an effort ts overturn his clection loss, 

according to a new inses poll for Axios. ... The stark finding underscores the degree to which the 
Republican Party has becorne the party of Trump” and “nelos to expisin GOP leaders’ resistance to 

‘impeachment or invoking the 25th Amendment.“ 

  

  

‘Trump Said To Prepare Presidential Pardon List, Including Self-Pardon. 

Bloomberg (1/7, Jacobs, Sink, Winerove, 3.57M} resorts, “Frasident Donald Trump hes srepared a | 

sweeping list of individuals he’s hoping | te pardon in the final days of his administration that 
‘includes senior White House officials, family members, prominent rappers ~ and possibly himself, 

eccording to people familiar with the matter.” The saurces said the President is planning the 

announcement for January i$ after vetting by senior advisers and the White House counsel. 

Bleamberg says, “The biggest question facing his legal tear may be whether the oresidant has the | 

‘Buthority to pardon himself,” a power Trump hes previously claimad...though i's a matter of 

legal dispute and has never before heen attempted by a president.” Other pardons reportediy 

under consideration include Ivanke Trump, White House Senior Adviser Jared Kushner, Chief of 

Staff Meadows, White Hause adviser Steghen Miler, and Rudy Giullani. 

The New York Tires (1/7, Schrnidt, Haberman, 20.8M} reports that the President “has 

‘suggested to aides ha wants io pardon himself in the final days of his presidency, according to twe 
peonle with knowledge of the discussions, a move that would mark one of the most extraordinary 

and untested uses of presidential power in Americen histary.” The Times says that “Trump has 

shown signs that his level of interest in pardaning himself goes beyond Idle musings,” and while 
“egal scholars are divided about whether the courts would recognize” a self- pardon, “they agree 

[HUT could create 3 dangerous new precedent for presidents to unilaterally declare they are above 

ithe few.” 

2 Chao And DeVos Become First Cabinet Members To Resign Following Wednesday 
Violence. 

‘Lester Holt said on NEC Nightly News: (1/7, jead story, 1:30, 5.91M)}, “We woke up to a different 

‘sourtry today, one that can no longer easily turn its back to the poison that has seeped from the 

‘Oval Office, nor the radicalization it fermented, that exploded in fury in thet stomach-turning 

assault on the US Capitol and en our Congress yesterday. And now the fallout: resignations from 

the President’s inner circle, loyalties tested.” Welila Hang said on the CBS Evening News (1/7, 
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story 3, 2:50, O'Donnell, 4.61M} that President Trump “is mainly talking to political allies wha 

gneble his wildest conspiracy theories about the clectian, and he’s isolated from White House 

advisors, including the Vice President, who he has not sseken to since Wednesday morning before 
the viclence unfolded. .., At least eight Administration officials have resigned, including one 

‘Cabinet member, Secretary of Transportation Elaine Chas.” 
Reuters (1/7, Shermardson, Spetainick) reperts, “Chao on Thursday nsecame the first Cabinet 

member ta joi a list of officigis...to leave in protest at the storming of the U.S, Capitol py his 

: support ters.” Chas °* ‘said | in an emal if €o ste 2 fF that t ihe mob attack ‘hes geaply troubled me in a way 

7, Laing, jacobs, 357M) reports chad alse said she will 2 assist Transportation Setretary- 

designate Pete Buttigieg in the transition. The Hill (1/7, Wisan, 5.69M) notes that Chao is married © 
to Senate Majority Leader McConnell, “who spent much of Wednesday locked in an undisclosed and | 

secure location under armed quard as Trump-backing rioters marauded through the Capital.” 

Politico (1/7, 6.73} reports Chea, “calling the riot a ‘treumetic and entirely avcidabie 
fre 

event’, .said if had ‘deenfly troubled me ina way I simply cannot set aside.” However, according 

to Politica, “some greeted her announcement with derision, suggesting that instead of resigning 
she should stay on and use her position to rernove Trump from office.” 

The AP C2/?} renorts Education Secretary DeVos late Thursday becarra “the secand Cahinet 
secretary to resign a day after a pro-Trumpe insurrection at the U.S. Canitel.” In her resignation 

etter, DeVas “blamed [Trump] for infleming tensions in the violent assault on the seat of the 

“nation’s dernocracy.” DeVos wrate, “There is no mistaking the impact your rhetoric hed on the 

situation, and it is the inflection ooint for me.” USA Today (1/7, Behrmann, Subrarnanian, 12.7M) 

says DeVos “had been one of * Puma’ 5 most loyal and longest-serving Cabinet secretaries, In 

recent days, though, even as Trump disputed che election resulis, she acknowledged that Ise 

Biden had defeated him.” The New York Times (1/7, Green, Cameron, 20.6M} reports DeVos said 
she would steps down on Friday. 

The Detroit Free Press (1/7, 2.16M} reports DeVos “recanped whet she saw as her 

accormalishments over her four years in office. ‘Leading the u.5. Denartment of fducation has 

given me en exceptional opportunity to advocate on behelf of the forgotten students the traditional - 
system leaves behind,’ [DeVosi wrote, She said she expanded school choice and rastored the 

“proper federal role by returning to power to states, communities, educators and parents.” 

US Special Envay for Northern Ireland Mick Mulvaney, who also served as OMB directar, 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau director, and acting chief of steff for Trurne, has also 

resignad. On its website, CNBC (1/7, 734M} quotes Mulvaney es saying, “I called Mike Pompeo 
dast night to let him know I was resigning frorn that. ] can’t do it. I can’t stay. Those who choose tc | 
stay, and I have talked with sorne of them, are choosing to stay because they’re worried the 

President might put sorneone worse in.” Bloomberg (1/7, Wingrove, Westin, 3.57} reports 

Mulva Srey said in an interview that Trumna “bears sore’ responsibility for the chaos, along with the - 

‘tioters, ‘There’s plenty of If to ao araund,’ he said, adding that he hones the people who invaded 

the Capitol are prosecuted for sedition.” 

Sicambers (1/7, Wingrove, Mohsin, Wesson, 3.57M)} reports that “others have said they’ 

stay,” including Treasury Secretary Mnuchin. Citing “one person familiar with the matter,” 
Bloomberg says Mruchin and his senior staff “have agreed they will remain in their Jobs & te ensure 

ari orderly transition arnid the pandemic-induced economic crisis.” The N 
'20.6M} has a full Hist of all those fram within the Administration whe have resigned so “ta aver the 
‘events on Wednesday at che Capital , 

  

Wet? LAK oy FEW WP WY “GCHPA gy Coss yy" Wog' SSE ayy's Viakvgace. The 
: Washington Pos 10. 52M} reports that on Thursda Acting DHS Sec retar Wolf “issued the f 

strongest critique oF rump yet from within the Cahinet, Caling Wednesday’s events ‘tragic and 

sickeni eng, ee wrote ina statement, ‘{ implore the President and all elected officiais to Sstrongty 

| position tb ensure an “orderly sransit on to the Biden administr ation. “ NBS (4/7, Macias, 7, 34M} 

reports on iis website that Trump has since “withdrawn his nomination” of Wolf te head DHS 

permanently. 
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‘ SV ASSoy. “ The AP (1/7) reparts former 

@itarney general Willem Barr said Trump's “conduct as z viot fant mob of his supporters stormed 

the U.S. Capital was a ‘betrayal of his office and supporters.” ... Barr seid Thursday that 
‘orchestrating & mob be pressure Congress is is inexcusable.’ Barr was One of Trump! 8g frost ey! and 

SN avs BW SD es Mawrev ead oS ‘ sayy Ter SSoysved ss NoesSewerwy d SSs 
SITS S Conga? J “Ge MNS WS Vs 

a 

| 10.528) #iso cover Barr’ s statement, 

Nasy Says Me Waw 9 Sorts To Gessows Fewoye. Politicn (1/7, Chol, 6. 73M} renorts 

‘former chief of staff and DHS secretary John Kelly ° ‘said on Thursday he would vote to remove 

{Frump] frorn office” in a 25th Amendment vote if he were still in the Cabinet. Kelly told CNN, 

“Toward the end of my time there, all I ever heard from these devotees in the White House is, you, 

have to let Trump be Trump. Well, let me just say, this is what happens.” : 

| Social Media Platforms Lock Down Trump’s Accounts. 

‘The AP (1/7, Klepper, O'Brien} reports Facebook and Instagram “said Thursday they will bar 

[President] Trump from posting at least until the inauguration. ... Twitter said Thursday that it's 

_stti evaluating whether te Ht or extend whet started as @ 12-hour lockdown of Trump’s account.” 

Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg “said the : risk of alowing Trums to use the platform is toa 
great following the cresident’s incitement of a mob on eens Zuckerberg said Trurnp’s 

account will be locked ‘for at least the next two weeks’ end possibly indefinitely.” CNBC (1/7, 
Paimer, 7. 34M} says on Hs websife that this is “Facebook's most aggressive action yet against 

Trump during fis four-year term,” while the CNN (1/7, Fung, 89.21M} website calls the move 

“marks @ major escalation by Facebook as it and other platforms have come under intense 

‘pressure from advocacy groupe and prominent figures to ben Trump following his inflammatory 

rhetoric encouraging | INSUTFECUON.” 

dis sabled Trump’ s channel‘ inf ight Of yesterday’ S shocking attack Of + the Capital, , the site cold USA 

Today in a statement.“ Snapchat ‘confirmed to USA Today thet it locked Trurp’ § accoUNE oN 

‘Wednesday but stopped promoting it in June on its Discover platform, where it curates content. 

Since June, Trurne’s account has only been visible fo users who chose to subscribe ar search fer 
him" 

The Los Anacies Times (1/7, 3.37M} renorts critics “said the suspensions ware overdue and 

insufficient,” In a statement, Sen. Mark Werner (D-VA}, Incoming chairman of the Senate Select 
Committee on Intelligence, “slarmmed the president” for his “sustained misuse of their platforms ta | 

'$0w discord and violence.” Warner said, “As I have continually said, these platforms have served 

a5 core organizing infrastructure for violent, far-right groups and militie movements for several 
years now — helping them to recruit, organize, coordinate and in many cases (particulariy with 

| resnect to YouTube} generate profits from their violent, extremist content.” 

-McEnany Says “Entire White House” Condemns Capitol Hill Violence. 

The New York Post (1/7, Nelson, 7.45M} reports, “Whits House Press Secretary Kayleigh McEnany 

on Thursday said that ‘the entire White House’ condemns the mob of President Trump supporters 

that stormed the Capita! on Wednesday.” McEnany said, “What we saw yesterday was a group of 

viclent rioters undermining the legitimate First Amendment rights of the many thousands whe 

came to peacefully have their voices heard at our Nation’s Cagitol. Those who violently besieged 
our Capitol are the opposite of everything this Administration stends for.” 

Politica (2/7, Chol, & 73M} reports McEnany “sise said the president was committed to a safe 
and orderly transition of power. ... She did not take questions from reporters after her brief 

_staternent.” ASC World News Tonight {i/?, story 3, 5:38, Muir, 7.47M}, the CBS Evening News: 

(4/7, lezd story, 4:20, O'Donnell, 4.61M), and NBC Nigoktly News: 3/7, story 4, 2:56, Hall, 

| 5.O1M} all had reports detaiing the events on Capitol Hl on Wednesday afternoon. 

, Shopify Closes Trump Organization, Trump Campaign Online Stores. 

| Bloomberg (1/7, 3.57M)} reports the e-commerce platform Shepify announced that it has closed 
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online stores affliated with the Trump Organization and the Trump camoaign following violence at 

the U.S. Capitel by Trumo Seppo on Wednesa cay. A company 5p okeswoman seid the Shapify 

“does not tolerate actions thet {i/?, Maheshwari, 20.6M}, 

erge (i/7, i “CYT, Monga, Subseriotien Publication, 

-§.41M} provide similar coverage. 

  

   
    

  

, US COVID Deaths Hit Another New Record On Wednesday. 

ABC World News Tonight (1/7, story 6, 6:36, Muir, 7.47M) reported that “as the pandemic rages 

or,” the US has seen “the deadHest 24 hours yet,” with “4,279 lives lost in just #4 hours, more 

‘than 363,000 overall.” According to a new mode! from the CDC “nearly 60% of COVID cases in the © 

US are spread by people who don’t have any symptoms. They say that’s why you have to wear 

masks,” The CLC also “says if there are unused doses of vaccine stil in refrigeration, it is okay 

“now to vaccinate people lower on the priority list.” 

| The CBS Evening News (1/7, story %, 1:40, O'Donnell, 4.61M) reported, “The COVID 

pandemic on Wednesday claimed the lives of nearly 4,000 Americans,” the “most deaths we’ve 
'$¢an in single day since the start of the cuthreak,” bringing the tote! US death tol to over 364,000. | 
Sonat! han Viglotli reported that in southern California, hospitals are “an the verge of rationing 

care,” as Los Angeles County’s Methodist Hospital “assembled a triage team that would ultimately 

‘decide the fete of these critically #1.” Meanwhile, Vigliotti added, “A more infectious strain of the 
wirus [has] spread to at least sight states,” with “officials confirming the first known cases in 

Texas, Pennsylvania, and Conrec teat,” 

nN : ' C47, stury £1, 1:26, Holt, 592M}, Miguel Almeauer reported, "Asa 

record number of Ameri foans rem! n hospitalized, tonight a new JAMA study finds 59% of all COVID - 

transmission comes from asymotomatic individuals.” Meanwhile, Almaguer added that San Tiega 

County is seeing “an explosion of cases of the more contagious variant of the virus,“ and “with the 

‘National Guard deploying in hot spot states ke Arizona and Mississinpi to vaccinate healthcare 

workers, Los Angeles County remeins the races enicenter.” Almequer reported thet Methodist 

Hospitel is “activating crisis standards of care,” but “likely won't be the fast,” with California “in 
need of a lifeline,” 

The AP (3/7, Johnson, Pane} reports that on Wednesday, the US “registered more COVID-19 
_Geaths in a single day than ever before ~ nearly 3,900.” According to the AP, “The virus is surging 
in virtually every state, with California particularly hard AK, Skyrockating deaths and infections 

there are threatening to force hospitals to ration care and essentisily decide whe lives and whe 
dies.” The AP adds that the US death toll is now more than 360,000, and Decernber was “by far the 

“nation’s deadflest month yet,” but “health experts are warning thet January could be more terrible | 

stil because of family gatherings and travel over the holidays.” The Washington Post (1/7, Firazi, 

Dupree, Kornfield, 10.52M) says that alse on Wednesday, a “record 251, 646 new corenevirus 

cases were | reported, | BOUT 8, 860 more ceses | than the Wednesd ay bef fore.” 

  

‘Wednesday, and “ naspi vali izati ons 5 stood at 132, O51, stetti ing a grim record for the fourth day | ne 

row es of late Wednesday night.“ Reuters adds, “With the strain on stretched heaithcere systerns 
intreasing across the country, federal and local officiais announced steps to speed the sluggish 

‘pace of inoculating eligible residents with two authorized coronavirus vaccines. On Wednesday, ton | 

health officials announced plans to start distributing COVID-19 vaccines through pharmacies 

around the country earlier than expected this week as states have struggled to use up the supplies | 

they have been allocated. ° 
ashingtor L{i/7, Al, Guarine, 16.52} reperts that as the US “marked another 

grim milestone,” the COC "sekd research suggests that people without symptoms transmit more 

than helf of all cases of the novel corenavirus.” The model demonstrates “the importance of 
folowing the agency's guidelines about wearing a mask and maintaining social distance, officials 

said.” The Post adds that “the emergence of a more contagious variant of the virus” in eight US 

states “olates the federal agency's conclusion about how the virus is spreading in even starker 

irelel,” The news comes as “the coronavirus is spreading wilh speed and ferocity,” wih the CDC’s 

most recent forecasts predicting “fetatities could stand between 405,000 and 438,000 by the end of | 
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January.” 
GAHSWNI GAVS Yyyvor Gay Vesey Qe QUES Geass. Fhe AP (1/7, Thampsan) reports 

that California Gov. Gavin Newsor: | “) and the Caillfornia Hospital Association “are at odds over 
how best to create space for critically i] coronavirus patients” as “Californie health authorities 

reported Thursday $83 new deaths and e record two-day total of 1,042,” Hospitalizations are near 

22,000, with state modeis projecting “the number could reach 30,000 by Feb. 1.“ The AP says 

many hospitals are already “struggling to keep up and warned they mey need to resart to 

rationing care as intensive care beds dwindie.” Nawsorm’s office sarlier this week issued new 
orders “requiring hospitals that have scarce ICU space to accept netients from those” with none. 

The CHA “said the orders don't go far enough ta address” the crisis. 
SSP 3s oy SASIYY Sy WAY SE WY MIT. Nove Loewy Say Foy ood Na Sey. LAK Vesey Asy SWOVQSIWG LIS Sy SHEay QSesiwse Sasass Sty NASIR 

  

ss. The Washington Post 
(U/?, Guarino, 10.52M} renarts, “Peoanie with no evinptarmns transrnit more than half of aH cases of 

the novel coronavirus, accarding to a model developed by researchers at the Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention.” The Post says the findings, published in the JAMA Network Gpen on 

Thursday, “reinforce the importance of following the acency’s guidelines: Regardiess of whether 

you feel ii, wear a mask, wash your hands, stay socially distant and get a coronavirus test.” The 

‘model reported 59% “of all transmission came fram neople without sviniptormns, ° including 35% af 

new cases “from people whe infect others bef re they show symptoms” and 24% that “came from 

| people whoa never develop symptoms at al 
AT SS AS. ~~  SY SNe VNSTET ON Saw ~ Co yy Dag ae ee parce ¥. S Wegsetiossis Tins yd oS" Say sy SW spayy Fg oN FETE TSR SPS HF se 8eyss Tiss Sy AN Wa sssyerse +f 

iS SAAWIwys SsIFsCss Tass G Xs SPSIWGHN NPL YG'ysy LAS IFLISSWIV FG NEN SSS SMSINHNS Ss j & Eve Fore 

“Times (1/7, Wee, 20.6) reports that in en interview with NPR, NIAID Director Fauci “predicted On | 

Thursday that the daily death tall from the coronavirus would continue to rise for weeks to come, 

arid counseled patience with the vaccination program gearing uo across the nation” as “officials 

across the United States reported yet another daily record for deaths.” Fauci “said the high toll was. 
Jikefly te continue, and was probably a reflection of increased travel and gatherings over the 

holidays,“ and added that “now’s not the time to pull back” on public health measures. 

Fauci said on NPR (1/7, 3.69), “As we get inte the next couple of weeks in Ianuary, that 

dikely will be a reflection of the holiday season travel and the congregate settings that usually take 

piace sacially during that periad of time. ... Hopefully, if we really accelerate our public health 

measures during thet period of time, we'll be able to blunt that acceleration, but that’s going to 
really require peaple concentrating very, very intensively on doing...public health measures,” 

Asked on WILA-T¥ Washington (1/7, 71K} whether oolitics “played a part in just how badly 

this pandemic has gotten,” Fauci said, “We are living in a divisive society, Anybody who turned 

their television on yesterday saw the epitorne of that, and that’s been something that has been 

unfortunate but true, and it’s been centered ground things like masks, where weering a mask or 

net wearing a mask has become a palilical statement.” Fauci made similer remarks on BNN 

‘Bleambera (1/7). 

  

| Officials Look To Speed Up Pace Of Vaccinations. 

‘Reuters (3/7, Cespani, Whitcomb} renorts, “Federal, state and local officials sought te speed up 

slow-moving vaccinations on Thursday, a day after a record 4,000 Americans died and as 
employment statistics showed the pandemic and accompanying government lockdowns had 

Slammed the ioh market.” According to the CDC, shout six million people have received the first 

‘injection and 21 million doses have been distributed nationally, “short of the 20 million 

vaccinations the U.S. governrnent had vowed to administer by the end of 2020.” With 

hospitalizations “at 132, O51, according to a Reuters tally,” health officials “announced steps to 
speed the sluggish pace, “ including “hans to start distributing...through charrnacies” and 

encouraging governors “ts not let vaccines go unused” due te priority group quidelines. 

fi an appearance on the Or OF Show (1/7, S373, Surgean General Adams was asked 

‘ebout the gap in vaccines delivered versus vaccines administered. Adams said, “Vaccine conf fidence 

is an important part of this,” because “having the vaccine there and ready to be put in arms 

‘doesn't matter if peonle aren't willing to get it.” Adams added that states are also seeing staffing 
shortages amid the current COVID surge, with “the nurses who would ordinarily be available to 
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help vaccinate an the state level...now Being utilized to provide COVID cere as we face record 

hospitalizations.” However, Adams said, “The oace is rapidly rarnaing up, we're increasing staffing 

“Support te states, we're sending more funding, we’re going to have more locations...end we're 
aiso fooking af more priority groups.” 

NIAID Director Fauci saidon NPR (1/7, 3.89M)}, “I think ic would be fair to just observe 

what happens in the next couple of weeks. If we dont catch up on what the original goal was, then | 

we really need to make same changes about what we're doing.” Faucl made similer rernarks an 
Bloomberg (1/73. 
AAS QaAssygygsé§Nysgqa“y Sorsio' Vat Gases Vase yw Sosy L[sswes, Asked on the Or. O2 

Lf?, 837K) Shout the possibility of delaying the second infection, Adarns said, “These 

: medications were approved based on a ‘schedule t that seys three weeks and four weeks, and we : 
are continuing tc look to see if there's a way we can expend supply.“ However, Adams said, “Right | 

new, it isn’t a matter of doubling er tripling the supply, it’s a matter of making sure we're closing 

that gap between supply and actual vaccinations. And it’s incredibly important that we follow the 
tiene so that people have trust in this process. ° 
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| Rick Scott Calls For Investigation Into Florida Vaccine Distribution. 

{i/?, Fineout, Sarkissian, 6. 73M} reports that Sen. Rick Scott (R-FL} “on Thursday called 

‘for a congressional investigation into what he called ‘vaccine distribution mismanagement,‘ 

folowing multiple reports thet” MerseLife Health System "steered nighly sought after vaccine shots | 
to its board members and major donors.” The reparts “broke amid vivid i images of senior citizens 

across the state waiting in long ines - sometimes over night - te ast a vaccine.” Scott said, “It is 

absolutely disqusting and immoral that anyone would take vaccines intended for nursing hame 
residents to distribute thern to their friends. This type of grass misrnanagement wilf not be 

tolerated, and those responsible must be neld accountable.” Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis (2) 

“brushed aside Scott's call...and disclosed that he has already ordered Chief Inspector General 

'Melinds Miguel to start an official probe.” 

  

, FDA Says Test Used In California At Risk For False Negatives. 

The Los Angeles Times (1/7, Lau, Nelson, 3.37M)} reports that a COVID test made by Silicon 

'‘Valley-based Curative used “in Los Angeles and other parts of California may be producing 

‘inaccurate results, according to a warning” from the FDA issued Monday. The FDA's guidance : 
“warns healthcare providers and patients thet...the orel-swab tesis...carries a ‘risk of false results, — 

particularly faise negative results.” The FDA advises the use of the test only on “symptomatic 
‘individuais within i4 days of COVID-19 symptorn onset.” The Times says the “warning appears to 

sharply contradict” Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti {(D}, who hes disagreed with testing only 

_syrmotomatic individuals, and raises “new questions about the accuracy of the city’s reported 

COVID-19 positivity rates.” 

| Private Healthcare Workers Face Difficulties In Receiving Vaccines. 

'_dectors and healthcare workers without hospital essociations have yet to receive the COVID 

vaccine, lacking inferrnation frarn authorities on how to find shots. According te the American 
'Madical Association, around 54% of US docters work in @ privete practice. 

The Weil Street Journal (1/7, Wernau, Subscrintion Publication, 8.41M} reports that many privat 

v Vaccine Distributors “Trying Not To Waste A Single Drop.” 

{i/?, Fedulu, 10.92M)} reports that the vaccine rollout “Is bringing gaod 
fortune toa é fe MAR sack souls...who find themselves serendipitously in the path of unused deses of 

the vaccine,” with the workers responsible for distribution "trying not to waste a single drop.” Both | 

'Pizer and Moderna must Ge used within six hours of removal fram storage, and “with fitle 

guidance from the government, hospitals are working out ineir own policies” for distriputing extra 

doses. The FDA’s Normal policy remains to discard vaccine jeft over in vials,” but HHS Secretary 
Azar” “urged officiais Wednesday not to be hamstrung by federal priorities that call for health 
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Sree workers and residents and employees of elder-cere facilities to be first in line.” Azar said, “it's 
fore important to get people vaccinated than te perfectiy march through each prioritized group.” 

, Study Finds COVID Immunity Remains Strong After Eight Months. 

“The Washinoten Post (1/7, Achenbach, 10.52M} reports that about $0% of the participants in a 

study oublished in the journal Science retained “a robust immune response to the coronavirus for 

atleast cight months after an infection.” The Post says the question of “whether peonle can get 

-réinfected, and if so, how quickly” has rernained one of the blagest concerns over the virus, with 

“isolated reports” of second cases, “and the new study bolsters the case that immunity usually 

persists.” The study, which included nearly 200 patients, “also saw that mustiple elernents of the 

Immune system ~ not just antibodies - continued to be effective at recognizing and responding to 

the virus.” The study's authors “sald they believe { their findings wauid apply to the United Xingderm 
variant as well as the more cornmion coronavirus. ” 

  

, US Adversaries Capitalize On Violence. 

Margaret Brennan said on the CBS Evening News (1/7, story 8, 0:30, O'Donnell, 4.616) that 
Wednesday's siege af the US Canitol is being viewed “with horror arnong our alles, and it’s 

pleasing to our adversaries. ” On NSC Night fi/?, story &, 6:55, Holt, &.9iM)}, Richard 

Engel said the siege "was an absolute gift for di ctators and strongmen around the world, @ way for 
them to show that they‘re no worse than the United States. A mifitia leader in Iraq whose 

supporters in the past stormed Ireq’s Parliarment had his followers aut on the streets, denouncing 

what happened.” The President of Zimbabwe “said the US no longer has the moral authority te 

criticize him. tran said that what hanpened showed thet the US slectoral systern is flawed. Russia, 

which has a president-for-Hfe, criticized what happened. So America‘s rivals saw an opportunity, 
and they‘re taking i.” 

LP QEPasy LGagesys Cwyrgsy Sgs*oy Jy Gyesicass Ggsysgcrssy. The New York Times 1/7, 

Eddy, 20.6M} reparts German Chancellor Angela Merkel on Thursday “olaced the blarne for the 

poe vidience at the U.S, Capitol a day before scuarely on President Trump,“ but “she and other 

jeaders of the United State’s strangest allies in Europe expressed faith in the strength of American 
democracy.” Merkel said Trump “stoked uncertainties ebout the election outcome, and that 

‘created an atrnosphere thet made the events of last night possible.” French President Emmanuel 

Matron said his country staod “strongly, fervently and resolutely with the American people ang 

‘with a psople who want ta chooss their isaders, determine their own destinies and their awn lives 

through free and democratic elections.” Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte, “one of Mr. 

‘Trump's closest allies in Furope, expressed faith in the idea that U.S. democracy would triumph 

over forces trying to sabotage it.” And Spanish Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez tweeted, 

“Yesterday's attack oF Capitol HH has only succeeded in reaffirming the principles we share.” 
S: Wy Geos Ww Geyyacrgwe Togoes. A New York 

Times (1/7, Cohen, 20, OM} analysis says the United States’ “idantification with the giohal defense 
of democracy remains singuwar. So, when an angry horde, incited by President Trump himself, was | 

seen taking over the Capitol., the fragility of freeciom felt paipable.,.ecross the world.” While “the | 

institutions of democracy prevailed in the early hours of the following morning,” the “images of 
‘mob rulé in Washington touched @ oarticular nerve in fractured Western societies. ... If i could 

happen at democracy’s heart, it could happen anywhere.” The Times adds, "The American idea 

and American values...heve suffered a sustained assault during Mr. Trump’s presidency. ... For 

some time, the rest of the world will lock on the United States with skenticism when it seeks to 

promote democratic values.” 
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After Capitol Siege, Chinese Propaganda Outlets Accuse US Officials Of Hypocrisy. 

: i Post (1/7, Bou, 10.52M} reports that “as derrocratic governments around the 

world reacted with horror to President Trump supporters’ storming of the Capitol, Ching’s official 
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‘propagandists could barely contain their schadenfreude. If you don't allow the starming of your 

Own legisiature, they asked, how could you suppert if in . Hong Kang?” According to the Past, 

ne S$ commun ist "government “has found the chaos incited bY Tr rump a convent ent defense for its 

tabloid fa! obal Times” tweeted, @SpeakerPelosi ance referred vB the Hong Kong: riots as ‘a 

beautiful sight te behold’ ~ it remains yet to be seen whether she wil say the same about the 

recent developments in Capitol Hii” 

Blsomberg (1/7, 3.87) says China “quickly used the events in Washington to drive heme a 
“narrative of US. hypocrisy, with Foreign Ministry spokeswornan Hue Chunying drawing a direct 

comparison to the U.S. endorsement of pro-democracy protesters whe stormed Hong Kong's 

djegisiature in 2019." 

| Brazilian Researchers Say Chinese Vaccine Is Effective In 78% Of Cases. 

| The New York Times (1/7, Wee, 20.8M)} reports that on Thursday, researchers in Brazil “sal d...that 

'8 coronavirus vaccine made by a Chinese company was effective, bolstering the chances of 

approval for a second Chinese inoculation that could be rolled out in much of the develoging 

world.” According to the Times, “Officials in the state of So Paulo, where a srominent medical 
research inetitute carried out a large study of the vaccine made by the Beljing-based Sinovac, said 

the inoculation had an efficacy rate of 78 percer uh” In addition, “The veccine prevented ali 

‘participants from developing seriaus and mild complications from the virus, officials said.“ The 

Times goes on to report thet “in anticipation of approval, the vaccine, called CoronaVac, has 

@iready been shipped around the world as countries prepare for mass inoculation campaigns.” 
'Sinevac already “has sald rore than 300 milion doses.” 

The New York Times (1/7, Wee, Londafie, 20.8M) says thet “uniike pleyers from the United 

States, Chinese vaccine makers hed to think gichally almost from the start...because the outbreak - 

‘had been largely stamped out in China.” Chinese companies “have signed agreements with at feast. 

15 countries and regions, providing early access to doses” in racent months, and ‘regulatars in 

other countries that are canducting triais” for Sinovac have anticioated Brazil's results “because it 

had the biggest number of volunteers, at 12,476.” Officials in Brazil “said they were hopeful” of 

emergency approval “within days,” as the country "approaches e grim milestone: 206,006 deaths 
fram the virus.” 

  

  

, European Vaccine Rollouts Criticized On Slow Ramp-Up. 

lournge! (1/7, Dalton, Svivers, Subserintian Publeation, 8.41M)} reports that critics 

are demanding € OVID vaccination aragrams in Western Euroge ramp up the pace, with several 

_courttries only beginning their rollouts this week, placing them behind countries like the US, the 
UK, and Gerrnany. France, which has adrninistered only 45,000 doses in the past two weeks, has 

sald the delay is due in part to the need fer a dactor’s consultation to receive the shot, while other 

countries were unprepared for the cold requirements of the Pfizer vaccine, anticipating eartler 

eeproval for the Oxford vaccine. 

Sega Ssseges Ss Seger Vs Sacesyssays. The New York Times (1/77, Breeden, 20.66) 

_reports, “French officiais vowed to speed up their vaccination campaign on Thursday, but warned 

that restrictions and curfews would remain in place in order to helt a rise in Infections and 

hospitalizations.” The country has administered 45,000 doses so far, but French Prime Minister 
Jean Castex said, “It is out of the question that we drop our guard in the coming weeks,” as the 

number of dally new cases reriains ground 20,000 and haspitalizations hit nearly 25,060. Castex 

acknowledged the country’s slew vaccine rollout and “vowed to speed things up, promising that at 

east 1 million people would be vaccinated by the end of the month and announcing that all people 

‘Gider than 75 would be eligible for vaccinations starting Jen. 18.” 

  

, UK Expands England Entry Ban To 11 African Countries. 

‘Reuters (1/7) reports that the UK’s Denartment for Transport “sald on Thursday it would extend a 

ban on travellers entering England to southern African countries in & measure to prevent the 
Spread of a new COVID-19 variant identified in South Africa.” The expended restriction, which “will 
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teke effect on Saturday and remain in olece for twa weeks,” aoplies to anyone who has traveled 

from: or through Namibla, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Eswatini, Zamble, Malawi, Lesothe, Mozambique, 

Angola, Seychelles, ar Mauritius within ten days of arrival. The depertment also said that Israel 
“would te removed from the lst of travel corridors for England.” 

, New Israel- “Pfizer Agreement To Complete Inoculations By March. 

The N § (1/7, Rasgon, 20.6¢} reports, “In a boost to Israel's vaccination campaig 

Prime Minist er Senjamin Netanyahu announced on Thursday that he had reeched an agreement 

with Pfizer that will enable all Israelis above age 16 to be inoculated against Covid-19 by the end 
of March.“ Netanyahu “made the remarks hours before Iorsel was set to tighten its currant 
ockdown In hopes of steving off the new, highly transmissible variant of the coronavirus,“ and 

sald, “We are going to be the first country to beat the coronavirus.” The Times says, “The vow 
came after days in which health officials warned that israel’s supply of vaccines was dwindling.” 
‘Over 18% “of Israel’s population has alreacy received the first dose...8 rate that has far 
| outstripped the rest of the world and buoyed Mir. Netanyahu’s batterec domestic imace.” 
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are questioning whether israel hae an * obligation | to oravide COVID veecines to Palestinians living in. 

the West Sank and Gaza, Israsi Prime Minister Banjarnin Netanyahu hes projected that the 

country will immunize its entire aduli sopulation by the end of March, while the West Bank and 

‘Gaza, which rely on outside aid, are awaiting assistance from the World Health Organization’‘s 

'Covax program, which is expected to launch in March at the earliest. 

Japan Declares State Of Emergency In Four Prefectures. 

ref 2 {1/77, Rich, Inoue, 20.6M} reports that Jenanese Prime Minister Yoshinide : 
Suga “declared a state of emergency in Tokyo and three sur round ing prefectures on Thursday, the | 
country’s first such declaration since April.“ The Times says the announcement “came five days 

after governors from the effected prefectures hac pleaded with the central government to act, and | 

after his own coronavirus expert pane! had recommended the emergency declaration.“ CQVID 

_Geatns in the country “have doubled in less than two months, passing 3,700,” bul Suge “had 

hesitated to invoke the emergency messure, hoping to preserve economic activity.” The Times 
says Suga’s decision “iNustrated the difficult cheices many world leaders face nearly a year inte the | 

| pandemic that Is now entering a grueling new chase, with widespread veccinations sti months 
away.” 

  

‘South Korean Delegation Arrives In Tehran In Effort To Free Seized Oil Tanker. 

The Wall Sree Journal (1/7, Subscription Publication, 8.41M)} reports a South Korean delegation 
arrived in Tehran Thursday on @ diplomatic reission te free and oll tanker seized by Tran amid a 

dispute over 87 billion from Iranian off sales South Korean banks have been holding since 2019. 

The Journal says according to South Korea's Foreign Ministry, the South Korean delegation is there | 
in advance of a visit by the country’s vice foreign minister. 

, Traqi Court Issues Arrest Warrant For Trump. 

connention with “ailing Of Trantan Sen. ” Qaseirn soleimani the “powerful tradi mH 

‘Mehdi al-Muhandis last year. The warrant “was issued by a judge in Baghdad's apne court 
tasked with probing the Washington-directed drone strike thet” killed Soleimani and al-Muhandis. 
The AP acids that the warrant, which “was for a charge of premeditated murder, which carries the 

death penalty on conviction,” is “unlikely to be carried cut” but is “symbolic in the waning days of 
'Trurmp’s presidency.” 

, Prominent Hong Kong Activist Faces New Charges; American Lawyer Granted Bail. 

‘The AF (1/7, Soa) reports that iatled Hong Kang pra-demacracy activist Jashua Wang was 
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arrested on a new charge under the national security law on Thursday while“ John Clancey, “an 

_Arnerican rights lawyer who was detained in e sweeping crackdown, was granted bail.” According 

to the AP, "Friends and farnily of Wong, who is serving a 13 1/2-manth prison sentence for 
organizing and participating in an unauthorized protest in 2019, were informed that he had been 

arrested on suspicion of viclating the national security law.” The AP says Clancey was among “53 

activists arrested Wednesday under the national security law.” 

Revers (1/7) describes Wong, 24, as “one of Hong Kong's most prominent derocracy 

activists.” and says he “has been rensatedly detained for his rote in organising pro-demecracy 
rallies.” According to Reuters, “Of Wednesday's arrests, authorities cited the conosition’s campaign | 

to win a majority in the legislative election with the view to pressure the government te enact 

democratic reforms by blocking its cropasais in the city’s assembly.” 
The Well Strest Journal (1/7, Mauldin, Subscristion Publication, 8.441} says the arrests of the | 

pro-democracy activists will be an early test of Joe Bider’s promise to take a tough stance with 
: Ching, 

       

Cleric Who Inspired Bali Bombers Freed From Prison. 

‘Bel bombers and other viclent extremists walked free from an Indonesian prison Friday after 

completing his sentence for funding the training of islamic milllanis.” Police said they wil continue 

ta moniter the Bahir’s activities, and nis son “said Beshir for now would be avoiding activities 
on 

-_Guiside his family due to the coronavirus pandemic, 

| Indanesia's rriost notorious terrorists,” served “mors then 10 years of a iS-year sentence fer 

helping establish a terrorist training camp.” The Times adds that “relatives and friends of the Ball 

bombing victims expressed disappointment over Mr. Bashir’s release.” 

‘Ethiopian General Says Eritrean Troops Entered Country Uninvited. 

‘Reuters (1/7) reports Ethiopian Major Gen. Belay Seyourn “said In a video clin posted on social 
media this week that Erftrean troops had entered the country uninvited while his scidiers were 

‘batting a rebellous force in the northern region of Fieray.” The video shows Belay “addressing a 

‘meeting in the Tigrayan capital Mekelle in iste December.” He said, “An army that we don’t want 
has entered. Are we the one that Invited them? No. ... They just enterad by themselves, and this 

has to be made clear.” The comments “could alarm Western allies concerned that such an 

ineursion might aggravate a conflict in Tigray that has already killed thousands.” Reuters adds, 

“Primes Minister Ably Ahrned’s spokeswoman, the head of Ethiania'’s emergency taskforce on Tigray | 

anda military spokesman did not respond to questions about the footage. Neither did Sritraa‘s 
information minister, Yemane Meske!.” 

  

, Headlines From Today’s Front Pages. 

| Well Street Journal: 
After Capitol Riot, Resignations And Calls For Trurmp’s Rernovel 
Min A Derk Place’: Before Cancderining Vigience, Frumin Soent bay increasingly Tsolated And Anory 

‘Some CEGs Sire Rioters, Call For President Trump's Removal From Office 

' Actions By Police Before Trump Sumnorters Attacked Canital Backfired Spectacuarly 
Federal Investigators Probing Amex Card Sales Practices 
Boeing Reaches $2.5 Blhon Settlement Of US Probe inte 737 MAX Crashes 

| Mew York Times: 

| Canitol Atteck Leads Rernocrats To Damend That Trump Leave Office 

These Are The Rioters Who Stormed The Nation's Canital 
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| Police Fauures BRUT Resignations And Compa’ als Of Double alandarg 

  

| Republicans Solinter Over Whether Yo Mexe A Full Break From Prumin 

, Washingion Past: 

| Calls intens: EY to EGER, Presi cent from $ Sic. Calis Intensify To Remove Tryumoa From Ghice 

  

, Daily Covid Deaths 7 ‘op 4,000 In US For First Time 

How Police Were Overrun in Slew OF Failures 

| senate. LOSRER.. LEME ‘S. dncitemeant. OREN. Bis. AA, Fat. Anse AE bral 

  

Financial Times: 
‘Bemocratic Leaders Call On Pence To Force Trump From Office 

‘Activists Eve Targets In Weak Ang Vulnerable Corporate UK 
‘Belting Orders Chinese Media To Censor Coverage Of Allibaba Probe 

‘Washington Times: 
| Republicans Rethink Trump Support Amid Canital Siege Fallout, Administration Exodus 

‘An Emergency Of The Highest Magnituce’: Dems, Same Republicans Push immediate Trumo 
| Guster 
'Trump’s Gotions To Reverse Election Gissolve After Electoral Colleqe Certification 
Capitol Police Face Shake-lin After Failure To Fend Of Mob OF Protesters 
‘Republicans Rip Democrats’ ‘Double Standards’ On Vislence 
‘Hunter Biden Owed Hundreds Of Thousands Of Dollars To IRS, Email Shows 

| Story Lireus From Last Mieht’s Network Mews: 

ABE: 25th Amendment; Capitol Slegs-Pence; Capital Siege; Capital Slece-Security: Policing 

Double Standards; COVED Surge; Biden-~Gerland For AG; Clean Up Crews In Capitel. 

€BS:; Capito! Siege; 25th Amendment: Resignations: Policing Double Standards; Biden-Garland For. 

AG; Capitol Slege-Securlty; Canite! Siege-Trump:; Capital Siege-Woridwide Reaction; COVID 

Surge; End Thoughts. 
‘REC: Resignations; 25th Amendment; 25th Amendment-Likelihaad; Caaitol Siege: Capitol Siege- 

Security: Policing Double Standards: Capito! Siege-America’s Reaction; Capitol Siege-Worldwide 
‘Reaction: Capitol Siege-Causes; Casita! Siege-Extramists; COVID Surge: End Thoughts. 

‘Network TV At A Glance: 
‘Capital Siege ~ 12 minutes, 45 seconds 

25th Amendinent - 10 minutes, 55 sacands 

‘Capitol Slege-Security - 6 minutes, 50 seconds 

Policing Double Standards ~ 4 minutes, 50 seconds 

COVID Surge - 3 minutes, 30 secands 

Story Lineup From This Morning ’s Radio Mews Broadcasts: 
ABC: Trump-Video: DeVos & Chao Resign; Capita! Police Chief Resigns; Schumer-Inaugural 

Security; Space Force-SpaceX Satellite Launch, 

CBS: Trump-Video; Calls for Trump to Resign; lauguration Fears; 25th Amendment; Rioters; 

‘Death at Capital Siege: Trurnp-Social Media Ban. 

FOX: Devos & Chao Resign; Trump-Video: 25th Amendment. 

RPR: 

  

‘Today's Events In Washington. 
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‘White House: 
¢ President Trump -- WH work from early in the morning until late in the evening. He will make 

many calis and have many meetings 

| @ Vice President Pence — Has no public events scheduled. 

(US Senate: 
 « Senate convenes for ore forma session 

Location: U.S, Capitol, Washington, DC; 10:06 AM 

US Hause: 

 @ No public schedule released. 
‘Cabinet Officers: 
| ¢ No public schedule released. 

Visitors: 

 ® No scheduled visitors. 
‘This Tower: : 
_ ¢ Federal Reserve Board Vice Chair Richard Clarida speaks at Council on Forsign Relations virtual 

eyent: 27 ‘GO AM 

Fou vation hosts ‘tual f farewell address by Feder al Comme He ications ee Chairman 

Alt Pal, whe leaves his rele 20 Jan; £2:00 AM 

2 Uk‘’s Prince of Wales delivers onening remarks at Adantic Counc Global Eneray Forum (virtual) 

~ Atlantic Council Global Energy Forum ‘Reaching Net Zero by 2050 js Attainahbie’, held 

virtually, with introductory remarks from Prince Charies and other speakers including NET 
Power CEG SIH Srown, Gecidental Petraleurn Corgoration President and CEO Vicki Hollub. and 

Sassnova CEQ Trude Sundset: 21:00 AM 

* FDA commissioner discusses coronavirus response on Alliance for Health Policy event (virtual) 

~ Allance for Health Policy holds a virtual reporter briefing with Commissioner of rood end 
Drugs Or Stephen Hahn, wha discusses the agency‘s response to the coronavirus (COVID-193 

pandemic; 9:00 PAF 

e Ub. Ss Sugreme Court meets in orivete conference fo discuss cases and vote on patitiens for 

Copyright 2822 by Bulletin intelligence LLG Resroduction or recisirinution without pennission prohibited, 
Content is drayen from thousands af newspapers, national magazines, national and incal television PIOGraMs, TALIS 
Broadcasts, gockaik-rmmiedia mlatformis and addtional facrns of operknscurce “ ate » Sturces for Bulkstin Intedigence 

Budlence-size estimates incidke Scarborough, GFK MRL cornSeore, Nigisen, and the Air Bureau of Circulation. Data 

from and access to third party social media platfornis, including Sui mot imted te Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and 
others, is subject to the respective platform’s terms of use. Services that inc! ce Pact content are governed by 
Factiva’ 8 terms of use, Services including embedded Tweets arc also subject 
and cies. The FB News Briefing is oublishec five days @ week sd Bu “hee rm) intel gence, which cremtes 

ustoryi briefin we fay Goveriment and carporate kaders. We can be found an the Web at Sulletniintellganca com, oF 
valled at 0703} 483-8i00. 
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Inside the U.S. Capitol, the rioters were in charge. 

Trump supporters were roaming freely, carrying off furniture. Capitol Police had not asked other law 
enforcement agencies for help until their building was surrounded by a mob seeking to overturn the election 
results. Now, their officers were exhausted and injured. Their chief was down the street, in the department 

command center, and a police commander on the scene was pacing in a circle. Top congressional leaders, 
hidden in secure rooms, were calling the governors of Maryland and Virginia directly to plead for help. 

  

eet, Sasbceyibes pesetane IT: SUNS LOGS vs 

  

At last, reinforcements arrived: D.C. police officers, who wear an image of the Capitol building on their 
department’s official patch, but rarely enter the building itself. 

AD 

“What we did do was restore democracy for all of America,” D.C. Police Chief Robert Contee III said. 

AD 

Ps 

  

On Thursday, a day after hundreds of President Trump’s supporters ster Sand rarsackad the Capiial, 
lawmakers and police officials were still trying to understand the cascade of failures that caused the Capitol 
Police force — a city-size police department focused on a single complex — to let that building fall. 

  

Those failures began days before the attack, when law enforcement agencies across Washington failed to 
prepare for an assault on the Capitol — even as Trump supporters openly plotted one online. They were 
compounded by the slow response on the day of the siege, when Capitol Police and other federal agencies did 
not head off a mass of Trump supporters who descended on the Capitol, egged on by the president himself, and 
command within the complex broke down. 

AD 

“How could they fail so miserably? [The mob] could have blown the building up. They could have killed us all,” 
said Sen. Lindsey O. Graham (R-S.C.), a longtime Trump ally. 

AD 

No lawmakers were hurt. But four people died during the Capitol breach, including one woman who was fatally 
shot by police as she tried to break through to a room next to the House chamber. 

Late Thursday, a Capitol Police officer died of injuries he suffered in the attack. Officer Brian D. Sicknick, a 12- 
year veteran on the force, was “injured while physically engaging with protesters,” the department said in a 
statement, and collapsed after returning to his division headquarters. He later died at a hospital. 
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The recriminations were swift. On Thursday, three of Congress’s top security officials — Capitol Police Chief 
Steven A. Sund, House Sergeant at Arms Paul D. Irving and Senate Sergeant at Arms Michael C. Stenger — had 
resigned or were set to. 

AD 

Neither Irving nor Stenger, both Secret Service veterans, nor Sund, who was previously a top District police 
official, responded to requests for comment. 

AD 

Before the news broke Thursday that Se wi! resigns on Jan. 3, Sund said in a statement that the Capitol Police 
had prepared a “robust plan” for Wednesday. 

But, Sund said, they had readied for a demonstration — and instead were confronted with “criminal riotous 

behavior.” 

On Thursday, D.C. officials said that their department had brought order out of chaos — a striking reversal of 
roles for the federal government and the city that surrounds it. City officials — who have sometimes been 
treated with condescension by federal leaders — said they had saved the building when the feds had failed. 

AD 

“There was no intelligence that suggested there would be a breach of the U.S. Capitol,” Contee said Thursday. 

But law enforcement experts said they were stunned that the Capitol had been left so undefended, noting 
several factors that contributed to the mayhem. 

While District police, major federal law enforcement agencies and neighboring police departments have 
agreements to assist each other in cases of emergencies, the Capitol Police did not make early requests for 
mutual aid with the D.C. National Guard or D.C. police, according to people familiar with the situation who 
spoke on the condition of anonymity to describe security preparations. 

AD 

And unlike other major government events like inaugurations, there was no large-scale frozen security zone 
around the building, and Justice Department officials did not create a multiagency command center. Instead, 
both federal law enforcement agencies and National Guard troops kept a low profile, scarred by criticism of 
their involvement in the response to protests after the death of George oy last summer. 

AD 

And there appeared to be minimal efforts to build a secure perimeter around the Capitol. It wasn’t until 
Thursday morning that fencing went up around the complex. 

“The police should have defined a hard line and there should have been consequences for crossing it,” said 
Frank Larkin, former Senate sergeant at arms who has planned for many security threats to the Capitol. “The 
fight should have been outside. Not inside. To have that confrontation at the door, that was a losing formula.” 

AD 
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There had been signs that Wednesday’s protests could turn violent. Pro-Trump Internet forums had been full 
of posts promising violence. Trump had cast Congress — which was about to formalize his defeat in the 2020 
election — as the target. 

AD 

So why would an attack against Congress be out of the question? 

“You didn’t need intelligence. You just needed to read the newspaper,” said Michael Chertoff, who served as 
Homeland Security secretary from 2005 to 2009 under President George W. Bush. “They were advertising, 
‘Let’s go wild. Bring your guns.’ You don’t need to have an FBI investigation. You just need to be able to be able 
to read.” 

      

When Wednesday arrived, Washington looked very different than it had during the Floyd protests last summer, 
when Officers in riot gear filled the streets and then-Attorney General William P. Barr supervised from a Justice 
Department command center. That reaction was criticized as excessive, but it followed some key police 
precepts. Create a security zone with heavy fencing, and come down hard on anyone who tries to enter. Build 
multiple lines of defense, so a breach of one line doesn’t start a rout. And keep a clear chain of command. 

AD 

AD 

At the Capitol on Wednesday, by contrast, the grounds were guarded in some places only by low pieces of 
fencing and officers in street uniforms. 

About 1 p.m., with crowds gathering outside the building, Sund requested 
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From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 

  

Subject: FW: Few Updates 
To: 

Sent: January 8, 2021 11:34 AM {UTC-05:00) 

FYI... 

Regards, 

John 

Cell} 

Desk}       

Ritzman, Marlin L. (NSB) {FBI} 

  

From: Sanborn, Jill {CTD) (FBI} 
      

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 7:18 PM 

To: Brown, John A. {NSB} {FBI / 

Cc: Cohen, Jodi (NSB) {FBL| 
{FBI} | Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA) {FBI} 

b7E -3 

be -1 

b7C -1 

DTE -3,5 

|Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) 
| Williams, Douglas A. Jr. {OCA} {FBI} 

  

      

Subject: Few Updates 

Boss, 

Just two post close out updates worth passing now.... possibly more in the AM. 

  

    

  

      

  

  

b6 -3 

b7A -1 

b7¢ -3 

b7E -1,2,5,13 

  

    

  

      

More in the AM if] have it. 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
b7E -3 
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From: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI) 

  

  

  

    

  

Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: FB] background update 

To: Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI); Abbate, Paul M. (DO) {FBI}; Wade, Terry {CCRSB} (FBI}; Brown, John A. 
(NSB) (FBI}; Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI); Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI) | bS -1 
D’Antuono, Steven Michael (WE) (FBI): Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) (FBI) bé -1 

Ce: Winston, Alin M. (OPA) (FBI) | BIC -1 
Sent: January 8, 2021 12:50 PM {UTC-05:00} b7E -5 

FYI 
      

From: Volz, Dustin <dustin.volz@wsj.com> 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 11:50 AM 

To: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI] bIE -3 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: FBI background update 

  

Hey Brian -- Thanks again for this yesterday, which is very helpful as we try to understand how the response and 

coordination between agencies went down on Wednesday. 

We have a few follow up and clarifying questions for you. Working on a story for today related to all this. 

_ The MPD Citywide alert about the capitol breach went out at 1:33 pm on Wednesday. Was that how the FBI was 

activated, as you mention in your statement, or was there was a separate request directly from Capitol Police? If it was 

separate, what time did that come and what was the process that request came through? What time did that 50 minute 

clock start? 

_ How big were the tactical teams? where were they on standby? 

_ Can you give any more clarity on what discussions happened before Wednesday between FBI and Capitol Police about 

the potential for the building to be breached? We're trying to better understand why Capitol Police rejected the offers 

for assistance and what those offers locked like. 

_Similarly, did FBI offer help as soon as the breach started Wednesday, only to be told assistance was not necessary? If 

so, what kind of help did they offer and when was that offer made? And how did Capital Police respond? 

_ Our understanding is that the FBI and its partners had drafted an intelligence assessment about the possibility of the 

threat of violence at the Wednesday protest, but that it was never sent out. Why was it never sent out? 

_ When did Deputy Director Bowdich head over to the Capitol on Wednesday and what was his message to lawmakers? 

Who did he meet with? 

Happy to discuss any of this as you see fit. Thanks again. 

Dustin 

Dustin Volz 
mo ee Oe 

      

b6 -4 

b7c -4 
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On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:11 PM Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} {FBI[ wrote: bIE -3 

_ Attributed to senior FBI official: 

*Brior to January 6th, the FBI and our federal, state and local partners collected and shared available 

- intelligence in preparation for the various planned events. The FBI was prepared to adapt as needed to 

| fluid events on the ground, including having rapid response teams in reserve. Throughout most of the day 

_ the crowd was peaceful and non-confrontational. However, when it became clear that some individuals 

_ were surging onto the Capitol grounds and entering the buildings, the U.S. Capitol Police requested 
_ assistance. Within 50 minutes of that request, three FBI tactical teams were on-scene to gain control of the 

_ area and offer protection to congressional members and staff. Over the course of the evening, the FBI 

' presence ultimately grew to over 150 agents and other personnel." 
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From: Wade, Terry (CCRSB) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: FB] background update 

To: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI); Bowdich, David L. (DO) {FBI}; Abbate, Paul M. (DO) {FBI}; Brown, John 

A. (NSB) (FBI); Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI); Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI); b6 -1 
D’Antuono, Steven Michael {WF} (FBI); Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) (FBI} b7¢ -1 

Ce: Winston, Alvin M. (OPA) (FBI} | b7E -5 
Sent: January 8, 2021 1:29 PM (UTC-05:00} 

Brian, 

| will defer to you and the DD on b5 -1 

L 
  

b& -1 

b7TE -1,2,5,8 
  

      

From: Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} (FBI be -1 
e -1 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 12:50 PM 
bTE -3,5 

  

To: Bowdich, David L WAbbate, Paul M. {DO} {FBI Wade, Terry 

{CCRSB} {FBI} [Brown, John A. (NSB} (FBI Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI}   
Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI} 
    

FBI(21cv1168)-340



D'Antucne, Steven Michael (WF} {FBI} | shivers, Calvin A. (CID} {EBL 
  

    
  

  

      

  

Ce: Winston, Alvin M. (OPA) (FBI] bS -1 
b6 -1 

: b7C -1 
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: FBI background update DIE -3.5 

FYI J 

From: Volz, Dustin <dustin.valz @wsi com> 
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 11:50 AM 

To: Hale, Brian Patrick (CPA) {FBI} bTE -3 
    

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: FBI background update 

Hey Brian -- Thanks again for this yesterday, which is very helpful as we try to understand how the response and 

coordination between agencies went down on Wednesday. 

We have a few follow up and clarifying questions for you. Working on a story for today related to all this. 

_ The MPD Citywide alert about the capitol breach went out at 1:33 pm on Wednesday. Was that how the FBI was 

activated, as you mention in your statement, or was there was a separate request directly from Capitol Police? If it was 

separate, what time did that come and what was the process that request came through? What time did that 50 minute 

clock start? 

_ How big were the tactical teams? where were they on standby? 

_ Can you give any more clarity on what discussions happened before Wednesday between FBI and Capitol Police about 

the potential for the building to be breached? We're trying to better understand why Capitol Police rejected the offers 

for assistance and what those offers locked like. 

_Similarly, did FBI offer help as soon as the breach started Wednesday, only to be told assistance was not necessary? If 

so, what kind of help did they offer and when was that offer made? And how did Capital Police respond? 

_ Our understanding is that the FBI and its partners had drafted an intelligence assessment about the possibility of the 

threat of violence at the Wednesday protest, but that it was never sent out. Why was it never sent out? 

_ When did Deputy Director Bowdich head over to the Capitol on Wednesday and what was his message to lawmakers? 

Who did he meet with? 

Happy to discuss any of this as you see fit. Thanks again. 

Dustin 

  

  

  

    

. 

Ns 
g 

4 N 
1 

b6 -4 

bic -4 LUG ANSE 

On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:11 PM Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} (FBI) wrote: _ 
  

FBI(21cv1168)-341



| Attributed to senior FBI official: 

- "Prior to January 6th, the FBI and our federal, state and local partners collected and shared available 

| intelligence in preparation for the various planned events. The FBI was prepared to adapt as needed to 

fluid events on the ground, including having rapid response teams in reserve. Throughout most of the day 

_ the crowd was peaceful and non-confrontational. However, when it became clear that some individuals 

_ were surging onto the Capitol grounds and entering the buildings, the U.S. Capitol Police requested 

_ assistance. Within 50 minutes of that request, three FBI tactical teams were on-scene to gain control of the 

| area and offer protection to congressional members and staff. Over the course of the evening, the FBI 

_ presence ultimately grew to over 150 agents and other personnel." 

FBI(2 1cv1168)-342



From: Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI) 

  

    

  

  

  

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: FB] background update 

To: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI); Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) (FBI); D'Antuono, Steven Mi : 
_Wade, Terry (CCRSB) (FBI); Abbate, Paul M. (DO} (FBI); Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI); 

Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI}; Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) 

Ce: Winston, Alvin M. (OPA) (FBI) 
Sent: ~ January 8, 202T T-43 PM (OTC-05:00} b5 -1 

b6 -1 

Brian, b7c -1 
bIE -5 

Come see me| 

DB 

b6 -1 

From: Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} raf sd ee ; 5 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 1:32 PM ‘ 

Ta: Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) (FBI D’Antuone, Stevep Michael WELEBIN) oo 

Wad ate, Paul M. {DO} (FBI} Bowdich, David L. {DO 

  

    

      

  

      

  

  

{EB Tyson, Jill C. {OCA} (EBL 
rown, John A. {NSB} [FBI Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI 

Cc Winston, 

Alvin M. (OPA) (FBI 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: FBI background update 

Thanks. 

On Jan 8, 2021 1:28 PM, "Wade, Terry {CCRSB} (FBI}" rote: ae 
Brian, ~ 
  

| will defer to you and the DD on| 
  

bS5 -1 

DIE -1,2,5,8 
  

      

FBI(2icv1168)-346



Brown, John A. (NSB} {FBI} 

Subject: 

Start: 

End: 

Recurrence: 

Meeting Status: 

Organizer: 

Inauguration Day 

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 8:00 AM 

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 8:00 PM 

(none) 

No response required 

Brown, John A. (NSB} {FBI} 

FBI(21cv1168)-349



From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Subject: Fwd: Re: 
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI} 
Sent: January 8, 2021 9:56 PM (UTC-05:00} 
Here is what we came up with 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 
_ Federal Bureau of Investigation 

  

  

  

cll b7E -3 

eecenen--- Forwarded message ---------- 

From b6 -1 

Date: Jan 8, 2021 9:53 PM b7Cc -1 
* nt . bIE -3,5 

Subject: Re:      

  

To: e, Brian Patrick (OPA 

        

inston, Alvin M. (OPA) (FBI)" 
Jill (CTD) (FBD" 

  

     
Copying AD Sanborn. 

  

From 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 9:44 PM 
Tod lHale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (Fay 

      

  

  
  

|Winston, Alvin M. (OPA) (FBI) 
        

‘Subject: bS -1 

  

    
  

FBI(21cv1168)-352



  

  

  
  

  

    

  

      

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Subject: OT request for PVCA 
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBD 
Ce: Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI); |Giasheen, Michael H. (CTD) (FBI); Jensen, 6 -1 

Steven J. (CTD) (FBI); Otto, Caroline F. (RPO) (FBI) bic -1 
Sent: January 8, 2021 10:03 PM (UTC-05:00) b7E -5 

Boss 

| b7E -5,8 

| Thanks! 

Thank you, 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 

_ Federal Bureau of Investigation 

ell b7E -3 

FBI(21cv1168)-353



From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 

  

      
  

Subject: Fwd: Re: 
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Sent: January 8, 2021 10:05 PM {UTC-05:00) 
Thank you... 

Regards, 
John 

(Cell) b7E -3 

( Desk) 

On Jan 8, 2021 21:56, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD" wrote: 
      

Here is what we came up with. 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 

_Federal Bureau of Investigation 
ell b7E -3 

  

a Forwarded message ---------- 
  

    

  
From: 

eee 4 
Date: Jan 8, 2021 9:53 PM bIE -3,5 

    

Brian Patrick (OPA 

        

     inston, Alvin 

  

  

  

  

  
  

  
      

Jill (CTD) (FBI)" 

Copying AD Sanborn. 
eeevesssvesvsvesssvesvsvesssseavsveavsseavsvesvsvesvsvsavsvssvsvesvsseavsveavsvsavsveavsvsavsvsavsstavsvsavsvesvsvesssssavsseisveesveevavsevsvesavesvavestsveaassisvessestisvtitsveitavesaveiavsitsvsitsssitsstivaveisssitseisittetettstettitsesetetsieseseeeetees b6 -1 

From;| eae 3 5 
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 9:44 PM ; , 

To Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI)] 

|Winston, Alvin M. (OPA) (FBI)| 

Subject: 
bs -1 

  

      

FBI(21cv1168)-354



From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
Subject: OT request for PVCA 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Sent: January 8, 2021 10:07 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Do you need an answer tonight? I have the feeling that Paul was heading out tonight to celebrate. I was thinking of 
asking him tomorrow. Thoughts? 

  

      

  

  
  

  

    
  

  

Regards, 

John 
(Cell} b7E -3 

(Desk) 

On Jan 8, 2021 22:02, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD)(FB)"[ wrote: 
Boss 

|b7E -5,8 
| Thanks! 

Thank you, 

Jill 

Jill Sanbomm 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
cell b7E -3 

FBI(2 1cv1168)-356



From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Subject: OT request for PVCA 

To: Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI} 
Sent: January 8, 2021 10:07 PM {UTC-05:00) 

That is fine. 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

ce] 
  

      

On Jan 8, 2021 10:06 PM, "Brown, John A.(NSB)(FB)"| wrote: bIE -3 
Do you need an answer tonight? I have the feeling that Paul was heading out tonight to celebrate. I was thinking of 
asking him tomorrow. Thoughts? 

  

      

  

  
  

  

    
  

  

Regards, 
John 

[Cell} b7E -3 

[ Desk) 

On Jan 8, 2021 22:02, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD'[ wrote: 
Boss 

] b7E -5,8 

| Thanks! 

Thank you, 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

ell b7E -3 

FBI(21cv1168)-357



From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 

  

      

  

Subject: OT request for PVCA 
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Sent: January 8, 2021 10:10 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Thank you... 

Regards, 
John 

Cell) bIE -3 
[ Desk) 

On Jan 8, 2021 22:07, "Sanborn, Ji (CTD) (FB)"| wrote: 
That is fine. 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell b7E -3 

On Jan 8, 2021 10:06 PM, "Brown, John A. (NSB) (ep| ___]wrote: 
Do you need an answer tonight? I have the feeling that Paul was heading out tonight to celebrate. I was thinking of 
asking him tomorrow. Thoughts? 

  

      
  

      

  

  
  

  

    
  

Regards, 

John 
Cell) b7E -3 

Desk) 

On Jan 8, 2021 22:02, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD" wrote: 

Boss 

b7E -5,8 

| Thanks! 

Thank you, 

Jill 

Jill Sanbomm 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Iccl b7E -3 

  

      

FBI(2 1cv1168)-358



From: Otto, Caroline F. {RPO} (FBI) 

  

    

  

  

Subject: OT request for PVCA 
To: il {CTD) (FBI); Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI) 
Ce: Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI); Glasheen, Michael H. (CTD) {FBI} } b6 -1 

ensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI)/ [Holmgren, Hads 0. (DN) ®7¢ -1 
(FBI) bT7E -5 

Sent: January 8, 2021 10:29 PM {UTC-05:00) 

John and Jill, 

I apologize for the confusion} b7E -5,8 
  

  

| | 

I emailed _karlier and should have included[ | 

|Please let me know uf you have any questions. 
  

  

Thanks 

Caroline 

  

On Jan 8, 2021 10:62 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)’ wrote: b7E -3 

Boss 
      

  

  
  

b7E -5,8 
  

    Thanks! 
    

Thank you, 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
cell b7E -3 

  

      

FBI(2 1cv1168)-359



From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 

  

  

    

Subject: OT request for PVCA 
To: Otto, Caroline F, {RPO} (FBI); Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
Ce: |Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI); Glasheen, Michael H. (CTD) (FBI); b6 -1 

Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) BD Homgren, Hads 0. (DN) b7¢ -1 

(FBI) b7E -5 
Sent: January 8, 2021 10:33 PM {(UTC-05:00) 

Caroline, 

Thank you for the below. Can we start thd sd Iam happy to reach out to Paul and discuss. Letus b7E -5,8 
know what you think....thank you. 

  

      

  

      

  

Regards, 
John 

Cell} b7E -3 
(Desk) 

On Jan 8, 2021 22:29, "Otto, Caroline F. (RPO) (FBI}’ wrote: 
John and Jill, 

Lapologize for the confusion.| bIE -5,8 
  

  

I emailed|__Jearlier and should have included[ 

  

ease let me know uf you have any questions. PI I know uf you ha i 
  

Thanks 

Caroline 

  

On Jan 8, 2021 10:02 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD' wrote: 
Boss 

      b7E -3,5,8 

  

    

  

  | Thanks! 
  

Thank you, 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
ell b7E -3 

  

      

FBI(2 1cv1168)-360



From: Otto, Caroline F. {RPO} (FBI) 
Subject: OT request for PVCA 

  

  

    

  

  

      

  

      

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

To: Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI); Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI} 
Ce: |Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI); Glasheen, Michael H. (CTD) (FBI); 6 -1 

Wensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI) Holmgren, Hads 0. (DN) b?c -1 
(FBI} b7E -5 

Sent: January 8, 2021 10:43 PM {UTC-05:00) 

I'm sorry b7E -5,8 

Sorry, 
Caroline 

On Jan 8, 2021 10:33 PM, "Brown, John A. (NSB)(FB'{ wrote: BIE -3,5,8 
Caroline, 

Thank you for the below. Can we start the I am happy to reach out to Paul and discuss. Let us 
know what you think....thank you. 

Regards, 
John 

(Cell) b7E -3 

K Desk) 

On Jan 8, 2021 22:29, "Otto, Caroline F. (RPO) (FBY"| wrote: 
John and Jill, 

I apologize for the confusion. bIE -5,8 

| 

I emailed|___karlier and should have included[ 

|Please let me know uf you have any questions. 

Thanks 
Caroline 

b7E -3,5,8 On Jan 8, 2021 10:62 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) BD, wrote: 
Boss 

  

    

  

      | Thanks! 
  

FBI(21cv1168)-361



From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
Subject: OT request for PVCA 

  

  

    

  

      

  

      

  

  

    
  

  

To: Otto, Caroline F. {RPO} (FB); Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (FBI) 
Ce: Icohen, Jodi (NSB) {FBI}; Glasheen, Michael H. {CTD} (FBI); 

Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI); Holmgren, Hads 0. (DN} 
{FBI} b6 -1 

Sent: January 8, 2021 10:47 PM {UTC-05:00) b7c -1 
b7E -5 

Caroline, 

Thank you....no worrics. Starting is better than not starting at all. Thank you again...have a good 
weekend. 

Regards, 
John 

[Cell} b7E -3 
(Desk) 

On Jan 8, 2021 22:43, "Otto, Caroline F. (RPO) (FBI)" Wrote: bIE -3,5,8 
I'm sorry] 

Sorry, 
Caroline 

On Jan 8, 2021 10:33 PM, “Brown, John A. (NSB) FBD[ wrote: 
Caroline, b7E -3,5,8 

Thank you for the below. Can we start i | I am happy to reach out to Paul and discuss. Let us 
know what you think....thank you. 

  

    

Regards, 
John 

[Cell) b7E -3,5,8 

Desk) 

On Jan 8, 2021 22:29, "Otto, Caroline F.(RPO)(FBN"[ wrote: 
John and Jill, 
  

I apologize for the confusion. | 

| 

I emailed! earlier and should have included[ | 
  

      
  

[Please Ict me know uf you have any questions. 
  

Thanks 

Caroline 

FBI(21cv1168)-363



  

      
  

    
From: 

  

  

      

  

      

  

      

  

      

Sent: Saturday, January 9, 2021 7:30 AM 
To: b7E -5 

Subject: January 9, 2021 

b7E -1,5 

All information and inquiries should be directed to BIE -1,3,5 

b7E -1,5 

FBI(21cv1168)-365



b3 -1 

b6 -3 

b7A -1 

b7?c -3 
  

  

b7E -1,2,5 

    

Respectfully, 

  

  

bTE -3,5 

    

FBI(21cv1168)-368



  

From: Kristyn E, (CTD) (FBI) 
Subject: 1A Support 
To: 

(CYD) (FBI) 
Floris, Nikki L. (CD) (FBI); Cohen, Brian M. (CID) (FBI}; Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI); Ugoretz, Tonya L. 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -5 

Ce: Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) {FBI}; Gasheen, Michael H. {CTD) {FBI); Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD} (FBI); 

  Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD} (FBI) 

  Sent: January 9, 2021 1:39 PM (UTC-05:00} 

OPS DAD Brethren, 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,5,8 
  

Happy Saturday! WFO SAC Alcoke has asked FBIHQ tol 
  

  
  

  

    
  

  

Se 
Thanks! 

Best, 

Kristyn 

Kristyn E. Kelly 
A/Deputy Assistant Director 
Support Branch 

Counterterrorism Division (CTD) 
E 

  

    

bITE -3,5 

FBI(2 1cv1168)-369



From: is Nikki L. (CD) (FBI) 

  

  

  
  

Subject: upport b6 -1 
To: Kelly, Kristyn E. {CTD} (FBI); Ugoretz, Tonya L. (CYD) (FBI); Cohen, Brian M. (CID} (FBI}; Brown, John A, b7C -1 

(NSB) (FBI} b7E -5 
Ce: | |Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI); Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) (FEL: 

Giasheen, Michael H. {CTD) (Fe); | Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI);| 

Ld 
Sent: January 9, 2021 1:42 PM (UTC-05:00} 

Thanks KK, we are happy to help| ito whom should we send our names (and the inevitable questions 
that will follow ha}? 

On Jan 9, 2021 1:39 PM, "Kelly, Kristyn E.(CTD)(FB)"[ wrote: b6 -1 
OPS DAD Brethren, bic -1 

BIE -1,3,5,8 
  

Happy Saturday! WFO SAC Alcoke has asked FBIHQ tol 
  

      

  

      

  

Anything I'm missing] 
      

Thanks! 

Best, 

Kristyn 

Kristyn E. Kelly 
A/Deputy Assistant Director 
Support Branch b7E -3,5 
Counterterrorism Division (CTD) 
JEH 

  

  

      

FBI(2icv1168)-370



From: , Brian M, (CID) (FBI) 
Subject: 1A Support bé -1 

  

  

  

  

      

To: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI); Ugoretz, Tonya L. (CYD) (FBI); Floris, Nikki L. (CD) (FBI); Brown, John A, =b7C -1 
(NSB) (FBI} bIE -5 

Ce: | |Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI); Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) (FBL: 
Glasheen, Michael H. {CTD) (FBI) | Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI} 

Moore, Jennifer L. (WF} (FBI); Fomby, Jermicha L. (CID) (FBI}; Dunham, Timothy M. 
(CID) (FEN) 

Sent: January 9, 2021 2:03 PM (UTC-05:00} 

Hi Everyone, 

[fan provide additional analytical personnel. b6 -1 
b7¢ -1 

b7E -5 

ASC Derek Fishel will reach out momentarily to help fill shifts. In the interim, please feel free to re-task the 
team already providing assistance; | will also advise the team at| to be on standby to assist, if needed today. 

Thanks, 

Brian 

On Jan 9, 2021 1:39 PM, "Kelly, KristynE.(CTD)(FBD| rote: b6 -1 
¢ -1 

OPS DAD Brethren, 
b7E -1,3,5,8 

  

Happy Saturday! WFO SAC Alcoke has asked FBIHQ to} 
  

    

  

      

Aaything tm missingg —_] 
Thanks! 

Best, 

Kristyn 
  

Kristyn E. Kelly 
A/Deputy Assistant Director 
Support Branch bITE -3,5 
Counterterrorism Division (CTD) 
JEH| 
  

      

FBI(21cv1168)-371



  

  

From: Br nA, (NSB) (FBI} 
Subject: Fwd 1A Support 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Sent: January 9, 2021 2:27 PM (UTC-05:00} 

FYI... 

Regards, 
John 

Cell} 

[ Desk)       

~--------- Forwarded message ---------- 

b7E -3,5 

From: "Kelly, Krist E.(CTD)(FBD{ si b6 -1 
Date: Jan 9, 2021 13:39 

    

b7C -1 

  

  

      

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

      

  

Subject Support BIE -3,5 
To: "Floris, Nikki L. (CD) (FBD” "Cohen, Brian M. (CID) (FBD® 

‘Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBD| [Ugoretz, Tonya L. (CYD) (FBI}" 

Ce: "Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI)"| "Glashceen, Michacl H. (CTD) {(FBI)” 
*Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBD)' "Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) 

BI | | 
| b6 -1 

OPS DAD Brethren, b7C -1 
b7E -1,5,8 

Happy Saturday! WFO SAC Alcoke has asked FBIHQ tol 

Anyting tm misingf_] 
Thanks! 

Best, 

Kristyn 

Kristyn E. Kelly 
A/Deputy Assistant Director 
Support Branch bIE -3,5 

Counterterrorism Division (CTD) 
JEH     

      

FBI(21icv1168)-372



From: 

Subject: 
To: 

Sent: 

Paul, 

Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI} 
Fwd: 1A Support 

Brown, Paul W. (VWWMDD) (FBI) 
January 9, 2021 2:28 PM (UTC-05:00) 

  

This is probably for you... 

Regards, 
John 
  

  
[Cell} 
(Desk)     

eecenen--- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: “Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} {FBI} 

bTE -3,5 

  

  
b6 -1 

b7C -1     

Date: Jan 9, 2021 13:39 

  
Subj ect| IA Support 
To: "Floris, Nikki L. (CD) (FBD" 
  

    

  
c: “Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI)"| I"Glashee Michael H. (CTD) {FB]}” 

"Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI)" "Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) 

(FB) 

OPS DAD Brethren, 

Happy Saturday! WFO SAC Alcoke has asked FBIHQ to] 

b?7E -3,5 

"Cohen, Brian M. (CID) (FBD” 
‘Brown, John A. (NSB) (F BD ["Ugoretz, Tonya L. (CYD) (FBD" 

  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,5,8 
  

  

    

  

      

Aayting missing] 
Thanks! 

Best, 

Kristyn 
  

Kristyn E. Kelly 
A/Deputy Assistant Director 
Support Branch 
Counterterrorism Division (CTD) 
JE 

bTE -3,5 

FBI(210v1168)-373



On Jan 9, 2021 2:27 PM, “Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI) 

Brown, Paul W. {(WWMDD) (FBI) 
1A Support 

Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI} 
January 9, 2021 2:28 PM (UTC-05:00) 

  

      

  

From: 

Subject: Fwd: 
To: 

Sent: 

Thank you, sir. 
Paul 

Paul, 

This is probably for you... 

Regards, 

John 

(Cell} 
(Desk) 

aan ------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) {FBI}" 
Date: Jan 9, 2021 13:39 

  Subject: 
To: "Floris, Nikki L. (CD) (FBD’ 

IA Support 

  

  
wrote: bIE -3,5 

    

  

  
bb -1 

    

  

    
"Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)’ 

teven J. (CTD) (FBI)"| Rell 
'Reddan, Patrick E, Jr. (CTD) (FBD}' 

“Ce: eee S : 

OPS DAD Brethren, 

Happy Saturday! WFO SAC Alcoke has asked FBIHQ to identify] 

b7C -1 

b7E -3,5 

Cohen, Brian M. (CID) {FBI)” 
{ ( 1 |"Ugoretz, Tonya L. (CYD) (FBD" 

      

asheen, Michael H. (CTD} (FBI}” 
"Gilhooly, Brian T. {CTD) | 

| b6 -1 
b7c -1 
b7E -1,5,8 

  

  

  
  

  

    
  

Aayting tn missingl——] 
Thanks! 

Best, 

Kristyn 
  

Kristyn E. Kelly 

A/Deputy Assistant Director 

FBI(21.cv1168)-375



  

From: retz, Tonya L. {CYD) (FBI) 

  

  

    

  

      

Subject: lA Support b6 -1 
To: Kelly, Kristyn E, (CTD) (FBI); Floris, Nikki L. (CD) (FBI); Cohen, Brian M. (CID) (FBI); Brown, John A. b7c -1 

(NSB) (FBI) b7E -5 
Ce: | | Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI); Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) (FBL: 

Glasheen, Michael H. (CTD) {FBI)4 jJensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI); 

Sent: January 9, 2021 2:38 PM (UTC-05:00} 

[____—dDave Ring and Cynthia Kaiser will be sending you] 

Thanks, 
Tonya 

On Jan 9, 2021 1:39 PM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBD)"L___——_—wrote: bé -1 
OPS DAD Brethren, bic -1 

DIE -1,3,5,8 
  

Happy Saturday! WFO SAC Alcoke has asked FBIHQ tof 
  

    
  

  

  
  

  

Anything I'm missing 
      

Thanks! 

Best, 

Kristyn 
  

Kristyn E. Kelly 
A/Deputy Assistant Director 
Support Branch bIE -3,5 
Counterterrorism Division (CTD} 
JE 
  

      

FBI(21¢v1168)-377



  

b6 -1 
  

  

  

  

From: 

Subject: RE:| IA Support bic -1 
To: Kelly, Kristyn E, (CTD) (FBI); Floris, Nikki L. (CD) (FBI); Cohen, Brian M. (CID) (FBI); Brown, John A. b7E -5 

(NSB) (FBI}; Ugoretz, Tonya L. (CYD) (FBI} 
Ce: Jensen, Steven J. {CTD} (FBI), Glasheen, Michael H. {CTD) {FBI); Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD} (FBI); 

Gilhooly, Brian T. | Garcia-Ojeda, 
Yayra (WF} (FBI) 

Sent: January 9, 2021 5: - 

Hi everyone! 

Thank you so much for your support. Apologies on the delay in responding...in the interim we have been flooded with 

emails offering support in different formats making it difficult to accept support. 

In order to make sure we are getting the right people, we have provided a little more guidance below so please forward 

this information, and we can restart the process for volunteers. 
b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

bIUE -4,5,8   

  

    
  

Sorry to restart this pracess, but this will allow us to get names in a digestible manner. 

And again thank you for your help and flexibility! 

b6é -1 
From: Kelly, Kristyn £.(CTD)(FBI)[ | bee 1 
Sent: Saturday, January 9, 2021 1:39 PM : ; b7E -3,5 

To: Floris, Nikki L. {CD} {FBI} Cohen, Brian M. {CID} (EBII |Brown, John A. {NSB) 
  

      

  

  

      

  
  

  
  

  

(FBI)| Ugoretz, Tonya L. (CYD) (FBI}| | 
Ce: Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) {FBI}] |Glasheen, Michael H. (CTD) (FBI) lReddan, 
Patrick E. Jr. {CTD} {FBI}| lGilhooly, Brian T. {CTD} (FBI) 

Subject, JA Support 

OPS DAD Brethren, bIE -1,5,8 

  

Happy Saturday! WFO SAC Alcoke has asked FBIHQ to identify| 
  

  
  

  

    
  

FBI(21cv1168)-378



b6é -1 

  

b7c -1 

From: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI) b7E -5,8 
Subject: RE: [A Support 
To: |Ugoretz, Tonya L. (CYD) (FBI); Floris, Nikki L. (CD) (FBI); Cohen, Brian 
  

M., (CID) (FBI}; Brown, John A. {NSB) {FBI} 
  

     
    

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Ce: Garcia- “Ojeda, Yayra (WF) (FBI); Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD} {FBI}; 
ilhooly, Brian T, (CTD oe] H. (CTD) {FBI) Jensen, 

Steven J. (CTD) (FBI); 
Sent: January 9, 2021 5:42 PM (UTC-05:00} 

Thanks] | 
| 

| [Happy to 
loop in those DADs if needed. 

On Jan 9, 2021 5:02 PM, wrote: be -1 
Hi ; b7C -1 

i everyone! DIE -3,5 

Thank you so much for your support. Apologies on the delay in responding...in the interim we have been flooded with 

emails offering support in different formats making it difficult to accept support. 

In order to make sure we are getting the right people, we have provided a little more guidance below so please forward 

this information, and we can restart the process for volunteers. 

  

  

  

      

  

  
    

    
    
  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 
b7£ -4,5,8 

Sorry to restart this process, but this will allow us to get names in a digestible manner. 

And again thank you for your help and flexibility! 

From: Kelly, Kristyn E. {CTD} (Fai b6 -1 

Sent: Saturday, January 9, 2021 1:39 PM b7C -1 

To: Floris, Nikki L. (CD) {FBI} Cohen, Brian M. {CID} (FBI) brown, John A. (NSBP7E -3-5 
(FBI) Ugoretz, Tonya L. (CYD} {FBI} 
Ce: Jensen, Steven J. {CTD} EBL] |Glasheen, Michael H. ay (Feit [Reddan, 

Patrick E. Jr. {CTD} (FBI] |Gilhooly, Brian T. {CTD} {FBI}     

  
  

  
Subject; [IA Support 

FBI(2icv1168)-380



From: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI) 

  

  

Subject: RE: IA Support b6 -1 
To: | |Ugoretz, Tonya L. (CYD) (FBI); Floris, Nikki L. (CD) (FBI); Cohen, Brian b7C -1 

: A. (NSB) (FBI); Brown, Paul W. (WMDD) (FBI) b7E -5 
Ce: Garcia-Ojeda, Yayra (WF} (FBI); Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD} {FBI}; 

      

  

Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) {EBD: heen, Michael H. (CTD) (FBI):;| | Jensen, 
Steven J. (CTD) (FBI) 

Sent: January 9, 2021 6:29 OS: 

Sorry one more logistics item on OT since most folks on here are affected, 

Ld] BIE -5,8 

  

      

  

    
  

  

  

Best, 

Kristyn 

b6 -1 
On Jan 9, 2021 5:02 PM, | wrote: bIC -1 
Hi everyone! b7E -3,5 

Thank you so much for your support. Apologies on the delay in responding...in the interim we have been flooded with 

emails offering support in different formats making it difficult to accept support. 

In order tc make sure we are getting the right pecple, we have provided a little more guidance below so please forward 

this information, and we can restart the process for volunteers. 

  

  

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -4,5,8 
  

    
  

Sorry to restart this process, but this will allow us to get names in a digestible manner. 

And again thank you for your help and flexibility! 

From: Kelly, Kristyn E.(CTD) (FBI. Ree 4 
Sent: Saturday, January 9, 2021 1:39 PM bIE -3,5 

To: Floris, Nikki L. (CD} {FBI} Cohen, Brian M. {CID} {FBI Brown, Jahn A. {NSB} 

{FBl Ugoretz, Tonya L. (CYD} {FBI} 

Ce: Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) {FBI}| |Glasheen, Michael H. {CTD) (FBI)| |Reddan, 

Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) {FBI} fGilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) {FBI} 

po 

  

      

  

  
  

  

FBI(2 1cv1168)-382



From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FB Ra
a”
 

  

    Subject: Fwd: DRAFT for review: 

U/CES) bS -1,2,3 
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI) b7E -3.5.8 
Ce: Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI) on 
  

Sent: n 2021 9:27 PM (UTC-08:00} 

Attached: | |U_ LES. docx 
Calling on this....need some help. 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal B of Investigation 

cell 
b5 -1,2,3 
b6 -1 
b7¢ -1 

an-----=2- Forwarded message ---------- b7E -3,5,8 
From: | 
Date: Jan 9, 2021 9:66 PM 

Subject: DRAFT for review] 

Loess) | 
d: "Jensen, Steven J. (CTD) (FB ‘Sanborn, Jill (CTD)(FB){ Gray, 

  

  

  

  
  

    

    
  

      

Edward J. (CIRG) (FBD' IDowney, Jeffrey R. (CIRG) (FBD" 
"Moore, Jennifer L. (WF) 

(FBI) "Alcoke, Matthew R. (WF) (FBD"| "Carlisle, Travis D. (D]) 
(FBI) "Young, Ryan T. (DD (FBD"| { 
  

Cc: "Meador, Stanley M. (DO) (FBD'| 

"Cohen. Jodi (NSB) (FBD" 
  

    

Yones, Jason A. (OGC) (FBI)"} [‘Deleon, Michael D. (CJISD) 
    
(FBI) 
For review and concurrence:| 
For awa reness| | 

  

  

      
  

; b5 -1,2,3 
Good evening all, bIE -5,13 

Thank you for your help. 

b6 -1 
b7¢ -1       

FBI(21cv1168)-384



  

  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -3,5 

    

Confidentiality Statement: This message is transmitted to you by the Office of the Gencral Counsel! of the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retention or dissemination {unless otherwise required by law}. 

Please notify the sender of the error by a scparate c-mail or by calling 

FBI(2icv1168)-385



  

  

  

  

      

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

      

  

  

  

From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
Subject: DRAFT for review: | 

UWAES- 
To: Meador, Stanley M. (DO) (FBI) bS -1,2,3 
Sent: : - b7E -3,5,8 

Attached: | FES-docx 

Stanley, 

Hope hope you are well. Per chance, could we discuss t 

Regards, 

john 

Cel} 
[Besk} 

b5 -1,2,3 
-+----- --- Forwarded messace be -1 
From: b7c -1 

Date: Jan 9, 2021 9:00 PM BIE -3,5,8 
Subject: DRAFT for review] 

[_|(u/ABs) 
To: “Jensen, Steven J. cpp ep’| __—__’sashom, Jill (CTD) (FBD! "Gray, 
Edward J. (CIRG) (FBD’ "Downey, Jeffrey R. (CIRG) (FBD" 

‘Moore, Jennifer L. (WF) 
(FBI) "Alcoke, Matthew R. (WF) (FBD} [Carlisle, Travis D. (DI) 
(FBI)’ "Young, Ryan T. (DI) (FBD"| | 
  

Cc: "Meador, Stanley M. {DO) (FBI 
  

  

  Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBD}" 

f‘Jones, Jason A. (OGC) (FBI)" | "Deleon, Michael D. (CJISD) 
  

(FBI)"| 
For review and concurrence] 

      

For awareness: 
      

Good evening all, 
bS -1,2,3 

b7E -5,13 

  

      

Thank you for your help. 

FBI(2 1cv1168)-392



  

      
  

    

  

      

  

      

  

      

  

      

From: 

Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 7:32 AM 
To: b7E -5 

Subject: + January 10, 2021 

b7E -1,5 

All information and inquiries should be directed to bE -1,3,5 

b7E -1,5 

FBI(2 1cv1168)-400



b3 -1 

b7E -1 

  

      

Respectfully, 

  

  

b7E 3,5 

    

FBI(21cv1168)-403



Brown, John A. (NSB} {FBI} 

  

  

  

      

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

From: Brown, John A. {NSB} (FBI} 

Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 1:38 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI} 

Subject: EW4 
| b5 -1,2,3 

Attachments: 

FYI... 

Regards, 

John 

Cell) b7E -3 

Besk} 

bS -1,2,3 

b6 -1 
From4 b7¢ -1 

Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 1:26 PM b7E -5 

To: Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBIJ Wade, Terry (CCRSB) (FBI «Cohen, Jodi (NSB) 
{FBI} |Laycock, Stephen C. (IB} {FBI} 

Cc: Meador, Stanley M. {DO} (FBI | 

Subject: For review] 

. b5 -1,2,3 

Hi all, b7E -5,13 

Please find attached| | 

If you have any edits, questions, concerns, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

b6e -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -3,5 

      
Confidentiality Statement: This message is transmitted to you by the Office of the General Counsel of the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are 

FBI(21cv1168)-404



not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retention or dissemination {unless 

otherwise required by law}. Please notify the sender of the error by a separate e-mail or by calling bvE -3 
  

      

FBI(21cv1168)-405



From: 

Subject: 
To: 

Sent: 

Attached: 

Sanborn. Jill (CTD) (FB) 

Fwd] 
Tyson, Jill C. {OCA) (FBI); Williams, Douglas A. Jr. (OCA) (FBI) 
January 10, 2021 3:24 PM {UTC-05:00} 

  

Attached is| 
could go tomorrow. I think it is good. 

|Your folks and mine have been working on it throughout weekend so it 

  

    
  

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau 
  

  

of Investigation 
cell 

  

  Ld 
aan ----=-- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: 

Date: Jan 10,2021 3:17 PM 
Subject 

Toy 
  

Ce!   
  

  
  HJ 

As we just discussed, | am sending over] 

bS -1 

b7E -1,3 

bs -1 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 
  

IAD Sanborn, »7F -1,3,5 

  

    
  

Please let me know if there are any questions. Thank you for your continued coordination with us! 

[ 
  

      

FBI(21cv1168)-414



b6 -1 
  

      
  

      

    

        

  

  

  

  

      
  

  

      

  

  

  

    

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

b7c -1 

b7E -5 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 3:38 PM 

To: Brown, John A. {NSB} (FBI}; Wade, Terry (CCRSB} (FBI}; Cohen, Jodi (NSB} {FBI}; 

Laycock, Stephen C. {IB} (FBI); 

|_| b5 -1,2,3 

Ce: Meador, Stanley M. {DO} (FBI)] b6 -1 

Subject: RE: For review:| b7C -1 
b7E -1,5 

Attachments: 

Hi again, 

Thank you to all for your review and feedback. Please find attached the latest version which has been provided to the bé -1 

Deputy Director. | will make sure you and your teams have the final that he approves as well. b7C -1 

Thanks 

From4 bS -1,2,3 

Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 1:26 PM a 
To: Brown, John A. {NSB) (FBI IWade, Terry (CCRSB) (FBI Cohen, Jodi {NSB) pan _3.5 

{FBI} |Laycock, Stephen C. (1B) (FBI) ‘ 

Ce: Meador, Stanley M. {DO} (FBI)] | 
Subject: For review| 

. b5 -1,2,3 

Hi all, b7E -5,13 

Please find attached 

If you have any edits, questions, concerns, please let me know. 

Thank you, 
b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b7TE -3,5     
  

  

      
FBI(21cv1168)-419



  

  

b7E -3 

    

Confidentiality Statement: This message is transmitted to you by the Office of the General Counsel of the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are 

not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retention or dissemination {unless 

otherwise required by law}. Please notify the sender of the error by a separate e-mail or by callin 

FBI(2icv1168)-420



From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FB) 
b6 -3 

  

  

Subject: Fwd] | 
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI) b7A -1 

Sent: January 10, 2021 5:50 PM {UTC-05:00} b7c -3 

b7E -2 

Boss 

pee interesting. Just for you right now while we dig.... you'll see my questions back.[ | 

Jill 

Jill Sanbom 

  

  

  

    
  

   

  

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
ell b7E -3 

~--------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) b6 -1,3 

Date: Jan 10, 2021 5:47 PM b7A -1 

Subj b7c -1,3 

7 
b7E -2,3,5 

ichards, Jason W. (WF) {(FBI}" r,      

    

     Alcoke, Matthew R. (WF) (FBD" 

teven J. 

CTD 

  

    
   

oore, Jennifer L. (WF) (FBD 

    

  

  
  

  

Interesting | b7E -1,2 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Burcau of Investigation 

b7E -3 cell 

On Jan 10, 2021 5:43 PM, "Reddan, Patrick E.Jr.(CTD)(FB)"[ wrote: 
On 1/10/2021, a concerned member of the public, who wishes to remain anonymous, contacted writer to advise the 3 
following: BIA 4 

b7C -3 

b7D -2 

b7E -1,2 

  

  
      
  

FBI(21cv1168)-429



From: Brown, John A, (NSB) {FBI} 
  

  

  
  

            

  

      

    

  

  

      

     
       
   
   

Subject: Fwd: | b6 -3 
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) b7A -1 

Sent: January 10, 2021 7:24 PM (UTC-05:00) b7Cc -3 
b7E -1, 2 

Also, interesting the reaction! Thank youl! 

Regards, 
John 

(Cell) 

( Desk) b7E -2,3 

On Jan 10, 2021 17:50, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" rote: 
Boss 

Below is | interesting. Just for you right now while we dig.... you'll see my questions back.[ 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 
_Federal Bureau of Investigation 

aan ------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (2:30) b6 -1,3 
Date: J : b7A -1 

To. "Re mE 22/8,5 
: Jr. ichards, Jason W. (WF) (FBI}" a 

Alcoke, Matthew R. (WE) (FBD" 
"yi Steven J. (CTD 

      

  

  

  

Peres b7E -1,2 

Jill 

Jill Sanbomm 

_Federal Bureau of Investigation 
cell b7E -3 

  

On Jan 10, 2021 5:43 PM, "Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI) oro: 
On 1/10/2021, a concerned member of the public, who wishes to remain anonymous, contacted writer to advise the 

following: 

FBI(21icv1168)-431



  

    

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FB) 
Subject: Fwd: | b6 -3 
To: Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI) bIA -1 

Sent: January 10, 2021 7:32 PM {UTC-05:00} b7Cc -3 

BITE -1,2 

Seems odd 
  

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

  

        
  

  

      
  

      

cell b7E -1,2,3 

_ On Jan 10, 2021 7:24 PM, "Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI)' wrote: 
Also, interesting the reactio Thank you! 

Regards, 

John 

{Cell} b7E -2,3 

[ Desk) 

On Jan 10, 2021 17:50, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD" wrote: 
Boss 

Below is mi interesting. Just for you right now while we dig.... you'll see my questions back..[ | 

  

Jill 

Jill Sanbom 

of Investigation 
ell b7E -3 

eecenen--- Forwarded message ---------- 

  

  

      

  

    

  

From: “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD" b6 -1,3 

Date: Jan_10, 2021 5:47 PM pe t 3 

Subject: — “23,5 

      
  

To: "Red Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBD' "Richards, Jason W. (WF) {(FB]}" 

¢: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI) "Alcoke, Matthew R. (WF) (FBI)" 
J Steven J. (CTD 

    

  

    
Interesting. b7E -1,2 
  

  

Jill 

FBI(21cv1168)-433



From: Bulletin Intelligence 

  

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FBI Public Affairs - Director's AM News Briefing Monday, January 11, 2021 
To: b7E -3 

Sent: January 1T, 202T 5:00 AM (U rh. 05:00) 

Attached: FBIDirBriefing210111.doc 

This morning's Director's AM News Briefing is attached. 

Full-text Links: Clicking the hypertext links in our write-ups will take you to the newspapers' original full- 
text articles. 

Interactive Table of Contents: Clicking a page number on the table of contents page will take you 
directly to that story. 

Contractual Obligations and Copyright: This copyrighted material is for the internal use of FBI 
employees only and, by contract, may not be redistributed without Bulletin Intelligence’s express written 

consent. 

  

Contact Information: Please contact us any time at 703-483-6100 or| | b7E -3 
Use of this email address will automatically result in your message being delivered to everyone involved 
with your service, including senior management. Thank you. 

  

FBI(21cv1168)-435



  

  

FBI PUBLIC AFFAIRS — DIRECTOR’S AM NEWS BRIEFING 

MONDAY, JANUARY 11, 2021 5:00 AM EST 

US Files Dozens Of Charges In Wake Of Capital Siege. USA Today (1/10, Penzenstadler, Phillips, 
Voyles Pulver, 12.7M) reports, “Federal authorities continued Sunday to round up people following a deadly insurrection at the 
U.S. Capitol this week — including two men accused of carrying plastic restraints and others who allegedly carried weapons or 
stole from the building. At least 58 people have been arrested and charged for incidents in or near the Capitol on Wednesday. 
Those arrested have come from 24 states and the District of Columbia.” The Justice Department “has filed more than 55 criminal 
cases related to the riot that left five dead.” 

The New York Times (1/9, Wright, 20.6M) reports that the number of arrests “is expected fo grow quickly as investigators 
scrutinize social media to identify the protesters, and some participants could face more serious charges.” 

CNN {1/8, Scannell, 89.21M) reports, “An Alabama man allegedly parked a pickup truck packed with 11 
homemade bombs, an assault rifle and a handgun two blocks from the US Capitol building on Wednesday for hours before 
authorities ever noticed, according to federal prosecutors. Another man allegedly showed up in the nation’s capital with an 
assault rifle and hundreds of rounds of ammunition and told acquaintances that he wanted to shoot or run over House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi, prosecutors said.” CNN adds, “The revelations are some of the most unsettling details federal prosecutors have 
made public this week as they detail the extent of the arsenal available to aid pro-Trump rioters who stormed the Capitol. Other 
individuals have been accused of taking guns and ammunition onto Capitol grounds and more charges are expected to come as 
a wide-ranging investigation unfurls.” 

Bloomberg {1/10, 3.57M} reports Rep. Jason Crow (D-CO}, citing Army Secretary Ryan McCarthy, said 

Sunday that “at least 25 domestic terrorism cases have been opened after Wednesday's assault on the U.S. Capitol.” Reuiers 
(1/10, Shalal} reports Crow “said McCarthy told him the Pentagon was aware of ‘further possible threats posed by would-be 
terrorists’ in the days up te and including the inauguration of Democratic President-elect Joe Biden on Jan. 20. ‘Long guns, 
Molotov cocktails, explosive devices and zip ties were recovered, which suggests a greater disaster was narrowly averted,’ Crow, 
a former Army Ranger, said in a summary of his call with McCarthy. McCarthy assured him the Pentagon was working with local 
and federal law enforcement to coordinate security preparations after what he described as ‘deficient law enforcement threat 
reporting’ ahead of last Wednesday.” 

Reuters (1/8, Brice} reports, “Acting Attorney General Jeffrey Rosen announced the FBI would team up with 
Washington's police department fo jointly investigate the death of Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick, who was injured while 
defending the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday. ‘Just because you've left the D.C. region, you can still expect a knock on the door if 
we find out you were part of the criminal activity at the Capitol,’ Steven D’antuonc, the FBI Washington Field Office's assistant 
director in charge, told reporters in a telephone news briefing.” 

The New York Times (1/8, Goldman, Ismay, Fuchs, 20.6} reports, “The sweeping investigation took shape after a security 
breakdown two days earlier allowed hundreds of people backing President Trump's efforts to overturn the election results to rush 
into the Capitol in a deadly rampage. The debacle prompted sharp recriminations and the firings of top officials who were 
entrusted with protecting lawmakers. Dozens have been arrested, including 13 who face federal charges.” The Times adds, “Law 
enforcement officials also backed off a suggestion that Mr. Trump could face criminal charges for inciting the riot after a top 
prosecutor had said a day earlier that investigators were examining anyone involved, ‘not only’ the rioters. ‘Don’t expect any 
charges of that nature, Ken Kohl, a top prosecutor in the U.S. attorney's office in Washington, tok reporters in a telephone 
briefing on Friday.” 

The Wall Steet Jounal (1/8, Ai, Gurman, Viswanatha, Subscription Publication, 8.41M) reports on its front page that 
federal prosecutors on Friday announced charges against at least 13 “alleged members of the pro-Trump mob who stormed the 
halls of Congress.” The Vashingion Post (1/8, Hsu, 10.52M) reports the Justice Department and FBI “announced charges Friday 
against” Derrick Evans, “a freshman West Virginia lawmaker,” Richard Barnett, “an Arkansas man whe told the media he posed 
for photos on a desk in” House Speaker Pelosi's office, and Lonnie Leroy Coffman, “an Alabama man whose truck allegedly 
carried 11 molotov cocktails and a semiautomatic rifle to this week's U.S. Capitol riots.” The Post adds that “also charged with 
unlawful entry was Hawaii Proud Boys founder and unsuccessful state house candidate Nicholas Robert Ochs, who gave media 
interviews saying he participated in the break-in, an FBI arrest affidavit unsealed Friday alleged.” 

The Ghicage Sun-Fimes (1/8, Seidel, 970K} reports that Bamett “has become one of the most notorious figures among 
those whe broke into the Capitol Wednesday, after photographs surfaced of him with his feet on Pelosi's desk. Prosecutors cited 
those photographs in a statement of facts filed as part of the case against him. They said they also viewed video surveillance and 
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a video-recorded interview Bamett gave.” Prosecutors “said Barnett was asked about an envelope he was holding featuring 
Pelosi's signature. Barnett allegedly said, ‘l did not steal it. | bled on it because they were macing me and | couldn't f--ing see so 
] figured | am in her office. | got blood on her office. | put a quarter on her desk even though she ain't f-ing worth it. And | left her 
a note on her desk that says “Nancy, Bigo was here, you b—-."” Barnett “is being held in the Washington County {Ark.} jail after 
he was charged by federal prosecutors with three counts for storming the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday.” 

Friday night on a federal warrant and was being held Saturday without bail in Pinellas County, Florida. Jail records do not show if 
Adam Johnson, 36, of Parrish, Florida, has an attorney. Johnson was charged Saturday with theft, violent entry and disorderly 
conduct on Capitol grounds.” 

and booked into the Pinellas County jail shortly after 9 p.m. Friday. He has been charged with one count of knowingly entering or 
remaining in any restricted building or grounds without lawful authority; one count of theft of government property; and one count 
of violent entry and disorderly conduct on Capitol grounds, according to a federal complaint. A warrant was issued on Friday and 
Johnson was charged in federal court in D.C. on Saturday.” Pelosi’s lectern “had been stored in her suite, under a staircase to 
the third floor on the House side of the Capitol building, before the Capitol was breached, her staff told FBI agents. The lectern — 
valued at more than $1,000 according te the House curator - was found by Senate staff on Thursday in the Red corridor of the 
Senate wing off the Rotunda in the Capitol.” 

On N&O Nightly News (1/8, story 3, 3:04, Holt, 5.57M), Tom Costello reported “some suspects have identified themselves, 
as well. Josiah Colt who climbed down from the Senate balcony then sat in Vice President Pence’s chair says he was ‘caught up 
in the moment.’ In a statement fo KBOI-TV, he says, ‘My actions have brought shame upon myself, my family and friends and 
beautiful country. | beg for forgiveness from America and from my home state of Idaho.’ Former Midland, Texas mayoral 
candidate Jenny Cudd posted her own video: ‘We did break down the Nancy Pelosi's office door. And somebody stole her gavel.’ 
Nationwide, hundreds of federal agents are pursuing riot suspects. Among the felony charges they could face, felony rioting, 
federal assault and murder charges, obstruction of Congress, destruction of congressional documents, conspiracy and 
insurrection.” 

The A? (1/9, Hollingsworth) reports, “An lowa man was jailed early Saturday on charges accusing him of taking part in the 
riot at the U.S. Capitol by supporters of President Donald Trump.” The AP adds, “Des Moines Police Sgt. Paul Parizek said 
officers assisted the FBI in arresting 41-year-old Doug Jensen on Friday night at his home on the south side of the city. Jensen 
was booked into the Polk County Jail early Saturday on five federal charges, including trespassing and disorderly conduct 
counts, according to news releases from the FBI's field office in Omaha, Nebraska and the county sheriff's office.” According to 
the AP, “Video posted online during the storming of the Capitol on Wednesday showed a man who appears to be Jensen, whe is 
white, pursuing a Black officer up an interior flight of stairs. A mob of people trails several steps behind. At several points, the 
officer says ‘get back,’ to no avail.” 

The New York Fimes (1/8, Goldman, 20.6M) reports prosecutors on Thursday ‘filed a criminal complaint accusing a man 
named Mark J. Leffingwell of punching a Capitol Police officer repeatedly in the head and chest, before apologizing,” and they 
“unsealed charges against a Maryland resident, Christopher Alberts, accusing him of illegally carrying a 9-millimeter pistol at the 

  

Rukstales, a Republican donor to President Trump, who "was arrested by U.S. Capitol Police on Wednesday” after “being part of 
the mob that broke inte the U.S. Capitol.” 

In the lead story for NSC's Teday (1/8, 2.86M}, Savannah Guthrie said there have been “more than 80 arrests so far, and 
investigators this morning, they are poring through videos and images casting about for leads. They want to identify more 
suspects.” On N8C Nightly News (1/8, story $, 1:43, Holt, 5.57M}, Gabe Gutierrez reported, “One pro-Trump rioter in face paint 
and a horned hat confronted law enforcement holding a spear. The man now identified as Jake Angeli told NBC News, ‘The fact 
that he had a bunch of our traitors in office hunkered down putt on their gas masks and retreat into the underground bunker, | 
consider that a win.’ Police say Angeli is a known follower of QAnon, a far right extremist group.” 

On ABC Works News Tonight (1/8, story 3, 2:05, Muir, 6.95M}, Chief Justice Correspondent Pierre Thomas reported that 
federal authorities “are determined to leave no stone unturned, ramping up efforts to bring all the Trump supporters who 
desecrated the Capitol to justice.” On ARG’s Sood Marning Amenca (1/8, 3.14M), Martha Raddatz reported that on Wednesday, 
“despite the loss of life and the desecration of the Capitol, those rioters were allowed to just leave the building. They lingered on 
the plaza for hours triumphant, giving one another high-fives with no consequences. This morning the acting US attorney for the 
District of Columbia said the failure to arrest more people is making his job harder adding, ‘l can't answer why the Capitol Police 

   

    

protesters accused of committing crimes on Wednesday.     
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while on the C85 Weekend News (14, story 4, 1:52, Diaz, 577K}, Adriana Diaz reported, “Roughly 100 people have been 
arrested for Wednesday's attack.” 

The Washington Post (1/9, Weiner, Hsu, 10.52M) reports 16 people “have been charged in U.S. District Court for the 
District of Columbia with crimes related to the storming of the Capitol, including a man who admitted to stealing a document from 
Pelosi's office. Forty others face charges in D.C. Superior Court.” The Post calls these federal cases “the low-hanging fruit of the 
investigation” since they are “people whe either identified themselves in online postings or were quickly identified by others who 
saw the images and recognized the individuals.” The Yall Svest Jouwmal (1/9, Subscription Publication, 8.41M), AP (18, 

  

similar coverage of the new arrests. 
President Could Be investigated For “inciting” Riof. On ABC Works News Toniaht (1/8, story 2, 2:31, Karl, 695M}, 

Chief White House Correspondent Jonathan Karl reported that DC Attorney General Kari Racine (D} has “said he'll investigate 
whether the President is legally responsible for inciting the riot,” and he also “mentioned Rudy Giuliani who said this at the rally: 
‘Let's have trial by combat!’ And the President's son, Don Jr, who posted a since-+removed video taken backstage at the rally 
before the riot. The President and his children watching the crowds gather. Don Jr's girlfriend Kimberly dancing as the Trumps 
celebrated. This was Don Jr's message to Trump supporters before they stormed the capital: 'If you're going to be the zero and 
not the hero, we're coming for you.” 

people who broke into the Capitol, but the investigation is in the early stages and questions about [Trump’s role in the] incitement 
will likely be for the incoming attomey general Merrick Garland.” On GES This Morning (1/8, 237M), Ben Tracy said that Trump’s 
comments “before the assault on the Capitol may be investigated by US attorneys for leading to the viclence.” 

However, on ABO World News Taniaht (1/8, story 4, 2:31, Llamas, 839K), on Saturday night, Tom Llamas reported, “There 
is now a nationwide manhunt under way for every ricter breaching the Capitol building.” Kenneth Moton added a senior Justice 
Department official on Saturday said “no incitement charges are expected against any...speakers’ at the rally prior to the unrest, 
including Trump. 

  

interim US Attorney Michael Sherwin on Saturday announced that his office “is leading investigations into the deaths of a woman 
who entered the Capitol building with a crowd of rioters on Jan. 6 and an officer who was killed while trying fo police the violent 
mob.” The Times says prosecutors in the office’s Civil Rights division “opened a formal, federal excessive force case into the 
shooting death of Ashli Babbitt, who was shot by a Capitol Police officer as she and a group of President Trump's supporters 
swarmed the building,” though “the investigation into Ms. Babbitf's shooting is ‘routine, standard procedure whenever an officer 
deploys lethal force,’ a Justice Department spokeswoman said.” The Times adds the office “also opened a federal homicide 
investigation into the death of Brian D. Sicknick, a Capitol Hill police officer who died after pro-Trump rioters struck him with a fire 
extinguisher.” 

The Washuision Pasi (1/8, 10.52M} reports it has obtained two video clips that “shed new light on the fatal shooting by 
police of Trump supporter and Air Force veteran Ashli Babbitt as she and other rioters stormed the U.S. Capitol.” The Post says 
Babbitt “and others were attempting to breach a barricaded door inside the Capitol building on Wednesday afternoon, angrily 
demanding that three U.S. Capital Police officers wno were guarding the door step aside, one of the clips shows.” The Post adds 
the officers “moved away as colleagues in tactical gear arrived behind the rioters, according to the clip and other video posted 
online. Roughly 35 seconds after the officers moved away, as she climbed up toward a broken section of the unguarded door, 
Babbitt was shot by an officer on the other side,” as she was “trying to get into the Speaker's Lobby, a hallway that would have 
given them access to the House of Representatives chamber.” According to the Wali Sirset Journal (1/8, Safdar, Ailworth, 
Seetharaman, Subscription Publication, 8.41M}, five people have died in connection to the “Capitol riot.” 

Laptop Stolen From Pelosi's Office, Aide Says. Reuters {1/8, Satter} reports a laptop was stclen from 
Pelosi's office “during the storming of the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday, one of her aides said on Friday.” Reuters adds Sen. Jeff 
Merkley {D-OR} “said on Twitter that a laptop was taken from his office," and Acting US Attorney Michael Sherwin on Thursday 
“said that some of the thefts might have potentially jeopardized what he described as ‘national security equities.” According to 
Reuters, “The theft of electronic devices from congressional offices has been a persistent worry following the invasion by pro- 
Trump followers.” 

NSC News (1/8, 4.91M) reports, “At least three Democrats in Congress said that the pro-Trump rioters who 
stormed the Capitol on Wednesday stole computers from their offices, raising cybersecurity concems.” Speaker Pelosi “had a 
laptop stolen, as did Sen. Jeff Merkley, D-Ore., wno tweeted about the theft. It wasn't immediately clear what protections were on 
those devices, though Congress generally lags behind the federal government in implementing cybersecurity measures. Not all     
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Senate computers automatically encrypt their hard drives or require a password fo log in if they're unused for a few minutes. 
Emails were visible on a desktop computer left running in Pelosi’s office.” 

Prosecutors Seek To Revoke Bail For Vets for Trump Co-Founder. The Weshingion Past (1/9, Jackman, 10.52M} 
reports Joshua Macias, 42, a co-founder of Vets for Trump who was “free on bail after appearing outside a Philadelphia election 
center with a concealed handgun, was outside the Capitol during the siege by Trump supporters Wednesday and posted video 
of himself, leading Philadelphia prosecutors to request his bail be revoked.” The Post says Macias “and Antonio LaMotta, 61, 
were arrested in Philadelphia on Nov. 5 near the Philadelphia Convention Center, where the presidential election vote was being 
counted,” because they were carrying firearms without permits. 

West Virginia Lawmaker Who Participated in Storming Capitol Resigns. The New York Times (1/9, 20.6M) reports 
West Virginia state Del. Derrick Evans (R} “resigned on Saturday after participating in the storming of the United States Capitol.” 
The Times says the resignation, effective immediately, comes as he “faces two federal charges: one for knowingly entering or 
remaining in any restricted building or grounds without lawful authority, and one for violent entry and disorderly conduct on 

Live, capturing the moment the crowd cracked open the Capitol's doors and he crossed the threshold.” 
CBS News (1/8, Donaghue, 5.39M} reports, “Evans is charged with entering a restricted area, Ken Kohl, 

principal assistant U.S. Attorney for D.C., said on a press call.” CBS News adds, “In a criminal complaint released Friday, an FBI 
agent wrote he identified Evans as the person in the live-streamed video by comparing the voice to the lawmaker’s voice in a 
campaign video. In addition, the agent wrote, ‘Evans identifies himself by first and last name in the video recording the offense.” 

WYNews (1/8, Harvey) reports, “Evans, whe was elected to the House of Delegates in November and was 
sworn-in Dec. 14, posted multiple videos of himself to social media showing him entering the Capitol alongside fellow supporters 
of President Denald Trump. ‘Derrick Evans is in the Capitol,’ he can be heard saying multiple times in a since-deleted video.” 

Pennsylvania Man Charged in Siege. A number of local news outlets covered the arrests of those from their areas. For 
example, the Harishurg {PA} Pairiot-News (1/8, Benscoter, 567K) reports, “A Pennsylvania man who was charged by Capitol 
Police for taking part in the attack on the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday also was charged with federal offenses, officials at the U.S. 
Department of Justice announced Friday.” Terry Brown, of Myerstown, Pennsylvania, “was one of 13 people charged federally.” 
Brown “was charged with knowingly entering or remaining in any restricted building or grounds without lawful authority; or 
knowingly, with intent to impede government business or official functions, engaging in disorderly conduct on Capitol grounds.” 
FBI Director Wray said in a statement, “To be clear, what took place that day was not First Amendment-protected activity, but 
rather an affront on our democracy. The FBI, along with our local, state, and federal partners, is committed to ensuring that 
justice is served. We will continue to aggressively investigate each and every individual who chose to ignore the law and instead 
incite violence, destroy property, and injure others.” 

Similarly, the Cleveland Plain Dealer (1/9, Heisig, 1.22M) reports from Cleveland, Chio, “FBI agents late Friday raided the 
home of a former Cleveland Metropolitan Schoo! District employee. The move came a day after she submitted a conspiracy 
theory-referencing resignation letter to the district, and after authorities posted a picture that raised questions as to whether she 
participated in a riot at the U.S. Capitol led by supporters of outgoing President Donald Trump.” Agents “were present for several 
hours at a house on East 365th Street in suburban Willoughby. The 49-year-old former Cleveland schools employee, who 
worked for the district as an occupational therapist, is listed as the home's owner. Cleveland.com and The Plain Dealer are not 
identifying her because she has not been charged with a crime.” 

Man in “Camp Auschwitz” Sweatshirt identified. ONN (1/10, 89.21M)} reports on its website, “A rioter who 
stormed the US Capitol Wednesday wearing a sweatshirt emblazoned with the phrase ‘Camp Auschwitz’ has been identified as 
Robert Keith Packer of Virginia, according to three sources. ... One Virginia resident, who spoke to CNN on the condition of 
anonymity due to the sensitivity of the matter, described Packer as a long-time extremist who has had run-ins with the law." 

The New York Fines (1/8, Eddy, 20.6M) reports on how the image from the day of “a bearded man wearing a black haodie 
emblazoned with ‘Camp Auschwitz” has had “particular resonance as anti-Semitism and far-right nationalism are on the rise 
worldwide. And for people who survived the Nazi death camp...there was added pain with the realization that later generations 
may not have learned the lessons of the Holocaust.” 

  

FBI Seeks Information On Capital Rioters. The Hil (1/9, 5.69M) reports, “The FB! has put up what 
appear to be electronic posters in Washington, D.C., seeking information on anyone who participated in the Capitol breach on 
Wednesday.” The Hill adds, “Photos of bus stops shared by journalists on social media say, ‘Seeking Information’ and include 
pictures of some of rioters inside the U.S. Capitol. The posters also share a phone number to contact the FBI's Washington, 
D.C., office. ‘DC bus stops now feature signs posted by the FBI seeking information about participants in the Capitol 
insurrection, CNN reporter Jim Acosta tweeted along with a photo of a poster taken at night.”     
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BuzzFeed News (1/8, Onibada) reports, “As part of the ongoing investigation to identify key perpetrators, the 
FBI shared a message online appealing for information on individuals who participated and instigated the violence. ‘We are 
accepting tips and digital media depicting rioting or violence in and around the U.S. Capitol on January 6,’ said the official Twitter 
account for the FBI.” BuzzFeed News adds, “The callout for support was met with collective indignation, which quickly turned to 
trolling. Several people online pointed to the numerous social media posts, interviews, and open planning that had gone toward 
Wednesday's attack. It was suggested that there were more qualified figures who were up fo the task.” 

FedSconp (1/8, Barnett) reperts, “As a riotous mob of Trump supporters filled the U.S. Capitol building 
Wednesday, many left plum digital footprints federal law enforcement agencies can easily use to track them down and charge 
them.” The FBI “has some of the most powerful facial recognition systems in the country, according to outside experts,” and 
“because few arrests were made during the deadly unrest, law enforcement officials will now have to depend on that technology 
to speed up the process of tracking apparent criminals through the many videos, images and other digital “fingerprints” they left 
behind. Paired with the reams of open source information, the FBI has the technology to easily identify possible criminals, rather 
than having to manually connect the dots, a former FBI official told FedScoop. ‘For most people [that were] there, it is not going 
to be very hard to ID them,’ the official said.” 

FBI: No Evidence Of Antifa Participation in Siege. The AP {1/10, Biesecker, Kunzelman, Flaccus, Mustian} reports, 
“The insurrectionist mob that showed up at the president’s behest and stormed the U.S. Capitol was overwhelmingly made up of 
longtime Trump supporters, including Republican Party officials, GOP political donors, far-right militants, white supremacists, and 
adherents of the QAnon myth that the government is secretly controlled by a cabal of Satan-worshiping pedophile cannibals.” 
The AP “reviewed social media posts, voter registrations, court files and other public records for more than 120 people either 
facing criminal charges related to the Jan. 6 unrest or who, going maskless amid the pandemic, were later identified through 
photographs and videos taken during the melee.” Steven D’Antuono, “the assistant director in charge of the FBI's Washington 
field office, told reporters that investigators had seen ‘no indication’ antifa activists were disguised as Trump supporters in 
Wednesday's riot.” 

NEC News (1/8, 4.91M) reports, “Despite suggestions from conservative pundits and some Republican 
members of Congress, there is no evidence that anti-fascist activists were involved in the pro-Trump Capitol riots,” D’Antuono 
“said on a call with reporters Friday. ‘We have no indication of that, at this time,’ D’Antuono said when asked whether antifa 
activists had disguised themselves as Trump supporters in an effort to frame them for the violent riots in which five people died, 
including Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick.” 

    

connections formed part of the riots that took place on Capitol grounds. The FBI has said it does not believe antifa or any of its 
associates are responsible for the violence unleashed. Wednesday's events were widely documented, via videos, tweets and 

live-streams from reporters already covering the day's events. Video and photos confirm that many of the rioters were 
supporters, and individuals with right-wing and extremist beliefs. The usual antifa tactics such as wearing masks and face 
coverings to avoid detection were uncommon among rioters, making identification process an easier task.” 

The Washinglon Times (1/8, Mordock, 626K) reports that the FBI's announcement “debunks claims pushed forward by 
some right-wing pundits and politicians that the anarchist movement's supporters were part of the angry mob that stormed the 
Capitol.” D’Antuono’s statement “supports comments made Thursday by Acting U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia Michael 
Sherwin. Mr. Sherwin said he also saw no evidence Antifa was involved in the riot.” 

The New York Tunes (1/9, Alba, 20.6M) reporis, “Since Wednesday, fartight activists and allies of the president have 
made the claim, offen while presenting easily disproved evidence, that the rioters were made up of antifa supporters, not backers 
of President Trump. Among those pushing the falsehood were Representative Matt Gaetz, a Florida Republican, who said while 
objecting to the electoral votes for Mr. Biden that people in the mob were ‘in fact members of the violent terrorist group antifa.’ 
Ken Paxton, the attorney general of Texas, also said antifa was involved.” The Times adds, “n analysis by the media insights 
company Zignal Labs found that the unfounded rumor had been mentioned 411,099 times across cable television, social media, 
and in print and online news outlets on Wednesday and Thursday. It was by far the most widely shared false or misleading claim 
about the Capito! Hill mob, Zignal said.” 

BuezF eed News (1/9, Silverman} reports, “Speaking in the House Wednesday night after the attempted coup, 
Gaetz cited a Washington Times article that claimed a facial recognition company had identified two antifa members among the 
crowd at the Capitol. That story was removed by the outlet after BuzzFeed News reported that the facial recognition company 
said it was ‘outright false.’ The paper later published a corrected version that acknowledged the firm had identified ‘neo-Nazis 
and other extremists’ — not antifa members.” 

Some Extremist Groups Pleased By Chaotic Siege. Reuters {1/8, Hesson, Parker, Cooke, Harte) reports, 
“As the nation recoiled in horror at scenes of rioting and chaos in the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday, some right-wing and anti-     
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government extremists saw the violence as the fulfillment of a patriotic duty or opportunity to advance their agenda. Among the 
inspired was Mike Dunn, a 20-year-old follower of the ‘boogalco’ anti-government movement, whose adherents anticipate a 
revolution toppling the federal government or a second U.S. civil war.” Dunn, “who lives in Virginia, said three or four groups of 
loyalists under his command helped storm the Capitol this week amid a motley mix of rioters who supported President Donald 
Trump’s attempts to overtum the results of the November presidential election. While most ‘boogaloos’ are libertarians who 
largely cppose Trump, Dunn said the group embraced the moment fo strike against the government.” 

The iWestingtor: Terres (1/8, Blake, 626K) says Proud Boys Chairman Henry “Enrique” Tarrio on Thursday promised to 
raise money and secure legal representation for ' spporters of...Trump facing charges for storming the Capitol building during 

   

broadly denounce pecple who entered the Capitol bui i ing “during riots a day earlier, ‘calling it ‘a form of protest.” Reuters says 
that even as “most Americans recoiled in horror at scenes of rioting and chaos in the U.S. Capitol,” some right-wing and anti- 
SE extremists saw the violence as the fulfillment of a patriotic duty or opportunity to advance their agenda.” 

many followers 8 of conspiracy theory groups like QAnon. Now there are growing concerns about the President's connections to 
these groups and their plans to continue inciting chaos in the wake of his election defeat.” According to Gutierrez, “QAnon is a 
farstight extremist group that among other outlandish things believed Democrats are running a satanic pedophile ring out of a DC 
pizza parlor.” 

Trump rioters” stormed the Capitol on Wednesday without masks, ‘intemet sleuthe? have “had a unique opportunity to easily 
identify them. And many made it even easier - they live-streamed their participation and later bragged about their escapades.” 
According to the Post, an “untold” number of Twitter users and Instagram accounts are “feverishly working...to ID and name the 

participants who stormed down the halls of the Capitol, ransacking lawmakers’ offices and occupying the House Chamber.” 
Washington Post (1/8, Timberg, Harwell, Hsu, 10.52M) also reports federal officials “looking to prosecute the mob of 

Trump supporters who overran the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday stand to get powerful help from cellphone records, facial 
recognition tools and other technologies to assist in the identification of anyone who was there that day.” The Post highlights that 
the Capitol “has a vast cellular and wireless data infrastructure of its own to make communications efficient in a building made 
largely of stone and that extends deep underground and has pockets of shielded areas,” and as such “phone records make 
determining | the o owners of these cevices trivially easy.” 

  

and thousands of Ameri icans became amateur detectives working to identify the culprits, a loosely connected group of seasoned 
online sleuths were ringing alarm bells and picking off extremists online, one by one.” The Post adds, “For a nationwide network 
of left-wing activists wno seek out and publish the identities of those they believe to be violent ‘fascists,’ some investigations can 
take months, years even. Or it can take 10 minutes,” and “that's how much time Molly Conger spent on her laptop last month 
searching for the man who used the right-wing social media site Parlier to share that he was a police officer and pledge support to 
a member of the Proud Boys extremist group, advocating violence against Supreme Court Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr.. 
Turns out the man was a Prince Willam county sheriffs deputy.” 

Grievances And Disillusi onment" bout § some of those involved | in the riot and hein motivations. 

FBI Offers $50K Reward For Information On DC Pipe Bombs. Reuters (1/8) reported, “The FBI is 
offering a reward of up to $50,000 for information on the individuals responsible for placing pipe bombs in the committee 
headquarters of the key U.S. political parties in the capital, the agency said.” CRS News (1/8, Siese, 5.39M) reports the FBI 
“released photos via social media of what appears to be someone in a gray hooded jacket, black gloves, and black pants, 
clutching an object in one hand.” <eCizichy (1/8, Kenney, 29K} reports, “Authorities didn't say how the person in the photo is 
connected to the pipe bomb incidents.” 

Also reporting are CNN (1/8, Walton, 89.21M) and the: iauy {    Causr (1/8, Nieto, 7K 

the pipe bombs “found on Wednesday afternoon outside the ‘Democratic and Republi can 1 party headquarters, blocks from the 
Capitol, contained crude mechanical timing devices, according to an official familiar with their initial examination, suggesting they 
were intended to be detonated.” However, the Times adds it “was not clear when they were meant to explode, but thousands of 
people were in the area that afternoon as a mob encouraged by... Trump stormed the Capitol, where lawmakers had convened to 
certify... Joseph R. Biden Jr.’s election, leaving five people dead. It was also not clear whether the bombs were connected to the 
siege.”     
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half wide.” The devices v were > made with a battery, steel wool, and an unknown explosive powder. One of them was found with a 
cellphone that may have been meant to detonate it.” 

Schumer Urges FBI To Be Vigilant Of Further Threats Of Violence. Newsday {NY} (1/0, 
Coburn, Hernandez, 776K) reports, “Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-N.Y.} on Sunday expressed concern more political violence could 
follow the mob attack Wednesday on the U.S. Capitol in Washington, D.C., by supporters of President Donald Trump.” Schumer 
“said he pressed” FB] Director Wray “in a conversation Saturday to track down those involved in Wednesday's siege on 
Congress, in which five people died, and to be on the alert for further violence. ‘The threat of viclent extremist groups remains 
high and the next few weeks are critical in our democratic process,’ Schumer said in a statement, noting President-elect Joe 
Biden will be inaugurated Jan. 20. ‘Given that the same incendiary, dangerous rhetoric online that occurred before January 6, 
which proved to be a warning of the insurrectionist attack, has only escalated since, | impressed upon Director Wray the vitalness 
of the FBI to work with other federal and state agencies to remain highly proactive and extremely vigilant to defend our 
democracy.” Reuters (1/10, Staff} reports, “In a statement, Schumer said he had spoken on Saturday with FBI Director 
Christopher Wray to urge him te ‘relentlessly pursue’ the attackers.” 

Lang, 10.52M} reports the planning “for Wednesday's assault on the U. S, Capitol happened iamely in “ain view, with chatters i in 
fartight forums explicitly discussing how to storm the building, handcuff lawmakers with zip ties and disrupt the certification of 
Joe Biden's election — in what they portrayed as responding to orders from President Trump,” and Twitter on Friday “said it was 
particularly concerned about contributing to a possible ‘secondary attack’ on the U.S. Capitol and state government facilities the 
weekend of Jan. 16-17.” According to the Post, “Concems about more violent incidents appear to be well-founded.” The Post 
adds demonstrations “are scheduled to culminate with what organizers have dubbed a ‘Million Militia March’ on Jan. 20 as Biden 
and Vice President-elect Kamala D. Harris are to be sworn in on the same Capitol grounds that rioters overran on Oth ea 

temporary seizure of a global seat of power was, at its core, an n outgroath of delusional and decructve forces cultivated saline 
and unleashed by the president.” In a nearly 3,100-word frontpage article, the New York Times (1/9, A1, Barry, Melntire, 
Rosenberg, 20.6M) casts the unsuccessful “insurrection” as “the culmination of a sustained assault by the president and his 
enablers on fact-based reality, one that began long before the November election but took on a fevered urgency as the certainty 
of Mr. Trump's defeat solidified.” A Wail Seset Journal (1/8, Ballhaus, Palazzolo, Restuccia, Subscription Publication, 8.41 Hi 
article headlined “Trump And His Allies Set The Stage For Riot Well Before January 6” provides similar coverage, while an AF 
(1/9, Woodward, Riechmann} analysis states that the occupation of the Capitol came as “no surprise” as Trump “left many clues 
he wouldn't go qui etly.” 

In his Washington Fost (1/8, 10.52M) column, David Von Drehle also asserted that “a collection of distortions, delusions 
and outright lies galvani ized a mob of thousands to storm the Capitol in a brief but deadly insurrection.” Von Drehle added, “This 
unprecedented event was fomented inside a digitally networked community in which extraordinary claims are widely accepted on 
the basis of the wispiest nonsense.” 

DC Mayor Calis For immediate increase in Pre-inaugural Security. The New York Times (1/10, Feuer, 20.6M) reports 
that in the wake of Wednesday's violence, District of Columbia Mayor Muriel Bowser (D) “issued an urgent appeal to start 
preparing immediately for more potential violence before, during and after” next week’s presidential inauguration. Bowser called 
on DHS “to move up to Monday the implementation of heightened security measures that are otherwise set to begin on Jan. 19.” 
Bowser fold G8S' Face The Nation (1/10, 2.91M), “Given the events of last week, that this inauguration preparation has to be 

different than any other i regu wit n inonly 0 cys" to 90. 

  

News there's a very serious nat ional x security concern for more domestic terrorism for the inauguration, possibly raing 
extensive violence.” The ‘Well Steet Journe! (1/10, Levy, Kendall, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports law enforcement 
agencies are preparing for more marches by Trump supporters in Washington and elsewhere. The Seattie Tynes (1/10, 1.79M} 
reports Trump supporters | rallied in Olympia, Washington, on Sunday under heavy Security. 

in a “crowd where some carried flags bearing a thin blue line — a pro- police symbol that critics claim also stands for white 
supremacy and opposition to the Black Lives Matter movement - and shirts adorned with “Blue Lives Matter,’ a tide of anger and 
frustration rose as officers pushed them back’ from the Capitol, and “nearly three hours after the building was breached, police 
cleared the grounds and used batons and chemical munitions to confront the mob.” The Post adds “some promised to return with     
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weapons, ready to fight if necessary,” while one man “repeatedly announced he would be back with his rifle for the inauguration 
of...Biden.” According to the Post, “Police experts worry this scuring sentiment may lead fc more violence in the months ahead.” 

Pelosi Says Trump’s Supporters Who Stormed Capitol Chose Their “Whiteness” Over Democracy. The HE 
(1/9, Williams, 5.69M)} reports House Speaker Pelosi “said Saturday that the rioters who took part in the breach of the U.S. 
Capitol on Wednesday chose their ‘whiteness’ over democracy.” The Hill adds her remark “came after Pelosi acknowledged the 
number of people who died of COVID-19 on Wednesday and Thursday, both of which were records for single-day coronavirus 
deaths in the United States.” 

However, Brent Staples, a member of the New York Times editorial board, writes at the New York Fimes (1/8, 20.6M} that 
US history “is rife with episodes of political violence far bloodier and more destructive than the one... Trump incited at the Capitol,” 
and remarks by public officials and commentators to “tell the country again and again that the carnage was an aberration and 
‘not who we are’ as a people,” are “dangerous on a variety of counts. For starters, it allowed many Americans to view the 
president's insistence that he had won an election in which he was actually trounced, and his simultaneous embrace of right-wing 
extremism, as political theater that will pass uneventfully from the stage when...Biden is inaugurated.” He concludes, “The mob 
assault on the Capitol was an outgrowth of what came before.” 

FBI Probing Whether Some Rioters Intended Harm To Legislators. The Washicgion Post (1/8, Barrett, Hsu, 
Zapotosky, 10.52M) reports, “FB| agents are trying to determine whether some who stormed the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday 
intended to do more than cause havoc and disrupt the certification of President-elect Joe Biden's victory, and are sifting through 
evidence to see whether anyone wanted fo kill or capture lawmakers or their staffers, according to people familiar with the 
investigation.” The Post adds that “investigators also are working to determine the motivations and larger goals, if any, of those 
who had weapons or other gear suggesting they planned fo do physical harm. Some rioters, for instance, were photographed 
carrying zip ties, a plastic version of handcuffs, and one man was arrested allegedly carrying a pistol on the Capitol grounds. 
‘We're not looking at this as a grand conspiracy, but we are interested in leaming what people would do with things like zip ties,’ 
said a law enforcement official, who, like others, spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss the investigation.” 

The New York Times (1/9, Levenson, 20.6M} reports, “A man who had an assault rifle was charged with threatening Nancy 
Pelosi, the House speaker, after he traveled to Washington for the pro-Trump rally on Wednesday and sent a text message 
saying he would put ‘a bullet in her noggin on Live TV,’ the federal authorities said.” The Times adds, “Federal agents said the 
man, Cleveland Grover Meredith Jr., had been staying at a Holiday Inn in Washington and had weapons in his camper-style 
trailer, including a Glock handgun, a pistol, a Tavor X95 assault rifle and hundreds of rounds of ammunition. Meredith was 
charged with transmitting a threat in interstate commerce, possession of an unregistered firearm and unlawful possession of 
ammunition, according tc court records.” 

NAC Nighty News (1/10, story 2, 2:25, Snow, 3.76M) reported that “at least two more allegedly involved in 
the attack on the Capitol were arrested” on Sunday. NBC’s Ron Allen said Larry Rundell Brock of Texas and Eric Gavelek 
Munchel of Tennessee are “both charged with viclently entering the Capitol and disorderly conduct.’ 
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and charged with one count of knowingly entering a restricted building and one count of violent entry and disorderly conduct, 
prosecutors said. Brock identified himself to the New Yorker last week as the man photographed in the well of the Senate 
chamber wearing a green combat helmet, tactical vest, and black and camo jacket. The photo shows the man holding a white 
flex cuff, used by police by restrain subjects, prosecutors said.” 

USA Today (1/10, Connolly, Macaraeg, Stephenson, Dorman, Wegner, 12.7M) reports, “Munchel, 30, was 
being held in a Nashville jail Sunday on a federal warrant, online records show. An FBI spokesperson, Samantha Shero, 
confirmed the arrest. The federal prosecutor's office in Washington is handling the case. ‘Photos depicting his presence show a 
person who appears to be Munchel carrying plastic restraints, an item in a holster on his right hip, and a cell phone mounted on 
his chest with the camera facing outward, ostensibly to record events that day,’ the office said in a news release.” 

The New York Times (1/10, Goldman, Benner, 20.6M} reports the Justice Department “said that photographs of a person 
who appeared to be Mr. Munchel showed him ‘carrying plastic restraints, an item in a holster on his right hip, and a cell phone 
mounted on his chest with the camera facing outward, ostensibly to record events that day.” DOJ said images of a person who 
appeared to be Brock showed him “clad in ‘a green helmet, green tactical vest with patches, black and camo jacket, and beige 
pants holding a white flex cuff, which is used by law enforcement fo restrain and/or detain subjects.” The Dallas Morniria News 
(1/10, 772K} reports Brock, “a retired Air Force lieutenant colonel, confirmed to The New Yorker magazine that he was involved 

    

HuffPost (1/10, 363K} reports, “Officials also arrested” Brock, “who lives in Texas, saying he appeared to be 
holding ‘a white flex cuff, which is used by law enforcement to restrain and/or detain subjects.” The FBI “also said the photos of     
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him appeared to show ‘an item in a holster on his right hip, and a cell phone mounted on his chest with the camera facing 
outward, ostensibly fo record events that day.’ Both men are charged with one count of knowingly entering or remaining in any 
restricted building or grounds without lawful authority, and one count of violent entry and disorderly conduct on Capitol grounds.’ 

ABO News {1/8, Meek, 2.44M) reports, “Federal agents and detectives from the D.C. Metropolitan Police 
Department have launched a broad and multipronged investigation into the mayhem and death Wednesday at the United States 
Capitol, that sources tell ABC News includes an effort to determine the motives of a paramilitary faction of the mob that invaded 
the heart of American government. ‘We're talking about a very complex investigation,’ said Robert Boyce, a 35-year veteran and 
former chief of detectives of the New York Police Department. That effort involves scanning volumes of social media posts, 
reviewing hours of security camera footage, and combing through mountains of cellphone data to determine exactly what 
occurred, investigators told ABC News.” 

Daily Beast: Lengihy Process To Determine {f Booby Traps Were Left Behind. The Gally Beast (1/8, Shannon, 933K} 
reports that "there are innumerable potential hiding places” in the Capitol “for lethal devices that can be activated later, by a 
remote trigger such as a cell phone, or by a vibration-sensitive device like the one that sets off a car alarm when a vehicle 
rumbles by or honks. Or somebody could have stuck a handgun inside a vase or hollow lamp or behind a toilet, a la Michael 
Corleone’s first hit, intending to retum later as a tourist, reclaim the gun and assassinate some lawmaker. ‘To clear a 15-by-15 
foot office, would take four bomb techs all day,’ Dave Williams, a former FB] bomb tech who investigated the Oklahoma City 
bombing, the World Trade Center bombing and other attacks, told SpyTalk. ‘They'd have fo look under carpets, at all the fire 
alarms, light switches, lamps, even light bulbs. A light bulb can be modified so when you tum it on, it explodes. If you have a five- 
drawer file cabinet, each drawer should be opened remotely.” 

4.91M) reports, “The FB] and the New York City Police Department passed information to U.S. Capitol Police about the 
possibility of violence during the protests Wednesday against the counting of the Electoral College vote, and the FBI even visited 
more than a dozen extremists already under investigation to urge them not to travel fo Washington, senior law enforcement 
officials said.” NBC News adds, “The previously unreported details undercut the assertion by a top FBI official that officials had 
no indication that violence was a possibility, and they add fo questions about what intelligence authorities had reviewed before 
the Capitol riot, which led to the death of an officer and four other people, including a ricter who was shot and killed by police. 
‘Social media is just part of a full intelligence picture, and while there was First Amendment-protected activity on social media to 
include some people making threats, to this point, investigators have not found that there was an organized plot to access the 
Capitol,’ a senior FBI official said.” 

FB] Wamed Capitol Police Of Possibility Of Violence Before Riot. NSC News (1/10, Dilanian, 

Washington, U.S. Capitol Police did not bolster staffing on Wednesday and made no preparations for the possibility that the 
planned protests could escalate into massive violent riots, according to several people briefed on law enforcement’s response.” 
According to the AP, “The revelations shed new light on why Capitol Police were so quickly overrun by rioters. The department 
had the same number of officers in place as on a routine day. While some of those officers were outfitted with equipment for a 
protest, they were not staffed or equipped for a rict. ‘They were left naked,’ Rep. Maxine Waters, D-Califomia. said of the police 
in an interview with AP. She had raised security concerns in a Dec. 28 meeting of House Democrats and grilled Steven Sund, 
the Capitol Police chief, during an hourlong private call on New Year's Eve. ‘It turns out it was the worst kind of non-security 
anybody could ever imagine.” 

The Los Anaeles Fees (1/8, Zou, 3.37M) reports, “Officers at a U.S. Capitol perimeter fence tried to hold their line but 
failed as intruders overtumed the barrier. Officers at another gate, seemingly overwhelmed, appeared to walk off as the intruders 
passed by. Another lone officer tried to hold back an advancing group before fleeing through the halls of Congress. In many 
cases, the officers were in normal uniform. Nowhere were there the skirmish lines of officers in riot gear seen during other recent 
events, including Black Lives Matter protests." The Times adds, “The stunning collapse of national security left many of the 
nation’s leaders cowering behind benches and fearing for their lives,” but “by Thursday, much of their shock had been 
supplanted by anger — with leading lawmakers demanding resignations from the Capitol's top security officials and calling for 
broad investigations into the array of tactical failures under their watch.” 

The Wall Svest_ Journal (19, Calvert, Youssef, Gurman, Subscription Publication, 841M} reports that uneven 
communications between local and federal agencies hindered a forceful response to the riot. 

Pete Williams reported on NEC Nighiy News (1/0, story 3, 1:10, Snow, 3.76M} that the New York Police Department 
“notified the US Capitol Police about the possibility of violence during last week's electoral vote count. Law enforcement officials 
say the NYPD's intelligence unit sent a packet of information to police agencies nationwide describing the violent rhetoric and the 
threats of social media, with a separate report sent directly to Capitol Police. And a senior FBI official says agents contacted 
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more than a dozen suspected extremists. These are people who were already under FBI surveillance, and who indicated a 
desire fo come to Washington last week. ... These disclosures do add to the questions about why the Capitol Police were not 
better prepared when the rioters stormed in, and why there wasn’t a greater sense of urgency throughout the federal govemment 
about the possibility that the Capitol was a target.” The Washington Post (1/10, Tan, 10.52M} reports “embattled” Capitol Police 
Chief Steven Sund “stepped down from his post on Friday, days earlier than he said he would.” On Thursday, Sund said his 
resignation would be effective January 16. 

USA Yoda {1/10, Bohan, Fritze, Brook, 12.7M) reports Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (R} “said Sunday it took 
nearly two hours for the Pentagon to give authorization for his state to send its National Guard into Washington to help protect 

  

    

was ready, but we couldn't actually cross over the border into DC without the okay. And that was quite some time. ... | can’t 
speak as to what was going on the other end of the line back at the Pentagon or in the White House. ... All | know is that we were 
trying to get answers and we weren't getting answers.” 

low number of arrests. Here you have videos of folks engaged in criminal behavior, and the number of arrests is very small. 
That's unacceptable.” Peters added, “We have to send a strong signal to those folks who were engaged in this action, that they 
will be sought out, they will be punished, and anyone else who tries to do this in the future is going to certainly face a very 
different result than what we saw this last week.” 

Rep. Hank Johnson {D-GA} on MSNEC's Patties Naten (1/10, 825K) said, “Had it not been for the gunshot of the one shot 
fired by that plainclothes officer in the Speaker's Lobby right behind the House gallery, right there, if those people had been able 
to get through, they would have had us who were in the gallery up on the third floor trapped...and | have no doubt some of us 
who lock like me would have been hanging from the railings of the third floor onto the House floor swinging like fruit.” 

Lawmakers investigating Police Preparation Ahead Of Capitol Occupation. Reuters (1/8, Comwell, So, 

Berens, Januta, Tanfani} reports that following “the historic security breach of the iconic domed building that houses the U.S. 
House and Senate, lawmakers told harrowing tales of their escapes from grave danger in the deadly mob assault that many say 
was incited by Trump,” and “several told Reuters that top Capitol security officials had assured them they would be safe ahead of 
the planned protests and that everything was under control.” In interviews with Reuters “and in public statements, lawmakers 
fumed over the failure of the Capitol Police —- a 2,000-member force dedicated to guarding the Capitol Grounds — and other 
agencies.” The Hil (1/8, Marcos, 5.69M) reports Rep. Tim Ryan (D-OH), the chairman of the House Appropriations 
subcommittee that oversees Capitol Police funding, “said Friday he’s asked the police chief to provide all communications during 
the pro-Trump riots that unfolded this week and will investigate whether any officers assisted rioters.” 

Meanwhile, Bioombers (1/8, A1, Holder, Flatow, 3.57M}) interviewed several current and former police leaders about “the 
logistics of how preparation for a major rally or protest typically works —- and why Wednesday's preparation was such a dismaying 

  

by pro-Trump rioters....represents perhaps the greatest policing failure in American history." According to Politico, “Minute by 
minute, individual officers sometimes acted bravely, but hour by hour, Wednesday's events demonstrated a top-to-bottom failure 
by a key federal law-enforcement agency. The crisis can’t even be called a failure of imagination, as 9/11 is sometimes seen, 
because in many ways the idea that the pro-Trump mob might march on the Capitol to disrupt the proceedings inside seemed all 
but obvious. Nor was this an incident that just slipped under the radar. The joint session inside was the single biggest news event 
in the United States that day, and the rioters had been planning disruptive protest for weeks, in the open.” 

The Washington Post (1/8, 10.52M) says in an editorial, “Top law enforcement officials and key members of Congress 
have said plainly what Americans could see — that the events Wednesday were enabled by a failure of law enforcement and a 
collapse of security.” The Post adds, “To prevent another such failure, on Inauguration Day and subsequently, there must be a 
robust investigation of the causes for evident shortcomings in leadership, planning, intelligence, coordination and tactics.” The 
Post calls for the implementation of long-term security measures, concluding the Capitol building “must remain the people's 
house — but one that is secure from insurrection.” 

McCarthy Says National Guard Could Be Permitted To Carry Guns in DC Ahead Of inauguration. Army Secretary 
Ryan McCarthy on Friday told the AP (1/8, Baldor} that Defense Department officials “are reviewing restrictions on the use of 
force by National Guard members and could allow troops to carry batons or guns in Washington, D.C., as they brace for more 
protests and possible violence around the Jan. 20 inaugural.” In particular, McCarthy “told The AP...that any changes will be 
determined by the intelligence gathered in the coming days about potential threats. But he said they are looking at allowing 
troops to carry their M-4 rifles or 9 mm Berettas, and he will know more in a day or two.” 

Pentagon Officials: Quick-Reaction Force Was Not Deployed When Capitol Was Stormed Due To Lack Of 
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assist if needed during protests in Washington on Wednesday did not immediately respond when a pro-Trump mob stormed the 
Capitol because of a lack of a prior planning with Capitol Police over how it might be deployed, Pentagon officials said.” A 
“timeline of events that the Pentagon released Friday night’ indicates that the force was at “Joint Base Andrews in Maryland and 
authorized for use by acting defense secretary Christopher C. Miller ‘if additional support is requested by civil authorities.” The 
Post adds, “But a senior defense official, speaking on the condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the issue, said the 
Defense Department and Capitol Police hadn't reached an agreement or settled on a concept of cperation ahead of time.” 

Meanwhile, a nearly 3,700-word front-page \Wastungion Pesi (1/9, A1, Demirjian, Leonnig, Kane, Davis, 10.52M)} article 
chronicles how Capitol police “lost control” of the situation even though Capitol Police Chief Steven Sund had previously 
“assured members of Congress that his force of 2,000 officers could handle the large expecied crowds, according to multiple 
pecple who spoke with Sund in the days leading up to the siege.” 

However, the Los Angeies Tenes (1/9, 3.37M) reports the attack on the US Capitol “has spurred congressional leaders to 
demand a ‘robust’ inquiry inte the ‘mind-boggling’ failure of national security,” but they don’t have to “look far for accountability. 
Congress itself is both client and overseer of the U.S Capitol Police — a secretive agency whose procedures and actions have 
been kept under wraps for decades by lawmakers themselves.” Washington Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights and Urban 
Affairs Executive Director Jonathan Smith said, “The Capitol Police is uniquely opaque, even among federal law enforcement.” 

The Times adds that not much is known regarding “how the Capitol Police operate.” Congress “has exempted the agency from 
the Freedom of Information Act, preventing the public from requesting records — unlike with other agencies, such as the FBI.” 

House Democrats Bring Up Possibility Capitol Rioters Received internal Aid. Polvicn (1/8, Cheney, 

Ferris, Barron-Lopez, 6./3M} reports more House Democrats “say they're concerned that tactical decisions by some Capitol 
Police officers worsened Wednesday's riots and have raised the possibility that the pro-Trump mob that stormed the U.S. Capitol 
might have had outside help.” Videos have come to light “showing a small number of officers pulling down barricades for the 
rioters and, in another instance, stopping for a photo with one of them.” Politico adds, “Some of those incidents were raised on a 
3.5-hour caucus call by House Democrats on Friday, demanding an investigation not only into the decisions by the Capitol Police 
leadership but by some rank-and-file officers caught on camera.” However, the legislators additionally brought up “general 
concems that the rioters had some sort of outside help not necessarily attributable to the Capitol’s police corps.” Rep. Steve 
Horsford (D-SC} “told his colleagues he thought the riots were ‘an inside job,’ according to two lawmakers on the call.” 

Stafehouses Nationwide Heighten Security After US Capitol “Overrun.” According to the AP (1/8, Lieb}, “The 
insurrection by supporters of... Trump at the U.S. Capitol this week has prompted governors and lawmakers in several states to 
heighten security at their own capitol buildings as they gather amid a pandemic for legislative sessions and inaugural 
ceremonies.” The AP reports that state legislatures are concerned that if “the U.S. Capitol - a shining symbol of democracy with 
a dedicated police force — can be overrun by a violent mob, could state capitols be next?’ 

Armed Protestors Used Michigan State Capito! Siege Like A Dry Run For Wednesday Attack. The New York Times 
(1/9, Gray, 20.6M) says protestors with guns rushed Michigan’s State Capitol in April and “demanded entry into the House of 
Representatives’ chamber, chanting ‘Let Us In.” Some of the protestors, “wearing camouflage fatigues with semiautomatic rifles 
slung over their shoulders, watched ominously from the gallery above the Senate chamber as the elected officials did their work.” 
On Wednesday, as the US Capitol was breached, Michigan State Sen. Sylvia Santana (D} said, “Michigan was the precursor for 
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Violent Tactics Erupted At The Capitol’ provides similar coverage. 
More Commentary. In a piece for MSNBC (1/9, 8.1M), Frank Figliuzzi, who was the assistant director for 

counterintelligence at the FBI, writes, “In the aftermath of the insurrection at the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 7, there will be resignations, 
hearings and inquiries at the Capitol Police department, the respective House and Senate sergeant-at-arms offices, and other 
law enforcement or military entities. The warning signs and intelligence were there — they were just ignored. But let's be clear - 
what happened to our democracy that day was not an intelligence failure; it was a failure to act upon available intelligence.” 
Figliuzzi adds, “The lights are blinking red, and they will continue to signal cur vulnerability for the final two weeks of this 
leaderless administration. Our adversaries are watching. Whether or not they act on the available intelligence depends on our 
capacity to see what they see: a soft target that needs to secure far more than the building on Capitol Hill.” 

In a piece for USA Feday (1/8, 12.7M} , Todd Gitlin writes, “For months, supporters of President Donald Trump have 
mounted acts and threats of violent insurrection against federal and state governments. In September, FBI and Homeland 
Security officials warned a Senate committee of the “high lethality’ of white supremacist groups.” Gitlin adds, “Insurrectionary 
activity has taken place nationwide. Congress must quickly convene an investigative commission to get answers to questions 
including...which officials in the FBI, Homeland Security, and other agencies were aware of violent preparations in the run-up to 
the congressional vote yesterday to count and affirm the states’ election results,” and “which white supremacist groups were 
under surveillance after the FBI and Homeland Security warned of ‘high lethality’.”     
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rioters on Wednesday represents perhaps the greatest policing failure in American history, a catastrophic collapse that may well 
end up costing one Capitol Police officer his life and the entire security leadership of the Capitol their jobs.” Politico adds, “With 
both houses of Congress in a crucial joint session, the crowds that first approached the Capitol's outer fence were no larger than 
the department deals with routinely. Yet within minutes, the outer fence lines had collapsed and officers were in full-blown 
retreat.” Graff adds, “Through the afternoon Wednesday and through Thursday, current and former major city police chiefs 
traded puzzled and worried calls, all amazed at the assault on — and stunningly easy fall of — one of the world’s supposedly most 
secure buildings.” 

Daly} reports Capitol Police Officer Brian D. Sicknick “has died from injuries suffered as President Donald Trump’s supporiers 
stormed the Capitcl.” The US Capitcl Police “said in a statement that...Sicknick was injured ‘while physically engaging with 
protesters’ during the Wednesday riot,” making him “the fifth person to die because of the Capitol protest and viclence.” 
Sicknick's family released a statement reading: “Many details regarding Wednesday's events and the direct causes of Brian's 
injuries remain unknown, and our family asks the public and the press to respect our wishes in not making Brian’s passing a 

responders unit.” 
Reuters {1/8, Singh, Heavey, Holland} reports a law enforcement official told CNN that federal prosecutors 

Pegues said investigators are “still at the beginning of this investigation, but, obviously, they're going to use cell phone data and 
video from inside the Capitol to try to get the person or persons...responsible.” On ABC's Good Morting Americs (1/8, 3.14M), 
Pierre Thomas said police “want to know if he was assaulted and if that mob played a role in his death. Was it murder?” 

  

rioters took place, but photos and a video posted by a local reporter during the night of chaos showed a man spraying a fire 
extinguisher outside the Senate chamber, with a small number of pelice officers overlocking the area on a nearby stairway.’ 
Reuters (1/8, Lynch, Brice} has more on the investigation into Sicknick’s death.   

spokesman “said Trump and his administration ‘extend our prayers to Capitol Police Officer Brian Sicknick’s family as we all 
grieve the loss of this American hero,” while House Speaker Pelosi “ordered flags at the U.S. Capitol to be flown at half-staff,” 
and “Thursday night, cfficers lined up in front of the Capitol in silence to honor their fallen colleague.” Cn the lead ABC World 

Pence “offered his condolences, and the White House put out a statement from a deputy press secretary, but nothing from the 
President himself. Trump, more isolated than ever, remained behind closed doors at the White House today, amidst growing 
calls for him to resign.” Meanwhile, Reuiers (1/8, Hunnicutt) reports Joe Biden on Friday “expressed sympathy to the family of the 
U.S. Capitol Police officer killed in Wednesday's invasion of Congress by pro-Trump supporters, and said those responsible 
would be held accountable.” Biden said, “The people responsible should be held accountable, and they will be.” 

Bioombery (1/8, Natter, Laing, 3.57M) reports that aside from Sicknick and Babbitt, three others “died 
Wednesday when thousands of pro-Trump supporters forced their way into the U.S. Capitol in Washington, smashing windows 

  

article chronicles “Babbitt's journey from capital ‘guardian’ to invader.” 
Officer Held Back Rioters For Nearly One Minute. Neuters {1/10, Hals} reports Capitol Police officer 

Eugene Goodman “is being hailed for his role steering an angry mob away from the Senate chambers in Wednesday's deadly 
storming’ of the Capitel. Goodman can be seen in a video “getting rioters to move away from the Senate as police raced to 
secure the chamber.” The New York Post (1/10, Brown, 7.45M} reports analysis of the video “shows that he held them back for 
almost a minute — at the exact time as a half-dozen armed officers were inside the chamber desperately trying to secure it.” 

Officer Who Was On Duty Wednesday Dies in Apparent Suicide. The New York Daily News (1/10, Sblendorio, 2.51M)} 
reports Howard Liebengood, “a longtime officer with U.S. Capitol Police,” died Saturday while off duty “in what's being described 
as an apparent suicide. Capitol Police did not reveal a cause of death for Liebengood in its announcement Sunday,” but two 
sources said it was suicide, and “a colleaque with Capitol Police also referred to Liebengood’s death as a suicide in a Facebook 
post Sunday.” 

CNN (1/10, 89.21M) reporis on its website that President Trump “ordered that the flag flying above the White 
House be lowered to half-staff on Sunday to honor US Capitol Police officers Brian Sicknick and [Liebengood], who were both on 
duty when a mob of Trump's supporters stormed the US Capitol on Wednesday.” 
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Pro-Trump Police Unions “Angry” With President Over Cail For Supporters To March On Capitof. In an exclusive, 
the Wasiincion Times (1/8, Mordock, 626K} reports police unions nationwide “mobilized like never before to support Mr. Trump 
ahead of the presidential election,” but “police unions that once blasted Mr. Biden for his tepid denunciation of rioters, say they 
are angry that Mr. Trump urged his supporters to march to the Capitol.” 

(1/9, MacFarquhar, 20.6M} reports police departments nationwide have “suspended officers or referred them fo internal reviews 
for attending the events on Jan. 6 in Washington that devolved into an assault on the U.S. Capitol.” According to the Times, “The 
commanding officers or officials involved in the cases in New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Texas and Washington State stressed 
that while the officers attended as private citizens, the question of whether they broke the law would be investigated.” 

Reuters (1/10, Caspani} reports that “police departments in Virginia and Washington state have placed 
officers on leave as authorities examine whether they took part in unlawful acts while off-duty.” Reuters adds, “Fire departments 
in Florida and New York City have also said they reported to federal authorities allegations that some of their members may have 
been present when the mob broke into the Capito! as Congress met fo certify the results of the Nov. 3 presidential election. The 
police department in the small town of Rocky Mount, Virginia, said on Sunday it had placed two officers on administrative leave 
after it learned they attended an ‘event’ in Washington, D.C. on Wednesday while off-duty.” 

The Naw York Post (1/9, Edelman, 7.45M) reperts, “The FBI is investigating whether active or retired FDNY firefighters 
took part in the siege at the US Capitol, The Post has learned. The department issued a statement Saturday in response to 
questions about a photo posted to Twitter of a man wearing a jacket marked ‘FDNY Squad 252’ on the back, standing near the 
entrance fc the Capitol and carrying an American flag. ‘The department received anonymous allegations that active or retired 
members were present at the events at the United States Capitol on January 6 and, as required, has provided that information to 
the FBI,’ the statement said.” 

Experts: Foreign Intelligence Officials Likely Entered Capitol Building. Government Matters {DC} 
(1/10, Haddon) reports that former ODN! National Security Policy Analyst Katrina Mulligan “said the possibility that a bad actor 
could have gotten into the Capitol building” during its assault last week “is ‘more than plausible’ and ‘has almost certainly 
occurred.” Mulligan estimates there to be “over 100,000 foreign intelligence officials believed te be living in the Washington, D.C. 
area.” Mulligan said last week's events are “exactly the kind of situation that a foreign intelligence official would be seeking to 
exploit for these sorts of purposes.” Former Deputy Assistant DHS Secretary for Counterterrorism Policy Tom Warrick said 
foreign adversaries “don't have to go after the most classified secrets — they can go after cell phones, laptops, papers left on 
desks as people are evacuated.” 

Siete leet 

Tunes (1/8, Ormseth, 3.37M) reports, “Three Sri Lankan nationals were charged Friday in federal court in Los Angeles with 
supporting an ISIS cell that killed hundreds of pecole in a string of coordinated suicide bombings that shook Sri Lanka in 2019.” 
Mohamed Naufar, Mohamed Anwar Mohamed Riskan and Ahamed Milhan Hayathu Moahmed are “accused of conspiring to 

provide material support to ISIS.” Naufar and Milhan are “also charged with aiding and abetting the receipt of military training 
from ISIS.” 

The AP (1/8) reports, “The men have no California connection but the FBl-led Joint Terrorism Task Force that headed the 
investigation is based in Los Angeles, according to the U.S. attorney's office.” They were “being held in Sri Lanka and it wasn't 
immediately clear whether they had attorneys who could speak for them.” Nick Hanna, U.S. attomey for the Central District of 
Califomia, said in a statement, “This case clearly demonstrates that the United States will take decisive action to ensure terrorists 
face justice when they target Americans anywhere in the world. This complaint makes clear that we stand ready with these 
charges in the event the defendants attempt to evade justice.” 

Dominion Voting Systems Sues Ex-Trump Lawyer Sidney Powell For $1.3B. USA Taday 
(1/8, Cummings, 12.7M) reports, “Dominion Voting Systems filed a defamation lawsuit against attorney Sidney Powell over” 
claims relating to the 2020 election. Powell has “variously implicated Dominion, deceased Venezuelan leader Hugo Chavez, the 
CIA and Chinese communists in a plot to rig the election against Trump.” The lawsuit says, “Dominion was founded in Toronto 
for the purpose of creating a fully auditable paper-based vote system that would empower people with disabilities to vote 
independently on verifiable paper ballots.” The company “says her claims are not rooted in any factual basis but instead rely on 
‘declarations from a motley crew of conspiracy theorists, con artists, armchair ‘experts,’ and anonymous sources who were 
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similar coverage. 

Trump Faces Calls To Pardon WikiLeaks’ Assange. The New York Tings (1/10, Vogel, 20.6M) reports WikiLeaks 
founder Julian Assange’s allies “have ramped up a push for a last-minute pardon from President Trump, enlisting a lobbyist with 
connections fo the administration, trying to rally supporters across the political spectrum and filing a clemency petition with the 
White House.” However, the Times says the initiative “comes at a delicate moment for Mr. Assange and during a period of 

tension between the United States and Britain over a case that his supporters say has substantial implications for press 
freedoms.” 

FBI Raids Homes, Offices Of Tennessee State Lawmakers. NSC News (1/8, 4.91M) reported, 
“Federal authorities raided homes and offices of several Tennessee lawmakers on Friday, including the property of former state 
House Speaker Glen Casada, officials said.” FBI agents searched properties with “addresses associated with Casada, fellow 
GOP state Reps. Rebin Smith and Todd Warner and Casada’s former chief of staff, Cade Cothren, said David Boling, a 
spokesman for the U.S. Attomey's Office in Nashville.” Casada resigned from “his leadership role in summer 2019, after he 
admitted to sending a series of sexually inappropriate and racist text messages.” 

The AP (1/8, Kruesi, Mattise) reports U.S. Attorney's Office for Middle Tennessee spokesman David Boling “said FBI 
agents searched the homes and offices of state lawmakers” on Friday. The searches “included the homes of former GOP House 
Speaker Glen Casada and state Rep. Robin Smith,” but Boling “declined fo provide any further information regarding the nature 
of the searches and how many lawmakers were involved.” 

WSMALTY Nashville, TN {1/8, Sulek, Wenzel, 230K} reports Tennessee House Speaker Cameron Sexton 
said in a statement, “] have been, and | will continue to be in full cooperation with the authorities as their investigation continues. 
On the advice of both Ethics and Legal Counsel, | am placing everyone that was subject to the execution of today’s search 
warrants on administrative leave until further notice.” CBS News (1/8, 5.39M)} reports Republican Governor Bill Lee “told 
reporters Friday that he had spoken to current House Speaker Cameron Sexton about the searches, describing them as ‘FBI 
raids,” 

The Ghetariocga {TN} Times Free Press (1/10, 168K} reports that Tennessee legislators believe that the raids focus “could 
be on the controversial 2019 passage of Gov. Bill Lee’s school voucher bill.” Critics “charged at the time that various promises to 
fund pet projects and take other actions were extended by GOP lawmakers to pass fellow Republican Lee’s voucher bill.” 

WSL TY Nashville, TN (4/8, Finley, 230K} reports former Speaker of the House Glenn Casada has also 

“been embroiled in controversy over racist and sexist text messages as well as additional allegations of misconduct is stepping 
down as House Speaker.” 

TN (148, Sulek, Wenzel, 230K). 

SolarWinds Taps Krebs, Stamos To Look Into Company’s Practices Following Hack. Ricombera 
(1/8, Sebenius, 3.57M} reports SolarWinds “has tapped prominent security experts Chris Krebs and Alex Stamos fo review its 
practices after suspected Russian hackers compromised the company’s software and conducted a sprawling hack across the 
U.S. government and private sector.” Krebs previcusly headed the US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency “and 
was known for instilling confidence in the integrity of the 2020 elections until he was fired by President Donald Trump in 
November.” Bloomberg adds that Stamos “served as chief security officer at Facebook until 2018 and is currently director of the 
Stanford Internet Observatory.” 

recover from what looks fo be one of the most serious foreign intrusion campaigns in history, and we will be helping others learn 
from this attack.” Meanwhile, Krebs “worked as Microsoft's director for cybersecurity policy before joining CISA, a part of the U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security, as the agency's first director beginning in late 2018." The agency was “charge of securing the 
nation’s election infrastructure when millions of Americans voted in the recent White House race decisively won by President- 
elect Joseph R. Biden.” 

Reporting similarly are LawGs¢ (1/8, Subscription Publication, 9K) and TechCrunch (1/8, Whittaker, 502K). 
DHS Advisory Explains How Attackers Hid In Plain Sight. ONN (1/8, Fung, 89.21M} reports that on 

Friday a DHS bulletin found the Russian-linked hackers behind the SolarWinds breach “gave themselves top administrative 
privileges, allowing them to spy on their targets with impunity.” The DHS advisory “represents the agency's mest detailed 
explanation yet of how the attackers were able to monitor high-value intelligence targets undetected for months,” revealing “that 
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investigators are increasingly focused on the attackers’ use of Microsoft products to hide in plain sight.” Experts and officials 
“have said for weeks that the attackers likely abused credentials and impersonated legitimate users to conduct their spying 
campaign.” Now CISA “has confirmed that happened, describing step-by-step how the attackers hid their tracks.” 

Federal Cyber Group Announces SolarWinds Hack Affected Fewer Than 10 Agencies. The Washington Exarmuier 
(1/7, Gross, 888K) reports that the US Cyber Unified Coordination Group {UCG} “announced on Jan. 5 that it had identified fewer 
than 10 agencies affected by the [SolarWinds] cyberattack,” though “investigators are still working to determine the scope of the 
damage.” The group “did not list the affected agencies, but news reporis have suggested the U.S. departments of Treasury, 
Commerce, State, Energy, and Homeland Security were victims of the attack.” It “said the attack originated from an advanced 
attacker, likely Russian in origin.” UCG includes agencies such as the FBI and CISA. 

Federal Courts’ Filing System Likely Breached By SolarWinds Hack. The Washington Examiner (1/8, Dunleavy, 
888K) reports, “The online filing system used by the federal court system was likely breached in the SolarWinds hack, suspected 
to be orchestrated by Russia.” The Administrative Office of the US Courts “revealed an ‘apparent compromise of the 
confidentiality’ of its case management and electronic case files system ‘due to these discovered vulnerabilities’ and said this 
week that it was ‘under investigation.” The agency is working with DHS “on a ‘security audit’ related to the cyberattacks that 
‘greatly risk compromising highly sensitive non-public documents ... particularly sealed filings’ stored on the online system, 
adding that ‘due to the nature of the attacks, the review of this matter and its impact is ongoing.” 

    

FBI Alert Wars Of Growing Egregor Ransomware Threat. Gay Info Securit (1/9, Ferguson) 
reports, “The FBI issued a private industry warning this week over the growing threat from the operators behind the Egregor 
ransomware variant and other cybercriminal gangs affiliated with the group.” Since September, the group and its affiliates “claim 
to have compromised approximately 150 corporate networks both in the U.S. and other countries.” They have demanded as 
much as $4 million, according to a Group-IB report. The group “operates in a service model, which includes the operators of the 
actual ransomware as well as affiliated cybercriminals that carry out their own attacks and receive a percentage of the ransom if 
the money is paid by the victim,” according fo the FBI. The FBI alert says, “Egregor ransomware utilizes multiple mechanisms to 
compromise business networks, including targeting business network and employee personal accounts that share access with 
business networks or devices.” 

Barrett: FBI Continues To Set The Standard For Government Transparency. In a piece for the 
Washington Post (1/7, Barrett, 10.52M), Devlin Barrett argues that while recent books authored by former FBI officials “have 
tended to be about hard men in dark suits, whispering worriedly about Russians, President Trump and existential threats to 
democracy,” the FBI “still sets a gold standard for excellence and ethics that should be followed more widely.” Barrett examines 
Frank Figliuzzi’s new book, “The FBI Way: Inside the Bureau's Code of Excellence,” which ‘is in the spirit of earlier tomes that 
combine federal-agent tradecraft with a dash of self-improvement advice.” 

  

Democrats Move Toward Second Trump Impeachment. Tom Llamas said in the lead story on ASO World News 

impeach President Trump for a second time though he has just 10 days left in office. Democrats say he must be held 
accountable for his words. The charge: incitement of insurrection. ... As Congress heads towards impeachment, a growing 
number of Republicans are calling for the President to resign.” ABC's Rachel Scott reported House Speaker Pelosi is “telling her 
party to get ready to come back to Washington, the single [impeachment] article charging Trump with incitement of insurrection. 
He predicted the day would ‘be wild,’ pressuring his loyal Vice President to undo the will of the people.” Trump: “Mike Pence is 
going to have to come through for us.” Scott: “But when he didn't, rioters were later heard chanting, ‘Hang Mike Pence.’ ... With 

his inner circle now shrinking, the President is hunkered down inside the White House, trying to assemble a defense team...as a 
growing number of Republicans and former allies condemn him.” Former New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie (R}: “What we had was 
an incitement to riot at the United States Capitol.” ABC’s George Stephanopoulos: “So you think it was an impeachable offense?” 
Christie: “Oh, sure. Yeah. | think if inciting to insurrection isn't, then ] don’t know what is.” 

a hard reckoning with history. In the wake of the assault on the US Capitol that he incited, Mr. Trump faces a second 
impeachment, perhaps even criminal charges.” CBS’ Nikole Killion: “As he enters his final full week in office, President Trump will 
try to shore up his legacy. Senior advisors tell CBS News he is expected to deliver remarks Monday and make a trip to the 
border Tuesday. But calls for the President to resign now are growing from within his own party.” Sen. Pat Toomey {R-PA}: “The 
best way for our country to heal is for the President to resign and go away, as soon as possible.”     
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States to either resign or be ispeachod by “Congress - and not ust from Democrats, but some Republicans now calling on him 
to step aside. The President is] not even speaking to his own Vice President at this point. We're also seeing new video tonight of 
just what happened on Wednesday at the Capitol. And we're learning security wamings ahead of that day were ignored.” NBC's 
Kelly O'Donnell: “With Joe Biden soon to take office, senior Democrats suggest Speaker Pelosi could complete House 
impeachment but delay sending the article to the Senate for trial, giving the new Administration breathing room.” House Majority 
Whip Clybum: “One hundred days he needs to get his agenda off and running, and maybe we'll send the articles some time after 
that.” Clyburn said on Fox News Sunday (1/10, 1.08M}, "The Senate determines guilt or innocence and that has to do with the 
Senate schedule. Now, the House has to do its business. We call ourselves the people’s house, the vast majerity of the 
American people —| saw the poll results this morning — say this man should be removed from office.” 

Toomey, on GNN's Sixie OF The Union (1/10, 1.21M}, said, “I think the President did commit impeachable offenses. There 

is little doubt in my mind about that. | don't know as a practical matter it is actually possible to do an impeachment in the handful 
of days that are left. ... | am also not at all clear that it is constitutionally permissible to impeach someone after they have left 
office. So there may not be a viable impeachment route at this point. But certainly, he could resign and that would be a very good 
outcome,” On NBC's Mest The Press (1/10, 2.9M), Toomey said, “The President has disqualified himself. | don’t think ne's a 
viable candidate for office ever again because of the outrageous behavior in the post election period.” The Philadelphia inqui 
(1/10, Madej} reports Toomey “remarked that he doesn’t think the ‘unbelievable behavior of Wednesday. ‘could've been 
reasonably expected,’ and that Trump's actions are ‘wildly different from the offensive tweets that were common during his 
presidency.” 

On GSS’ Face The Nation (1/10, 2.91M), Sen. Chris Coons (D-DE) said, “! understand the concems that just as President 
Biden takes over responsibility for leading our nation through this tragic pandemic, that we might be distracted by weeks in the 
Senate by a Senate trial. That's why I've called for President Trump to do the nght thing finally and resign or for Vice President 
Pence to secure the next 10 days through the 25th Amendment.” 

Sen. Joe Manchin (D-WV), on CNN's Stats OF The Union (1/10, 1.23M), said, “There is no doubt about it: He should be 
impeached. But you have to be practical about what we are doing. We have two paths to go. We are ready to install a new 
govemment. If | was Joe Biden, I’d want to put my government together and put confidence back into the American people that 
we can govern ourselves and be the beacon of light for the whole country and the whole world.” 

Rep. Hakeem Jeffries (D-NY}, on N&SG's Meet Fhe Press (1/10, 2.9M), said, “The assault on the capitol was a viclent 
insurrection that was incited and encouraged by Donald Trump. It was an attack on the Congress, an attack on the country, and 
an attack on the Constitution. ... That's wny House Democrats are united in demanding and seeking his immediate removal.” On 
ONi’s inside Poities (1/10, 812K}, Rep. Mondaire Jones (D-NY} said, “This President must be impeached and removed, and 
anything less than that is an abdication of Congress’ constitutional responsibility to be a check on the executive branch and fo 
protect the American people from a very dangerous, unhinged, lawless chief executive.” Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY), 
on ABC's This Week (1/10, 2.99M}, said, “Our main priority is to ensure the removal of Donald Trump as President of the United 
States. Every minute and every hour that he’s in office represents a clear and present danger, not just to the United States 
Congress, but frankly tc the country." 

    

“To remove him from office clearly is not going to happen between now and the last day he's sin oft ice, * Sen: “Marco Rubio o(R- -FL), 
on Fox News’ Sunday Moming Futures (1/10), said, “It's unfortunate that instead of unifying us right now, Biden, the Democrats, 
have chosen to use this to talk about ridiculous things about impeaching a President who isn’t going to be in office in about nine 
days.” Rep. Jim Jordan {R-Oh}, on fox News’ Sunday Morning Futures (1/10, 1.38M), said, “The Democrats are going to try to 
remove the President from office just seven days before he is set to leave anyway. | do not see how that unifies the country.” 

The AP (1/10, Superville, Fram, Jalonick) reports Pelosi said Sunday that the House will proceed with impeachment “as 
she pushes the vice president and Cabinet fo invoke constitutional authority to force him out, warning that Trump is a threat to 

  

Amendment because it gets rid of him. He’s out of office. But there is strong suit in the Congress for impeaching the President a 
second time. This President is guilty of inciting insurrection.” The Wei Steet Jounal (1/10, Restuccia, Kendall, Hughes, 
Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports Vice President Pence “isn’t expected to move forward with a 25th Amendment process, 
pecple familiar with his thinking said.” 

The New York Times (1/10, Levin, 20.6M)} reports, “Momentum for impeaching [Trump] a second time was growing rapidly 
over the weekend among rank-and-file Democrats and some Republicans, setting the stage for a final showdown that would test 
the boundaries of politics, accountability and the Constitution.” In addition to Toomey, Sen. Ben Sasse {R-NE) has expressed 
openness to impeachment and Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-AK} has called on Trump to resign.     
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USA Today (1/10, Fritze, 12.7M} reports Trump “begins one of the mest perilous weeks of his presidency 
Monday as momentum for a second impeachment soared over the weekend and a growing number of Republicans broke ranks 
to openly call for his removal.” Trump “has only days remaining in his term — a point supporters noted — but the debate over how 
Congress should respond is focused largely on his legacy and his ability to control the GOP" after leaving office. 

push” for impeachment, “aware that many voters hope Congress will prevent Trump from provoking further violence, but also 
wanting] Biden to be free to take immediate action on the coronavirus pandemic and a faltering economy. Some Democrats said 
privately that they are wary of impeachment but unsure how to slow its momentum given the intensifying passions against 
Trump.” 

Fox News {1/10, Blitzer, 23.99M} reports on its website that Rep. Ted Lieu {D-CA) said Sunday that the 

article of impeachment has 195 cosponsors. The Los Anyeies Tirnes (1/10, 3.37M) says being impeached twice would make 
Trump “the first U.S. president to hold that unwelcome distinction.” Reuters (1/10, Cornwell, Chiacu, Psaledakis), Bioomberg 

  

  

Polis Show Majority Support For Trump’s Removal Or Early Exit. ONN (1/10, 89.21M} reports on its 
website that the potential second impeachment “staris out more popular than any other removal process of a president in recent 
American history. Removing Trump from office remains quite unpopular among Republicans, however. A look across polls 
conducted since riots at the Capitol on Wednesday shows that a clear plurality of Americans overall want Trump out of office. ... 
An average across polls since Wednesday (in which no pollster is counted more than once} shows that 50% of Americans want 
Trump io either be impeached, for the 25th Amendment to be invoked or for Trump to resign from office.” 

Tee HE {1/10, Mastrangelo, 5.69M) reports that an ABC News/Ipsos poll of 570 adults {1/8-1/9} found that 
57% want Trump removed from office, with 67% saying Trump “deserves a ‘good amount’ of the blame for the riots in 
Washington, D.C. last week.” 

Trump Plans “Defiant” Final Week. The AP (1/10, Colvin} reports Trump “enters the last days of his presidency isclated 
and shunned by former allies and members of his own party as he faces a second impeachment and growing calls for his 
resignation.” But Trump, “cut off from the social media channels that have been the lifeblood of his presidency,” will “nonetheless 
try fo go on offense in his last 10 days, with no plans of resigning.” Sioaenhere (1/10, 3.57M} reports Trump “and a dwindling 
circle of advisers plan a defiant final week in office, according to people familiar with the matter.” The President is “preparing at 
least one more round of pardons, and will try a final time to advance his administration's effort to bring Big Tech to heel, the 
people said, though it isn’t clear what he may do.” 

The New York Times (1/10, Haberman, 20.6M) writes that “even without Twitter, and even under a new threat of 
impeachment, Mr. Trump remains until Jan. 20 the most powerful man in the world, with access to the White House briefing 
room, the East Room and the Oval Office to communicate his thoughts. He has a press office devoted to issuing his statements 

Trump “is now destined to slink out of the White House considerably diminished from the strapping, fearsome force he and his 
advisers imagined he would be in his post-presidency.” 

The Dallas Morsing News (1/10, 772K) reports, “Eight days before reluctantly leaving office, [Trump] will visit the border in 
South Texas on Tuesday to tout partial construction of the massive wall he promised to deliver — far more than critics wanted, far 
less than he wanted, and none it funded by Mexico.” Meanwhile, Seuters (1/10, Mason} reports, “his White House is in 
‘mefidown’ as it lurches through his final days, current and former officials said,” and many White House staffers “are upset and 
embarrassed by the turn of events, and are eager to move on.” 

CBS’ Schieffer: Trump's “Reign Mirrored His Own Chaotic Life.” Bob Schieffer said on the CBS Weekend News 
(1/10, story 11, 1:50, Duncan, 13.72NM}, “It is ending as it began: in chaos, controversy, and confusion. ... His reign mirrored his 
own chaotic life. He lurched from one crisis to another, from financial windfalls to bankruptcies, from tabloid scandals to 

audacious lies. He introduced us to a bizarre cast of characters, from porn stars to the crackpots and clowns who inhabit the dark 
fringes of American politics. ... As we saw in those awful scenes unfolding in the Capitol, we came to understand that the man 
who had a manic desire for power had no real understanding of the power he possessed or what happens when it is misused. 
He will be gone soon. But he showed us America was not broken. He was.” 

NYTimes Analysis: Trump Used Violent imagery in Speech To Followers Before Capitol Violence. The New York 

Capitol last week is a central focus as House Democrats prepare an article of impeachment against him for inciting the deadly 
riot.” In the speech, the Times says, Trump “repeated many of his falsehoods about how the election was stolen, then dispatched 
the marchers to the Capitol.” The Times also says it was “riddled with violent imagery and calls to fight harder than before,” while 
“he made only a passing suggestion that the protest should be nonviolent.”     
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| e Barrett: FBI Corttinues To Set The Standerd For Government Transparency. 

® WRost: Garland Can Fix DQ]. 
e Comey To Publish New Book Ahead Of The Inauguration, 

* Judge Orders Pretrial Release Of Accused Eco-Saboteur Joseph Dibee. 

| e FBI Sacramento Onens Aplications For Gniine Citizens Acaderty. 

*# FBi Safe Streets Task Farce Leading Operations In Connecticut. 

  

| e Democrats Move Toward Second Trump impeachment. 

« Biden Stil Planning Fo Take Oath Of Office On Capital Stens. 

| e Trump Danounces Twitter After Accounts Are Parmanently Suspended. 

« Republicans Wha Gooosed Electoral Certification “Denounced By Critics” At Hame. 

8 Attending Physician Warns Lawmakers Were Potentially Expesed To COVID, 

'® Warner Tells Facebook To Preserve Digital Evidence. 

8 Warnock Uses Post-Election Sermon Te Condemn Casita: Riek, 

« Schwarzenedacer Compares Capitel Rist To Kristaflnacht. 

¢ 4apole, Geegle, Amazon Shut Down Parler. 

« Some US Dinlemats Write Cables Candemning Truman. 

| « EU Forelgr Policy Chief Seys Casita Violence Shows Danger OF “Gisinfermation.” 

*« Pope Offers Prayers For Victims GF Vinience, Urges US Leaders Te Promote Calm. 

_¢ Average US COVID Death Toll Exceeding 3,000 Per Day. 
# Slow COVID Vaccine Rollout In US Highlights Challenges Of Decentralized Distribution Plan. 

| « Hospitals, Pharmeciats Claim Viais OF Pizer Vaccine Contain More Doses Than Exnected. 

# Chicago Public Schools To Reapen Monday Over Teachers Union's Criticism. 

6 WSJourng!l Analysis: Senate Cantrol WH! AHow Remocrats To Reverse Some Trumin Policies, 

# BC Presses Statehood Bid. 
6 Congressional Waiver For Austin Not Expected Lint After ineuguration, 

  

» Countries Facing Economic Crises Gver COVED Rasponsas. 

* NYTimes Analysis: China ignores Mistakes Of COVUI Rasponsea. 

e Africa Exceads 3M COVID Cases. 

| s UK Govarnment Faces New Criticism For Surge In COVID Cases. 

e WSJournal Ansiysis: Israel's Successful Vaccine Effort Offers Lessons For US. 

| * Pompeo Expected To Geclare Houthi Reheis A Foreign Yerrarist Organization. 

e US Ambassador To Israsi Reflects On Tenure. 

| * US Ambassador Announces First Step Towerds Consulate in Western Sanarea. 
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8 Kim Elected General Secretary Of Nerth Korea's Workers’ Party. 

® Indonesia Gays it Has Located Black Boxes Of jetliner That Crashed Saturday. 

8 Janaerey Elected President OF Kyrqyzstan. 

& Egypt, Ethionla, And Sudan Fall Te Progress Ouring Negotiations On Blue NHe Darn. 

¢ Handuran President Accused Of Drug Trafficking To US. 

  

% Headlines From Today's Front Paces. 

  

* Today’s Events in Washington. 

  

continne Sunday tor round up peonle folowing & deadly imsurractian at the 3, S, Cagita thi & week 

'~ including two men accused of carrying plastic restraints and others who allegedly carried 
weapons or stole fram the building. At least 56 seople heve been arrested and charged for 

incidents in or near the Capitel on Wednesday. Those arrested heve come from 24 states and the 
District of Columbia.” The Justice Department “has fled more then 55 criminal cases related to the | 
riot that left five dead." 

| grow quickly as investigators scrutinize sociai medi to identity the 2 protesters, | and some 

'particinants could face more serious charges.” 

St ONN (2/8, Scannell, 83.21) reports, “An Alabama man allegedly parked a pickup truck 

packed with 11 homemade bombs, an assault rifle and a handgun two Blocks fram the US Capita! 

buliding on Wednesday for hours before authorities ever noticed, according to federal prosecutors. 
‘Another man allegedly showed up in the nation’s capital with an assault rifle and hundreds of 

rounds of ammnurilion and told acqueintances that he wanted to shoot or rut aver House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi, prosecutors said.” CNN adds, “The revelations are some of the most unsattling 
'detalls federal prosecutors have made public this week as they detall the extent of the arsenal 

avaiable to ald pro-Trump rioters who sterrned the Capitol. Other individuals have been accused 
_of taking guns and armmunition onto Capitol grounds and more charges are expected to come as a 
wide: canara | WWVESHG jation sitll 

MeCorte said Sunday that: “2 t least 25 “domestic. ter Tori ern CaSeS have been opened after 

'Wednesday’s assault on the U.S. Capitol,” Reuters (1/16, Shalal} resorts Crow “said McCarthy told 

him the Pentagon was aware of further possible threats posed by would-be terrorists’ in the days — 
ui to end including the inauguration of Dernocratic President-elect Joe Biden on Jan. 20. ‘Long 

guns, Molotov cocktails, explosive devices and zip tles were recovered, which suggests a greater 

‘disaster was narrowly averted,’ Crow, a former Army Ranger, said in a summary of his call with 

'MotCaerthy. McCarthy assured him the Pentegon was working with local end federal law 

enforcement to coordinate security preparations after what he described as ‘deficient iaw 
‘enforcement threat reporting’ ahead of last Wednesday.” 

Reulers (1/8, Brice} reports, “Acting Attarney General Jeffrey Rosen announced the FBI 
would team up with Washington‘s police department te jointly Investigate the death of Capital 

‘Police Officer Brian Sicknick, who was injured whi te defandi ing the U8. Cesitel on Wednesday. “FUSE 

‘because you've left the D.C. region, you can sti expect a knock on the doar if we find out you 
were pert of the criminal activity at the Capitol,’ Steven D’antuone, the FRI W ashington Fisid 

Office's assistant di irector | in charg a6. told reporters | in @ telephone news briefing.’ 

¥ > Fuchs, 20.5M} : reports, “The sweeping 
investigation took shape after a 3 security breakdown two days earlier alowed hurwireds of peante 

backing President Trump‘s efforts to overturn the election results to rush into the Capitel in a 

    :& 
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deadly rarnpage. The debacle prompted sharp recriminations and the frings of tep officiais whe 
were entrusted with protecting lawrnakers. Dozens have been arrested, including 13 whe face 

federal charges.” The Times adds, “Law enforcernant officials alsa backed off 2 suggestion that Mr. 
Trump could face criminal charges for inciting the riot after a top prosecutor had said a day earlier 

that investigators were examining anyone involved, ‘not only’ the rioters. ‘Don't expect any 

charges of that nature,‘ Ken Kohl, a top prosecutor in the U.S. attorney’s office in Washington, told 
reporters in a telephone briefing on Friday.” 

The WH Street Journal (1/8, Al, Gurmaen, Viswanathe, Subscription Publication, $.41M} 

reports on its front page that federal prosecutors on Friday announced charges against at least 13 

“alleged members of the pro-Trump mob whe stormed the halls of Congress.” The Washingtan 

Post (1/8, Hau, 16. 32M) reports the lustice Department and FSI “announced charges Friday 

against” Derrick Evans, “a freshmen West Virgirda iawrnaker,” Richard Bernett, “an Arkansas man 

whe toid the media he sosed for photos on a desk in” House Sneaker Pelosi‘s office, and Lonnie 

Leray Coffman, “an Alabama men whose truck elegedly carried i1 molotov cocktails and a 
' sentautomatic rifle to this week's U.5. Capitol riots.” The Post adds that “also cherged with 

urdewful entry was Hawall Proud Boys founder and unsuccessful state house candidate Nicholes 

Robert Ochs, who gave media interviews saying he participated in the break-in, an FBI arrest 

affidavit unsealed Friday alleged.” 
The Chicago Sun-Times (1/8, Seidel, 970K) reports that Barnett “has become one of the mast - 

notorious figures among those who Groke inte the Capito! Wednesday, after shotegraphs surfaced 

of him with tus feet on Pelosi's desk. Prosecutors cited those photographs in a statement of facts 

filed as part of the case against hi im. They said they 8 ieg ylowed video surveillance and a video- 

‘recorded interview Barnett gave.” Prosecutors “said Barnett was asked about an envelope he was 

holding featuring Pelosi's signature. Barnett allegedly said, “I did not steal it. I bled on it because 
they were macing me and I cauldn't f---ing see so I figured I em in her office. 1 got blood on her 

office, I put a quarter on her desk even though she ain't f---ing worth if. And I left her a note on 

her desk that says “Nancy, Bigo was here, you b----." Barnett "is being held in the Washing ten 
County (Ark,} jail after he was charged by federal orosecutors with three counts for storming the 

US, Capitol on Wednesday.” 
The SP (1/5, Callahan) reports, “A Florida man accused of making off with Pelosi's lectern 

‘during the chaos was arrested Friday night on a federsi warrant and was being held Saturday 

without ballin Pinellas County, Florida. Jail records de not shew if Adam Johnson, 36, of Parrish, 

Florida, has an attorney. Johnson was charged Saturday with theft, violent entry and disorderly 

conduct on Capitol grounds,” 

| The Miami Herald (1/8, DeLeon, 647K) reports fram Bradenton, Florida, thet Johnson “was 
arrested by Federal Marshals and booked into the Pinellas County jail shortly after 9 p.m. Friday. 

He hes been charged with one count of knowingly entering or ramaining in any restricted building 

or grounds without lawful authority; one count of theft of government property; and one count of 

violent entry and disorderly conduct on Capitol srounds, according to a federal compiaint. A 

warrant was issued on Friday end Johnson was charged in federal court in 0.C. on Saturday.” 
Pelosi's lectern “had been stored in her suite, under a staircase to the third floor on the House side | 
of the Capital building, before the Capitel was breached, her staff toid FRI agents. Fhe lectern - 

valued at more than $1,000 according to the House curator - was found by Senate staff on 

Thursday in the Red corridor of the Senate wing oF the Rotunda in the Carital,” 

On NBC Nightly News (4/8, story 3, 3:04, Holt, 5.57M}, Tom Costello reported “some 
suspects have identified thernselves, as well. Josiah Colt who climbed down from the Senate 
balcony then sat in Vice President Pen e! *§ chair says he was caught up EY the moment, vin a 

     
    

    

‘friends and beautiful mountey | i beg for forgiveness fram “America and from my home state of 

‘Idahe.’ Former Midland, Texas mayoral candidate Jenny Cudd pasted her own video: ‘We did 

break dawn the Nancy Pelosi's office dear. And sornebody stole ner gavel.’ Nationwide, hundreds 

of federal agents ere cursuing riot suspects. Arnong the felony charges they could face, felony 

floting, federal assault and murder charges, obstruction of Congress, destruction af congressional 

‘documents, conspiracy and insurrection.” 
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The AP (2/9, Hollingewarth} reports, “An lowa man was jaled early Saturday on charges 

accusing hin es taking part in the riot ab the U.S. Canital by sumeorters of President Bonald 

Trump.” The &? adds, “Des Moines Police Sgt. Paul Parizek said officers assisted the FY in 
arresting 41- year -oid Doug Jensen on Friday night ef his home on the south side of the city, Jensen 

was booked into the Polk County Jel early Saturday on five federal charges, including trespassing 

and disorderly conduct counts, accarding to news releases from the FBI's fleld office in Gmaha, 

‘Nebraska and the county sherif’s office.” According to the AP, “Video posted online during the 

Storming of the Capitol on Wednesday showed 2 men who appears to be Jensen, who is white, 
“pursuing a Black officer up an interior flight of stairs. A rnob of people tralis several steps behind. 

At several paints, the officer says ‘get back, to no avail.“ 
The New York Times (1/8, Goldman, 20. 6M} reports prosecutors om Thursday “fled a criminal | 

‘complaint accusing a man named Mark J. Lefingwell of sunching a Canitel Police officer repeatedly | 

inthe head and chest, before apologizing,” and they “: unsealed charges against 3 Maryland 

resident, Christopher Alberts, accusing him of ilegally carrying a G-millimeter pistol at the rict.” 

‘Meanwhile, Bloomberg (1/8, MeGrath, 3.57} reports Cagensia, a market! ing | firm near Chicago, 

has fired CEG Brad Rukstales, a Republican donor to President Trump, who “was arrested by U.S. 
Capital Palice on Wednesday” after “being part of the mob thet broke into the U.S. Capitol.” 

In the lead story for NRC's Today (1/8, 2.86M}, Savannah Guthrie seid there have been 
“rnore than 80 arrests so far, and investigators this morning, they are poring through videos ang 

‘images casting about for leads. They want to identify more suspects,” On NBC Nightly News 

(1/8, story 9, 1:43, Holt, $.57M}, Gabe Gutierrez reported, “One oro-Trump rioter in face paint 

cand a horned hat canfronted law enforcement noiding a spear. The man now identified as Jake 

“Angeli told NBC News, ‘The fact that he had e bunch of our traitors in office hunkered down putt on | 
their gas masks and retreat inte the underground bunker, | consider that a win.’ Police say Angell 

ig a known follower of GAnon, @ far right extremist group.” 

tn ASC World News Tonight (41/8, story 3, 2:05, Muir, 695M}, Chief Justice Correspondent 

‘Slerre Thomas reported that federe! authorities “are determined to leave ne stone unturned, 

| ramping up efforts to bring all the Trump supporters who desecrated the Capital to justice.” Gn 

ABC's Good Morning America (4/8, 3.14M), Marthe Raddatz reported that on Wednesday, 
“despite the loss of life end the desecration of the Capitol, those rioters were allowed to just leave 
the bullding. They lingered an the piaza for hours triumphant, giving one another high-fives with 
“no consequences, This morning the acting US attorney for the District of Cokenbia said the failure 

{to arrest more people is making his job harder adding, ‘! cant answer why the Capital Police did 

1 61/8, 2.28M) also 
covered the search for protesters accused of commilting crimes on s Wednesday, 

On the lead NBC Nightly News (1/9, lead story, 3:46, Dfaz- ~Balart, 5,98M) seament, Torn 

'Costelic reported on the arrests, while on the CBS Weekend News (1/9, story 4, 1:52, Diaz, 

877K), Adriana Diaz reported, “Roughly 106 peonle have been arrested for Wednesdays attack,” 

; ington Post (1/6, Weiner, Hsu, 10.52M} reports 16 people “have been charged in 

US. District Court for the District of Columbla with crirries related to the storming of the Capital, 

including a man who admitted to stealing a document frorn Pelusi’s office, Forty others face 
charges in &.C. Superior Court.” The Post calls these federal cases “the low-hanging fruit of the 

| ee Oe since ney are “peaple WhO either isencih ed themsei ves: it on Hine OOSHNGS or were 

  

      

Soural ( {if /9, Subscription Publ ication, 8. 44 M), AP ays, Cal lghan), Reuters { 1/9, McKay}, Politica 
(1/9, Semones, 673M}, and The HHL (L/S, Lonas, 5.69M}, among other cullets, provide similar 

| coverage of the new arrests. 
Las. SN oe oF Ssagsesrsyys Cosge§ 

  

S Sey Yovxsy Soy SF Moye 
IWS LESSEN S Y SVs WF Leg Sy WOKE Qari “YaaWag’ Sos. Gn ABC World News Tonight 

(1/8, story 2 , 4:31, Karl, 6.95M}, Chief White House Corres pondent Jonathan Karl reported thet 

DC Attorney General Karl Racine (2) has “said he’ investigate whether the President is legally 
responsible for inciting the riot,” and he also “mentioned Rudy Gillani whe said this at the rally: 

‘Lat’s have trial by combati’ And the President’s son, Dan Jr, who posted a since-removed video 

teken backstage at the rally before the rict. The President and his children watching the crowds 
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gather. Don Jr's girlfriend Kimberly dencing as the Trumos celebrated. This was Don Jr's messag 

to Trump supporters before they stormed the capital: “If youre going to be the zera and not the 

hers, we're coming for you.’* . 
Pierre Thomas said on ABC Warld News Tonaht (1/8, story 4, 0:35, Muir, 6.95M) that the 

BOs current focus “is on the peaple who broke into the Cesitel, but the investigation is in the 

| early stages and questions about [Trump's rale in the] inckement will Hkely be for the incoming 

attorney general Merrick Garland.” Qn CBS This Morning (1/8, 2.37M), Ben Tracy said that 
'Trurmo’s comments “before the assault on the Capitol may be investigated by US attorneys for 

Jjeading te the violence.” 
However, an ABC World News Tonight (1/9, stery 4, 2:31, Llemas, 839K), on Saturday 

night, fom Llamas reported, "There is now # nationwide manhunt under way for every ricter 

breaching the Capitol building.” Kenneth Moton added a senicr Justice Department official en 

Saturday said “no incitement charges are expected against any...speakers” at the rally priar to the | 

unrest, including Trums. 
AY EIFAGUIAIVHY GHaaHyg Agagy G¥ Sesestes. Meanwhile, the New York Times (1/4, | 

‘Benner, Schinitt, 20.6M)} re eno ris interim us Attor ney Micheel Sherwin on Saturday announced that - 
‘his office “is leading investigations into the deaths of a woman who entered the Capitol building 
with a crowd of rioters on Jen. 6 and an officer whe was killed while trying to police the violent 

mob.” The Times says prosecutors in the office’s Civil Rights division “opened a formal, federal 
excessive farce case inte the shooting death of Achll Babbitt, who was shot by @ Capital Police 

officer as she and a group of President Trurnp’s supporters swarmed the building,” though “the 

‘investigation into Ms. Babbitt’s shooting is ‘routine, standard procedure whenever an officer 
'Geploys lethal force,’ a Justice Department ssokeswornan said.” The Times adds the office “also 

opened a federal homicide investigation into the death of Brian D. Sicknick, a Capitol HIN police 
offieer whe died after pra-Trume rioters struck him with a fire extinguisher.” 

The Washington Post (1/8, 10.52M) reports ib has obtained two video clings that “shed new 

ight on the fatal shooting by pghee of Trump supporter and Air Force veteran Ashil Babbitt as she 
and other rioters stormed the U.S. Capitol.“ The Post seys Babbitt “and others were atternnting to 

breach a barricaded door inside the Capito! building on Wednesday afternoon, angrily demanding 

‘that three U.S. Capitol Police officers whe were guarding the doar step aside, one of the clips 

shows.” The Fost adds the officers “moved away as colleagues in tactical Gear arrived behind the 

rioters, according te the clip and other video posted online. Roughly 35 seconds after the officers 
moved away, as she climbed up toward a broken section of the unguarded door, Babbitt was shot 

by an officer on the other side,” as she wes “trying to get into the Speaker’s Lobby, a hallway that 
would have given ther access to the House of Representatives chamber.” Accarding ta the Wall 

Bieet Journal (1/8, Safdar, Allworth, Ssethararnan, Subscription Publication, 8.41M}, five peanis 

have died in cormection to the “Capitol riot.” 

LANPLAY GMs Soggy AgQsgaysH'y Asks, Coe Syys. Keurers (1/8, Satter} reports a laptos 

wes stolen frorn Pelosi’s office “during the storming of the U.S. Cartel on Wednesday, one of her 

aides seid on Friday.” Reuters adds Sen. Jeff Merkley (D-OR} “said on Twitter that a laptop was 
taken from his office,” and Acting US Attorney Michael Sherwin on Thursday “said thet some of the 

thefts might have potendally j ieqnerdized what he described as ‘national security equilies,” 

According te Reuters, “The theft of electronic devices from congressional offices has been a 
persistent worry following the invasion by pro-Trump followers.“ 

NSC News (1/8, 4.91M} reports, “At least three Democrats in Congress said that the pra- 

'Trurma rioters who stormed the Capitol an Wednesday stole computers from their offices, raising 

‘oybersecuniy concerns.” Speaker ree “ned g@ ieghop stolen, ag did Sen, Jeff Merkley, 5-Gre,, 

whe tweeted about the theft. It wasn't immediately dear what protections were on those devices, 

though Congress generally lags nahin the Fede: ral government in implamenting cybersecurity 

‘Measures. Not all Senate computers autornatically encrypt their hard drives or require a password — 
to log in if they‘re unused for a few minutes. Ernails were visible on a desktop computer left 

running in Pelosi’s office.” 

  

Peel 
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| Post (1/9. Jackman, 13.52M} reports 3 30 shua S Macias, 82, 8 ac > founder o F Vets s for treme, wh Was 
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“free on bail after aopearing outside @ Phiadsiohia election center with a canctealed handgun, was 

guiside the Capital during the siege by Trump supporters Wednesday and posted video of himself, — 

djeading Philadelphia prasecutors te request his bail be revoked.” The Post seys Macias "and Antonia» 
‘LaMotta, 61, were arrested in Philadelphia on Nov. 5 near the Philadelphia Convention Center, 

where the presidential election vote was being counted,” because they were carrying flrearrns 

without permi tS. 
WWST VYING Gay SKE WY Aye seggasaw Iss Gk wg Gykasfor Mesigas. The New 

: » en é 425 ris = z yr . é ‘York Times (1/9, 20.66} reports West Virgin ia “state Bel. Berrick Evans (R} "resigned on Saturday 

  

i after particicating in the storming of the United States Canital.” The Times says the resignation, 

effective immediately, cornes as he “faces two federal charges: one for knowingly entering or 

remaining in any restricted bullding or grounds without lawful authority, and one for violent entry 
and disorderly conduct on Capital grounds.” The Washington Post (1/5, Kornfield, 10.52M) reports 

‘Evans “chronicled the riot Wednesday on Facebook Live, capturing the moment the crowd cracked 
open the Capitol's doors and he crossed the threshold.” 

CaS News (1/8, Gonaghue, 5.39M} reports, “Evans is charged with entering a restricted area, — 

Ken Kohl, principal assistant U.S. Attorney for D.C., sald on @ press call.” CBS News adds, “In a 
criminal complaint released Friday, an FRI agent wrote he identified Evans as the person in the 

ive-streamed video by comparing the voice to the lawmaker’s voice in a carpaign video. In 

addition, the agent wrote, ‘Evans identifies himself by first and last name in the video recording 

the offense.”” 
WV News “Evans, who was elected to the House of Delegates in 

November and was swornein Dec. i4, gosted mnultinie videos of himself te saclal media showing 

him ertering the cape tol gionaside fellow supnorters of President Donald Trurnp. ‘Derrick Evans is 

inthe Capitol,‘ he can be heard saying multiole times in 2 since-deleted video.” 

| SS > Nan Ckoyay sy Siege, 4 humber of locei news outlets covered the 
arrests of those from their areas. For example, the Harrisburg (PA} Patriat-News (1/8, Benscater, 

567K) resorts, “A Pennsylvania man who was charged by Capital Pallee for taking part in the 

‘attack of the U.S. Canital on Wednesday aiso was cherded with federal offenses, officiais at the 

U.S. Department of Justice announced Friday.“ Terry Brown, of Myerstown, Pennsylvania, “was 
one of 13 peaple charged federally.” Brown “was charged with knowingly entering or remaining in 

any restricted bullding or grounds without lawful authority; or knowingly, with intent to impede 
“government business or officiel functions, engaging in disorderly conduct on Capitol grounds.” FRI 
eer Wrey said in a statement, “To be clear, what took olace that day wes not First 

Amendment-protected activily, but rather an affront on our democracy. The FBI, slong with our 

vocal state, and federal partners, is committed to ensuring that justice is served. We wHi continue 

te aggressively investigate each and every individual whe chose to ignore the law and instead 

Incite vicience, destroy praperty, and injure others.” 

Similarly, the Cleveland Plain: Dealer (2/9, Heisig, 122M} renarts from Cleveland, Ohis, “FBI 

egents late Fridey raided the home of a former Claveland Metrapolitan Schod! District employes. 
“The move came a day after she submitted a conspiracy theory-referencing resignation letter to the 

district, and after authorities costed a picture that raised questions as to whether she particinated — 

‘ina riot at the U.S. Capitol led by supporters of outgeing President Donald Trurnp.” Agents “were 
present for several hours at a house on East 365th Strest in suburban Willaughby. The 49-year-old | 

former Cleveland schools employee, who worked for the district as an occupational therapist, is 
Jisted as the home’s owner. Cleveland.com and The Piain Dealer sre not identifying her because 
she has not been charged with a crime, ” 

Sorypyyiy ss 
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WS BS OS o4 gay Ss S as nS axsy Saree Sg BPS a 
Sassy Ley “KQagyyss MesgesyawKCy * Gow sak yyr¥ SHO Ieseas. CNN (1/10, G9.21M)} reperts on nS 

‘website, “A rioter wha stormed the US Capital Wednesday wearing @ sweatshirt emblazoned wit 

the phrase ‘Camp Auschwitz’ has been identified as Robert Keith Packer of Virginig, according to 

three sources. ... One Virginia resident, who spoke to CNN on the condition of anonymity due to 

the sensitivity of the matter, described Packer as a long-tirne extremist whe mas had run-ins with 

the law. 
The New York Times (1/8, Eddy, 2G.5M)} reperts on haw the image from the day af "a 

bearded man wearing a black hoodie emblezoned with ‘Camp Auschwite’” has hed “particular 
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resonance as anti-Semitism and far-right nationalism are on the rise worldwide. And for people 

' who survived the Nagi death carnp...inere was added pain with the realization that leter 

'generetions may not have learned the lessons of the Holocaust.” 

Fi FBI Seeks Information On Capital Rioters. 

Washington, D. C., seek! ing informati ion on enyane who partic: nated in the Capitel breach | Or 
Wednesday.” The ‘Hil adds, “Photas of bus stops sharsd by journalists an socal media say, 

‘Seeking information’ and include pictures of some of rioters inside the U.S. Canitol. The posters 
giso share a phone number to contact the FBI’s Washington, B. Sony office. “DC bus storms now 

feature signs posted by the FSI seeking information about participants in the Capitel insurrection,’ 

CNN reporter Jim Acasta tweeted along with a photo of a poster taken at night.” 
BurzFeed News (1/8, Onibada} reports, “As part of the ongoing investiaation ta identty key 

perpetrators, the FS? shared a message online appealing for information on individuais who 

participated and instigated the violence. ‘We are accenting tips and digital media depicting riating 

or viclence In and around the U.S. Canitol on January 6,’ sald the official Twitter account for the 

PBI." BuzzFeed News adds, “The callout for support was met with collective indignation, which 
quickly turned to trolling. Several c people amine pointed to the nurnereus social media casts, 

interviews, and open planning that hed cone toward Waednasday’s attack, TL was suggested that 

‘there were more qualified figures who were ug fo fhe task.* 

FedScoon (1/8, Barnett} reports, “As a riotous mob of Trump supporters filed the U.S, 
Capital building Wednesday, many left plum digital footorints federal law enforcement agencies 
tan easily use to track thern down and charge ther.” The FBI “has some of the most powerful 

facial recognition systerns in the country, according to outside experts,” and “hecause few arrests 

“were made during the deadly unrest, law enforcement officials will now have to depend on thet 
technology to speed up the process of tracking apparent crirninals through the many videos, 

images and other digital “fingerprints” they left behind. Paired with the reams of open source 
information, the FBI has the technology tc easily identify cossisle criminais, rather than having ta 

“franually connect the dots, a former FRI official told FedSecop, “For most peopia [thal wereld there, 

‘itis not going to he very hard te 1D them,‘ the official said.“ 
Antifa Sas Meseasioss Jes Siege, The AP (1/15, Biesecker, RSS RS SpyESVAoy gys 

“a
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Kunselman, Fleccus, Mustian} reports, “The insurrect! onist mob that showed us af the president's 

behest and stormed the U.S. Capital was overwheimingly made up of longtime Trump supporters, 

including Republican Party officiais, GOP political donors, far-right millants, white supremacists, 

end adherents of the QAnon myth that the government is sacretly controled by a cabal of Satan- 
worshiping pedophile cannibals.“ The AP “reviewed social media posts, voter registrations, court 

‘fles end other gublic records for more than iZ0 seaple either facing criminal cherges releted to 

the Jan. 6 unrest or wha, going maskless arnid the pandemic, were later identified through 
photographs and videos taken during the melse.” Steven D’Antuonc, “the assistant director in 

_chargs of the FRI’s Washington field office, tgid reporters that investigators had seen ‘no indication’ 
antifa ectivists were disguised as Trump supporters in Wednesday’s riot.” 

NBC News (1/8, 4.91} reports, “Desnite suagestions from conservative pundits and sare 

Republican members of Congress, thers is no evidence that anti-fescist activists were involved in 
the pro-Trump Capitol riats,” D’Antuana “said on a call with reaorters Friday. ‘We have no 

‘indication of that, at this ime,’ B’Antuono said when asked whether antifa activists had discuised 

themselves as Trurnp supporters in an effort to frame them for the violent riots in which five 

peoole died, including Capitol Police officer Grian Sicknick.” 

The Washington Post (1/9, Usero, 10.52M)} reports, “To date, no evidence supports the claim 

that individuals with antifa connections formed part of tne riots that took place on Capel grounds. 

The FBI has said it docs not believe antifa or any of ts associates are responsible far the violence 

unleashed. Wednasday’s events were widely decumented, via videos, tweets and live-streams 

fram reporters already covering the day‘s events. Video and photos confirm that rnany of the 

rioters were supporters, and individuals with right-wing and extremist beliefs. The usual antifa 
tactics suth as wearing masks and fate coverings to avaid detection were uncommon among 

wry 
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rloters, making identifi leation oracess an easier task.’ 

| The Washington Times (1/8, Mordock, 526K) reports that the FBI’s announcement “debunks 

claims pushed forward by some right-wing pundits and politicians that the anarchist movement’s 
supporters were part of the angry mob that stormed the Capital,” D’Antuono’s statement * ‘supports | 

'_cormmients made Thursday by Acting U.S. Attorney for the District of Colurnbia Michael Sherwin. 
Mr. Sherwin said he aise saw no evidente Antifa was involved in the rict.“ 

The New York Times (1/9, Alba, 20.8M} reports, “Since Wednesday, far-right activists and 

gies of the president have made the claim, often while presenting easily disproved evidence, thet 
the rioters were made up of antife supporters, not backers of President Trump. Among thase 

pushing the falsehood were Representative Matt Gaetz, a Florida Reoublican, who sald while 

objecting to the electoral vates for Mr. Biden that seonle in the mab were ‘in fact members of the 
“wiolent terrorist group antife." Ken Paxton, the attorney gensral of Texas, alse said antifa was 

involved.“ The Times adds, “n analysis by the media insights company Zignal Labs found that th 
unfounded rumor had been mentioned 411,099 times across cable television, social media, and in 

print and online news outlets on Wednesday and Thursday. It was by far the most widely shared 

false or misleading clairn ebout the Capitol HH! mob, Zignal sald.” 
BurzFeed News (1/5, Silverman) reports, “Speaking in the House Wednesday right after the 

‘ettermpted coup, Gaetr cited a Washington Times erticie that claimed a facial recoanilion company 

had identified two antifa members among the crowd at the Capital. That story was rernoved by 

the outlet after BuzzFeed News reported that the facial recognition company said it was ‘outright 

false. The paper later published a corrected version that acknowledged the firm had identified 

‘neo-Nazis and other extremists’ - not antife members.” 
Nay EXLeSawygsse Gays Seas Gy Oygeatke Megs. Reuters (1/8, Hesson, Parker, Ss Ws AWW SS 

    

LST TENE RY WTF SE 

Cooke, Harte} reports, “As the nation recoiled in horror at scenes of rioting and chacs in the U.S. 

‘Capital on Wednesday, some right-wing and anti-government extremists saw the violence asthe 

‘fulfilment of a patriotic duty or opportunity te advance their agenda. Among the Inspired was Mike | 

‘Gunn, @ 20-year-old follower af the ‘beogaice’ anti-government movement, whose adherents 
‘ariticinate a revolution foppling the federal government or a second U.S. civil war.” Bunn, “whe 

ives in Virgini ia said three or four grouns of loyalists under his command helped starm the Capito! 
this week amid a motiey mix of rioters who supported President Donald Trurmnp’s attempts to 

overturn the results of the November presidential election, While most ‘hoogaioos’ are libertarians 

who largely oppose Trump, Durin said the graup ernbraced the moment to strike against the 

‘government, “ 

    

eee 

  

ames (1/8, Siake, 626K} seys Proud Boys Chairman Henry “Enrique” Tarrio 

On Thursday nromised to raise money and secure lege! representation for “supmorters of... Trume 

‘facing charges for storming the Cepitol building during the deadiy insurrection the day before.“ in | 

addition, Reuters (1/8, Hesson, Parker, Cooke, Harte) reports Tarrio “would nat broadly denounce | 

people who entered the Canital building during riots a day earlier, calling it’a ferrn of protest.” 

Reuters says thet even as "most Americans recoiled in horror at scenes of rioting ari chaas inthe © 

‘US. Capitol,” some right-wing and anti-government extremists “saw the violence as the fulfillment. 

| of @ patrictic duty or ppportiinity to edvance their agenda.” 

Gn NBC's Today (1/8, 2.86M), Gabe Gutierrez said, “Wednesday’s storming of the Capito! 
by Trump supporters included many followers of conspiracy theory groups ike QAnon. Now there | 
'@re growing concerns about the President's cannections to these grouss and their plans to continue | 

Inciting chaos in the wake of his election defeat.” According to Gutierrez, “QAnon Is 2 far-right 

-axtremist group that among other outlandish things believed Democrats are running a satanic 
He ring out of @ DC pizza parlor.” 

SSy we 8S “sso SWI AS we IW IIEAIH Pag “Sear Tous Covers." The Washington Post (1/6, 

in 

   LATO yee Gigaysys 

'Peiser, 10. $3} reports that since “pro-Trumea rieters” stormed the Ceaitol on Wednesday without 

“Masks, “Internet sleuths” have “hed a unique opportunity to easly identify them. And many made 

‘it even easier ~ they live-streamed their parti cipation arg later bragged about their escapades.” 

According te the Post, an “untold” number of Twitter users and Instagram accounts are “feverishly 

working...te 1 and narne the participants who stormed down the halls of the Capitol, ransacking 
dawmakers’ offices and occupying the House Chamber.” 
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The Washington (1/8, Timberg, Harwell, Hsu, 16.52M} alsa reports federal officials 

-“ieoking to prosecute the mob of Trump supporters whe overran the U.S. Capital on Wednesday 

Stand to get powerfil help from celishone records, facial recognition tools and other technologies 
te assist in the identification of anyone who was there that day.“ The Past highlights that the 

Capital “has a vast cellular and wireless data infrastructure of is own fo meke communications 
efficient in a building made largely of stone and that extends deep underground and has pockets of | 
shielded grees,” and es such “phone records make determining the awners of these devices 

trivially easy.” 

  

staged a riot in the U.S. Capitol and thousands of Americans became armateur detectives working 

to identify the culprits, a loosely connected graun of seasoned online sleuths were ringing alarm 
bells and picking off extremists online, one by one.” The Pest adds, “For a nationwide network of 

Jjefi-wing activists who seek out and publish the identities of those they believe to be viclent 

‘fascists,’ some investigations can take months, years even. Or it can take 10 minutes,” and “that’s | 

hew much tire Mally Conger spent on her laptop last month searching for the manwhousedthe 

right-wing social media site Parler te share that he was a paiice officer and sledge support to a 
member of the Praud Boys extremist group, advocating violence against Supreme Court Chief 

dustice John G. Roberts dr., Turns out the man was @ Prince WHiam County sheriffs deputy.“ 
   Sasw Covessge. The Washington Past (1/18, 16.52M} runs 2 feature titled “The Canitel 

, Mob: &A Raging Colection Of Grievances And Disilusionment” about some of those involved in the 

rot and their motivations. 

| FBI Offers $50K Reward For Information On DC Pipe Bombs. 

| Reuters (2/8) reported, “The FRE is offering a reward of up to $50,000 for inferrnation on the 

individuagis responsible for placing pipe bombs in the committee headquarters of the key U.S. 

  

“released photos vie social media of what agpeers to be sorneone in a gray hooded jacket, black 

‘Gloves, and black pants, clutching an object in cne hand.” MeClatehy (1/8, Kenney, 29K} reports, 

 “Auchorities didn’t say haw the person in the photo is connected to the pipe bornb incidents.” 

8 as Syys. The New York 
dimes (1/8, Ismay, 20.6} reports the pipe bombs “found am Wednesday afternoon outside the 

‘Democratic and Republican party headquarters, blocks frorn the Capitol, contained crinde 

mechanical ming devices, according to an official famlllar with their irial examination, 

Suggesting they were intended to be detonated.” However, the Times adds if “was not clear when 
they were meant to explode, but thousands of people were in the area that afternoon as a mob 

encouraged by...Trume stormed the Capital, where lawmakers had convened to certify... Joseph 

R. Biden Ir.’s election, leaving five people dead. It was aisa not cleer whether the bombs were 
‘connected to the siege.“ 

         
Woes Moyes Se NS DNAs Se Naypyags AY VY, SINISY Sep swoFoes SE VES MES GFayosdt PS ope ag as SPS ys 

ANY SIAN YesHseP{sxew Nag’ Ves, Qs yses    

  

| inches fong by an inch and a half wide.” The devices were “made with a battery, steel wool, and an | 

unknown explosive powder. One of them was found with a cellphone thet may have been meant te. 
 Getonate if.” 

| Schumer Urges FBI To Be Vigilant Of Further Threats Of Violence. 

‘Newsday (NY) (2/10, Cohurn, Hernardez, 776K} reports, “Ser. Chuck Schumer (D-NY. on 
‘Sunday expressed concern more political violence could follow the mob attack Wednesday on the 

U.S, Capitol in Washington, D.C., by supporters of President Donaid Trump.” Schumer “said he 

pressed” FRI Director Wray “in a conversation Saturday to track down thase involved in 
'Wednesday’s siege on Congress, in which five people died, and to be on the alert for further 

violence. “The threat of violent extremist grouns remains high and the next few weeks are critical 

‘in cur democratic process,’ Schumer said in a staternent, noting President-elect Joe Siden will be 

‘ing@ugurated Jan, 20. ‘Given that the same incendiary, dangerous rhetoric online that occurred 

| before Januery 6, which proved to be a werning of the insurrectionist attack, has only escalated 
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since, I impressed upon Director Wray the vitainess of the FBI to work with other federal and state | 

agencies to remain highly proactive and extremely vighant to defend our demacracy.’ Reuters 

(1/18, Staff) reports, “Ina statement, Schumer said he head spoken on Saturday with FAL Director 
Christopher Wray to urge him to ‘relentlessly pursue’ the attackers.” 

ninccnt Sees MBFFHOW NEV Ta gyy Ags Ag Voss Gorgsl Sar Mes. Geo. The 

-€1/9, Timberg, Harwell, Lang, 10.52M} reports the planning “for Wednesday’s 

“pesault 0 on the U.S. Caeoitol haopensd largely ini pigin view, with chatiers in far-right foruans 

-axplicitly discussing how te storm the building, handcuff lawmakers with zip tles and disrupt the 
‘certification of Joa Biden's election - in what they sortrayed as responding to orders from 

'Prasident Trump,“ and Twitter on Friday “said ik was particulary concerned about contributing to a 

possible ‘secondary attack’ on the U.S. Capitol and state government facilities the weekend of Jan. | 
16-17.” According te the Post, “Concerns about more violent incidents apnear to be well-founded.” 

The Post adds demonstrations “are scheduled to culminate with what organizers have dubbed 
“Mition Millia March’ on Jan. 20 as Biden and Vice President-elect Kamala DB. Harris are to be 
sworn in on the Same Cap ital ose that rioters overran on Wednesday: * 

| Nakhiaw!, 10.5263 a whe temporary SSizure of a global seat of sower WES, at its Scare, an 

outgrowth of Gelusional ard Gestructve forces culliveted ontine ang unleashed bY the presicent.” 

Rosenberg, 30.6M) casts the “unsuocesstiut “ingurrecion” as “the culraination Of & ‘sustained assault 

by the sresident and his enablers on fact-based reality, one that began long before the November 

ei ect on But took on @ fevered urgency es the certainty of Mr. Trurmne’s defeat solidified.” & Wall 

st Journal (2/8, Ballhaus, Palazzuio, Restuccia, Sunscription Publication, 8.41M) article 
headlined “Trump And His Allies Set The Stage For Riot Well Before January 6” provides similar 
‘coverage, while an AP (1/5, Woodward, Riechmann} enalysis states that the occupation of the 

‘Capital came as “no surprise” as Trump “left many clues he wouldn’t go quietly.” 

in his Washingtan Post (1/8, 10.52M)} eclumn, David Yon Drehis also asserted that “a 

‘ootiection of distortions, delusions and outright Hes qalvanized & mob of thousands to storm the 

Capitol in a brief but deadly insurrection.” Von Drehle added, “This unprecedented event was 
‘fomented inside a digitally networked community in which extraordinary daims are widely 

| accepted on the basis oF the wisplest nonsense,” 
sys Ao x N we Weey oes ea o's an dign Soy ov oe AK Says yf gy FeV ITs FYCsgases 
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“Jimes (1/15, Feuer, 20.6¢} reports that in the wake of wednast day's violence, District of Columbia | 

‘Mayor Muriel Bowser (0) “issued an urgent appeal to stert preparing immediately for more 

potential viclence before, during and after” next week’s presidential inauguration, Bowser called 

on DHS “to move up to Monday the implementation of heightened security measures that are 

otherwise set to begin on Jan, 19. Bowser told CBS‘ Face The Nation (1/10, 2.91M), “Given the 
events of last week, that this inauguration preperation has ta be different than any other 
‘inauguration with only 16 days to go.” 

Kenneth Moton said on ASC Warid News Tonight (1/15, story 2, 3:06, Llamas, 4.76™) that 
"a seni for oficial tell[si ASC News § there’ $2 very § geri nous national security concern for more 

x SWE SS 
SNe BSE CASS Say FAY PNA SWS ss SSSQLTSS s 

‘Journal { {hi ‘1G, LEVY, Kendall, Subscription Publication, °8.41M) reports law enforcement agencies 

are preparing for more marches by Trurnp supsarters in Washington and elsewhere. The Seattle 

“Times (1/15, 1.19M)} reports Trurnp supporters rallied in Glympia, Washington, on Sunday under 

heavy security. 

LNPeywy CAyMioyy Grates Ve Aesee Marg Gago S 
Post (1/8, 10.52M} reports that in e “crowd where some carried flags bearing & thin blue 

pro-police syrnbol that critics claim also stands for white suprernacy and opposition to the Slack 
‘Uves Matter movement ~ and shirts adorned with ‘Blue Lives Matter,’ a Ude of anger and 
‘frustration rose as officers pushed them back” frorn the Capitol, and “nearly three hours after the 

bullding was breached, police cleared the grounds and used batons and chemical munitions to 
confront the mob.” The Post adds “sorne promised to return With weapons, ready to fight if 

| necessary,” while one man “repeatedly announced he would be back with his rifle for the 

Y 
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‘inauguration of...Biden.” According to the Post, “Police experts worry this scouring sentiment may 

dead to rnore violence in ine months ahead.” 
Ys VEessyor Casey Case 9; SNS 

Qwer Ggsnaessey. 7 HCL/S, Willams, 5.69M} reports House Speaker Pelosi “said Saturday 
that the rioters who took part in the breach ‘OF the US. Capitol an Wednesday chose their 

whiteness’ over democracy.” The Hl adds her remark “came after Pelosi acknowledged the 
ntumiber of people who died of COVID-29 on Wednesday end Thursday, both of which were records 

for single-day coronavirus deaths in the United States.“ 
However, Brent Staples, a member of the New York Tires editorial board, writes at the New - 

‘York Times (1/9, 20.6M} that US history “is rife with episodes of political violence far bloodler end 

more destructive than the one...Trurnp incited at the Capital,” and remarks by public officiats and 
‘corpnenteters to “tell the country again and again that the carnage was an eherration and ‘not 

who we gre’ as a people,” are “dangerous on a variety of counts. For starters, ic alowed many 
Americans to view the president's insistence that he had won an election in which he was ackually 
trounced, and his simultaneous embrace of right-wing extremism, as politics! theater that will pass 

uneventfully from the stage when...Biden is inaugurated.” He concludes, “The mob assault on the | 
Capital was en outgrowth of what came before.” 
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r FBI een Whether Some Rioters Intended Harm To Legislators. 

   
(1/8, Barrett, Hsu, Zapotesky, 16.52M} reports, “FBY agents are trying to 

int other § some who stormed the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday intended to de more then 

‘Cause havoc and disrupt the certification of President-elect Joe Biden’s victory, and are sifting 
through evidence to seé whether anyone wanted to Kill or capture lawrnakers or their staffers, 

according to people familiar with the investigation.” The Post edds that “investigators aise are 

“working to determine the motivations and larger goals, if any, of thase who had weapons or other 
‘deer suggesting they olanned to do physical harm. Some rioters, for instance, were photographed 

carrying zip Hes, a plastic version of handcuffs, and ane men was arrested allegedly carrying a 
_pistal on the Capite! grounds. ‘We're not looking at this as a grand conspiracy, but we are 

‘interested in learning what people would do with thinas like zip Hes,‘ sald a lew enforcement 

‘officiel, who, ike others, spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss the investigation.“ 
The New York Times (1/9, Levenson, 20.6M) resorts, “A man who had an assault rifle was 

charged with threatening Nancy Pelosi, the House sceaker, efter he traveled to Washington for the | 

pro-Trump rally on Wednesday and sent a text message saying he would put ‘a bullet in her 

noggin on Live TV,’ the federai authorities said.” The Times adds, “Federal agents said the man, 

' Clevaiand Grover Meredith Jr., had been staying af & Holiday Inn in Washington and had weapons 

‘in his cemper-style trailer, including a Glock handqun, a pistol, a Tavor X95 assault rifle and 

hundreds of rounds of ammunition. Meredith was charged with transmitting a threat in interstate 
commerce, possession of an unregistered firearm and untawful possession of amrmnunitian, 
according to court records.” 

NSC Nightly News (1/16, story 2, 2:25, Snow, 3.76M} reported thet “at least twe more 

' BHegedly involved in the attack on the Capitol were arrested” on Sunday, NBC’s Ron Allen said 
‘Larry Rundell Brock of Texas and Eric Gavelek Munchel of Tennessee are “both charged with 

violently entering the Capitol and disorderly conduct.“ 

The Washington Past (1/10, Hsu, 10.52M} reports that Brock, “a retired Air Force leutenant 

colonel, was arrested in Texas and charged with one count of knowingly entering a restricted 

buliding and one count of vislent entry and disorderly conduct, prosecutors seid. Brock identified 

himself to the New Yorker last week as the man photographed in the well of the Senate chamber 
wearing a green combat helmet, tactical vest, and black and caro jacket. The phote shows the 

oman holding a white flex cuff, used by police by restrain subjects, prosecuters said.” 

USA Today (1/10, Connally, Meceraeg, Stephenson, Dorman, Weener, 12.7M) reperts, 

Munchel, 38, was being hele | in @ Nashvilie Jal muy ct S foueral Warrant, ondine rec ords show. 

  

“Washington is IS handling the case, ‘Photos depicting | ris presence ¢ show 3 person whe appears to be 

Munchel carrying plastic restraints, an item ine helster on his right hip, and a cell phone mounted 
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on his chest with the carners facing outward, ostensibly te record events that day,‘ the office said 

ine news rele Base, © 

‘that p photographs of a person who appeared 0 be Mr, : Munchel showed him * carry! ng plas Stic 

restraints, an itern in a holster on his right hin, and a cell phone mounted on his chest with the 

camera facing outward, ostensibly ta record events that day.’” DQ) said images of @ person who 

eppeared to be Brock showed him: “clad in “a green helmet, green tactical vest with oatches, black 

end caino jacket, and beige pants Role ing & white Rex cure, wh ich ig used by law enforcement to 
restrain and/or detain subjects.’* The Dallas Morning News 
Air Force Heutenant colonel, confi farmed to The New Yorker magazine that he was involved i i 

'Wednesday‘s breach of the Capitol.” The CAS Weekend News (41/16, story 2, 1:45, Duncan, 
13.72) aiso covers the arrests. 

HaulfPost (1/10, 363K) renarts, “Officials also arrested” Brock, “who Hives in Texas, saying he 

'Bppeared to be hokling ‘a white flex cuff, which is used by law enforcement to restrain ‘and/or 

detain subiects.” The FBI “also said the photos of hirs apneared to show “an iter in a holster on 

his right hic, and a cell phone mounted on nis chest with the cernera facing outward, ostensibly to 

record events that day.’ Both men are charged with one count of knowingly entering or remeining 
‘in eny restricted building or grounds without lawful autherity, and one count of violent entry and 

disorderly conduct on Capital grounds.” 

(1/8, Meek, 2. "4444) reports, “Federal agents and detectives frarm the D.C. 

tan Police Department have launched a broad and multipronged investigation into the 

mayhem and death Wednesday at the United States Capitol, that sources tell ABC News includes 
an effort to determine the motives of a peramilitery faction of the mob that invaded the heart of 

American government. We're talking about a very cornplex investigation,’ said Robert Boyce, a 

38-year veteran and former chief of detectives of the New York Police Department. That effort 
involves scanning volurnes of social rnedia posts, reviewing hours of security camera footage, and 

combing through mountains of cellphone data to determine exactly what occurred, investigators 
told ABC News.” 

   

QaKgy Kgassy ey SEFASCETY Poy Qeqwqp9 wy yew LF Ka AIy TAG MWigeey Gay fF CQq gas ne 
: 2 “ - ' Gally Beast (2/8, Shannon, 933K} reports that “there are innumerable potential hiding places“ 

the Capitol “for lethal devices that can be activated later, by a remote trigger such as a cel shone, 

or by a vibration-sensitive device like the one that sets off a car alarm when a vehicle rumbles by 
or honks. Or somebody cauld have stuck a handgun inside a vase or hallow lamp oar behind a 

talet, dla Michael Corleone’s first nil, intending to return ister as a tourist, reclaim the gun and 

'egsassinate some lawmaker. “To clear e 18-hy-15 foot office, would take four hamb techs all day,‘ 

‘Bave Wilarns, e former FBI bornb tech who investigated the Oklahoma City bombing, the Worid 

‘Trade Center bombing and other attacks, told SpyTalk. ‘They’d nave to fook under carpets, at af 

the fire alarms, ight switches, femps, even light bulbs. A light bulb can be madified so when you 
turn ition, it explodes. If you have a five-drawer file cabinet, each drawer should be agened 

remotaly.’* 

, FBI Warned Capitol Police Of Possibility Of Violence Before Riot. 

‘NBC News (1/10, Dilanian, 4.91} reports, "The FBI and the New York City Police Department 
passed information to U.S. Canito! Police about the sossibility of violence during the protests 
‘Wednesday against the counting of the Electoral College vete, and the FBI even visited more than 

a dozen extremists already under investigation to urge thern not to travel to Washington, senior 

daw enforcernent officials said.” N&C News adds, “The previously unreported details undercut the 

@ssertion by a top FRI official that officials hac no indication that viclence was a possibility, and 

they add to questions ebout what intelligence authorities had reviewed before the Capitol riot, 
which led to the death of an officer and four other neople, including a rioter whe was shot and 

'KWHed by police. “Social media is tust part of a full Intelligence picture, ard while there was First 

_Amendment- protected activity on social media to include some people making threats, te this 
point, investigators have not found that there was an organized pilot to access the Capitol,’ a seni or 

FBI official said.* 
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The AP (1/10, Long, Balsarno, Mascaro} reparts, “Despite ample warnings about pre-Trump | 

'_dernonsirations in Washington, U.S. Capitol Police did not holster staffing on Wednesday and made | 

“ne preparations for the possibility that the olanned protests could escalate into massive violent 
riots, according to several people briefed on law enforcement’s response.” According ta the AP, 

“The revelations shed mew ight on why Capital Polce were so quickiy overrun by rloters. The 

department had the sarne nurnber of officers in place as on 2 routine day. While sore of those 

officers ware outfitted with squiprrient for a orotest, they were not steffed or equipoed for a riot, 

They ware left naked,’ Rep. Maxine Waters, D-California. said of the police in an interview with 
AP, She had raised security concerns in a Bec. 28 meeting of House Democrats and grilied Steven 

Sund, the Capitol Police chief, during an nourlong srivate call on New Year’s Eve, ‘It turns out it 

was the worst kind of nor-security anybody could ever immagine.” 
The Los Angsies Times (1/8, Zou, 3.37M} renorts, “Officers at a U.S. Ceaitel perimeter fence 

tried to hold their line but failed as intruders overturned the barrier. Officers at another gate, 

seemingly overwhelmed, appeared to walk off as the intruders passed by. Another fone officer 

tried to hold back an advancing group before fleeing through the halls of Congress. In many cases, | 

the officers were in normal uniform. Nowhere were there the skirmish lines of officers in riot gear 
Seer during other recent events, including Hack Lives Matter protests.” The Tires adds, “The 

Stunning collapse of national security iefi many of the nation’s leaders cowering behind benches 
and fearing for their lives,“ but “by Thursday, much of their shock had been supplanted by anger - 

with leading lawmakers demanding resignations fram the Capital’s too security officials and calling 

for broad investigations i inta the array of tactical fellures under their wetch.” 

ait Street Journal (1/9, Cafvert, Youssef, Gurman, Subscription Publication, 8.41M)} 

“reports that uneven cormmunications between local and federal agencies hindered a forceful 
“response to the F ot, 

  

News (1/18, story 3, 2:10, Snow, 3.765%} that the 
   

New York Police Department ‘notified the US Cesital Police about the sassibility of vicience during 

ast week’s electoral vote count. Law enforcement officials say the NYPD’s intelligence unit sent a 
packet of informeticn te police agencies nationwide describing the violent rhetoric and the threats 

of sacial media, with a separate report sent diracily to Canitel Police. And a senior FSI official says 

agents contacted more than a dozen suspected extremists. These sre people who were already 
under FRI surveillance, and who indicated a desire to come to Washington fast week. ... These 
disclosures do add to the questions about why the Capita! Police were not better prepared when 

the rioters stormed in, and why there wasn’t a greater sense af urgency throughout the federal 
government about the possibilily that the Canitol was @ target.” The Weshineton Post (1/10, Tan, 

10.52M} reports “embattled” Canito!l Police Chief Steven Sund* “stepped down from his post on 
Friday, days earller than he said he would.” Gn Thursday, Sund said his resignation would be 

effective January 16. 
USA Today (1/10, Bahan, Fritze, Sreok, 12.7M} reports Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (#3 “said 

Sunday it took nearly two hours for the Pentagon to give authorization for his stete te send its 

‘National Guard inte Washington to help protect the U.S. Capitol as it came under attack.” Hogan 

gaid on CNN’s State Of The Union (1/16, 1.21M), "Gur Guard mobilized and was ready, but we 

couldn't actually cross over the border into DC without the okey. And that was quite some Hme. ... 

Lean‘t speak as to what was going on the other end of the line back at the Pentagon or in the 

White: ee .. AH T xnow is that we were trying to get answers and we weren't getting answers.’ 

| n. Gary Peters (O-ME} on MSNBC's Politics Nation (1/10, 825K) said, “One thing that! 
think is ; particularly striking is the low number of arrests, Here you have videos of folks engaged in | 

‘criminal behavior, and the number of grrasts is very small. That’s unacceptable.” Peters added, 

"We have to send a strong signal to those folks who were engaged in this action, that they will be 
“sought out, they will be sunished, and anyone else who tries to do this in the future is going ta 

| certainly face a very different result than what we saw this last week.” 

Rep. Hank Johnson (D-GA) on MSNBC's Politics Nation (1/10, 825K} said, “Had it not bean 
for the gunshot of the one shat fired by that olainclothes officer in the Speaker’s Lobby right behind 

‘the House gallery, right there, if Chose peosis had been able to get through, they would have had | 

us who were in the gallery up on the third floor trapped...and I have no doubt some of us who look | 
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dike me would have been hanging from the railings of the third floor onte the House floer swinging 

dike fruit.” 
ay Sw say ae eSing ax S Few SSou SFr Y ©: eee ND Se se eg ok SSH Sow oe TSG FS Bass ow ay SS *' . SEPA Losewe Woes ge sesso Sfoyoy Soy SF SY Mogg es ee een dsog es d Soop seo SHY Seg og FS og 8 METS FI W SEO gy R o LAWINPILPESH LIVE PSL GIL yg S sare s SSSA WENT NNIIG GY GAGE GES VAAGay. Heubers 

a .
 

(1/8, Cornwell, So, Berens, Januta, fan} reports that following “che historic security Greach of 

the iconic domed building that house 5 the U.S, House and Senate, lawmakers told harrowing tales 
_of their escapes from grave danger in the deadly mob assauit that many say was incited by 

' Truro,” and “several told Reuters that tap Capitol security officials had assured them they would 

be sefe ahead of the planned protests and that everything was under control.” In interviews with 
‘Reuters “and in public statements, lawmakers fumed over the failure of the Capital Police - a 

-2,000-member force dedicated to guarding the Capito] Grounds ~ and other acencies.” The Hil 

(1/8, Marcos, 5.69M)} reparts Rep. Tim Ryan (D-OH), the chairman of the House Appropriations 
-subcormnmittes that oversees Capito! Police funding, “said Friday he's asked the police chief to 

provide all communications during the pro-Trump riots that unfolded this week and will investigate | 
whether any officers assisted ricters.“ 

Meanwhile, Bloomberg (1/8, Al, Holder, Flatow, 3.57M) interviewed seversi current and 

former oolice leaders about “the lagistics of how greparation for a major rally or protest typically 
works ~ and why Weenesday’s preparation was such @ dismaying contrast to typical practice.” Ina | 

nesriy 2.000-ward article, Politica (1/8, 6. 73M) says “the successful storming of the U.S, Capitol by | 

‘pro-frump ricters. _ represents perhans the greatest policing failure in American history.” 

According to Politico, “Minute by minute, individual officers sernetimes acted bravely, but hour by 

hour, Wednesday's events demonstrated a ton-to-bottam failure by a key federal law-enforcement | 

agency. The crisis can’t even be called a failure of imagination, as 9/11 is sometimes seen, 

because in many ways the idea that the oro-Trurnp mob might march on the Capitol te disrupt the 

proceedings inside seemed all but chvious. Nor was this en incident that just slipped under the 

radar, The joint session inside was the single biggest news event in the United States that day, and. 

the rioters had been planning disruptive orotest for weeks, in the open.” 
ig st (i/s, 10. 52M) says in an editarial, “Too law enforcement officials and 

‘key members of Congress have said siainiv what Americans could see - that the events 

Wednesday were enabled by a failure of law enforcement and 2 collapse of security.” The Post 
adds, “Fo prevent another such falure, on Inauguration Day and subsequently, there must be a 

robust investigation of the causes for evident shortcomings in feadershie, planning, intelligence, 

coordination and tactics." The Post calls for the implernentation of long-term security measures, 

concluding the Cenitel building “rust rernain the neople’s house ~ but one that is secure fram 
ingur rection.” 
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 SHAVYPUNVAVW my Secretary Ryan meCarthy 0 on Friday told the AP (1/8, Saidor} that Defense 

Department officiate * are reviewing restrictions on the use of force oy National Suard members 

ard could allow troops to carry batons or guns in Washington, 5.C., as they brace for more 

protests and possible violence ground the Jan. 20 inaugural.” In sarticular, McCarthy “told The 
AP. thet any changes will be determined by the intelligence gathered in the coming days about 

“potential threats. But he seid they are looking at allowing troops to carry thelr M-4 dfles or $ mm 

Berettas, and he will know more in 4 day ar two.” 
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63
 _quick- reaction force a y the Defense Denartment to assist if needed ds ring protests in 

Washington on Wednesday die not immediately rasnond when a pro-Trump mob stormed the 

‘Capital because of a lack of a prior planning with Capitol Police over how it might be cepieyed. 
Pentagon officiais said.” A “drneline of events that the Pentagon released Friday night” indicates 

‘that the force was at "Ioint Base Andrews in Maryland and authorized for use by acting def erige 

secretary Christogher C. Miller if additional support is requested by civil authorities.” The Past. 

adds, “But a senior defense official, sneaking on the condition of anonymity because of the 

sensitivity of the issue, said the Defense Departrnant and Capitol Police hadn’t reached an 
agreement or settled on @ concept of operation ahead of time.” 

Meanwhile, a nearly 3, 700-ward frori-paas Wash!     st (1/9, AL, Semiriian, Leenrig, 
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‘Kane, Davis, 10.52M} article chronicles haw Capitol police “lost control” of the situation even 

though Capital Police Chief Steven Sund had oreviously “assured members of Congress that his 

‘force of 2,006 officers could handle the large expected crowds, according to mistinie peaple who 
spoke with Sund in the days leading uB to the siege.” 

spurred congressional leaders to demand 2 a ‘robust’ inquiry inte che “rrind- ‘boagling fail ure of 
national security, * but they dor’t have to “lock far for accountability. Cangress itself is both cHent 

end overseer of the U.S Capitol Police ~ a secretive agency whose PrOcecures and actions nave 
been kept under wrans for decades by Jawmakers themselves.” Washington Lawyers’ Committee 

for Civil Rights and Urban Affairs Executive Director Jonathan Smith said, “The Capital Police is 

“uriquely opaqu ©, even among federal law enforcement.” The Times adds that not rnuch is known 
regarding “how the Cagitol Police operate.” Congress “hes exempted the agency from the 

Freedom of Information Act, preventing the public from requesting records ~ unlike with other 

agencies, such as the FRI.” 
SLEVss ey SYoragyyogey yay WoeFowey TSoy Done TS8y ESF Say Shay og Fog ds WEsrqoxo Mos $ et Sey sapoves any ot Soe 
SAWS GH yosssarys A “ HF HAGSIQAHWY CQ ONLY NOVT{°sns KYECgysyy ost LIL 9 ay QI’, 

: Politico (1/8, Cheney, Ferris, Barron-Lonez, &.73M} reports more House Democrats “say theyre 

“u
a y 

concerned that tactical deci sions by some Canitol Police officers worsened Wednesday's $ ‘riots and 

‘have raisad the passiblity that the prov Trumo mob Enel storrried the U5. Capital right have had 

outside help.” Videos have come to light “showing a small number of officers pulling down 
_barricedes for the rioters and, in ancther instance, stopping for e phote with one of them.” Politico 

adds, “Sorne of those incidents were raised on a 3.5-hour caucus call by House Dernocrats on 

Friday, demanding an investigation not only inte the decisions by the Capito! Police leadership but 

by sore rank-and-file officers caught on carnera.” However, the legislators additionally brought up. 

“general concerns that the rioters had same sori of outside help not necessarily attributable ta the | 

'Capital’s police carps.” Ren. Seve Horsford (2-SC} “told his caleagues he thought the riots were 

an inside job,’ according to two lawmakers on the call.” 

  

LEPWNIAGUGFOY Vg Gan yw le NAIM AGy Lewea my Qos GL Cassy “Oye According to 
‘the AP (1/8, Web), “The insurrection by supporters of .. Truro af the ES. Capiiol this week has 

“prompted gavernors and lawmakers in several states te heighten security at their own capital 

‘bulldings as they gather amid a pandernic for legislative sessions and inaugural ceremonies.” Fhe 

AP resorts that state legislatures are concerned that if “the U.S. Capitol - a shining symbol of 

‘democracy with a dedicated police force - can be overrun by @ violent mob, could state capitals be | 

ext?” 
> Wy 2. : < Y gd  && ‘ : . > Fae ey er ots : 
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: LISP yeor vis % Sean oovte, ? 
: KWITs. Times €3 4/9, Gray, 20.6M} says orotastors with guns rushed Michigan’s 

  

State Capitol | ig 2 Apt and “demanded entry into the House of Representatives’ chamber, chanting 

“Let Us In.’ Same of the protestors, “wearing camouflage fatigues with seriautornatic rifles slung 
over their shoulders, watched ominously from the gallery above the Senate chamber as the 

a lected officials Hig their work.” On Weanest Gay, #5 the US Capital wes oreached, alice wlate 

(L/S, 16.52} articie headlined “Atter Trist Runs At Statehouses Last Year, The © Fare night's V3 olent 

Tactics Erupted At The Capito!” provides similar coverage. 
Say Cosyysgsiveys. In a piece for MGNEO CL/9, 8.1M}, Frank Fighuezi, whe was the 

assistant director for counterintelligence at the FRI, writes, "In the aftermath of the insurrection at | 
the U.S. Capitol on Jen. 7, there wil be resignations, hearings and inquiries at the Capitel Patice 

‘department, the respective House and Senate sergeant~et-arms offices, and other law 

@ enforcement Gr miliary entities. The warning signs and intelligence were there - they were just 

‘ignored. Sut let’s be clear - what happened to our democracy that day wes not an intelligence 

falfure: | ie twas 3 falure to act upon avallghle intellicence,” Fighusel adds, “Fhe Hahts are bunking 

red, and they will continue to signal our vulnerability for the final two weeks of this leaderiess 

administration. Gur adversaries are watching. Whether ar not they act on the available intelligence 

‘depends on cur capacity ta sea what they see: a soft target that needs ta secure far more than the | 

bullding on Capitel Hil.” 
ina piece for USA Today (1/8, 12.76) , Todd Gitin writes, “For ranths, supporters of 
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President Donald Trump heve mounted acts and threats of violent insurrection against federal and 

state governments. in September, FBi and Homeland Security officials warned a Senate 

comyTitiee of the “high lethality” of white supremacist groups.” Gitlin adds, “Insurrectionary 
activity has taken place nationwide. Congress must quickly convene en investigative commission 

te get answers to questions including...which officiais in the FRI, Homeland Security, and other 

agencies were aware of viclent preparations in the run-up ta the congressional vote yesterday to 

count and affirm the states’ election results,” and “which while supremacist groups were under 

surveillance after the FBI and Homeland Security warned of “high lethality” 
in @ piece for Politico (1/8, 6. 73M}, Garrett M. Graff writes, “The successfid storming of the 

U.S. Capitol by pro-Trums rioters on Wednesday represents perhaps the greatest policing failure 

in American history, a catastrophic collaose that may well end up costing one Capitol Police officer 
his fe and the entire security leadershin of the Canitel their iebs.” Politico adds, “With both houses | 

_of Congress in a crucial joint session, the crowds that first approached the Canitol’s auter fence 

were no larger then the department deals with routinely. Yet within minutes, the cuter fence lines 

had collapsed and officers were in full-blown retreat.” Graff adds, “Through the afternoon 

Wednesday and through Thursday, current and farmer major city police chiefs traded puzzled and 
worried calls, all amazed at the assault on ~ and stunningly easy fall of ~ one of the warld’s 

SuDpoSsedly most secure buildings,” 

vu US Officials Reportedly Open Murder Probe Into Death Of Capitol Police Officer. 

suffered & as 5 President Poneld Trump’s sugnorters starrned the Capitol.” The US Capitol Police “said 
‘ina staternent that...Sicknick was injured ‘while ohysically engaging with protesters’ during the 

' Wednesday cot,“ making him “the fifth person to die because of the Canitol protest and violence.” 

' Sicknick’s family released a statement reading: “Many details regarding Wednesday's events and 
| the direct causes of Grian‘s injuries rernain unknown, and our familly asks the public and the press 

to respect our wishes in not making Brian’s passing a political issue.” On CBS This Morning (1/8, 
2.37}, Jeff Peques said Sicknick, was “e i2-year veteran who served in the first responders unit.” | 

Reuters (1/8, Singh, Heavey, Halland} reogorts a law enforcement official toid CNN that 

federa! proseculors “are opening a riurder investigation’ into Sicknick’s death. On the ee 

Evening News 148, BiG! ry 4, 2:11, QDonnei, 4.08M), Jeff Peques seid invesiiaaters are “sti at 

the begiening of this S invest igation, 1 Pe obvious! Y; they’re ® go! rig to Se cell phone data and \ video 

  

‘america’ c/a, 314M}, Aierre Thomas said solice “want to KNOW if he WES assaulted 2 and if that 

mob pleyed a role in his death, Wes ii murder? 
The New York Times (1/8, Santora, Saetia, 20.6M} reports that “it was unclear where Mr. 

| Sicknick’s encounter with the rioters tock plece, but nhates and @ video pasted by a local reporter 

during the night of chaos showed a man spraying a fire extinguisher outside the Senate chamber, 

with a small number of police officers overlooking the erez on a nearby stairway.” Reuters (1/8, 

Lynch, Brice) has more oF the investigation into Sicknick’s death. 

4 frant-page io t (1/8, Al, Hermann, Weiner, Heir, Hackrnan, 10.52) article 

‘reports a White House mee okesman “said Trumo and his administration ‘extend our prayers to 

Capital Police Officer Brian Sicknick’s family es we ali grieve the joss of this American hers,” while 
‘House Speaker Pelosi “ordered flags at the U.S. Capital to be flown at half-staff,” and “Thursday 

| night, officers lined up in front of the Capital in silence to honor their fallen colleague.” On the lead 

ABC World News Tonight (1/8, lead story, 4:22, Muir, 6.95M) segment, Chief White House 
Correspondent Jonathan Karl said Vice President Pence “offered his condolences, and the White 
House put cut a statement from 8 deputy press secretary, but nothing frorn the President hirisel’. 

Tr rump, More ise rated than ever, remainee & ISTH NG closed doors ak the White House today, amidst 

  

expressed eympathy EO the family of the U, 5. ‘Capito Polic ce 2 officer xifled in Wednesday’s INVASION 

_of Congress by pro- Trump supporters, and said those responsible would be held accountable.” 

Biden said, “fhe pecoie resmonsible should be held accountable, and they will be.” 
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Bicomberg (1/9, Natter, Laing, 3.97M} reports that aside from Sicknick and Babbitt, thres 

others “died Wednesday wher thousands of pro-Trump supporters forced their way inte the U.S, 

Capitol in Washington, smashing windows ary) ransacking ¢ offices.” Meanwrile, z front-page 

    

Babbitt’s 5 journey from capital ‘guardian’ ta Invader.’ 

AsyVroos Haw Gacy Giasess Sas Vaany Gag Whyte. Reuters (1/10, Hails} reperts Capito! 
‘Police officer Eugens Goodman “is being halled far his role stearing an angry mob away fram the 

' Senate chambers in Wednesday's deadly storming” of the Cenitol. Goodman can be seen ina 

video “getting rioters to move away from the Senate as nolice raced to secure the chamber.” The 

‘New York Post (3/16, Brown, 7.45M} resorts analysis of the video “shows that he held them back 

for almost a minute - at the exact time as a half-dozen ermed officers were inside the chamber 
cesperately trying £6 | secure i ” 

(1/18, Sblendorio, 2. 51M) reports , Howard “d Liebengood, * Fc} longtime offic cer with aS. Capi Sol 

Police,” died Saturday while off duty “in what’s being described as en apparent suicide, Capital 

Police did not reveal a cause of death for Liebengeod in its announcement Sunday,” but two 
Sources Said If was suicide, and “a colleague with Capitol Police also referred te Liebengeod’s death | 

BS suicide ing Facebook < post Sunday.” 

above | the White House be lowered to “nalf-star® 0 OR Sunday t to honor US Capito! Police officers Brian | 

| Sicknick and [Liebengeod], whe were both on duty when a mob of Trump’s supporters stormed the | 
us Capite tol or Wednesday.” 

= ~ Saws in an exchus: ve, che Washinoton Times f 1/8, Mos dock, 626K) reports police 

ul unions nationwide “mobiized lke never before to support Mr, Trumeo aheed of the cresicdantial 

@lection,” but “police unions that once blasted Mr. Biden for his tepid denunciation of rioters, say 

they are angry that Mr. Trump urged his supperters te march to the Capital.” 
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, Police Departments N Nationwide investigating If Their Officers Stormed Capitol. 

  

“suspended officers or referred 6 them to internal ai i reviews 9 for attending the events on Jan. bir is 

Washington that devolved into an assault on the U.S. Capital,” According to the Times, “The 
commanding officers or officiais involved in the cases in New Harnpshire, Pennsylvania, Texas and 

| Washington Stete stressed that while the officers attended a¢ private citizens, the question of 

owhether they broke the Jaw would be investigated.” 

Reuters (1/10, Casnani} reports that “police departrnents in Virginia and Washingten stat 
‘have placed officers on leave as authorities examine whether they took part In unlawful ects while 

off-duty.” Reuters adds, “Fire departments in Florida and New York City heve also said they 
reported to federal authorities allegations that seme of their mernbers may have beer present 

when the mob broke inte the Capitol as Congress met te certify the results of the Nov. 3 
presidential election. The police department in the small town of Rocky Mount, Virginia, said on 

Sunday it had placed two officers on administrative leave after it learned they attended an ‘event’ 
in Washington, D.C. on Wednesday while off-duty.” 

The New York Past (1/9, Edelman, 7.45M} reports, “The FBI is investigating whether active or. 

‘retired FONY firefighters took part in che siece at the US Capitol. The Fast has learned. The 

department issued a statement Saturday in response to questions about a phote posted to Twitter 

of a man wearing a jacket marked ‘FDNY squad 252° on the back, standing near the entrance to 

the Capitol and carrying an American flag. ‘The depertrnent received anonymous allegations thet 

active or retired memb ers were present < at the events at the United states caprel on January 6 

‘The New York 

‘While Bulk Of Americans Feel Attack On Capitol Was Unacceptable, “Large Portion Of 

The County At Least Empathizes With What Occurred.” 

ston Post (2/9, 10.52M} analysis says that “while most Americens also think that th 
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actions of the mab” who attacked the Capito! an Wednesday “were unacceptable, a large portion of | 

the country at least ampathives with what occurred or, in sore cases, actually approves.“ A 

HuffPost poll released on Friday which was carried out by YouGoy indicates that roughly "three- 
Quarters of the country expressed disapproval of what the mob had done.” Meanwhile, 3 

NewsHour poll released the same dey which was carried out by Marist College asked whether 

respondents backed what happened at the Capitol. The Post adds, “Even more expressed 

opposition than disapproval.” However, the HuffPost palling indicates that one third of Trump 

backers feel that “those who stormed the Capitol repres ent people ike tham or represent Trump 
| supporters 5 broadly.”     

N \ " y" cNess. Meanvhic, a New York Times (9, Gabriel, 20.6M} 

analysis : says | that the @ “vial fant mob inspired by... Trurrs smashing its way into the Capitol” was “2 

‘shock ng spectacie” that “nignlt ghied one of the most dangerous perts of Mr. Trump's legacy: the 

disbelief in dernocracy that has metastasized among many of his supoorters.” The Times adds that | 

while the “turmall...has divided Republican officials,” some of the voters whe “fervently back” 
Truro in interviews “expressed sympathy with what they said were the motives of the mob - 
Stop the counting of Electoral College results in Congress, under the false prernise that widespread 

‘fraud had deprived the president of re-election.” According to the Times, this stance “suggests that 

8 core part of the Republican Party, both voters and same officiais, is dead-set on reiecting the 

legitimacy of any politics or party but their own.” 
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‘Three Sri Lankan Nationals Charged In Federal Court With Aiding 2019 Bombings. 

‘The Los Anasles Times (1/8, Ormseth, 3.37M} reports, “Three Sri Lanken nationals were charged 

Friday in federal court in Los Angeles with supporting an ISIS cell that kHled hundreds of peaple in 

'@ string of coordinated suicide bombings that shook Sri Lanka in 2019.” Mohamed Naufer, 

'Mohemed Anwar Moharned Riskan and Ahamed Mihan Hayathu Moahmed gre “accused of 
“conspiring to provide material support to ISIS.” Naufar and Muhan ere “also charged with aiding 

and abetting the receipt of military training from ISIS.” 
The AP (1/8) reports, “The men have no Cal fornia canmection out the FRi-led Joint Terrorism 

Task Force that headed the investigation is based in Los Angeles, according to the U.S. attorney's 

office.” They were “being held in Sri Lanka and ib wasn't immediately clear whether thay had 
attorneys who could speak for thern.” Nick Hanna, U.S, attorney for the Central District of 

California, said in a statement, ‘This case clearly demonstrates that the United States wil take 
decisive action to ensure terrorists face justice when they target Americans anywhere in the world. 
THs complaint makes cloar that we stand ready with these charges in the event the defendants 

attempt to evade justice.” 

‘Jacobsen: Biometric Evidence Used In Fight Against Terrcrism May Not Be Reliable. 

In an essay edapted frorn her upcoming book “First Platoon” for the New York Times (1/9, 20.6M}, | 
reporter and author Annie Jacobsen writes President Trurmp pardoned Clint Lorance, “an Army first | 
gutenant who ordered his pleteon to shoot three unarmed motorcycle riders in Afghanistan, 

‘ddy 2012, killing two of them,” after “being shown blometric data — fingerprints and BNA — that 

alleged the Afghan men killed were Taliban bornb makers, not civilians.” Jacobsen writes that 
“biometric ayi idence is af the heart” in the case of Staff Sat. Robert Bales, who “pleaded guilty to 

'kHing 16 Afghan villagers in cold blood.” Bales” “enpeal rests, in part, on data provided by a 
biometrics expert named Wiharm Carney -- who also worked on the Lorance case.“ Jeconsen 
writes that “these efforts are BUHL upon the canturyeald law anforcement notion that ‘fingerprints 

don’t fle.’* How ever, “in the nescent worid of Defense Department biometrics, | learned, 
‘fingerprint evidence can be manipulated and misconstrued.” 

   

  

, Boston Marathon Bomber Sues Over Treatment In Prison. 
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‘The New Yar (1/8, Woods, 7.45) reported, “Bostan Marathon bomber Drhakher Tsarnaev is 

suing the federai government for $250,000 over Hs treaiment insiie the Colorade sumermax 

prison where he is serving a Hfe sentence -- claiming his baseball cap was confiscated and he has 
been restricted to only three showers a week, according to a new report.” In the suit, Tsarnaav 

“accused guards and the warden at the Federal Correctional Complex Florence ~ called the 
‘Alcatraz of the Rackies’ — of being ‘unlawful, unreasanable and discriminatory,’ The Bostan Herald - 

reparted.” Tearnaev “claimed thet prison guards confiscated his baseball cap and bandana 

because, by wearing [the capi, I was ‘disrespecting’ the FRI and the victimes’ of the April 15, 2013, 
‘bombing, according to the report.” His treatment, he clairned, “has made him so anxious that it is 

contributing to his ‘mental and physical dectine.”” 

, FAA Chief Issues Statement Warning Public Not To Disrupt Flights With “Unruly 

Passenger Behavior.” 

Bipembero (1/798, Levin, 3.87} raports Federal Aviation Administration Administrator Stephen 

'ENckson released a statement Saturday vowing “strong anforcement action against anyone Whe 

endangers the safety of a flight, with penalties ranging from rnonetary fines to jail ti “ Dickson’ s 

-staternent followed “a spate of incidents” last week “Involving supporters of resident Donal Ci 
“Trump disrupting flights and refusing to wear face masks.” Dickson added that FAA keens tabs on 

‘flight safety violations such as “unruly passenger behavior, which can distract, disrupt, and 
threaten crew members’ ability to conduct their key safety functions.“ 

Reuters (1/9, Shepardson} reports Gickson stated, “l expect al oassengers to follow crew 

member instructions, which are in plece for their safety and the sefety of flight.” The story reports 
‘Alaska Airlines has “banned i4 passengers | from future travel with the carrier after ‘unacceptanie’ 

‘behavior or a fight frorn Washington to Seattle.” According to the story, FAA has “opened mors 

‘than 1,300 enforcement actions against unruly passengers during the past decade.” 
e .{1/S, Josephs, 7.34M) reports last week, one “American Airlines oliot on a Washington-— 

'to-Phoenix flight warned travelers he would ‘out this plene down end dump people off in the 
“mtddie of Kansas‘ tc convince passengers te ‘behave’ an board.” There was “another flight” where 

“American Airlines fight attendants turned up the lights and ardered passengers to their seats 

after passengers shouted and cursed each other.” 
SAWNFHAY Fes SLILHY AG {TH KE NOG Qs Gia sy gas Ayes Q ges Messy Gags Oy $s SS “NN $ ‘s SSS 

SWIPE. POL 60 £1/9%, Ferris, 6.73M} eee “Cental security officlais are 

fety measures far members of Congress at airports after multiole incidents inwhich 
jawmakers have been verbally harassed as they travel to and d from Washington.” USCP will station - 

agents “at three regional airports” - Reagan International, Dulles International, and Baltimore- 
‘Washington International ~ “through Inauguration Day to ‘assist with security coordination.’” The 

action was taken “after the confrontation of many lawmakers in D.C. airports, including Sen. 

‘Lindsay Graham (R-S.C.}." Unlike Graham, “many lawmakers, particularly in the House, do not” 
have a dedicated security detail with them when they travel, and “Several lawmakers have 

privately been raising concerns thet they could be not just confronted verbally, but threatened in 

“more dramatic fashion in the coming cays and weeks.” 

ABC World News Tonight {1/S, story 5, 0:36, Uamas, 839K} broadcast USCP “will be 

| teaming LD with other authorities, including US Air Merete | nO provi ide protection For members S of 

   

   

  

     

    

Airgorts ‘Author! ity and US ‘Air Marshals “wil irgrease security for congressional travel to and FrOri 

Washington. “tn addition to Greharn, Ser. Mict Romney (RUT) and Rep. Lou Corres (D-CA) were 

aiso “heckled” at airports while traveling ho: me last week. 

, Pompeo’ To tgnate Yemen’s Houthis A eee Terrorist Organization. 

cecided ta dostanate yemer’ $ - Houthi rebels 8S @ 7 foreign t terrorist organization, © according to 

curmamed sources, The Past say. “aid groups and several senior U.S. officials worry” the decision 

“could worsen a h an @risis,“ in a meme obtained by the outiet, Secretary of State 
Pompeo “announced his intention to blacklist the group and add three of its top officials to a list of 

¢ 
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Specially Designated Glabal Terrorists, including leader Abdul Melik al-Houthi.” An official ‘said the 

decision was based on the group's inveivernent in terrorist activities, including a missile attack on 

-@ Saudi airport in 2019 and another on 3 Saudi off distribution station in 2020.” Pompeo said, "The 

designations are intended to hold Ansarailah accountable for its terrorist acts, including cross- 

berder attacks threatening clvilan populations, infrastructure, and commercial shipping.“ 
The AP (1/11, Michael reports, “A leading aid arganization on Monday warned that U.S. 

'Sectretary of Slate Mixe Pornpeo’s move to designate Yemen's iran-backed Houthi rebels as a 

foreign terrorist organization would deal another ‘devastating Slow’ to the impoverished and war- 
torn nation.” The Norwegian Refugee Counc “said the designation and Pompeo’s planned 

sanctions on the Houthis ‘will hamstring the ability of ald agencies to respond’ te the hurnanttarian 

needs of millions of Yernenis.” The council, alang with other hurnanitarian agencies active in 
‘Yernen, "have jong warned that sanctions could prove catastrephic for efforts to help starving 

‘Yemeni civilians caught in the conflict between the Houthis and the Yemeni government, backed by. 

@ Saudi-led coalition which has bean waging war against the rebels." 

  

, Experts: Foreign Intelligence Officials Likely Entered Capitol Building. 

Government Matters (DC) (1/10, Hadden} reports that forrner ODNI National Security Policy 
Analyst Katrina Mulligan “said the possibility that e bad actor cauld have gotten into the Capital 

'bullding” during ite assault lest week “is ‘nore than plausible’ and ‘has alrnost certainly occurred.’” 

‘Mulligan estimates there to be “over 100,000 foreign intelligence officiais belleved to be Hving in 

the Washington, 0.C. area.” Mulligan said last week's events are “exactly the kind of situation that | 

@ foreign intelligence official would be seeking to exnloit for these sorts of purposes.” Former 

Deputy Assistant DHS Secretary for Counterterrariem Policy Tom Warrick seid foreign adversaries 
“don't have to go after the most classified setrets ~ they can go after cell phones, lapteps, papers 

eft on desks as people are evacuated.“ 

, DNI Ombudsman: Administration Politicized Some Intelligence Regarding Foreign 

Interference In 2020 Elections. 
“ee 

‘The New York Times (1/8, Barnes, Savage, Goldman, 20.6M} says that Barry Zulauf, the analytic 

ombudsman in the Office ef the Directar of Natianal intelligence, has “cantiuded” In a new report 

submitted to Congress on Thursday that the Administration “politicized the intelligence around 

foreign election interference in 2028, resulting in significant errors in its reports Jast year to 

Congress and the public.” Analysts “believed thet the classified document — after interventions by 

John Ratcliffe, the current director of national intelligence, to edd the warning about China - was 

an ‘outrageous misrepresentatian of their analysis,” accarding to Zulauf. The analysts “helleved 

that during @ drawn-out review process, senior leaders had “watered down” their conclusions 

about Russia to make it sound ‘not too contreversial’ while diverting attention to China by 

bolstering the perception of its threat.” 

The Washington Post (1/8, Nakashima, 16.52M} says Zuleuf “describled? an intelligence 

_cormmiunity afflicted by a ‘widespread perception in the workforce about politicization’ of analysis 
or the tapic of foreign election influence ~ one thet he says threatens the legitimacy of the 

‘agencies’ work.” According to the Post, “Fhe dispute Hlustrates the task feced by the incoming 

administration, with senior advisers tc...Joe Biden saying they want to end what they describe as 

a toxic political environment in the intelligence community and produce the best information for 

policymakers.” 

   

| Dominion Voting Systems Sues Ex-Trump Lawyer Sidney Powell For $1.3B. 

| LSA Foday (1/8, Cummings, 12.7M) reparts, “Dorninion Voting Systerns fled a defarmation lawsuit 
against attorney Sidney Powell over® claims relating to the 2020 election. Powell has “variously 
implicated Dominion, deceased Venezuelan leader Hugo Chavez, the CIA and Chinese communisis | 
in @ plot to rig the election against Trump.” The lawsuit says, “Dominion was founded in Toronto 
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for the purpose of creating a fully auditable oaper-based vote system that would empower people 

with disabilities to vote independently on verifiable paper ballots.” The cornpany “says her claims 

are not rooted in any factual basis but instead rely on ‘declarations from @ motley crew of 
con Spiracy theorists, con artists, armchair expert ‘ts,’ ane Branymous SGurces who were judicigiy 

, Publication, 8.41M) provides similar coverage. 

‘Trump | Faces Calls To Pardon WikiLeaks’ Assange. 
   

} reports WikiLeaks founder ian Assange’s alles “have 
ramped HG S Dush for z z . last- minute gardoan from President Trurnp, enlisting a lobbyist with 

_conmections to the administration, trying to rally supporters across the polltical spectrurn and filing 

@ clemency petition with the White House.” However, the Times says the initiative “comes at a 
delicate moment for Mr. Assange and during @ period of tension between the United States and 

‘Gritgin over a case that his supporters say has substantial implications for press freedoms.” 

Nunes Asks Ratcliffe To Look Into Coronavirus Origins, Wuhan Lab Theory. 

‘The Washington Examiner (1/10, Dunleavy, 888K) reports thet Rep. Bevin Nunes (R-CA}, the 
ranking member of the House Intelligence Committee, called on DNI Ratcliffe “tc provide details 
@bout the origins of the coronavirus in China, including intelligence community information related 

to whether COViD-19 may have escaped from a lab in Wuhan,” In e two-page letter, Nunes said 
the Republicans in his committee “have conducted a long-standing investigation Inte the rise of 
China as our foremost national security threat,” and “as part of that orobe, we are investigating 

‘the outbreak of the coronavirus.” He “asked Ratcliffe to provide the intelligence with 2 classified 
notification on Chinese virclogy research, including ‘an explanation of significant changes in 

Intelligence Community analysis, or the evolution of such analysis, related to the origin of SARS- 

'COV-2, research activities in Wuhan labs, efforts by China to block international investigations of a 
possible lab leak, and actions taken by Chinese authorities that increased COVID-19 worldwide 

Jethallty and economic disruptions.” 

| Intel Agencies Directed In Spending Bill To Reveal Knowledge Of UFOs. 

CNN (1/10, Kaur, 69.21M} reparis that following the signing of the coronavirus relief and 

government spending bill in December, DNI and the Secretery of Defense have 180 days “to 
‘provide the congressional intelligence and arrned services committees with an unclassified report 

about ‘unidentified serlal chenomena.’’ The IC report “must contain detailed analyses of UFO data 

vand inteligence collected by the Office of Naval intelligence, the Unidentified Aerial Phenomena 
Task Force and the FBI, according to the Senate inte 
Outline “an interagency process for ensuring timely date callectio iO n and centralized analysis of i 
unidentified aerial phenomena reporting for the Federal Government,” said the report. It must 

“dasignate an official responsible for that process” and “identify any potential national security 

threats posed by UFGs and assess whether any of the nation’s adversaries could be behind such 
activity.“ 

international Business Times (1/10, Manning, 123K} reports, “Conaress is interested in this 

information because of the various videos the Pentagon released in April.” They showed 

“unidentified area phenomena’ that the U.S. Navy stated were real, sccording to CNN.” 

       

| CIA Redesigns Website With New, Modern Images. 

The Los Angeles Times (1/8, Miranda, 3.37M} reports thet last week the CIA announced “that it 

had traded its old site design 2 bureaucrat! chermony of blue ard belge} in favar of a sleek new 

ook.” Visitors to the site now “encounter an all-black background with bold white headlines: We 
are the Nation’s First Line of Defense.” The agency’s seal “depicting an eagle and a shieid, 

generally rendered in red, white, yellow and blue, hes been transformed into stark black and 

white.” Additionally, “Cosmic-laoking élraular qlyohs serve as navigational syimbais. Scattered 

‘throughout the site are images of cerebral-yet-sivilsh individuais with blue-stesl glares -- of the 

“sort you might find on the faculty page for SCI-Arc.” The Times says the redesign “draws attention | 
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to the lack of good graphic design elsewhere in government.” The New York Times (1/8, Marcus, 
20.5) also reports. 

x Kim Jong Un Threatens To Expand Nuclear Arsenal. 

arsenal and ‘develop more sophisticated SloOnvHc weapons systems, saying the fate of relations with 

the United States denends on whether it abandons its hostile policy, state media reported 

Saturday.” 
Reuters (1/8, Kim) reports, “North Korean leader Kim Jong Un called the United States the 

‘biggest enemy’ and said Washington’s hostile policy toward North Korea would not change 

regardless of who occupies the White House, state media reported on Saturday.“ 

CNN (1/9, 89.21M)} resarts that Kim “said North Korea is pushing ahead with the armarnents 
ta deter the United St ates, comme ents tnat apaear to show President Donald Trump’ % Strategy af 

high-level engagement with Pyongyang...failed to convince Pyongyang to stop is pursull of a 
modern nuclear arsenal.” The North Korean leader “said rultinie-warheed guidance technology’ is | 

in the final stage, while studies in hynersonic fight that could be apolied to new bailistic missiles 

‘gre complete,’ with North Korea ‘making preparations for their test end production. ” 

The Washington Post (1/8, Genyer, 10.52M)} reports that Kirn said, “There is no more foolish 

ard dargeraous act thar: not reinforcing our own forces while clearly seeing developrnent of state- 
of-the-art weapons of our enemies." In the speech, “Kim vowed to cevelop selid-fuel ICBMs that 

can be faunched from land and sea.“ He alse “called for more research end development into 
advanced military equipment, including soy satellites, hypersonic weapons end reconnaissance 

drones, and said research had nearly been completed on a nuclear submarine.” 

The New York Times (1/8, Chos, 20.6M} reports that the speech “marked his first official 
| reaction to the election of Mr. Biden to replace Met Frump.” 

    

   

oF generat secretary of the ruling Workers’ Party formerly held by RS late father and grandfst ther. 

state media reported Manday.” The added title is a “move apparently aimed at bolstering his 

authority arid growing economic challenges.” Ab the meeting, Kim alse “vowed te build more 

sophisticated nuclear weapons, disclosed economic developmental goals and reshuffled party 
i officials,“ 

  

Fhe Hi HE (2/S, $.69M} alsa reports, 

, Chinese State Media Denounce Pompeo’s Lifting Of Restrictions On Contact Between US 

Andi Taiwan Officials. 

the departing Trump administration, z ‘accusing US. Seer etary of State Mike Pompec of ‘seeking te 

maliciously inflict 2 long-lasting scar en China-U.5. des.’” A commentary for the Xinhua News 

Agency stated “that the lifting of longstanding restrictions on U.S. government contacts with 
Taiwanese counterparts praves that Pompeo ‘is only interested in stoking unwarranted 
confrontations, and has no interest in world peace.” & CGTN commentary "called Pompeo’s 

“announcernent ‘a cowardly act of sabotage’ of the next U.S. administration.” Tahwan’s Premier Su 

“Tseng-chang said, “We are expressing cur gratitude toward the U.S. for speaking out and 

supporting Taiwan.” 
Reuters (1/10, Al, Brunnstrom) reports on Saturday, Secretary of State Pornnea “said he 

wes Hfting restrictions on contacts between U.S. officials and their Telwanese counterparts, a move | 

Jikely te anger China and increase tensions between Beijing and Washington.” The restrictions 
were, said Pompeo, sel-irnposed, and lifting them, according to Reuters, “appeared te be another | 

part of an effort...te lock In a tough agpreachk to China.” 
The New York Times (1/6, Barnes, Qin, 20.6M) reports, “A set of cornplex guidelines meant 

to make iH difficult for American officials to visit with Talwan’s officials was put in nlace after the 

adoption of the ‘One China policy’ in 1979, which recognized the communist gevernment in Belling 
and removed recognition of the nationalist government that ruled Taiwan.” Pompeo said, 

“Executive branch agencies should consider all ‘contact guidelines’ regarding relations with Taiwan 
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previously issued by the Department of State under authorities delegated ta the secretary of state 

‘to be nal and void.” The Times alsa reports, “A Biden transition official said Mr. Biden remained 

Carumiiied to the One Ching policy, as well as the Taiwan Relations Act.” 

  

, Fort Bliss Solder Charged Over Alleged Sexual Assault Of Private First Class 
‘Subsequently Discovered Dead. 

ABC World News Tonight (41/9, stery 10, 6:18, Llamas, 839%) resorted that the Army “says 2   

Fort Bliss soidier has been charged for the alleged sexual assault of another soldier who was fater 
found dead on base. Private First Class Asia Graham was found unresponsive in her barracks on 
‘New Year's Eve, She reportedly accused the soldier charged of sexual assault before her death.” 

| ree Attorney General’s Office Launches Grand Jury Probe Into McClain’s Death. 

ai’s office on Friday 
nounced that it has launched z & grand jury investigation InEG the “death of f Efigah MeCigin, & 23 

year-old Black man who died after Aurora police put him in a chokehold in 2019.” Weiser said in a 
release that his office has cormmenced “a grand jury investigation,’ in order to ‘cornpel testimony 

fram witnesses and require production of documents and other relevant information that would 

otherwise be unavailable.” He said, “Our investigation will be thorough, guided by the facts and 

law, and worthy of the public’s trust. 
Ness x oy 7 : » MDa SYarssy .. BE Mer Keegy SCL Aoway yay NOSKayfyaywo 
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CMa a~gys ASVeges Wy WY MSyex GEys. in a story 

that eiso reports on the ¢ rand jury crohe inta McCisin’s death, the CYB, Slevin, Nieberg) 

reports, "Suburbar Denver police officers wort be charged efter detaining four Black giris by 

gunooint this summer and handcuffing two of them after wrongly suspecting they were riding ina 
stolen car, prosecutors said Friday.” The August incident aiso involved personne} frorn the Aurora 

Police Departrnent. 

ei 
  

| FBI Releases Video Of Armored Car Courier Being Robbed At North Miami Beach ATM. 

jam Herald (1/9, Cohen, @47} reported, “An arrnored car courier servicing an ATM ah a 

‘Wells Fargo bank branch in North Miami Beach was robbed by a man driving a blue Honda Civic on | 

Friday afternoon, the FBI said.” The FBI has “released video of an exchange between the robber 

and the courler -- who flred a shot at the robber - and an image of the car’s rear and license 
tate.” According to FAL agent Michael Leverack, the robbery “happened at about 4 p.m. Friday 

near an ATM behind a Wells Fargo bank branch et 147th Street and Biscayne Boulevard.” 

WEOR-TY Migmi (1/8) reported, "Authorilies said the suspect fed the area in his car with an 
undetermined amount of money.” 

  

‘Former Michigan Police Officer Pleads Guilty To Civil Rights Charge Of Excessive Force. 

‘The etrolt Free Press (1/8, Abdel-Baqui, 2.16M} reported, “A former Hamtrarnck police officer 
“who pistol-whipped ows civilians in 2014 and lied about it in police ranorts leaded guilty te a civil 

rights charge of excessive force in U.S. District Court in Detroit on Friday.” Ryan Mcinerney 
“admitted that on the night of June 22, 2014, he stopped a man in his vehicle, ordered him to put 

his hends up, and without justification, pistal-whipsed him several times in the face, accerding te 

the Department of Justice.” A news release from the 00] said, “As a result of the assault, the 

victim, iGentified in court documents anly as 2. Mi. suffered broken fecial bones and lacerations 

requiring stiches, among other injuries. D.M. did not oresent e danger to the deferdant, and there | 

was no lawful reason for the pistol-whipning.” 

iene Man Pleads Sentenced In Fake ID Scheme To Get Free Flights. 

man factured seed and sold fraudulent Zirline-empicyvee ID cards to gain free-flight orivieges an 

Spirit Airlines was sentenced on Wednesday te 30 months in prison by s US. district judge in 
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‘California. Hubbard Bell, 32, “a former Mesa Airlines employee who had legitimate access to the 

Spirit Airlines fight privileges as a work benefit until 2015, allegedly started the scarn after Mesa 

‘Airlines terminated fim in 2615." According to the article, “the feke ID ring ran from early 2016 te 
date 2017, and it resulted in 1,953 known flight bookings reserved for someone whose name did 

net match the Mesa Alrlines employee used to book the free flight.” 

| Fugitive Convicted Of Chicago Murder Captured After More Than 20 Years At Large 

The Times of Nurthwest indigns (1/9, Ortiz, 254K} reported, “On Tuesday the FBI Gang Response 

Investigative Taam received o tip that a fugitive named Joseph Tallies, 55, was Hving in a home in 

Lake Station, said Chris Bavender of the FBI Indiananolis office.” That same day, “agents arrested 

the man at a park at Liverpool Road and Decatur Street, which was near his residence, Bavender 

sald.” Tallios, “whe fled mid-trial, was convicted in absentia of the murder of his brother-in-law 

and related arson in June 1997, according to a 1998 articie fram the Chicage Tribune.” 

Ohio Resident Facing Drug, Firearm Charges. 

The Youngstown (OH} Vindicater (1/9, 135K} reported that a recently filed criminal complaint 

accuses Youngstown resident Raphael Ortiz “of possessing drugs with intent te distribute them and 

being a felon in possession of a firearm.” The Vindicator added, “The charges stem frorn a search” 

seration thet involved the FSF and other law enforcement organizetions. 

, FBI Raids Homes, Offices Of Tennessee State Lawmakers. 

Tennessee lawmakers on Friday, including the property of former state House Speaker Glen 

‘Casada, officials said.” FBI agents searched praperties with “addresses associated with Casada, 
fellow GOP state Reps. Robin Smith and Todd Warner end Casada‘s former chief of staff, Cade 

'Cothren, said David Baling, a spokesmen for the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Nashville.” Cassada 

resigned from “his leadership role in summer 2019, after he admitted to sending a series of 
sexually inappropriate and racist text messages.” 

The AP (1/8, Kruesi, Mattise} reports U.S. Attorney's Office for Middle Tennessee spokesman 
‘Gavid Boling “said FBI agents searched the hornes and offices of state lawmakers” on Friday. The 
searches "included the hommes of farmer GOP House Sneaker Glen Casada and state Rea. Robin 

Smith,” but Boling “declined to previde any further information regarding the nature of the 
searches and how many lawmakers were involved.“ 

Cameron Sexton said in a statement, “I have been, and F will centinue to be in full cooperation 

with the authorities as their investigation continues, On the advice of both Ethics and Legal 

Counsel, | am placing everyone that was subject to the execution of today’s search warrants on 

‘Lee “told recorters friday that he had sooken to current House Speaker Cameron Sexton about 

the searches, describing them as ‘FRI raids.’ 
The Chattanooga (TN) Times Free Press (1/10, 168K} raperts that Tennessee legislators 

bheleve that the raids focus “could be on the controversial 2019 passage of Gov. Billiee’s school 
-youcher bill.” Critics “charged at the time that various promises to fund pet projects and take other. 

actions were extended by GOP lawmakers to pass fellow Republicen Lee‘s voucher BHI.” 

| Casada has also “been embroiled in controversy aver racist end sexist tex messages as wel as 

sdditional allegations of misconduct is stepping down as House Spesker,” 

   

645K), and WSMV-TY Nashville, rN (1/8, Sulek, Wenzel, 230K). 

| Investigation In Georgia Leads To Meth Seizure. 

| In online coverage, WGOXA-TY Macon, GA (1/8, Helrm} reported, “The Butts County Sheriff's Office 

Of Friday announced the results of a monthe-leng” investigation that targeted an alleged 

“methamphetamine trafficking ring. The DEA and the FBI were involved with the investigation, 
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which led to the seizure of “almost iG pounds of meth with en estirnated street value of over 

$225,000, aleng with handguns, assault rifles, vehicles, stolen property, and over $40,000 in 

cash.” The Jackson {GA} Prearess-Argus (1/8, Stanford, 11K} and the WAGA-TV Atlanta (1/8, 

Evans, 315K} website aiso covered this story. 

| Pennsylvania Judge Orders Detention Of Former University Of Pittsburgh Student Over 
FBI Threats. 

  

pesure zetts (1/é, 426K) reports U.S. Magistrate Judge Richard Langilo “ruled 

f [Fr dey] that Khaled Miah, 27, will remain in custody as a danger to the cammunity end a Aight 
risk.” FBI agents “said Mr. Miah helds islamic extremist views and had heen watching FBI agents 

who were investigating him.” They eiso “sald he used a Twitter account te post threatening 

‘messeges to Pittsburgh agents and at one point watched an agent's residence.” 
The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (1/8, Ward, 245K) reports Lanzille said in his ruling, “Anyone 

who seems to come within the defandant’s orbil .. becomes sublact to his surveillance and 
scrutiny.” He added, “This is all with a backdroo of fascination with terrorism and terrorists that 

| cannot be explained by ecadernic interest.” 

Texas Man Suspected Of Murder Commits Suicide. 

| KIBEW-TY¥ Oahas (1/6, 372K) reports Herbert Nixon Flores, who “was being tracked by the FBI 

Fugitive Task Force from Los Angeles” In connection to the murder of an ex-girlfriend, “snot 
‘himself as more police vehicles approached him“ in Irving. 

The Los Angeles Times (1/8, 3.37M) reports that Flores’ death “brought en end te a manhunt | 
that began the morring of Jan. 6, when, police say, Flores shat his former girlfriend to death in the | 

9000 block of Sartee Avenue in Pacoima.“ 

F Former reac Agent One Of Four Indicted In Painkillers Case. 

that Alberico Ahias Cresne, a former US Department of 
Health mand F Human Services agent, and three others were recandy indicted “on charges of dealing 

painkillers in Miami-Dade County.” The Herald highlighted the FBI's involvement with the 
‘investigation of this case. 

  

| Convicted Sex Offender Arrested In Utah. 

‘Deseret News (UT) (1/8, 114K) reports Craig Thomas Defe, who “pleaded guilty to four counts of 
sexual exploitation of a minor and unlawful conduct with a 16- or L?- “year- “ddd” in November 2619, 
“has been arrested again in an online undercover investigation by police.” He “showed up to meet 

whom he thought was 2 13-year-old girl,” and he “was sti wearing 4 GPS monitor an his ankie 
‘issued by a judge in his current case.” The FBI sugnarted the sting. 

_Las Vegas FBI Task Force Arrests Pair Over Solicitation Of Minors. 

‘The Las Vegas Review-Journal (1/8, 272K} reports that the Las Veoas Valley's Child Explottatian 

Task Force arrested Hofens Collmon and Jose Cafderan-Moller on charges of “attemoting to pay a 

15-year-old girl for sex as part of an undercover law enforcement sting in Las Vegas.” & task force | 
officer “received communications from two separate callers responding to the ad,” and they 

“informed the callers that the girl heing offered for prostitution was 15, and in each case, the 
callers were still willing to meet.“ 

Arizona Identifies Body. 

Shane Ro! ian ‘5 nody, whieh t Wes “ound ng “a dey ereekbed near interstate 27 on New Year’s Dey.” 

 Rollman’s car "head been found abandoned about two miles away at a highway rest area on Sept. 

23.” 

, DOL Sues To Void Local 98 Leadership Election In Pennsylvania. 
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    yirsr (1/8, Roebuck) reports that the Department of Labor “sued to vaid the 

most recene electic lan of the city’s politically powerful electrician’s union Friday, saying labor leader 

John J. Dougherty and his allies had threatened those who had considered challenging them for 
Jjeadership positions.” Government lawyers “asked a judge to force Local 98 of the International 

'Brotherhoad of Slectrical Workers te hold a new vote for several top pasts” efter a raid conducted 

last October, when agents “sought evidence of similar claims that the union's top officiais had 
‘inkhriidaied rivals who questioned Rougherty’s leadership after his 2019 indictment on Gribsry and 

ambazziement charges.” 

  

as ci ee Gcldstein, Enrich, 20.8M} reports, “Deutsche Bank agreed on Friday to 

@ foreign bribery investigation by federal euthorities inte the bank's 

attempts to win . busin ness in several countries including Saudi Arabia by making improper payments: 

to politically sennected people.” The Well Street Journal (1/8, Ramey, Patrick, Subscription 

Publication, B.41M) provides similar coverage, 

  

    

F Former Iowa Public Official Sentenced For Mail Fraud. 

57 months | in orison after pleading guilty fast August to ome count of federal mail fraud.” He “was 
arrested in 2019 and indicted on 10 mail fraud counts,” and orosecutors “say he set up | shell 

company purported to provide services to Metro Waste Authority, then paid out company funds for | 

nis own use between 2012 and O17.” 

vs us charges Two Oregonians With COVID-19 Loan Fraud. 

| more thar $2.2 million in loans meant to help small Gusinesses during the coronavirus pandemic.” | 

Andrew Aaron Lieyd, $0, of Lebanon, and Russell A. Schart, 38, of Myrtie Creek, "ara charged with | 

wire fraud, bank fraud and money leundering in federal court in Eugene. The FS investigated af fer 

receiving information that the men fraudulently obtained Paycheck Protaction Program loans, 

which were authorized by the federal Coronavirus Ald, Relief and Economic Security Act.“ The AP 

adds, “Between Aoril 7 and Mey 8, financial recards showed both aoplied for and received at least 

thres loan payments using three different entities, totaling rnore than $2.2 milion, according toa 

criminal complaint filed in court.” 

  

, SolarWinds Taps nee Stamos To Look Into ’ Company's Practices Following Hack. 

'Crris Krebs ; and ‘alex Stamos te | review j its practiogs ¢ after suspected | "Russian hackers v mpromised 

the cornoany’s software and conducted a sprawling hack across the U.S. government and orivate 
sector.” Krebs previously headed the US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency “and 

wes known for instilling confidence in the integrity of the 2026 elections unt he was fired by 
President Donald Trump in November.” Bloomberg adds that Stamas “served as chief security 

officer at Facebook UH 2O18 and is currently director of the Stanford Internat Observatary.” 

‘Imes (1/8, Blake, 626K} reports thet Stamos said, "We have aiready 

‘engaged in helping v une nderstand and recover fram what looks to be ane of the most serious foreign 

‘intrusion campaigns in history, and we wil be helping others learn frarn this attack.” Meanwhile, 

‘Krebs “worked as Microsoft's directer for cybersecurity policy before joining CISA, a part of the 

U.S. Department of Horneland Security, as the agency's first director beginning in tate 2016." The 

agency was “charge of securing the nation’s election infrastructure when millions of Americans 
voted in the recent White House rece decisively won by President-elect Joseph R. Biden.” 
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Reporting simbariy ere Law360 (1/8, Subseriotien Publication, Ok} and TechCrunch (1/8, 

“Whittaker, SQ2K}. 
ANS Ae yigary CK s$says~s Nese Ge Lg Myo Ys Sassy GSigss. CRN (2/8, Fung, 89.21M} 

reports that on Friday a DHS bulletin found the Russian-} nked hackers behind the SolarwWinds 

breach “gave themselves top administrative privileges, allowing them to spy on thelr targets with 

Impunity.” The DHS advisory “represents the agency’s most detailed explanation yet of how the 

attackers were able to moniter high-value intelligence targets undetected for manths,” revealing 

“that investiastors are increasingly focused on the attackers’ use of Microsoft products to hide in 

plain sight.” Experts and officials “have said for weeks that the attackers Hkely abused credentiais 

and impersonated legitimate users to conduct thelr ssying campaign.” Now CISA “has confirmed 

that happened, describing step-by-step how the attackers hid their tracks.” 
S esarays Gis dyore gh vs my Syotss Tey WWW Toy ogss SSryo%. Seyorss Wresas w DSS gy oy S sh 
Saeryy WY SS Wy “QV NAPYIPENESTy Gare WYyagyys Hayes G“yeervard Sys MWyasy FY 

Ageseigs. The Washington Examiner (1/7, Gress, 688K} reports that the US Cyber Unified 

Coordination Group (UCG) “announced on ‘Jan. & that it had identified fewer than io agencies 

affected by the [SclarWinds] cyberattack,” though “investigators are sthl working to determine the | 

scope of the damage.” The graup “did not list the affected agencies, but news reports have 
suggested the U.S. departments of Treasury, Commerce, State, Enerey, end Horneland Security 

iwere victims of the attack.” It t said the attack origi inated from an advanced attacker, likely 

| Russian in origin.“ UCG includes agencies such as the FRE and CISA. 
s 3 SMIKAIT TyeyssE9y “ SPF yoy Vee sogess F [Lossy Meo asses Nx SHIT NV S Th Af on im nm: SSMS DYE GasssSS 7 SIss7yy SY ELMY PN GS SEN Sse KONG Sy GMS Wigs Neos. The Washington | 

     

     in Hing system used by the federal court 
‘system ¥ was likely breached if the Solarwinds hack, suspected ta be orchestrated by Russia.” The 

Administrative Office of the US Courts "revealed an ‘apparent cornpromise of the canfidentiality’ of 

‘its case management and electronic case files system ‘due ta these discovered vulnerabilities’ and 
said this week that it was under investigation.’” The agency is working with DHS “en a ‘security 

eudit’ related to the cyberattacks that ‘greatly risk compromising highly sensitive non-public 
documents ... particularly sealed filings’ stored on the online system, adding that ‘due ta the nature | 

_Of the attacks, the review of this matter and its impact is engeing.”” 

, FBI Alert Warns Of Growing Egregor Ransomware Threat. 

over the growing ‘threat from the operators behind the Eqregor ransomware variant and ¢ other 

_cybercriminal gangs affliated with the group. “ Since September, the group and its affiliates “claim 
toa have compromised aprroximately 150 corporate networks beth in the U.S, and other 

countries.” They have dernanded ag much as $4 million, according to a Group-I8 report. The group” 

“operates in a service model, which includes the operators of the actual ransomware as well as 

affiliated cybercriminais that carry out their own attacks and receive a percentage of the ransam if | 

the money is paid by the victim,” according to the FBI. The FBI alert says, “Egregor ransomware 
wilzes multiple mechanisms to compromise Business networks, including targeting business 

network and employee personal accounts that share access with business networks or devices.” 

, New Zealand Central Bank Reports Data System Was Hacked. 

“The AP {1/16} reports, “New Zesland’s central bank said Sunday thet one of its data systems has 

been breached by an unidentified hacker who ootentially accessed cammercially and personally 
“sensitive information.” The breach involved a “third party fle sharing service used by the Reserve 

‘Bank of New Zealand to share and store sensitive infarmation.” The bank’s geverner Adrian Orr 

said, “We are working closely with domestic and international cybersecurity experts and other 

relevant authorities as part of our investigation and response to this malicious attack.” Orr added, 

“Phe nature and extent of information that has been potentially accessed is stil being determined, 
Gut it may include same cornmmercially end personally sensitive information.” Alse reporting is 

Reuters (2/12), 

| Experts: US Government’s Ability To Protect Against Russian Hackers Has Gotten 

: Worse. 
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: t{i/8, Riley, 10.52M} reports, “The U.S. government's ablity to protect itself 

from Russian hackers has gotten worse,” according to 63% of exmerits an “The Network,” 6 pane! 

“of more than 100 cybersecurity experts who participate in our ongoing informal survey.“ The 
'SolarWinds hack targeted “fewer than 10 federal agencies including the Justice, Homeland 

Security, and Treasury departments as well as the companies around the giebe who were afso 

'chents of network management company SolarWinds.” According to the experts, the carnpaign 

“shows defanses aren't improving faster than the adversaries gre innovating.” Van Scoyec 

_Agsociates vice prasident and chair of the cybersecurity and data privacy practice Norma Krayem 

said, “How it is that seven years after the [Gffice of Personnel Management] attack the U.S. 

‘government's systems are still not able te identify and crotect itself against sophisticated |. 

‘hackers is unfathomable.” 

US Government Spent Billions To Stop Cyberattacks In FY20. 

The Daily Caller (4/8, Hukerl, 375%) reports that the IC “formally blamed Russia” for the attack on» 
-SolarWinds and federal agencies in a statement last week, “stating that hackers had been 

aunching attacks on federal networks for nearly nine months before first being detected,” 

According to the New York Times, “SclarWinds said 33,006 of its customers used the prograrn and 
around half downloaded the malicious code.“ The government was subjected to the attack “for 

months before software cornmpany SelarWinds discovered in December their information technology | 

program Orion ~ used by government agencies - had been comoromised.” According to Deltek, 

“Roughly $18.7 billion in federal spending was allocated for cybersecurity initiatives in fiscal year 

'2020° ~ almost half of which “went to the Pentagon and agencies under its oversight” such as BIA 
and NSA, 

, WPost Profiles Bellingcat Investigative Collaborative. 

The Washington Post (1/8, 10.52M} highlights “the giobal corps of sleuths known as Bellingeat.” 
According te the Post, “The investigative collaborative - which relies on both oaid and volunteer 

researchers combing through ‘open-source’ digital data available to anyone with the right 

searching skills ~ has been responsible for several eye-popaing scaeps: pinning the crash of a 

Malaysian airliner in Ukraine lo @ Russian missile, urinasking spies suppesedly behind the 

'polsening of a Russian double agent in England and dissecting the racist motivas of the 
Christchurch, New Zealand, mosque mass shooter.” However, “Bellingcat’s occasional use OF what 

| is essentially a black market for data raises questions for American newsrooms,“ 

  

FBI Partners With Illinois On Task Force To Tackle Unemployment Fraud. 

‘The Ghicgeo Tribune (1/8, Hmenez, 2.03M} reported, “As reports of unemployment insurance 

fraud continue to rise, Uinole has partnered with the FRI te create a task force almed at curbing 

‘the issue.” Attorney General Kwame Racuil on Friday announced “the igunch of the task forces, 

which includes the state's Department of Employment Security, State Police and Department of 

‘Revenue, as well as the U.S. Denartment of Labor Cffice of Inspector General and the IRS.” The 

‘task force will “alow federal, state and local law enforcernent te share resources as the state looks 

to address widespread fraud, Kwame said in a Friday news release.” 

  

: Groups Request Supreme Court To Rule On Whether Americans Can Keep Phone 
_Passcodes Secret. 

  

inane sf (1/8, Subscrigstion Publication, 8.4258) reports that a pair of 

: civil liberties organizations ‘fled z : petition requesting the US Supreme Court to rule on the 

‘question of whether Americans are constitutionally permitted to keep thelr passcodes secret. The 

petition was fled on Thursday by the American Civil Liberties Union end the Clectronic Frontier 
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Foundation. 

  

‘Barrett: FBI Continues To Set The Standard For Government Transparency. 

in a plece for the Washington Post (177, Barreth, 10.52), Devlin Sarrett argues that while recent 

books authored by forrner FBI officigis “have tended to be about hard men in dark suits, 
whispering worrledly about Russians, President Trurnp and existential threats to democracy,” the 

FBI “still sets a gold standard for excellence and ethies thet should be followed more widely.” 

‘Barrett examines Frank FigHuzzi’s new book, “The FB1 Way: Inside the Bureau's Code of 
Excellence,” which “is in the spirit of earlier ternes that combine federal-agent tradecraft with a 

dash of scif-improvement advice.” 

, WPost: Garland Can Fix DOJ. 

£ Washington Post (1/16, 16.52§} editarial erques Aopeals Court Judge Merrick Garland, Joe 

Biden's nominee for attorney general, is an “unusual choice” for the oosition as he is a sitting 
judge, but the decision is “an inspired one for perheas the most imoortant job in the next 

administration.” According to the Post, Garland’s nomination “sends an emphatic message that Mr. 

'Siden does not want what President Trump desired in an attorney general: a lackey who will serve | 
@s the president's personal attorney. Instead, Mr. Biden chose an apolitical judge whe will serve 

with the independence and credibility befitting the nation’s tes lewyer.” The Post adds the Justice 

Department “needs thet - badly.” 

, Comey To Publish New Book Ahead Of The Inauguration. 

next week his new took, “Saving Justice,” and his is “frarn[ing] the book as part of a larger prefect | 

of rebuilding American institutions in Trump's wake.” The latest work “is more of a user’s manual 

for the justice systern, whose indenendente and integrity Trump has done his best to undermine,” 

86 OPASSsed to a mierngir. 

‘Judge Orders Pretrial Release Of Accused Eco-Saboteur Joseph Dibee. 

-eco-saboteur Joseph M, Edbee as soon as he tests negative for COVID-16.“ Alken “said she was 
“really disturbed’ by the medical issues at the jail, considering that she had received weekly status | 
reparts that ne one in the jail had contracted coronavirus, and learned only of Dibse’s positive test | 

when she ordered he be tested after his lawyer requested it.” 

FBI Sacramento Opens Applications For Online Citizens Academy. 

The Waodland (CA) Dally Democrat (1/8, 15} renorts that the FBI Sacramento Fleld Office “is 
encouraging civil, business, and religious community leaders to cornplete an online application te 
attend its virtual FBI Cittzens Academy.” The Academy’s Spring 2021 courses will “be offered 

vantirely online, enabling leaders from regions located far from FBI field offices to attend,” and they | 

“provide community jeaders with 2 view into how the FBI Sacrarnenta Field Office serves 

communities within iis 34-county region in California.” 

| FBI Safe Streets Task Force Leading Operations In Connecticut. 

| WINH-TV Hartford, CT (1/8, 212K} regorts that the Connecticut FBI Safe Streets Taskforce is 

working £6 “keep commuriiies safe by addressing serious and viglent crimes” throughout Hartford, | 

New Haven, and Sridgepart. The article profiles the efforts of task force members throughout the 
State. 
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, Democrats Move Toward Second Trump Impeachment. 

Tem Liemas said in the lead story on ABC World News Tenight (1/18, lead story, 4:30, 4.7) 

that in “fallout from the deadly siege an the Capital,” House Democrats are “on the path ta 

‘impeach President Trung for a second time though he has just 16 days left in office. Democrats 

gay he must be held accountable for his words. The charge: incitement of insurrection. ... As 

Congress heads towards impeachment, a growing number of Republicans are calfing for the 

President to resign.” ABC’s Rachel Scott reported House Speaker Pelosi is “telling her party to get 
ready to core back te Washingtan, the single [impeachment] erticle charging Trump with 
‘inciternent of insurrection. He predicted the day would ‘be wild, pressuring his loyal Vice President | 

to unde the wil of the people.” Trump: “Mike Pence is going te have to come through for us.” 

'Seott: “But when he didn't, rioters were later heard chanting, ‘Hang Mike Pence.’ ... With his inner 

circie now shrinking, the President is hunkered down inside the White House, trying to assemble a | 
defense team...as a growing number of Republicans and former allies condemn him.” Former New | 
‘Jersey oe mhrig Christie (R}: “Whet we had wes ar ingkement to riot at che United States 

Capital,” &BC’s George Stephanonoulcs: “So you think it was an impeachable offense?” Christie: 

On, sure, Yeah. I think if inciting to insurrection isn't, then I don’: know what is.* 

Jericka Duncan said in opening the CBS Weekend News (1/16, lead story, 3:65, 13.72M}, 

“Fonight, President Trump faces a hard reckoning with history, In the wake of the assault on the 

US Capitol that he incited, Mr. Trump faces a second impeachment, perhaps even criminal 

charges.” CBS’ Nikole Kilion: "As he enters his final full week in office, President Trurnp will try to 

shore up his legacy, Senior advisars tall CBS News he is expected fo deliver rernarks Manday arid 

make a trip te the border Tuesday. Sut calls for the President to resign now are growing frorr: 

within his own party.“ Sen. Pat Toomey (R-PA}: “The best way for our country to heal is for the 

| President to resign and go away, as scan as posit! e." 

Kate Snow opened NBC Nightly News (41/10, lead story, 3:10, 3.76M) with the “growing 
'talls for the President of the United States ta either resign or be impeached by Congress ~ and not 

‘dust from Democrats, but some Republicans now cating on him to step aside. The President fis] 

on hot even speaking to his own Vice President at this ooint. We're also seeing new video tonight of 
dust whet happened on Wednesday at the Capitol. And we're learning security warnings ahead of 

that day were ignored.” NEC‘s Kelly O'Donnell: “With Joe Biden soon to take office, senior 

'Gernocrats suggest Speaker Pelosi could complete House impeachment but delay sending the 
article to the Senate for trial, giving the new Administration breathing ream.” House Majority Whis | 

'Clyburn: “One hundred days he needs to get his agends off and : FUNFUNG, & and maybe we'll send the - 

articles some time after that." Clyburn said on Fox Ne aws Sunday (2/16, 1.O8M}, “Fhe Senate 
determines quilt or innocence and that hes to de with the Senate schedule, Now, the House has ta 

do its business, We call ourselves the peonie’s house, the vast maiority of the American peonte - I 

saw the poll results this marning - sey this man shoul i Ge rernoved from office.” 

| Toomey, an i i (1/10, 1.21M} , Said, “t think the President did 

commit impeachable offenses. There | ig Hite doubt in ry mine about that. I dent knew as a 
' practicg! matter it is actually p possit He to do an impeachment in the handful of days that are feft. ... | 
‘Larn also not at aff clear that it is constitutionally permissible to impeach someone after they have | 

| left office, So there may not be & viable migeachment rouke sf this point. But certainly, he could | 

resign and that would be a very good outcome.” On NBC's Meet The Pres s (1/10, 2.9M), Toomey 

sald, “The President has disquaified himself. I don’t think he’s a viable candidate for office ever 
‘again because of the outrageous behavior in the gost slection geriod.” The Philadeioh 

(1/10, Madet} reports Toomey "remarked that he doesn’t think the ‘unbellevable behavior af 

‘Wednesday...could‘ve been reasonably expected,’ and that Trump’s actions are ‘wildly different 

| from the offensive tweets that were commen during his presidency.” 

On CBS’ Face The Nation (1/10, 2.91M3, Sen, Chris Coons (D-DE) said, “I understand the 
concerns that just as President Biden takes over responsibility for leading our nation through this 
tragic pandemic, that we might be distracted by weeks In the Senate by a Senate trial. That’s why 

i've celled for President Trump to do the right thing finally and resign or for Vice President Pence 

to secure the next 10 days through the 25th Amendment.” 
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n. Joe Manchin (D-WV), on CNN’s State OF The Union (1/10, 1.23M}, said, ‘There is no 
doust, about it: He should be impeached. But you have tc be oractical about what we are deing. 
We have two paths to go. We are ready to install e new government. If 1 was Joe Biden, I'd want 

to put my government together and put confidence back into the American people that we can 

| govern ourselves and be the beacon of ight for the whole country and the whole world.” 

Rep, Hakeern Jeffries (O-NY}, on NBC’s Meet The Press (1/10, 2.9M}, said, “The assault on 

the capitol was a violent insurrection that was incited and encouraged by Donald Trump). It was an 

atiack on the Congress, an attack on the country, and an attack on the Constitution. ... That’s why 

House Democrats are united in demanding and seeking his immadiate removal.” On CNN’s Inside 

Politics (2/10, 82263, Reo. Mondaire Jones (D-NY) said, “This President must be impeached and 

removed, and anything Jess then that is an abdication of Congrass’ constitutional responsibility to 
be a check on the executive branch and te protect the American people fram 2 very aoe 

     

C18, 2s 50m), said é, “Our n Main 4 pri ior ity j is to ensure ‘the removal of Donal id 7 TuTip as Pre sident of 

the United States. Every minute and every hour that he’s in office represents a clear and present 
danger, not just to the United States Congress, but frankly to the county: . 

However, some Republicans expressed skepticism. Sen, 

Nation: fU/26, 2.91M}, said, “To remove him fram office clearly is not going to ‘rappen bet! T Weary 

“now and the last day he’s in office.” Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL}, on Fex News’ Sunday Morning 

‘Futures (1/10), said, “lt's unfortunate that instead of unifying us right now, Biden, the Democrats, 

have chosen to use this to talk about ridiculous things about impeaching e President whe isn’t 
going te be in office in about nine days.” Rep. Jim Jordan (R-OH}, on fox News’ Sunday Morning 

Futures (1/10, 1.38M), said, "The Democrats are going to try to remove the President from 
office fust seven days before hs fs set to leave anyway. | do not see how that unifies the country.” 

The AP (4/10, Sunerville, Fram, Ielonick} reports Pelosi said Sunday that the House wi 
“proceed with impeachment “as she pushes the vice president and Cabinet to invoke constitutional’ 

| authority to force him out, warning that Trump is a threat to democracy after the deadly assault 

on the Cagitai,” CBS’ 60 Minutes (1/10, 9.8M} showed Pelosi saying, “I Hke the 25th Amendment | 

because it gets rid of him. He’s cut of office. But there is strong suit in the Congress for impeaching | 
‘the President a second time. This President is guilty of inciting insurrection. The Wall Street 

‘Journal (1/10, Restuccia, Kendall, Hughes, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} reports Vice President 

Pence * ‘isn't expected to move forward with a 75th Amendrnent process, people farnitiar with his 

thinking said.” 
The New York Times (1/10, Levin, 20.6M} reports, “Mamenturn for impeaching [Trump] a 

second time was growing ragidly over the weekend among rank-and-file Bemacrats and some 

‘Republicans, setting the stage for a final showdown that would test the boundaries of politics, 

accountability and the Constitution.” In addition to Toomey, Sen. Ben Sasse (R-NE} has expressed 

openness to impeachment and Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-AK} hes called on Trump te resign. 
USA Today (1/10, Fritze, 12.7} reports Trump “begins one of the most perilous weeks of his | 

presidency Monday as momentum for a second iripeachment scared over the weekend and 3 

growing number of Republicans broke ranks to openly call for hs removal.” Trump "has only days 
“remaining in his term - a point supporters noted — but the debate over haw Congress should 

respond is focused largely on his legacy and his ability to control the GOP” after leaving office. 

The Washington Past (1/10, 10.52M} reports, “Tensions are breaking cut armang Democrats 

over how aagressively to push” for impeachment, “aware that many voters hope Congress will 

“prevent Trump from provoking further vicience, but alse wantiing] Biden to be free to take 

immediate action on the coronavirus pandemic and a faltering economy. Some Democrats said 

privately that they are wary of impeachrnent but unsure how to slow its mornentum given the 

intensifying passions against Trump.” 
Fox News 8 (1/10, Blitzer, 23.99M) renorts on iis website that Res. Ted Lieu {O-CA} seid 

‘Sunday that the articie of imnmeachment hes 195 cosnansars. The r mies £17419, 3.37M) 

gays being impeached gvice would make Trump “the first U.S. president to hold that unwelcome 
i istinction,” Reuters (1/16, Cornwell, Chiacu, Pseledakis}, Bloombero (1/16, 3.57M}, Politica 
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iH: (1/1G, &.69M} aise cover the moves toward imossachment. : 

’ PAs Fy yg'W Gaooway As Gyoyiy Syys. CNN (2/10, 89.216} | 

“reports on its website that the potent! al second impeachment “starts out more popular than any 
other removal process of a president in recent American history. Removing Trump from office 

remains quite unpopular among Republicens, however, A look across polls conducted since riots at 

the Capitol on Wednesday shows that a clear plurality of Americans overall want Trump out of 

office. ... An average across nolls since Wednesday Gn which no polister is counted miere than 

once} shows that 50% of Americans want Trump to either be impeached, for the 25th Amendment 
to be Invoked or for Trump to resign fram office.“ 

The HH (1/10, Mastrangelo, 5.69M)} reports thet an ABC News/iosos poll of 970 adults (1/8- 

1/33 found that $78 want Trurnp removed from office, with &7% saying Trump “deserves a ‘good 
amourt’ of the blarne for the riots in Washington, B.C. last week.” 

Hees AHS “Ges fae | SRST WX Sek, The AP (1/3 iQ, Calvi vy reports vamp enters the fast 

(1/10, MeCaskill, 6.73M), an 
Wap FSaer Were osegs Ghag GT esse S Wn SATITG QSIQYy agony Vs 

faces 8 a second impeachment and growing call for nis resignation. * But Trump, ‘ “Cut CF ror ‘the. 

social media channels thet have been the Hfeblood of | his presidency,” will “nonetheless try to go cn. 
offense in his last 10 days, with no plans af resigning.” Bloombere (1/10, 3.57M) reperte Trume 

"and @ dwindling circie of advisers plan a deflant fingi week in office, according to peanle familar 
with the matter.” The President is “preparing at least ane more round of pardons, and will try 2 

final time to advance his adrninistratian’s effort to bring Big Tech to heel, the peapie said, though it | 

‘isn’t clear what he may do.“ 
The New York Times (1/10, Heberman, 20.6M} writes that “even without Twitter, and ever 

_urider a new threat of impeachment, Mr. Trurnp remains until Jan. 26 the most powerful ran in 

the world, with access to the White House briefing roam, the East Room and the Oval Office te 
'comrtiunicate his thoughts. He has a press office devoted to issuing his statements and a cadre of 
reporters assigned to cover what he says and does.” SUH, the Washington Past (1/10, Rucker, 

10.52} writes, Trump “is now destined to slink out of the White House considerably ciminished 

‘from the strapning, fearsome force he and his advisers imacdined he would be in his past- 

| presidency. ” 

[Trump] wi visit the herder i nt South Texas On Tuesday § to tout partial construction of the massive 
wall he promised to deliver - fer more than critics wanted, far less than he wanted, and none it 

funded by Mexico.” Meanwhile, Reuters (1/10, Mason} renaris, “his White House is in ‘meltdown’ 

as itjurches through his final days, current and former officials seid,” and many White House 
staffers * are upset and embarrassed by the turn of events, and are eager to rove on.” 

CIS* SEIT FOIA 'S “ag Asevaray Vss Gewsy GQIayke Gee." Hob Schieffer said on 

the CBS Weekend News: (1/20, story 11, 1:50, ‘Duncan, 13.72}, “It is ending as it began: in 
chaos, controversy, and canfusion. ... His reign mirrored his own chaotic life. He lurched fram one 
crisis to another, from financiel windfalls to bankruptcies, from tabloid scandals to audacious fies. 

‘He introduced us to a bizarre cast of characters, from porn stars to the crackpots and clawns who 
Inhebit the dark fringes of American polities. ... As we sew in those awful scenes unfolding in the 

Capital, we came to understand that the man who had a manic desire for power had no real 
understanding of the power he possessed or what happens when ifis misused. He wil be gone 
soar. But he showed us & AMETICA ¥ was Hot Broken. He was." 

  

NP Poy AaAny NX NING YN GIF FMW Ty Ls Lg geay Te SAUL ws Agsaegs 
i Kors VT or Seg gy rey . QR w ta QWs PFA gsyes. Imes U/A8, Savage, 20.6M} reports, ri he speech that 

'Prasident Trump deliver red ton nis supporter r§ just before they attacked the Capitol last week is a 

central focus as House Democrats prepare an article of impeachment against him for inciting the 
deadly riot.” In the speech, the Times says, Trurip “repeated many of his falsehoods about how 

the election was stolen, then dispatched the marchers to the Canitol.” The Times also says it was 

“riddled with violent imagery and calls to fight harder than before,” while “he made only 2 passing 
: 5 A tod tmnt ” 
suggestion thet the protest shout d be nonvicient, 

W Sass, AXs Vegsygs Geyer Say GS SHG LIECV SONS ID SOM) reno i “SAW MWe Sag" Lys 
Mersey ry Sag 88 4 < : 2 : VYQaysgeys Cass 0.52M) revorts in a front-page article, 
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“President Trump urged Geargia’s lead elections investigator to ‘find the fraud’ in a lengthy 

‘December phone call, saying the official would be a ‘national here,’ according to en individual 

familiar with the call who spoke on the condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the 
conversation.” The President “placed the call to the investigations chief for the Georgia secretary of | 

state's office shortly before Christmas ~ while the individual was leading an inquiry Into allegations | 
of callot fraud in Cobb County, in the suburbs of Atlanta, actording to people famiflar with the 

episode.” Additionally, the New York Times (1/9, Fausset, Benner, 20.6M) reports that at the time, | 
‘Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffenspercer’s “office was conducting an audit of more than 
15,000 ballots in Cobb County,” which “appeared to be an effort to placate Mr. Trump and his 

allies, who repeatedly, and baselessly, argued that he lost the alection in Georgia by around 

12,006 vates because of a ‘rigged’ systern.” 
> 

    

SF eyy Foy TPH YS Fogoy Geese g egorsos isis Sy coe Sy seek GC SSepor sey FHM GK SSoperogasry Sey Moyes Soy gy ‘ia tase i 8, . 
NMA IWWWHOY Kg se LsOyy Se yey GA GS Wassyy Yo Messy, The Wall Street 

Journal (1/9, Viswanatha, Gurrnan, McWhirter, Subscription Publication, 6.41M} reports White 

‘House officiais pushed US Attorney Byung Pak in Atlanta to resign before the Georgia runcff 

elections because Trump was unhanpy with Pak for not launching en investigation into his clairns of | 

lection fraud, according to people farniliar with the matter, ABC World News Tonight (1/9, story. 
3, 5:45, Liamas, 39K) provided similar coverage in a brief broadcast. 

‘Biden Still Planning To Take Oath Of Office On Capitol Steps. 

The Washington Post (1/9, Davies, Viser, 10.52M) repserts Biden “still plens to be sworn in on the 
steps of the LS. Capitol on Jan. 20, exactly two weeks after 8 pre-Trump mob with rioters 

wielding Confederate flags stormed the building to attack the very nation Biden was elected to 

dead.” According to the Past, “The Biden administration has the added weight of showing strengt 

and stebility to the rest of the world, which watched in horror as American democracy wavered 

‘from: the exact place where he is to take the oath of office.” 

   

| storming of the canital orovides “grounds for optimism,” as he “rose to the terrible occasion” on 

| Wednesday, in contrast to Trump, whe “refused to accept, ne less candemn, the consequences of 

his reckless words.” Marcus adds Biden “is the presidential vaice the country needs.“ 

| Trump Denounces Twitter After Accounts Are Permanently Suspended. 

i (1/8, Al, Conger, isaac, 20.8M} reports on its front page that Twitter “said on. 
Friday that it had permanently banned President Trump from its service ‘due to the risk of further | 

incitement of vicience,’ effectively cutting him off from his favorite megaphone for reaching the 

public and capping a series of actians by mainstream sites ta mit his online reach.” The 

' Washington Post (1/8, Al, Rormm, 16.522} resorts on its front page that Twitter’s action 

"amounted to a historic rebuke for a president who had used the sociai-networking site to fuel his 
rise te oolitical prominence.” The Post adds that a “deflant” Trurnp “lashed out in response late 

‘Friday, accusing Twitter in a staternent of having ‘coordinated with the Dernocrats and the Radical 

Left’ te rernove his account,” and he “threatened regulation, promising ‘big announcement’ to 
some, end said he is looking ‘at the nossibilities of building cut our own glatform in the near 

: futureb” 

  

  

three times in a matter of hours: First, if perrnanently suspended his personal account, 

‘@reaiDonaldTrums, saying his use of If sosed an unacceptable risk of violence. Then, it removed 2 - 

Series of Trump’s tweets on the White House’s official @POTUS account, where he hadiashed out | 

gt Twitter’s decision Friday night and vowed, "We will net be SILENCED!’ And when the identical 

‘messages popped up later on Trump’s campaign Twitter account, the company permanently 

| suspended that account too.” 

followers will be a political force for years io corne.” The President hed tweeted, “The 75,000,000 

great American Patriots who voted for me, AMERICA FIRST, end MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN, 
will have a GIANT VGICE long ints the future. They will net be disrespected or treated unfairly in 
any way, shape or formlli” However, Politico Megazine (1/8, 6.68M} senior staff writer Michael Ea AR eet 1 Setsit tee, 
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‘Kruse highlights that without access to Twitter an Wednesday, Trump “wasn't able ta employ his 

preferree method of cormiunication ta stoke or Hicie supperters. Fe wasn't able to launch af 

Jjeaders of his party his usual mob-hoss loyally tests. And he wasn’t able te distract and divert and 
defend himself in the telltale ways to which Americans have grown so accustomed.” 

Meanwhile, RMoombero (1/8, Wagner, 3.57M)} siso reports Twitter “suspended several high- 

‘profile supporters of...Trume, including former National Security Adviser Michael Sfiynn and 

attorney Sidney Powell, as part of an effort to remove accounts inked to the QAnon caomsoiracy 

Group prominent af Wednesday's storming of the U.S. Capitol.” Reuters (1/8, Venkat, Culllford, 
Paul) report Twitter “also suspended Ron Watkins, the administrator of fri inge message board 

'Bkun, which effectively serves as home base for the OAnon conspiracy movement,” and the 

‘Washington Times (1/8, Lavelace, 626K) reports “prominent conservative cormmentaters,” 

including actor James Woods and #WalkAway movement leader Brandon Straka, “are claiming 

that they are losing Twitter followers in droves, with some asserting thet Twither is deleting their 

folowing.” The Times adds that when asked about the claim, a spokespersen for Ty tear “pointed 

te thelr approach to Fightl ng accounts engaged i ols Horm ma nipulation & end spam.” 

     

| Communications at the Atlantic ‘Council and a a former State nepertenent official during the Gbama 

and Trump Adri nistrBuans, argues thal as the GrealdonaldTrums account was used to "announce | 

Official decisions," if t shout q be given to the government after Trump leaves office. 
ADT FT SX FPFgporog sg SSqoese ST Qogy o9Fe TP FOULS Eggey KGa s Sy os SX S8eye Wye ss sire We 

SNasssssse SY MUS NHALYYSY COUN WE CIVi9sy MEGHyas GSGAge Pye tegy Aayys ys. 

  

Politics (1/8, Orr, I bi lopman, “Nguyen, Stein, 6. 73M} reported President Trump “has many prized 
“possessions,” but “few seerned to inspire as much ‘personal joy as his Tyitter feed,” and “an Friday 

night, he lost it. And, then, he last his mind.” A senior Administration officiel characterized the 
President as “ballistic” and said that Trump was “scrambling to figure out what his options are.” 

Politico aiso reports the President in e White House statement “said he'd been ‘negotiating with 

various other sites’ while ‘we alsa look at the possibilities of building out our own platform in the 
near future,” but aldes “did nat reveal whet olens were in the works.” The AP (1/9, Sajak} reports 

‘that while he has been “denrived of his ble anline medaephones, Trump does have alternative 

options of much smaller reach.” 
On the CBS Weekend News fi/8, lead story, 1:36, Diez, 577K}, Paulie Reid described 

Saturday as “an unusually quiet day...at the Whike House, and it's partly because we have not 

heard from...Trump on Twitter.” Reid added Twitter “banned the President due to the risk of 

‘further incitement of violence,” and Rachel Scott reported an ABC World News Tonight {i/%, 

story 2, 0:29, Scott, 839K) that sources “tell ABC News he regrets condernning the vici fence, and 
now he’s lost his biggest political tool.” Both AP (1/9, Machari, Colvin} and Politicn Magaz ; 

Robertson, 6.73M) analyses eulogize the @reaidonald iTrump account and look back on its biggest 

tweets, 
Meanwhte, Jo Ling Kent reported on NBC Night! sNews: {i/3, story ?, 2:38, Giaz-Balart, 

5,98} that since the ban, the President has “tried to tweet from other carnpaign and staf 

_accourtts, triggering a game of whack-a-mole with Twitter quickly taking down his posts.” The Hill 
(1/9, Lonas, 8.69} reports Twitter on Saturday “banned... Trump's official campaign accourt and 

his digital director for atternpting to use their necourts te give the president ¢ platform to speak on. 

Twitter after he was permanently suspended Friday.“ 4 spokesperson for the company told The 

HIN, “As stated in cur ban evasion policy, if it is clear that another account is being used for the 

purposes of evading @ ban, it is alsa subject to suspension.” 
Politics (1/8, Scala, &. 73M} says that after spending “rnore than 1,460 days of trying te 

‘placate and handle... Trump and his allies, the tech industry is taking on the Trump machine with 
dust days feft In the president's term.” Polltice adds “the rat-tat-tat of takedowns” by Twitter, 

Facebook, Reddit, TikTok, Snepchat, Pinterest, Google, and Apple “was 4 striking display of the 

tech industry’s power to shape the fate of even the oresident of the United States. And it comes 

after years of efforts by both Dernecrats and Reoublicens in Washington to cut Silicon Valley down 

to size - Including lawsults that Trump’s antitrust enforcers have filed in recent months against 
Facebook and Google, plus efferts on beth the right and lef to challange Section 230, the provisian | 
_in communications law that limits online olatforms’ fability for what users post to them.“ 
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A front-page New York Times (1/9, Al, Roose, 20.6Mj} article says “Trurnp’s muzzling 

provides a clarifying lessen in where power resides in our digital society - not dust in the precedent | 

of law or the checks and balances of government, but in the ability to deny access to the platforms | 
that shace cur public discourse.” The Time adds Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey and Facebook CEG Mark | 

Zuckerberg “have never appeared on a ballot, But they have a kind of authority that no elected 

official on earth can claim. This pawer appears mastly In subtle and unspoken ways ~ like the 

eerily calm, hostage-like video Mr. Trump fimed on Thursday, hours after Twitter and Facebook 

‘threatened to delete his accounts.” 
In his Politico Magazine 

Twitter’s ben of Trurnp as “a signal moment - @ historic move, even before we know the 

“consequences that will faw from it.” Harris adds the ban “represents an effort to reassert the 
“notion that Hiters have a place in political cormmurication and thet some vaices have lost their 

claim on public legitimacy ~ even when that voice has 89 milion followers ard is just Ryo months 
past receiving the secand-highest number of votes in U.S. election histary.” However, he says the 

'_Guestion “seems unavoidable: Are you sure about this?” 

  
  

  

    

skepticism that Trumne’s pledge to build a “media empire” will succeed. Schafer adds that if the 

President does “start a cable channel,” Fox News “will savage him when he poses a threat te its 

‘viewership and revenues. The same goes for the Trump-lovers at NewsMax and OAN.” 
in addition, New York Times (1/8, 26.6M@} oninion writer at large Charhe Warzel questions if 

“a disgraced president addicted te outrage and innetely governed by the same forces as the 

attention economy survive without his srimary outlet.” Per Warzel, “I think it all depends on 

whether Mr. Trump is, himself, a platform as formidable as some of the platforms he uses.” 

  

$s Soy VST Fs Swed gesoedaegs ‘Spek Soosay s S 7 Xs F My EPForSyrgs “Yar Saray & IW, AGE GSSMESLS F Hess“Tsy § NS SSepse SQ Moresee Foes ey Ssoes KH omnes es “vr as Vass Qsy Sees saye's Acsayss The 

“sparked a flerce poiltical backlash among his most fervent alles on Saturday, sending some of nis | 
supporters ~ and the White House itself ~ scrambling to find another patent teal ta communicate 

‘oring.” According to the Post, “Many prominent conservatives - including Grad Parscale, Trurmp’s 

forrner campaign manager, and Rush Limbaugh, the teading voice in right-wing radic - reacted to 
Trump’s suspension by blasting Twitter, quitting the site outright or encouraging the oresident’s 

loyal following to turn to alternative services.” 
The HH (1/9, Lonas, 5.69M) resorts Secretary of State Poroeo as well as Sens. Marco Rubia 

{R-FL) and Ted Cruz (R-TX} “expressed their dissieasure with Twilter’s dacision,” as did Rep, 

‘Lauren Boebert (R-CO}, Ken Buck (R-CO}, Beth Van Duyne (R-TX}, and Den Crenshaw (R-TX)}. The | 

_of President Trump is ‘sick and sad,’ and he urged followers to sign up for his web site in 

anticioation that he will alse be banned.” 
in addition, the Washington Tirnes (1/8, Lovelace, 626K) says that although the American 

Civil Liberties Union “has repeatedly locked horns with Mr. Trumo ari his administration,” the 
ACLU on Friday raised “concerns about social media platforms banning users, in the aftermath of 

'Twitter’s decision to permanently susoend” him. 

However, the New York Times (1/9, Liptak, 20.6M)} reports that although the bans on Trump 
“may have been unwise, scholars who study the First Amendment said...they were perfectly 

awful” because the First Arrendment “prohibits government censorship and does not apply to 

decisions made by private businesses.” The Tires adds they “were nonetheless uneasy about the 

developments, which underscored the enerrmous power of e handful of social media cornpanies 

that are largely insulated fram accountability and may change positions on what speech is 
acceptable as executives come and go.” 

in his Washington (1/5, 10.823 colurnn, Fred Hiatt similarly argued that while the 
President and his allies are “complaining” that his “free-speech rights are being squeiched by the 

fiberal cancel culture,” they are “wrong” because Twitter “is a private company, and it has no 

obligation to distribute Trump’s lies or provocations.” 
Meanwhile, a Bloornbera (1/5, Frier, 3.57M} article headlined “Twitter’s Trump Ban Deemed 

   

gs feck     
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_yeers of enabling the president, allowing a portian of Arnerica to be sucked inte an angry alternate | 

realty.” Bi roomberg adds the cornpeny “is already facing criticisrn fromm Democrat pollticiens, wha | 

will take control of U.S. Congress and the presidency in less than Iwo weeks,” 

Nay Eesrweyws CLaPT VE Hogs 7~s“«w“ews Gsawy May“ Aa yy § ver nee FY FSX CYC FP syys 
be de ORES Fag The Ww. eshington Post {1/8, Romm, 10.52M)} says Facebook, Google and Twitter are “staring down 

the prospect of harsh new regulations in Washington, as nolttically ascendant Democrats in 

Congress pladge to take fresh aim at Silicon Valley for is rale in stoking the deadly riots at the 

US. Capitol this week.” According to the Post, “The violent moh that stormed the House and 

Senate, leaving the two chambers in lockdown, hes emboldened party lawmakers who say that 

social media sites failed to heed their reseated warnings ~ and then did too fitle, too iate, in 

“response to... Trump and his incendiary online rhetoric.” The Post says “sorne Dernocrats now are 
promising to use their nowerfiul new serches...to aroffer the sort of tough new laws end other 

“punishments that tech giants have successfully feruied off for years.” A Reuters (1/8, Paul, 
'Culliford} analysis says that although social media companies “teok action against users and 

Groups spurring on the siege of Capita! HH! this week, culminating in the suspension of... Trump‘s 

accounts, if was too little too late.” 
Ng s“ary Gass Vessesyes Sarg. The New York Tines (1/8, Isaac, 26.6M} reports Reddit 

“nanmned 3 forurr dedicated to discussing and oroarnating... Truro from its site on Friday, the latest 

of the major technology platforms to diminish Mr. Trurnp digitally after his supporters staged an 

assault on the U.S, Capitol on Wednesday.” The Time says the r/donaldtrump subreddit “had tens 

_of thousands of subscribers before it was rernoved, and was considered one of a few highly visible 
places online where Trump sup porters could gether and express 50! iderity with the president.” 

all Street Journal (1/8, Horwitz 
norts Apple threatened Parler that i faces a ban fram its S App 

Store, and The Hill | (us, Kia ar, 5, 560M} aise says Googie on Friday suscended the social riedia 

company “fram its app store while joining Apple in calling on the platform to tighten its content 
moderation rules or risk permanent removal.” 
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“Washington Post (1/8, Vezzella, 10.52M) reports Facebook on Friday suspended the official account | 
of Virginia state Sen. Amanda Chase, R-Chesterfieid, “days after the self-described ‘Trump in 

‘heels’ praised rioters who stormed the U.S. Capitol as ‘patriots’ while also suggesting that left- 
wing ‘antifa or BLM agents of destruction’ were really to blame.“ The Post says that Chase, whe 

“spoke to the crowd of...Trump's supporters in Washington on Wednesday but left before the 

crashed through Capito! security, cannot pest or cormment for seven days, or post live video for 60 | 
days on her offic cigs Senate page, 2 accord: ng iG @ written ROt ce, “ although her personal Facebook 

PSPS SSWSV 

Virg! nig state Senate Democrats * are demanding’ - Chase, a Republican gubernatorial hopeful, 

regi ari for particisating in the march to the U.S. Canitel, where @ mob stormed the bullding.” 

in addition, the Washington Times (1/8, Ernst, G26} reports that Brandon Straka, tne 

“founder GF the “Watk Away” movement, on Friday revealed that “his team, and his 500,000-strong 

Facebook page with citizens who abandoned the Dernocratic Party were purged frorn the site this 

week.’ ” 
: fas, The New 

GS aliste” who 

occupied the Capitol this week ralecd money \ vie livestr earning website Dive. The Tires adds the 

“increasing popularity” of Dive “shows how an online exodus of far-right figures on Facebook, 

Twitter end YouTube since the November election has now moved beyond alternative sacial- 
networking, news and vices sites like Rumble, Gab and Parlier.” According ta the Times, “That shift | 

gained further momentum this week after Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat and Twitch 

imited President Trump’s accounts for inciting Wednesday's violence and damped down on other 

_rloht-wing oersonafities. “ 
SIS Kya 
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of so many Trump supporters. But i’s unquestionably the case that the network, shows like ‘fox & | 

Friends’ and the prime ti Hme “oninion’ lineup contributed to HL” 

FHA Mags LEY MeTewVsgy MI yQy yoy SS aitenag SSases Ary Cagisoy Gwass. The | 
st (1/8, Erink, 16.52M} reports that as staffers of the, Toledo Blade, “Hke journal ists 

everyurhere, scrambled Wednesday ta document the attack on the Capitol by a gro-Trump mob 

incited by the president, they say a curious edict ¢ came down fram menagement: ta avoid calling 

‘the rioters “Trump supeorters’ in Web headlines and to changes stories and ohote cantions fo say 

that others might be involved in the viclence.” According to the Post, “fhe journalists’ concerns 

‘intensified on Thursday when Susan Block, wife of the chairrman of Block Communications, a 

family-owned company thet owns the Blade, posted an all-caps Facebook rant in support of the 

     

    

SVEN WS Ss 

: ade % te -Mmob and calling Vice President- elect Karnaia >. Harris a ‘w----. 
: Ss > . > o x NES % 

Yass TWH QM» gy gy VG PI Sag\easy GW[ GAH MAE Gas “SAsss GC Ksayy CQYH yw. 

The Hil (1/2, Jenkins, 5. 69M) says that YouTube on Friday “pulled former Whi te House chief 
strategist Stephen Bannon’s War Room’ podcast channel from its olatform” aver “false election 

claims,” which USA Today (1/9, Tyka, 12,7M} reports came after Trump’s personal attorney Rudy 

Giulani appeared on the podcast. However, USA Today adds Giuliani “still had a Twitter account as 
of Saturday.” 

Sagsiss & 
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"' Un Wood, who 

vanked from rival social media service Parler, a supposed free speech | haven popular Bang 
fellow conservatives,” after he “called for the execution of Vice President Mike Pence. 

Meanwhile, The Hil (1/9, 5.69} renorts Annies on Saturday “suspended the social media 

platform Parler from the Ape Store for what it deems the company's lack of maderation of threats 

of violence.” In a statement, Apple told The Hil, “We have always supported diverse points of view | 

being represented on the App Store, but there is no place on our platform for threats of violence 

and illegal activity.” Apple added, “Parler has not taken adequate measures ta address the 

‘proliferation of these threats to peonle’s safety. We have suspend Jed Perler from the Ago Store 

until they resolve these issues.” According to The HI, Goagie “suspended Perier from Google Pley 
in wake of the riot, due to ‘continued sosting’ in the ape thet ‘seeks to incite ongoing violence in 

the U.S.’* 

in addition, the Wall Street Journal (1/6, Hagey, Subscription Puclication, 6.41M} reparts 

'“Arnazen on Saturday halied cloud cornputing services for Parler. The HH! (1/S, Folus, 5.696} 

‘reports that Amazon Web Services “is the latest tack giant to teke steps to limit the social 

networking app favored by conservatives and right-wing groups for lack of content moderation.“ 

'Bisomberg (1/9, Bay, 3.576} reports Amazan employees earlier Saturday hed “called far the 

'_cormpany’s Cloud unit to cut tles with Parlier afier reparts that the social media network was used 

‘by those who planned Wednesday’ $ riot at the U.S. Capitel.” 

Say Mwy CGaMirgy Ys GoywH$ reg VNegoays Kyat Yo GSHew wWyos GVedssars. The New 

‘York Times (1/9, Grynbaurn, 20.6) reports the “imminent end of the Trump presidency has 

  

i presented a challenge te the enormously popular, enormously profitable Fox News ~ the crown 

jewel of Rupert Murdoch's American empire - whose right-wing stars yoked themselves to Mr. 
Trump more tightly than any other mainstream oundits over the past four years.” The Times adds 

Fox News executives are “unfazed by the lamentations of liberal critics, but the def ection of 
conservative viewers to fringier pre-Trump outiets like Newsmax was more concerning,” and so 

the network is focused on “finding a path forward: sympathize with the grievances of a Trump~ 

adoring audience that has finally acknowlecged its tribune has falen. Become a MAGA safe space.“ 
Verse TywHtas Gays The Hil (L/S, Lanas, 5.69M) reperts 

Social networking website Gab, which is ° “NO! sua among fe greright users,” hes rec corded ° “s apike int 

website traffic and growth after the Capital attacks and... Trump’s suspension from Twitter this 

week,” Gab CEO Andrew Torha “said thet the platform saw a 40 percent increase in traffic during 

the riot that killed five people, and resulted in dozens of arrests, according to NPR.” 

BIATV Seas Moyy Uys I Soy 3 

| Republicans Who Opposed Electoral Certification “Denounced By Critics” At Home. 
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“The AP (1/16, Collins} reports, “Republicen mernbers of Congress who voted against certifying Joe 

Biden's presidential victory, even after e mob broke into the Capitol, are being denounced by 

critics in their horne districts who demand that they resign or be ousted. Protesters, newspaper 
editorial boards and local-fevel Damocrats have urged the lawmakers to step down or for their 

colleagues” to expel them. 
The Arizons Reoubule (1/10, 1.05M)} reparts that pro-Trump electian protest organizer AR 

Alexander said in an online video that Reps. Andy Biggs (R-AZ} and Paul Gosar (R-AZ} “heipiad] 

Make Wednesday’s pro-Trump gathering in Washington hespen. ... Biggs strenuously denies any 
‘involvernent with the Wednesday event. Gasar’s cai ef of staff oi G not respond to ar P auy 

SPY Ys Aggases’ ConssseaGes. The AP | 
(1/1, Ortutay) reports, “Businesses are rethinking ‘political contributions in the wake of the deadly 
ree siege.” ‘Marri ott “ “stopping Gonations to the 14? epee ns | whe » opposed certifying 
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Associa: SHON iS ais soanendina donations te | iIawmMekers who vated against ¥ certification, The 

‘Washington Post (1/10, Frankel, Stein, 16.52M)} reports Commerce Bank “also sald in a statement 
that its PAC has ‘suspended afl suppart fer officials whe have impeded the peaceful transfer of 
power,” 

gif Street Journal (1/10, Glazer, Francis, Cutter, Subserir ption Publication, 6.42 M6} 
  

, reports Citigroup and J’Margan Chase announced they are halting ali PAC donations to alf 
Candidates in the coming months. Bloomberg (1/160, 3.57M} and Axios (1/10, Alassan, 1,26) aiso | 

report, 
Sesws Ae Sa wisy Yo Gs AisGerrye. The 

h ‘reports, “More than 8, ogo law schoctl alumni and 
students have Sioned a petition’ calling for Sens. Ted Cruz 2 RTD and Josh Hawiey (R-MG} to be 

disbarred over what they say “were their ‘efforts to undermine the peaceful transition of power 

after a free and fair election ; 

| On CNN's State Of The Union (1/10, 1.21M}, Sen. Pat Toomey (R-PA} said of Cruz and 
Hawley, “ft think they are e going to pay a big price for j this. ] think their reputations have been 

| affected.” On NBC’ {1/id, 1.58M}, Toomey said, “They're going to have a fot of 

soul-searching to do. The orablemn is they were complicit in the bia lis, this bia He thal Donald 

'Trums won the election in a landslide and it was all stclen. They compounded that with this notion 
that somehow this could ali be reversed in the final moments of the conorassional sroceedings. So 

that’s going to haunt ther for a very fong time.” 
. Onis Coons (2-DE}, on CRS! Face The Nation fif/id, 2.91M}, said, “I’ve called far 

them tc resign, and what I'l be icoking for in the corning days and weeks is whether they take any. 

accourtagiy, whether they take any actions thet will actually persuade some oF their many 

voters and supporters and constituents thet they know whai they did was wrong.” 
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Attending Physician Warns Lawmakers Were Potentially Exposed To COVID. 

‘The Washington Post (1/10, Wang, Firez], DeBonis, 10.52M) reports lawmakers who “hunkered 

down together for safety while a pro-Trump mob attacked the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday may 
‘Rave been exposed te sameane in the same roam who was infected with the coronavirus, 

“eccording to the Office of Altending Physician,” In an email on Sunday, Brian Monahan, the 

attending physician to Congress, said, “On Wednesday January 6, many mernbers of the House 

_commnunity were in protective isolation in roam located in a large committee hearing space.” 

‘Monahan added, “The time in this room was several hours for same end briefer far others. During 

this time, individuais may have been exposed to another occupant with coronavirus infection.” 

According to the AP f1/10, Mascaro}, “Dozens of lawmakers were whisked to the secure 

location after pro-Frump insur rection! sts stormed tre Cape that cey, breaking through 

&. 73M} reports “several” Repub sficans ° were seen without SKS “while it the crowded roar, 
despite being offered extras by Democrats.” In addition, the New York Times (1/10, Cochrane, 

' 20.6M) reports that “before the mob breached the Capital,” House Speaker Felosi, oversesing the 

certification of Joe Biden’s ’victory and debate over a Republican effort to subvert those results in 
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certain states, admanished Renublicans far having too many peoole an the Hoor and for seme 

oblectars refusing to wear masks as they spoke.” 

Warner Te Tells Facebook To Preserve Digital Evidence. 

Senate intelligence Committee, ' tS calling Of mobile carriers ‘and sociat media ¢ companies EG 

‘preserve content and data connected with Wednesday’s ora-Trump riot at the Capital.” The Hil 

gays Warner's office on Saturdey “announced that the Senate Gernecrat sent letters to CEOs of 11 

companies, including AT&T, Verizon, Anple, Facebook, Google, Twitter and Parler, telling themio 

‘imenediately preserve content and associated meta-data connected ta Wednesday's insurrectioni ist 

attack on the United States Capitol.” 

‘Warnock Uses Post-Election Sermon To Condemn Capitol Riot. 

“The AP (1/10, Marrison} reports Sen.-elect Raphael Warnock (D-GA} on Sunday focused “his first 

sermon since being declared a winner in Georgia's U.S. Senate runoff election” on “lest week’s 
‘deadly Capitol Hil riot that all but evershadowed his historic victory.” Warnock said, “We saw the | 

crude, the angry, the disrespectful, and the violent break their way inte the people's S| house ~ SOME - 

carrying Confederate flags, signs and symbals of an old world order passing eway.* 2 Atlanta 
: tution (1/20, Judd, 1.46M} reports that although Warnock “referred to Trump only as 

the current occupant af the White House,’” other pastors whe spoke on Sunday “more directly 
| criticized Trurnp’s role in the Capital assault, which left five peonle, including @ police officer, 

deed,” 

  

| Schwarzenegger Compares Capitol Riot To Kristalilnacht. 

| LiS& Taday (1/10, Willis, 12.73 resorts former California Gav. Arnold Schwarzenegger CR} on 

Sunday "came out swinging his ‘Conan the Baroarie sword f aga: ABE" President Trump “and the 

:“compared the mob that stormed the us. Capito! to the Nazis and called... Trump @ failed leader 

who ‘will go down in history as the worst president ever,’” 
The New York Times (1/10, Fuchs, 20.6M} reports Sehwarzenegger “compared the riot at the 

Capitol last week te Kristalinacht, a raminage in Germany in 1938 in which Nazi-inspired mobs 

burned synagogues and destroyed Jewish-owned shops.” The Times adds thet he “wove his 
experiences ares up in Austria after Worle War ti te what he was witnessing in the United 

| that Trump “sought a 5 coup by misieadi ing peop! ie with lee in his baseless attempt to overturn the 

results of the presidential slection, wor By forrner vice president Joa Biden.” Schwarzenegger 

predicted Trump “will go down in history as the worst president ever” and “soon will be as 
‘irrelevant as an old tweet.” 

The Los Anasies Times (1/10, Wigglesworth, 3.37M} eiso reports Schwerzenegoer “said that 

those politicians whe stood behind fTrurnp] ere ‘complicit with those who carried the flag of self- 
righteous insurrection inte the Capitol.” The Times adds that he “called for slected representatives | 
ard citizens to look past their political parties and personal disagreements, put democracy first and 

work together toward healing by accepting...Biden as the country’s next leader and wishing Rim 

success.” The San Francisco Chronicie (1/10, Hwang, 2.44M) notes Schwarzenegger “took over 
fram Trump as the host of ‘The Celebrity Apprentice’ after Trurnp’s 2016 election, but said he 
would not return after one season, citing Trumo’s continued invelvernent es execullve producer.” 

aeele Googie, 4 Amazon Shut Down Parler. 

mainstre eam cocial media 2 plnttor ms’ rand ‘it remains to be seen how fast or where - if anywhere ~ 

an the internet he will be able to reach his follawers.” The AP adds thet what it calls “the far right- 
friendly Parler had been the leading candidate...unt! Geagle and Apple removed it from their app 

' gtores and Amezon decided to boot it off ts web hosting service,” which the company said “could 

knock it offline for a week, though that might prove optimistic,” and “without a smartphone app, 
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{it’s hard to imagine Parier gaining mainstream success.” The AP alsa reports that Parler, whic 

calls @ “magnet for the far right claims more then 12 milion users” cornpared to “the 89 million 

‘folowers Trump had on Twitter.” Perier CEO John Maize said the moves by Google, Apple, and 
Amazon are “a coordinated attack by the tech giants to kif competition in the marketplace.” 

USA Today (2/10, Menton, Tyke, 12.7} reports, “Far right-friendly Parler., reportedly 

removed @ post by pro-Trump lawyer Lin Woad, where he threatened vicience against Vice 

President Mike Pence.” Wood wrote in response, “The use of rhetorical hyperbole is NOT unlawful.” 

USA Today adds thet “losing ecoass to the ane steres of Googis end Apple ~ whose operating 

systems power hundreds of millians of smartohones — severely lirnits Parler’s reach, though it will 

| sontinug to be accessible via web browser.“ 

The New York Times (1/10, Nicas, Alba, 20.6M)} reparis, “Parler’s plight immediately drew 
Candemnation from those on the right,” and “Parlier has now becorns a test case in a renewed 
national debate over free speech on the internet arni whether tech giants suck as Facebook, 

Google, Apple and Amazon have toa much power.” The Times says that “for years, Facebook and 

Twitter had defended peaple’s ability to speak freely on their sites, while Amazon, Apple, Googie 

and others had stayed mostly hands-off with apos Hxe Parier” and “that alowed misinformation 
anc falsehoods to flow across anline networks.” American Civi Liberties Union lawyer Ben Wirner 

"seid Parier’s situation was troubling.” He said, “i think we should recognize the imoortance of 

“neutrality when we're talking about the infrastructure of the internet.” The Times alse reports that 

“many “right-wing personalities” will “stil have amole followings on Facebook, Twitter and 

YouTube.” 
The Washington Past (1/10, Rormmn, Lerman, £0.52M) reports that amazon’s 

“rove... threatens to darken the site indefinitely after its users glorified the recent riet at the U.S. 

Capital.” Parlier, adds the Post, "has emerged as a haven for conservative users who have fled 

more mainstream Silicon Valley sites that creck down on harmful, viral falsehoods online.” 

Rep. Devin Nunes (R-CA}, on Fox News’ Sunday Morning Futures (1/10), said, “The effect of | 
this is that there's no longer a free and apen social media company ar site for any American te get | 

GF any longer because these big companies ~ Appis, Amazon, Google - they have lust destroyed 

‘Parter. ... If you dent want to be requiated by left-wingers, they get to decide what's violent and 
not viclent. It’s preanosterous. ... This is clearly a violation of antitrust, civil rights, the RICO 

statute, there should be a racketeering investigation on aH the peapie who coordinated this attack 

on not only a company but or aH of those Hke us.’ 

siibart (1/10, 1.46} cites Nunes’ sopegrance on Fox, in which he “called an the 

Bepartment of : Justice te launch an investigation inte tech companies’ efforts te remove Parler as a. 
platform from the internet.” Nunes said, “these big companies, Apple, Amazon, Googie, they have | 

dust destroyed a ~ what was Hkely - Pari ler is ikely a billion-dollar company. Poof, it’s dame.” 

Parlier CEQ John Matze, on N i orning Futures (1/103, said, “1i’s devastating, | 

itis what itis. It's an assault on everybody. They ali work together ta rake sure at the same dme - 
we would lose access to not only our apns bub they ere actually shutting al of our servers off 

tonight, off the internet. They made an atternpt to not only kill the app, but actually destroy the 

cantire company and i's not just these three companies, every vendor fram text message services 

to e-mail oroviders te our lawyers, all ditched us too on the same ony and they are trying ta 
falsely claim that we were somehow responsible for the events that occurred on the sixth. ... : 
every vendor we talked to say they wart work with us because if Appl @ doesn’t approve or Googie | 

'deesn’t approve, they won't. They have given us no legitimate remedy.” 

The Dally Caller (3/716, Lyrnan, 375K} reports that Apsle stated, “Parlier has nat usheld its 

commitment to moderate and remove harmful or dangerous content encouraging viclence and 

legal activity, and is not in compliance with the App Store Review Guidelines.” Parlier CEQ Matze 

Seid, “Apple wil be banning Parlier untli we give up free sneech, institute broad and invesive 

| polices Hike Twitter and Facebook, and we become & surveillance glatfarm.* 
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8 The Wall Street Journal (1/10, Subscription Publication, 641M} in an editorial says that the 
tech giants are seeking to destroy right-wing populism through Perler, adding that Parier is taking 

an approach similar to that of other social-media companies a few years ago, and that it recently 
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‘inereased the number of volunteer content moderators it uses. The Journal aisa says that actions 

by tech compares are an important cause of populiam in recent years and such actians will only 

intensify opposition. The Journgi further says that these actions may be in viclation of antitrust 
‘Jaws. 

, Some US Diplomats Write Cables Condemning Trump. 

The AP (1/10) reports, “In @ highly unusual mave, American diplomats have drafted bwo cables 

condemning President Donald Trump's incitement of the deadly assault on the Capitol and calling 

for administration officials to possibly support invoking the 25th Amendment te remove him from 
office.” The cables were drafted in the State Department’s “dissent channel.” The AP calls them “an 

extraordinary protest egainst a sitting U.S. president by American diplomats.” Meanwhile, 
Secretary of State Pornmpeo “candemned the violence at the Capitol but has peintedly not 

addressed the role Trump played in encouraging his supporters who stormed the building.” 

| EU Foreign Policy Chief Says Capitol Violence Shows Danger Of “Disinformation.” 

week’ 3 ‘siege of the US. Capitel exposed the dengers of elowing the degradation of dernocratic 

values te go unchecked and disinformation to spread on social media.” Borrell called it“e wake-up 
‘call for el democracy advocates.” Borrell aiso said, “the events in Washington aiso show that 

‘disinformation constitutes a real treat for dernecracies,” 

| Pope Offers Prayers For Victims Of Violence, Urges US Leaders To Promote Calm. 

The AP (3/10, DEmrio}) reports on Sunday, Pope Francis said “chat he is oraying for these who 
died in the U.S. Capitol rioting and has appealed for caim to prevail in the United States.” Francis 
said, “I exhert the authorities of the state and the entire populatian to maintain a high sense of 

‘responsiblity with the aim of calming souls, promoting national reconciliation and safscuarding te | 

democrat ic values rected in Armerice # society.” 
  

those who lost their lives : duri ing the siege at the | us, S. Capit LOE - and ‘encouraged Americans to come. 
‘together in @ spirit of reconciliation.” 

Average US US COVID Death Toll Exceeding 3,000 Per Day. 

On AB } (1/10, story 4, 3:05, 4.765M), Torn Ligmes said, “As bad as we 

COVIB surge is now, iV § axpected to get even worse, with the effect of the holidays.” ABC 
'Zohreen Shah added that frontline medical workers are “desperately racing to save HYVES as ® the 

average dally death toll soars above 3,000.” Gn the CRS Weekend News: (2/1, story 4, 2:05, 

-13.72M}, Jericka Duncan said, “The raging COVID crisis is still breaking records. For a second 

straight day, the US reported a record number of cases on Saturday, with more than 276,000 new 
infections. Mere than 3,600 people died." Lilla Luciano added Les Angeles County “is smashing 

'COVIB records with 900,000 infected and 12,000 deaths. Right now, about 260 Angsienss a day 
are dying from CO 3¥ID, more than from all other causes combined.” Meagan Fitzgerald reported on 

NBC Nightly News (1/10, story 4, 2:50, Snow, 3.76M} that in Los Anceles County, "more peapie 

  

'are dying frarn the virus than all other causes combined, A similar scene at some hospitals in 

“neighboring Arizona.“ 
Meanwhile, the AP (1/16, Thornposen) reports Calfornia “desoerately needs more medical 

workers,” but “almost no help is coming from a volunteer program” that Gov. Gavin Newsern {D} 
“created at the start of the pandemic.” According to the AP, “An army of $5,060 initially raised 

their hands, and just 14 are now working in the field.” The AP adds, “Very few volunteers actually 

met qualifications for the Callfernia Nealth Corps, and only a tiny sliver have the high-level 
experience needed ta help with the most serious virus cases that are stretching intensive care 

units ¢ to the Hee, “ 

  

digcharg ge planners a BS hospitals | ify Califor nia FEE un with h patients with » COVID. According te. the 
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Ma 
“Times, these workers are trying “to free up beds in dangerously fli hospitals confronting a deluge | 

(OF COVID patients, which requires therm to “juggle famhy br ‘eferences, healthcare plans and intake | 

restrictions at nursing homes while trying to free up beds.“ 

, Slow COVID Vaccine Rollout In US Highlights Challenges Of Decentralized Distribution 

: Plan. 

  

lourns! (1/10, Srnith, Subscription Publication, §.41M} reports that a siow rollout 
of FCOVID vaccines across the US demonstrates “she challenges of 4 decentralized distribution olan 

that relies on states and localities to harvile the complicated last-mile logistics of getting shots inte 
peoole’s arms, supply-chain experts say.“ 

USA Today (2/10, Ball, 12.7M} reports, “Anger and frustration gre surging across the country 

as the federal government leaves states to handle the distribution of COVID-19 vaccines. Through 
Friday, states had received 22.1 million doses of the vaccines.” OF those doses, “about 6.7 raliion 

~ fess than one-third ~ had been administered.” On ABC World News Tonight (41/16, story 3, 
(2:38, Llamas, 4.786}, Trevor Aull similary reported the vaccine rollout nationwide “has gotten off 
to a sluggish start. Of the 22 mien doses distributed, fess than seven millon shots have been 
oe Cy So far.” 

| Newsday's 5 Randi Marshall this week | tS Vi rtual event: “It got off t iO @ Slow start and we , need todo | 
‘better at every level, but i heleve that we will cick up momentum as we get beyond the holiday 

season inte the first coupie of WEOKS | in January.’”* Fauci “warned against jumping to conclusions 
| about the pace of the vaccine robout in Such @ a short time period, Saying “we ie started.” 

complaining that they did ‘not have enough support or men te set COVID- 19 yaceines nurckly 

inte arms. Now the slower: than expected siert to the largest vaccination effort in U.S. history is 

proving them right.” Gn C! : 3 i fi/10, 2.1 7M}, former FDA Commissioner Scott 

Gottlieb said, “it’s a distribution issue now, and it will be supply | issue in a few weeks. The feds say 
it is with the states, and the states say Hf is with the feds. You have 46 million doses on the 

shelves, We have 50 million Americans above the ege of 69. We have supply to push it out to thet 

population. We need to use the big box stores, and the federal sites that the administration is 

talking about, We need to try everything to create multisie distribution points. & lot of senior 

'citizans are not going to want te & te & stadium to get an inoculation. They want to go to a loca! 
pharmacy or e doctor's office. Sut we need te get tham aut more aggressively. If will become a 

supply issue once we get the ogists down right, And we dar’fi have it right now. We aren't doing 

@ good job getting it fo patients." 
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'frorr New york medical providers saying that “they had ‘been forced te throw out precious | POOVI DO 

vaccine doses because of difficulties finding patients who rnatched srecisely with the state‘s stric 

vaccination guidelines,” state health officials on Saturday loosened eligibility guidelines. The Times 
adds, "Now, medical providers can administer the vaccine to any of their employees who interact 

with the public if there are extra doses in a viel and no one from ‘the priority populstion can come 

in before the doses expire,’ the new quidelines read.” This marks the “second time in two days 

that Goy. Andrew M. Cuamo’s administration has loosened the restrictions.” 
Meanwhile, Reuters (1/10, Caspari} reports that two mass COVID vaccination sites opened in» 

New York City on Sunday, one at Brookiyn Army Terminal and the other et Sathgate Contract 

Postal Station in the borough of the Bronx. The two sites "were open for part of the day on Sunday | 

before they start operating round the clack, seven days a week on Monday as part of New York 

City Mayor BHE de Slasio‘s push to set up 250 vaccination locations to meet the ambitious goal of 

inoculating 1 million New Yorkers by the end of the month.” Reuters adds, “Three other smaller 
sites also opened on Sunday in Brooklyn, the Bronx and in Queens. Separately, the CDC “has said | 

healtheare workers ard nursing home reskients and staff should have priority for the limited 

sugply of vaccines. “ 
Sy SY Teyey Lor Foy eSFogeg Wo Serovsay Maye SK argo Sey oy os aA 77 ne hg NOI 9 AYHAVAG Nees sassy Grsasggy Ses Nasysyse. Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan (R}, 
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on CNN's State OF The Union (1/18, 1.23M)}, discussed the vaccination strategy for the state, 
specifically whether dases should be held in reserve. Hogan said, “We are having discussions with 

‘both the Siden team, and tomorrow we have & meeting with the coronavirus team af the White 

‘House. I met on Friday with [COC Director? Robert Redfield. { talked with a number of other 

‘governors, There is an argument on both sides, look, we want to make sure we don’t run cut of 

the second dose. But it is a gray area as to where can we ramp up the sroduction. Rightnow we 

are not getting them out fast enough into pecple’s arrns. I just want to make sure we get as many — 

‘gut as fast as possible without endangering people with regard to the second dose. itis a 

‘discussion; everybocy iS arguing about what is the right path. 
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Merk Times (1/10, Ai, Mazzel, Adelson, Kelly, 20, 6M) reports “Fiorida an alarming new 
upwerd spiral” amid its COVID autbreak, “with nearly 20,000 cases af the virus reported on Friday | 

and more than 15,000 on Saturday.” However, its “well-intended effart to throw open the doors of | 
the vaccine program to everyone 65 and older has ied fo long Hines, cont Fusion and 
disappointment.” The Times adds the state, “which has already orloritized 3 targe swath of its 

population to receive the vaccine, Hustrates the challenges of expand ng @ vaccination program 

| being developed at recerd speed and with limited federal assistance.” 

FNS Nw 
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SPF oy So. Mesos eo SN wong gage “Sy a ‘ ‘| HH, {3 & % x Fe SMIQNSefanNey Geass. The New Ori fires (i/10, Mandavill, 20.6M} reports some of the 

  

“most prestigious academic hospitgis” in the US have begun vaccinating employees who are not 

part of high-priority groups. For ¢xammle, at Columbia University, Harvard, end Vanderbilt, 

“workers who have nothing to do with patient cere, end who are not 75 or older, have bean 

offered the shots.” While federal officigis have seid that some states ere adhering too closely ta 

‘guidance about priority groups, FRA Carmymissioner Hahn sald states should sti prioritize groups 

that “make sense.“ 
~ s 
SSS Wows s WALQG Ssfarsy sees ys Meeass, Gn NBC 

‘Rightly News (2/16, story 6,2 2 35, “Snow, 3. 76M}, Steve Patterson sai that “America’s 
‘correctional facilities, COVID may have its highest form of freedom.” Patterson added, “The COVIE 

tase rate is 5 1/2 times higher far incarcerated peopie compared to the general public. So far, 

‘hore than 325,000 inmetes have contracted the virus, with nearly 75,500 staff members getting 

sick. Nearly 2,000 inmates have died.” He continued, “Advocates say incercerated oeople should 
be among the first oricritized te receive 2 vaccine. Arquing our jails ere overcrowded, filled with 

aging populations and pre-existing conditions, and several outbreaks started in jail ended up 
circulating outside.” 
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AVW-KHANWy LOS WN » Faceires, The AP (1/10, Crary} reports, “Ina 
growing consensus, religious jeaders at the forefront of the anti-abortion movement in the United 
States are telling their followers that the leading ¥YBCCINES available to combat COVID-19 are 

acceptable to take, given thelr remote and indirect connection to lines of calls derived from 

aborted fetuses.” 

, Hospitals, Pharmacists Claim Vials Of Pfizer Vaccine Contain More Doses Than Expected. 

Politico (1/16, Luthi, Roubein, 6. 73M) reports some hospitals threw away “doses of Pfizer’s 
‘coronavirus vaccine because the federal gBOVErnmMent is giving sore of the facilities syringes chat 
can only extract five doses from vials thet often contain more,“ Pharmacists in the US have found | 
“that the standard five-dose viais of the vaccine from Pflzer and its German partner BloNTech often | 
contained enough material for six or even seven shots.” In response, “regulators in the US. and 

'Curope agread to allow use of those overfill’ doses to maximize the reach of coronavirus vaccines 

amid the raging pandemic.” 

| Chicago Public Schools To Reopen Monday Over Teachers Unicn’s Criticism. 

‘The Weshington Post (1/10, Reiss, 10.52M} reported, “Chicago Public Schocis wil reopen for some 

students Monday for the first time since last spring amid an escalating clash between city officials, 

‘who are threatening to withhold pay from teachers who do not show up, and the sowerful Chicago 

Teachers Union, which contends that schocls are not properly outfitted to combat the coronavirus.” 
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‘Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfaot ( said she is deterrnined to reoven schools Monday, starting a 

phesed return to in-person learning, and thai city officiais ere ‘doing everything we can to place 
safety in this pandemic at front and center.” Teachers, however, “said they found conditions 
unacceptable and called the demand for them to start teaching ‘heartless.’ 

Meanwhile, the Washington Post (1/10, Strauss, 10.52M} separately reports, “Scores of 
nurses in the Chicago Public Schoais district have objected to officiais’ plans te begin bringing 
students back to classroorns on Monday, saying they do not think it is safe to de so.” The Post 

edds, “A statement signed by 147 schoo! nurses...says: ‘Many of us area CPS parents ourseives, 
| and af wish to Be back in school Bulidings. but the siriple fact is thet i is currently not safe to do 

this. 

, WS Journal Analysis: Senate Control Will Allow Democrats To Reverse Some Trump 

Policies. 

A Wall Street Journal (1/10, Kiernan, Hackman, Subscript lon Publication, 8.41M} analysis says that» 
‘in taking control of the Senate, Democrats will find it “easier for them to reverse parts of outgaing © 
President Trumps agenda, adding te the Biden administration’s toolbox a Hitfe-known 

“congressional procedure ta erase executive-branch regulations.” 

| Sen. Joe Manchin (D-WV), on CNN's State Of The Union (4/10, 1.23M}, discussed his 
‘upcoming role as the swing vote in the Senate, and his sosition an a number of potential issues. 

‘When asked about $2,060 relief checks, Manchin said, “if they're targeted.” On eliminating the 

‘filibuster: “im basically for making this place work together. i want to make if work.” 
Naesyy VX Lg Woe Gr aaGginry“ Votes Sy Seats. Politics (1/16, Cedelaga, 673M} reports the 

. “vice presidential G portfolio” of Sen. Kamala Harris (D-CA} “was nebidous before last week. But 
thanks to Dernocrate’ upset victories in two Georgia Senete run-offs, Harris has unexpectedly 

garned a new tile: Serate tle breaker.” Axios (1/10, Kight, 126M} says the role “has the potenti al 

to define her as vice president ~ and as a possible 2024 oresidential contender.” 

D Dc Presses Statehocd Bid. 

k Times (1/16, Wines, 26.6M} resorts the day “after a mob ramoaged through the 

halls oF Congress,” District of Columbia Mayor Muriel Bowser (D} “heaped ergise on the 

‘Metropolitan Police Bepartrnent officers who had rushed to restore order after the Capitel’s police 

‘force was overwhelmed,” and she “saw no small amount of irony in their role.” According to the 
‘Times, “Wednesday’s riot, in which 56 city police officers were injured, has become Example One 

Ina renewed and decidediy uphii effort to change the legislators’ minds” on statehood, and 

“packers are counting on the Dernocratic Party’s contro! of Congress and the White House to 
reinvigorate a push for statehood legislation that Republicans have long bottled up.” 

  

, Congressional Waiver For Austin Not Expected Until After Inauguration. 

‘The New York Times f2/10, Steinhauer, 20.66%) reports Joe Siden “is fecing an arduous struagie to 

get his choice for secretary of defense in slace by Inauguration Day, & senior national security 

position that all but one president in modern history has secured by Day 1,” which “stems from the | 
need of the nominee, Lloyd 2, Austin IIL, a retired four-star Army general, to obtain a 

_congrassional exemption from a law that bars recently retired active- duty officers from serving in 

the top Pentagon jen." The Times adds that while “only the Senate votes te confirm the secretary, 

‘House eoproval of General Austin’s waiver is afso required. The House Armed Services Cammittee 

will not be holding a hearing on the matter until the day after Mr. Biden is sworn in.” 

  

| Countries Facing Economic Crises Over COVID Responses. 

‘The Weshingtor Post (1/10, Al, Wroughton, £0.52M) reports thet the pandemic “is hurtling heavily | 

Jeveraged nations into an economic danger zone, threatening to benkrupt the worst-affected,” 

such as Coste Rica, es worldwide, “the pandemic is racking up a mind-blowing DUK trillions of 
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dollers in lost tax revenue, ramped-up spending and new borrowing set to burden the next 

generation with recard levels of debt. In the direst cases - low- and middle-income countries, 

mostly in Africa and Latin America, thet are already saddled with backbreeking debt -- covering the | 
rising casts is transforming inte a high-stakes test of national solvency.” The Post adds analysts 

“call it a ‘debt tsunami’: National accounts are sinking Into the red at a record pace.” 

, NYTimes Analysis: China Ignores Mistakes Of COVID Response. 

i i 2/10, Gin, Hernandez, 20.6M} renerts that Chine has opened a “sprawling 

exhibition’ at a museum in Wuhan thet “paints 2 stirring tale of how the city’s sacrifices in a brutal 
76-day lockdown led to triurnph over the coronavirus and, ultimately, rebirth,” although it is 

“striking for what is not included.” According to the Times, “There is no mention of the whistle- 

Glowing role of Ai Fen, one of the first doctors te sound the alarm in Wuhan, where the virus is 
believed to have originated, ar the decision by Zhang Yongzhen, a Shanghai decter, te share its 

genome with the world against official orders.” The Times adds the Chinese Cammiunist Party’s 

efforts to “snin the narrative” about the pandemic “have taken on new urgency as the Jan. 23 

| anniversary of Wuhan‘s lockdown draws closer.” 

  

‘Africa Exceeds 3M COVID Cases. 

| The AP (2/16, Meidrurn) reports Africa “passed the milestone of 3 milion cenfirmed cases COVID- 

29 on Sunday, inchuding more than 72,000 deaths, according to the Africe Canters for Disease 

‘Control and Prevention.” The AP adds South Africa, “with more than i.2 million reported cases, 

‘including 32,824 deaths, accounts for more than 36% of the total for the continent of 54 countries 

and 1.3 billion people.” Per the AP, “The high proportion af cases in South Africa, could be because 

the country carries out more tests than many other African countries.” 

uv UK Government Faces New Criticism For Surge In COVID Cases. 

“mor re, and Prime Minister Boris is Johnson’ S ‘Conservative goverament is facing questions, and anger, 
as people demand to know how the country has ended up here - again.” The AP adds a ict “of the 
blame for Britain’s poor performance has been laid at the door of Johnson, who carne down with 

the virus in the spring and anded up in intensive care.” According to the AP, critics claim “his 

government's slow response as the new respiratory virus emerged from China was the first ina 
string of lethal mistakes.” 

, WSJournal Analysis: Israel’s Successful Vaccine Effort Offers Lessons For US. 

A Wall Street Journal (3/10, Schwertz, Subserintion Publication, 6.41M} analysis argues the US 

“should learn from Israel's COVID vaccination camaaion, which has helped the country vaccinate 

almost one-fifth of its population in three weeks. 

| Pompeo Expected To Declare Houthi Rebels A Foreign Terrorist Organization. 

‘The New York Times (1/16, Jekes, 20.6§} reparts Secretary of State Pompeo “will desianete the 

'Houthi rebels in Yemen as a foreign terrorist organization...at the risk of exacerbating a farnine in 
one of the world’s poorest nations." The result of the declaration would be “that fighters within the 

relatively decentralized movement will be cut off from financial support end other material 

resources that are routed through U.S. banks or other Arnerican institutions.” That, says the 
‘Times, may not affect them much, but “experts said it would chill humaniterian efforts to donate 

food and medicine to Houthi-centrolied areas in northern and western Yemen,” where, according 

to the UN, about 80% of the pepulation depends on food assistance. 

, US Ambassador To Israel Reflects On Tenure. 

The New York Times (1/10, Halbfinger, 30.6M) reports on US Ambassador to Israel David 

| Friedman, who “will cornolete nis tour of duty in Israel this month heving etched his nerne in 

‘history as one of America’s most influential envoys.” Friedman “drove the redical overhaul of 
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“White House policy toward the Isracii-Palestinian conflict, dreaming up the seerningly endless list 

OF aolilical Giveaways inal President Truro bestowed upon Frimne Minister Beniarnin Netanyahu 

and his supporters on the Israeli ght.“ Friedman said, “There’s no gaing back on what we've bean | 
able te do.” 

| US Ambassador Announces First Step Towards Consulate In Western Sahara. 

The AP (1/10, Elshamy} reports US Ambassador te Morocco David Fischer “took part in a ceremony | 

‘Sunday in Dakhia, the first forrnal step to open a consulate” in Western Sahara, which “recognizes : 

 Morocce’s authorily over the Jland ~ in exchange for Morocce normelizing relations with Israel.” 

Kim Elected General Secretary Of North Korea’s Workers’ Party. 

Reuters (3/10, Shin} reports North Korean leader Kim Jong-un “hes been elected as general 
‘secretary of the riding Workers’ Party during ite ongoing congress, taking over the titte fram his 
igte father,” if was announced on state media KRONA Monday. It aise announced that Kin Yo Jong, : 

: Kim's sister, “remained a member of the Central Committee Gut was not included in its palitpure.” : 

, Indonesia Says It Has Located Black Boxes Of Jetliner That Crashed Saturday. 

ABC World News Teriaht {i7iG, stary 8, 6:25, Llamas, 4.76) reported that in Indonesia, 

“investigators [are] on the scene of that devestating plane crash. They nave located the black 

'bexes and wil retrieve therm when the sun comes up. Underwater footage showing divers 
searching the bottom of the Java Sea, where pleces of the plane carne to rest. One important clue 

‘aready recovered, what is believed to ba one of the engines.“ 

| The CBS Weekend News (41/10, story 6, 0:15, Duncan, 13.72M) reported, "Divers have 
‘found parts of the wreckage of a jetliner that crashed inte the sea shortly after takeoff [Saturday] 
in Jakarta, Indonesia. The aircraft, en older rnodei Boeing 737. There were 62 people on beard, 

and no survivors.” 

ook at the wreckage scattered under the sea. We have an important update involving the clane’s 

black boxes.” NBC’s Matt Bradley added, “As Navy divers hunt for clues scattered on the ocean 

floor, others working late into the night to recover debris, like airplane parts, luggage, clothing, 
and corpses. This is not a rescue mission. All 62 people on board the Boeing 737 500, including 10 

children, were kHled.” NGC also reported, “The plane’s black boxes have been located, but not yet 

recovered.” 
The AP (2/10, Muko, Tarigan} reports, “Fhe head of indonesie’s National Search and Rescue 

Agency, Bagus Puruhite, said officisis believe they identified the location of the Sight dats recorder | 

and cockpit voice recorder... because emergency signals transmitted by the devices were detected | 

‘by a navy ship’s sonar system.” 

Reuters (1/10, Nangay, Christina} reports the plane “was neaded on a domestic flight to 

'Pontienak in West Kalimantan on Saturday.” Bloomber (1/10, 3.57) reperts, “Indonesian 

  

iTS 

(1/18, Beech, Suhartone, 20.6M) reports the captain was “2 former Indonesian Air Force pilot whe 

| was widely admired and had more than 30 years of fying experiance.” USA Today (1/18, Hines, 

Singgih, Subscription Publication, 8.41M} also cover the news. 

Japarov Elected President Of Kyrgyzstan. 

The New ¥ ‘mes (2/10, Nechenurenke, 22.6M} reports, “A populist solitician and convicted 

kidnapper won a landslide victory on Sunday in a snap presidential election in Kyrgyzstan.” Sadyr 

Japerov got nearly 80% of the vote in “the only democracy in Central Asia.” Japarov said, “I call 
ofall opponents to unite; the minority should submit to the mafority.” The Wall Street rré 

'{1/10, Grove, Subscription Publication, 8.41} renorts that voters also approved constitutional 

| chenges to increase the president’s powers, 
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| Egypt, Ethiopia, And Sudan Fail To Progress During Negotiations On Blue Nile Dam. 

'‘Union-led talks to revolve their years-long dispute over the controversial dam that Ethiopia is 
building on the Blue Nile.“ Officials “af the three nations met online for the secend time in a week 

in efforts to find an agreed approach to resume their talks focused on the Ming and operation of 

the Grend Ethiopia Renaissance Dam.” 

| Honduran President Accused Of Drug Trafficking To US. 

ABC World News Tonioht (1/10, story 8, 0:20, Llamas, 4.74M} resorted, “The President of 
‘Honduras has been accused of heiping traffic cocaine to the United States, Prosecutors citing Juen 

Orlando Hernandez as a ca-conspirator in a drug trafficking case. They allege he tank millians of 
'dollers in bribes and used Honduras’ miitary to protect cocaine laboratories and shipments. He has. 

“not been charged and has denied the allegations.” 

  

| prosecutors in New York made the alegetions. 

  

, Headlines From Today’s Front Pages. 

Well Street Journal: 
House To Move To Impeach Trump After Push To Have Pence Remove Him From Office 

‘One Trump Fan's Bescent Inte The US Canitol Mab 
Twitter, Facebook And Others Slenced Trums. Now They Learn What 

‘Maradona Devotees Created Their Own Church for Hero Warship 
‘Amezon, Walmart Teli Consumers To Skip Returns Of Linwanted Items 

2, 

& Next, 

‘Mew York Times: 
‘Inside A Daadiy Siege: How A String OF Failures Led To A Dark Day At The Capital 

Impeachment If Pence Won't Act 
3 5 Security For Inauguration And Dernenstrations Aner Caaite 

‘How Parlier, A Chosen Ape OF Trume Fans, Became A Test Of Free Speech 
    

itt Became Sort OF Lawless’: Florida Vaccine Rollout Turns Into A Free-For-All 

‘Washington Post: 
Mob Driven By Grievances And Disiflusionmert 
‘Mary Countries Facing ‘Debt Tsunami’ 
| Reseless Fraud Cisims Cost GOP in Ga. 

‘Rouse Moves Ahead With Bid To Remove Trump 
: } Popyte hief: she % ~ =} 

resident's Unsure Future 

L,     
‘A Weakened 2 

Financial Times: 
Vaccine. Makers Prepare For Game Of Covid Cat And Mouse 

‘US Senators Balk At Immeaching Truma Over Capital Sieas 
‘Tran's $7BN Sattie: Tanker Seizure ‘Sian In The Face’ To South Korea 

= 

‘Saudi Arabia Tries To Lure Multinationals From Dubai 

Washington Times: 
Wine People Out’: Republicans Blast Big Tech's Bid To ‘Erase’ Trump, Supporters 
Joe Biden Missed Many Ooportunities Tp Learn About Son's Business Dealings 
Hello, My Wonderful Social Justice Warriors’: School Sued Over Critical Race Theery Instruction 
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“We'r re Nok Revolullonisss Pennsylvania RrRWwery Champ! ions Fight Against ‘iiniawha Orders’ 

  

‘North Korea Issues 7 rhreat To. US Ag Message. To Biden 

' Story Lineup From Last Night's Network Mews: 
ABC: Capitol Siege-Fallout; Siege-Viclente; Vaccines; COVID; Indonesia-Plane Crash; Chicago- 

‘Man On Shooting Seree; Winter Storm) Honduras-Drug Trafficking; EMT Rescues Man From 

Burning Truck; St. Louis-Family Time Capsule. 
CBS: Capitol Slege-Fallout; Siege-Violence; Siege-Woridwide Perception: COVID; Chicaga-Man On 

‘Shooting Spree; Indonesia~Plane Crash; Winter Storm: Policing Double Standards; Educators 

‘Adapt Lesson Plans; Wornan’s Basketball: Reflectians Gn Trump's Presidency. 
NBC: Capital Siege-Falout; Siege-Viclence; Siege-Capital Police; COVED; Indonesia-Flane Crash; 

‘Vaccines: California-Prisoners Escape: Powerball: Shioging Returns; 15 Year Old Creates Charity 
Te Give Kids In Need Shoes. 

‘Network TV At A Glance: 
‘Capital Siege-Fallout ~ 10 minutes, 45 secands 

 Slege-Viglence - 7 minutes, 16 seconds 

COVID - 7 minutes, G seconds 
| indonesia-~Plane Crash - 2 minutes, 5 secoricis 

'Stery Lineug Fram This Morning's Radio Maws Broadcasts: 

ABC: Pelosi-Impeachment: Slege-Violence: PGA-Moving Venue From Trumn Golf Club: COVID. 

CBS: Pelosi-Impeachment; Trurmp-Secial Media Bens; Parler Gans; Siege-Vislence; Siege-Capital 
Police; COVID, Chicage-Man On Shaoting Spree. 

FOX: Slege-Capitol Police; Siege-Violence; Parler Bans; Businesses Suspend Polltical Contributions. — 

NPR: Pelosi-Impeachment; Trump-Soclal Media Bans; PGA-Moving Venue From Trump Golf Club; 

'Slege-Violence: Vaccines. 

  

_Today’s Events In Washington. 

‘White House: 
2 President Frum - WH work from early in the morning unt late in the evening. He wil rake 

many calls and have many meeting 

| @ Vice Presidant Pence -- Leads a White House Coronavirus Task Force meeting. 

(US Senate: 
 *® Senate on recess from 7 Jan ~ 19 Jar   

US House: 
ts in ore for: sian ~ House of Reoresentatives meets in pro forma session * 

Chamber on recess frorn @ Jan - 18 Jan 

location: i. S. Capital, Washington, DC; 14:00 AM 

Cabinet Officers: 
|e Transportation Secretary Chae resigns following U.S. Capitel riots - Secretary of 

Transportation Elaine Chao resignation effective, announced last week in the wake of the 

attacks on the U.S. Capitol following a protest rally addressed by President Donald Trumn, 

which her resignation letter called ‘a traumatic and entirely avoidabie event’ and said that they | 

had ‘deeply troubled her in a way that she simply cannot set aside’ * Secretary of Education 
Betsy Devos also announced ner resignation on the seme day, effective fest week, telling 

President Trump in her letter that there was ‘no mistaking the impact his rhetorichad onthe 

situation’. However, critics have suggested that both could be avoiding participating in potential | 
Cabinet responsibilities in declaring that President Trump was ‘unable to discharge the powers | 
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end duties cf the office’ and invoking the 25th Amendment, which would remove him fram 

office 

Visitors: 

  

‘This Town: 

eu. Be Supreme. Sus. FRlGases. anaorder ist: 9:30 AM 

Wearing - US. Supreme Court hearing, via telecunferance: ‘Pharm v. 

Guzman Chaver’ whet! her the detention of an allen who is subject to a reinstated removal 

order and who is pursuing withholding cor deferral of removal is governed by Title 8 Section 

123% or Section 1226 of the United states Cadet}; 10:00 AM 

¢ Annual ‘Roadman to State Highway Ssfety Laws’ réleased - Advocates for Highway and Auta 
Safety unvell ‘2021 Roadmap of State Highway Safety Laws’ report - ranking all 50 states and 
the District of Columbia on the passage of 16 ‘essential’ traffic safety laws, with each state 

Given a green, yellow or red rating based on the number of optimal safety lews enacted; the 

best and worst states named; and gaps in each state‘s traffic safety laws identified. 
Livestreared news conference with Acivacetes far Highway and Auto Safety President Cathy 

Chase; Damocratic Ren. Raja Krishnamoorthi; New York state Sen, David Carlucci; Impact 
Yeon Drivers (Calfornia} Education Gutreach Cooardinater Ivette Chaidez; New Jersey state 

Assemblyman Nicholas Chiaravalioti; Medical College of Wisconsin Comprehensive Iniury 

Center Hirector Stephen Hargarien; and State Farm Insurance Federal Affairs Vice President 
and Caunsel Alan Maness; 21:00 AM 

* {}S Chamber of Commerce co-hosts webinar on ‘Aris & Entertainment in the Pandemic Era’ - 

‘Starring Role: Arts & Entertainment in the Pandemic Era’ webinar hosted by the U.S. Chamber 

of Commerce Global Innovation Policy Center in calaboaration with Americans far the Arts, the 

National Assembly of State Arts Agencies, and the Natianal Endawrnent for the Arts, to 

spothight the economic and cultural contributions made by those in the arts arxi antertainment 

sectors, and the challenges and opportunities they face in the pandemic era. Speakers include 
actor Annette Bening: U.S. Chamber of Commerce President Suzanne Clark and Stratedic 

Alliances and Gutreach Senior Vice President Rick Wade) Musicien Versine White: National 

Assembly of State Arts Agencies President and CEG Parn Breaux; The Actors Fund President 

ard CEO Joseph Benincasa: National Endowment for the Arts Chairman Mary Anns Carter; and 

Recording Industry Association of America Chairman and CEO Mitch Glazier; 3:00 PM 

*e 2020 Law Enforcement Officer Fatalities renort released ~ Lew Enforcement Officer Fatality 
Report released by National Law Enforcernent Officers Mernorial Fund, providing officer fatality | 

data for 2020, Report details the number of officers kHied in frearriserelated and traffic related: 

incidents, as well as deaths due to other causes, slong with preliminary data showing 
circurnstances of fatal shootings, trends in traffic-rejated fatalities, details of deaths due to 

causes other then traffic and Hrearms, and other demographic and jurisdictional data points 

¢ Surface Navy Association 33rd annual National Symposium (virtual) ~ Surface Navy Association | 
33rd annual National Symposium. Agenda includes keynotes from Chief of Naval Operations 
4orn. Michael Giday and Deputy Chief for Manpower, Personnel, Training and Education (N1> 

Yice Adrn. John Nowell Iv., Under Secretary of the Navy Gregory Slavonic, Southern Commend | 

Commander Adm. Craig Faller, Indo-Pacific Command Cormmander Adm. Phil Davidson, and 

Fiset Forces Carnrnand Commender Adm. Christopher Grady, and other speakers including 

U.S, Coast Guard Commandant Adm, Karl Schultz, and bigartisan Rens. Joe Courtney and Reh 

Wittman * Takes place virtually due to the coronavirus (COVI6-19) soandemic 
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